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Oral evidence

Taken before the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister:
Housing, Planning, Local Government and the Regions Committee

on Monday 28 November 2005

Members present:

Dr Phyllis Starkey, in the Chair

Sir Paul Beresford Anne Main
Mr Clive Betts Mr Bill Olner
John Cummings Dr John Pugh
Martin Horwood Alison Seabeck

Witnesses: Mr Peter Williams, Deputy Director General, and Mr Bob Pannell, Head of Research and
Information, Council of Mortgage Lenders, gave evidence.

Q1 Chair: Can I welcome you to this first session of Q4Chair:Howmuch do you assess of the additional
home ownership would come from people alreadyour inquiry on aVordability and housing supply.

Can I ask you to start oV by just introducing living within those areas but unable to aVord to buy
at present?yourselves and then I will start oV with the first

question. Mr Pannell: It is diYcult to be precise, but it would
be a fraction of the gross increase in supply in thatMr Williams: Thank you, Chair. My name is Peter

Williams. I am Deputy Director General of the area.
Council of Mortgage Lenders. Mr Williams: Given the demand for housing as an

asset, let alone as a place to live, clearly, we knowMr Pannell: I am Bob Pannell. I am the Head of
Research and Information at the Council of there is a fairly significant ability for people to

consume housing, thus we should not assume thatMortgage Lenders.
new supply means new households able to access the
market. It may mean existing households in the

Q2 Chair: Thank you very much. Can I start by market simply consume more housing.
asking youwhat your attitude is to the analysismade
by Kate Barker and, in particular, whether you
believe that she is correct in saying that if the supply Q5 Chair: Indeed, but if there were not an increase

in supply, there definitely would not be an increaseof new housing were increased, the rate of increase
of house prices would be slowed? in home ownership.

MrWilliams: That is probably likely. Clearly, homeMr Williams: Over the long term. A supply
intervention of the scale potentially to be announced ownership has continued to increase even though

housing supply has been at a fairly modest level.on 5 December is obviously hugely significant and
enormously welcomed by the Council. However, I That has been a natural process that has been

evolving over a number of years, and of course, thedo not think any of us are under any illusion: it is not
an easy thing to achieve, and the price eVects of such right to buy is part of that. Do not forget the level of

home ownership in Britain has substantiallyan intervention will be muted and largely felt over
the longer term. increased because of a transfer between tenures.

That had nothing to do with a supply intervention.

Q3Chair:Part of your submission is suggesting that,
with a big increase in housing supply, the eVect of Q6 Anne Main: You said there would be a slow

eVect. One of the issues you raised in point 46 wastrying to reduce house prices would be lost through
other people buying more properties. Is that the the issue of Stamp Duty and other regulatory costs.

Would you see those as having a greater impact thenpoint that you are trying tomake, andwhat evidence
do you have for that? on the aVordability of houses, or an equal impact?

What assessment have you made?Mr Pannell: It is certainly the case that, as people’s
wealth and income increases, there is an increased Mr Williams: We have not assessed the diVerential

impacts. Clearly, as I said, the impact of housingdemand for housing, so we would expect that to be
reflected if there is an increase in supply, particularly supply on price is very hard to enumerate in full

detail. We know, obviously, that Stamp Duty is ain local areas, that some people would take the
opportunity either to consume additional housing significant and known cost at present, and so in the

short term, Stamp Duty still remains a significantservices in that area or migrate into that area from
neighbouring areas. inhibitor.
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Q7 Martin Horwood: You said something quite Mr Pannell: There obviously needs to be a more
global context within which you then set regionalimportant there which seemed to be slightly

contradictory to what you had said a moment and sub-regional targets, yes.
earlier. You said, if I heard you right, that the
increase in supply might not mean new households

Q12 AnneMain:Regional aVordability targets: theyaccessing the market, even if the market as a whole
could still be relatively aVordable but totallylooked more aVordable. Is that really what you are
unaVordable to people who are on low incomes, sosaying?
how would that help? It would just make themmoreMrPannell: I think what we are saying is that a large
aVordable to people who perhaps want to invest inpart of any increase in supply is likely to be
them. That is my point, that they become a cheaperdissipated, so, depending on the particular types of
investment proposition locally; they do not becomeproperty being built in a particular area that we are
aVordable to poor people.talking about, the environment at the time for
MrWilliams: This takes us back to our earlier pointinvestment purposes, etc, the extent of dissipation is
about just because you are putting supply in, justvery diYcult to predict in advance, but a substantial
because you are putting aVordability targets in, thatpart is likely to be dissipated and not result in an
does not mean to say the people you would like toincrease in owner occupation, certainly not of the
occupy it, at the price they would like to occupy it,same order of magnitude.
actually do occupy it.

Q8 Chair: What measures do you think could be
Q13 Chair: Unless they are provided through ataken to stop that dissipation?
housing association, of course, where only peopleMr Williams: I am not sure we would want to
who meet the housing association’s criteria aresuggest there should be any measures taken to stop
able to . . .that dissipation. This is ultimately amarket. You are
Mr Williams: Yes, although even there, what wecurrently observing a large increase, for example, in
have observed through the key worker livingthe supply of flats in London, and some of that has
programme is that it has not been as easy to target itgone into the investment market and that has
at the people you would like to target it at as itexpanded the private renting sector. All of those
might suggest.things ultimately do increase the choice available to

people across the market in its totality.
Q14 Anne Main: You said it would help. In what
way do you think it will help, since I do not think itQ9 John Cummings: Interest rates over a number of
will help, or I am dubious it will help? How do youyears now have fallen in real terms to historically low
think it will help having a regional aVordabilityrates, and obviously, lenders are actually lending up
target?to five times household salaries. How much is this
Mr Pannell: I thought I had said that it wascontributing to causing house prices to escalate?
necessary to have a regional dimension toMr Pannell: Our sense would be that most of what
aVordability targets.we see happening in the housing market is a

reflection of what is happening in the wider
economy, so a large part of the increase in house Q15 Anne Main:Why?
prices reflects the very buoyant jobsmarket, what we Mr Pannell: Because the housing market
have seen in terms of the reduction in both short and characteristics change quite dramatically even
longer term interest rates, to the extent that lenders within one region. If you compared the position for
are innovative and provide more flexible product key workers, for example, in the London and South
oVerings. That obviously helps a broader spectrum East area vis-à-vis some of the places further away,
of households and individuals to access home where house prices and incomes and the labour
ownership. By doing that, of course, one of the market are very diVerent, you cannot possibly hope
things that happens in the market is that prices will for a single national measure to work in a
adjust to the demand that manifests itself, but we do predictable fashion across all regional and more
not see that relaxation of criteria is the main thing local markets.
driving that forwards. It is verymuch themechanism
by which the improvements in the underlying

Q16 Sir Paul Beresford: Who would enforce theseeconomy are expressing themselves.
targets and how would you achieve them? How
would the Government, if the Government is

Q10 John Cummings: Would you agree that a enforcing them, achieve them?
national or regional aVordability target would help? MrWilliams:Aswe understand it, through the work
Mr Pannell: There certainly needs to be a regional ODPM is working on on aVordability, those
and perhaps even a sub-regional dimension to aVordability criteria will be passed to local
aVordability targets, because there is no such thing authorities to implement and police, and that will
as a national housing market. It is very much a impact upon the supply of the land and other
patchwork of interweaving local markets. resources.

Chair: Can I suggest we get back on track. That is
something, Paul, we need to explore with theQ11 John Cummings:What about a national target?

Would you agree with that? ODPM, I think.
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Q17 Martin Horwood: If interest rates rise, as you Q21 Martin Horwood: Not ceases, but if in eVect
what you are doing is just, in one phrase, enablingpredict, is this going to cause the kind of fall in house
people to stand on financial tiptoe, you are notprices that would result in a crisis in the housing
actually making the market really more aVordablemarket?
for them and it will have the eVect of raising prices.Mr Pannell: In terms of our forecast, we are actually
Mr Williams: That is clearly the risk that is run.expecting a relatively flat profile for interest rates,
Mr Pannell: What it does do is ensure that thecertainly over the next two years, but if interest rates
market is very eYcient and fair for everybody that iswere to rise, to follow your scenario through, our
able to enter home ownership on a sustainable basis.sense is that the fundamentals in the housing market
What we are doing is very much broadening theunderpin current housing values to a very marked
tenure as wide as we prudently can.degree, and even if you look back to the late 1980s,

when obviously there was a very significant debt
Q22Martin Horwood:FromApril, the Governmentproblem and arrears and repossessions crisis
is allowing housing to be included in personalemerging, the reality is that the vast majority of
pension plans. Do you think there is also a risk ofhouseholds, in a very significantly constrained
that being inflationary?environment and very diYcult time for the macro
Mr Williams: There is a risk, but all the evidenceeconomy, maintained their service payments on
suggests it is over-stated. The evidence that has beenmortgages throughout that period.
put in the public domain is very limited. We would
have liked to see the Treasury publish its own impact
assessment. It would be helpful, I think, to calm theQ18 Martin Horwood: In your submission, in
debate that is obviously raging in the marketplaceparagraphs 19-22, you paint a rather charming
about what impact it has, but the collective viewpicture of inventive new products and more
across lenders is that the eVect is over-stated. Thererepayment models and diVerent ways of providing
may be some sub-market eVects but generally I thinkpeople with the means to pay being a way of making
people are more confident that it will not have thethe market more aVordable. That seems to fly in the impact that has been argued.face of classical economics, which says that if you

increase the amount of lending to people, that is
Q23Martin Horwood: But it will have some impact.actually inflationary. Is that not right?
Mr Williams: At the margin, yes.Mr Williams: That is clearly a concern. Obviously,

there are limits to what lenders can do. They do not
Q24 Mr Betts: Going on to the issue about supply,have control of housing supply but they do have
the Government clearly believes that one of thecontrol over mortgage products, and what we have
solutions to all this diYculty is to get a million moretried to do is arrive at products that give people some
homes for people to buy as home owners in the nextcapacity to interact with the supply situation as they
five years. Do you have concerns about that?Do youfind it but, clearly, if we simply stimulated demand
have a degree of scepticism that it actually iswholesale, that would be bad news. This is why we
achievable?have been very concerned in our work on shared
Mr Williams: It probably is achievable, simplyequity with the Government that the programme because we know that net something like 200,000there is not so large that it would destabilise the households a year move into home ownership and

market. No, lenders are absolutely with you, that over five years therefore you could climb to a
what they want to see is a process where supply and million. We saw a million and a half households
demand are reasonably well balanced, but these are become home owners over the period 1997–2003, so
about helping specific groups into an existing it is probably achievable. What we are saying is that
market. there is some evidence to suggest that the demand

side is changing. The work we have done on
potential first-time buyers does indicate something

Q19 Martin Horwood: So do you think the past of a sea shift in the profile of people coming forward.
expansion of repayment models and financial We know households are getting older before they
products has been inflationary? enter home ownership, we know there are issues
MrWilliams: In one sense they are; in another sense about job mobility, we know there are issues about
they are not. Clearly, we take the supply situation as debt, and all of that is beginning to change, we
we have it. We assume supply follows, and, sadly, it believe, some of the preferences around home
is the case in Britain that supply has rather lagged, ownership such that one cannot automatically
as you know, but I do not think that is a task for assume the future is like the past. So the reason for
lenders to address. This is a task for those that our slightly cautious remarks in our submission was

to reflect that, that we do not think it is a given inoperate on the supply side of the housing system.
quite the way that some people may easily suggest.

Q20 Martin Horwood: You are the ones that are Q25 Mr Betts: Is there a danger—this is something
doing the lending, and if you are lending more, the that has been raised over the last 20 years—that
flurry of lending is making more . . . some people have been encouraged and enticed into
MrWilliams: Sure. Can I turn it around?Would you owner occupation who probably would be best

suited by other tenures, particularly in light of theirlike to suggest that the lending ceases?
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personal circumstances, but it is presented as almost ownership packages? Surely, this will impact on the
very people who are striving to get on to the homethe one and only thing that you really ought to try

and achieve? ownership ladder. What specific evidence do you
have from lenders that this is a likely outcome?MrWilliams:We are very clearly strongly interested

in people, if they enter home ownership, being able Mr Pannell: No specific evidence as such, and I
cannot remember the exact figures that Barker wasto sustain home ownership, as I am sure you would

agree, and obviously, in the past a whole variety of suggesting real house prices may be reduced by, but
I think in terms of orders of magnitude, it wasissues were there. Tax relief would be an example of

ways that may have encouraged people to enter the something like halving the real house price increase
by two% down to one%. Given that the mortgagetenure earlier than they might have done. Certainly,

going forward, given the way the world has changed business nowadays is very competitive and margins
are very fine, that is bound to have an eVect on thein terms of the labour market, more contract-based

employment, more self-employment, etc, people risk-reward calculations that all lenders need to take
forwards. It will at the margin reduce their riskclearly should enter the market at a point where they

think they can sustain the tenure, and there is less appetite for certain propositions. One of the
examples of that would be some forms of low-costsupport now, with no tax relief, with a somewhat

diminished income support for mortgage interest home ownership.
regime, there is less support for people who then fall
away in that process. We therefore think people do Q30 Anne Main: Just to tease out the constraints
need to approach it with a degree of care, which they imposed on lenders with respect to those who buy
always should have done, but that is even more true property on exception sites, you seem to be unhappy
of the future. about that. It does seem to be unfortunate that at the

lower end of the market there seems to be the least
Q26 Mr Betts: Is there an optimal level for home choice. Are you saying that we should be looking at
ownership? Are we about there or are we close to improving the amount of choice for lending in the
getting there? low-cost home ownership programme?
Mr Pannell: It is actually an area where there has Mr Williams: Yes, I think the collective view of
been relatively little work done on the potential lenders is that the low-cost home ownership
limits of home ownership. The last robust programme in England has been neglected. There
assessment was made in the late 1990s, when it was are specific issues around section 106 sites in terms of
suggested that home ownership could comfortably the restrictive requirements imposed upon them by
grow to something like 72–73%. That may have PPG3 and its revisions.We have argued strongly for
moved out a little bit more in the intervening period. some amendment to those over a period of time, that
Probably, once you start looking much beyond the has not been forthcoming, and the upshot is that
mid 70s, you are not likely tomovemuch beyond the lender appetite to lend on some of those properties
mid 70s within the foreseeable future. That may be has diminished.
a natural limit.

Q31 Anne Main: Those are at the lowest end of theQ27 Mr Betts: So that is the limit of people at any market, generally speaking.one time, but because of this delay in people moving MrWilliams: They can be at the lowest, though noton to the home ownership ladder, ultimately necessarily. Some of those sites are relativelyprobably only 80% will become home owners at expensive. There is often second-hand property thatsome time? is cheaper elsewhere, but they are in chosen locationsMr Williams: That is right. Over the life cycle, and particular groups of people, so there is pressureprobably 80% of people will have been home owners for them, certainly, but I do not think by any meansand, of course, we know Britain is 13th in the they would necessarily be at the bottom end of theEuropean home ownership league table. There are a market.number of countries at 90% plus. There are a
number of countries at 80% plus.We are close to the

Q32 John Cummings: Do you have any concernsEU average, so if we are succeeding in economic
over lenders being asked to underwrite thegrowth terms, logically you would expect home
Government’s Market Homebuy scheme?ownership to be able to rise.
Mr Williams: No. We initiated that discussion with
the Government. We were very pleased to be able toQ28 Sir Paul Beresford: The diYculties people see
follow up just what I said in reply there, that we feltover pensions are part of the fact that they are using
the low-cost home ownership programme had beenhousing as an alternative to an additional pension.
neglected, we were keen to see ways in which it mightMr Pannell: That is certainly true on the part of
be expanded, and we were therefore comfortablemany households.
with having discussions with the Government and
we hope announcements will be made shortly whichQ29 Alison Seabeck: Talking about extending home
fulfil that.ownership, to pick up one of the points in your

submission, if Barker is successful in lowering real
house price gains, will this raise credit risk associated Q33 John Cummings: You therefore agree that

equity sharing schemes help reduce the problems ofwith loan to value advances and therefore aVect
lenders’ willingness to produce low-cost home over-commitment?
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Mr Williams: It can do, and it is back to your point Mr Williams: Yes.
about the balance between supply and demand.
Clearly, if somebody can only aVord 75% of a home,

Q42 John Cummings: To your satisfaction?an equity sharing scheme is helpful in assisting them
Mr Williams: Not to my complete satisfaction.into that market. There are issues around equity
John Cummings: Bring out the rack!loans. This is not the solution to everything, by any

means, but at the margins, it is a scheme that does
have potential to help more people enter home Q43 Chair:One of our other witnesses has suggested
ownership in a supportable and sustainable way. that some of the shared ownership schemes are being

used to help people trade up. Do you have evidence
of that?

Q34 John Cummings: In a sustainable way, referring Mr Williams: I am surprised at that comment, to
to the scheme, it is certainly helping the most trade up, because I think by and large, the people
appropriate people? entering the scheme have not been home owners
Mr Williams: This is a scheme yet to happen. The before.
existing Homebuy scheme by and large achieves its
objectives. Some recent research published by

Q44 Anne Main: You said sustainable homeODPM supports that, though there is a slight
ownership in the shared equity scheme. Do you havetendency for the households that get it at themargins
a default rate in terms of payment? Do you haveto have slightly better incomes than the bottom of
many people who default on the loans? Is it higher inthe market. There are reasons for that. I think this is
that group than anywhere else or not?all about how the scheme operates, and I think, aswe
Mr Williams: The evidence on this is very mixed.build the low-cost home ownership sector, we can
This, again, is back actually to the previous point ofimprove its targeting. So yes, there is no reason at all
MrCummings about some of the tracking. There arewhy we cannot ensure that that programme really
no proper performance indicators for low-cost homedoes deliver low-cost home ownership to people who
ownership. The picture on arrears and repossessionswant to become home owners and can over the long
in relation to low-cost home ownership vis-à-visterm sustain home ownership, which is the key thing.
home ownership generally are not well
substantiated. There are bits of evidence but there is
not the picture that we need. That is back to theQ35 John Cummings: If you have identified
uncompleted business: an example, sir.weaknesses in the scheme, have you made these

known to the Department?
Mr Williams: Yes. Q45 Mr Olner: You mentioned, Mr Williams,

the sustainability of mortgage repayments.
Repossessions have gone up considerably in the lastQ36 John Cummings: Have you had a favourable
year. How worried should we be?response?
Mr Pannell: We are certainly far from complacentMr Williams: No.
about the increase in repossessions. A lot of media
coverage relates to the figures produced by the
Department for Constitutional AVairs, which areQ37 John Cummings: Have you had any response?
judicial statistics, court orders, actions and ordersMr Williams: The issues have been raised over a
made.number of years. They are raised in the Home

Ownership Task Force report and some of the work
to be done in terms of targeting of those schemes still Q46 Mr Olner: There has been a 66% rise.
needs to be completed. MrPannell: Something like that, yes, but in terms of

the actual repossessions, the figure for the 12months
ended the middle of this year was something belowQ38 John Cummings: But have you had any
8,000. There are very substantial diVerences betweenresponse from the Department?
the DCA figures and actual repossessions.Mr Williams: The Department responded, for Unfortunately, the DCA, because of the way the

example, to the Home Ownership Task Force statistics are compiled, it does not allow one to very
report. easily understand the full reasons why there is such

a gulf between those statistics. Certainly, with actual
repossessions, we have seen a modest increase overQ39 John Cummings:No, on those particular issues
the last year or so, but it is still the case thatthat you have raised.
repossessions are very close to historical lows, bothMr Williams: No.
in absolute terms and relative to the size of the home
ownership stock. We are forecasting a modest
increase over the next two years to something likeQ40 John Cummings: They have not?
12,000 in 2007, which would still be historically veryMr Williams: Not fully.
low. Just to put that into context, a few years ago
ODPM research suggested that the equilibrium

Q41 John Cummings: But they have responded number of repossessions was something like 30,000
per annum, so we are significantly below that andpartly?
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certainly nobody that I know of is suggesting an Mr Williams: I am not seeking sympathy in saying
this, but I think lenders are classically between a rockincrease in repossessions of anything approaching
and a hard place on this one. If you try and helpthat magnitude.
people into home ownership, you are then accused of
being too generous, and I think the data evidence

Q47 Mr Olner: Can I put on record that obviously, does show that actually, as Bob has cited, and other
the figures are nowhere near that. They are low evidence supports, the evidence shows a high degree
compared to the figures of the early Nineties, but we of caution, but I think it is by both borrowers and
surely learned some lessons from the figures of the lenders.
early Nineties. An awful lot of people do not get into
debt deliberately and I just wonder whether the

Q50 Mr Olner: Is there any correlation betweenmessage that we are putting into place to assist people
people desperate to get out of tenanted property andstaying in their homes, you had already started to
taking risks that are not sustainable at the end ofexercise with this current group of repossessions. It
the day?does not help anyone if somebody is made homeless.
Mr Williams: For example—and I do not knowMr Williams: No, absolutely. This is one of the whether this is quite the right example—under the

reasons why in 1999, with the Government, we right to buy, the evidence in terms of default and
launched our sustainable home ownership initiative, repossession is that there is very little diVerence.
which is very much about trying to increase home
buyers’ awareness of the risks of home ownership, of

Q51 Mr Olner: They gave them away, did they not?the need to look at ways they can manage their
Mr Williams: There is no doubt there is a protectionmortgage account in the event of sickness, accident or
element there. It is a troubling fact that the level ofunemployment; why we have encouraged more
advice given to those people on departing that tenurepeople to take out payment protection insurance; and
into home ownership is perhaps less than it might bewhen you look at lender behaviour going forward,
elsewhere in terms of the advice and informationwhat is striking underlying the figures Bob has been
available to them, which is an issue that perhapstalking about is, both by lenders and borrowers, a
needs considering. As a generality, I do not think wedegree of caution in terms of, for example, loan to
have any data really, particularly to talk of failure, ofvalue ratios. If you lookback at the earlyNineties/late
people dropping out of home ownership who come inEighties, the number of 100% loans was strikingly
as first-time buyers. Clearly, the biggest area oflarger than it is now. There has been a ratcheting back
default is the first two to three years on entering homeon both sides by buyers and lenders to manage
ownership. That is typically when budgets are mostexactly the risk you are talking about.
stretched, when people find it most diYcult, but I do
not think that is particularly associated with people
coming out of social rented homes, if you like.Q48 Mr Olner: Surely, with five times household
Clearly, they have come from somewhere. Some willincome being lent to somebody as a norm, it is putting
have come from their parental home, some will havetremendous pressure on household units, because
come from the private rented sector, some will havehousehold units do not stay the same for ever.
come fromabroad. There is no particular pattern thatMr Williams: Sure.
I have seen any evidence of there.Mr Pannell: If five times income were the norm, then

I would agree with you. The figures that we have
suggest that for first-time buyers, the median income Q52 Anne Main: It is the flipside of what Bill has just
multiple was 3.2 in the middle of this year. That asked: if people default in the first one or two years,
compareswith something like 2.4 10 years ago, and of do you have any concerns that this push to get people

into home ownership is taking away focus fromcourse, what has happened in the intervening period
providing social housing for rent?is the macroeconomic backdrop has changed
Mr Williams: Looking at government expenditure,dramatically, particularly in terms of the interest rate
clearly, there is a huge amount and an increasedenvironment. Interest rates are well below half the
amount of government expenditure on the sociallevel that was prevailing 10–12 years ago.
rented sector. I have already mentioned that the
programme for low-cost ownership had in fact been

Q49Mr Olner: But has that not just encouraged you cut back. The Government is now keen to push those
to lend people more money? There seems to be a fair programmes ahead again. I do not think those have
amount of entrapment within the money lending been developed at the expense of the social rented
business. I knowyou denied it in the first instance, but sector. I think the Government is, however,
I actually think it has an awful lot to do with driving responding to a choice agenda here. What it is saying
the price of properties up. is that, reflecting low mobility, recruitment and
Mr Pannell: We should not forget that we have retention, choice, they feel the need—rightly, in our
enjoyed more than ten years of continuous economic view—to respond to the unmet demand for home
growth. The jobs market is probably the strongest it ownership and they are putting a limited amount of
has been for many a generation. Interest rates are resource in there. We are helping them expand that
historically at very low levels in nominal terms, and limited amount of resource by the shared equity
that creates a huge demand from individuals, and programme we are talking about so that deliberately,
mortgage lenders, for the most part, are meeting the it is not an oVset taking away from the social rented

sector. I think our collective view is the Governmentaspirations for home ownership.
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is actually spending a lot of money on social renting them, with unknown lifetime characteristics, will
become unmortgageable in the future. You will haveand its commitments to home ownership are

relatively limited but nonetheless very welcome. had the great success of getting somebody a new
home because they have bought it, and then they will
find they cannotmortgage it and sell it on to anybodyQ53MrOlner: In the past you have expressed serious

concerns about modern methods of construction, else. A success becomes a deep and dismal failure.
particularly in the prefabricated home sector. Have
you resolved those concerns? Q59Alison Seabeck:What discussions therefore have

you been having with the ODPM about the pilotsMrWilliams:We are in the process of resolving those
concerns. We are waiting for the publication of LPS being brought forward for the £60,000 house, which

I assume are using modern methods of construction,2020, which will be the new certification standard for
modern methods of construction. We would like to and which I assume they will want to sell and

therefore lenders ought to be involved in it.see ODPM and the Housing Corporation embrace
that fully in a way that they have yet to do. We and MrWilliams: I believewe are involved. I do not know

the details, I am afraid. I am happy to reply by letterthe insurers are confident that this will provide a
whole-life standard for new dwellings built by on that point.

Chair: That would be very helpful. If you could replymodern methods which means they are sustainable
and mortgageable over the long term. In the absence to the Clerk, that would be extremely helpful.
of that standard, the risk is that we will be getting
people into hew homes which then have no long-term Q60 Martin Horwood: I am puzzled that you say the

key issue is adoption, because with what you havelife and our concern is that, if we are not careful, we
will repeat past mistakes, ones you are very well described as the deep and dismal failure, the key

problem surely is the quality and sustainability ofaware of and I hope others in this room are too.
the design?
Mr Williams: Yes, but then the adoption of theQ54 Mr Olner: But we are getting there?

Mr Williams:We believe we are getting there. standards that makes those requirements absolutely
mandatory, because at themoment there has not been
a standard that has been imposed. Many of theseQ55MrOlner:Whendo you thinkwewill reach that?

Mr Williams: It will be published next year. The key buildings are being imported from all over the world,
built by unknown construction techniques, withquestion is adoption.
unknown operational life characteristics, which will
simply, as I say, succeed in the one breath and fail inQ56 Mr Betts:What is the element of doubt there?

Mr Williams: Adoption. the next.

Q61 Mr Olner: Do they get through buildingQ57 Mr Betts: That is ODPM and the Housing
Corporation? regulations?

Mr Williams: I assume so, but that is only related toMr Williams: Yes.
the short term. The standard we have developed with
the Building Research Establishment and the BritishQ58Mr Betts: If they do not, the thing is a dead loss.

Mr Williams: The danger is if they do not, and they Board of Agrément is designed to look at the whole-
life characteristics of the dwelling.carry on where they are, which is some of the

properties being built and put into the social rented
sector but potentially then falling from the social Q62 Chair: That standard would apply across the

private and public sectors?rented sector into home ownership through the right
to buy, for example, right to acquire, is that those Mr Williams: Yes.

Chair: Thank you very much indeed.properties, because they have a short life built into

Witnesses: Professor Alan Murie, Mr Peter Lee, Senior Lecturer, and Dr Ed Ferrari, Lecturer, Centre for
Urban and Regional Studies, University of Birmingham, gave evidence.

Q63 Chair: Can I welcome you. Can you just Lenders was saying that home ownership rates are
still continuing to rise but not as quickly as theyintroduce yourselves one after the other before we
were. They probably have a little bit further to go.start?
You seem to be thinking, from what I can gather,Professor Murie:My name is Alan Murie.
that they are likely to rise much further and theMr Lee: Peter Lee.
Government is being unduly optimistic in thinkingMr Ferrari: I am Ed Ferrari.
there are going to be a million more home owners inProfessor Murie: We are all from the Centre for
ten years’ time.Urban and Regional Studies at Birmingham
Professor Murie: I think the big question markUniversity.
about the rate of growth at present is the
development of the buy-to-let market, because in

Q64MrBetts:Canwe begin by exploring your views eVect, the buy-to-let market is beginning to crowd
on the levels of home ownership. If you had been in out people from the home ownership sector. The

question we are raising in the evidence we have givenhere a few minutes ago, the Council for Mortgage
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you is how far the expansion of the buy-to-let occupying and having a house in the first place. If we
look at new build, specifically in theWestMidlands,market is compatible with the expansion of the home

ownership in the way the Government wants. In the and we are looking at the rural parts of the West
Midlands, where the ratio between incomes andcentre of some cities at the moment, a very high

proportion—I have heard a figure of 95%—of house prices is roughly 13 times local household
incomes in Malvern Hills, that means that theproperties being sold are to the investment market.

That obviously is not being repeated across the relationship between local incomes and the housing
market has been completely distorted. If we look atmarket as a whole, but it does mean that a lot of the

new supply coming into the market is being taken new build and the proportion of new build that is
occupied by people in the private rented sector, it isout by investors prior to it becoming available to

home owners. I suppose I could answer your more than double the regional average, whichmeans
that the ability of people to get on that first rung ofquestion in a diVerent way: it depends on what kind

of home ownership the Government wants. That is the ladder and that relationship between local
incomes and the housing market has been distortedmultiple home ownership, if you like; it is people

who own their homes but who own more than one by external investment. That might not be diVerent
in principle from the past, but if we start at an indexhome. It is diVerent from the notion of owner

occupation, which traditionally has been what we of 100 in 1985, average house prices have more than
three or four times outstripped lower quartilehave talked about, and I think there may be some

doubt about whether that growth of individual incomes, which means it is this external investment
in housing and home ownership from outside whichhome ownership can continue at the rate that would

be wanted if the buy-to-let market continues to is distorting the relationship between local incomes
and the housing market.expand as it is.

Q65 Mr Betts:What would your projection be over Q68 Martin Horwood: I am going to ask a similar
question to one I asked the previous witnesses. Dothe next ten years then?

Professor Murie: We would hesitate to make a you think the rise in home ownership has been
inflationary?projection. Perhaps that is not very helpful to you. It

depends onwhether the buy-to-letmarket is a blip or Mr Ferrari: Yes, in the sense that, as both my
colleagues have mentioned, it has outstrippeda trend, whether it continues at a high rate, and all

of the speculations about the investment in pension incomes. If you look at some very local examples, we
have been doing some work in South Yorkshire, forschemes relates to that, whether there is a continuing

trend for investment in buy-to-let, in which case we example, where incomes in real terms have been
either stable or possibly even declining year on yearwould still anticipate that the home ownership

sector, the owner occupied sector would continue to whilst house prices have clearly outstripped that,
again, pointing to a disconnection from localgrow but not at that same rapid rate. We are also

beginning to see a diVerent kind of home ownership populations and their incomes and the housing
market as it impinges on their neighbourhoods. Inemerging as a result of that, so it begins to be a

question about whether it is the same kind of sector. that sense, yes, it has been inflationary.

Q69 Mr Olner: Following on from that, are youQ66 Mr Betts: Could you expand on that?
Professor Murie: I suppose it is partly that the saying that in South Yorkshire there are just small

localised hotspots where this occurs? Becausedevelopment of the buy-to-let market means you
have a diVerent type of ownership emerging, people primarily in that part of the world there is sometimes

a surplus of houses, which would tend to bringwho own their own home but are increasingly
owning a second and maybe a third home as well. prices down.

Mr Ferrari:Yes. It is my feeling that the inflationaryMost of the buy-to-let market is small homes, but
also, the owner occupied market is becoming much pressure that is caused by the external pressures on

house prices that we have been talking about havemore extended from a very high-priced, luxury
market right down to a low-priced accessible market occurred even in places that have hitherto been

characterised by low demand, or at least changingand the two endsmay nevermeet, so you do not have
what used to be talked about as a foot on a ladder; demand for the housing product.
you do not have a ladder that you canmove from the
bottom to the top of; you have a highly stratified Q70 Chair: Can I just clarify? There seems to be an
market where it is not easy to move from one end to elision of several diVerent things. Are you talking
the other. It is a diVerent kind of product. about people buying second homes in rural areas,

where obviously the local income is not relevant, or
are you talking about people who are investing inQ67 Chair: In what way is that diVerent from the

past, in that people with small houses could never buy-to-let, as Professor Murie was talking about, in
city centre areas, which is a completely diVerentaspire to eventually move their way up to a mega-

mansion? pressure? You seem to be running them both
together and slipping from one to the other.Mr Lee: I think we have to be clear about the

starting position here. We are talking about the Professor Murie: I am not so sure that they are such
diVerent things. People are in both cases makingexpansion of home ownership. I think Alan’s point

is about the diVerence between home ownership or decisions as much on the grounds of investment and
an investment in an asset that they anticipate willownership per se, and owner occupation, actually
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appreciate. I think there is a growth of what is now balance the market needs something that is much
more sensitive and complex, unfortunately, than ancalled buy-to-let in rural areas. We have simply
aVordability index.stopped calling it second homes; we increasingly call

it buy-to-let. It maymean that the person very rarely
uses it as a holiday home whereas in the past they Q73 John Cummings: The Government is of the
may have done so more, but I think the big addition opinion that it is increasing equity by enabling more
to the market is what is conventionally called buy- people to own their own homes. It seems to be a
to-let. straightforward statement, and yet, it would appear

you suggest otherwise. Could you tell the
Committee why?

Q71 Anne Main: I asked the same question of the Mr Lee: I suppose there has always been an equity
Council for Mortgage Lenders. If there were some stake in housing, owner-occupied housing, but to
sort of regional lowering of prices, on a regional suggest that social equity will be increased for all
basis, do you think that would increase the groups proportionally and equally would be
aVordability for wealthy buyers to be able to buy misleading, would it not? If we are talking about a
more and more buy-to-let properties rather than polarisation in house prices and a reduction in
making the properties cheaper for people who are on residential mobility because the distance between
a lower income scale? house prices in relative and absolute terms has
Mr Lee:Obviously, it is going to increase the ability grown so considerably, that must mean that for
of those investors to buy more properties on the those with low assets and low incomes, their ability
open market, therefore we have to look at the to access social equity through housing will be less
environment bywhich (a) they are allowed to do that than those who are paying less as a proportion of
and (b) what the competing investments are. The their income for housing. Obviously, social equity is
competing investments are the stock market or going to be diVerent for diVerent groups. The other
whatever and they are not getting that kind of issue is that for low income groups, accessing equity
return.We know that they are getting a yield on buy- in their housing obviously is going to increase their
to-let of roughly 22% when we look at the capital debt, which has to be serviced. Housing is being
appreciation and we look at the kind of rental viewed as something not just about accommodation
income coming from that. Therefore, there seems to and the roof over one’s head but as a kind of a

supplement to the welfare state and as a supplementbe an environment in which it is very attractive to
to the ability to consume more, which obviously isbuy that, so lowering the price, no, will not
going to be diVerent for diVerent groups, dependingnecessarily increase the access to those on low
on your starting position in the housing market.incomes. We know that the price of housing would

have to come down considerably to reduce those
kinds of margins when we are looking at rural areas Q74 John Cummings: Have you entered into
in the West Midlands and the relationship between dialogue with theDepartment over your diVerences?

Mr Lee: Starting now, I guess.incomes and lower quartile house prices of 13 times.
They have to come down considerably. So
obviously, there has to be something to do with the Q75 John Cummings: In written form or through
external environment in which those investments are discussions?
seen as much more attractive than alternative Mr Lee: We do regularly have projects through
investments. ODPM and regionally where we discuss these

matters.
John Cummings: I would be very interested to hear

Q72 Sir Paul Beresford: One of the suggestions that the outcome of such discussions between yourselves
people have made is that we should have regional and the Department over that particular issue.
aVordability targets. The Government will set these
and the councils will apply them. We have not quite Q76 Alison Seabeck: Housing markets are clearlyreached a Stalinistic system but I suspect we are on complex and you suggest that in your submission,
the way there. I cannot see how it will work. Do you and they cannot simply be described in terms of
think it will work? supply and demand. What, in your view, are the
Professor Murie: I do not think we think it would main complicating factors?
work. We are not convinced that you can arrive at MrFerrari: I guess there is a short answer and a long
fixed targets of that nature very easily.We do believe answer. The short answer is that housing markets
you can analyse the way regional housing markets are, yes, a complex mix of local and national forces
are working and begin to intervene to try to between cycles, for example, in the macro economy
introducemore balance in themarkets, but that kind and structures, for example, local economic
of aVordability indicator is too crude. A lot of the situations. Some of the unique characteristics of the
work we have done emphasizes a sub-regional level housing market which are indeed complicating arise
within housing markets. The example of Yorkshire from the fact that housing is a unique economic
was given. There are parts of Yorkshire and good in terms of its economic characteristics. It is
Humberside where the market is booming, and I not unlike the labour market. It is very unlike other
think it is more than just small pockets. There are markets or other commodities. Housing is fixed,
hotspots within every region where the market there are well-known time lags involved in supply,

and the price of housing internalises a whole host ofmoves very fast, and to intervene to be able to
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external factors that we cannot entirely satisfactorily whether we are actually scratching the surface and
meeting any of the need. You are saying that housesmodel, for example, location eVects and other such.

For me, the most important complicating factor are being bought and sold and where is the problem;
if we look again at the West Midlands, where weabout the way housing markets work are the areas

over which they work and the spatial eVects of have looked at aVordability from the perspective of
incomes and house prices and the flow of aVordablehousing markets. Almost without exception, I think

housingmarkets work over larger areas thanwe tend housing, ie the flow of lets—because we have to talk
about social rented housing here as well—and theto think of or we tend to assume, which in turn

increases the capacity for displacement eVects to flow of sales of lower priced market-entering
housing, from looking at new household formation,occur.
from looking at the flows of social housing, from
looking at the aVordability thresholds, we can get aQ77 Chair: Can you give an example of a
feel for how many new households are looking atdisplacement eVect?
aVordable housing and how much of that should beMr Ferrari: For example, if one were trying to meet
social housing and monitor that. We are looking at,housing needs or indeed housing demand through
say, 40,000–50,000 over the next 20 years, dependentthe provision of new housing in a place like Sutton
on all other factors being equal, but in the short termColdfield, for example, the market that Sutton
we are looking at maybe delivering 6,000 units overColdfield is in probably extends over a much wider
the next five years on an annual basis. Last year wearea thanwe have hitherto been used to dealingwith,
delivered something like 2,500. So we can have lotsboth administratively and conceptually, and
of discussions about the complexity of housingtherefore displacement would occur in that that new
markets, etc, but if we have a shortfall ofhousing would be attractive to and consumed by
3,500–4,000 aVordable units, that seems to be theinvestors and movers, people who move to consume
problem. One of the problems is the spatialhousing, from a much wider area. So even when
mismatch. Housing markets work on very diVerentproviding new housing, the chances are that meeting
spatial scales, so we have long-distance migrationlocal needs and demands will be secondary to
trends, which tend to be about job relocation, andmeeting the needs and demands of a much wider
short-distance moves, which tend to be aboutmarket.
housing market or housing-related adjustments. So
you move to an areas because you have a job and

Q78 Alison Seabeck: That reinforces the point made then youmake that kind of adjustment—“Don’t like
earlier, if I am right, that it is quite diYcult to set that neighbourhood. I’ll move over here.” So you
regional or even local targets for house building and have all those adjustments going on and you have
development because the whole market is skewed that kind of spatial mismatch between where the
anyway. In a sense, people will come where you jobs are being created and where there is excess
build, whereas if you have a grand regional plan— supply of housing. We cannot forget regeneration
forgive me if I sound slightly confused by this, but I and a whole basket of economic development and
just do not understand quite how you can set regeneration-led policy that can deliver more in that
regional housing targets in quite the way you are kind of matching up. Where we have a problem is
trying to describe. that housing is being built, yes, but we have a lot of
Mr Ferrari: You cannot have a set regional city centre housing in our major city centres which
aVordability target, to take that example, any more is supposedly delivering urban renaissance which is
than it is the case that you have a regional housing lying empty, andwe have had a lot of discussion over
market or a local housing market. It might be the last couple of months about segregation and
complicating but also illuminating to think of the ethnic minorities, and two or three miles up the road
housing market in terms of a series of overlapping in cities likeManchester, Leeds andBirmingham, we
housing markets at various spatial scales, even have people in dire housing need. So the housing
globally. A city like London might exist within a system is not matching up the disproportionate
global housing market, and part of its housing amount of need and aVordability problems of this
supply, or the outcomes of the housing market will group of people but is delivering housing which is
be determined by global pressures as much as local lying empty to corporate investors who are
pressures. deciding . . .

Q79 Alison Seabeck: Can I come back to Q80 Chair: Can I try and pick you up . . .
aVordability? Again, in your submission you talk Mr Lee: I am just trying to address the question of
about there being a worsening problem of where the problem is, which seems to be suggesting
aVordability. It is really the case that houses are that there is not a problem.
being bought and sold at a steady rate? There is a
steady turnaround at the moment, so where in your

Q81 Chair: I do not think Alison was suggestingview is the problem?
there was no problem.MrLee:Where dowe start?All we can do in terms of
Mr Lee: No, it was a rhetorical question.the aVordability threshold, the aVordability targets

that we are talking about regionally or that we are
thinking about setting, is to plan, monitor and Q82 Chair: I am having real diYculty in trying to

work out whether what we are having is anmanage these things and see where we are going in
terms of the delivery of aVordable housing and interesting academic discussion . . .
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Mr Lee: No, no. I think it is more than that. Q86 Anne Main: You said there were places being
constructed in Manchester and lying empty. People
were not wanting to live in them. Perhaps you could

Q83 Chair: Hang on! Or whether we are actually give some of the reasons why. If you are thinking in
getting somewhere that can inform policy. I want to terms of being slightly interventionist, are we saying
actually quote the last sentence of your written that, to have some sort of regional aVordability, we
evidence, which is “A national spatial strategy seems are looking at putting some sort of limits onwho can
a starting point for addressing regional disparities. buy? I would like to tease out exactly what you are
This would require strong leadership to a framework referring to. Are you saying it is for local people
for economic and housing investment that may seem only? What sort of things are you suggesting?
too interventionist for some.” Do you mean people Otherwise, the investment is just going to flood into
should be told where they are going to be able to live those places?
and work? Mr Lee: I would hope that we are having more than
MrLee:No, I do not think it is suggesting that at all. an academic debate here that will just go away. We
I think maybe we are looking at this too internally are trying to apply our research findings to some of
about housing delivering all the kind of solutions, the policy implications here. I am not painting a
that we build more housing and that will solve the picture of rows and rows of empty apartment blocks
problem. We build it where people want to live and in Birmingham but where we have a vacancy rate in
that will solve the problem. It is a bit like roads: if we the city of 4% and a vacancy rate in some city centre
build the roads, obviously we will just increase the areas of 13 and 15%, that seems to be out of kilter.
demand. If we build the housing in the South East, What is being delivered is not necessarily what is
obviously there will be strong investment in that needed. It is not about saying to people that they
housing, but is it necessarily the right way to go in cannot invest in housing. It is saying at some point
terms of the use of national resources?We have to tie the government has to join up policy and say, “We
up the housing to regeneration and economic talk about sustainable communities and urban
development, which seems to suggest much more of renaissance.” Whose community and whose
a kind of spatial plan to those kinds of policy renaissance?
troubles.

Q87 Anne Main: What is being delivered? Is it the
size of unit, where it is located, accessibility ofQ84 Mr Olner: I want to touch on aVordability/

demand. There was a time in the sixties when they transport?
MrLee:Probablywe are in danger of developing tootried to say to Coventry, “You cannot have any

more industry there; you have too much so we will manymonolithic one and two bedroom apartments.
On the assumption that households will be smaller,send it up to Scotland.” Sadly, it all failed. That has

been tried in the past. How do we address this households will still have friends and, where they
have been divorced and have families, they will wantproblem about the regional demand, because

aVordability comes on the back of demand. If the their kids to stay over, so there is an assumption that
smaller households have to be put in small one, twodemand is all down there in the south-east, how do

we try to level out the demand side of the equation? bed or studio flats.
Professor Murie: That is about a wider policy than
the housing policy. It is about policies that aVect the Q88 Chairman: Is it the private sector that we are
pattern of economic development across the board. talking about?
I do not think people would suggest you go back to Mr Lee: Yes.
those kinds of measures.

Q89Chairman:The properties you are talking about
with this high vacancy rate in city centres areQ85 Mr Olner: Industrial building certificates?
private sector?Professor Murie: Industrial development
Mr Lee: Yes, but it is not about necessarily sayingcertificates. That is right. I do not think anyone
that people cannot invest; it is about saying, “Whatwould suggest you go back to those. Unless there is
is the climate that we are creating here?”some concerted attempt to think through properly

how investment in infrastructure and diVerent
activities may contribute to the generation of Q90 Anne Main: Is it to do with land densities,

people having to have 30 to 50-plus per hectare?economic activity, you could end up with a situation
in which public investment adds to the pressurised Mr Lee: That might be part of the problem but in

planning terms the government has core outputnature of the economy in the south and south-east of
England. I do not think there is an easy answer. It is indicators in terms of measuring urban renaissance.

One of its core output indicators is density ofabout the wider economic development and
regeneration policy, not just the housing policy. We dwellings, so you have over 30, 40 or 50 dwellings per

hectare, but if we factored in residency rates andthink there is a route through regional housing
strategies and things like housing market renewal said, “What is our utilisation of land here?” we

might be delivering low density over here but peoplethat could be one dimension within a strategy to try
and rebalance markets, but it certainly could not do are occupying them. We are delivering high density

here but we have quite a high vacancy rate, so itit on its own and it is not easy to achieve. I suppose
there is a feeling that there is insuYcient attention works out that our utilisation of the land is probably

less over her either because investors are notbeing given to trying to balance that development.
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prepared to lower their prices to let, say, graduates Q96Mr Betts:What is the evidence that the concept
of theNorthernWay has led to increased pressure tocome into the market. You want to be selling to

graduates at £80,000 or £90,000. If you are on an build on green field sites?
Dr Ferrari: I do not have any prima facie evidenceincome of £20,000, and you have £13,000 or £15,000

of debt—in London, if you are talking about other than being involved with a number of the
pathfinders as they are trying to deal with real£80,000 or £90,000, you would probably think: I will

buy one of those tomorrow. planning applications being made by developers on
the sites.

Q91 Chairman: Is there the same vacancy rate in
Q97 Chairman: Have they been approved?private properties in the middle of London as there
Dr Ferrari: Some have and some are being called inis in the middle of Birmingham?
by the Department.Mr Lee: I guess not. Does that not emphasise the
Chairman: It shows the system works.point about economic development?

Q98 Anne Main: Is that because it is easier for aQ92 Mr Olner: There are not many luxury
developer to go onto a fresh field site than it is toapartments vacant in Birmingham in the centre.
regenerate a brown field site?MrLee: I do not knowwhere the evidence for that is.
Dr Ferrari:We are not just talking about green field
sites here. We are talking about sites that would be

Q93Martin Horwood:One of the areas in which you classified under the performance targets as brown
seem to most diametrically contradict the ODPM is field. It is just that they have not been previously
around the issue of sustainability. They would say classified as housing sites in the planning
that the increase of supply is essential to deliver framework. For example, the old unitary
sustainable communities and particularly they development plans which have nowbeen replaced by
would support, for instance, urban extensions to local development frameworksmay classify large ex-
their identified, principal urban areas. You seem to industrial sites as brown field but not as housing
suggest that is just going to generate unsustainable land, as employment land instead. Developers
urban sprawl. Would you like to defend your would prefer to develop those sites as housing or
position on this? perhaps mixed use site with a complement of leisure,
Dr Ferrari: There are plenty of examples, employment and housing uses. It is not necessarily
particularly in the north and the Midlands, where green field but they are nevertheless on the edge of
even if brown field targets are being met in terms of existing major urban areas where capacity exists
the use of previously developed land there is a lot of within those urban areas.
capacity around without having to start thinking
about urban extensions. Q99Mr Betts: That is not my experience in SheYeld

where you are looking at the reclassification of
Q94 Martin Horwood: Is that not in a diVerent part industrial land next to housing market renewal
of the country? I come from one of the areas where areas. They plan the two together. People are very
the urban extensions are planned. It is nowhere near cognisant of the inter-reaction between them.
those places. It is in the south-west in my case. Dr Ferrari: Funnily enough, some of my experience
Dr Ferrari: I assume you are referring to the growth is not in SheYeld. I know SheYeld has some very
areas in the sustainable communities? particular characteristics such as bordering a

national park, which means it has planning
constraints probably far in excess of other areas. TheQ95 Martin Horwood: Not in my case but it applies
neighbouring local authority of Rotherham has ato the growth areas like Milton Keynes as well. In
particular problem of the sort I referred to.my case it is a PUA in the south west.
Newcastle upon Tyne has recently granted a largeDr Ferrari: One of the interesting things is that two
urban extension to the north at the same time asor three years ago we talked about low changing
having a market renewal area in the south and thedemand and therewere nine housingmarket renewal
west of that particular district.pathfinders set up to address very real and complex

diYculties. Then things like theNorthernWay come
along which is essentially an economic development Q100 Martin Horwood: I am slightly puzzled by

your answer, partly because I was expectingpackage which includes things like transport
infrastructure and a whole host of measures aimed something about the pressure on the green field sites

in the south, not the north. They seem to be diVerentat closing a productivity gap between the north and
the south in theUK. Suddenly the pressure is on and situations. I was asking about the diVerence in

almost the definition of sustainability between youI think there is a real risk for areas that we were
talking about just two years ago as low demand to and ODPM. You say the danger is that the Barker

agenda will not deliver anything sustainable becausesee themselves as growth areas and therefore the
incumbent pressure is on the planning system to it is coming from a Treasury rather than a housing

communities perspective. That is a very bravebuild on green field sites and undertake urban
extensions of the sort you are referring to, even in the statement. Do you want to defend that?

Dr Ferrari:My colleagues might have something tonorth and those parts of the Midlands where
aVordability pressures are perhaps not as acute as in say but I am talking about sustainability and the

concept of reusing land that was previouslythe south.
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developedwhere it is in the best position to capitalise areaswhere people look for housing.Do you see that
the lack of investment or lack of infrastructure and/on existing transport links, neighbourhood

infrastructure, education provision and other facets or investment in transport is part of the problem?
That is why I said about access to those emptyof public service provision. I guess that is my concept

of sustainability in this regard. housing blocks we were talking about. Howmuch is
this about people being able to get to where theProfessor Murie: I think it goes back to the answers

we gave earlier. The emphasis on building housing housing is rather than putting the housing where the
people seem to be? Do you know what I mean? A lotwhere it is needed which comes out of the Barker

review, the implication by a lot of people—it may be of people travel quite a distance to where they work
and they may live in completely diVerent areas forthis is not the way the Department is thinking—is

that you build housing in the hot spots where the schooling reasons or whatever, historic family
reasons. How much is transport integral todemand for housing is greatest. The expectation is

that that will have an impact upon house prices in sustainable communities? What are your views?
those areas and ultimately will enable local people to

Q103 Sir Paul Beresford: Before you answer that, Iaccess the housing market. Our view is that the
think your second last sentence in relation to theevidence does not suggest that that is what will
national spatial strategy is the answer to some of theactually happen.
questions you have been answering. People have to
want to go to live and have something that they wantQ101 Martin Horwood: Are you suggesting there is
to live in. The opportunity for the government toalmost a diVerence between building housing where
influence it through a national spatial strategy andit is wanted and building housing where it is needed?
to calm some of the hot spots down and influenceProfessor Murie: No. I suppose it is about the
some of the other areas is the way forward. That is“where”. We are trying to say that if you build
what you are trying to say. Are you?within the market that people choose to live in, that
Dr Ferrari: Transport is integral to any definition ofmay mean you build a significant distance away
a sustainable community. When we talk about afrom a particular locality. If you interpret the
national spatial strategy, that is important, yes, but“where” very locally, geographically in a very
recent analysis of migration trends suggests anarrow sense, the consequences of that may be very
counter urbanisation—that is, movement todiVerent and it may aVect the sustainability of
suburban and rural locations from existing urbancommunities.
centres—is more significant than what we used to
think of as a north/south drift of population.

Q102 Chairman: If you consider the “where” in a Counter urbanisation is a very important trend that
regional sense like the south-east, you are not we have to consider. Transport is crucial to that
suggesting that the housing need in the south-east debate. The further people travel to work, the
should be met by building it all up north, are you? further away from places of employment that people
Professor Murie: No. We are suggesting that the live, conversely, the more diYcult it is to provide
housing need needs to be met within the housing sustainable modes of transport. In other words,
market that the hot spots are part of, if you follow there is an emphasis on private car use and
me, which certainly would not be other regions and individual journeys over and above the provision of
would not be at regional level either. We mentioned public transport, light rail or other modes such as
Sutton Coldfield before. that.
Chairman:Most of you examples seem to be in the Mr Lee: In terms of sustainability, what we are
Midlands and the north. There are other places in trying to drive at is a national spatial strategy which
the country. All the examples you are using appear is trying to look at sustainability in a very broad
to be entirely irrelevant to the south-east, the south- way, not just in terms of demographics, housing
west or London. In all of your examples, every time need and aVordability. We have an opportunity to
we have asked you, even when we have started it change some of our city centres and the relationship
from the south-west, the south-east or London, you between urban and rural areas and to stop that
have cited the west Midlands. The west Midlands counter urbanisation. It is about the whole urban
clearly has housing problems which need to be oVer, transport and the ability to travel easily
addressed but you cannot generalise them to the through urban areas and get to accessible, decent
whole country and you do not seem to have a lot housing, designedwell. If we just focus on theBarker
to oVer. thing which is about increasing the supply of
Mr Olner:We should not have invited them then. housing, which might be good from the Treasury
Martin Horwood: I think you have an awful lot to perspective, it will lose sight of the sustainability
oVer. I found your submission a breath of fresh air. issues. In sustainability and urban renaissance, one
It was clear and relatively brief and oVered a lot of has to ask sustainable for whom and investment for
very important insights. whom, because when we look at the kind of
Anne Main: On transport your statement says that investment going into the buy to let field it is
notwithstanding additional problems of insuYcient reducing the opportunity of some households
public transport subsidy and the failure of the coming through and accessing true owner
deregulation model outside London, we have to occupation. It is complicated.

Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.think wider than London because there are lots of
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Witnesses:Mr John Slaughter,Director of External AVairs,Mr Paul Pedley, Executive Deputy Chairman,
Redrow, andMr Andrew Whitaker, Head of Planning, Home Builders’ Federation, gave evidence.

Q104 John Cummings: In your evidence, you is going to talk about in the PPG3 that is due to come
out, I guess, next Monday with other proposals incomplain about the planning system constraining

supply but would you not agree that it has helped the pre-Budget statement will take a step back from
where we have been and say that we probably needprovide a framework which has prevented house

builders from the problems of oversupply and the to look at a more flexible approach to realising
density. A one size fits all policy is not appropriate.dangers of bankruptcy?

MrSlaughter:House builders havemanaged to earn In many ways, we understand the concern you are
raising and the industry would like to move forwarda reasonable living in recent years but their wish long

term is to grow their businesses. The essential in a more flexible way.
ingredient of their businesses for long term growth is
the right supply of land on which they can build Q107 John Cummings: Kate Barker’s review
houses and communities. The situation has not been suggests that more than 100,000 extra private homes
optimal. We and our members would like to see an are required each year to stem house price rises. Do
increase in developable land with planning you think that is realistic?
permission and that is the way the industry can Mr Slaughter: To build that many?
grow.
Mr Pedley: I sincerely hope we can look forward to Q108 John Cummings: Yes.
a fairly stable and sustainable housing market in the Mr Slaughter: Yes, it is realistic. Clearly no one is
years to come. If you look at any of our businesses, expecting that increase in volumes to happen from
the primary driver of our output is the number of one year to another but it is a progressive process. In
sites that we have. The number of sites is totally time it is certainly realistic.We have conducted skills
dependent upon the number of sites we have with research, for example, with the Construction
planning permission. You can directly relate our Industry Training Board, which shows that the
future prosperity to the eYciency of the planning industry would be able to respond to that type of
system to deliver those sites through to our increase in output.
businesses, whichever of the major house builders
you are looking at. Q109 John Cummings: If house prices grow more

slowly, do you think developers will continue to
Q105 John Cummings: Is it not in the interests of build?
house builders for house prices to continue to rise? Mr Slaughter: Can we take a step back and say that
Mr Pedley: No, I do not think it is. I think house what Kate Barker is talking about is reducing the
prices have to be sustainable relative to the people long term real increase in house prices. On an annual
who can aVord to buy our houses. EVectively, as basis, the diVerences may not seem very great but
house prices have risen over the last few years, the when she is talking about 2.7% real increase in prices
number of people who can buy what we build has year on year over the last 20 years cumulatively that
diminished. The average selling price of a new home is a very big eVect. What we are looking at and what
is somewhere in the region of £175,000. Therefore, Kate Barker is talking about is a long term supply
there is a huge number of people in the UK who solution.
cannot buy what we build. First time buyers are the
most obvious example of that. They have eVectively Q110 John Cummings: In the short term though, if
been priced out of the market. I do not think that is prices grow more slowly, will developers continue
in the best interest of us or the country. to build?
MrSlaughter:The reality is that although we are not Mr Pedley:Yes, for many reasons, not least because
building anywhere near enough houses the industry it is in the best interests of their businesses. In truth
has nevertheless increased output from the modern, I would much rather operate in a stable housing
historic low point of 2001 by about 20% over the last environment where house prices rise in line with
three years into 2004 figures. The evidence is there earnings than necessarily what we have enjoyed, if
that the industry can and does want to increase that is the right expression, over the last few years.
supply when it is able to do so.

Q111 John Cummings:What do you believe can be
done to make housing more aVordable in the shortQ106 Sir Paul Beresford: Do you not feel some of

your members contribute to the planning delay? In term?
Mr Pedley: AVordability is all about meeting thethe south-east, many of the applications on sites by

some of your members have been ludicrous. The needs of the people. We have to take a far more
flexible view in terms of what we build. We have todensities have been extreme and it is almost a

Germaine Greer eVect. You know you will not get it look at the needs of the individuals in any location
and recognise that the housing market is a series ofbut you will step back a little bit more and you may

have moved the local authority to a greater density. small, individual markets in each town and city and
each diVerent category of people who are looking toMr Slaughter: The industry has been asked to look

at higher density levels under planning policy. In buy. Therefore, if we are looking to satisfy the
demands of the first time buyer, we have to have thatmany ways that is a response to the policy

environment. We realise that there are issues about view when we are addressing that issue. If we are
looking for executive homes for chief executives orwhether that is always the right approach. Indeed,

one thing that we hope very much that government whoever of major firms, it is a totally diVerent set of
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criteria. We have to have a flexible approach so that Q115 Mr Betts: That is a diVerent issue. There is no
constraint on having five years’ allocation. If thewe can meet the needs of the people with what the

industry is delivering. If you do that, then you can land is allocated and developers get on and apply for
the planning permission, they have the five years’deliver aVordability.

Mr Slaughter: On the long term aspect of this, supply of land with planning permission.
MrWhitaker: There are lots of hoops to go throughlistening to the evidence of the two previous

delegations was quite interesting. When we are in order to get planning permission on an allocated
site.talking about the aVordability issue, achieving that

on a long term basis, there is the question of looking
at this as an average position and in terms of what Q116 Mr Betts: Can I tell you what used to happen
that means in practice on the ground. If you get the in my experience when we had the old system, the
overall supply situation right in the long term by UDPwith five years?What used to happenwas there
having a bigger, more sustained supply of housing to were always some sites at the bottom of the pile.
meet the evident demand that is out there, it becomes They were diYcult to build on, polluted sites, a bit
much more possible to deliver diVerent solutions tricky or a bit small. They always remained at the
within that. The market will provide where the bottom of the pile. The five year supply just kept
market demand is, whether that is for expensive, getting topped up with slightly easier sites and they
executive homes at one end of themarket or low cost always got built on and the ones at the bottom never
market homes at the end of the market. Where you got built on. Trying to regenerate some of our older
have a constrained supply, there are arguably going areas was just impossible with that system. That
to be sub-optimal outcomes for all parties. should change.

Mr Whitaker: That should change. What should
happen is that both the local authority andQ112Mr Betts:You asked, as one of your suggested
developers should work together to bring thosesolutions to this problemof shortage of houses being
diYcult sites forward. If you have allocated thembuilt, that we go back to a situation where we had
and said, “They are not coming forward” surelyfive years’ supply of land available approved by the
looking at the reasons for why they are not comingplanning system. That does not seem the most
forward is a better system rather than just allocatingobvious solution when, as I understand it, there are
them and saying, “We think they will comeseven years’ supply of housing with approval or
forward.”allocated for housing already existing in the south-

east.
Q117 Mr Betts: In parts of the country the PPG3Mr Whitaker: The point about the five year land
change might have involved a short term dislocationsupply was that it looked on a site by site basis at the
which has now been worked through where builderstrajectory of when those sites were going to come
had to start looking at brown field sites moreforward, how rapidly they were going to be
seriously because in the past they always knew theydeveloped and what the constraints to their
would find green field sites. They would build ondevelopment were. That meant that we had a
those and leave the brown field sites behind.forward looking monitoring system that could
Mr Pedley: The industry has been very focused onforesee problems and delays and could do something
brown field development for a long period of time.about them in order to bring the sites forward to

contribute towards that five year land supply. At the
moment we have a backward looking monitoring Q118Mr Betts:The percentage of houses being built

on brown field sites has gone up substantially sincesystem where, by the time we realise we have a
problem, we are another year or in some cases two PPG3, has it not?

Mr Pedley:Yes, but if you look at the industry thereyears down the road. The whole point of looking
forward is that we can see problems developing. are a number of major developers now who are

building 60, 70, 80% ormore on brown field sites. To
be perfectly honest, if you think about the

Q113 Mr Betts: The land is there. demographics of a brown field site, the vast majority
Mr Whitaker: Yes, the land is there. You need to are sitting in areas surrounded by chimney pots;
make a big distinction between allocated land which whereas a lot of the green field sites are on the edge
does not have planning consent, land which has of built up areas. Therefore, just thinking about the
outline planning consent where the principle of market, most developers would rather build, as a
residential development has been established but the generalisation, on the brown field sites because they
details have not yet been agreed and sites which have were in the middle of the population areas.
detailed planning consent where a developer can get Therefore, you have a ready market sitting there for
on site and start moving bulldozers around and your product. There is no negativity in terms of
building houses. You cannot build houses on an developing a brown field site. The only caveat is that
allocation until you have detailed planning consent. you can satisfy all the conditions necessary to make

the redevelopment a safe development.
Q114 Mr Betts: Why are not developers therefore
applying for the planning permission? Q119 Mr Betts: Experience may mean it is diYcult

to believe that is the case. There is a suspicionMr Pedley:Developers do. It is the period of time it
takes to get from an allocation through to detailed around that builders have not been building somany

houses in the 1990s but their profits have been doingconsent.
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very well, have they not, because they have been the necessary corporate structures to support those.
There is not in essence an issue in terms of thesitting on these land banks and the value has gone up

enormously. That is where your profits have been number of companies or the structure of the
industry. In that sense, in terms of growing output,generated, is it not?You have not done too badly out

of not building too many houses, have you? that is not the case.
MrPedley:At the end of the day a lot of people have
benefited from the change in the housing market

Q125 Chairman: The Barker review suggested thatover the last five years. We have been talking about
the OYce of Fair Trading should have a close lookprosperity in the housing market that started in
at the operation of the housingmarket if the buildersabout 1996 and finished in the summer of 2004.
did not improve their performance. How are youVirtually all the major home builders spent a lot of
responding to that recommendation?time with Kate Barker’s team to hopefully dispel the
Mr Slaughter: We have initiated a lot of work onnotion that we were sitting on land banks, because
that including the first house builders’ customerwe are not. I, on behalf of my company, spent a lot
satisfaction survey which is ongoing at the moment.of time with her team literally going through every
We are heavily engaged in discussions withsite that we owned and either explained to her that
government and the OFT themselves about how wewe were on site developing or why we could not. A
can address the customer satisfaction aspects oflot of it is because we may have an outline planning
Barker’s agenda.We are doing a lot of work in otherpermission but we do not have a detailed planning
areas as well. We have facilitated a discussion withpermission.
50 or more stakeholders about what are the
obstacles to better take-up of modern methods of

Q120 Mr Betts: Would it be fair to say that the construction, what is an impediment to more viable
increase in your land bank values has been one of the investment decisions in that area. We have a lot of
significant reasons why your profits have done so work going on on skills and we are actively involved
well in the nineties? in discussions with CABE on the design agenda.
Mr Pedley: Yes but unfortunately it is a quoted From the industry perspective we are doing a great
company. The City’s perception is that that land deal with very many stakeholders to address the
profit is not sustainable and that is why the PEs of issues that Barker raises.
the major home builders have been sitting at six and
seven. It is only now that we are demonstrating
sustainability going forward that they are beginning Q126 Chairman: Would greater competition drive
to adjust. standards up still further?

Mr Whitaker: It is not about competition in the
industry per se. It is about competition in land andQ121 Mr Betts: You have answered a question
that is what Kate Barker was referring to when sheabout share prices rather than profits. Your profits
was saying that the planning system createshave done quite well, have they not?
monopoly on land in particular areas. Themoves weMrPedley:Yes, but it is a quoted company. Profit is
have seen in the planning system to move towardsonly valuable to your shareholders if it is translated
local plans or development plan documents whichinto your market capitalisation.
are vision and objective based will lead to
competition in land. Therefore, that will allow houseQ122Mr Betts:The dividends are quite good as well
builders to compete in quality of product becausefor shareholders, but never mind.
eVectively you will establish a beauty parade, if youMr Pedley: If your profit is not sustainable going
like, because you have competition in land. Byforward because it is driven by inflationary land
creating a monopoly in land via the old planningelements, it is not benefiting anyone.
system, that was what led to some of the problems,
according to Kate Barker.Q123 Mr Betts: Are there any problems with the

structure of your industry in explaining why we do
not build suYcient houses? Q127 Alison Seabeck: You talked about land with
Mr Slaughter: No. outline planning permission and I suspect we all

have in our constituencies sites which have had
outline planning permission for years and years andQ124 Mr Betts: There are no problems at all? We

have a perfect arrangement? they may well have been passed or sold on with that.
I acknowledge there are problems with the planningMr Slaughter: The industry has proved to be very

eYcient. All the evidence is there to show it. The system. There is value to developers in holding land
with outline planning permission. Whatskills study I referred to earlier has looked at that to

some extent recently. That study showed very clearly circumstances or conditions would lead you to
reduce the land supply or would lead developers tothat the basic structure of the industry, although we

have major national companies such as Paul’s that reduce the land supply they hold and go on to
develop it?are operating, is comprised in practice of a number

of regional business units, so a lot of the detailed Mr Whitaker: Can I dispel the myth of the picture
that you paint? The way the planning system worksactivity is around regional business units in the

industry. The industry can gear up to increase the is that you have a planning consent that has a life to
it. In the case of an outline planning consent, thatscale of operations very eYciently by increasing the

number of regional business units as well as having used to be three years and you had an extra two years
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to put in the details. If you wanted to extend that Q131 Anne Main: That is what I am asking you.
What are your views?planning consent beyond three years, you would

have to reapply for outline planning consent. Mr Slaughter: Our views are not very well formed
because we have not wanted to take a very detailed
position precisely because we have not seen the

Q128 Alison Seabeck:Which people do. government’s proposals. In high level, principle
Mr Whitaker: Absolutely, but it is still open to the terms, we think there is a big issue potentially about
planning authority to impose further conditions on transparency. The current section 106 arrangements
that consent. You cannot just perpetuate an old I do not think we feel work well from any party’s
consent that did not have any requirement for point of view, certainly not from the developer’s
aVordable housing and did not have a section 106 point of view and probably not from the
package on it because at the time of renewal the local community’s and local authority’s point of view
authority could reconsider that application. I think either. If we had a more transparent system where,
you have been a bit disingenuous. for the sake of argument, we knew publicly what the

agreed list of local requirements was, whatever the
financing arrangementwas, where we had perhaps atQ129 Alison Seabeck: I am trying to tease out not
least a proportion of the money going back to theonly your role in all this but the planning authority’s
local community to be spent on those agreedrole. If you are saying that after two or three years
objectives, we might be a lot better oV than we arethe planning authority then has to look at it again, I
now. It is not necessarily clear where the money issuppose our questions will be are they performing as
going. The community does not understand that.they should, but I want to see it from your
There does not seem to be an incentive or a localperspective.
benefit from development. If we couldmove forwardMr Whitaker: This brings me back to the answer
from that in a positive way, that would be a stepthat I gave to Mr Betts which is that there is a
forward but we have to caveat that by saying thatresponsibility on the local planning authority to
there is a long history to trying to do somethingensure that the permissions that they are granting
about this through the last century. There have beenare realistic, are realisable and will be delivered in a
a number of attempts to have a formof developmentparticular timescale. It is not good enough to sit
land tax, none of which has worked. Given theback and say, “We did our bit. We made provision
context of what we are talking about in this inquiry,for land to come forward. It did not come forward
the absolutely critical requirement is that whateverand we do not know why.” The one thing I
route we go down here is going to not have the eVectremember about the old five year land availability
of disincentivising land from coming forward. Thatsurveys was that local authorities would talk to
certainly was the experience with previous attempts.developers about when they were going to bring

those sites forward and would be able to encourage
them to bring those sites forward and do things that Q132 Anne Main: Previous attempts with the
were needed. If somebody said, “I cannot bring it development land tax? It disincentivised bringing
forward until that particular junction has been land forward?
changed”, they would say, “Okay. We will get that Mr Slaughter: Yes, it did.
junction changed” or now, “We will require you to
put a section 106 agreement in place which gets that
junction changed.” This liaison between developers Q133 Anne Main:Why?
and local authorities should be seen as a very Mr Slaughter: One of the reasons was around the
positive step. political context, where there was not necessarily a
Mr Pedley: There is no benefit to a developer sitting political consensus for going forward in a particular
on a site with outline planning permission. You are direction. Landowners held back from making land
just tying up capital unnecessarily. available in the hope and expectation that the

situation would change in the future, which is indeed
what happened. From our point of view and from

Q130 Anne Main: Section 106 is germane now to a the industry’s point of view it is extremely important
lot of planning applications. You are meant to have that whichever route we go down here is one we are
aVordable housing or improvements to junctions clear there is a political buy in to because if that is not
and so on. Do you think the planning gain the case we are going to end up prospectively in
supplement which could be announced next week similar problems to the ones we have had in the past.
couldwork alongside 106 contributions? If so, where
do you think the money will go? Will it go centrally?
To what level will it go? Q134 Anne Main: Going back on what you said

about 106 money but also developments where youMr Whitaker: Let us not try to speculate what is
going to be announced next week because we have have, for example, aVordable, key worker or small

unit housing, quite often it means that you have fivenot seen what is in that document. There would be
some benefits to some models of planning gain bedroom houses on the other side of the estate or

even with the estate to be able to aVord to do those.supplement. One of the key concerns the industry
has is where does that money go. Does it stay locally Do you think this is skewing the market? One house

builder I spoke to a fewmonths back said, “What weas suggested by Kate Barker it should, or does it go
into a central pot and is it then redistributed? want to build is three bedroom family homes but we
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end up having to build five bedroom houses over the Q137 Chairman: Would you sell those houses
year to make one or two bedroom units aVordable individually? I have had experience in my
for the local council.” Is that a problem? constituency of exactly such a scheme and all but one
Mr Pedley: I do not agree with the statement. house was bought by one investor.

Mr Pedley: They are all sold on a 125 year lease and
the number one covenant is you cannot be an

Q135 Anne Main: Do you think it is a problem? investor. You have to be an owner/occupier to live
Mr Pedley: I do not think there is any problem in there.providing aVordable housing provided that is what
your objective is. There is a far too narrow definition
of what aVordable is all about. If you look at a Q138 Martin Horwood: Whose initiative was it to
planning permission, you can either build introduce that?
traditional housing at £170,000 or you provide some Mr Pedley: Ours. We looked at the housing market
form of subsidised housing, be it shared equity or for 18 months ago and said that there was a huge gap in
rent at the other side of the spectrum. What we have the market. If there are 1.4 million transactions in
to achieve is a far more integrated approach to the UK housing market each year, somewhere
housing where we look at all the markets that have around a third should be first time buyers and that
to be delivered so we can create sustainable number had dropped to about 200,000 so therefore
communities. there was a huge gaping opportunity for any

developer who wanted to go down that route.
Q136 Anne Main: Can you expand on that?
Mr Pedley: There is nothing to stop you building Q139 AnneMain: It is not amixed community as the
aVordable homes for the first time buyer. You will government envisages though, is it, a whole
largely generate a very similar land value as if you community of one bedroom or small units.
were building a traditional £170,000 development

Mr Pedley: They are not one bedroom. They arewith what you would call a section 106 aVordable
both one and two bedroom. If you look at the areaalongside. You are rebalancing the financial
around Castle Vale, a lot of it is for rent anyway.equation when you look at a piece of land. That is
What we are providing is the owner/occupationtotally feasible. What we tend to do with planning
element.permissions is we get the traditional development. I

will sell you a house at £170,000 and thenwewill talk
to an RSL about providing the aVordable. We miss Q140 Anne Main: I am amazed it got past planning.
out a huge gap which is the first time buyer. Mr Pedley: Unanimously, by the way, in 13 weeks.
Mr Whitaker: This has been skewed. I agree with
you that hitherto the market has been skewed or the

Q141MrBetts:That is fine but that is probablywhatproduction of aVordable housing has been skewed
that site is marketable for and it probably would notbecause of local planning authorities getting
have the potential to build executive type housesconfused with their local authority housing hat
there. What about in another area where you havetargeting subsidy to the bottom end of the market—
the potential to build executive type houses but therei.e., social, rented housing. We have provided a lot
are still people who need aVordable homes soof social, rented housing because the local planning
therefore you do not build aVordable homes. Unlessauthority will only accept that form of aVordable

housing as the correct contribution on a section 106. 106 comes in, you will not do anything to provide
When we come in with the explanation that Paul has aVordable homes, will you?
given you, which is, “Look, can we build a mixed Mr Pedley: I totally disagree. We have a site in
development applying all types of tenure to this Chorley that has a planning consent for over 2,000
development?” a lot of local authorities will say, houses.We are creating a totally mixed development
“No. Our priority is for social, rented housing. with some for rent. We are doing this with the RSLs.
Therefore, we want you to focus on the provision of We have just done the first phase which is the
social, rented housing.” That is what has led to the aVordable and we are building houses everywhere
polarity of the market. up to about £300,000. To give you some idea, there
Mr Pedley: You are looking quizzically at me. We are just over 70 units that we have released and we
have just bought a site in Castle Vale in Birmingham had 2,500 inquiries for those. There is a huge
in the open market in competition with all our peer demand for the first time buyer in the market place.
group. The whole site of 140 units is targeted at the
first time buyer. Prices will be between about 55,000

Q142 Mr Betts: I can quote many examples whereand 110,000 because that is what the first time buyer
builders have not volunteered or gone into that sortin that locality can aVord. There is no section 106
of arrangement. They have a nice area; they buildaVordable accepted but the whole scheme, by its
executive houses on it and even in areas of the northvery definition, is aVordable and is targeted purely at
there are major shortages in certain pockets ofpeople trying to take that first step on the housing
localities of aVordable housing for people. They areladder. We bought the land in the open market.
never going to get any houses built of that typeTherefore, it is totally viable and we will make the
unless there is some arrangement with the localnormal development returns that we seek to achieve.

There is no reason why we cannot do it. authority.
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Mr Pedley: If you think about it from our point of Q146Mr Betts:What is holding you up then?We do
not see much evidence of a complete shift over. Areview as a developer, if you are targeting the largest
you happy to look at the social, rented sector?single element of the market, it must be
Mr Pedley: The social, rented sector is probably onecommercially sensible to do, which is why we have
of themost advantageous places to use it because thedone it.
RSLs generally have a standardised form of
housing. Therefore you can use it. If I can give you

Q143 Mr Betts: Let us move on to modern methods an analogy with a car, if you walked into a Ford
of construction. There is not enormous enthusiasm dealership and said, “I love the Ford Focus but can
amongst your members for modern methods of you just tweak it slightly?” a Ford Focus comes oV

construction, is there? the production line and that is the whole issue with
Mr Slaughter: There is a good deal. There is MMC.You have to have a manufacturingmentality
substantial interest. A good proportion of the major to make it work. It is more expensive than using

brick and block. Building in volume significantly, itcompanies are investing in modern methods of
will stay more expensive. The only way you canconstruction. As part of our response to Barker, we
make it work commercially is to have a fairly highhave been facilitating a wide ranging discussion
volume going through which means you need theincluding with the Council of Mortgage Lenders
planning system to limit their comments towho were giving evidence earlier and a whole range
elevational treatment, not looking at the fabric ofof bodies, looking at what are the impediments to
the house. Once they get to the fabric of the house,further uptake of investment.We have not produced
if you are changing the dimensions, you have to goour report quite yet but the basic premise of that
through the whole process again of re-engineeringresearch is that MMC, which we define very
the house. That just means it is totally costwidely—we are not just talking about oV-site
disadvantageous to us to do.manufacture but essentially about innovation in

housing—is something that can deliver enormous
business benefits. It can deliver business eYciency, Q147 Mr Betts: The Council of Mortgage Lenders
improvements in quality, a reduction inwaste and so was talking about the need for ODPM and the
forth. In principle, these are things that the industry Housing Corporation to give their seal of approval
would certainly look at if the environment was before we saw it take oV.
supportive. The whole premise of that Barker work Mr Slaughter: They were talking about LPS2020.
is why is the environment not as supportive as it That is one of the elements that we have been
might be. looking at in the work I have referred to in response

to Barker. There is a lot more besides.We talk about
the planning and regulatory system and in principle

Q144 Mr Betts: There is a diVerence between doing what we will be coming out with once our report is
the oV-site bathroom suite which you come and fit in made public, hopefully fairly soon, is a whole set of
as opposed to the whole house being built oV-site. analysis and recommendations about how we can
MrPedley:We have not tried to build a whole house improve the environment, including some assurance
oV-site butwe have tried to useMMCto improve the on bringing new products into the market. We have
quality and speed of what we do on site by eVectively to bring all these bodies like the CML with us
descaling the process as much as we can. One of the because if you do not create the right confidence in
reasons we can work commercially is that we are themarket place it is not going to work. That is what

we have been trying to do.building using a lightweight skill frame system,
which means you can build a house in about three
weeks. If you can get the speed to that degree, the Q148 Dr Pugh: Can I ask you about PPG3? I know
amount of overhead you save is phenomenal. If you you are not totally happy with it but there is one
can build it 100% with virtually no water in it, which aspect that interests us here and that is the
is what causes most of the problems with a new instruction to achieve densities within 25 and 35
home, you can take up virtually all your homes per hectare. Most people would agree this
maintenance issues and you start being able to give leads to a concentration in building of small-ish
that benefit back to the customer in terms of the homes, flats and things like that, where probably
price. that may not be needed. There may be a greater

need, for example, for family accommodation in
certain areas. What can be done about that?

Q145 Mr Betts: With the past forms of modern Mr Slaughter: Our hope is that when the proposals
methods of construction, whatever you call them, it for PPG3 come out in a week’s time the ODPMwill
is not the water that has been in the house when it be willing to look at a more flexible approach—I
gets built; it is the water that gets in afterwards that guess there will have to be some minimum density
generally causes the problems. We want some threshold but beyond that—that allows more
reassurance that what we are going to build now is flexibility than perhaps the current policy does. The
not going to replicate the problems of the past. direction some other commentators are moving in
Mr Pedley: There is no reason why you should have would suggest providing housing that is appropriate
a lot of water in a house built with MMC because to the local context and also to the local market
you get the roof on so quickly you make it demands. Delivering family housing at increasingly

high densities is certainly a problem area.watertight.
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Q149 Dr Pugh:And would presumably lead to more you are looking at 12 units to the acre, which would
be 30 to the hectare, you are talking about houses ofsustainable communities? For example, seaside

resorts, which I know a little bit about, attract a lot 1,250 square feet each. That is a four bedroomhome.
There is no problem in complying with those sorts ofof elderly people and flats are very much in demand

for elderly people. Seaside resorts do not necessarily densities. When you look at city centres, the
numbers go up very significantly. In a lot of theneed to attract any more elderly people than they

already do, do they? schemes we look at, we would likemore flexibility on
the density in terms of increasing it because we thinkMr Slaughter: No, sure, but even there it is not that

straightforward. The research that we have carried we can get a better scheme by doing so.
out during the last year, Room to Move, analysed
housing consumption trends amongst the Q151 Dr Pugh: There is a bias in the building

profession to try and get the density up?population as a whole based on census data. That
shows that there is not a simple correlation even Mr Pedley: The problem is prescribing a density for

every site. What you should have is the flexibility tobetween household size and the desire to consume
housing. You cannot necessarily square a one or two make sure what you design is appropriate for the

location and that comes back to who is yourperson household with a demand to have a one or
two bedroom flat. We have to be quite careful where consumer; who is your customer and what are they

looking for.we go on policy in this direction if we are going to
provide not just the numbers of homes that are Mr Slaughter: Coming back to your question on

CABE, the other key thing to pick out of the CABErequired but homes that will sustain what people are
looking for in their lives. report is the complexity of delivering urban design.

It is a question of the developers, local authorities,
highways and various other agencies comingQ150 Dr Pugh: If there is pressure to bash them out

at a particular density, do you agree with the together. A lot of the issues that CABE raised in
their report were about issues like car parking andconclusion reached by the Commission for

Architecture and the Built Environment, CABE, road layout which are not just down to the
developer. There is a need for a collective approachwho criticise the design quality of a lot of the new

homes appearing in the north? Is there any validity if we are going to further advance this agenda in
the future.in that criticism?

Mr Pedley: You have to be careful with the CABE
report because it was largely based around schemes Q152 Dr Pugh: It is not just a question of deciding

who is your customer because sometimes in order tothat were designed in the early 2000s, right on the
back of PPG3. I think the industry has learned a lot have a sustainable community you need to be

building houses that people need, whether it is keyof lessons in how to comply with PPG3.When I saw
the chief executive of CABE this morning, his workers in the south-east or family accommodation

elsewhere.comment was that if you went back and did the same
exercise withwhat we are designing today youwould MrPedley:That, tome, is just making sure that each

individual phase is appropriate for who you aresee an improvement in design. I think that is
absolutely true. Going back to your earlier point, if targeting it at. If you are looking at the more

aVordable end, your densities will naturally go up.you are looking at a traditional scheme of housing
you will get at least 15,000 square feet on an acre. If Chairman:Thank you verymuch indeed, gentlemen.
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Members present:

Dr Phyllis Starkey, in the Chair

Mr Clive Betts Anne Main
Martin Horwood Dr John Pugh

Witnesses: Mr Alan Clarke, Chief Executive, ONE Northeast, and Mr James A Cruddas, Head of
Sustainable Communities, the Northern Way, gave evidence.

Q153 Chair: Can I welcome you, to start us oV on Mr Clarke: First of all, I think the organisation
this afternoon’s session, and can I ask if, first of all, which is responsible for doing that is the Regional
you would introduce yourselves, for the benefit of Assembly, through the Regional Spatial Strategies,
the members of the Committee and for the record? that is where, at this stage, the quantification has
Mr Clarke: My name is Alan Clarke. I am Chief taken place. As the Regional Development Agency
Executive of ONE Northeast and the lead oYcer in the North East, certainly we have worked very
with respect to the Northern Way project. closely with theRegional Assembly to get as close an
Mr Cruddas: I am James Cruddas, Head of alignment between Regional Spatial and Economic
Sustainable Communities at the Northern Way. Strategies as possible. Indeed, we will be giving

evidence at the examination in public on that. I think
we have worked hard to get it very, very close, butQ154 Chair: Thank you very much. Can I start by
we are in more of an influencing role: with respect topicking up from your written evidence, where you
housing, we sit on the Regional Housing Board, butsuggest, when talking about the supply of housing,
we are not responsible for determining the numbers.that it is not just an issue of numbers but also the

distribution of supply. Can I ask you to expand on
that but also to say whether you believe there is an

Q156 AnneMain:You have just said that you do notoverall shortfall of supply across your region?
have the right supply of homes and you haveMr Cruddas: I think, Chair, the first thing to say is
mentioned something again about choice. Are youthat, historically, housing has not been planned with
saying there are not enough homes but actuallya close correlation with economic projections,
people want bigger houses, or more family houses,economic growth. We have seen increasingly, as we
or is it that the housing stock is of a poor quality andhave started to prepare the new Regional Spatial
they want better quality or bigger gardens? HaveStrategies, some recognition of the relationship
you thought what it is that is determining the reasonbetween planning for housing and economic growth
for people wanting to not have the homes that arepredictions. We need to see more of that and
there but to move somewhere else?therefore we need to locate our homes in the future
Mr Clarke: I can give a broad answer to that.muchmore closely with where economic growth is to
Probably James can give more details. There is aoccur.We have tended to see in the past that we have

located homes at some distance fromwhere new jobs tradition, and I know theNorth East best but clearly
are being created. Why that is important, the same is true to an extent of Yorkshire and the
particularly in the Northern regions, is that we are North West as well, of very substantial
experiencing peoplemoving out of our urban centres concentrations of council housing or ex-council
just at a time when our cities are coming back to housing which at one point was highly popular, with
renaissance, just at a time when we are seeing jobs long waiting-lists, and so on. There is far less
being created at their hearts. We need to start to demand for some of those homes now and therefore
locate homesmuchmore closelywith the right places there tends to be abandonment in parts of the estates
for economic growth. You asked also whether we and people who are moving into new jobs, people
have an undersupply, or an oversupply, I guess, and who are moving into the area, do not wish to live in
I think, in the North, historically we have built more those sorts of locations, and there is not enough of
homes than we have created households and I would the alternative choices of maybe family homes.
be the first to admit that. In gross terms, we do not
have the right supply and so over the coming future

Q157 Anne Main: Can you say why they are notyears we need to increase the supply, not in net terms
but in gross terms. wishing to choose those locations; they just get a feel
MrClarke: I think it is to do with the quality and the for it really?
choice of homes as well as just the quantity, tied in Mr Clarke: The quality of the wider facilities, the
with new Regional Economic Strategies, the new schools, the living environment sometimes, might
areas of employment, new job opportunities, so I not be of the standard that people are looking for,
think it is to do with the quality and choice and they might not be close to where the new jobs are
location as well as the quantity. that are being created, so that might be an issue as

well. It may well be to do with the quality of the
homes themselves, in terms of what people areQ155Chair:Have you quantified the number of new

homes that you think you need to create? looking for now. I think it is a mixture.
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Mr Cruddas: I think that we are seeing economic Structure Plans away to try to remove one extra
layer in the planning process. We are now going tochange happening in more regions. People’s jobs are

changing, in terms of type. Many of the homes that end up with a local authority with a Local
Development Framework, we are going to involvewe have were built a hundred years ago, or more, for

a diVerent economic era, and they are just not the the city regions in planning of some kind to look at
their “travel to work” areas, we are going to have thetype and quality that people would prefer to choose

to live in today. Alan has talked about our locality Regional Strategies and then we are going to have
the NorthernWay. That is four levels before you getin the North East, but across the North you can

experience quite rapid change. If you take to central government. Is not that going to
complicate things?Newcastle, there is a perfect example in an estate

called Scotswood, 3,000 houses used to be there, Mr Clarke: I think, from my perspective, we have
got to do something that will make a much morethey were there because the shipyards were there; the

shipyards are no longer there, people no longer need significant diVerence to the economic performance
of the North across the board than what we haveto live there, they want to live in rather more

attractive, quality accommodation. Sixty to 65% of done in the past. The evidence, certainly going
through ODPM and also OECD, from Europeanhomes in our urban areas across the North are in

council tax band A and, if you are trying to grow the experience, is that those really successful economies
and successful regional economies are based on very,economy and attract wealth-creating individuals

into 21st century jobs—the knowledge economy very strong city regions and not always are they co-
terminus with local authority boundaries as youemployment—you have to provide the kind of

accommodation that those people are likely to want describe. If you look across the whole of the North,
even a city as big asManchester really does not coverto live in.
the “journey to work” area, the “journey to learn”
area, the cultural attractions that it oVers, theQ158 Martin Horwood: In 2.4 and 2.10 of your
transport network and so on. Although you are rightreport, you are fairly rude about some of the rather
to say it is complicated tomake arrangements acrossgeneralised population and household statistics that
a group of local authority boundaries, if doneGovernment seem to be using and you point out that
properly, I think, based on experience and academicis not at all sensitive to some of the micro housing
work done through ODPM, it will lead to a greatermarkets that you experience, including some areas
uplifting economic performance than working toof high unaVordability, even in the North, but you
traditional local authority boundaries, which very,do not suggest much in the way of alternatives. Can
very rarely are co-terminus with a local economy,you suggest more sophisticated models that they
that have any meaning to local business and localmight use, or do you want them just to leave it up to
people.you and not interfere?

Mr Cruddas: No. I do not think we are looking for
Q160 Mr Betts: Have any of them, so far, with thata laissez-faire approach nationally. The
statement, had any impact?memorandum reflects the stage that we have reached
Mr Clarke: It is very early days. The Northern Wayin our own work. It has moved on since we
has been around only since February 2004. Thesubmitted the memorandum to you but is not yet
ODPM are about to publish a major report incomplete. We would be happy to share where we
January or early February, the State of the Citieshave reached on a confidential basis but we are
report, and we have started working now, within theconsulting with our stakeholders on the final work at
Northern Way, on eight city regions which havethemoment. I think though I can highlight some key
produced City Region Plans. The strategy is apoints, and much of this is reflected, to be honest, in
25-year strategy. I think, to start with, there are somethe proposals in the draft PPS3 which was published
early signs of things moving in the right direction,yesterday by Government.What you will be looking
but this is a marathon not a sprint.for is to start not from the basis that you need to

calculate a number of new houses but to start by
looking at the spatial areas of influence within the Q161 Mr Betts: What do you mean by “the right
region, so looking at trying to understand the city direction”?
region logics, sub-regional logics, then starting to Mr Clarke: Within the North East, for instance,
work on those to understand at a detailed level what there is significant investment going into assigned
is the economic structure of those functional areas, city development within the Tyne and Wear City
what does that imply for our future housing, looking Region, based in the heart of Newcastle but linked
also at the existing housing, the current system does into Durham University, Northumbria University,
not look really at existing stock. The key point then Sunderland University will get involved as well,
is tomanage andmonitorwhat you have planned for whichmakes the absolute point that if you stuck just
as well; at the moment, although we talk about to the Newcastle City Council boundary you would
management and monitoring, the system does not not get that wider linkage.
really involve much of that. Those are the key steps
I think we would want to emphasise. Q162 Mr Betts: Let us move on to look at the area

which you have raised. It might be seen that
therefore, by city regions or whatever, you areQ159 Mr Betts: You have gone to the idea of city

regions; is there not a danger that it will get very following the line in your submission that really this
is all a technical process and you are looking wherecomplicated? You would not have taken the County
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growth is and therefore you are working out where Mr Cruddas: Although the memorandum is ours,
that data is not ours. That data is derived from boththe houses need to follow the jobs, and what we have

got is a bit too much political interference and a bit regional data and city regional level data. Economic
forecasts that have been prepared for those places,too much democracy in this. Indeed, this is almost

the submission you aremaking to us, we should have either at regional level or sub-regional level, show
that West Yorkshire and Greater Manchester willa technical solution, nothing to do with this

democracy that gets in the way of this? grow significantly over the next 15 years. What we
are demonstrating to the Committee is that at theMr Clarke: The major cities within the North have

been involved in the SteeringGroup from the outset, moment the Regional Planning Guidance as
currently drafted presents you with higher, inso the Leader of Manchester Council, the Leader of

Leeds Council, the Leader of Newcastle Council, as proportionate terms, housing allocations in South
Yorkshire, East Riding and Hull as compared withwell as Chairs of Regional Assemblies, they have all

signed up to and supported the Growth Strategy. that economic trajectory and it underprovides for
housing in those areas with high economicIndeed, the proposals that are coming forward now

for city regions are also linked in with the proposals trajectories. That is not our data; that is just a
contrast between the two.that ODPM are looking at, following the City

Summit visits, which the Minister, David Miliband, Mr Clarke: I think the other tension in here, and it
is one, is that, if you look on a European scale thenhad during the summer. In fact, there is very much a

democratic angle to all of this and politicians within the only cities in the North that even begin to hit the
radar screen, in terms of economic performance, arethe North, at local authority level and regional

assembly level, have signed up to the Growth Leeds and Manchester, and clearly Manchester,
with the only international airport in theNorth, is ofStrategy, including the eight city regions.
great importance to the whole of the North. Part of
this is about playing to success and building onQ163 Mr Betts: Absolutely: “the eVect of the
success and improving that even more, while at the‘strategy’ in determining supply is the most
same time clearly trying to improve the economicimportant factor, but is often less than transparent
performance of other areas which at the moment areand overly-influenced by political considerations”?
much lower down in any sort of European leagueMr Cruddas: I think we are talking about two
table. We do feel that, within the Northern WaydiVerent strategies. If I may just clarify the point in
Growth Strategy, rather than through housing, I amthe memorandum, at the moment the political
thinking of at the moment when I say this, we needprocess is brought to bear in Regional Spatial
to build on our strengths. Certainly the sort ofStrategies very late on and so what tends to happen
wealth creation that has gone on in Leeds andis that people interfere, if you like, in the technical
Manchester over the last five or ten years needs to beprocess. What we are suggesting is that you need to
built on and further reinforced, and housing,bring that political process into play much earlier at
transport and skills are all part of the agenda withthe city regional or sub-regional level, as you are
respect to that.working out what the future is of that locality—the

functional spatial area that relates most closely to
the real world economic geography in which we are Q165 Martin Horwood: You seem to be enthusiasts

for sub-regional, real world economic geography,set. Far from denuding the role of the political
process, actually we are advocating its earlier which is not a phrase I would say often, but you are

fairly scathing about regional assemblies, sayinginvolvement and that should lead, we hope, to less
change later on, less unclear action, that is currently “being based upon the model of 70% local authority

membership was often cited as being unhelpful . . . ”part of the political process.
I am not clear whether that means you are in favour
of 100% or a smaller percentage, or you want to getQ164 Mr Betts: Just to follow up particularly on
rid of them altogether?how you think things might move forward then, you
Mr Cruddas: I think the point is the one I madeare saying that things should be more developed at
earlier. There is not a right percentage. The issue isthe sub-regional level, yet, another point you have
that our consultees were those which produced thatput, you are almost totally prescriptive, are you not?
evidence; we have consulted quite widely, as theIn 2.11 you say to us: “. . . the emergence of Greater
memorandum explains. I think what we need to doManchester and Leeds, and to a lesser extent
is involve the political process much earlier.Lancashire, as important locations for household
Martin Horwood: I am talking specifically aboutand employment growth.” In other words, those city
whether you think functionally the regionalregions are going to get on and do the business
assemblies are unhelpful therefore they should bebecause you have said it is a good thing that they
got rid of, or unhelpful therefore they should beshould. “However, the housing allocations adopted
changed or made more democratic?within Regional Planning Guidance actually
Chair: I think that is part of another inquiry.underplay the economic importance of Greater

Manchester, Lancashire and Cheshire yet overplay
the economic importance of areas such as South Q166Martin Horwood:Not part of the process. It is

a point you raise in your evidence?Yorkshire and Humberside.” In other words, they
should actually reduce their projections for housing Mr Cruddas: We do raise it and I think we raise it

because we want to draw the Committee’s attentiongrowth, determined at the regional level, before they
even begin to look at the sub-regional approach? to the diYculty it creates when you are trying to
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make a technical system work successfully. We have Pathfinders have identified the economy as
been challenged, on the one hand, about the absolutely critical to the strategies that they have
involvement of the democratic process, if you like, pursued, and some are pursuing a strategy therefore
the democratic accountability and themerits of that. which reflects their relatively low economic potential
If you are trying to make a technical process work and some are pursuing a strategy which either
successfully it is a challenge and you have to factor supports or seeks to promote their economic growth
in that political process. I think that is what we want in the future. As the Northern Way develops, as we
to draw to your attention. I am not sure that we have develop our proposals, of course wewill have to seek
an immediate solution to that, other than the one to influence other people’s strategies. I think we see
that I have already suggested. that as a key part of our job. We are not suggesting

that we are taken as a given, that would be very
foolish. I think we need to promote what we areQ167 Dr Pugh: I think what we are struggling with,
saying and advocate it and win people’s supportputting it as kindly as possible, is the raison d’être for
because of the strength of our argument.the Northern Way itself and, in a sense, what you
Mr Clarke: It goes back to your earlier questionbring to the feast. As I have followed what you have
about the raison d’être of the Northern Way. It issaid so far, the distinctive approach you have got is
very much an economic growth strategy. It is a viewto approach most problems via some development
and an opinion that, by collaborating across theof something called the city regions, and I think you
North, with a 14 million population, the strength ofdefine a city region fairly broadly so it includes other
the universities, the business base, and so on, not onthings apart from very obvious conurbations, like

Liverpool and Manchester and Leeds. These are everything but on a small number of big areas of
regarded as a central Lancashire city region but it activity, which are important, around transport and
was news to many people in central Lancashire that skills, perhaps marketing the North for tourism and
it was. If I can try to figure out what you are bringing internationally with investment, there are greater
to the feast, you seem to bring a kind of philosophy economies of scale of collaborating in that way, as
or an idea that says, in the past, housing strategy has long as you know when to move back and do things
been focused on putting housing where we think we at a regional, sub-regional or local level as well.
need jobs and you are moving now towards a There is a £30 billion productivity gap and it is the
market-driven philosophy that says, in order to get view of the three regions of the North that really to
economic expansion, where we are getting economic start making an impact on that we need to
expansion and development, we need to have an collaborate more eVectively together, and so the
adequate supply of housing. Am I fair to identify Growth Strategy was produced for that reason. At
you with a switch of philosophy or thinking? the core of it, it is an economic growth strategy and
Mr Cruddas: I think probably that is fair. I would that is what the vision is about.
suggest though that our criticism of past approaches
is perhaps stronger than that. I think we suggest that
current approaches focus very much on housing Q169 Dr Pugh: You commented favourably on the
numbers and a competition for housing, as you Government’s changes to the planning system. It is
suggest, in order to grow a place’s economy. I think not entirely clear to me at the moment, are there
we are suggesting that where you are seeing further changes that you think should be made?
economic growth you need to support it and housing Mr Cruddas: Obviously, we are still looking at all of
can do that. What we have seen also is that housing the things that came out yesterday, a substantial
has not been the panacea that people have tended to welter of consultation documents. I think our initial
advocate in the past. view of those that we have had the chance to look at,

which is in particular Planning Policy Statement 3 in
draft, is that it has made substantial progress sinceQ168 Dr Pugh: Frommy experience on Merseyside,
Planning for Housing Provision was published inI think I would endorse that, in respect of many
July, and obviously we want to work withareas where you can get economic growth you
Government as they finalise their proposals. I thinkcannot get housing, and inmany areas where you are

getting housing you are not getting any elements of a key test will be how well we can implement the
economic growth, or not appreciable elements of framework that is now proposed. I do not think we
economic growth anyway. Taking that as the should be under any illusions that the publication of
obvious data, do you think that you are going to a Planning Policy Statement will suddenly make the
have a problem, in terms of the strategies you are world right, and we need to recognise that
evolving, coming to termswith some of the strategies implementation is a huge issue for us. It is a very
that are already there? Many of the strategies, like sophisticated system that we are moving towards.
Pathfinders, which were well supported by Regional
Development Agencies, are supported primarily

Q170 Chair: Can I pick up on just one further pointbecause they are about economic inclusion rather
on the housing supply issue. Your strategy ofthan because they are specifically to do with
moving the houses to where the jobs are and noteconomic growth.
providing them in the other areas, will not that leadMr Cruddas:Market renewal began, of course, as a
simply to an even greater polarisation of housingresponse to the lowdemand for housing that wewere
supply in your region, which you outlined as aseeing three or four years ago. I think what we have

seen increasingly is that most Market Renewal problem in your paper, in the first place?
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Mr Cruddas: I cannot see how it would, Chair, but I communities. I go back to our advocacy of a sub-
regional approach. If you were looking at housingam not sure I completely follow the logic. The

present polarisations that we experience are because markets sub-regionally, you would be able to take
into account, in theway you planned for newhouses,people are leaving our urban conurbations because

they can find the kind of property that they want to the particular circumstances prevailing in rural
communities as much as you could for cities. I thinklive in at a distance from where they work. What we

are intending to do, in adding to the supply, which is what we are doing at the moment is not reflecting
individual circumstances.only one% a year that we add to the supply, is

concentrate that new supply more closely to where
people can work. Q175 Anne Main: Are you looking at the

demographic need, because you said about, for
example, attracting people into areas with largerQ171 Martin Horwood: Can I just be clear, you are
houses, perhaps who have got the enhanced skills setnot suggesting a kind of market-led process where
that you want and you want them to be able to findthe supply follows housing demand, you are saying
a level of housing that they find acceptable? Are youit should be steered towards jobs?
looking at the demographic need of your rural areas,Mr Cruddas: Absolutely.
is that being analysed, apart from the second-
homers, and are you looking at who wants to live inQ172 Mr Betts: In terms of logic, you support the your rural areas? Based on the fact that you aremove towards building on more brownfield sites, thinking of houses following jobs, is that the case inbecause they are probably located in the cities that your rural areas, or is it just demand because peopleyou are talking about. I do not know whether you want to live there?have had a chance to look at yesterday’s MrClarke: I think, the point that Jamesmade aboutannouncement and whether you think that the rural areas not being a homogeneous collection ofGovernment’s proposals now will assist in that housing, if you take somewhere like the Tyne valley,objective that you have, or it is going to make it in the North East, it is rural, very attractive,easier for builders to look for sites elsewhere and expensive housing, mainly not second homes,avoid the obligations on brownfield sites? mainly just first homes for people who have well-Mr Cruddas: I am aware that there has been some paid jobs, often based on Tyneside, the journey tocomment on whether or not we are now going to see work, either by train or by car, is relatively short, inless emphasis on brownfield land. I think we would terms of time. There, there will be an issue aboutsupport anything that emphasises brownfield land younger people growing up in the villages ofand we have not yet reviewed yesterday’s Hexham or Corbridge being able to aVord housing,announcement for that. and that is where some of the planning issues will be
looked at and tenure issues can be looked at to see if

Q173 Anne Main: You have highlighted the you can go for some sort ofmix and element of social
problems of rural areas where demand from tourists housing. In other rural areas, ex-coalfield areas,
and for second homes is driving up housing prices. which can be in rural as well as urban locations,
What would you think was the way forward with probably there is a greater range of housing
that? available at a lower or more modest price and you
Mr Cruddas: It is important to recognise that the might have to travel a bit further into employment to
rural communities in the North are not a do that. In parts of Northumberland we have rural
homogeneous whole and I think there is a danger areas, ex-coalfields, with a lot of new, modern
that we perceive the rural housing market to be one housing, which is very attractive, and the whole
single market. We will work closely with the Rural image of those areas is being transformed as a result
AVordable Homes Commission, as it does its work of that. If you go into County Durham you get a
over the next fewmonths, to look at how theNorth’s diVerent range of issues. You get some villages
housing markets are reflected in their work. I think which are really somewhat oV the beaten track and
what we will be looking for are solutions which the economic heart has disappeared from them, so
recognise the diVerential nature of the market and it there you are looking for a diVerent sort of
is something I think, Anne, is a point that has been approach, and the same if you took Yorkshire and
made to you in the evidence from the Commission the North West, so our rural areas are really very,
for Rural Communities. Their memorandum to you very diverse. Then Berwick is almost in Scotland but
says very clearly that the rural markets are very it is still in the North East with a diVerent set of
diVerent across the piece. issues.

Q176 Anne Main: If you had local control over howQ174 Anne Main:Where they are rural markets for
second homes in particularly beautiful districts, do you manage those particular areas, how would you

feel that went in with your sub-regional approach?you have any thoughts about that?
Mr Cruddas: Some places are approaching it by You are coming up with diVerent issues by just

restricting it to who can live there, perhaps secondimposing planning controls such that new homes are
available only to local residents in the future. That generation, or whatever?

Mr Cruddas: I think control is perhaps taking it toomay be one option, long term, but we need a variety
of options. I do not think we have looked in detail far. There needs always to be reconciliation,

moderation, if you like, at the regional level of whatyet at what the options might be for rural
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is being proposed from diVerent local areas. You development, business park development,
Enterprise Zone development, and so on, but withhave to see that moderated, otherwise you could

have somewhere pursuing its own strategy, flying in the best will in theworld it is almost impossible to get
the same number of jobs, and new jobs, knowledge-the face of all the evidence and all that others were

trying to achieve. I think there has to be recognition based jobs, and so on, in Easington as used to be the
case. The same would be true in east Durham, andthat the housing market does not stop at a local

boundary, and that is quite an important point. On so on. I think we have to work out complementary
strategies of trying to create a new economic focusthe other hand, there needs to be recognition of

particular circumstances, as Alan has said, about for such communities but accept that probably it will
be at a more modest level, and some people maywhere there are particular issues for diVerent rural

communities. We have not pursued a lot of this have to travel what is not necessarily a massive
distance to jobs that might be just a little bit furtherourselves directly yet because, of course, a lot of the

work is being done at regional assembly level. away and of a diVerent type as well.
Chair: Thank you very much. I think Mr Betts has
just one bit of information he would like you toQ177Chair:Can I just follow up the earlier question

about housing moving to where the jobs are. Would send, possibly.
not that have the undesirable side eVect of leaving
some people marooned in the areas which have no Q178 Mr Betts: Your response about yesterday’s

announcement, which obviously you have had veryjobs in which nobody wants to live?
Mr Clarke: I think that you need to have a twin- little time to digest, would it be possible to give us

another submission in writing about your responsetrack approach. It is a question of, on the one hand,
building on opportunity, which is, in theManchester to that, particularly the issue about brownfield sites,

and whether yesterday’s submission will help orand Leeds case, where the success has been, in terms
of academic development, and I think you need to hinder in the direction we want to go?

Mr Cruddas: Yes, of course. It will be interimmake the most of that. Also I accept that other areas
have needs. Easington, in the North East, is an area because the consultation is likely to run longer than

your inquiry; but, yes.where the coalfield activities have declined, where a
lot of investment has been put in, shopping Chair: Thank you very much indeed.

Witnesses: Mr Steve Forrest, Strategic Advisor, Housing, Mr Steve Gregory, Executive Director, Urban
Regeneration, andMrColin Davis, StrategicDirector, Operational Services,MalvernHillsDistrict Council,
West Midlands Regional Assembly, gave evidence.

Q179 Chair:Good afternoon. Would you introduce Midlands region, from the rural west, on the borders
with Wales, an overheating south, a cooling northyourselves, please, one at a time, and then we will

start? and then the central region around the Birmingham
conurbation. A crude application of the BarkerMr Forrest: I am Steve Forrest, Strategic Housing
principles to that complicated housing market, weAdvisor at the West Midlands Regional Assembly.
are concerned, could have an eVect of unpicking ourMr Gregory:My name is Steve Gregory. I am Chair
Regional Spatial Strategy. The basis of the Regionalof the West Midlands Regional Housing
Spatial Strategy is to attempt to absorb demandPartnership.
within the West Midlands conurbation to deal withMrDavis: I am Colin Davis. I am Strategic Director
the growth in demand in the West Midlandsof Malvern Hills District Council, which is a rural
conurbation and not to export that growth out intoarea of west Worcestershire.
the rural areas and so exacerbate an already diYcult
aVordability problem. I think we have widespread

Q180 Chair: Thank you very much. Can I start oV aVordability, but it is a complicated picture.
by picking you up on the issue of housing pressure.
Other witnesses to this inquiry have stressed the fact

Q181 Chair: Are you suggesting that there are notthat housing pressure is not confined to the South
additional houses needed in your region, or have youEast and London. In what ways do you think that
quantified how many additional houses you need,the housing growth agenda, put forward by Kate
and what sorts of targets would you set to achieveBarker, is applicable to the South but not to the
that?Midlands?
Mr Gregory: We have quantified the number ofMr Gregory: The picture in the West Midlands is
additional houses needed and that has beenvery complicated. We have had the advantage of a
examined in public inquiry and has been built intotremendous amount of research into the housing

markets of the West Midlands and how they are our Regional Spatial Strategy. The broad principles
behind that strategy are for the conurbation tooperating, going back several years, both through

the Centre for Urban andRegional Studies and then absorb its household growth and for the rural areas
to absorb their own local needs, which are mainlymore lately through SheYeld University, so we have

got quite a good picture around the complexities of around aVordability, rather than meeting the
generalised needs of the region, in terms of morethe housing market. That research has identified

four broad housing markets across the West aspirational housing.
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Q182 Chair: Does that suggest you want only new the conurbation, without intervention and the
change in our planning processes, the market tendssocial housing in the rural areas, no new private

market housing? to provide, within the inner-city part of the
conurbation, smaller units, lower-value units, soMrDavis: I think it depends on the situation. Clearly
people who aspire to a larger house, a better qualitythe market towns have a very significant role to play
property in the core of the conurbation have a veryas a focus within the rural areas, providing services
limited choice. Although the economy might beand facilities for quite a large hinterland around.
doing quite well, their skill set might be right, theyThere is no reason at all why market housing should
have not got an opportunity to stay there so thatnot be focused in those larger towns as well but what
puts additional pressure on the housing marketwe have found is that in the rural villages
outside the conurbation and takes the general housegentrification is occurring, people are coming in and
price up, which is then competing with what are verybuying up the properties. If I can illustrate this with
low wages in the rural parts of the region.my own district, the aVordability ratio is a multiplier
Mr Davis: I think it is fair to say that it is a veryof over nine for newly-forming households, nine
diverse range, in terms of its housing markets and itstimes their income, actually to access the bottom
housing needs. There is no ‘one size fits all’ solutionrung of the market housing, and over 83% of newly-
to the West Midlands, it needs a variety of tools andforming households in the district cannot achieve
opportunities to create those pathways of choice.that. That is the scale of the aVordability problem,

sowe need to focus on that lower rung of themarket.
There is already a predominance of larger, detached Q184 Martin Horwood: Some of the more extreme
dwellings throughout the rural West Midlands and micro markets, if you like, are near your regional
that is very clear from the research that has been boundaries, which raises an interesting issue. I am
established and so it is the smaller end of the market not challenging the validity of regional boundaries,
we need to focus on and aVordability. If I could because they have got to be somewhere, at least not
make just one point, I think a lot of the current today anyway, but, to quote one local example, you
initiatives in policy, including those announced talk about overheating in the Vale of Evesham,
yesterday, are focused at low-cost ownership. If you presumably that is aVected by what I would
think of it as a ladder, the bottom rung is actually perceive, coming from Gloucestershire, as
social renting and there are lots of mechanisms for overheating in Gloucestershire as well. Are you
moving out of social renting into low-cost doing any kind of liaison with the South West
ownership. If you move straight to low-cost Regional Assembly, for instance, to try to influence
ownership you miss that vital first step on the ladder them to follow your kind of approach, because at the
and that is what we are suVering from at the moment they seem to be taking a very diVerent and
moment. What we are seeing is extending waiting a much more market-led one?
lists, the turnover in the social stock is falling Mr Forrest: We are conscious of this connection
dramatically, because people cannot aVord at the across our boundary and again we have discussions
moment to make that transition out of social through our colleagues, through the English
renting, and that is creating real problems. It is Regions Network, liaising with each other to find
meaning also that, at one point, 80% of lettings were out what can be done. This is at the very early stages
going to the homeless, which means nobody on the but we have opened that discussion.
waiting list is getting a chance of general needs
housing. That is the nature of the rural problem at Q185 Martin Horwood: I have never even heard ofthe moment. the English Regions Network. Is this yet another

tool?
Mr Forrest: Those of us who are planning bodiesQ183 Anne Main: I was interested to hear your
meet together and those of us who are in the housingcomment, Mr Gregory, about not providing houses
fraternity meet together.that are more aspirational houses, because that is
Mr Gregory: The research we have done acrossjust the exact opposite of what we were hearing
housing markets though suggests a fairly self-before.Are you saying that youwant to limit the sort
contained region, with some influences from outsideof housing that you are having built, that is the
the region but a region that holds togetherfeeling I am getting, so that you are attacking that
reasonably well. Certainly, within those rural areas,one end of the market, because previous witnesses
the research has shown there is a highly mobilehave just said they want to encourage people with
community, a very, very mobile community, whichskills sets and things, the aspirational houses, and
is not tied by employment to where they live, so Ithat is what they want to provide? Are you saying
think that gives the close boundary.you do not need that in your area, it is more renting,

it is the lower end and it is the smaller houses?
Mr Gregory: I think, as Colin said, within the rural Q186 Martin Horwood: Certainly we have people
areas, the pathway of choice that is missing is the commuting from Gloucestershire into Birmingham
first rung on the ladder, the lower value. The market and we have commonality of housing between
has provided executive houses, not to excess because Gloucestershire and the Vale of Evesham, so it must
clearly they are occupied and they are performing a be aVecting those boundaries?
useful role, but the market has provided four- Mr Gregory: There is some evidence of migration
bedroom, detached houses in Warwickshire to the from the South East and the South West to cheaper

areas in the Midlands. One area that we areexclusion, virtually, of the lower-rung types. Within
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particularly keen to explore is some links with the way you can persuade people to build houses and
live in urban areas is by positively preventing themsouth Midlands-Milton Keynes growth area. If we

could co-ordinate the development and the growth from living in rural areas?
within the Milton Keynes area with the aspirations Mr Gregory: No; no, no. No, certainly not. The
of our Regional Spatial Strategy and make the two private sector will be the provider of most of the new
fit together, really we could have win-win. If we get housing. The amount of subsidy that we are going to
the planning wrong and we do it at the wrong time be able to put into the system will provide only a
we could have lose-lose. You could see the unity of small proportion of the totality of housing that is
greenfield sites on our boundarywithMiltonKeynes provided within the West Midlands. What we are
taking up some employment opportunities which trying to do is create an environment within the
then draw people to that employment. conurbation that would make it attractive for

developers to build houses, aspirational houses
more, more executive-type houses. That is not to theQ187 Martin Horwood: Would you welcome a
exclusion of every other property type but it isNational Spatial Strategy then?
attempting to address a balance that we have missedMr Gregory: Ish; as long as it does not become a
over a long period of time, over a 30-year or 40-yearsledge-hammer. I think the problem is actually that
policy period. No; certainly there is absolutely nothe interpretation of this needs to be done at quite a
hostility to working with the private sector. There is,localised level and built up and then some needs and
I suppose, quite an interesting debate with theconnections between sub-regions and regions
private sector though of the sort of framework weworked out. I think the danger is of opportunities
need to provide within the conurbation to encourageand initiatives coming down from the top that they
them to provide that sort of aspirational housing.do not always hit the right buttons locally.
We have done some consultation across the region,
in the Regional Spatial Strategy and in developing

Q188 Anne Main: Can I take you back to what you the Regional Housing Strategy, of what sorts of
believe might unpick your Regional Strategy. things we might need to change within the
Because you do not want a national one, or ‘ish, do conurbation to make it more likely it will provide
you feel then that having the Barker view, which is a that aspirational pathway. Some of it wasmentioned
national view, is a problem to you, that you would in the last submission. It is around a better
rather not have it? You would not have imposed environment, a less-degraded environment, better
housing targets given by a Treasury vision, would transport links, better education, crime and
you rather have more looking at what you need community safety issues, so it is very much a holistic
locally and then deciding what sort of housing you approach to regeneration that is needed there. In
need to provide? Is that you are saying, or not? terms of the rural areas, we would like them to hold
Mr Gregory:We would rather build up the needs of the tiller on providing more and more executive
our region from an understanding of how housing homes to allow more outward migration from the
markets are operating. conurbation, but we would like them to concentrate

on lower-value homes for meeting the local needs
that have developed.Q189 Anne Main: Rather than being given a target
Mr Davis: Certainly in rural areas we need to focusto work to?
on meeting local need rather than market demand,Mr Forrest: Yes, absolutely. Your interpretation is
because the nature of the houses that are alreadyquite correct. That is how we see it. The problem we
there can satisfy that market requirement forseewith aBarker-style solution is that if newhousing
aspirational homes.is to be put where the house prices are highest it will

be in exactly those areas where we are trying to
discourage in-migration. The problem is that there Q191 Dr Pugh:Obviously you are trying to do quite
will be far more development in those rural areas a diYcult task, in a way, because you are trying to
where there is pressure for occupation, whereas we create aVordable housing in rural shire areas, but
would prefer to see that accommodated within the not everybody in those areas has a high wage and
major urban areas. It is that outmigration which has can aVord a large, four-bedroom, executive house,
gone on historically for so long from the also trying to make the city more attractive so that
conurbation into the south of the region which we more people migrate into the city. What is your
wish to see reversed. That is not to say that there is policy? Have you had any chance to look at the data
not some scope for owner-occupation within the to see whether you are actually succeeding to any
rural areas, which was the point the Chair made extent, or could you be doing other things, such as
earlier, there is some scope for owner-occupation for forcing a person looking for an executive house
local needs but not at the expense of undermining further out to a place where maybe the planning
the strategy and trying to rebuild and have an urban regime is more benign and less constraining?
renaissance within the major urban area. Mr Gregory: I think the research that we have done

has been quite helpful in that. Touching on your first
point, we now have evidence of quite an interestQ190 Chair: Can I pick you up on two things. One
from the private sector in developing what are fairlyis, from your submission, there seems to be quite
diYcult sites within the conurbation. In my ownconsiderable hostility, in principle, to most private
authority our housing target for the Regionalhouse-building in the region. Is that accurate, or

not? The second issue is do you think that the only Spatial Strategy is 900 units. Last year we managed
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to complete 1,200 units and there is not any sign that or the leafy shires, or whatever, into attractive
interest is slowing down now. We have got some places, by a canal in Birmingham, or something like
fairly significant sites coming forward for that, with a substantial amount of investment. Just
redevelopment and, through the issuing of planning thinking of it from the commonsense point of view,
briefs, we aremanaging to get a reasonable spread of that is alright for young executives, but as young
houses on those sites, which includes more executives move on and get older they tend to
aspirational housing. I think also in Birmingham produce families and they want gardens, and all that
City Centre, particularly, there is a boom in private kind of thing. Is there not a tendency for you actually
sector development. There are the first signs that our to skew themarket, so that somebodywhodoes wish
focus is actually beginning to get the private sector to have a reasonable house and a garden, and so on,
to respond to the needs of the region as a whole simply decides that it is not the area for him, or her,
rather than a narrow part of the market. at the end of the day?

Mr Gregory: We are sort of dipping our toe in the
water with that. The work we have done around theQ192 Dr Pugh: If we take the region as a whole, the

capacity is in no way decreasing; builders Urban Living Pathfinder, the Housing Market
begrudgingly, as it were, are going and building in Renewal Pathfinder, suggests that people move
one place rather than another because of the actually very short distances, that there is little
constraints you are applying, is it fair to say? movement from the core of the conurbation out, it
Mr Gregory: Yes, I suppose that is the crude tends to be in shorter hops. Our task really is not to
interpretation. persuade somebody to move from Stratford-upon-

Avon into the core of the conurbation. We might
want to do that eventually, but all we have to do toQ193 Dr Pugh: The worst case scenario is that
stop that outward migration is persuade somebodybuilders will go somewhere else, is it not?
not to move three miles that way but to move threeMr Gregory: Yes, that is right. Some of the sites in
miles that way, so it is less of a task. Our strategy isthe middle of the conurbation are not easy; there are
built around initially retaining the existingsite assembly issues, there are mediation issues. If it
population and making sure there are adequateis easier to take an option on a farm with a single
aspirational housing opportunities for the existinglandowner and a friendly planning authority, that is
population, with an ambition for the executives toa relatively easy deal to put together. Assembling a
remain in the conurbation.site in multiple ownership, currently occupied by

low-grade industrial uses, which is contaminated, is
quite a diVerent business, so really we are trying to

Q197 Anne Main: You talked about havingencourage developers to look at those.
sustainable communities and having communities
that people wish to live in. Have you identified aQ194 Dr Pugh: How do you do that, constraining current infrastructure deficit and are you confidentthem from building on the perimeter of cities, and so
that you will have the infrastructure in place for theon?What do you do, apart from tell them “These are
houses you wish to build in the areas in which youthe rules”?
wish to have them?MrGregory: In eVect, that is what we have done.We
Mr Gregory: Largely because most of that increasedare slowing down the supply of land in the greenfield
supply will be in the core of the conurbation—areas and we are giving greater capacity in the

conurbation.
Q198 Anne Main:Where you want to keep them?

Q195 Dr Pugh: If you look at the supply of land, it Mr Gregory:Where I want to keep them. There will
is a similar supply of land, or you are getting plainly need to be some additional investment into
higher density in the cities, are you not, really? infrastructure because we are getting the land for
Mr Gregory: Yes. Just touching on your ‘can we those new houses from existing industrial uses. We
persuade people to move further out’, I do not think have protected over the years a large core of land in
we would want to do that because we do need the middle of the conurbation for industry, which
sustainable communities and very long-distance has increasingly become low value-added
commuting does fight against that sustainability, so employment opportunities and is very, very low
we would prefer to see shorter-distance commuting, density so it uses up a huge amount of land. There is
I think, so I do not think wewould encourage people a need to consider whether we need more extended
to move out. The work we have done around schools, new clinics and health facilities, as part of a
analysing the markets is suggesting that there is a new development, and what we are trying to put into
limited influence in the west of the region of the place now is an understanding of how that
markets within the central core of the region, that development will be timetabled sowe can build some
there is little evidence of commuting out from of those costs into the development process and then
Birmingham into Herefordshire and Shropshire. As to the Section 106 process for something like that.
I say, there is limited evidence. The markets do seem
to be reasonably discreet.

Q199 AnneMain: Is it best for you to keep on urban
regeneration brownfield sites because you alreadyQ196Dr Pugh:Can I put to you one point which has
have a large amount of the infrastructure you thinkjust occurred to me. You are trying, presumably, to

move your executives from the perimeter of the cities you will need?
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Mr Gregory: Yes. downvalued, and you said the whole object is to
downvalue and downprice that land, and no-oneMr Davis: I think there are five sub-regional areas

identified in the Spatial Strategy for growth outside actually wants to develop it?
of the major urban areas, secondary growth, and Mr Forrest: I think sometimes the prospect for
certainly there will be infrastructural requirements Section 106 Agreements also may be said to inhibit
in some of those, particularly highway investment, the release of land if they do not want a social
which will not be able to be financed purely from housing component on it. The argument can go
developer contribution, it will need public round that loop in diVerent ways.
investment.

Q203 Mr Betts: You do recognise that could be theQ200 Mr Betts: Social Housing Use Class, how do
eVect?you think it would work?
Mr Forrest: It may be; there is also the implicationMr Forrest: This has been suggested on a number of
that if that site really is needed to meet an unmetoccasions in the past and has come back forcibly to
aVordable housing requirement then there are otherus as part of a tool-kit of solutions to meeting the
ways of bringing that forward, either voluntarily orneed for aVordable housing. So often the discussion
through compulsory purchase powers.goes along the lines of, even when land is available

the market price of that land is so high that housing
associations cannot bid successfully for it, and it is

Q204 Chair: You are proposing compulsoryjust one way in which the land value might
purchase?conceivably be reduced below an open market

figure. Mr Forrest: I think, in an ultimate situation, if a
community needs that aVordable housing and the
land suppliers are not coming forward then it is oneQ201 Mr Betts:Why does not Section 106 suYce to
way in which that can be achieved.achieve that objective?

Mr Forrest: One of the things about having a Social
Housing Use Class is, it is not just that but also, I

Q205 Mr Betts: How do you actually produce suchthink, it does enable planning authorities to plan
a thing, because presumably one should begin toproactively and constructively for the future
give the idea that you want to do that, orprovision of aVordable housing in the right places
Government announces its intention, then there willand not just relying upon the way in which the
be a consultation period, presumably, in which timemarket may be working and then responding after
every owner of a piece of land which is going to bethe event, as it were, after a planning application has
rezoned for social housing is going to get a planningcome in, with a Section 106 Agreement. Although
application in and get permission for privatethere are other ways, rural exception sites are
housing, are they not?another way in which aVordable housing is delivered
Mr Forrest: Not if the planning system is workingin rural areas, but I think a Social HousingUseClass
eVectively within the allocation of numbers withincan certainly have that eVect of reducing value and
the Regional Spatial Strategy. It is not a free for all.enabling associations to bid. It also has one other

eVect, which is similar in urban areas across the
piece, actually, where a combination of legal advice,

Q206 Mr Betts: The land is already zoned forpublic sector organisations, where, again, they have
housing. Presumably we are talking about giving upto deliver best obtainable value for their land, if the

valuers feel that a site is going to achieve far more the housing land between diVerent uses, ie for social
from a private sector developer than a housing housing or formoderately-priced housing, then once
association can pay for it, they are not prepared to you begin to give an indication that you are going to
release that land necessarily for social housing. The bring in this sort of system everybody who has got
issue there is that if the planning arrangements with land who thinks they may be going to fall into this
regard to that site could include a Social Use Class category is going to immediately downvalue the
on it then there is just the possibility there that the price of the land they own and put in for permission
land then would be reduced in value and be capable for market housing, are they not, which will scupper
of being sold to housing associations. your proposal?

Mr Forrest: They may, but I think authorities need
to think carefully about how that land is beingQ202 Mr Betts: There are two issues here, are there
released and who it is being released for, so that theirnot? First of all, you are saying that it enables you to
Local Housing Strategies impact on the way inplan for social housing because you know where it
which their planning system is operating.is going to be built and actually that presumes that

anyone who wants to come forward can sell the land
at that price. At least with 106 you have got

Q207 Mr Betts: It has got permission; if it is zonedsomebody who is proposing to build houses and you
for housing under the UDPA ODF, it is up to theare almost working with them to make sure that a
owner to come forward for planning permission?%age of those are better for social renting. The
Mr Forrest: That is where planning authorities canSocial Use Class; if you designate the land just for
and need to increasingly be clear why they arethat purpose then it may be that they have not

noticed the market at all because it has been releasing land.
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Q208 Mr Betts: They do not release it, do they? Mr Forrest: That is the risk which needs to be
avoided, certainly.Mr Forrest: In the way in which they are giving

consent for that land, so that there are briefs and
there are other means of directing how that land Q212 Martin Horwood: How could it possibly be

avoided, if you are zoning a particular area of landshould be used.
for social housing?
MrGregory:Wedo have some examples of a slightlyQ209 Anne Main: Can I just be clear, if it went to

private sector only then you would be expecting diVerent take on that, in districts that are beginning
to run out of their general supply of housing land, inthem to release their land at a reduced rate for

social housing? accordance with the strategy. Now they are looking
for exception sites which are excluded from theMr Forrest: No, I think it should help with the

release of public sector land as well. general strategy and they are focusing those
exception sites on low-value housing and they are
framing the planning permission to release thoseQ210 Anne Main:We are talking school playfields,

and things, so again equally that could be chopped sites specifically for low-value houses. I think it is
Bromsgrove and Stratford-upon-Avon which nowin value?

Mr Forrest: If necessary, yes, to make that have run out of the generality of housing numbers
where they can give general planning permissions.accessible, if the market price is too high for

associations to buy. They can give planning permission now only by
exception, and that is specifically for housing which
meets their identified local need, so we have got someQ211 Martin Horwood: I am very keen to see more

social housing, but does not this fly in the face of the examples of where that is beginning to work across
the region.trend away from having single-typed zones and into

more mixed-use and diverse communities? Chair: Thank you very much indeed.

Witness: Mr Ken Jones, Head of Housing Strategic Development, London Borough of Barking and
Dagenham, gave evidence.

Q213 Chair: Welcome, Mr Jones. Thank you for Q216 Mr Betts:Despite this, you are still after more
socially-rented housing. Would you not be lookingcoming.
more at aVordable housing for people to get on theMr Jones: Thank you. Good afternoon.
first ladder to buy?
Mr Jones: Our experience is that there is a
considerable demand. I was interested to see theQ214Mr Betts: Thank you for your submission. Do
Joseph Rowntree Foundation Study recently inyou agree that actually more housing is needed in
terms of that intermediate sector of housing. We doBarking and Dagenham? Are you comfortable with
believe that there is a considerable appetite andthe sorts of projections that we are seeing for future
demand for that form of housing. The issue for us ishouse-building?
ensuring that actually it is aVordable, because weMr Jones: Yes; and the revised figures from the
have the lowest income levels in London, so we haveLondon Housing Capacity Study for Barking and
to get the equity share pitched at the right kind ofDagenham we are perfectly content with. In fact, we
level. We have done that with our housingfeel probably slightly more unusual than many of
association partners on a number of developments,our neighbours, we feel that, in fact, the number is
where we have gone down to something like theperhaps rather low, but that would be totally
person purchases just 25% initially and thendependent upon the social infrastructure and the
staircases up as their careers progress.infrastructure for public transport being in place.

We are very comfortable with the numbers.
Q217 Mr Betts: In terms of that, given that can help
with initially getting to home-ownership, but

Q215 Mr Betts: You are sending a message out to eventually those people can move on subsequently
the rest of the South East that you do not want them and oftenmake quite a nice profit, sometimes, out of
to come to bother you in Dagenham, is that right? the initial benefits to enable them to get on the
Mr Jones:We are saying a number of things. Firstly, housing ladder. Have you looked at any methods of
we need to attend to the needs of the existing locking in any initial assistance to first-time buyers,
community, so we are looking at a balance between so that when they eventually sell on the property the
social rented, intermediate forms of home- next buyer of that property also gets some sort of
ownership and also aspirational housing, because benefit?
currently there is a shortage of that sector of housing Mr Jones: Yes. This a very interesting point. We
in Barking and Dagenham. Barking and Dagenham have done that on a number of our developments
has, I think it is, the second highest percentage of where the Council actually own the land, so that we
social rented homes in outer London. Again, we are retain the part of the value we called, I think, in this
quite atypical of a number of our neighbouring particular instance “community bonus” so that

share of the property was always retained by theboroughs.
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Council. It ensured that, irrespective of the in, do you feel that you have enough family housing
in your area, or is there too much focus on high-staircasing eVect that you point out, a proportion of

the value of the property will always be retained, so density housing?
Mr Jones: I think the point about larger homes foryou are retaining the aVordability in perpetuity. We

have done that in one instance. We are also families is a very important one to us and indeed to
London generally and the sub-region of east Londonextremely interested in doing that on some of our

larger developments that are to come in the years of which we are a part. Certainly the London
Housing Strategy looks at something like 40%, Iahead.
think, of new developments being three-bedroom
and above and our view is maybe that is slightly tooQ218 Mr Betts: You are not experiencing any
high but it is about right. You have this tension withproblems with mortgage lenders or others on that?
developers because obviously they are looking toMr Jones: On that particular development, we did
maximise their profit, that is fine, and to pursue thathave extensive discussions with the developer, but
they want to create developments which arethey agreed to that in the end. I must say that, in that
populated largely by one- and two-bedroomparticular development, which we are trying to
apartments. Again, what we want to try to create arecement in with all of our developments, there was a
balanced communities, places where people willbreakdown between approximately a third for social
stay, we do not want people not to have therent with a housing association partner, about a
opportunity then to move on in the Borough.third then for intermediate and then a proportion of

that specifically on the term “community bonus”.
Q222 Anne Main: Do you think that 30 to 50 per
hectare as a minimum is actually working againstQ219 Mr Betts: In terms of “buy to let”, you have you, because you are having to deliver very small,expressed concerns about that. What would you high-density units, rather than founding homeswant to see for that particular issue to be tackled in which you feel would give amoremixed community?a proper way? Mr Jones: I am sorry to keep using the wordMr Jones: It is a major issue for us and, in fact, it is ‘balanced’ but I think it is about balance, actually. Ithwarting a number of our attempts to try to think, for example, in some of our town centrefacilitate more balanced communities, because what settings high density is right and maybe there arehas happened in many instances is that, the ways imaginatively with design to createproportion for market sale, investment companies opportunities in town centres at pretty high densitycome in, purchase large sections of that property and to have homes, three- or four-bedroomhomes, at thethen it goes to “buy to let”. I think there are two lower levels perhaps, for families. You want athings really. Firstly, clearly, when the land is variegated approach: town centres, where you havepublicly owned we have considerable control over the infrastructure there, you have the close links intothat. I think, as well, at the moment it is about central London fromBarking town centre, youwantnegotiations with developers, we are trying to forge high density, but I do not think that argueslong-term relationships with developers, so it is not necessarily against some family homes.just come in, do a development and out, it is long-

term relationships with developers and partnerships
Q223 Anne Main: Do you think enough assessmentwith the Council. In those instances, it is not really
has been made of the demographic in your area, ofin anyone’s interests to have an excessive amount of
the sort of people who want to live in the units that“buy to let”, it is not good for the reputation of the
have been built, or units being built speculatively, ordevelopment, quite frankly, so it is that kind of
whatever, without a lot of thought of the sort ofdiscussion that we are trying to pursue.
people that want to live in them, families or groups?
Mr Jones: It is an issue that certainly we consider

Q220 Chair:Why exactly is “buy to let” not good? quite a bit and certainly it is an issue that our
MrJones: I think there are two points really, I would neighbouring boroughs in east London consider,
say. Firstly, as I mentioned before, we have high because if we take the point of social rented
concentrations of social rented accommodation accommodation, we know that we have protocols
within the Borough. We have some estates, 2,400- across London for sharing the nomination rights to
flatted estates, all owned by the Council, with some those properties, and there is an issue about choice.
“right to buy” on there. If you are trying then to get Will people from Hounslow, for example, want to
a more balanced community, some outright market move to Barking Riverside development, where
sale, sure summary provision of rented and some there is a planning application currently before the
intermediate, you are losing that impact if a high Council for something like 11,000 new homes, will
%age of the outright market sale then is to let. A people want to move there; I think that is a question
second point I would make on that is it can have that really we do not have an answer to at the
quite a destabilising eVect on a community in terms moment.
of transience, a high turnover really it is not good for Dr Pugh: Barking Reach, it says in my notes here
the local community. you are planning to build 26,000 new homes and to

generate 15,000 new jobs—actually it says in my
notes 260,000 new homes but that is probably a tadQ221 Anne Main: Really this could follow on from

that, because you say it is transient, are you not optimistic, I think—and this is to take place over the
next 20 years.creating the right sorts of homes for families to live
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Chair: I am incredibly sorry. There is a vote and I Mr Jones: Yes.
will adjourn the Committee.

Q228 Dr Pugh: In terms of how this new community
is to be envisaged, is there any sort of premiumThe Committee suspended from 5.45 pm to 5.51 pm
put on environmentally-eYcient housing andfor a division in the House.
sustainable lifestyles? I think it is an attractive

Chair:Canwe restart. John, can you remember what feature of any new community really.
you were asking? Mr Jones: Yes, and I think it is a very important

point. In fact, I think it swims with the tide in terms
of modern methods of construction as well, because,Q224 Dr Pugh: I was asking about working with all
in terms of trying to do something about build coststhe new homes and all the new jobs and I was
and also in terms of capacity in the constructionsceptical as to whether it was all going to happen.
industry, which we have not considered so far thisWhat do you think?
afternoon, there really does need to be a driveMr Jones: Two hundred and sixty thousand homes
towards themodern methods of construction, of siteare not going to happen. There is an application at
manufacturing, which is going to deal with some ofthe moment for almost 11,000 homes in Barking
the overheating in the industry. Also you can getRiverside. It will happen only if the infrastructure is
very high, or much higher, environmentalin place, particularly the Docklands Light Railway
sustainability standards from that kind ofExtension through the site. If that is not there and
development.some other infrastructure, for example, there needs

to be on the A13 a new gyratory or junction, and of
Q229 Chair: Before I pass on to Martin to start oncourse it is the investment in terms of the schools, the
Thames Gateway, can I press you, you said that youPCT facilities and the rest, if that is not there and on
did not think, even if the Docklands Light Railwaytime then, firstly, the development in that number I
went to Barking Reach, that anybody much woulddo not believe will happen. If it did happen, by any
want to live there.strange chance, then I think it would be a place
Mr Jones: No; no.where people just would not choose to live. I think it

is as blunt as that.
Q230 Chair: That was what we thought you said.
Mr Jones: Oh dear; oh no.Q225 Anne Main: Are you saying that the

infrastructure has to be there beforehand?
Q231 Chair: Let me try again, for the record.Mr Jones: The infrastructure has got to be timely, it
Mr Jones: For the record, yes, indeed; if we have thehas got to be there or phased so that there is a very,
infrastructure in place, DLR and the other socialvery clear commitment that it comes in at an early
infrastructure, then, yes.stage.

Q232 Chair: People would want to live there?
Q226 Dr Pugh: You will appreciate, you are on the Mr Jones: Indeed, yes.
horns of a dilemma, are you not, because a light
railway is very, very expensive, in many respects, as Q233 Chair:Why was the bid turned down, the bid
infrastructure goes, and nobody is going to invest in for the Docklands Light Railway Extension, was
very expensive infrastructure if there is not a real there not a suYciently convincing case presented?
purpose behind it and a large community to serve. Mr Jones: No, it is a current submission, I think it
Yet, at the same time, what you are saying is, until will be within the next Spending Round, the
you get the transport there you are not going to get Comprehensive Spending Assessment period, and
that community? certainly there are negotiations ongoing with the
Mr Jones: There is somewhat of a community there Mayor of London to get that as a line within the TfL.
at the moment. There are something like 1,000 Certainly the Mayor has given commitments in the
homes there. There is also an existing estate, built by past; now we just need to see a very firm
the Council in the 1950s, of something like 2,000 commitment, but it is a desired programme of the
homes adjacent to the main development. There is Mayor.
something to be built upon. I think there is another Chair: Thank you for clarifying that.
point that I would want to make though, in terms of
the Council’s overall approach, and that is, which I Q234MartinHorwood:Weheard earlier on from thehope came through in the submission, that we West Midlands Regional Assembly that theyactually maximise and build out from existing thought greenfield development in shire countiescentres, because that seems to us to be the correct was actually undermining their attempts to try toapproach, in terms of maximising the usage of the regenerate the central urban areas in Birmingham, inexisting infrastructure. There is a town centre there, their case, and elsewhere. Do you think that is alet us develop that. problem for you, too?

Mr Jones: No. I think we are looking at a diVerent
set of circumstances. If you look at the proposalsQ227Dr Pugh:What you are saying is that you want

to develop Barking Reach so it is compatible with from the Mayor within the London Plan, we are
three miles from the Olympics. I really do not thinkthe evolution of the town centre rather than the

alternative? that the problem you have presented is an issue for
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us. Perhaps the issue for us, I suppose going back to acting in a co-operative way with us. We have had
very good involvement, very good co-operationwiththe point before, is the relationship of the

developments, and I do believe that town centre English Partnerships, extremely helpful, around site
assembly issues, again in town centre development. Idevelopments, intensifying development there,

increasing density, improving design, getting the think at the moment we are reasonably comfortable
with the arrangements. The GLA family, LDA,kind of mix right, and then allied to the brownfield

developments, like Barking Riverside and others again have had considerable involvement in the
Borough and we have some tensions in relation towithin the Borough and indeed within the sub-

region, is the right way forward. targets that are set by the GLA in terms of mix, for
example, between aVordable homes and market-
price homes.Q235 Chair: How can you be sure you are going to

get the jobs as well as the houses, or is it suggested
thatmany peoplewill be working in central London? Q237 Chair: Can you be more specific; are they

requiring more aVordable homes than you want,Mr Jones: It is probably the expansion of the Isle of
Dogs, Canary Wharf, that area, in actual fact, to or fewer?

Mr Jones: I am absolutely signed up, as is thewhich many people will be commuting, and we are
very close, it is literally two or three miles. Again, Borough, to a London-wide target of 50% of new

development being aVordable homes, I think that isBarking and Dagenham is very unusual, in the sense
that we do have a higher percentage of working absolutely correct, and within that something like

70%being social rented. I think that is fine as a targetpopulation actually in manufacturing. It is
declining, obviously, but it is still reasonably high, across London then you have to look though at

individual circumstances of local boroughs.compared with the rest of London anyway, and we
think that there is certainly opportunity, again Whereas that may be perfectly correct for some

boroughs, for Barking and Dagenham, as Iaround town centres, to increase commercial
activity. There will be displacement of industry from mentioned before, we have the lowest house prices in

London, we have the lowest income levels inthe lower Lee Valley as well for local jobs.
London, we have got the second highest social
rented, is that the right prescription for Barking andQ236 Chair: There seem to be a very large number

of diVerent development agencies in the Thames Dagenham; I think not. We have had discussions
with GLA and they have been very fruitfulGateway. Do you think that the numbers should be

reduced and, if so, how? discussions and there appears to be understanding,
but the proof will come when we get major planningMr Jones: The life of the UDC, it is very early as yet.

We have established relationships with that and I applications coming through and discussion then
takes place with the Mayor.think we have come to understandings, certainly

about the planning protocol. I think they need the Chair: Thank you very much indeed. I am sorry that
your session got (a) delayed and (b) then interrupted.confidence that we are actually going to bring

forward developments; we are. I think they are Thank you.

Witnesses: Mr Neil Sinden, Policy Director,Mr Henry Oliver, Head of Planning and Local Government,
andMs Kate Gordon, Planning OYcer, Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE), gave evidence.

Q238 Chair: Our apologies for the late start, which the level and proportion of aVordable housing that
is provided rather than in the overall level of house-was not under our control. Could you introduce

yourselves, please? building that takes place.
Mr Sinden: Good evening. I am Neil Sinden. I am
Director of Policy at the Campaign to Protect Rural
England.
Mr Oliver: Henry Oliver, Head of Planning and

Q240 Chair: You mean there would be an overallLocal Government at CPRE.
increase, but that overall increase would be largelyMs Gordon: Kate Gordon, Planning OYcer, Local
social housing?Government and Planning Team, CPRE.
Mr Sinden: No. We do not agree that necessarily
there should be a step change in the overall level of
house-building, simply that there should be a shift in

Q239 Chair:Thank you. Do you accept that a major the balance towards greater provision of aVordable
house-building programme is required as a result of housing within the overall limit. From our point of
household growth and declining housing supply view, the problem has been that in the recent past
over the last 20 years? there has been a significant underprovision of
Mr Sinden: We question whether there is a need aVordable housing, by which we mean subsidised
significantly to increase the number of homes built housing, available to people who are unable to
each year in order to tackle the problems that we compete on the market. Last year, I think, just over
have, but we do agree that there should be a step 10% of homes were of that kind, whereas in the
change in housing provision of a kind. Unlike the sixties and seventies we were seeing provision of

social housing at between 20–50%of the overall levelGovernment, we believe the step change should be in
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of house-building. The issue for us therefore is the Q245 Chair: You would be happy if your proposals
dramatic decline in the provision of social housing, implied that the proportion of young people who
which needs to be addressed. were able to aspire to home ownership would be

lower than the proportion of their parents’
generation, for example?

Q241 Chair: Just to clarify, you think that the Mr Sinden: No, that is not what we would say. We
numbers of private market housing, built annually, would say that there is a need to provide greater
should be reduced in order that those numbers could opportunities for younger families and younger
be substituted by houses for social rent or social households to access the market through shared-
ownership? ownership schemes for example, but we should not
Mr Sinden:We think that there is an issue about the ignore the fact that a large proportion of people are
level of planned provision for housing. Essentially, unable to compete for housing on the market inthere are round about 155,000 homes built per many areas under any realistic circumstances. Theannum in England. According to ODPM data and

Government’s response to that should focus onour own analysis, around 170,000 homes are
increasing the provision of subsidised housing of aprovided for through the planning system in
range of diVerent kinds.Regional Plans and Local Plans, so there is a gap

between the planned provision and the actual
output.We think that gap needs to be addressed and Q246 Chair: If I may follow some numbers I have
largely filled, that is considered necessary, through just been given, which is, apparently, there are
an increase in the provision of social housing. 190,000 new households and you are suggesting

170,000 new homes. Where are those households
to go?Q242 Chair: I am still getting lost in the numbers.
Mr Sinden: The 190,000 households per annumHow many houses do you think should be built?
figure is a relatively new one which was mentionedMr Sinden: We have no reason to believe that the
by the Minister yesterday in launching theplanned level of provision, ie 170,000 homes per
Government’s response to the Barker package. Weannum, is seriously wide of the mark. That figure is
are eagerly awaiting the publication by theas good an estimate as we feel we have, so there is a
Government of revised household projections. Wegap between current output and current
do not yet have that information and when it isrequirements, and that has to be addressed, we
available we will study it very carefully and come tobelieve, largely by an increase in the output of social
a view on whether or not we feel that housinghousing rather than an increase in the output of
provision through the planning system shouldmarket housing.
respond to a possible increase in the formation of
households each year. I should also say that we are

Q243 Chair: Roughly 170,000 are what you think is very concerned, in relation to these figures about
required, but you believe a greater proportion of household formation, to avoid slipping back to a
those should be social housing than is planned ‘predict and provide’ approach to housing
currently? provision, which John Prescott and the OYce of the
Mr Sinden: That is correct. Deputy PrimeMinister moved away from only a few

years ago in favour of the much more sensitive
“plan, monitor and manage” approach, which weQ244 Chair: That is helpful. You emphasise the fact
believe is vital in order to underpin eVorts tothat this house-building programme shouldmeet the
promote urban renewal.need for subsidised housing. Do you want that just
Mr Oliver: It appears that Ministers have beento be subsidised for rent or also for ownership and
saying “This many households are forming everydo you think there is a limit to home ownership and
year, therefore this many houses need to be builtwhat are your criteria for deciding what that limit
every year.” Aside from the fact that the relationshipshould be?
between household projections and house-buildingMr Sinden:We think that subsidised housing should
need is not necessarily a very clear one, as a proxy,include shared-ownership or shared-equity housing.
the real relationship that needs to be looked at isWe do not pretend to have expertise which leads us
between the total number of households that thereto suggest that there is a limit on home ownership.
are and the total number of houses that we have. TheWe do look at the facts in terms of housing output,
2001Census showed that inmost English regions thethe balance between social housing output and the
surplus of houses over households had actuallyoutput or market housing, and the levels of housing
increased since the 1991 Census, therefore we thinkneed and homelessness and that leads us to conclude
it is a little bit misleading to make a directthat we need, as I said, to shift the balance towards
comparison between the number of householdssubsidised housing provision in order to meet needs.
forming every year and the number of houses builtWe have serious questions about the market-led
every year. If it looks as though the total number ofapproach, which the Government’s response to
households is going to be bumping up against theBarker seems to continue to promote. This is,
total number of available dwellings then there is adespite widespread criticism of proposals put out for
problem, clearly, but we have not yet identified thatconsultation earlier this year to make the planning
problem and all the data seem to show that actuallysystem much more responsive to market signals in

allocating the land for housing. that may not be such a problem at the moment.
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Q247 Anne Main: I just want to take you back to example in terms of examining fiscal measures, to
reduce the way in which housing is treatedwhat you were saying about market-led; then are

you concerned that, with Barker advocating increasingly as an investment. This is a diYcult area,
we accept, and it is not a politically easy area tobuildingmore andmore houses to try to suppress the

price in some way, actually that could make things explore, but we believe the Government needs to
look very carefully at the demand side of theeven worse? It could drive up prices rather than

suppress them because it would be hard to build up equation, alongside the supply side.We are not even
convinced that the supply side measures which Katethe diVerential and you might be building the wrong

sorts of houses, not the sorts of houses you are Barker puts forward in herReport would actually do
much to improve levels of aVordability at all.talking about, but houses for “buy to let”

investment, and so on. Are you saying you would Indeed, her own modelling indicates that one would
need at least to double, or thereabouts, the output oflike to have the market tailored more to what the

market needs, that is what I think I am trying to say, market housing in order to reduce house price
inflation to the European average. That kind ofrather than just market-led, more toward local need

rather than a market-driven system? marginal impact on house-price growth would do
very little indeed to close the gap between averageMr Sinden: I think that is right, yes. We are saying

that and, this is a point I want to emphasise, we are earnings and house prices in many parts of the
country. It comes back to a point I wasmaking at thenot saying, to be absolutely clear, that there is no

need for market housing. We accept that there is a beginning:- our approach is to encourage the
Government to look at aVordable housing, in termsneed formoremarket housing but we are saying that

the proportion of it needs to be reduced in order to of subsidised housing, rather than to adopt crude
measures to try to tackle the issue of marketprovide for need amongst those people who cannot

access the market. We do feel there is a risk in aVordability, which we believe is a very complex and
diYcult issue.pursuing a crude, market-based approach that you

may actually reduce the ability of the planning
system to control the size and type of market Q250 Dr Pugh: Many teachers in schools and
housing provided. There is also a risk of a perverse relatively reasonably-paid people in hospitals would
spatial eVect, if you like, in the sense that if you not qualify for aVordable housing, there are priority
provide for housing on greenfield land outside of lists drawn up, and as a result schools and hospitals
major conurbations, you can actually stimulate in the South East are suVering severe recruitment
demand in those areas and encourage urban out problems. The obvious solution would seem to be to
migration, in the kind of way that we have heard is build more houses at the right price for these sorts of
feared in the West Midlands. people. If that is not the solution, what is the

solution for them?
Mr Sinden: There are two possible solutions, toQ248 Dr Pugh:What Barker argued also, of course,

and you disagreedwith, with your sort of household/ continue the line I have been trying to elucidate up
till now. One is to look at ways in which new sharedhome analysis, is that market housing is required

otherwise prices will just continue to rise. Assuming equity options can be made available to people on
moderate incomes in the kinds of places that you areyou think there is some, and the evidence is that

there is, sharp, upward pressure on house prices, talking about. The Pre-Budget Report yesterday, I
believe, contained some interesting new proposals,what is your alternative approach to tackling that

problem? AVordability is the big issue for many which were welcomed by the Council of Mortgage
Lenders and others, that could well encourage thepeople, is it not, that is why we are having this

inquiry? provision of housing of this kind and provide a first
rung on the ladder for people on moderate incomes.Mr Sinden: That is a big question. We have

suggested that it would be much more sensible for The other mechanism that we would like to see used
much more eVectively is the planning system beingthe Government to look at demand-side pressures in

the housing market. In this respect, we were very enabled to control the size and type of housing
provided so that we see more, genuinely low-costencouraged by the announcement yesterday that the

Chancellor is abandoning the provisions to allow market housing—market housing in the lower
quartile of the market range provided—so thatpeople to invest pensions in residential property.
people on moderate incomes have a better chance of
being able to access that housing rather than housingQ249 Dr Pugh: That had no impact at all on the
in the upper quartile of the market range.problem we were talking about. It would have

averted the problem but it is not the problem we
have at the moment? Q251 Dr Pugh: Presumably, you would not support

direct subsidy, such as key-worker schemes, andMr Sinden: No, but it is just an illustration of some
demand side pressures on house prices. We have things like that, in the rural or any other area really,

because presumably, in your view, that also wouldheard estimates which would suggest that that
provision would have unleashed more than fuel demand?

Mr Sinden: That is right. There are issues about the£23 billion into the housing market and it is
undoubtedly the case that it would have had an extent to which subsidies of that kind will further

stoke the market to the detriment of people who areunbalancing eVect, in terms of demand for rural
housing. We think there are other ways in which the unable to access or do not qualify for that kind of

subsidy.Government might look at the demand side, for
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Q252Mr Betts: I think wemight well agree with you Mr Sinden: No. We believe that there is an issue
about land-banking. We recognise why house-that we need more social rented housing and other
builders are involved in land-banking, we are notforms of aVordable housing but it seems that you are
opposed to it in principle, but the facts are that theposing that provision as against market housing,
amount of landwhich themajor house-builders haveyou are not saying that they are both possible, you
in their land banks has increased significantly overare saying you want more of the rented housing to
the past few years. I believe the position now is thatdisplace market housing. Is not that because you
the 14 major house-builders have a third of a millionhave decided, for a completely diVerent reason,
plots with planning permission for housing and thatnothing to do with housing but to do with the
has increased by more than a third since 1998. Thisenvironment, that you want a limited amount of
points perhaps to a dysfunction within the market.house-building and you are not prepared to go

beyond it?
Q255 Mr Betts: If they are excused from havingMr Sinden: I can see what leads you to that
these, we are going to have more houses built, whichconclusion, but the answer is no. We recognise that
presumably is what you are not in favour of?as a nation we need to provide for the nation’s
Mr Sinden: It depends where those plots are. We arehousing needs. We believe that we can do that in a
not saying that we do not want to see, or we do notway which respects more eVectively than we are at
think there is a need to increase house-buildingthe moment environmental limits and wider
levels.environmental implications. I think there is a real

opportunity to maintain momentum, the
Q256 Mr Betts: You cannot be discretionary now,momentum that we have seen emerge recently,
can you? If the land has got planning permission andtowards urban renewal and urban renaissance, not
you are saying you want measures to make sure thatjust in towns and cities in the South East but
builders who have got planning permission on theirincreasingly in the northern regions, by focusing
land and are sitting on that permission release thehousing investment, market housing as well as social
land for building, you cannot be discretionary onhousing investment, within existing urban areas.
that, probably it is just going to increase the numberThere is still huge capacity, we believe, in many
of houses which are built?urban areas to accommodate the housing that the
Mr Oliver: If I might step in just to clarify this,nation needs. We have seen significant
remember that those land banks are not land held inimprovements in the reuse of brownfield land over
some hope of getting planning permission in future,recent years, largely as a result of the changes in
they are plots with planning permission, thereforepolicy put in place by John Prescott after the Urban
they are provided for through the planning system.White Paper was published in 2000. We have also
As we have already pointed out, there is a shortfallseen improvements in the average densities of new
between output and the actual amount of housinghousing provided, which mean that we are using
that is currently planned for annual provision.landmore eYciently and that we are able to promote

housing which is well designed, which contributes to
Q257Mr Betts: There is a 15,000 shortfall and therethe character and quality of urban neighbourhoods,
are 331,000 plots there which could be released?and which minimises its demands on infrastructure.
Mr Oliver: There is a 15,000 shortfall, roughly,
between output and planned provision, I beg your

Q253Mr Betts:With all those things then we should pardon, I misheard you. Yes, of course, they could
be able to increase the amount of housing we build be released and they have already been planned for

and planning permission has already been given.without having the impact on the environment that
The point that we would make is that our evidence,you worry about, should we not?
from our own research, is that where localMr Sinden: Our concern is that, in making the
authorities have allocated land, sites, for housingplanning system more responsive to the market, we
they have generally indicated broadly the percentagewill lose sight of the long-term strategic objectives of
of that which needs to be aVordable housing. Inpromoting urban renewal and making best use of
practice, historically, the actual proportion of thatexisting infrastructure. It is not so much about the
housing which was aVordable was considerablyscale of provision, it is about the pattern of provision
lower than the identified need that was planned for,and the sequence within which land is made
therefore the proportion that was market housingavailable for housing development.
was considerably higher than identified need. The
point we are making is that the planning system

Q254 Mr Betts: One of the things you said was that seems currently underequipped, with not enough
actually one of the problems at present is that public finance as well to help make this happen, to

provide the type of housing which it has identified abuilders, developers are sitting on a whole bank of
need for. Historically, in the eighties and nineties, weland, and it is not a problem with the private system
have seen overprovision ofmarket housing.We havebut the fact that the builders are just sitting there,
no reason to believe that has changed, although wemaking money out of it. Now if they suddenly
do not have more recent data.decided to release this land we would have a splurge

of house-building which you would not support, so
there seems to be some element of contradiction in Q258Chair:What do youmean by “overprovision”,

do you mean it is not being sold or occupied?what you are saying there?
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Mr Oliver: We mean that the amount of housing Q261 Martin Horwood: Are you happy for that to
happen ahead of brownfield developmentbuilt in a given plan area is greater then the need

identified for that kind of housing. Demand for elsewhere?
Mr Sinden: Yes; we say that we believe there is amarket housing is enormously elastic, particularly in

attractive areas, so it is very hard to say that just need, the need is not necessarily huge, in the nature
of the scale of rural settlements, but it does exist, andbecause it has been sold there was a need for it,

because very often it stimulates its own market. The there is a legitimate role for the planning system to
make provision to meet that need.point we are making is that the planning system

needs to be providing the sort of housing that a need
has been identified for, and historically it has been Q262 Chair:You talked earlier on about there being

a surplus of housing in every single region.very bad at that.
Obviously, there is always a need for a slight surplus,
otherwise everybody would be stuck where theyQ259 Martin Horwood: I want to restate Clive’s

question, just quickly, because I am not sure you were and unable to move. Have you looked at what
type of housing is in that surplus and whether thereally answered it. Are you saying that you are

happy for the land that is now held in land banks to type of housing actually meets the needs of people,
or whether it is all one-bedroom flats in the middlebe built on?

Mr Oliver: If the land has got planning permission, of Manchester, for example?
MrSinden:Wehave not looked in detail at that. Theyes, of course, because it has got planning

permission. situation is complex. The data, for example, relating
to empty housing is interesting. While some inroads
have been made in reducing the amount of emptyQ260 Martin Horwood: You have a very strong

emphasis in favour of brownfield sites and against homes in some regions there is still significant
opportunity there for the Government to makegreenfield sites, which, broadly speaking, I would

agree with entirely, but there must be exceptions, address that part of the housing market, in terms of
promoting the use particularly of private sector,surely? I think, for instance, of the very small villages

which are having their shops and schools closing and long-term empty housing. We very much welcome,
that a part of the response to the Barker review,you might want to encourage limited greenfield

development in order to make those communities published by the Government yesterday, which
indicates that the Treasury are interested in seeing ifmore viable and more sustainable. Would you

support that? we can improve the practice and performance of
bringing that empty housing stock back into use.Mr Sinden: In broad terms, yes. We believe that

there is a need for housing in rural communities. That is one key element, I think, of addressing the
issue of the excess of stock over households.There is perhaps, broadly, a greater need for

aVordable housing in those communities in order to
provide the kind of balance in rural communities Q263 Chair:Thank you very much. Can I ask you to

answer just onemore question inwriting, becausewethat you are suggesting. Inevitably, that will require
the use of some greenfield sites and we are have all got to go to vote, which is to dowith whether

you think that planning authorities have gotencouraged that the Government has improved the
tools available to local authorities very recently, in suYcient powers to ensure new housing is built to

high environmental standards?order to deliver that kind of housing, by allowing
rural authorities to allocate land, small sites, solely Mr Sinden:We will be happy to do that.

Chair: Thank you.for the provision of aVordable housing.
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Lyn Brown Mr Bill Olner
John Cummings Dr John Pugh
Martin Horwood Alison Seabeck

Witnesses: Mr Keith Mitchell, Leader of Oxfordshire County Council and Chairman of SECL, Mr Nick
Skellet,Leader of Surrey County Council, andMrBill Brisbane,Managing Partner, Roger Tym&Partners,
South East County Leaders, gave evidence.

Q264 Chair:Gentlemen, can I welcome you to start Q268 Chair: How many do you think would be
within the wider South East region? What is theoV our session this afternoon. Can I ask first that
implication for the wider South East region of theyou just go along and say who you are and who you
200,000?are representing.
Mr Mitchell: It would imply more than the currentMrMitchell:KeithMitchell, Chairman of the South
level for which we are planning, I have no doubt.East England Regional Assembly and Leader of
How many more, I would not like to speculate.Oxfordshire County Council.

Mr Skellett: I am Nick Skellett. I am Leader of
Q269 Chair: Do you still believe that the 40,000Surrey County Council and formerly Chairman of
figure would be adequate to meet housing need inthe South East of England Regional Assembly.
the region?Mr Brisbane: Bill Brisbane from Roger Tym &
Mr Mitchell: No, housing need is demonstrated byPartners and these gentlemen are my clients on a job
numbers to be more than that. Our job is to domoreI did for them.
than simply try to meet need. Our job is to balanceMr Mitchell: I probably should have said I am here
a number of issues of which need is one.for the South East County Leaders this afternoon,

that is my oYcial title.
Q270 Chair: You are proposing more than 40,000?
Mr Mitchell: No, I said our job as a Regional

Q265 Chair:When you say you are speaking for the Assembly is to consider more issues than simply
SouthEast CountyLeaders, that extends beyond the housing need. We are basing our assessment of what
South East? can be managed on a bottom-up assessment as well
Mr Mitchell: Yes, it does; also to Bedfordshire, a top-down analysis, and the resulting numbers that
Hertfordshire and Essex. have come out of the work to date in considerable

consultation is 28,900 for the South East and 11,000
for the East. I really speak primarily for the South

Q266 Chair: Thank you for clarifying that. Can I East.
start oV by asking how you react to the
Government’s new proposals in the Pre-Budget Q271 Chair: Can I then ask you a further question.
Statement for 200,000 houses needed to be built per One of the intentions of the Barker proposals is that
annum across England, and ask how you believe by increasing housing supply it would moderate the
that relates to the 40,000 in the wider SouthEast that increase in house price inflation. Many people are
you signed up to in theRegional PlanningGuidance; sceptical that even the numbers proposed by Barker
40,000 made up of the 28,900 homes in the South would cause a reduction in house price inflation, and
East and 12,970. I have rounded it up. yet your submission suggests, or rather the
Mr Mitchell: Thank you. You worried me for a Commission on Sustainable Development in the
moment there. I sat in on Yvette Cooper’s briefing South East suggests, that half the number that
after the statement, so I had the benefit of hearing Barker proposes nevertheless would result in a
that. Concern and good news mixed together, I reduction of 1.1% in real house price inflation.What
think. I thought the reference to infrastructure from evidence do you have that such a small increase in
Yvette Cooper was promising— housing would cause such a fall in house price

inflation?
Mr Mitchell: I share the scepticism of the Barker

Q267 Chair: Can we stick to housing numbers, view. The IPPR Commission was an independent
rather than your comments on all of her statement commission which the South East County Leaders
because there are other points later? funded and provided membership to but was
Mr Mitchell: Yvette Cooper, I think, said that the independent of the South East County Leaders. I
long-term picture was for 200,000. I think the believe their quote to the learned professor who
Government did not have a timescale over that demonstrated that the half-number figure has been

used to demonstrate that two academics can have200,000, unless I have got that wrong.
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very significant diVerences of opinion; who is to number from and what do you think the
implications would be if, as you predict, that £18know which one is right? Therefore, it simply

confirms the scepticism around trying to predict billion is not forthcoming from public funds?
house price behaviour through a model. Neither is Mr Brisbane: I did not say it would not be available
correct in my view, but we have a demonstration of from public funds. What it is is the cost of providing
the problem. social rented and intermediate housing based on a

standard model for a two-unit dwelling grossed up
to the number of dwellings required in the SouthQ272 John Cummings: The county councils are
East, then split down into 25% social rented and 15%obviously county councils and not housing
of intermediate tenure.authorities. Have you had discussions with the local

district councils who are responsible for housing
before youmade this submission to this Committee? Q277 Martin Horwood: You say at present there isHave district councils seen your submission? Have no sign of these sums being made available throughthey discussed it with you? Are they in agreement government investment.with your submission?

Mr Brisbane: At the moment there is no indicationMr Mitchell: The submission you have is one from
that social housing grant is going to be madethe South East County Leaders and is our
available at that level.responsibility alone. South East County Leaders

working in the South East Assembly have worked
very closely with districts and, indeed, unitaries and Q278 Martin Horwood: The implication is that the
the other partners around housing plans. We have plans simply are not going to work?
worked in the sub-regional groups to identify Mr Brisbane: Traditionally, RSLs—Registered
housing numbers and to plan for them, so we have Social Landlords—fund housing, aVordable
had close co-operation with districts and unitaries housing or social rented housing from three sources:
across the whole process. I think it is important to borrowings secured against the rental stream; land
say that the paper that we submitted was on behalf subsidy from a developer, basically provision of free
of the South East County Leaders alone. land; and then increasingly, given the cost of

housing, an additional subsidy to subsidise the
Q273 John Cummings: Yes, I understand that, but construction cost. There are three elements there. At
have you discussed that paper with the district the moment, there is no indication that there is a
councils? higher level of social housing grant going to be made
MrMitchell:Not the paper, no, but I think we know available for this level of aVordable and social
where the districts are from our work in the rented housing.
Assembly with them.

Q279 Chair: Have you factored into it the cross-Q274 John Cummings: Is there any reason why you subsidy from the market housing, given that 60%did not discuss it with them? would be market housing?MrMitchell: It is a hard enough bit of work getting
Mr Brisbane: Yes, it is the free land assumption.the paper out.
Basically, on each plot there is a £35,000 per dwelling
free land subsidy which is eVectively a cross-subsidy.

Q275 John Cummings:We are all very busy people, Shall I summarise it? Basically, for our standard
I understand that, but in a county council the district model of a two-bedroom unit, the total cost of the
authorities are the authorities responsible for vision is £105,000 of which £50,000 could be
housebuilding. borrowed against the rental stream by an RSL,
Mr Skellett: Can I add, the housing figures that the £35,000 would be a free land subsidy and there
counties put together to submit to the Regional would be a construction cost subsidy of £20,000.
Assemblywere figureswhich came from the districts, MrMitchell: Can I expand that answer a tiny bit? It
boroughs and unitaries. The questions that we were seems to me that there are two sources for funding
answering in our paper, in the so-called paper, were aVordable housing, whether it is social rented or
high level questions about infrastructure and those shared equity as either government subsidy or from
same questions arise in the Assembly time and time the development gain. The higher amount you
again from the districts as well as the counties. What expect to take from the development gain, the less
we were trying to do, as counties working together, funding there is available for other infrastructure
was to put some figures through research on those needs particularly, but not solely, transport, and
high level questions, but the high level questions also all the local needs. The diYculty is balancing all
which challenge the region are ones which are of that. If you pre-empt the gain primarily for
equally shared among our districts and unitary aVordable housing you threaten the rest of the
colleagues, yes, most definitely. infrastructure provision, particularly in the South

East, transport. I will stop there.
Q276Martin Horwood:At 2.4 in your submission—
this might be a question more for Bill than anybody

Q280 Chair: That is the basis of the current system.else—Roger Tym & Partners suggest there is an £18
Obviously when you did your submission thebillion black hole in the finance which is not for
consultation about planning gain supplement wasinfrastructure but for the funding of aVordable

housing. Can you just explain where you get that not started, so that was not in the game, so to speak.
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MrMitchell:Correct. What we now have is a system any way whatsoever other areas. There is a feeling
where, if you want to get on to the announcements from some housing authorities that by packing
from Gordon Brown, we have planning gain houses into the South East you are actually adding
supplement taking over in part, I think, from section fuel to the fire. Do you agree with that?
106; section 106 narrowed down for aVordable Mr Mitchell: Yes, I certainly do. There are two
housing and what I have heard described as site views. One is that you simply pack houses in to meet
specific local requirements. It seems there is less of a need, and I think you could go on doing that for a
take from section 106, the benefit is you will very long time without addressing that need. The
hopefully get those things done more quickly, and second issue is the Barker argument that you pack in
there is a take from another tax, which is the lots of market housing to provide a subsidy for the
planning gain supplement, which will be distributed aVordable element. That is dangerous because it is
nationally, regionally and locally and will meet all the aVordability issue in the South East that is so
other development needs. If that is too large, I important, and it is government subsidy that is going
believe development land supply will just dry up. If to address that as well as some development gain. I
it is too small, there will not be enough for come back to the issue that if too much comes from
development. It is a very diYcult balancing act, and development gain you do not have enough to meet
also a diYcult balancing act between how it is the backlog in infrastructure investment that we
distributed nationally, regionally and locally tomeet know is there, and that the public know only toowell
national, regional and local infrastructure needs. is there.

Q281 Anne Main: I think you might have just
Q284 Chair: Can I just press you on that issue ofanswered my question but I would like you to
aVordable housing. Many authorities across theexpand slightly on what you said about the diYculty
South East are having extreme diYculties inof how the planning gain supplement is distributed.
recruiting staV and the NHS, the police, et cetera,Would you have the confidence in an area that has
because of high house prices. How are youalready got a large infrastructure deficit which has
suggesting that the Government and localbeen identified that that deficit could bemade up and
authorities should address that problem?the infrastructure needed to support the new houses
Mr Mitchell: If the Government wants a largewould be met out of this money? If not, are we
proportion of social rented housing it requiresalways going to be running at a deficit? That is where
subsidy. Some of the subsidies can come fromI would like you to come from.
developers but take too much from developers andMr Skellett: We are already at a deficit on

infrastructure across the South East. you will continue to have a backlog of
infrastructure. You would need a significant amount
of Central Government funding from the taxpayerQ282 Anne Main: Do you have a figure for it?
tomeet the social rented housing element. I amneverMrSkellett:The work that has been done by Bill did
entirely clear that the balance between social rentednot look at the existing deficit. Certainly it is
and shared equity is right. Shared equity is a lotaccepted that there has been degradation in the
cheaper to provide than social rented but it is anenvironment, accessibility and mobility in the South
aVordability issue. You can have as much as a 25%East and really to cost that you have got to define
interest in shared equity. We are doing a little bit ofwhere you want to get to. All of these costs that have

been put on the table here are in respect of the next work in the South East County Leaders Group
phase of development and in that respect the around the balance between the shared equity and
community is not happy. social rented to see if the experts so far have actually
Mr Mitchell: Much of the rail infrastructure is at got it right. Again, the assessment of need there is
capacity. I think the public believe that rail can be complicated because housing authorities, district
expanded infinitely but much of the rail capacity in councils, are driven by budget need and the cost of
the South East is at capacity and that is the biggest homelessness and bed and breakfast on their budget
single area, but there is a significant deficit in some of as much as anything else. I think there is an
the cultural infrastructure. A lot of our towns have investigative bit of work to be done around the
libraries that are wholly inadequate for the size to balance between social rented and shared equity.
which they have grownwith the housing growth that You get more bangs for your buck out of shared
has already taken place. Those are just two equity every day.
examples.

Q285 Chair: Thank you.Q283 Sir Paul Beresford: On the back of that
Mr Skellett: Can I just add to that. You mentionedstatement, can I take you back to the figures, not just
local authorities as being able to contribute towardsthe figures brought forward by Kate Barker. The
this problem of aVordability but I think that is adiYculty of the South East, as I understand it, is it
decreasing provision, particularly with the latesthas a fast economy, therefore a high demand, people
settlement which shows that underlying grant iswant to move in, in addition to the people who are
moving away from the South East because it has aalready living there. There are other regions in the
large council tax base. The possibility of the localcountry where that does not apply. Yet there seems
authorities themselves contributing towards theto be nomovement by the Government to try to ease

the strain on the South East and try to encourage in aVordability problem is very limited. It has been
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done in the past but in the main they have got rid of Mr Mitchell: Yes.
their surplus land and it is not there any more as a
huge contribution to that problem.

Q289 Anne Main: You say in 3.6 and 3.8 that
basically just responding to demand is no planning.
Is this because you have concerns about whether orQ286 Alison Seabeck: Talking about how local not you can provide enough schools, hospitals, road

authorities could possibly consider helping dealing capacity, rail capacity? Is that the reason behind it,
with aVordability issues, and you have talked about so you feel tough decisions may have to be made
the supply of land diminishing, have any of your about numbers?
authorities looked at the community land trust Mr Skellett: The expansion that is being suggested
model where they are eVectively donating land but by local authorities based on capacity is a huge
it is kept in public ownership in perpetuity allowing expansion of 600,000 dwellings, an increase in
aVordable homes to be built, both to rent and to population of 800,000 over that period. It is
buy? That is quite an interesting model. I just probably the biggest expansion of any English
wondered whether you have looked at it and it had region. As local authorities, we have to balance the
possibilities in your view. need for extra dwellings against national, region and
MrMitchell: I can only say it has been happening in local guidance on environmental protection as
Oxfordshire relatively recently and there is interest against the need to provide schools and social care
and there is work going on but it has not yet come for the expansion of the population. Our role is a
to fruition. balancing one, at the same time responding to

Government requests to meet population increasesMrSkellett:Two years ago in Surreywe did set aside
as predicted, therefore if you want to take out all ofsome money for equity sharing schemes but we ran
the rules and just allow a totally free market theninto problems with the Inland Revenue because it
those services, such as environmental protection, thewas not quite clear whether it was a benefit in kind
capacity of utilities, water, the flooding problems,that should be taxed. We are stuck in negotiations
schools, hospitals, would be insuYcient if the damwith the Inland Revenue on that particular point, so
were broken. We are in that position of trying tothe money we set aside is not being used because it
hold the ring to maintain quality of living as well asis for employees of the county council. If we could
acceding to the needs to expand.unlock that problem it would help us with regard to

social care workers and teachers.

Q290 Mr Olner: You have argued that
infrastructure is a major impediment to providing

Q287 Mr Lancaster: You have touched on new housing in the South East but if the
infrastructure and I am sure there is nobody in the infrastructure was put in place would you accept the
room who would not support i before e, larger housebuilding figure?
infrastructure before expansion, as opposed to e MrMitchell: I think we would like to see the cheque
before i. I sense from your earlier answers that you in the account before we committed ourselves to the
almost feel there is a chance that regional assemblies housing. There is so much concern that housing has
and others will be forced to accept higher housing come in significant numbers without the
targets without any form of guarantee of this extra infrastructure and there is a very sceptical public out
infrastructure that you require. Is that really what there. There is a significant proportion of the public
you are saying? who have said, “No more growth. No more houses

until we see infrastructure”. We did not take thatMr Mitchell: We have set a number. We are
view and we have gone for a significant amount ofcompleting the allocation down to district level and
growth, but it is with a caveat around needingthat goes to Mr Prescott at the end of March and
infrastructure until we begin to see it happening. Ithen goes to examination in public. My reading of
will quote one example in South Hampshire, thewhat happens next is that the Government will
SHRT scheme, the mass transit tram scheme thatpresent evidence to the examination in public
was turned down by Government about ten daysarguing for higher numbers and leave it to the
ago, which is a real sock in the eye for an area thatinspector to determine what those numbers may be.
has been willing to take housing growth quiteAt the end of the day, the plan is Mr Prescott’s and
substantially in order to see economic regeneration.not the Assembly’s.
There is a lack of confidence and I am not able to
answer your question in the aYrmative until that
confidence generally across the South East isQ288 Sir Paul Beresford: I should have intervened
restored.earlier but I was not allowed, so I will come back to

your point about funding. The problem for the
councils in the South East applies to district councils Q291 Mr Olner: Could you perhaps tell the
as well as the county councils, and it also seems to Committee how you measure your infrastructure
apply, and I am just checking this with you, to the deficit as opposed to deficits in infrastructure in
National Health Service, the police, et cetera. Right other regions?
across the board there is a funding problem already Mr Mitchell: By the condition of the roads and the
with the population that is already there with the railways more than anything else. You try driving

around this region, it is—housing problems that are already there, am I right?
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Q292 Mr Olner: Surely a lot of that is left down to mentioned before that you see this as a tension
between social housing and infrastructurethe local county councils as to how much they want

to divert their monies into providing that? development.
Mr Mitchell: There always will be. The higher youMrMitchell:No. Let us be right about this. Funding
set the proportion of aVordable housing, the lessis provided through Central Government for capital
cash from the development will be left over to payschemes, entirely through Central Government
for all other infrastructure needs. In my own countyborrowing and through supported borrowing.
we have a 50% target for aVordable housing and ICounty councils have no significant funds to put into
think that is too high, that is starving the system oftransport investment over and above what
cash that you need for fundamental infrastructure.Government allows year on year.

Q297 Chair: Can I just clarify, perhaps with MrQ293Mr Olner:Are you telling me you have done a
Brisbane, how he did the assumptions aboutnationwide scheme and checked how blocked up
infrastructure. Looking at the experience of Miltonyour roads are compared to the roads that are
Keynes and the way they have worked outblocked up in the Midlands or in other places?
infrastructure costs, I do not understand how youMrMitchell: I drive up England to Scotland once in
can work out infrastructure costs unless you knowa while and I could close my eyes when I cross the
where the housing is going and where the jobs areborder, I know when I have got on the Scottish
and you do not, do you, in your assumptions?roads, you can see the diVerence. There are two
MrBrisbane:You are quite right. This is whywe hadreasons why—
to adopt the methodology that we did. On most
provision we work from increases in the population
and standards required for schools, health care,Q294 Mr Olner: You did not mention the Midlands
aVordable housing and whatever, which is drivenand you have to go up through the Midlands to get
solely by the increase in population, so for anotherto Scotland.
million you need x, y or z. For flood defence thatMr Mitchell: I will come to that. There are two
does not apply, flood defence is irrespective ofreasons why the South East is particularly clogged.
population change. For transport it does not applyOne is because it is the engine room of the economy,
because transport responds to existing levels ofit is the one that provides revenue funding to the
congestion. For transport and flood defence wewhole of the country with two other smaller
looked at what the proposals were for additionalcontributions from other regions. Secondly, it is the
infrastructure projects over the next ten yearsgateway and it contains Gatwick, Heathrow, a
basically.number of ports, the Channel Tunnel, and it is

taking a lot of through traYc. We do need that
infrastructure investment and it is clear to us in the Q298 Chair: So if the population increased without
South East it is not there. The train system is at any increase in housing, if people just carried on
capacity in many places and needs significant living with their parents, et cetera, how much of
investment. those infrastructure costs would still be required?

Mr Brisbane: Fundamentally, most of the social
services, health and education is driven byQ295 Mr Olner: I am not going to argue the point
population increase, not household increase orwith you, Mr Mitchell. There will be regional
housing increase, so you still have to provide for thearguments about what you are have in the South
additional population. It is the increase inEast as to what other areas have. Can I come back
households that drives the requirement forto the point my colleague raised earlier whereby you
aVordable housing but all the other community,as counties are not the first planning authority. As I
socially based things are driven by populationunderstand it, you as county councils are not in any
change.way, shape or form housing authorities. It is usually
Mr Mitchell: Can I take you forward a tiny bit inthe districts and the housing authorities who work
answering your question?their way around the section 106 on new Chair: I am trying to move us down the agenda.developments and what have you.Would I be wrong Anne, would you like to move us on to thein thinking you would like to see the section 106 go environmental impact issues.because they are driven by districts and unitary

authorities and get the planning gain supplement
Q299 Anne Main: It has come on from thesystem over to you?
infrastructure and you said you were unhappy andMr Mitchell: I get primary schools built 100% by
sceptical. Even if all the infrastructure was met, dodevelopers out of section 106 agreements, kitted out
you believe that the environmental impact would beand ready to move into, so, no, I do not want to see
sustainable having all the extra houses? Do you feelsection 106 go. We work with the districts in
comfortable?planning our needs and most of the section 106
Mr Mitchell: No, I do not, not at the scale ofnegotiations are for roads and for schools.
numbers that I hear coming from this Government.
I am not unique in having Green Belt in Oxfordshire

Q296 Mr Olner: Are not 106 agreements by and but, as the Chair will know, it is a corset around the
large very, very good if you want signposts and city at the moment. It is much valued by those who

think it is right to restrain unbridled growth. It is aindicators to provide social housing? I think you
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real issue. We will have a reservoir built near to take this forward because the Assembly has taken
very seriously the concept of concordat between theAbingdon Didcot to cope with the water demands,

not of Oxfordshire so much but the Thames Valley. region and—
That will represent, I guess, a 10 year blight on
people living around there as this thing is scraped Q301Mr Betts: So infrastructure is the actual key to
out of the ground and created. It might be quite nice this concordat?
when it is there but it will be a serious environmental Mr Mitchell: Yes.
blight for the time that it is being constructed. My
real fear, and again I will be very parochial and talk Q302 Mr Betts: So if the Government came back
locally, is the impact of more housing on major with suYcient infrastructure you would agree to a
transport routes in Oxfordshire, on the A34, on the higher number of houses, would you?
rail system and M40 junctions. I think every single Mr Mitchell: I have told you, when I see the cheque
county leader in the SouthEast would say something in the bank and it is cleared—
similar about their own patch.We are at capacity on
the road system and the rail system. If you want Q303 Mr Betts: If Government comes and meets all
moremanagement demand on the roads you need to the problems you are identifying in terms of
provide the capacity on the rail for people to have an infrastructure, whether it be transport, sewerage,
alternative choice. People are not going to stop water or libraries, all of the things we have heard,
travelling, it is the nature of life that they travel, so then you are prepared to see a far greater number of
you need to provide whatever mode is the houses built than currently?
appropriate policy mode at the time. MrMitchell:Government has not got the money to
Mr Skellett: It would be helpful if ODPM was a build them.
signatory to the Climate Change Public Service
Agreement. The problem is that there is a tendency Q304 Mr Betts: I did not ask you whetherat the present time for them to push the number of Government had got the money, I asked you thehouses, and the price and the cost of houses, without question if Government came up with thatlooking at the quality and environmental protection infrastructure and committed itself to it, would youprovided by that housing. Defra and the be prepared to commit to a much higher level ofDepartment for Transport are signatories to the housing?Public Service Agreement on keeping CO2 emissions MrMitchell: I understand the question but I am notto a certain level; ODPM is not. I think it would be willing to answer a question that is based onvery helpful if that were to be changed because we something that cannot happen because there is nothave seen a tendency for ODPM to push numbers enough money in the foreseeable future to meet theand to push costs at the expense of the whole of the infrastructure requirements in theenvironmental impact. South East.

Q300MrBetts:Can I pick up onwhat you have been Q305 Mr Betts: It seems, which is the point I was
saying to us. Perhaps because I am a Northern MP, trying tomake, that you are rather hiding behind the
I can recognise the syndrome. You have said already fact that infrastructure will not happen in your view
there is a constituency in your region of people who to defend a position of lesser housing growth than
would say, “No housing growth at all”. We have all the need for housing would justify.
got normally fairly well housed people in our regions Mr Mitchell: It is a process and when we see the
who cannot see a reason why anybody else should infrastructure come we can negotiate levels of
actually have a house built for them. It seems you are housing, but the two have to sit side-by-side. I am
going to have to go one step beyond that. You could not giving a blank cheque until I see, on behalf of the
be saying as local authorities, “We want to sit down South East, that infrastructure investment taken
and work with Government to provide the seriously. I do inODPMbut I do not see it extending
infrastructure that is needed to build the homes that from ODPM to the Treasury who I think see a nice
we know are needed” but you seem to be saying, new tax in planning gain supplement, and I want to
“Because we do not believe the infrastructure is see the small print of how it is divided. I do not see
going to be provided we are going to resist new Department for Transport signed up yet to linking
homes to the maximum amount we can, in other housing need to transport need and to the funding,
words we are only going to agree to the minimum I just do not see that. We need more joining up.

Mr Betts: I think ODPM might be interested inamount of new housing we possibly think we can get
knowing what your view of it is joined up.away with”. Is that a fair construction of what you

are saying?
MrMitchell:That is unfair.We consulted on 25,000, Q306 Anne Main: Can we come back to the
29,000 and 32,000 houses, so we have not gone for environment, which was where I thought we were at,
the bottom end of the consultation option, we have because we have gone back to infrastructure. I did
gone for the middle. We have proposed a concordat ask you even if the infrastructure was met, do you
with Government through GOSE to look at have major environmental concerns? I also want to
infrastructure planning together as a joint exercise. know, I am a Hertfordshire MP, and there are air
Yvette Cooper has made encouraging noises about quality management areas, increasing levels of
it but it has not yet moved forward. I am now people suVering, as they believe, from poor air

quality, noise quality management. Do you haveneeding to press Yvette for another meeting to try to
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concerns that even if infrastructure is met these Mr Mitchell: No, we would be delighted because it
would mean the Highways Agency would bewould be unsustainable communities in terms of

environmental impact? That is what I want to know. providing some of the improvements that they
currently will not provide that are holding up, forMr Skellett: The position at the moment is
example, 3,500 houses in Didcot from being built.untenable and it is getting worse. There is twice the

national density of traYc in Surrey and probably in
Hertfordshire because of the M25. The hotspots for Q311 Mr Betts: So you would have no problems at
nitrous oxides and particulates are worse around all with any increase?
London and the Home Counties. The present Mr Mitchell: Providing that infrastructure
position is not tenable. We are talking about investment comes with that quantum of housing. I
infrastructure for the future development and am not enlarging that from the numbers you have
growth. There is insuYcient investment now to quoted to me to anything beyond that. I am not
repair the South East from the problems we have giving you a blank cheque, Mr Betts.
already had. The trend in funding is looking worse.
For example, because most of the large authorities Q312 Mr Betts:What are local authorities doing to
in the South East are now on the floor, it is probably get that land?
questionable whether they will have the resources to Mr Mitchell: They are making the case every time
fund or approved borrowing in local transport plans they see ministers about the Highways Agency not
and the expansion of schools because there is not the being joined up with the rest of Government in the
support from grant to those proposed investments. context of meeting those needs.
The clear picture at the moment is getting worse.
How do we make up for that? Certainly we should

Q313 Mr Betts: You are saying all of those 90,000reverse the trend ofmoving grant away. I dispute the
new homes are not being built because of thefact that a population increase to 800,000 with
Highways Agency?600,000 homes—
Mr Mitchell: No, by no means all of them.

Q307 Chair: Can I pick you up on this point you Q314Mr Betts:Builders are actually sitting on some
keep making about moving grant away. You are not of that land, are they not?
losing grant, it is just that you are not getting as Mr Mitchell: Some of the land is builders sitting on
much extra grant as other parts of the country. Is it, yes, and some is local authority—
that not a correct way of describing it?
Mr Skellett: The underlying grant to Surrey in a Q315 Mr Betts: What are you, as a local authority
recent settlement was cut by 40 million. group, doing to get the builders to release that land

and develop it?
MrMitchell: You can lead a horse to water but youQ308 Anne Main: You said they were on the floor, I
cannot make it drink. If developers want to sit onwould like you to explain that.
land banks—Mr Skellett: What I meant was that in approved

borrowing requirements for transport plans and
Q316 Mr Betts: Have you collectively approachedschools, normally in the old SSA system you had
developers at all?capital grant to fund the interest repayments but,
MrMitchell:Weare working with developers, or thebecause most of the large authorities in the South
housing authorities—East are on the floor, that has now disappeared, so

even if we do get good settlements for the local
transport plan or through education it is only where Q317 Mr Betts: Have you collectively approached
there is a specific grant from Central Government developers at all?
for that capital investment that we will be able to Mr Mitchell: No.
proceed with it without question.

Q318 Mr Betts: You have not?
Mr Mitchell: I have discussions with housebuilders’Q309 Chair: I think, Mr Skellett, once you get into
representatives, they are very keen to see the housingthe intricacies of local government finance you will
numbers grow.At a national level, the housebuildersfind that almost every Member of the Committee
are very keen to promote higher housing numbers.would have an argument with the view you are

projecting.
Q319 Mr Betts: But in your evidence you said youMr Skellett: I do apologise.
believed you could not get the land to be released any
more quickly because that would damage the profits

Q310 Mr Betts: We know from your paper, and of housebuilders and you felt there was not a chance
from other sources as well, that there is currently of getting that to happen. That contradicts what you
planning permission for 90,000 homes that has been said just now.
given on various sites around the South East and in Mr Mitchell: The national federations at a national
your plans you have got an allocation for another level are very keen to push up the numbers. What
109,500 new homes. You would not have any individual builders are choosing to do with their
problem if that could be speeded up and those homes land banks is for them and it is not something that

local authorities can influence.could be delivered more quickly, would you?
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Q320 Chair: When the local authorities agreed Mr Mitchell: I was not aware of it, but I think
anything is worth trying. This is the fourthplanning permissions for these sites which are not

developed, why did they not extract money development land tax we have had since the war.
The other three lasted a very short time and theythrough the section 106 to go towards the

infrastructure required for the sites to be failed but I have heard from reliable sources there
is hope that this one will not. It is a very delicatedeveloped?

Mr Mitchell: They probably did. balance between the quantum that you take to
meet infrastructure need and killing the golden
goose if you take too much. Some sort of penaltyQ321 Chair: So what have they done with the
or some incentivisation for councils to progressmoney?
the release of land, perhaps being able to retainMr Skellett: A couple of years ago we were asked
some of the penalty you charge the developers forto look at why the housebuilding rates in the
local infrastructure investment, might be anregion were less than the RPG9 and there were
exciting one. I would be willing to look at that.various issues. In some cases there were planning
Mr Skellett: I have one point. There was one issueproblems. There was also a lot of consents which
in the Kate Barker report which we do agree with.were not being pursued by the industry and,

depending on which company you are talking
Q323 Chair: I am glad.about, each story was diVerent. There was also a
Mr Skellett: That is the local authority loses everyhuge amount that was dependent on
time a house is built in their area.infrastructure in transport and there were several

local plans, particularly in Sussex along the coast,
Q324 Chair: Because?where the numbers could not be agreed until that
Mr Skellett: The on-costs of servicing, providinginfrastructure was put in place. Although in
the infrastructure and education, socialcertain areas of the South East the rate of building
connectivity, is never made up. That point waswas more than RPG9, particularly in my own
made in her report. It would be very useful to havecounty, in others there were these other reasons.
a strategic understanding with the Government,Clearly companies involved in housebuilding do not just in our region but across the country. Ithave obligations to their shareholders and they would also be very useful to have anwill probably release according to what suits them understanding with the Government on a PSA forcommercially as well as coming under pressure the supply of infrastructure allied withfrom ourselves. We do sit with them on the development so that local authorities do not lose

Regional Housing Board, Keith is a member of as they do in the present process, and Miss Barker
that Regional Housing Board, so we do share made that point.
objectives and information, but our objectives are
not always identical to theirs at any particular Q325 Chair:Of course, if people are already living
time. there but in overcrowded accommodation you

may save on the costs of social services by them
Q322Mr Lancaster:You hinted that—forgive me, moving to more suitable accommodation, which
I call it roof tax, which seems to be the name for it also needs to be factored in.
in Milton Keynes—the new system announced by Mr Skellett: I am just reinforcing the point that
John Prescott may stop developers releasing land. she made.
Would you rather see the US system where land Chair:Can I thank the three of you, I am afraid we
that is earmarked for development then attracts a have to move on to the next witnesses. Thank you

very much.levy each year if it is not developed?

Witnesses:DrHughEllis,PlanningAdviser, andMrSimonBullock,EconomyAdviser, Friends of the Earth,
gave evidence.

Q326 Chair: Sorry we have started a bit late but, as play in? Do they play in the strategic one to the
you will appreciate, that was a moderately detriment of the planning authorities and the
contentious session. Can I ask the two of you to start housing authorities?
by saying who you are and then we will move into Dr Ellis: I think we do take a strategic one. Our
the questions? concern is that the right framework to deliver
Dr Ellis:My name is Dr Hugh Ellis. I am Planning sustainable development is in place. The diYculty
Adviser to Friends of the Earth. we face is that both Barker and the draft PPS3
Mr Bullock: I am Simon Bullock. I am Economy undermine some fairly critical elements of the
Adviser to Friends of the Earth. framework that might deliver sustainable

development. It is most important to say that we are
not an anti-development organisation and it isQ327 Mr Olner: Just as an aside, you heard the
important to recognise that the green sector has notevidencewe just had and I still feel there is something
been as socially responsible as it needs to be inmissing between the planning authority, the housing
provision of housing. That is not where we are at.authority and the strategic authority, like the county

council.What sort of court does Friends of the Earth Where we are at is trying to say there is a need, how
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can we best provide it and deliver it in the right Dr Ellis: Yes, I think we are. It was interesting
framework. Government proposals are going to listening to the previous debate that you just had.
fundamentally undermine our ability to achieve The planning system has a critical role in integrating
that. the principles of sustainable development. It is

impossible for us to give you a figure about how
many houses in the South East, although we do notQ328 Mr Olner: The evidence that you gave to us have a great argument with 200,000 houses but—was fairly enthusiastic about the merits of social
there is a critical but in that—if theGovernment hadhousing provision, and I do not demur from them,
committed itself to making those houses focus onbut you were virtually silent on private supply. How
social need and delivered at high qualitymuch private supply of housing is needed?
environmental standards then the debate would beMr Bullock: The Government’s housing objective is
diVerent. The debate is very diVerent now becauseclear: everyone living in a decent home which they
PPS3 completely fails to deliver the houses at a highcan aVord. For us, the priority is more aVordable
environmental standard. The code for sustainablenon-market housing. We agree with Shelter on that.
homes is a complete disaster. Our problem withWhat the ODPM is proposing here is more general
housing now iswe cannot deliver the kind of housingmarket housing. Firstly, we think that should be a
we want to see and, therefore, increasingly we arelower priority compared with the social housing but,
going to be opposed to the large scale expansion ofsecondly, we feel that the ODPM’s mechanism of
market housing when it is not delivered to thoseproviding more general housing is wrong. There are
standards.two things wrong with forced release of land

whenever it is deemed that demand outstrips supply
in our view. The first is it simply would not do the job Q331Chair:Can I just pick you up onwhat you have
that the Government wants it to do in tackling the just said so we can be absolutely clear. If the housing
aVordability ratios that they have set out. There is was environmentally sustainable and all of it was
far more than just releasing land as ameans to tackle directed to social need, normal social housing, you
these ratios if you look at other supply issues or the would be prepared to go along with a 200,000whole demand side area of providing housing, which increase across the country?is almost completely ignored.We are also concerned

Dr Ellis: Certainly I would be very happy to sit in athat homes that would be built would not necessarily
regional examination in public and look at thego to the people who need them. Given the huge
product of a full strategic environmental assessmentwealth and income equality in the country at
and change our view, perhaps, if that housing waspresent, these homes may be just as likely to go to
delivered to the technical standards we know wepeople who want second homes rather than key
can deliver.sector workers. Finally, we think that there is quite

a small eVect on aVordability anyway. If you look at
the ODPM’s projections in their aVordability Q332 Chair: And all of it social housing or some of
report, they have got an aVordability ratio of six and it market housing?
a half incomes to house prices and that falls to 6.2 Dr Ellis: No, some of it clearly has to be market
anyway and only to 5.8 for this 200,000 homes a year housing but that brings about a question on the
by 2016, which is not a great return. As a final point, distribution of that. This relates to the National
we have a whole series of objections to this Spatial Framework question really, but in our view
approach. The first is the fact that it will conflict with there are limits to growth. Of course, the phrase
other areas of Government policy, which is a fairly “limits to growth” is heresy but, nonetheless, there
critical thing for ODPM’s approach to sustainable are limits to growth and those limits are defined by
development. We are concerned that it will focus the big provision of infrastructure that we havehousing growth in the South East with the massive heard about and there are also environmental limits.local environmental pressures that will entail, it will
increase regional inequalities where ODPM has a
target to reduce regional inequalities, and it will Q333 Mr Olner: You cannot quantify some private
weaken the democratic process that exists through growth, you cannot put a percentage on it as
the planning system. opposed to social housing?

Dr Ellis: Shelter—I will give you their evidence—
have put precise numbers on how much socialQ329 Chair: Can you try and keep your answers
housing we require. As I say, it is very diYcultmuch shorter rather than re-rehearsing all of your
because in some sense you are prejudging what thewritten evidence. We have got all the written
planning system is there to achieve. The planningevidence from 100-odd witnesses that will be used in
system is there to reach these judgments in detailthe report. What we are trying to do here is to tease
when we understand in detail what the impactsout some of the points, not to repeat what is in the
might be. 200,000 houses in the South East iswritten evidence.
deliverable sustainably.Mr Bullock: That was in relation to the new paper.

Q334 Chair:My understanding is it is not 200,000 inQ330 Chair: I think you still did not answer Mr
the South East, it is 200,000 houses across the wholeOlner’s key question, which was how much private

market housing are you willing to support? Any? of England.
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Dr Ellis: My apologies. 200,000 houses across the environmentally friendly homes, in general I
support that but I have asked social housingwhole of England is easily deliverable in our view

with the caveat that Government has not reneged on providers and private house providers whether they
could aVord to do that and at the moment they areits commitments to build to high environmental

standards. unwilling to meet those costs. Where do you think
that cost should fall? Do you think they should be
forced to meet it or do you think we should meet itQ335 Anne Main: I would like to touch on high
from the public purse?environmental standards. Do you feel that cost-wise
MrBullock:Currently greener homes can costmore.it is not in a builders’ interests, or it should be
Merton Local Authority put green design at 2.5% ofenshrined perhaps in the planning system, to have a
costs, which is not a large deal, but we would agreehigher environmental standard? Looking at the
that green housing can cost more at the moment.social housing provision, what are your views in

terms of encouraging people to buy? Is this the way
forward? I felt the premise in the Barker report Q339 Martin Horwood: The private developer I
seemed to be light on environment and high on talked to, for instance, said it may only cost a couple
encouraging people to buy. Do you believe that is of percentage points more but it does not command
the right balance? any price premium at the moment for them to sell.
Mr Bullock: Firstly, we do believe that To obey their obligations to their shareholders, how
environmental standards are essential. Climate do they do that?
change is a growing problem, all world leaders agree Mr Bullock: Bill Dunster architects, who have builtwith that, and housing is a third of the UK’s carbon the BedZED development in London, have saidemissions. I think it would be terribly damaging to currently their costs are higher. They have donethe UK economy if we were faced with climate some analysis on it and if you raise the proportion ofdisasters on the scale of the droughts in Spain, the new homes built to just 3% of those highHurricane Katrina and that sort of thing in the standards then that brings their unit costs down todecades to come. It is a fairly essential economic as such a degree that their housing would be the samewell as environmental requirement to have high price as conventional housing. In a very short timeenvironmental standards.We do not believe that the we feel it would be cost-eVective.environmental costs would be damaging to people in
need of social housing. High environmental
standards in housing reduce the running costs. The Q340 Martin Horwood: It is a question of
highest environmental standard houses can reduce stimulating the market.
running costs by about £500 a year and, of course, Mr Bullock: Exactly.
for poorer people who pay more of their income on
water and energy that is going to be a crucial thing.

Q341 Chair: EVectively you were saying you would
be prepared to agree to 200,000 extra houses a yearQ336 Anne Main: Is there enough emphasis in the
in England if theywere environmentally sustainable.planning system on environmental?
Those 200,000 houses would be about 1% of theDr Ellis: No, absolutely not. There is an
housing stock, so presumably you are even keenerunbelievable absence of a joined-up position from
that the existing housing stock should be made moreODPM on climate change. There is a strong call
environmentally stable, that would really help meetbeing made for a national statement on climate
our Kyoto targets.change, there is no PPS that deals with it
Mr Bullock: Absolutely, it is both.comprehensively. If you want an absolute

indictment of the way the Government tackles
climate change in housing, look at draft PPS3 which Q342 Anne Main: Sorry, I did not get an answer to
simply says it might be a good idea to “encourage” the second part of my question. Are you happy that
local authorities to promote the code, the code itself the Barker report pushes purchasing houses to buy
being voluntary. rather than houses for rent?

Dr Ellis: I do not think we are. We are not very
Q337 Chair: Would you like the code to be happywith verymuch that is contained in the Barker
mandatory? report. Friends of the Earth is not a housing charity
DrEllis:The code can bemandatory in a very simple but our overview of it is that we have a fixation on
and easy way, and that is PPS3 housing simply owner-occupation when there are other needs and
should say that local planning authorities should be other tenure types.What Barker does is to focus very
required through development plan policy to much on creating increased owner-occupation.
incorporate the code, and the highest standard of the Also, at its heart it has a notion of trickle down, that
code. It is very simple. somehow by creating large numbers of new housing

in owner-occupation this will trickle through the
process and help those in greater social housingQ338 Martin Horwood: First of all, I would like to
need.What we are worried about is we do not acceptsay on the record I do not think the idea that there
that linkage at all. Also, we do not fundamentallyare limits to growth is heresy at all and I welcome
accept necessarily that price is need. That isyour report in its general thrust and a lot of the
something that underlies the Barker report and isdetail, I think it is an important contribution. Just on

this issue of the raising of the standard for fundamental.
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Q343 Alison Seabeck: You are generally sceptical the social housing sector and homes which look
tenure blind, ie the same whether owning or renting.that provision for social housing should be

dependent on securing private development. Why is What is your view on that?
Chair: Can we have a brief view.it ineYcient to use the planning system to secure

contributions from private housebuilders to build
aVordable homes? Q345 Alison Seabeck: How do we fund it?
Dr Ellis: The reasons for that centre around what is Dr Ellis: The brief view is Central Government must
wrong with the planning gain system.We note in the fund it to a much greater degree, not solely perhaps
new proposals on the planning gain supplement that but to a much greater degree than they do at the
we were very disappointed to see that aVordable moment.
housing remains inside the planning game ambit.
Originally, planning gain had its function for dealing Q346 Alison Seabeck: Do you have a figure?
with onsite remediation. The reason for that is Dr Ellis: I cannot help you with a figure. We do not
because planning gain is fundamentally regressive as have that.
a way of producing social goods, that is to say it
produces more where development values are high. Q347 Chair: How do you achieve the mixed
It is also complex, as the Government has neighbourhoods, mixed private and social?
recognised, non-transparent and often treated with Dr Ellis: That is much more straightforward. The
suspicion by local people. It is not the right way to planning system is a very sophisticated instrument
deliver social housing. Let me give you one direct and it can deliver that kind of mix through the new
example of that, which is a site we are working on in reformed planning process; that is what it is there
a coalfield in North Derbyshire. We can lever in for.
eight% aVordable housing from the development, Mr Betts: Can I pick up on the issue about section
and yet in the South maybe around 30% in London, 106 and planning in the private sector. It was not
maybe up to 50%. The reason for that is there is a absolutely completely fair what you said, was it? It
viability issue and PPS3 makes it absolutely clear may not be a completely accurate system but by and
that local authorities should not place onerous large the reason why you can get a higher percentage
requirements on developers where that threatens the of social housing on sites in London or other parts
viability of the site. That means that where viability of the South East is the value of the homes that have
is thin, in areas perhaps undergoing restructuring, been sold on those sites is much higher, they
you can create less provision for social housing. That probably are not aVordable. If you go to North
seems to us to be fundamentally ineYcient in theway Derbyshire, the actual sale price of the properties
that we should deliver it and it covers up a much that are being sold, and built for sale by the
more central question, which is if youwant to deliver commercial builders, are much lower, they are
social housing eYciently then you should provide probably more aVordable there. In that sense, is
that funding centrally. It is ineYcient there not a bit of redress by the system? You will get
environmentally because it is a cross-subsidy, so to more social housing which is aVordable in areas
get some social housing you have to produce a lot of where the houses that are sold are not aVordable.
general housing to go with the cross-subsidy issue. Dr Ellis: I see the point but the creation of that 8%
Where there are limits and where there are or that 50% is in a specific social market. I take the
constraints that is not an eVective way of doing it. I point that the other houses are relatively cheaper but
would just conclude that at the end of the day the the incomes are relatively lower.
debate about the provision of social housing over the
last 60 years has been fundamentally around this

Q348 Mr Betts: They are more aVordable.balance between private and public sector. Certainly
Dr Ellis: They are but there is still an issue and thereNye Bevan concluded that you cannot create and
has to be a progressive taxation system. That is whydeliver social housing unless you do it with
we are so determined that the planning gainplannable instruments, the private sector’s needs—
supplement has to be very heavily redistributive,
because otherwise you end up with those problems.

Q344 Chair: Can we try not to keep having these
speeches and just answer the questions. Members Q349 Mr Olner: Can I ask your views on what we
want to come back to you. need to redistribute housing demand pressures away
Dr Ellis: I will say only this: if the Government had from the south east to other regions in the UK? You
examined issues of principle three years ago we mentioned south east Derbyshire. How do we take
would not be in this position now. The principle is some of the pressure oV the south east?
the private sector is not a plannable instrument, it Dr Ellis: We have argued for a national spatial
has its own business needs and they are not always framework like many other organisations have.
in social housing. There are two purposes for that. The national spatial
Alison Seabeck: Fine in that case, but if you are not framework allows the current situation where you
using private builders to build social housing, have competing regions to be played out in a much
whether it is part-ownership social housing or to rent more strategic way but, to cut to the real issue, a
social housing, finance is going to be much more national spatial framework has to deal with the
diYcult to raise. I genuinely do not see how you can pressures that have led to the demand side pressures
get the levels of investment that you need in order to in the south east. That is about decentralisation and

controlling growth. We should not mythologisebuild the quality of homes you are demanding from
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about regional policy. Regional policy is muchmore Dr Ellis: Yes.
sophisticated and more successful than is generally Anne Main: Do you believe there has been enough
considered. If you turn that regional policy oV demographic assessment of the sort of houses that
somewhere round 1983 just like that, which is what we are building?
happened, you end up with the problems we face Chair: Size-wise rather than tenure.
today. In terms of what you do, you probably do not
have industrial location certificates brought back.
You probably do incentivise development in the Q352 Anne Main: Yes. We have had other people
north in a much more sophisticated way. saying, “We are getting lots of one and two bedroom

boxes”. How do you feel in terms of sustainableQ350 Mr Olner: There is a school of thought that
communities? Are we building the right sort ofsays that is a possibility but by and large the private
houses?companies will relocate abroad sooner than
Dr Ellis:We have not done any detailed work. Ourrelocating in diVerent regions in the UK. Do you
discussion on the way in is that high density shouldthink that is a real threat or not?
not be a complete mantra from the environmentDr Ellis: It is always a real threat but it was a real
sector. We need to build houses regardless. You canthreat as well 30 or 40 years ago. They will relocate
do that at high density but it still needs to happen. Iabroad if the south east goes on being developed in
think the government is right that diVerent areasthe way that it is because there are economic

ineYciencies in that as well. It is something that need diVerent circumstances. The issue of density is
government has to grapplewith though.Whether we not such an issue if you have a more even
like it or not, regional policy will return. Barker is development across England.
the most comprehensive regional policy laid on the
table that we have had in 30 years. It is just a market
led regional policy. The situation we are in about Q353 Mr Olner: The high density was brought in to
regional equality is not a natural situation for us to make brown field sites more attractive.
be in. It is made by free market mechanisms. Barker Dr Ellis:Yes. Where there are needs for it, it should
is saying there is nothing we can do about that; let us happen but there is need beyond two bedroomreinforce the process. That ultimately will be a

apartments right in the centre of cities. There is alsodisaster for the overall development of England.
need for family housing.

Q351 Chair: I do not want you to elaborate now but
youmentioned that you were deeply disappointed in

Q354 Anne Main:With gardens.the code for sustainable building. Could you put in
Dr Ellis:With gardens.a brief additional written note on your objections

to it? Chair: Thank you very much indeed.

Witnesses: Ms Ines Newman, Head of Policy,Ms Janet Sillett, Policy OYcer, LGIU;Mr Adam Sampson,
Director;Mr Patrick South, Director of Policy, Shelter, gave evidence.

Q355 Chair: Can you say who you are and who you position is that at this point in the housing crisis that
are representing? engulfs this country it is possibly the wrong

emphasis to be placing on home ownership andMr Sampson: Adam Sampson. I am the director of
Shelter. greater emphasis needs to be placed on social renting

in particular.Mr South: Patrick South. I am the interim director
of policy at Shelter. Ms Newman:We agree.
Ms Sillett: I am Janet Sillett. I am a policy oYcer at
the Local Government Information Unit.

Q357Mr Betts: There is an argument which says weMsNewman: I am InesNewman. I amhead of policy
have suYcient houses in this country; it is just thatat the Local Government Information Unit.
people are in the wrong places. If we had a diVerent
policy of trying to move people to where the houses
are, there would not be this need for this massiveQ356Mr Betts:Would it be fair to characterise what
house building programme in the south east.you both say to us in this way: the government is
MrSampson:People are rather irritating. They wantbroadly right in saying there should be an increase in
to live where they can get jobs, access to decenthouse building in this country to meet need, but you
schools and infrastructure. It is very diYcult. Wethink the government has overstated the need for
have been trying to regenerate areas of the countryhousing for home purchase and understated the
in order to provide people with what they aspire toneed for social housing for rent?
in terms of life chances for decades now withoutMr Sampson: That sums it up reasonably well. It is
conspicuous success. In themeantime, the south eastimportant to say that there is nothing intrinsically
of the country remains the economic engine of thewrong with home ownership.We are not opposed to
country. That is where the jobs are; that is wherehome ownership. It is a perfectly decent tenure and
people want to be. Sadly, people vote with their feet.it is perfectly decent for government to wish to

encourage people to realise their aspirations. Our While there are a large number of empty homes in
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this country—something like 700,000—that figure Q361 Anne Main: If the government goes down the
route of building a far greater number of houses,hides the fact that at least half of those homes are

only empty for a very short period of time and, of the hopefully to reduce the amount of house price
inflation, do you have any concerns that mayberemainder, a significant proportion are in areas of

the country where there is massive oversupply of people would just build a property portfolio if the
house prices are suppressed on an open market? Ifhousing. While trying to move people to where the

empty homes are may help a little, it will not be you do, what would you suggest we do about it?
Ms Newman: Could you explain that question? AresuYcient to solve the crisis in any way at all.
you thinking about people buying second homes?

Q358 Martin Horwood: Do you not think there is a
Q362 Anne Main: If the market is an open market,risk though in this free market approach that always
do you have concerns that people might just buydrives people to where the housing demand
more of these slightly cheaper houses or buy themcurrently is, because that can create housing hot
for investment purposes? If you do think that, whatspots where, just like building more roads and
would you suggest we do about it?having more people driving on them, you inflate
Ms Sillett: The evidence is becoming clear that thatprices?
is, to some extent, happening. There has been a hugeMs Newman: Both your question and that from
expansion in the buying to let market. It is commonClive Betts point to a lack of coordination between
sense that if house prices were slightly lower thereregional policy and housing policy. That is fairly
would bemore incentive for people to buymore. Thefundamental. We would definitely like to see greater
LGIU probably diVers slightly from Shelter in whatemphasis on economic development in the north.
we were saying around the changes to planning. WeHowever much we welcome the idea of the Olympics
probably take your view slightly more aboutin London, it is probably a big mistake in terms of
continuing concerns about the changes in thewhere infrastructure is going and where investment
planning for housing provision and the new PPS3is going to take place. It is probably going to be done
about the balance shifting more to the market ledat the cost of some development and infrastructure
approach. We have enormous concerns about that.investment up in the north. We will be lucky to see it

all happen but if you are going to try to get people to
Q363 Anne Main: You do say you might increaselive in the north you have to put the infrastructure
wealth inequalities because we are looking atand the economic jobs up there.
aVordable housing. You could be saying,
“AVordable for who?” because it might make it

Q359 Martin Horwood: One of the things that has aVordable for a diVerent group of people to what the
become clear in the evidence we have heard already government might be wanting to target.
is that this simple north/south divide is not very Mr Sampson:We share the fear about the impact of
meaningful. There are areas of low demand, a totally free market, undirected approach to who
including I suspect Newham, and areas of high occupies the new housing. We have produced
demand in the north so it is about subregional considerable evidence recently of the way that home
markets as much as anything else, but in general you ownership has driven wealth and spatial inequalities
are concerned about this idea of housing hot spots? in this country where people who are able to aVord
Mr Sampson:Absolutely. We are very supportive of to get on the housing ladder increasingly occupy
the principle of housing market renewable areas in greater amounts of space and accrue massive
areas of the north. It is not that one is against the amounts of additional wealth. There does need to be
notion of trying to stimulate economic activity in some mechanism for ensuring that the new housing
other areas of the country where there is housing. that is to be delivered is targeted properly at people
We know there is a huge shift towards areas of in the greatest housing need. That is the particular
economic activity. The truth of the matter is that we reason why, although we do not take any tenure
have been building insuYcient numbers of houses to approach, social housing seems to us to be the most
deal with household formation generally across the eYcient means of doing that.
piece. We have been building roughly 150,000
houses a year. The numbers on household

Q364 John Cummings: It is obvious that theprojections are around 190,000 a year. Regardless of
government is of the opinion that the majority ofthe economic distribution of houses, nevertheless
householders aspire to own their own properties andthere is an underlying mismatch in terms of supply
yet there are many tens of thousands of people withand need.
dire housing need.What suggestions do you have for
the government in squaring the circle?
Mr Sampson: We need greater levels of investmentQ360Martin Horwood:We have seen some evidence

that the level of private house building over the in social housing. As has been pointed out, the area
of the house building market that has fallen awaydecades has not been that diVerent. The big

diVerence is the loss of social housing, but it is not has been the directly government funded area.
Successive governments over the past 30 years haveabout housing supply in the private sector so much.

Mr Sampson: That is why our view is that the most withdrawn from their responsibility in investing in
social housing and that is the key first step. The othersignificant proportion of the additional 50,000

homes a year the government is seeking to build thing is to tackle the notion of owner occupation
poverty. There are lots of people who now are inshould be in the social rented sector.
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owner occupation who are nevertheless in poverty. abroad where that capital gain has not traditionally
been so much, this aspiration for home ownership isThere are roughly as many poor people who are

owner occupiers as there are people in socially not so embedded in society. To some extent, we have
to get to a situationwhere people are not pushed intorented housing. There are considerable problems

with disrepair in the owner occupation sector. As situations where home ownership is unsustainable
and where, in the long run, they will be struggling torecent research indicates, there is a lot of evidence

that some of those who are in owner occupation are repair their homes.
just hanging on by the skin of their teeth and it
would not take very much of an economic downturn Q368 Alison Seabeck: We are not talking about
to have a significant rise in potential repossessions. home ownership in a lot of these things; it is sort of
It would also be important for government to look shared renting, is it not? If you have 12.5% interest
at its oVer to poor private home owners too. It is only, the bulk of what you are doing is renting.
particularly disappointing that the government Ms Newman: Yes.
rejected the home ownership task force
recommendation that it should look again at the

Q369 Lyn Brown: I represent an area that is about tosafety net for home owners in trouble.
see a huge increase in the numbers of houses. I
understand I am going to have a city the size of

Q365 Alison Seabeck: You talk about the poor Portsmouth within my constituency boundary so it
condition of private homes but this is not a new is fairly huge. One of the issues for our constituents
problem. This has been in existence for as long as I is people getting access to the housing that is going
can remember.You are not saying the blame is at the to be built for them or in their area. I am not sure
door of aVordable and supply issues? that the younger population who are looking to
Mr Sampson: No, but as government has pushed access that property are necessarily doing it because
home ownership down or, as home ownership has they see it as an asset gain. They are seeing it as an
gone down towards lower income households, as has opportunity for them to control their own destiny
happened quite rapidly over the past couple of and for them to be able to impact upon their own
decades, you have a situation where people may be lives. Their parents are seeing it as an opportunity
able less well to aVord the upkeep on their houses. for the family to stay together. In the 1980s, the

London Dockland Development Corporation,
whom I had a number of diYculties with in terms ofQ366 Alison Seabeck: I take the point you are

making but do you have any evidence to prove that their policy, did use public money in the first tranche
to subsidise local people for their access to housingit is those people who are finding it diYcult as

opposed to the elderly home owner who in my borough. Would you say that was good use of
public money? Do you think it is something that wetraditionally has had trouble maintaining and

repairing their property? should play with and perhaps see replicated?
Ms Sillett: It depends on where you are. There mustMr Sampson: It is a combination of both.

Undoubtedly part of the diYculty is to do with be some cases in some communities where it is a
relatively good use of public money to enable peoplelongevity as people live longer and they become asset

rich and income poor. That we are familiar with. to have an equity share in a property. I do not know
what borough you are but there may be someThere are some indications in Janet Ford’s research

for our recent publications that people stretch London boroughs where they have a very high %age
of local authority or social housing where it mightthemselves an awful longway just to get on the home

ownership ladder, that all their spare income goes on make sense in terms of mixed tenure and so on or
changing gradually the profile of communities,paying the mortgage and they have nothing left over

for upkeep. There are therefore problems in that where that seems to be a reasonable use of public
money. Overall, where there are huge housing needs,respect.
the balance should be in favour of public subsidy
going into rented housing for housing association,Q367 Alison Seabeck:You would be in favour, if we
possibly local authorities and ALMOs. In someare looking at shared home ownership or shared
cases, it wouldmake sense but it does notmake senseequity packages, of having some form of sinking
as the overriding driver of government housingfund ormaintenance fund built into how that policy,
policy is to increase home ownership or part homethat mortgage, is sold?
ownership at all costs.Mr Sampson: I do not think we are necessarily

endorsing that particular proposal.
Ms Newman: The idea is that we do not particularly Q370 Mr Betts: You have argued very strongly that

the government should be doing a lot more towant to see money going into expanding the
numbers of home owners at this point. The increase their social rented housing. Is there not a

case for doing a bit more to increase partial homecombined view is that, if there is money for the home
ownership sector, there should be somemoney going ownership or helping people who are currently in

social rented housing to be able to buy in the privateinto existing home owners who are struggling to
maintain their houses which is a serious issue. There sector and therefore free up social rented housing for

somebody else who cannot aVord to buy?should be some attempt to make people realise that,
partly why people aspire to home ownership—this Mr South: It is much better to target those resources

on people in social housing because you free up ahas come out of Shelter’s work—is the capital gain
they think they will get on their house. If you look letting than it is to subsidise, say, first time buyers.
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We would agree with that. It is not that we are Ms Sillett: I think most of us would say there is a
need for additional investment. Whatever tricks andagainst shared ownership schemes; quite the

contrary. It is about targeting that subsidy on the so on you get to, in terms of the kinds of degree of
housing need that we have, the levels ofright people.
homelessness—I know there were good figures out
today—the levels of people in temporaryQ371 Lyn Brown: Part of the problem with shared
accommodation and so on, there still is a need forownership in London is that it is unaVordable and
additional investment. Nothing can get away frominaccessible for many of the people for whom one
that. Whatever that investment is going into, wewould hope it would be accessible because of the
want it to be value for money and targeted properly,price. Do you accept that that is an issue? Is there
producing the right homes in the right places for theany way around that that does not go back to
right people.renting?

Mr South: We are talking a lot here about social
Q374 Mr Betts: That is straightforwardhousing and owner occupation. What the
government funding?government do not appear to have a strategy on
Ms Sillett: Yes. I am not saying you do not havewhich could help here is the private rented sector
everything else additional to that but there is still abecause an expanded, high quality private rented
gap and in the next spending review it needs to besector could meet the needs of a lot more young
clearly said. There needs to be more funding if wepeople and that is appropriate. For people starting
want more people to be better housed.out in life,maybe in their first jobs, the private rented

sector ought to be a good option.
Q375MartinHorwood:Weaccept that you say there
is a need for more subsidy and it must be targeted toQ372 Mr Betts: To come back to subsidising people
the right people, but some of the targeting you arein any form to buy into the private sector as home
talking about is pretty subtle stuV. It is one group ofowners, whether it be people who are currently
first time buyers as opposed to another, who are thesocially renting tenants or people who have been
ones who are stepping out of rentedgiven the ability to part-buy their homes, people are
accommodation. Can you suggest a precise policychasing the number of houses in the private sector
tool or mechanism that might help us to deliver that?and it pushes house prices up.
Can you give us a practical suggestion? If section 106Mr Sampson: Absolutely. I know the Committee is
will not do it, what will?going to be looking at low cost home ownership
Mr Sampson: More can be got out of section 106.schemes in future. If you look at those and examine
We do not yet know how the planning gainthe impact of where the subsidy goes, very often the
supplement, if it comes oV, is going to interact withsubsidy immediately disappears oV in fuelling house
section 106. There are some concerns about that butprice inflation, but you can target subsidy eVectively
section 106 as applied by good local authorities getsfor a whole diVerent number of reasons. The reason
an awful lot out of it. We can give a figure. We areyou articulated about in order to win over the local
talking about an additional billion and a quarter.population to convince them that there is something

in it for them to support housing development is a
perfectly reasonable way of doing it. We know that Q376 Martin Horwood: I am asking about the
people oppose housing development because there is mechanism.
nothing in it for them, because of concerns about Mr Sampson: Some of the mechanisms the
infrastructure, because of concerns about the government is playing aroundwith at themoment in
environment. All of those are perfectly legitimate relation to the social home buy scheme, if they can
concerns. They do need to be addressed if we are get themodelling towork—there is a big “if” there—
going to overcome the opposition to house building may be a very interesting way of freeing up social
and see the uplifting in building that we need. tenancies at relatively nugatory costs without
Ms Newman: For a lot of those people, if they could fuelling house price inflation.
access a very nice, new council house that was not
stigmatised on an estate, that would be a very Q377Alison Seabeck:We have talked about funding
popular option too. In the 1940s and 1950s in and levering in new funding from a government
particular council housing was built which was stream. Have any of you looked at investment from
attractive to a much wider range of people. Part of the private sector, something like the asset trust
what we have done over the last few decades is housing? They seem to be quite eVective not only in
residualise that housing. I still think the emphasis levering funding but also allowing for 100% local
should be on trying to make social housing an authority nomination rights and doing it without
attractive option as well. any social housing grant. Do you have a view on

what they are doing?
MrSampson:Wehave heard of schemes like that butQ373 Mr Betts: There will still be quite a lot of

funding needed from somewhere to achieve all this. we have not looked at them in any detail. We
understand that schemes like that can work but theyWe have had discussions with other witnesses about

whether section 106 works, whether the planning tend to work in particular sets of market conditions
where the precise balance between land price,gain is better or whether the government should be

simply putting money in. Do you have any views availability and return works eVectively. Your
general point is well made. It brings us back toon that?
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Patrick’s point about the private rented sector. We Q379 Anne Main: A target to buy would be quite a
believe there is considerable potential for getting socially regressive step, as far as you are concerned?
increased levels of institutional, private investment Ms Newman: Yes.
in the creation of an expanded private rented sector.
If the Government can tie in incentives to private

Q380 JohnCummings:Would you care to share withinvestors to come on board with that, with added
the Committee your thoughts on the government’smanagement standards, increased quality and look
proposal to introduce aVordability indicators? Doat security of tenure issues, you may have a recipe
you think this would work in increasing housingthere which will not solve the problem but will
supply and bringing down house prices? Shelterrelieve some of the pressure in the intermediate and
indicates a range of aVordability indicators shouldlow markets.
be used. Would you tell the Committee what theyMs Sillett: We do not disagree with any of that or
should include?with any innovative ways of levering in investment.

We need to go back to basics and why local Mr South:We are concerned about an open market
authorities and housing associations are not able to led approach to planning and therefore, although
meet the gaps in terms of aVordable housing. I do market signals are important, you should also look
not know if you have had witnesses from housing at aVordability and needs-based indicators
associations but there are still concerns about the alongside them. In terms of a national aVordability
changes that were made to social housing grant. goal, the jury is still out. We need to see the detail. It
Local authorities would say—and I have some could be a blunt instrument but anything that
sympathy with them—that the pooling of capital enshrines in policy—we live in a target and goal led
receipts and so on means that there is very little environment—that puts aVordability at the heart of
available funding for housing associations. We policy and that encourages housing therefore to be
would say that the government has just said there seen as primarily somewhere where people live
will be some scope for high performing local rather than something that is acquired for capital
authorities and ALMOs to start to build. We want gain could be a good thing. Obviously, we have to
to see what they mean by that but why not? Let us wait until the comprehensive spending review to seeget back to promoting the most eVective, direct and

what the government comes up with on that.eYcient way of providing social housing through
local authorities and housing associations.

Q381 John Cummings: Do you agree with that,
Q378 Anne Main: You touched on people being Adam?
more marginalised. With a possible 80% or maybe Mr Sampson: He is my director of policy. I agree.
higher aspiration target for home ownership, are Ms Sillett: I am not an expert but the whole issueyou concerned that we truly will end up with a sub-

around aVordability, house prices and so on isclass of people who are possibly marginalised into
incredibly complex. There are lots of things thatvery poor accommodation if we go down that route?
aVect it. It seems slightly crude if you useDo you have any views on lending people five or six
aVordability targets as a mechanism for establishingtimes their salaries, possibly leaving them standing
where growth in housing is needed in thatvery much on tiptoe, maybe because there just is not
mechanical way, when clearly you also have to lookthe investment in the housing you are talking about?
at needs and income, as the government says. If theyMs Newman: Absolutely. I agree. That is why you
do balance it right, that is fine but if it becomes aneed to think about making the council housing,
crude trigger there is concern about that.social housing and housing association oVer more

attractive to a wider range of people. Chair: Thank you.

Witness:Mr Alan Benson,Head of Housing and Homelessness, Greater London Authority, gave evidence.

Q382 Chair: Can I welcome you to this session? In of a significant increase in the number of jobs in the
your evidence you say that high house prices are London economy and in the number of households
aVecting London’s economy and that in your view there will be in London to service those jobs. Unless
the supply of housing, or presumably the lack of it, we can produce the housing that is necessary to meet
is the main problem. How important is it to you to that need as well as tackling the backlog of housing
expand housing supply to promote economic which is creating the social problems it does, we have
growth and sustainability in London, rather than both economic and the existing social problems.
meet housing need?
Mr Benson: That is not an either/or question. It is

Q383 Chair: I understand you have already mergedimportant to promote housing supply to meet both
the regional planning body with your regionalthose aims at the same time. Increasing housing
housing body. Is that the case? When did it happen?supply in London is not just about the social aspect
Mr Benson: It has not happened yet. It has been onof housing and social policy. There is the
the cards for some time. It was recommended in thefundamental issue about London’s economy and
Barker review and in the subsequent Budgethow vital it is that we provide the housing we need to
statement the Chancellor of the Exchequerhouse the workers in London to keep the economy

growing. There is an expectation in the next 20 years announced he was going to do so and then there was
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consultation on how rather than whether it should targets. Each borough is supposed to try and deliver
these targets across a range of sites. In the majorityhappen. The aim was to have it all in place by

September 2005 but, for a whole series of reasons of sites, if you are just looking at sites, the delivery is
often well over 50%. In reality, the majority of siteswhich I am informed by the ODPM and the

Treasury are wrapped up in problems in other that deliver social housing in London are still very
small housing association infill sites with sometimesregions in terms of the capacity to deal with this,

everything was put back. There was a joint two, three five or 12 homes, which are often 100%
social housing. We still get over half the socialannouncement in May this year by the Chancellor

and the Deputy Prime Minister that they were housing in London through those small
developments. It is vitally important that theydefinitely going to go ahead and merge the bodies

but there was no definitive timetable given. The first continue to be delivered. On the larger developments
where you have section 106 negotiations, this isannouncement of a timetable was in last week’s

Barker review response by the government when where we are getting into a debate. You are right: we
are not currently delivering the 50% aVordablethey said it would all be in place by September 2006.

Our only problem in London which has made it housing in London. The target within that 50% is
70% should be social and 30% should beslightly more complicated is that, after the election,

the government has now launched, last week, a intermediate. We are not yet delivering that mix
either. It tends to be a high percentage ofconsultation on a review of the Mayor’s powers in

London and the housing powers are now wrapped intermediate rather than social. But in the year
before the Mayor came to power there were 6,000up in that. It is a bit more complicated in London,

but there is now a timetable to do it across the whole aVordable units delivered in London. This year it
will be 10,000. By the end of the next investmentcountry from September 2006.
round for 2006–07 and 2008 there will be 15,000
produced in that second year. There is therefore aQ384 Chair: In general, do you believe that the
significant increase in aVordable housing,announcements made by the Chancellor last
particularly new build social housing, in London.Monday will help housing supply to increase in
The targets are percentage targets and the figures forLondon or not?
overall new build has increased significantly sinceMr Benson:Many will but we wait to see the detail
1999 before the Mayor come to power when it wasof how many announcements will work. One of the
17,000 homes. In the last year it was 27,000 homes.core announcements is on planning gain
It is not yet quite 50% but it is not quite 50% of thissupplement. That is now amatter for consultation so
much larger overall quantum of house building.it depends what comes out of the consultation

response. We said at the time of the original Barker
review that we have never been in favour of planning Q386 Mr Betts: Are you about putting pressure on
gain supplement. Some of the other announcements certain boroughs in London to get their target
we welcome. We welcome the commitment that figures up? Barking and Dagenham were saying to
there will be a high priority for social housing and us in the last session that they felt it was not a one
investment will be found, we hope, in the next size fits all for London; that they were probably
spending review for that. We welcome the going to need a higher percentage of homes for sale
commitment to increase overall the level of housing there because they already had a very high
delivery across all tenures. We welcome the percentage of socially rented housing. If that is the
commitment on real estate investment trusts etc. I case and you still have an overall target for London,
am not sure I would give it nine out of ten as Kate you are going to have some other areas where there
Barker did. I would not have the precociousness to is much higher than 50%, where currently perhaps
give it any mark at all but generally, overall, it there is little social rented housing. Are you going to
probably will do good things for London. We wait find the boroughs willing to cooperate?
to see on the key announcements, in terms of new MrBenson: It has been a diYcult battle for a number
investment and where the planning gain settlement of years. Various boroughs are not wholeheartedly
is going, what the eVects will be. committed to the 50% target. However, all the

boroughs that have reviewed their unitary
development plans and planning documents sinceQ385 Mr Betts: In terms of the requirement for
the London Plan have upped those targets towardssocial housing or intermediate housing, the housing
the London plan target. We have continued to doneeds study for London suggests that about two
battle through negotiations with boroughs andthirds of housing should fall into those housing
where necessary through the necessary Secretary ofgrades; yet the target for individual sites is only 50%.
State. You are right: it is not a one size fits all policy.Might I suggest that there are very few sites currently
If we achieve the 50% we would be very happywhere that 50% has been achieved? Is there some
indeed. The diYculty with the argument made bymismatch therefore between what is likely to be
boroughs is twofold. One, the borough level is oftenachieved, what has been achieved and what the
the wrong level to be looking at. There are boroughsaspirations ought to be in terms of percentage of
with a high percentage of social housing andsocial housing?
boroughs with a low percentage of social housing.Mr Benson: There is a mismatch. The direction is
But what is important is the neighbourhoods. If twovery important here. I would correct one thing. We
boroughs next door to each other have 30,000 socialdo not set targets for individual sites in the London

plan. Those London plan targets are overall regional homes, one of them has three houses in each street
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and the other one has a great big estate of 30,000 much higher density levels in the very centre of
mono-tenure estate social housing, one borough has London where you have very good transport levels.
a problem and the other one does not.We need to go Density of itself has not created the problem of us
below the borough level and look at those producing smaller homes and will not necessarily
neighbourhoods to see where the concentrations of create that problem in the future. There is a launch at
mono-tenure estates are to start to try and break City Hall tomorrow where the G15, the big housing
those up. To take the figures at borough level, to be association in London, are demonstrating a whole
honest, is sometimes used inappropriately by series of developments, large, high density
boroughs as an excuse to prevent social housing on developments that they have delivered all over
the basis that they do not have the capacity to London. If you take them all together, they produce
deliver. The second argument has completely slipped 37% three bedroom plus homes which is far in excess
my mind. of the average for new social rented homes across

London. It can be done. It just takes a good deal
more imagination.Q387 Mr Betts: Will PPS3 last week help you in

trying to achieve these objectives? The issue has been
raised with us about the need for some larger units

Q390 Anne Main: You spoke about 30,000, someof accommodation. Can the process be used more
having a large estate and some having dispersedeVectively?
social housing. Are you saying that if you need toMrBenson: PPS3 is very helpful. I have remembered
take it right down to a neighbourhood level, thisthe second argument now. As I travel around
needs to be enshrined in the planning system?WouldLondon, whether I am talking to politicians in
you like to give me your views? If you have, forboroughs or planning oYcers or tenants, when I say
example, areas which have a large amount of socialthat the Mayor says we need 30,000 homes of which
housing and you want to see more housing to buy50% should be aVordable, everyone agrees with me.
there, how could you make people develop in areasBut, everybody also says, “But not in this borough.
to sell on the open market if they do not see that asThey should be somewhere else.” That is a fairly
an attractive area to build in?consistent message you get from almost all players
Mr Benson: It is not necessarily a planning issue foracross London.
the London Plan and planning documents per se. It
is more a housing investment and housing strategyQ388 Chair: Could you answer the question on
issue. The London housing strategy at present haslarger units?
an as yet not completely formulated commitment toMr Benson: In London, there is a pressing need for
try and even out this balance at local levels in termslarger units, particularly in the social housing sector.
of the tenure mix. The reason why it was not moreThe housing study requirement study we did two
fully formulated was because there was not time toyears ago showed that we need 42% of that social
do thework at a local level.We could see the analysishousing to be four bedroom plus, mainly to pick up
at the borough level but as I said I think that is thethe long term failure to build enough larger units in
wrong level of analysis. It misrepresents thesocial housing and in particular to make up for the
complexity. We are doing some work now with thelosses of right to buy, where we tended to lose the
Housing Corporation usingmapping software to seelarger social housing units. What is interesting
exactly where the investment is going and to seealso—it is a more challenging question to deal

with—is the need for larger units in market housing. where the existing concentrations of mono-tenure
Increasingly, if you go back over ten years, London estates are.Whenwe say “mono-tenure estates”, it is
produced about 26% three bedroom plus in not just a broad brush attack on social housing
1991–2002 for market housing which was less than estates; we also do not really want to see large mono-
half of any other region in the country. Over the last tenure estates of private development being created
ten years, every other region has increased its output either because both are equally problematic to us.
of three bedroom plus market housing. But, in We want to see mixed tenure estates happen.
London it has reduced it from 26 to 19%. We have a
significant problem of a lack of larger homes, not

Q391 Anne Main: Could you say why the privatejust in the social sector but in the market sector and
estate is problematic, since we are looking mostly atincreasingly in the intermediate sector too.
developing private housing?
Mr Benson:What we would not want to see developQ389 Anne Main: Is that because you think the
in London—as you see across, say, north America—planning densities you have been given mean that
is the gated communities of private housing whichyou deliver far smaller units?
lock out the community and separate themselves outMr Benson: There is a long term trend towards
from the wider, local community. We thinksmaller units which predates any Mayoral diktat on
development should be sustainable. Enshrineddensity. This trend was already there before the
within the government’s sustainable communitiesMayor’s London plan came into place with density
plan is the definition of what a sustainabletargets. Density targets are somewhat overstated
community is. It includes a range of tenures andsometimes. There is a range of density targets in the
housing to meet a range of needs and that is what weLondon plan from fairly low density in suburban
would like to see being developed in London—notareas where you have fairly low transport

accessibility, which are not close to town centres, to one development over here of private sector housing
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and over here a social housing development and Mr Benson: It is over the ten years.
never the twain shall meet. We think that is not a
recipe for a socially cohesive London. Q395 Martin Horwood: It is 300,000 homes

available?
Mr Benson: Indeed.Q392 Anne Main: How would you get your

developer into the more socially rented sector?
Q396 Martin Horwood: There is the potential toMr Benson: This is happening at quite a significant
build 300,000 homes in London alone?level across London already and it is often being tied
Mr Benson: Indeed. The potential is probably forto the regeneration of estates and the decent home
more than that because what this does not take intostandard. Quite large social housing estates are
account is any large windfall sites that may come onworking predominantly with housing association
stream. For example, we have been discussing thepartners to bring in mixed tenures on existing
Ministry of Defence’s review of its London sites asestates, using the funding from those mixed tenures,
it is trying to relocate a number to one major site infrom some private sales, from some shared
London, freeing up a whole series of sites forownership, to cross-fund the decent homes work.
development that are currently used by the Forces.You are creating not just better homes for people in
Most of these will not have been taken into accountsocial housing but you are also meeting other key
in the study.requirement—getting a mixed community and

increasing the density of that development. Quite
Q397 Martin Horwood: Do you know whatoften the ones I have seen are producing some very
proportion of those are brown field and whatgood public space as well.
proportion are green field?
Mr Benson: Current delivery is about 95% brown

Q393 Martin Horwood: You talked about the field.
diVerence between boroughs that accepted the Martin Horwood: That is astonishing.
housing requirements, that could not personally
identify much capacity in their own boroughs. Q398 Chair:Would there be the commensurate job
Presumably at this point you produce from your growth that would go along with that or would you
back pocket your 2005 housing capacity studywhich be expecting some of the people who currently
you say shows a total of about 31,000 homes per year commute into London to start living there instead?
that could be built. Two questions: first of all, that is Mr Benson: We are hoping that people who are
a per annum figure but what is the total? If it is over currently in London and would otherwise leave
the ten years of the housing requirement study, that London to buy homes out of London and then
is 300,000 houses in London alone which would be commute in would no longer need to do that. It is
enough for the rest of us to go home. The other part of the whole concept behind the London Plan
question is: is there a mismatch between that that London should be able to meet this economic
capacity study and what the boroughs are saying? If growth challenge it has but contain its own problems
so, where are you saying the homes will come from within the boundaries of London rather than trying
in the capacity study? to develop satellite, small towns outside and have
Mr Benson: There is not a mismatch per se. That people commuting in, which is not environmentally
capacity study was done over a long period of time sustainable. Yes, we do hope it will minimise the
in very detailed consultation with the boroughs. The amount of commuting.
biggest element of the methodology was 4,000 sites
we identifiedwhichwere not currently being used for Q399 Martin Horwood: I am not familiar with what
other uses, sites over half a hectare.Wewent back to the ODPM is assuming will be the growth targets for
each borough and looked at all the parameters that London. Are they under or overestimating it?
could increase or decrease density, such as current MrBenson: I am not sure I can answer that question.
transport accessibility, likelihood of flood, noise I am sorry.
problems et cetera. We agreed with the boroughs a
figure for each of those sites that would be

Q400 Martin Horwood: The ODPM have fromreasonable to bring forward in terms of also meeting
Barker and elsewhere national targets for increasingthemix of housingwe would like to see developed on
the supply of housing. You seem to have enormousthose sites nominally. Each single site’s capacity was
potential within London. Has the ODPMagreed with the borough and then the targets were
underestimated the potential within London itself oragreed with the borough. I should say the figures
overestimated it?were agreed with the borough for the overall
Mr Benson: I would guess that the figure they wouldcapacity. There is a big diVerence between saying
assume is in their previous planning guidance. Giventhere is the capacity to do this and saying, “That is
that the London plan is the statutory planninga target which you must achieve” because if there is
guidance for London, they should be adopting thata target you have to have the wherewithal to achieve
figure. At the moment an alteration out forit. But capacity is the core issue as you have the land
consultation so they will be reviewing their figuresto build the homes.
on the basis of whether they accept that our figures
which are out currently for an alteration in the
London plan, to put those figures into it. Once thatQ394 Martin Horwood: What is the total capacity,

because you only give the per annum figure. is adopted, I assume that they will use those figures.
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Q401 Martin Horwood:What is the situation now? migrating in and out of London but if we can stem
some of those people we would have a moreMr Benson: The figure is presumably based on the
sustainable community.23,000 per annum, which is in the London plan

currently.

Q405 Lyn Brown: In your written submission you
talk about how changes to the Mayoral powers willQ402 AnneMain:Given that many people commute
help you to direct local plans and impact upon localinto London and you would like to encourage
housing supply and aVordability. Can you tell mepeople to live in London near where they work, has
how you think that might happen?the ODPM got it right in looking at expanding in all
Mr Benson: In two ways. There are a number ofthe areas based on housing need when the housing
changes in the Mayor’s powers which are currentlyneed might be where they work? In Hertfordshire,
out for consultation. The two that are most germane18,000 people commute, mostly to London. Should
to this are housing and planning changes. Thewe be perhaps looking more on, if that is where
housing changes are to a large extent already on thepeople work in London, we should be putting the
table because of the Barker review and previousdevelopment there rather than people saying in
announcements that they will merge the regionalHertfordshire or the surrounding counties they
housing boards and planning boards which, inwould like to have a house there and you say, “Put
London, means in eVect the Mayor will takeit in London. That is where you work. It is more
responsibility for writing the housing strategy andenvironmentally sustainable.” They are not
making recommendations to government on thecommuting all around job miles.
investment that flows from that. What the MayorMr Benson: The 31,000 is the capacity in London in
would also like very strongly is to be able to maketerms of land to deliver. Our housing requirements
decisions on this investment, not justin London are higher than that. Just to meet recommendations. To him that is key in many waysLondon’s own housing need in terms of its existing because he does not want to be in the position youbacklog and the likely growth in households living in currently have where the housing board has 91% ofLondon over the next 10 years, it is about 35,000 a its funding pre-allocated by government to various

year.What we are not including as well is a figure for schemes before the housing board can make any
additional people who might decide to stop decisions. He wants to be able to make a decision
commuting from the home counties. without civil servants second guessing whether he is

right or wrong and advising ministers whether he is
right or wrong. More importantly in making thingsQ403 Chair: I am being told that the gross annual
happen is putting these housing powers togethermigration of people out of London apparently is
with the planning powers that are being consulted on80,000.
in the review of powers, which should give theMr Benson: That is within the UK, yes.
Mayor a degree of positive planning power. At the
moment, he only has the power to say no to large

Q404 Chair: How could you ever possibly build developments if it is agreed by boroughs and that is
enough homes in London to stem that flow, never only the large, strategic developments. Only 0.3% of
mind encouraging people from Hertfordshire to all planning applications in London go to theMayor
move into London? for review. They are the large developments. One of
Mr Benson: The population in London is growing. the reasons why we think it is important that the
That migration is the net figure for people whomove Mayor should have positive planning powers is that,

over the last 10 years, there has been a significantout of London to other parts of the UK and people
increase in London of planning applications, aboutwho move into London from other parts of the UK.
a 55% increase, for new housing. There has beenLike most big cities in the world, it is a negative
about a 6% increase in the number of planningfigure because more people tend to leave London
applications approved. There has been a massivethan come into it.What it does not take into account
growth of planning refusals in London over the lastis two other factors. One, the indigenous growth in
10 years and we think a lot of that is because of someLondon, which is the very young population in
boroughs that just do not want the housingLondon. That is very high. A lot more people are
developed in their local area. It would be extremelyborn in London ever year than die. The second thing
important for the Mayor to put together the abilityis international migration which is a large increase
to invest in housing and to make decisions to pulltoo. The overall population in London will grow
planning through, both on the large, strategicsignificantly every year. We do not expect to stop all
developments, which come to him for reviewthe people that migrate out of London but we may
anyway, and secondly to have the ability to makebe able to stop some of those people. One thing you
sure that the local planning documents are indo notice is that we have the richest people in the
accordance with the Mayor’s London plan.country and the poorest people in the country living

cheek by jowl in London. What we are losing
increasingly are those people in the middle—the Q406 Lyn Brown: Do you not think that possibly
second, third or fourth income quintiles, who are one of the reasons why local governments are
moving out of London. We would like to stem some knocking back some of the housing applications is
of that loss. We do not expect to stem the loss of they are not pertinent to their local communities?

You talked earlier about looking at housingmix and80,000 people. People have very good reasons for
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making sure that we have mixed tenures and Q411 Anne Main: What about the calling in of the
ODPM of large developments? That is whatsustainable communities. You spoke about that
happens now. Are you saying the Mayor shouldbeing a neighbourhood decision to be made and not
come in on that?a borough-wide decision. I have a lot of sympathy
Mr Benson: No. On those large developments it iswith that but I fail to understand—I would love you
quite diYcult for boroughs to have a reasonableto tell me how—how having it at a regional level,
approach, because they are so high profile. The issuewhich is a step above the borough level, is going to
about appeals is important. What happens is that allcombat the diYculties you yourself raise.
the small housing association developments are veryMr Benson: This is an issue raised by the boroughs
easy to turn down. Those housing associations willquite often—that the local councils are far more in
not go to appeal. It will cost them toomuch. It is nottune and in touch with local people than the Mayor
worth them ruining their relationship with the localis. They are absolutely right. There is noway you can
authority.argue against that because they are directly

accountable to local people. But, everyone is
Q412 Alison Seabeck: Could you tell us how manyguarding their local area and, when you have all
additional houses the Mayor has eked out of thosethose local decisions beingmade, the aggregate of all
which he oversaw and took a decision on?these decisions is that again and again what seem to
Mr Benson: Not oV the top of my head.be perfectly reasonable planning applications get

turned down because of local opposition. A piece of
work we are doing is picking out what is behind Q413 Alison Seabeck: I would like that information.
those planning development refusals. It is quite clear Mr Benson: I can send that in.
that a lot are turned down for questionable reasons
which may not amount to much more than Q414 Lyn Brown: In 12.1 of your written submission
NIMBY-ism. you talk about there being too few players in
Chair: Could you provide us with a brief, written London who lack the competition and that the
summary afterwards, to back upwhat you have said, supply and demand within that sector is causing
of the planning applications turned down—I do not concerns that you believe additional powers for the
mean each one—as to which boroughs and which of Mayor would assist with. I presume this is in your
those you think are turned down for NIMBY economic strategy but I would be grateful if I could
reasons as opposed to perfectly reasonable have further information about that because I am
planning reasons? lacking clarity. One of the diYculties with the new
AnneMain: I would hate to think that we could have builds as I understand it in the east of London up
spurious reasons to turn down planning that would and down is about the size of tenure and the density.
not then be overturned on appeal. If councils are Given that the communities are young and are not
throwing away their local taxpayers’ money by necessarily at the top of the priority for housing
doing that, they are mad. policy allocation—young, single people in particular

who live locally in Stratford and the east end—can I
ask you the same question I asked earlier? Would

Q407 Alison Seabeck: How many have been you believe that there is a need to use public money
overturned on appeal? in order to incentivise and enable young people from
Mr Benson: I can provide that information. an area to get onto a housing ladder of whatever

sort?
Mr Benson: Yes. The Mayor does support theQ408 Anne Main: Are you making it very clear that
government’s aim to invest public funds to helpyou want to override local considerations on
people get onto the home ownership ladder for veryplanning and have imposed planning for a much
strong reasons. But, you need to be clear why youhigher level?
are doing it. If you are going to invest public funds,Mr Benson: No.
you need to be clear why and what you want out of
it, not just opening up public funds to anyone who
wants some money as a subsidy to buy a home, butQ409 Anne Main: That is what it sounds like to me
be clear who you are investing in. These could beso I would like some clarity.
people who are coming out of social housing, whoMr Benson: The applications the Mayor sees at the
will not inherit a deposit from their parents to buy amoment are 0.3% of planning applications in
home. Those are the people we should be investingLondon. That would not change. But, on the large,
in to get them onto the home ownership ladder orstrategic developments, the Mayor would have the
people who would perhaps leave London as theypower to say yes as well as no. These are the
have families and settle down.We need family sized,Wembley stadiums andKing’s Cross and these sorts
intermediate housing for them. TheMayor does notof things.
support the wide open market homebuyer
programme in the way that the key worker scheme

Q410 Chair: We are not really talking about has done, where it is just giving people £50,000 loans
housing; we are talking about economic to buy existing houses on the openmarket generally.
development? However, one thing that programme has shown is
Mr Benson: A lot of them are large housing that there is a huge appetite for those people to buy

family homes and keep themselves in London. Thatdevelopments.
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is the one part of the programme which has been Mr Benson: I do not know. It is a welcome
opportunity and the Mayor would welcome the factsuccessful in its original aim about supporting

recruitment and retention in public services. that the boroughs could be given a chance to do so.
Whether they have (a) the development capacity
within the borough and (b) the resources available toQ415 Chair:Can I ask you about the proposal in the

pre-Budget statement about increasing housing them to do so we do not know. That is as yet
unproven but it is good that they have thesupply by allowing ALMOs and three star local

authorities to use their assets to build additional opportunity and the chance to try to do it. That is a
very positive step for the government to take.homes? Do you think those initiatives would

significantly add provision in London? Chair: Thank you very much indeed, Mr Benson.
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Members present:

Dr Phyllis Starkey, in the Chair

Mr Clive Betts Anne Main
Lyn Brown Mr Bill Olner
Martin Horwood Dr John Pugh
Mr Mark Lancaster Alison Seabeck

Witnesses: Mr Peter Dixon, Chairman, Housing Corporation andMs Margaret Ford, Chairman, English
Partnerships, gave evidence.

Q416 Chair: Can I start the meeting because we are parts of England, particularly in the South East,
continues to be a challenge. We are using all of ourvery short on time this afternoon. I am anxious to
eVorts to address those challenges at the moment.use the time as eVectively as possible. Can I welcome

both of you to this evidence session. Can I start by
asking each of you, both of your organisations are Q418 Chair:Mr Dixon?
stressing the importance of increasing housing Mr Dixon: I think as far as we are concerned, and I

would agree very much with Margaret’s view, thesupply. Can I ask you to say briefly what you think
prime constraint is the availability of land, and veryis the greatest constraint on house building, what the
particularly land for aVordable homes. We haveGovernment should do to unlock supply and
seen the price of that commodity go up sharply. It iswhether English Partnerships is confident that it can
costing us something like £50,000 per home in thedouble the number of homes that they are delivering
London area, £30,000 per home across the country.by 2008–09? I do not mind which one of you starts.
Land is the main constraint as far as we areMs Ford: We had indicated each of us wanted to
concerned. Insofar as the other constraints that maymake a very brief opening statement. Due to the
exist are concerned, one of them is obviously aroundconstraints on time, do you want to move on?
the capacity of the industry to buildmore homes and
again we are taking steps to make sure that more of

Q417 Chair: I would like to move straight to the our programme is delivered via modern methods of
questions. If there are additional things you would construction. We have committed to delivering a
have said in your statement, afterwards we will be minimumof 25%of our current programme through
happy to get an additional written briefing from each modern methods—we are going to hit something
of you. like 40%—that will help to deal with labour supply
Ms Ford: Thank you. I am representing English problems and will therefore enable us to build more
Partnerships today because we are currently without homes. The other constraint quite obviously is cash
aChief Executive,DavidHiggins has gone to run the at the end of the day. The more money there is in the
Olympic Delivery Authority so I am standing in for system for us, the more we can develop aVordable
him. I think in terms of the constraints for house homes. We are not throwing money at the problem,
building and aVordable house building, certainly we are seeking to ensure that we procure those
from our perspective, I suppose these come down to homes more eVectively. There was something like a
two or three key things. The availability of land 9% reduction in the cost of each home we procured
supply, which of course English Partnerships is in our most recent programme against the one
heavily involved in, is one; the delays in the planning before, that is despite increased construction costs
system, which of course Government is trying to and despite the rise in the price of the land. The other
address through a wide range of measures, really is issue I would refer to obviously is the planning
another. English Partnerships is very actively trying system again. It is not just about delays, it is also
to address both of these issues. We are working very about the quality of the processes in which we all
closely with other government departments at the engage. We are working as closely as we can with
moment to broker surplus public sector land and we housing associations, and with the local authorities,

to make sure that we maximise the outputs from theare doing that in three ways. We manage the register
planning process.of surplus public sector land, which starts now to

give much greater visibility to those assets which
previously we did not see before they came to the The Committee suspended from 4.39 pm to 4.47 pm
open market. Secondly, we are working in an for a division in the House.
advisory capacity with organisations like Defence
Estates and increasingly helping those organisations Chair: Can we restart. Can we move onto the next
to overlayGovernment policy on their surplus assets question which Mr Olner was going to ask but
before they dispose of those. Of course, in terms of maybe Lyn could do it?
our own programme, as you rightly said, Chair, we
are increasing the amount of housing starts and Q419 Lyn Brown: You are both promoting shared
completions quite considerably compared with what ownership schemes. Why is it necessary for English
English Partnerships, for example, was charged to Partnerships to be involved at all in promoting
do five years ago. The availability of land continues shared ownership schemes through the Londonwide

Initiative and the First Time Buyers Initiative?to be a challenge. The price of land across certain
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Ms Ford: Yes, I think it was. You are quite right to Ms Ford: In the Design for Manufacture
Competition, which set out the challenge to thesay that we are both involved in shared ownership

schemes but using diVerent forms of subsidy, I think industry to construct a house for £60,000, the
Deputy Prime Minister was very clear, he never setit is good to have comparisons for that. English

Partnerships is able to use its land as equity in these out to say the eventual cost of the house would be
£60,000. The competition was looking at bringingschemes, that is reducing the price for first time

buyers; the Corporation uses more conventional construction costs down because there are three
elements to the cost of a house. There is a land cost,forms of subsidy, I do not think that is a problem.

Over the piece, it would be useful to compare these there is a construction cost, then there is your
associated cost with 106 contribution, then there isand to learn lessons from each. I think the key thing,

from the consumer’s point of view, is we must not developer’s profit and the cost of time it takes to get
through the planning system. What we have beenlook confused to the consumer and that is where the

zone agents are key. Frankly, it does not matter trying to do with the surplus public sector land
polices is address the first of those chunks of cost.where the subsidy comes from, from a consumer

point of view, as long as you, as the zone agents, are TheDesign forManufacture competitionwasmeant
to say, let us use modern methods of construction toable to point people in the direction of the right

product but I do not think there is a problem with it. get the construction element costs down to £60,000
or below, in fact it has come in below in many cases.
We cannot deal directly with the developer’s profitQ420 Lyn Brown:Do you know the average income
and so on asGovernment. It was never intended thatof those you have assisted in shared ownership
the eventual cost of the house would be £60,000,schemes, in particular in areas of high housing costs
although it happens to be if you factor in a sharedlike London and the South East?
equity product you get to somewhere around that.MsFord: I do not have that data to hand because EP

has not been that active in shared ownership to date
Q424 Anne Main: Following on from that, sincebut the Corporation may have average figures.
often the ultimate cost of a house is determined byMr Dixon: I do not have an average figure but I can
the land costs which you referred to earlier, couldsay that the people who are helped, their starter
you extrapolate then if a unit of a house was £60,000incomes are not much more than £15,000 or £20,000
what the final outcome of a house would still be?a year.
Ms Ford: It absolutely varies literally from council
to council area. If it was in one of the growth areas,

Q421 Lyn Brown: Would it be possible to have say in the South East—Sorry, did you say the land
additional written information? costs or the construction costs were £60,000?
Mr Dixon:We will see if we can access that and find
it for you.

Q425 Anne Main: No, the final unit cost. The fact
that someone is trying to get a £60,000 house they

Q422 Lyn Brown: Okay. Are the roles of the must have some idea of a saving that wouldmake. In
two organisations adequately diVerentiated and a high growth area, what would you say the ultimate
complementary or is it just one more layer full unit cost would be, by the time you have added
of bureaucracy alongside local and central in all of those other factors which you referred to, as
Government? an estimate? You are still looking at a price of
Mr Dixon:Not at all. I think we do diVerent things, about what?
we have diVerent sets of skills and diVerent assets Ms Ford: If you do a Londonwide programme, one
that we bring to the situation. We do work together bed apartments in London, the open market value
very closely and we make sure that we do not trip without any kind of subsidywould be, it would again
over each other because we do have a diVerent role. depend on the borough, say £150,000. On the
Ms Ford: Yes, I would agree with that. I think that Londonwide programme those would be oVered for
question has been asked to me on numerous sale at around £90,000. That is the kind of order of
occasions in the last four years when I have been in saving we are anticipating but it does vary
this job, and it might have been a feared question tremendously.
four or five years ago when our two organisations
were not working particularly eVectively together, I Q426 Dr Pugh: Can I ask about the Housing
think we were quite open about that. Over the last Corporation priorities, and in a sense about your
four years I have seen a huge change in the way our core business as well. Traditionally, you see the
organisations work together, very complementary Housing Corporation as being an organisation that
but absolutely not duplicating each other’s eVorts funds social housing for rent by and large but you do
and the relationships are now arguably very, very other things as well, key worker schemes and also
strong. shared ownership schemes. Is there a shift in the

balance for your funding and is there a shift in the
balance of your priorities? If I can add a further riderQ423 Chair: Could I ask you about the £60,000

house that the ODPM have been pushing. Given to that, if there is a shift what motivates the shift?
Mr Dixon: Yes, there has been a shift. At one timethat land costs are such a big proportion of the cost

of a house or a property, does that £60,000 house virtually everything we did was for housing for rent.
A few years ago it was probably 85% rent, 15%only work if it is a leasehold scheme or is there some

other way of helping to reduce house prices overall? various other products including some of the home
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life products. In the current programme it is just in the South East now but in my own area, like
south of SheYeld. There is a crisis in rented housing,probably shifting to around 70:30. There are a

variety of reasons for that. Partly there is huge un- and, as the major provider of funding, you are doing
no more than you were five years ago to fund socialmet need for products other than rented

accommodation. People cannot aVord to buy and rented housing? Do you feel comfortable with that?
MrDixon:No, I do not. I would far rather have a lotvarious forms of shared ownership do give them

opportunities that will not otherwise exist. The other moremoney than we currently have.We do not have
that extra funding, therefore what we have to do isreason is that it is a contribution to creating mixed

and sustainable communities. If all that people are to make sure that it goes as far as we can. Making it
go as far as we would have regard both to the naturecreating is housing for rent and nothing else then you

are likely to be seeing some of the problems that we of the programmes between rented accommodation
and between low cost home ownership and ensuringhave got in some areas on an ongoing basis where

you have got a mono-tenure, mono-culture and all we are getting value for money in procuring those
homes.the associated problems. How far that process will

go, I would not like to say. I suspect it will not go
much further than that because the demand for Q432 Mr Betts: Those who could influence those
rented accommodation is so great. decisions are very clear about your views, that you

are not comfortable?
Q427 Dr Pugh: You mentioned a variety of criteria Mr Dixon: I think everybody knows that we want
that determine your pattern of spend. Is the need to more and that we believe we could spend it
make the maximum use of resources available part eVectively. If they do not then this is a good way of
and parcel of the criteria that you will use insofar as telling them.
promoting shared ownership presumably takes up a
less subsidy? Q433 Anne Main: The new PPS3 could enable
Mr Dixon: Yes, it does. You will get something like greater development on greenfield sites but is there
twice the number of homes through the low cost a danger that will undermine English Partnerships’
home ownership products as you will through the eVorts to promote the reuse of brownfield land and
rented programme. If you talking about just putting regeneration on the slightly more awkward sites that
out numbers of homes, you would get more out of developers often would rather not do?
an ownership programme than you would out of an Ms Ford:No, currently the new statement is out for
entirely rented programme and there is no doubt the consultation and we have been looking at that very
headline numbers are sometimes attractive. closely. The slight change of emphasis around

brownfield, in other words the abolition of the
Q428 Dr Pugh: Within your budget you are sequential test and the replacement with this
relatively free to vire money to whatever target you prioritisation of brownfield land, we do not believe
think? necessarily that takes you to using up more of the
MrDixon:No, we are not. The targets that we work greenfield. We think the way in which that can be
to are set eVectively by the regional housing boards. developed will be very productive. I do not
The regional housing boards work very closely with necessarily think that the changes in the planning
the various government oYces. Our programmes are consultation document will inevitably lead to a
built around the priorities that are identified within diminution of level of interest in brownfield land,
the regional housing boards. quite the reverse.

Q429 Dr Pugh: You say one of those targets was to Q434 AnneMain: If that is the case, do you feel then
provide money for key worker housing schemes and that there is really the need for this alteration in the
they were not to be used up in total, you could use or planning statement?
transfer the money into shared ownership schemes? Ms Ford: I think it is quite helpful because the
Mr Dixon: To a limited extent, but not entirely. We sequential tests certainly gave you clarity around
have to keep pretty closely to the parameters that are what you were doing but it did not oVer you a great
set by the Regional Housing Boards. We cannot go deal of flexibility. I am perfectly well aware that in
oV and do our own thing and we should not be able some constituencies, particularly in the North West
to go oV and do our own thing. We can do it around of England, a little more flexibility around the
the margin to make sure that we are giving eVective brownfield agenda would be helpful because what it
programmes. We cannot radically change it. does not take account of is aVordability. If I give you
Dr Pugh: Okay, that is very interesting. the example of Warrington, where there is a lot of

already serviced land which has been there from the
Q430 Mr Betts: If there is not the full take up of time of the Warrington Development Corporation,
shared ownership products you can then switch it is owned by Government, it is already servicing
them into rental benefits? substantial need but it cannot move forward for a
Mr Dixon:We can at the margin. long number of years even though it is land zoned for

development because of the rigidity of the sequential
test. In that particular constituency, WarringtonQ431Mr Betts:Do you feel comfortable then as the

major funder and provider of social rented housing South, average house prices are over seven times the
average income. Whilst the brownfield policy area isaccommodation in this country with a crisis in

rented housing, which we have in many areas, not working very well in terms of protecting the green
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belt what it is not doing is addressing the is one other point that I would make in addition to
Margaret, as far as our organisation is concerned.aVordability question. It might be the case that the

changes aVord us a little bit of flexibility around The Housing Corporation is engaged in discussions
with the LGA at the present time around developingtrading those things oV but that would all have to be

agreed locally obviously, but it does open the door the protocol around the use of section 106 and
making sure that we maximise the gains from itto give us a bit more flexibility than traditionally we

have had. because we see huge variability around the country.
The point of having a protocol with the LGA is that
we can jointly turn around and say “We think this isQ435 AnneMain:Can I clarify what I think you just
the way to do it, it is going to result in moresaid. The slowness of the process in bringing up
aVordable homes and better value for money”. Webrownfield land on-line, because of that you would
are working on them currently to get that protocol.like to be allowed to look at more greenfield sites?

Ms Ford: No, I did not say that. It was not the
slowness of it, it is just in certain constituencies we Q439MrOlner:One final question on this. I can see
have a tremendous amount of brownfield depending section 106 is on planning gain, brownfield sites and
on historical patterns of industry in those areas and greenfield sites. An awful lot of the deserts that occur
that sometimes can lead to the brownfield sequential in communities are where there is housing that is no
test having much more in the system than can be longer up to the standard that people want to live in,
brought forward aVordably. I think aVordably is the and it does appear to me there is a huge hole there
key here. Sometimes that brownfield is a lot more that does not attract any of these things that are able
expensive. to assist.

Mr Dixon: That has been partly addressed by some
of the programmes that the large scale voluntaryQ436 Mr Olner: You mentioned in your evidence
transfer movement has moved towards. Some ofthe varying quality of planning gain negotiation by
these big old estates have been transferred tolocal authorities. How do you think these
housing associations and are being re-developed.negotiations can be improved?
Sorry, I misunderstood you.MsFord: I think both of us referred to the variability

and the inconsistency around section 106. I suppose
the two complaints I have about 106 as it applies at Q440 Mr Olner: It is not only local authority or
the moment, one is the time it often adds to the rented accommodation, it is also in some of those
planning process but, secondly, the kind of areas where there is a mix, it is being able to get the
uncertainty that it adds because you do get very private sector on board as well. It seems to me to be
diVerent conclusions in diVerent parts of the a huge area. There is no stimulus coming either from
country. I think the consultation that is out now in Government or from yourselves to address it.
Planning-gain Supplement certainly addresses the Ms Ford: I think there are some very good examples
issue of consistency, and as Government intends now coming forward of where English Partnerships,
Planning-gain Supplement to be developed it would at the request of ODPM, is trying to deal with
help both with the time it takes to negotiate 106 exactly that issue. If I can give you the example of the
currently and also this question of equity and Woodside Estate in Telford, a New Towns estate
inevitable treatment across our country. The new very typical of its age, mid 60s, it started being built.
measures that are being proposed are potentially We had exactly that situation, in fact I spoke to this
very helpful. Committee about it four years ago. We have dealt

with it there by a very selective process of demolition
where appropriate, then releasing that land value toQ437MrOlner:Youmade those views known to the
mix the tenure to bring in private housing andODPM during its negotiations for changing the
intermediate housing in that area and also someplanning gain structure?
really fabulous community facilities which had beenMs Ford: The changes are not in place yet and the
lacking in the past. The kind of work that we areconsultation is still alive and we will respond
doing in Woodside, the kind of work that we areformally to ODPM but we work closely with
doing in the Hattlersley Estate near Manchester arecolleagues in ODPM and they know about our
just a couple of examples of the diVerent ways offrustration with the way 106 currently operates.
working where we are using the land assets very
sensibly from what were failing or sub-optimalQ438 Mr Olner: Having looked at this, there is
estates to try and address the very point you make.always this point of conflict between section 106

providing social housing and perhaps Planning-gain
Supplement, which is being looked at now, is going Q441 Lyn Brown: There has been some criticism

about the number of organisations involved in theto provide infrastructure. It might well be that social
housing loses out. Thames Gateway. Do you accept this and how do

you think it could be resolved?Mr Dixon: No, in point of fact the new
arrangements, which we would welcome, are going Ms Ford: I think the issue for us on the Thames

Gateway is less about the number of organisationsto mean that section 106 agreements are going to be
much more tightly drawn around the provision of involved and more about the clarity of decision-

making processes. What we have tried to do inaVordable housing, and we would welcome that.We
are glad that is the way it is going. ThePlanning-gain English Partnerships, and I can only speak for my

own organisation, is to be very focused in theSupplement is a separate issue outside of that. There
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projects that we have been involved in, in Barking pleased that the Treasury have given us leave to
pursue it in Milton Keynes because it will moveRiverside, on the Greenwich Peninsula and so on.

We have about three or four major projects and things along faster.
what we are trying to be very clear between ourselves
and the relevant local authorities about the nature of Q445 Lyn Brown: Will it work in the Thames
those projects, the kind of communities that are Gateway?
being built there and how we can work with the Ms Ford: It could work in parts of the Gateway, but
Department for Transport, and with the Mayor’s the passion of landownership and the willingness of
OYce when and where appropriate and so on to those landowners to voluntarily commit would be
bring those to fruition. I am passionately keen to be critical.
focused and be able to communicate very clearly
what we are doing and every organisation, and you Q446 Anne Main: Can I briefly ask, there have been
are right there are many of them, needs to do the some concerns expressed about design quality to do
same. with these cheaper units, particularly using the

modern methods of construction. How can you
avoid design suVering as a result?Q442 Lyn Brown: You do agree there is confusion?

Ms Ford: I think all the feedback from the work that Mr Dixon: I think the question has partly been
misplaced. We are very firmly committed to highhas been done recently asking people’s perceptions

of the Gateway suggests that there is confusion quality design standards, eco-homes standards. We
are absolutely not going to move away from those inthere, yes.
the pursuit of value for money because it will not be
value formoney. If you look at the designs that cameQ443 Lyn Brown:We have heard from some of the
out of the £60,000 home competition, they werepeople who have appeared before us that the
quite imaginative and they were creating the sort ofdevelopment potential within the Thames Gateway
homes that people want to live in. From what I havewill not be maximised because of inadequate
seen recently a large percentage of the homes that areinfrastructure. Do you agree with that?
being put up by housing associations are places thatMs Ford: I think you can only maximise the
anybody would be very happy to live in. We are notpotential of the Gateway with very serious attention
going to let go of those standards.to the infrastructure. I think we are all clear that

transport infrastructure is absolutely critical but
Q447 Anne Main: Will you implement the newalso, again, from recent very good work done about
standard LPS 2020 developed by the Council ofthe perception of communities in the Gateway,
Mortgage Lenders?people believe that unless there is community
Mr Dixon: I am not aware of that one. What is it?infrastructure, unless there is educational and
Anne Main:We had this when we had the mortgagecultural infrastructure—interestingly which came
lenders, there were some concerns over theout very strongly in the most recent report—then
construction methods used and the quality ofpeople will not be attracted to go to the Gateway.
construction—Whilst it is a phenomenal opportunity, there is also

a big risk in terms of infrastructure investment.
MrDixon:There is also a timing issue here which we Q448 Chair: It is something the mortgage lenders

have developed in order to try and encourage peoplemust not forget and it is a 20 year plus project and
getting it right will require infrastructure developed to give mortgages. They were concerned that the

ODPM and the Housing Corporation should signover that period and the economic regeneration and
the housing will follow that, but it is not overnight. up to it.

Mr Dixon: It has not come across my desk yet. It
presumably will at some stage.Q444 Lyn Brown: Do you think the Milton Keynes

model can be looked at for tariVwork?Do you think
Q449 Mr Betts: Is it not rather diYcult toit could work across such a large area?
understand then that you are funding quite a largeMs Ford: We are very pleased at English
number of units using modern methods ofPartnerships with the tariV approach which will
construction and you have not got design standardsraise just around three million over the next period
in place, have you?of development. Milton Keynes has now been
Mr Dixon: No, absolutely not. We have a completeapproved by Treasury. We are very pleased about
list of design standards which typically are far higherthat because English Partnerships has been working
than those used by private developers. All theon the tariV approach for nearly two years now and
development that we fund will also have privatewe think that method of having voluntary, but very
finance going into it and the housing associationsimpressive contributions by developers, is a very
will have to ensure whatever they are using in thesensible way forward. Because of the certainty of
way of construction methods is acceptable to thethose contributions English Partnerships can now
mortgage industry.fund the cash flow upfront for a lot of the necessary

infrastructure for Milton Keynes. I think it is a very
good model and it is capable of being replicated in Q450 Mr Betts: This is guaranteed for how long?

Mr Dixon: It will be guaranteed for however long itother parts of the country, by no means all because
it depends on the pattern of landownership in a needs to be in order to be acceptable to the lenders.

If you are talking about a private development, youparticular area but it is a very goodmodel. I am very
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have a 10-year NHBRC guarantee. Typically, we countenance up until very recently the modern
methods of construction were actually a runner atwould expect a 60-year life out of the properties that
all, despite all the evidence to the contrary. I amwe are funding; it does not mean that they are
delighted, absolutely thrilled to bits, that they haveguaranteed for that long. Bear in mind there is
come here to tell you they are now converted to the30 billion of private finance in housing association
DPM’s agenda. Peter and I will rush oV and find outinvestments at the moment. All of that is to the
exactly what they are talking about.satisfaction of the mortgage lenders. I would not

imagine our standards are going to be a problem
Q452 Mr Betts: Perhaps we might ask the Ministerto them.
to get you all in the same room and try and resolve
the issue.

Q451 Mr Betts: Do you not think it rather strange Mr Dixon: I do not think we have a problem, but if
that when the Council of Mortgage Lenders came we have we will solve it.
here, they talked about this new standard they were
developing and said it had not been developed? They Q453 Chair: I am very conscious that we have to
were very concerned indeed that there were not rush this session, particularly because of the vote,
standards laid down and they were very clear with but you will understand we are keen to get the
their estimates. Minister in here. Can I suggest if there are any
Ms Ford: If I can be blunt, I would take that with a additional things you think we ought to be aware of,
pinch of salt.We have found, over the last two years, then please put in additional written evidence. It
the most diYcult crowd to deal with has been the may be that members of the Committee will have
Council of Mortgage Lenders. Not only ourselves additional questions they might wish to ask that we
but private developers absolutely tear their hair out will pass on to you. Thank you very much indeed.

Mr Dixon: Thank you.because the Mortgage Lenders have refused to

Witnesses:Yvette Cooper, aMember of theHouse,Minister for Housing and Planning, OYce of the Deputy
Prime Minister, andMr Andrew Wells, Director, Communities Plan Directorate, gave evidence.

Q454 Chair: Minister, can I welcome you to this infrastructure availability and that depends on
session. We are conscious of the fact that you have things like the Comprehensive Spending Review
an appointment after, as I understand, and we are and those sorts of important discussions that still
very keen to use this period as eVectively as need to take place. It is because we believe that the
possible. We will try and keep our questions short links with infrastructure are so important that we
and to the point, and obviously we will appreciate have said we will set out the pace at which we need
it if you reciprocate in your responses. Can I start to increase house building as part of the
by asking about the Government’s commitment to Comprehensive Spending Review. We do need to
increase the annual rate of house building from look in more detail at the regional breakdown also.
150,000 to 200,000. Can you explain what has We have said as well that we think housing
really changed to enable that enormous step change pressures are no longer simply pressures faced by
in the level of house building? Are you planning to the South. Now, as well as having our growing
break down the 200,000 target by region? ageing population, we have a growing population
Yvette Cooper: Thank you, Chair. Can I say I am in other regions as well; the northern regions are
at the Committee’s disposal because I know we seeing growth in population too and there are
have had votes and things so I can be flexible in clearly pressures on housing faced in particular
terms of the running of the Committee to make areas, in the South West and East and West
sure we cover all of the points that you want to. Midlands too. We want to do further analysis on
Obviously there is a huge range of issues here. You what the appropriate increase in housing needs to
asked the question about the proposals we set out be in every region and obviously that will be part
in the Barker Response and what we have said is of the regional planning process as well.
the latest figures show for 2004 150,000 new homes
being built and the projections for household

Q455 Chair: Do you have a timescale of when yougrowth are for 190,000 new households being
might be able to give a more accurate regionalformed each year. Clearly, that is a very substantial
growth plan?gap between the rise in housing demand and the
Yvette Cooper: I think part of this will be part ofcurrent level of new housing supply. We have done
the Spending Review timetable. I think we need toa lot of work around the impact on aVordability
have a very clear idea by the end of the Spendingbut also just simply looked at the practical impact
Review timetable because clearly it is 2006 now,of that household growth. That is why we have said
and in order to increase the level of new housethat we believe we need to increase the level of new
building before 2016, we need to make progress ashouse building to 200,000 a year by 2016. We have
we go. Obviously, we will do this work as fast asnot set out the pace at which we believe we should
we can. We want to set up the National Advicemake those increases. That was quite deliberate
Unit, which will contribute to a lot of this work,because clearly the pace at which we are able to

build additional new homes depends on things like by the autumn of this year.
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Q456 Chair: AVordability is a key part of this. detail at this. It is based on ONS work, it is based
on very rigorous long-term projections about whatGiven that house prices appear to be levelling oV,
the impact will be in the future.does that mean that you might re-calculate the level

of housing required to deal with the aVordability
issue? Q459 Mr Olner: I would imagine some of the stuV

Yvette Cooper: What we need to be able to do is is dealt with on the projections based on the
distinguish between the cyclical impact and the 2001 Census?
current point that we are at in the housing market Mr Wells: Yes, that is quite right.
cycle and also the long-term impact of price
increases. What Kate Barker did in her study was Q460 Mr Olner: Could I ask when will that in be into set out the long-term house price increases to the public domain? When will you be publishing it?
argue that these were significantly higher than in Mr Wells: There are projections in the public
most other European countries and also higher domain. They start, as you say, from the census
than was good for the economy, the wider society projections done by the ONS and we carry them
and so on. Our modelling looks at long-term house forward into household projections. I think we
price increases not the position we happen to be in have done two lots of forward household
in the cycle at the time. That is why the research projections while I have been involved in this job.
that we have done in the additional document that There was a set based on 1990 projections, another
was published shows, if you look at the current one based on 2002 projections, and there will be
position, that just over 50% of 30-year old couples another set later this year. The last set is based on
could aVord to buy their own homes on the basis the 2001 Census.
of their earnings. On the current level of house
building, if we carried on at that level over the next

Q461 Mr Olner: When will they be issued?20 years, bearing in mind the level of household
Mr Wells: I am sorry I do not have the exact date,growth, we would see only around a third of them
but there are 190—able to aVord to buy their own homes by 2026.

That is based on the long-term trend not the short-
Q462 Mr Olner: We are near the end of Januaryterm position in the housing market cycle.
now. Is it going to be in the first, second or third
quarter?

Q457 Mr Olner: Could I follow on what the Mr Wells: I am sorry, I just do not know when.
Minister said on that one little point alone before I There are current projections. We can let you know
get to household growth. There is an ever-complex when the new projections are out. There are a good
series of mortgage or financial packages put set of projections there, they are just being carried
forward; it does not solely rest now on the person’s forward as the ONS takes its projections forward
income as to whether they can buy a property. year on year. The present ones are based on 2002
Yvette Cooper: You are absolutely right. I think figures and I think the new ones will be based on
that poses a concern over the next 20 years also 2004 figures.
because I think we are likely to see a situation, if
we do not increase the level of house building, Q463 Mr Olner: Does that not cause a problem
where people who will be able to aVord their own because CPRE suggests that the 2001 Census shows
homes will be people who get gifts, inheritance or that the surplus number of homes over households
other support from their families. Now that is fine, has increased since 1991? Does that not undermine
but I think it is unfair if those are the only people your argument?
who can aVord to buy their own homes and the Yvette Cooper: You can always have arguments
people who are unable to get a foot on the housing over figures and about the level of figures. We think
ladder are those whose parents were not that the work that has been done around the
homeowners before them. I think there is an equity 190,000 projection is the most rigorous there is, it
and fairness issue as part of this. is really very detailed and thorough. In addition, I

think that it has been supported by a series of
independent studies and research as well. You can

Q458 Mr Olner: You have suggested and I think also see two things are reinforcing each other that
you mentioned, Minister, the number of suggest that these are pretty accurate. You have the
households is growing at about 190,000 a year. Can figures which show 190,000 projected household
I ask what the basis of that theory is? How scientific growth compared with 150,000 housing supply.
is it or is it a good guess on a Friday night? Then you have the figures about what is happening
Yvette Cooper: Obviously there is a lot of work that to house prices, about those long-term pressures
goes on into projecting household growth, and which reflect exactly the same thing, that demand
there is work that is done by the ODPM which is increasing faster than supply. From an anecdotal
maybe I will ask Andrew Wells, who heads up the level in all of our constituencies, we know there are
work on housing supply in the Department, to say pressures of more people wanting homes than are
a little bit more about it if you would like or we can able to get or aVord homes and then you see the
provide you with further detail. There is additional actual figures reflecting the same thing. That is why
research done by people like the Town and Country I think you have to be relatively confident that

these figures are going in the right direction.Planning Association who have looked in some
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Q464 Chair: Can I clarify with Mr Wells that we is. You do need to look at those market factors,
otherwise you are not properly reflecting the wholeare right in thinking that the projections are based
situation we face.on up to date population figures, but it is still the

1996 data on household formation, is that right?
Mr Wells: I think that is right, yes, and the new Q467 Martin Horwood: We have a local housing
thing, which will come along, is better figures on market in Gloucestershire where you can see
household formation. diVerences which cannot really be related to

housing supply because the places are only four or
five miles apart and where it is much more relatedQ465 Chair: Those are the figures that you are not to quality of place and availability of jobs and

certain when they will be coming out, but it will be things like that. Is housing supply not too simplistic
later this year? a tool to be using, as lots of the evidence we have
Mr Wells: I cannot tell you an exact date. But yes, heard suggests?
that is exactly right, but they are based on the Yvette Cooper: In the pathfinder areas we often find
2001 Census. it will be areas where sometimes they get into

spirals of decline and disadvantage, and having
boarded up properties then has an impact on theQ466 Martin Horwood: Is it not true that these
rest of the street with things like crime andkinds of national trends and projections mask a
vandalism and so on as well. Certainly I wouldhost of much more complex regional and local
agree there is a complex mix of factors. However,markets and situations where the causes of
I think you can also take a step back and look ataVordability or unaVordability are much more
what the global position is across the country as acomplicated than, I have to say, your Department
whole, and say that household growth isis really suggesting? In the South West, it is clear
substantially higher than new housing supplythat a lot of it is to do with inward migration and
across the country as a whole. There just is that gapa lot of that is to do with second homes. Are we
and as long as there is that gap, we will still seeto accept this sort of market-driven analysis
overall, across the country as a whole, long-termwhereby we just have to accommodate this inward house prices rising significantly higher than they aremigration forever or is that not almost a definition in other European countries and at a rate which

of unsustainability? means that first-time buyers and people with
Yvette Cooper: It is certainly true it is very complex housing needs in future generations will face very
in diVerent parts of the country. In some areas, the serious pressures unless we respond. Yes, the
challenge is relatively straightforward: it is simply response needs to be sensitive to diVerent areas, but
high demand across the area and there is much we cannot deny that there is a nationwide problem.
higher demand than there is supply of new homes.
The areas which are perhaps the most complex are

Q468 Martin Horwood: Why is house pricethose where you have a very high demand alongside
inflation now falling?areas of very low demand, some areas where you Yvette Cooper: If you look at what is happening

have particular communities where house prices it is interesting in the housing market, we are at a
have been rising very fast right next door to areas diVerent point in the housing market cycle. There
where house prices have either fallen or stayed very is always a housing market cycle, but against that
low. Some of the challenges of low demand areas you have long-term trends in house prices as well,
that we are trying to address through the housing and that was what the Barker Review was very
market pathfinders really do exhibit the complexity clear about.
of this at the local area. That is exactly why we have
said that this does need to be looked at in a lot of

Q469 Anne Main: You focused on equity in termsdetail at the sub-regional level, which is the level of of people inheriting house wealth and so on, andthe individual housing market, the individual you want to make things more equitable. It has
labour market. At that level you will see very been described as socially regressive to focus on
diVerent pictures: some being very high demand, buying houses with only very few houses being built
some being a mix of high and low, some being to rent. Do you have a view on that?
lower demand and some being high demand but Yvette Cooper: I think we need to build more social
facing particular pressures. The issue you raise on housing, more shared equity housing and more
the South West I think is an important one because private housing, we need to do all three. Certainly
what you have in the South West is aVordability we cannot just do more private housing as part of
linked not simply to demand for housing but also this, we need to have more social housing as well.
to wage levels and economic growth relative to We have already set out increases in the level of
other areas as well. Certainly we accept there is a social housing as part of the current spending
series of diVerent complexities. The intention review, but we said as part of the Barker Review
behind the planning reforms, the PPS3, in order to we want social housing to be a priority for the next
address those kinds of complexities, is to not have spending review as well. We will set out what we
the same approach applied everywhere. I do think think the level of increases needs to be over the next
also it is true that you do need to look at the spending review as part of that process. I think we
housing market everywhere, wherever you happen do need to recognise that increasingly people want

to be able to buy their own home or to have a shareto be, whatever that sub-regional housing market
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of homeownership and we need to respond to that. Q472 Mr Betts: But it would be fair to say then to
successfully develop a planning gain system isI think it is important to support those

opportunities, but we need to support essentially crucial now to delivering the targets you
are forecasting that need to be met?opportunities for people who want to rent also. We

said at the beginning of the Barker Review that we Yvette Cooper: We think it is an important part of
providing the additional support for infrastructure.have three clear aims: a step on the housing ladder

for future generations; quality and choice for those What we cannot do is say categorically how much
would need to come from which and what thewho rent; and mixed and sustainable communities

as well. I think we are clear that we need to do diVerent resources were because that is the process
we are now engaged in as part of the Spendingall three.
Review.

Q470 Mr Betts: Some of us might agree with the
Q473 Mr Betts: That will be announced at the timeanalysis that we need to build more homes in this
of the Spending Review, will it?country and we are obviously aware of the
Yvette Cooper: We would expect to announce aspotential constraints for the future on public
part of the Spending Review how much additionalspending, yet we can see the enormous requirement
public sector investment we can put in, whether it isfor investment in infrastructure costs in the South
for infrastructure or additional social housing, forEast and then more funding hopefully for social
example, within the Spending Review timetable.housing and shared ownership projects. Where is
The Planning-gain Supplement timetable willthe money coming from?
obviously be aVected by budgets and budgetYvette Cooper: It is because we think that there are
considerations as well.additional investment requirements that we set out

the proposals for the Planning-gain Supplement and
we are consulting on a proposal for a Planning-gain Q474 Mr Betts: Sorry, I did not quite
Supplement to raise some of the additional understand that.
investment for infrastructure from the gain that Yvette Cooper:What I mean by that is we said that
takes place purely as a result of the change in Planning-gain Supplement could not be introduced
planning status because we know there are very before 2008. What I cannot say to you at this stage
considerable gains. Some of those are tapped into is whether decisions about Planning-gain
by the section 106 process, but we think the Supplement will always be announced as part of
Planning-gain Supplement would be a better way to spending reviews rather than budgets. Obviously
do so and is a way to raise additional resources for those are decisions for the Chancellor.
infrastructure investment in particular. We said this
needs to be something that we address as part of

Q475 Mr Betts: It would be helpful if they were. Itthe Comprehensive Spending Review as well. That
is very diYcult to get an understanding as to howis why the Treasury has proposed a cross-cutting
we are going to meet national targets if spending isspending review, which brings together all the
being done in diVerent—diVerent departments not simply ODPM and the
Yvette Cooper: Sure. The debate about these willDepartment for Transport, for example, but also
be linked.Health, Education and so on to look at what the

infrastructure requirements and the extra
investment needs are. We should recognise that Q476 Chair: Can I ask about the level of private
some of the investment is simply a question of householding. Is that an end in itself or are the
where it is allocated; it is not just about level targets set in order to generate suYcient subsidy for
because you need to educate the same number of social housing?
children wherever they happen to be. It is not Yvette Cooper: No, we did not work out what level
simply about the new housing; costs arise from of private housing was needed in order to have an
children needing education. There may be capital impact on social housing. We looked at an overall
costs that are additional in terms of the location, figure for the level of need given the impact on
but otherwise it is simply a distribution issue and things like household growth.
not simply additional resources.

Q477 Anne Main: You mentioned the number of
Q471 Mr Betts: In terms of the extra resources children who need educating, for example. What
needed to ensure we get the new housing that your assessment has been made of the type of housing
forecast indicates we need, have you any idea the you are building, whether it is family housing also,
feel for how much of that money is going to come to know how to best direct resource facilities?
from central Government through a Spending Yvette Cooper: I think that is a really interesting
Review and how much is going to come from 106 issue and it is certainly something that is coming
and public accounts? up in a lot of the debates about London, for
Yvette Cooper: No, I think we cannot set that out example, the need to build, say, additional family
at this stage. That is something that will depend on housing and larger properties as well. I think this
part of the consultation and consideration around is something that needs to be addressed at the more
the Planning-gain Supplement but also the Spending local level in terms of whether particular areas have

oversupply of one kind of housing. There are someReview process.
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areas where, for example, they have lots of three- the investment needs as part of the Spending
Review first and, secondly, why we think the PGSbedroomed houses but very few small flats for

single people; there are other areas where the big and things like that are so important.
need is for larger homes for families.

Q481 Anne Main: You are happy that all the
government departments are going to buy into this,Q478 Anne Main: You do an assessment of that?
allocate suYcient funds and give suYcientYvette Cooper: That is the kind of thing that needs
priorities?to be assessed as part of local development plans.
Yvette Cooper: I think the cross-cutting spendingWe set out in the PPS3, which is the planning
review is certainly an opportunity to do that. It wasguidance for housing, the need to do that kind of
the Treasury’s proposal for a cross-cuttinganalysis and to make sure you are supporting
spending review, that means they are holding theproperly mixed communities and that you do
ring on this and getting the other departments torecognise the kinds of housing needs that you have
contribute. We have got quite a lot of enthusiasmin the area.
now from individual departments and certainly it
is true to say in the past that we have not

Q479 Anne Main: You do not worry that some of had enough co-ordination between diVerent
your density targets may well mean you cannot departments about the growth areas, but I think
build, say, bungalows or bigger family houses? that really is increasing now. For example, the
Yvette Cooper: I think it is very possible to meet the Department of Health has introduced a new

growth area adjustment into their formula fordensity targets and have a wide range of diVerent
primary care trusts, but we clearly do want morehousing. For example, I think we underestimate the
co-ordination between departments on this forterraced house. You can have very large terraced
the future.houses with plenty of bedrooms which are

relatively high density. I think people think the only
way to deliver density is through blocks of flats and Q482 Mr Olner: You say that most of the decline
that is simply not true. Good design means you can in house building over the past few years is because
look at all sorts of areas of London, where there of the collapse in council house building with the
are Georgian and Victorian terraces which are very private sector staying pretty much the same. Given
high density, often a lot higher than the levels we that is correct, why are most of the new measures
specify in PPS3 but also provide good design space in draft PPS3 aimed at freeing up the private house
and accommodation for families too. building market?

Yvette Cooper: I think everybody needs to get
planning permission. If you are an RSL or aQ480 Anne Main: The detailed costs for
housing association and want to build new houses,development in growth areas has yet to be
you have to get planning permission as well. A lotaccurately calculated but are likely to be high. Are
of housing associations tell us they have diYcultiesyou concerned that development potential will not
with planning permission, with planning systemsbe maximised on sites in growth areas, particularly
and so on and so forth. Whether they are privatethe Thames Gateway, because of inadequate
development, social housing or shared equityinfrastructure?
schemes and so on, there are issues for the planningYvette Cooper: I think we have said that we think
system in terms of the way in which to treatthere needs to be more investment in infrastructure.
housing development. Secondly, I think we haveWe are putting a lot of investment into
seen a big change over the last 30 years in termsinfrastructure already. If you look at the overall
of homeownership, attitudes towards homeinvestment for the Thames Gateway, there is
ownership, a big increase in home ownership and£6 billion going into the Thames Gateway from people wanting to be able to own their homesdiVerent kinds of Government funding sources and compared to, say, 30 years ago. There are evenwe have targeted investment, whether it is through recent surveys showing very high percentages ofthe support for things like Channel Tunnel Rail people who are in council housing or in housing

Link for the Department for Transport, association accommodation, who say they would
programmes like FastTrack in Kent or Milton buy their home if they could aVord to or they
Keynes Station, there is a lot of that kind of would like to be homeowners if they were able to.
infrastructure investment going in at the moment. I think you have to recognise that shift in terms of
£1.2 billion is the ODPM’s contribution over the demand and people’s attitudes towards housing
next three years for additional capital investment and be able to support those aspirations. Certainly,
to facilitate growth1. It is certainly true that it is true we need to increase social housing and we
infrastructure investment is critical, but that is set out some measures in the report about how, for
exactly why, first of all, as I have said, we have not example, high performing local councils and
specified how fast we can increase the house ALMOs might be able to do more using their own
building because we want to make sure we consider assets as well to build more housing too. There is

a range of things we need to do, but that does not
1 ODPM FUNDING FOR GROWTH—To clarify, get around the need for there to be more privateapproximately £1.2 billion is the ODPM’s funding for

house building too. I think it is interesting at a timeadditional capital investment to facilitate growth over the
years 2003–04 to 2007–08. when there has been increased demand for private
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housing, because you have got more people Q485 Chair: I think what Mr Olner is trying to say
is that if more people could get social rentedwanting to own their own homes, why the private
property they would not require to buy.house building market has not expanded to fill that
Yvette Cooper: Certainly, there is a link betweengap? What is the market failure here? Why is it that
the two because I am sure the social housinghouse builders are not building far more houses in
waiting lists go up in areas where people cannotorder to respond to that private demand? I think
aVord to buy their own home where they mightthere is a serious question here that is not just
want to otherwise, so there is clearly a link betweenabout the planning system, it is also about the way
the two. I think we have to recognise that peoplein which the house building industry has responded
often want to buy housing or want to have a chanceto the housing market cycle, the way in which they
to be able to buy a share of their own home, maybeare not looking at those long-term needs and not
they cannot aVord to buy all of it, but they wantincreasing house building to meet those long-
to be able to get a foothold on the housing ladderterm needs.
as well.

Q483 Mr Olner: Hopefully the planning gain Q486 Anne Main: Following on from that,
system will be able to address that. I do not want to Minister, do you believe you can stem the increase
steal the thunder of colleagues who will be asking in house prices in a suYcient way to allow a
questions. It is this silly number where you predict significant number of households to get onto the
how many houses need to be built, the land is then housing ladder? In which case then, what is the
made available, very painfully sometimes, and then balance between increasing access to home
it is not used. All the while, there is a pressure on ownership by helping more first time buyers and
local authorities to ensure there is a proper increasing the supply of housing?
adequate supply of social housing. Less than 2% of Yvette Cooper: To take the first part of your
the local authorities who were surveyed felt they question first: the analysis we did, as I said, showed
could meet the need in social housing in their that if you carry on with the 150,000, broadly, a
particular areas. I have to say, I have seen it in my year over the next ten or 20 years compared with
own area where there is plenty of choice within the the level of household growth, the impact you
private sector, there is very, very little choice would have is that the proportion of 30 year old
oVered to people who are trapped in the socially couples able to aVord their own home would drop,
rented areas. I think that is because there has been so it would fall from just over 50% down to nearer
no building allowed. 30% or about a third. If you increase the level of
Yvette Cooper: We should be clear there has been house building, you could substantially increase the
a lot of building in terms of social housing. It has proportion of those 30 year olds who are able to
been concentrated in the areas which have got the buy in 20 years’ time. You do have to recognise
highest demand and the highest cost. I think we that it has a long-term impact and sometimes the
need to do more to address areas like yours, areas impact of the additional house building over the
across Yorkshire where my constituency is and so next five years might have its greatest impact in
on, where there are social housing needs as well. As terms of aVordability over a much longer timescale.

This is not something where there is a quick fix andpart of our social housing analysis that we do in the
you can increase house building.Spending Review we need to also look right across

regions and not simply at the southern regions in
the same way that we do with the private sector.

Q487 Anne Main: You said substantially, do you
have any figures to plan for that?
Yvette Cooper: I think there are some figures in oneQ484 Mr Olner: One final thing on this because I
of the documents. As you can see I have comethink it is so important. We mentioned earlier,
carrying huge numbers of Barker documents. If IMinister, about the various financial packages the
can draw your attention to something on thefinance industry is very clever in putting forward
Government Response to Kate Barker’s Review ofnow. We seem to have lost the connection between
Housing Supply: The Supporting Analysis. Thisthe price of a rented property and the price of a
sets out some particular diVerent models, it doesproperty which is being bought. I think if we
not set out specifically what it is we are going toincrease the amount of social housing and let local
do because the pace of that will depend on theauthorities be the managers that do that, I think
Spending Review. It has a model compared withyou will start to see some stabilisation in private
what would happen by 2026 under the currenthouse prices. proposals, and under current levels of building it

Yvette Cooper: I am not quite sure what you mean has another model with higher rates.
by that. Certainly, there is a big gap between social
housing rents at the moment compared with private
sector rents. The social housing rents certainly in Q488 Anne Main: There has been a large amount
London and the South East are significantly lower of scepticism by people who have reported to this
than private sector rents. It is obvious why that Committee that you can build out that price
should be the case. I am not sure what the point is diVerential suYciently to make them truly

aVordable.about the link with house prices.
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Yvette Cooper: It is certainly the case that solve the problem that you face in terms of overall
housing need. The second issue which it does notregardless of the plans in terms of house building,

there are a lot of people who also need assistance reflect also is that people’s attitudes towards
housing have changed. Increasingly people want toin terms of shared equity. People who would like

to be able to aVord their own home, have steady be able to own some assets themselves, even if they
incomes, can aVord to buy their own home or can are only able to aVord a share of their own home.
aVord to keep up with regular mortgage payments, I think it is right that the Government should
but cannot aVord to buy the whole home and for respond to an increased desire to own assets and
them increasing shared equity is a real opportunity. to share in asset growth across society rather than
Yes, we do think we should have far more shared it simply being the preserve of a smaller number.
equity products. Again, I think there is an
interesting question about why it is that the private

Q492 Dr Pugh: Can I come on to the PPG3 andsector has not already expanded shared equity
its removal and replacement by PPS3, the draftproducts and why there is not more shared
Planning Policy produced as part of the Pre-Budgetownership at the moment. We want to push that,
Statement. Personally, I was very encouraged bywe want to increase it both through housing
that and I have also been very encouraged todayassociations, but also through working with the
about what you said about sub-regional markets,private sector as well.
flexibility and also by your general tendency to
engage with the Committee in a very open-minded,

Q489 Anne Main: I think it follows on from what evidence-led way. Playing devil’s advocate on this,
has been said, there has been a degree of concern the general drift is to make brownfield sites
expressed that you are helping those on the margins marginally less attractive and, if I can add a rider
of home ownership stand on tiptoe rather than to that again, is this partly because some of the
helping those in greatest housing need. brownfield sites that are the prime sites, the best
Yvette Cooper: You need to do all three things. sites and easy to develop have, in a sense, gone and
You need to expand supply overall, but as part of we are now looking at a second wave of brownfield
that you also need to increase social housing and sites which are more diYcult or simply windfall
increase shared equity housing. sites being brought about by the closure of a

factory or something like that?
Yvette Cooper: I do not think that is the intentionQ490 Anne Main: Are you convinced you have the
behind PPS3 at all. Certainly it is our intention toproportions right?
increase the amount of land being brought forwardYvette Cooper: We have not set out exactly what
for housing, particularly in high cost areas. The keythe proportions should be at this stage because that
thing I would draw your attention to in the PPS3is part of the debate as part of the Spending
consultation is there is a chart, which I think is atReview. We have clearly set out our proposals over
annex D, which sets out the diVerent ways in whichthe next few years in terms of shared equity, but
it might work for diVerent kinds of areas becausesaid that we want to go further. We have set out
it would be diVerent in diVerent kinds of areas.our proposals for social housing over the next two
Milton Keynes is very diVerent from Merseyside;years as part of the Spending Review, but in terms
diVerent kinds of pressures apply in diVerent areas.of where we go from there, we need to do further
We have been very clear that the brownfield targetwork on exactly what the right balance should be.
must be retained, that local areas should also set
their own brownfield target, which should be

Q491 Martin Horwood: We have some evidence, applied over the course of a five-year time horizon,
and it is following on, again, from Mr Olner’s that local authorities should also be playing a much
point, that it is the lack of social housing itself more active role in terms of bringing brownfield
which may have contributed to the inflationary land forward because we do know that, yes, there
eVect on house prices and the reason why people are some great brownfield sites which may already
need to get on the housing ladder—as you said, be being developed, but there are also a whole load
they all want to get on the housing ladder—is of brownfield sites which could be being developed,
because of the chronic lack of social rented but they may need a bit of additional work, maybe
housing, is that not possible? additional public sector involvement, maybe

remediation work and maybe additionalYvette Cooper: Clearly, I do agree that we need to
build more social housing. The thing I think that infrastructure, for example, in order to make them

appropriate for development. That is why we haveanalysis does not reflect is that, first of all, we have
overall household growth compared with the been clear that there has got to be an active strategy

by local authorities to bring forward brownfieldoverall level of house building, where there is
clearly such a substantial gap, the 190,000 figure land rather than simply a passive process which

says, “You just wait for it to come through thecompared with the 150,000 figure. However you
build the homes, whatever kind of homes they are, planning system”. The other thing we want to do

is consult on whether there should be diVerent ratesthere is a substantial gap between the level of
household growth and the level of new housing of Planning-gain Supplement for brownfield and

greenfield land as well as an interesting questionwhich you need to increase. Therefore, I simply do
not think a smaller increase in social housing will to ask.
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Q493 Dr Pugh: How do you deal with the diYculty Q495 Dr Pugh: Can you explain your view on
windfall sites because obviously there is a diVerencethat you may get even within a sub-region where

you may get people, quite legitimately, worried of opinion there as to how they should be treated?
about urban sprawl, where the centre of a city is to Yvette Cooper: We looked at diVerent approaches
be developed, which is all good, and not erode the to this. What we do not want is the approach to
green belt? Within the same sub-region, you may windfall sites to be unrealistic. One view put to us
get other areas, maybe smaller towns—we can was that you should not take account of windfall
think of a number of those—where there is limited sites at all, you should have no anticipation of
capacity to develop brownfield capacity and yet the windfall sites and just plan on the basis of the sites
planning regulations tend to inhibit any you know about. Clearly, particularly in London,
development and, in eVect, they simply work as a for example, a lot of the development which takes
restraint on economic growth? How do you deal place takes place through windfall sites. You need
with that kind of dilemma? to have some sensitivity to that but, equally, you
Yvette Cooper: That is why, again, I think it does should not use a kind of over-optimism about
go back to whatever the sub-regional market is. windfall sites as an excuse not to identify the land
That is why people have to decide across the sub- which might be needed.
regional market what is the appropriate level of
development, but also location of development. We

Q496 Mr Betts: Before we had PPG3 and thedo also have some sympathy; we had some points
sequential test we had lots of derelict urban land inraised with us by people representing rural
SheYeld and basically nobody wanted to build oncommunities. They said there is an issue about
it, they went for greenfield after greenfield aftersustainability, sometimes of small villages or small
greenfield. Suddenly, because of this sequential test,towns. A lot of our concern about sustainability
we have found a big change in our developers, theyhas often traditionally been about, having new
are queuing up to start building on brownfield sites.building near to where transport hubs are, near to
On each occasion, if they could show there weremajor centres or towns, whereas people are saying,
not brownfield sites capable of being built on, they“Yes, it may mean more car journeys if you have
could build on greenfield sites. Is this flexibility notgot additional new house building in a particular
already in the existing PPG3? My worry is once youvillage”. On the other hand, you may have a village
take that pressure oV developers, they will revertwhere, because of the ageing population within the
back to the easy options of building on thevillage, there is a need for a small amount of
greenfield sites.additional housing in that village in order to keep
Yvette Cooper:What we are doing is by saying youthat village sustainable, to give it a life for the
have got to identify a five-year allocation of land,future. We have tried to reflect that kind of
it may well be that in somewhere like SheYeld thesensitivity in PPS3 as well compared with the
majority of that allocation is brownfield and theprevious guidance.
vast majority of that five-year allocation should be
brownfield sites. It still allows a strong

Q494 Dr Pugh: Why on earth in the first five years concentration on brownfield. It also allows
have our local authorities to phase the release of flexibility for phasing, as we set out, depending on
sales? diVerent kinds of areas. We think there is also an
Yvette Cooper: In annex D of the PPS3 document issue about local authorities setting brownfield
we do say that may well be appropriate for areas, targets. My view on this is that you need to avoid
for example, where they have low demand. We developers trying to cherry-pick in terms of the
have set out areas where there might be low process and trying to get round brownfield
demand, where it might be appropriate to phase the development. Equally, you need to avoid a
development over the first five years, but there are particular single brownfield site which has got
an awful lot of areas where there is high demand problems being used as an excuse not to bring
or medium levels of demand where it should not be forward other brownfield sites or other sites which
appropriate to phase because what that phasing is might be appropriate. It is finding the right kind
doing is slowing down development. You have got of guidance which gives the balance. That is our
some areas where local authorities are saying, intention behind the guidance and that is why we
“Well, because this particular bit of land has not are consulting on the detail of it at the moment. I
been developed yet, therefore no development can think also that giving local authorities the incentive
take place” and it may be that the reason why that to do more work around some of the brownfield
particular piece of land has not been developed is sites themselves is an important part of it, you
because of an infrastructure problem or because of cannot just allow the planning system to do the
a particular complex ownership row which is going work, sometimes the local authority needs to
on between diVerent players and, therefore, that engage with some of these sites, maybe through
should not be used to hold up the level of housing using CPO powers to bring forward some of the
development that is needed. Again, we have set out brownfield sites too.
in annex D examples where you might have phasing
beyond the five years that would be appropriate in
diVerent ways for diVerent kinds of housing Q497 Mr Betts: You can have local flexibility if a

local authority wants to continue using a sequentialmarkets depending on the level of demand in
that area. test approach, will it be allowed to?
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Yvette Cooper: It will depend on the kind of area Union competition rules. Has all that been cleared
out of the way now, where we are playing on a UKthat it is and the level of housing demand and also

the level of development which has taken place. board, are we?
Mr Wells: I do not recognise the EuropeanWhat I would draw your attention to is annex D

in the PPS3 because that does set out the diVerent problem you raised, but the EP are certainly
engaged in this in the mediation of particularkinds of situation that would apply for diVerent

areas. brownfield sites. The circumstances vary an awful
lot. Sometimes brownfield sites are almost as easy
to develop as greenfield, other times, as you say,

Q498 Martin Horwood: I am interested that you they are very contaminated and a lot of work goes
have not even mentioned the environmental impact on to decontaminate them.
in all this. One of the risks of this relentlessly Mr Olner: The essence of it was that the public
market-driven approach, it is fine when you are purse had to pay, quite rightly, for that bad
trying to bring forward brownfield land in desirable contamination to go and then we missed out
areas, high cost areas, which I obviously support, because European competition law said that the
I am sure most of us would, but it puts the same ones that are cleaned up could not get it out right
kind of pressure on greenfield sites as well. The again. It was a real problem.
areas of high demand and high cost are going to be Chair: There seems to be a bit of confusion about
the ones with the most sensitive green environments this. Can we suggest that you provide chapter and
often. Is that not a threat in this very market-driven verse in writing afterwards and we get an answer
approach by the government? back?
Yvette Cooper: I kind of assumed you were all Mr Olner: Yes.
going to ask me about environmental constraints,
which is why I had not mentioned detail of the

Q501 Anne Main: First, you said some land mayenvironmental considerations earlier.
not be developed because of infrastructure.
Currently, in a lot of areas there is a recognised

Q499 Martin Horwood: You are the one who is infrastructure deficit. Are you taking that into
talking about market failure, market driven and account, not just the infrastructure for the new
high costs, but not the environmental impact. things proposed? Secondly, back on the
Yvette Cooper: In terms of the ability to take environment: I think there are concerns about the
account of environmental impact, what we do, amount of pollutions and carbon emissions that
again in this annex D, is set out that you might come out of houses, and some areas already have
have an area where you have high demand but you air quality management issues that will be
also have environmental constraints. Those would exacerbated by intense development. What is being
be treated diVerently from an area where you have done because very little is done to manage the air
high demand but you have lower environmental quality management issues we have got already?
constraints. There are some areas, for example, Yvette Cooper: On the infrastructure, obviously we
where although there is high demand, the green belt have said very clearly that we are providing
is very tight around the border around the urban substantial investment for infrastructure but,
area, perhaps for good reason to do with Areas of equally, we believe we need to go further to set that
Outstanding Natural Beauty or particular out very clearly.
environmental constraints and therefore, it is not
appropriate to build in those areas at the same rate Q502 Anne Main: To address the deficit?
that it might be, for example, in the Thames Yvette Cooper: It is always the case that particular
Gateway. There are diVerences that also are not local areas will ask for more resources and we
simply about the level of demand, they are also recognise that, whether it is because of housing
about environmental constraints and we do try and growth or because of regeneration needs and so on,
set that out. We have categories where you have that is the situation which is always the case right
got high demand but also environmental across the country. Every individual area will set
constraints and high demand but only limited out what it is that its individual resource needs are
environmental constraints in order to try and be and will also request additional resources.
sensitive to those diVerent kinds of circumstances.
Of course, you are right that environmental

Q503 Anne Main: Would you recognise aconsiderations need to be a central part of the
genuine deficit?planning system. We are not saying that the market
Yvette Cooper: I think there are some areas whereshould override environmental considerations, we
we need additional investment in infrastructure andare saying that market considerations should be
there are others where the infrastructure investmenttaken account of in the planning system in a way
is quite suYcient to provide the additional houses,that they are not currently taken account of.
it varies from area to area. We have said that
where, for example, we think there is additional
infrastructure needed we will look at that as partQ500 Mr Olner: Obviously with brownfield sites

one of the problems with them nine times out of of the Comprehensive Spending Review as well. I
think the point you made about environmental10 is contamination. I know English Partnerships

have given evidence before and I know they have protection is a really important one because
environmental protection is not simply about thehad some diYculty falling foul of the European
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brownfield/greenfield debate, it is also about the is to higher environmental standards and next door
environmental standards of the housing. You there is private housing to a lower environmental
raised the issue about the impact on air quality for standard. It is already happening that the private
transport and if you design your sustainable sector is not delivering?
development in the right way and you get homes Yvette Cooper: We think that it is one of the
closer to jobs rather than expecting people to have reasons why we need to monitor the Code very
huge long commutes, for example, to work—as is closely and we need to look at whether we should
the case often at the moment if people cannot consider incentives around the voluntary code. I
aVord house prices near the areas where you think the principle is to have a statutory standard
work—you can reduce commuting distances and which everybody has to meet, which you do
you can reduce that impact in terms of the carbon increase over time, and we have just increased it.
emissions from transport journeys. We also think There is a whole debate about increasing your
we need to do more in terms of environmental statutory standards, but also in addition to your
standards in terms of the building of housing, statutory standards having a voluntary code. It is
which is why we set out the Code for Sustainable like the eco-homes standard which has been used
Buildings and also, for example, measures to in lots of diVerent areas, but it is broadening out
tighten water regulations as well to reduce the from the eco-homes standard to have a code which
water use. We developed those in discussion with can be used everywhere, where everybody is clear
Defra and also the Environment Agency as being what the standards are, that encourages people to
a particularly important measure there. go further than the statutory baseline, whatever it

might be.
Q504 Martin Horwood: The Code for Sustainable
Building has come in for some criticism, mainly

Q506 Martin Horwood: By the time you havebecause it is voluntary and it is only likely to be
gradually increased the statutory standards, we willapplied to schemes with public sector input. Will
have had climate change changing the climate, wethe Government consider making the Code
will have a Canadian winter and you will have tocompulsory for all private housing developments
change them then. At some point you are going toby incorporating it as part of the building
have to take account of the scale of theregulations?
environmental crisis we are facing.Yvette Cooper: What the Code does is it sets out
Yvette Cooper: Do not underestimate the fact thatfive diVerent levels. It is not simply a single code
we have had a 40% increase in the environmentalthat you have to meet particular standards. It is
standards of the building regulations in five years,underpinned by the building regulations. You need
so I do not think we are reluctant to increase theto keep that statutory requirement. This is not an
energy eYciency standards. What we are saying is“instead of having statutory requirements”, the
that we should also have the opportunity to goidea is to have further standards that are above the

statutory requirements. What I think is the further. For example, the highest level of the Code
opportunity for the future here is to say that over talks about promoting micro-generation. You
time you raise your statutory requirements towards could not prescribe micro-generation, you could
your voluntary code and you improve your not make that compulsory as part of the building
voluntary code as you get new technology, for standards at this stage, it is still at an early stage
example, and so on. We have already increased the of development, and there is a whole series of issues
statutory requirements on building regulations to in terms of cost-eVectiveness. What you could do
improve energy eYciency by 40% for new is use your voluntary code to promote the greater
buildings. What the Code does is it goes even standards that you then, over time, allow your
further than that in terms of higher potential statutory baseline to move towards.
standards that are voluntary, although we have
said that all homes built by English Partnerships

Q507 Martin Horwood: Micro-generation is anand the Housing Corporation would meet level 3
interesting point. That raises an issue which is theof the Code, demonstrating that it is possible to go
wider housing market, existing homes, which posefurther to improving environmental standards. I

think the more you have got that happening in an even bigger challenge than new build under the
practice, demonstrating that it is possible, the easier environmental performance, and I allow micro-
it is to do future reviews of your statutory baseline. generation into that. What can the Government do
Martin Horwood: There are commercial house to improve that portion of the housing stock?
builders whom I have talked to who quite Yvette Cooper: We want to make it easier to get
reasonably say they will not incorporate this planning permission for certain forms of
because they have no market incentive to do so renewables and at the moment we are looking at
because they cannot command a premium in price that and want to consult on on doing that. We have
as a result of the investment required. Until you also set in place a wider review of existing buildings
make it mandatory, it is not going to happen, is it? which we are conducting with Defra as well, which

is looking more widely at what other things you
might be able to do. We have had a big impact withQ505 Chair: Can I add to that. Certainly the
boilers, for example, in term of existing buildings,experience from the growth area in Milton Keynes

is that there will be estates where the public housing but it is harder with existing buildings.
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Q508 Martin Horwood: Including tax incentives? them have faced the threat of repeal by subsequent
governments. You have already talked about theYvette Cooper: We are looking at a whole wide

range of whether you could do things through problems we have in getting house builders to build
for a range of reasons. Clearly, there will be furtherincentives or do things through a whole wide range

of things. anxieties about any Planning-gain Supplements,
therefore, I can understand the concern raised in a
consultation about the level at which it will beQ509 Lyn Brown: It seems to me that one of the
pitched. Is there a real danger that the level couldbiggest problems in London and the South East in
be set so low, as a result of that anxiety andterms of housing supply and aVordability is that if
caution, that the receipts are insuYcient to achievesomebody is not in the subsidised rented sector, in
what you hope to achieve with them?some parts of the country they may find work
Yvette Cooper: I think we have always recognisedunaVordable. Is there any work being done within
that the need, whether it is for things like socialthe ODPM and with other departments in order to
housing or for infrastructure investment, requires adeal with that?
cross-cutting Spending Review, not simply a debateYvette Cooper: You mean by this the impact on
on PGS, we have always been clear about that. Thethings like housing benefits?
purpose of the PGS is both to simplify the system,
but also to look at whether it is possible to raiseQ510 Lyn Brown: Yes, basically.
additional resources. We are clear that it does needYvette Cooper: We are doing some work with the
to be at a modest rate in order to continue toTreasury and the DWP on the relationship between
support development, but that it should also,things like housing benefit and work incentives and
obviously, be set at a rate which would allow youhow you can support people into work. We have
to raise additional resources for infrastructuregot some quite interesting pilots going on, certainly
above and beyond the current section 106 system.in parts of London, at the moment, which are

looking at this, particularly for people who are
homeless and for people who are in temporary Q514 Alison Seabeck: Given that this is going to be
accommodation to help them get into work. We are a national tax, can you explain your thinking on
looking at some quite interesting pilots in both how this is going to be released for local use?
Newham and, I think, Waltham Forest as well. Obviously there is an option here that a proportion

of this will be held centrally, who is going to
Q511 Lyn Brown: There are many factors which oversee the distribution to local authorities? Do
aVect house prices. How would you ensure that you see the percentage that goes out from local
factors such as interest rates are taken into account authority to local authority varying? Would you be
when considering if land supply is adequate? Do putting pressure on the Treasury, for example, for
you think a five-year land supply is suYcient? that centrally held proportion, perhaps, to be used
Yvette Cooper:What the planning guidance does is to support social housing grant?
say that local authorities ought to be identifying a Yvette Cooper:We are still consulting on all of this
15-year horizon. They may have a five-year at the moment. The way we set out our thinking is
allocation of developable land, but beyond that that we think all of the PGS needs to be used to
they should really be looking 15 years ahead. support growth, but that some of that may be
Certainly, if you are thinking about planning for needed at the local level and some of it may be
long-term infrastructure requirements, you do need required for regional infrastructure, strategic
to think that far into the future. I think that is an infrastructure, which cuts across local authority
important part of it. I was not quite sure how the boundaries. Therefore, we are consulting on
first aspect followed. whether, for example, there should be a fixed

percentage which should go back to local authority
Q512 Lyn Brown: Interest rates. areas. We certainly think the majority should go
Mr Wells: The figures the Minister quoted earlier back to local authority areas. I think there is some
for the proportions of 30-year-old double earner value in transparency there for local authorities
couples who could aVord to buy, those take knowing what the consequences would be if you
account of present day interest rates and they have a particular development and knowing what
compare them in various charts with what the the impact of that would be. We have not yet set
position was in the past. What they exhibit is there out any kind of specific details about levels or what
is a real problem, even though interest rates have the process would be. There are options involving
come down, and that makes debt less expensive, sub-regional areas, there are options involving
obviously. Nevertheless, there is a real problem regional decision-making, about some of that
over aVordability for people in that sort of cross-boundary infrastructure as well. It is also
position. It is not a problem which does not exist being able to take account of if you have a
because although home prices have gone up, particular area where there are very significant
interest rates have gone down, there is a real infrastructure needs, but you are not getting
problem with aVordability here particularly high planning gain, perhaps because

you are developing brownfield sites, for example,
where you may see less planning gain, therefore,Q513 Alison Seabeck: Planning-gain Supplement:
making sure you can fund that infrastructure asthere have been a number of attempts in the past

to introduce a planning development tax and all of well.
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Q515 Alison Seabeck: The planning gain on has great potential to be used between now and the
brownfield sites perhaps does not come at the point implementation of the Planning-gain Supplement
of the developers taking on the land, but possibly and especially in the growth areas. We want to
10 years down the line because a lot of brownfield promote the development of that. People
sites are inner city sites which are potentially very sometimes think because we are consulting on a
valuable in terms of rental income. Are we missing PGS maybe we are not interested in tariV, quite the
out on something here? reverse is true. We think there is huge scope for the
Yvette Cooper: That is true. We have not said for tariV approach in the Thames Gateway, for
certain whether we would do a diVerential rate example, and in other areas as well.
because we wanted to have a response in
consultation. We have consulted on it because we

Q519 Mr Betts: Coming back to the planningare certainly attracted to the idea of having an
system. There has been an awful lot of change, hasincentive for brownfield development.
there not? We have PPG3 which brought in the
sequential test and some of us thought that wasQ516 Alison Seabeck: My point is that the going to work. I put the point to Kate Barker at abrownfield site initially you might need some conference that perhaps one of the diYculties wasincentive on, say you have an inner city site, that a change of that significance did create a bitbrownfield gives the cheaper option but in the of a hiatus in builders’ plans, they suddenly had tolonger term because it is a prime site, development
start switching where they were going to build. Weon that land could accrue significantly more income
have now got PPS3, which is slightly diVerent; wefor a developer because of the rental or whatever.
have got the major changes in the 2004 Act and weYvette Cooper: Your point is you get a
are now asking Kate Barker to do another reviewdevelopment gain long-term down the line and the
of the planning system. Is not this degree ofcosts are needed upfront?
uncertainty around one that is likely to put oV

builders committed to the future?
Q517 Alison Seabeck: Is that something which is Yvette Cooper: I think the general response we have
part of the consideration which is going on at the had from the building industry has been very
moment? positive about the planning for housing reforms
Yvette Cooper: One of considerations is the way in and this is something that they have welcomed. I
which the planning gain is looked at is to say what hope they would not see that as a problem in terms
is the gain which arises from granting planning of an uncertainty and a reason not to take forward
permission and to measure that section in the developments. It is certainly the case that there can
process. There are certainly issues about what you be uncertainties that are created by change and you
need to do in order to sort out brownfield land, to have to do everything that you possible can to
improve brownfield land. There are diVerent ways mitigate against those. In terms of the additional
in which you might be able to do that. One is by work that Kate Barker is now going to be doing
having a process in which local authorities are able and looking at planning, we have made very clearto use prudential borrowing because they know that is to look at other aspects of the way in whichthere will be gains further down the line. Others are

planning supports economic development, it is notlooking at other kinds of ways of funding the
to revisit the whole process around PPS3 andinfrastructure which might be needed at an earlier
housing development.stage. Yes, it is a consideration, but I think there

are ways of addressing it.
Q520 Mr Betts: In terms of the impact of the PPS3
changes, as I understand it, the draft you producedQ518 Alison Seabeck: Finally on section 106: it is
accepts that there could be extra costs formuch better understood now by local authorities

that have to negotiate, but clearly part of the developers and also extra costs for the planning
problem with 106 has been the fact that local authorities at regional and local level because of the
authorities have not understood how to negotiate diVerent processes they need to go through as this
them. How will you ensure that the progress which more flexible system is introduced. Who is going to
is being made currently is not lost under the new provide the extra resources for the planning
system and that funds are therefore not siphoned authorities?
oV for infrastructure and other things which are Yvette Cooper:We are already providing additional
inappropriate? resource for planning authorities through things
Yvette Cooper: We need to continue the progress like the planning and delivery grant.
which has been made on 106. We think 106 should
continue because the infrastructure which is related

Q521 Mr Betts: These are additional costs.specifically to that site, the immediate needs for
Yvette Cooper: As I said, we are already providingthat site, the roads that will go across the site, social
additional resources. Where there are clear newhousing on the site as well, section 106 needs to still
burdens, we have a new burdens principle in whichcover those issues and, therefore, there is a
we provide additional resources. We also thinkcontinued process of improving section 106
there are significant savings to be made fromnegotiations. We also think the tariV approach
improving the system, making the system swifterbeing developed in Milton Keynes, which

eVectively is a version of a section 106 agreement, and more eVective as well. In the end, when
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applying the new burdens principle and deciding the rising housing demand in other regions and not
simply in the South. I think that is a shift in thewhat additional resources might be needed, you

have to look at all of those in the balance. Government’s position compared with previously,
but, equally, you cannot ignore the fact that a lot
of those demands for additional homes are in theQ522 Mr Betts: Is there any detailed analysis being
South.done as to how those savings can be made? Can it

be made available to the Committee?
Yvette Cooper: Certainly anything that we have, we Q526 Mr Betts: Then we look at the commitment
can make it available to you. Obviously the stage which has been made, and it would probably quite
we are still at at the moment with PPS3 is we are work in principle with the new growth points. It is
still consulting on it. only £40 million and it looks like a good idea which

is not really funded. If you look at the Northern
Way—we had evidence on this—many people,Q523 Mr Betts: Has any analysis been done on

whether extra planning staV might be required and myself included, can see the benefits of the concept,
but then you go to the Department for Transportwhether they are available?

Yvette Cooper: I do not know whether that detail and say, “Where is the money for the infrastructure
investment to make HA and Northern Way?” andof analysis has been done. We have to do a

Regulatory Impact Assessment, which I assume is it is not there because it is all going to the South
East to back the housing.what you are quoting from.

Mr Wells: We do a partial Regulatory Impact Yvette Cooper: Partly this goes back to the point I
was making before that every area wants its moneyAssessment which is here, which is probably what

you are quoting from, part three of this document. and every area can tell you all sorts of reasons why
additional resources are needed. Even at a timeWe do a full one, on the final thing that comes in,

which would be when you would look at those when we are massively increasing investment in
public infrastructure, there is always an argumentdetails, bearing in mind what people have said back

to us. between competing districts and areas. I think the
£40 million new growth points money is just initial
funding, we should be very clear about that. ThisQ524 Mr Betts: Would it count in the demand for
is in order to start development in particularplanners whether they were available as part of
additional areas to our existing growth points. Wethat?
are asking areas to come forward to us and put inYvette Cooper: That is one of the things eVectively
their proposals to say what sort of level of housingthat you ask about or consult on. By publishing a
growth they think their area could sustain. We haveRegulatory Impact Assessment we ask people what
areas, towns and cities that are saying they think itimpact they think that will have.
is important and in their local interest for them to
expand, it will improve the town centres, it willQ525 Mr Betts: I am going to look at the location
better sustain their local economies as well and theof where we are proposing the new houses to be.
£40 million is just initial funding to get those areasIn some ways it seems a bit perverse, does it not,
developing. Clearly, there will be many morethat if we want to build new homes in this country,
infrastructure needs for those areas in future.we choose the place which has got the most

congestion, the least amount of water and has the
highest cost for the houses we are going to build? Q527 Alison Seabeck: Ministers, and specifically

the Deputy Prime Minister in the past, haveYvette Cooper: This is interesting, is it not, because
I assume you are inclining to the idea that the expressed concern about the size of private house

builders’ land banks, something when they cameSouth is more congested, more urbanised than the
North, so therefore why build there? Whereas if and saw us they denied they had almost. If more

land is released, how would it be possible to stopyou look at the urbanisation figures by region, you
find that, for example, the East of England is house builders building up even larger land banks

without necessarily producing more houses? Howsubstantially less urbanised than the North West of
England. The urbanisation figures for the North are you going to incentivise them to build?

Yvette Cooper: This is a big challenge for the houseWest are something like just under 11%, whereas
the urbanisation figures for the East of England are building industry because if we make reforms to the

planning process, they need to respond and theyunder 7%. Yes, it is true that London is a huge big
city and, yes, there are considerable congestion need to build more houses. One of the things we

have done is make it possible to change the timeproblems for London, but the idea that the East
of England and the South West—the South East is limits on planning permission so that you do not

have companies applying for planning permissionabout the same as the North West in terms of levels
of urbanisation—are somehow far more congested and holding the planning permission for a long

time before any development takes place. There areand, therefore, that you should build in other
regions is not borne out by a lot of the urbanisation questions, not simply, interestingly, about the land

banking but about the process of holding optionsfact. If underneath your question is a broader
question about the regional balance of growth, you on land, which is much more diYcult to understand

what is happening. I think there are some questionsdo have to recognise levels of demand, the costs
that are there and also economic pressures as well. about that. The challenge for the house building

industry is to respond. We have made very clear theI take the view that we need to look far more at
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need for additional housing, that we want to set out Yvette Cooper: Certainly, they have not raised that
concern with us. I do not know if they have raiseda process of providing additional infrastructure

funding and we want to make the planning system that with oYcials at all?
Mr Wells: They tend not to say that. Bear in mindmore flexible, but they do need to respond. We

have also said we are concerned about the strong how much house prices have gone up and a lot of
that has gone into land. I think they would find itcyclical response of the house building industry, so

that it is not just responding to long-term trends in diYcult to make the case that they could not be
profitable at considerably higher levels of househouse building, it is very strongly cyclical in terms

of the response and also the need to ensure there building.
Yvette Cooper: They will sometimes say it aboutis new entry, proper competition within the house

building industry as well. I think this is an area individual sites, they will raise points that they need
to phase the development of a particular site, butobviously we will continue to monitor.
I have certainly not heard them raise concerns to
me about the overall levels that we are talkingQ528 Alison Seabeck: Have the house building

industry expressed a view to you that by building about.
Chair:Minister, can I thank you very much indeed,on the sort of scale you would like them to build

on, it will depress their profit margins eVectively particularly since we have overrun the time you
gave us. Thank you very much. If we have anybecause you are aiming to build so many that the

price levels will stabilise? Is that a discussion you additional questions, we will let the department
have them and I am sure you will respond.have had with them?
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Memorandum by Mira Bar-Hillel (AH 01)

My name is Mira Bar-Hillel and I have been the property and planning correspondent of the London
Evening Standard since 1982.

I am delighted that your committee is looking into aVordability and the supply of housing, as this is a
matter of grave concern especially in London and the South of England where property prices have reached
such levels that essential workers can no longer aVord to buy homes and are increasingly being squeezed
out of the region altogether.

I am, however, disappointed and disturbed that the focus of your investigation is the further extension of
home ownership, while you have entirely excluded the vital subject of the private rented sector. In my
opinionmore private renting oVers the only potential for normalisation of theUKhousingmarket, bringing
it into line with the housing markets which prevail in the rest of the Western world and in those countries
which are our main economic competitors.

Britain is on its own in having very high levels of home ownership, complemented by a shrinking social
housing sector and a private rented sector which is only around one third of its size in countries like France,
Germany, North America and Australia. Only around 11% of UK households rent privately (compared
with around 35% elsewhere), while in London around 17% rent, compared with well above 45% in other
capital cities.

In other countries young people—including most of those essential public sector workers who we are at
serious risk of losing now—do not struggle to buy a home when in their 20s. Instead, they rent cheaply and
conveniently from a large selection available in all sizes, locations and price ranges, until they are truly ready
to settle down in terms of family commitments and long-term employment.

Indeed, many French and German families remain in rented homes all their lives. They consider their
monthly rent as they do the gas and electricity bills: not “money down the drain” (a peculiar British
obsession) but a fair price to pay for an essential need: a roof over one’s head. When they need to move
house, it is relatively quick and cheap. Britons move on average once every seven years, currently at an
average cost of between £10,000–£30,000 a time—now that’s money down the drain. Another benefit are
far more stable housing markets, without the house price rollercoasters we have in Britain and without our
constant obsessionwith house prices, booms and crashes, which inevitably creates asmany losers aswinners.

On the continent and across the Atlantic landlords and tenants are not at war with each other. They sign
contracts and abide by them. Tenants who misbehave or don’t pay the rent can be removed and they know
it. Landlords, knowing the tenants have choices, have every incentive to provide decent accommodation at
a fair price and none to neglect the property or abuse the renter.

In Britain the law, the legal system and the national psyche still see all landlords as potential Rachmans,
villains who cannot be trusted. Tenants are perceived as capable of being only victims. As a result, tenants
can play the system and live rent-free for months on end, knowing the courts are reluctant to evict and will
always give them extra time. Some landlords have lost tens of thousands of pounds to rogue tenants and
given up, others protect themselves by only letting to the well oV. The systems actually encourages only the
worst landlords—and tenants—to remain within it.

The only long-term solution to the aVordability crisis is, in my opinion, NOT to increase home ownership
further but, on the contrary, to aim towards an owning/renting balance more in line with our competitors.

The government must set targets for increasing the private rented sector substantially and initiate
policies—including changes to the law and the attitudes of the courts—which will help make them happen.
A bigger and healthier private rented sector will not only allow more people more choice about where they
wish to live and how much they wish to pay for their accommodation, but will bring to the economy much-
needed additional flexibility and mobility of labour which is currently hamstrung by the cost of home
ownership in general and the huge and growing cost of moving home in particular.

Memorandum by the Local Government Information Unit (LGIU) (AH 02)

Summary

The evidence from the LGIU focuses on the government’s case for promoting home ownership; whether
home purchase tackles inequalities; the balance between increasing the supply of private housing and of
subsidised housing; and how the planning system should respond to market demand.

The LGIU supports the Barker Review’s conclusions on the need for a large overall increase in housing
supply, largely because of the scale of unmet need. However, we are not convinced that extending home
ownership is the correct housing priority; that it may not be sustainable; and that public resources of land
and money should be targeted at those in the most housing need—through building publicly rented homes
and through concentrating support for intermediate housing on those least able to buy.
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Wehave serious concerns about the government’s proposals to change planning in order to bring forward
land more quickly to meet market demand. We do not believe that the planning system has delayed the
production of new homes. Using the market as a critical issue for triggering permission could undermine
the role of local authorities and the status of the local plan. Local authorities should have the key role in
achieving the objectives of sustainability and mixed communities. Responding to the market will not be
enough to meet the current and medium term supply need for aVordable housing.

Evidence

1. The Local Government Information Unit (LGIU) is an independent policy and research organisation,
which provides information, advice and training and lobbies government for its 145 local authority and nine
trade union aYliates.

2. The LGIUwelcomes this inquiry: aVordability and the supply of housing is a topical and controversial
issue and the Committee’s views should be influential in the wider debate around the Barker Review into
housing supply.We note that there are going to be two further housing inquiries that are clearly inter-related
with this one, and trust that the Committee will, at some stage, consider the evidence to all three as a whole.

3. Given the short consultation period we have focused on four specific issues:

— the potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership;

— the extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty;

— the relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised
housing; and

— how the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale.

The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership and the extent to which home purchase
tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

4. David Miliband, speaking to a regeneration conference in October 2005, said that social housing can
blight already deprived communities, and that there needs to be a reduction in social housing and an increase
in “attractive” owner occupied housing in these areas. The clear implication is that home ownership
produces stronger communities and more stable neighbourhoods. There is, however, no hard evidence to
back up these claims. Good quality, properly resourced and well managed council and housing association
housing can also deliver these benefits.

5. Claims such as these for home ownership are reflected in the government’s objective to boost home
ownership, as outlined in the Five Year Plan for Housing (January 2005), and stated in Labour’s manifesto,
to createmore than onemillionmore home owners by the end of this Parliament.Ministers also always point
to the dubious “fact” that everyone wants to own their own home. Shelter, produced research in January
2005 (“Home Truths: the reality behind our housing aspirations”) that challenged assumptions behind
perceptions of home ownership. The research showed that the clear priorities of those people questioned (a
cross section but particularly those on low incomes) were: living in a safe neighbourhood and being able to
aVord their housing costs. There are, of course, many people who when asked specifically aspire to own—
because they see housing as a good investment or because they cannot get access to suitable rented housing,
but this should not be the determining factor in deciding on housing policy.

6. Part of the government’s case for ever increasing home ownership is that it extends choice and
promotes greater wealth equality. However, it is clear that the unprecedented rise in owner occupation has
actually increased wealth inequality and housing inequality over the last 20 to 30 years. The Barker Review
provided a profile of the changing nature of the social housing sector; increasing numbers of households
with the head of the household being economically inactive; most leaving the sector being in work; and a
changing age profile as a result. These conditions, along with massive cuts to housing investment, have
resulted in growing residualisation of the sector. The government’s emphasis on home ownership could
actually create greater housing and social inequality.

7. The government’s objective of maximum home ownership rather than sustainable home ownership is
questionable given the rise in house prices relative to earnings; increased job flexibility and the increasing
poverty in working age households without dependent children; the numbers of owners without adequate
mortgage insurance; and people entering home ownership that can only just aVord to. An economic
downturn could result in repossessions and homelessness.

8. Currently there are very severe limits on households’ ability to become home owners in many parts of
the country. Enabling many of those who are currently unable to enter home ownership to do so means that
increasingly public money will have to be put into subsidising home ownership, through low cost ownership
schemes. Public money and public land are being used for home ownership at the expense of building more
publicly rented homes.
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9. Although the LGIU believes there is a case for changing the private and rented homes mix on some
estates, there is not a rational case for any wholesale reduction in aVordable rented housing, or for
prioritising public resources to facilitate home ownership, when there is such an acute shortage of
aVordable housing.

The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

10. The related question to this is whether the government has got the balance right between putting
resources into subsidised home ownership through low cost home ownership schemes and publicly rented
housing.

11. The LGIU supports specific initiatives to boost low cost home ownership, for example in areas of
market decline, but not the current priority given to them. Many of the proposed initiatives, such as equity
shared schemes, do not actually increase the supply of housing. There is, however, a clear need and market
for intermediate housing, but there should be amore comprehensive, needs-based assessment of thismarket,
“that might inform better targeting of housing market policies and products” (Limits to working households’
ability to become home owners, Steve Wilcox for Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2005). Steve Wilcox also
expresses a note of caution that although there is a large potential market for Intermediate HousingMarket
(IHM) schemes, many households may prefer to move to less expensive areas in order to become home-
owners, rather than take up shared ownership. We support his conclusion that IHM schemes should focus
more on the households that cannot aVord to buy at the very lowest end of the market, rather than those
schemes which enable households who could, in any event, aVord to purchase at the lowest end to move into
more expensive areas.

12. The LGIU supports the Barker Review and the government in calling for a large overall increase in
new house building. The numbers of households have increased by more than 30% over the last 30 years,
whilst the level of house building has fallen by more than half (Survey of English Households 2004–05).
While we believe that there should be further debate on the Barker methodology which proposes targets for
new housing that will achieve a specific decrease in house inflation, we support the case that current supply
is inadequate to meet housing needs over the short to medium term.

13. However, housing supply must reflect changes in demand within and between regions, reflecting the
numbers and types of households and incomes. Much of the decline in the number of housing completions
over the past 30 years has resulted from the fall in output of publicly funded, subsidised housing. In 1970,
173,000 houses were built by local authorities. By 2001, local authorities built only 487 homes while
Registered Social Landlords built 22,000 homes. Right-to-Buy has also reduced the stock of social
housing—with over 1.5 million homes transferred to the private sector. The LGIUwants to see the majority
of resources targeted on those in most housing need through building publicly rented housing.

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

14. There is a myth that planning has delayed the construction of new homes. In 2003 in the South East,
therewas landwith planning permission for 90,000 homes and allocations in local plans for a further 109,000
(Draft South-East Plan Part 1). In reality the market limits the release of land to maintain price levels. We
are therefore concerned about the government’s focus on the need to change planning to meet market
demand and on the proposals it has put forward in the consultation on “Planning for Housing Provision”.
The market will always be looking for sites which have low development costs and where house prices are
the highest. This will not generate low cost housing on brownfield sites or more complex sites near transport
nodes. The market must be a consideration in planning for housing, but not the sole consideration: meeting
community needs must also be a priority. Responding to the market will not be enough to meet the current
and medium term supply need for aVordable housing.

15. There are inevitable tensions between achieving faster development on a larger scale and delivering
sustainable, high quality housing. Market led planning decisions could mean that there is less emphasis on
the planning system facilitating regeneration and creating demand in existing communities. Using the
market as a critical issue for triggering permission could undermine the role of local authorities and the
status of the local plan. Local authorities should have the key role in achieving the objectives of
sustainability andmixed communities.Planning forHousingProvision does not discuss how amix of housing
will be achieved. Meeting market demand will not meet the specific needs of people who cannot enter the
market.

16. The government has made progress in developing brownfield land for housing and in increasing
densities. The emphasis on the market could threaten greater urban sprawl. The proposals in the
government’s recent consultation on the Green Belt will not in themselves fully protect sensitive areas. The
consultation paper seems to imply some criticism of the “brownfield first” approach: “in some places local
authorities have failed to deliver agreed housing numbers because they have rejected applications for
housing development as premature, until brownfield sites had been developed first”.
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17. We are concerned that, in the absence of a clear policy to create a better mix of housing policy,
reducing local authorities’ powers will allow developers to build what they want where they want.Wewould
emphasise the need for local planning to take the lead, directing the location of housing demand, not just
blindly following the market. We also need measures to reduce the ability of developers to hold on to land
with planning permission while they wait for prices to rise.

18. The LGIU shares some of the concerns expressed by the Environmental Audit Committee in January
2005 in their report onHousing: Building a Sustainable Future, particularly the proposals in Barker that land
should be brought forward automatically for housing development based on pre-determined market
indicators. It is clear that the government’s focus is on using planning to respond to market demand rather
than housing need: we believe they have got the balance between the two wrong.

Memorandum by Mr Michael Clare (AH 03)

I am a retired Police OYcer of 30 years service and am currently employed as a civilian employee by
Thames Valley Police as a Crime Prevention Design Adviser. The particular parts of the enquiry that I am
interested in are:

1. The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty.

2. Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and
fiscal measures.

I would like to make the following submission:

Sustainability is a key factor especially the need for residents to feel safe and secure in their home
environment. This aids social cohesiveness by reducing the fear of crime. At the present time
building regulations do not cover the security of dwellings. However its safety and security can be
achieved by the implementation of the Home OYce and Chief of Police OYcers (ACPO) Secured
By design Award.

1. Often on reports submitted to PlanningDepartments regarding various applications, I am alsomaking
mention of access control to blocks of flats, and securing the rear garden etc, etc. These items I mention
because they aVect the security of a dwelling and thusmake it more sustainable, and reduce the fear of crime
for residents and users. However the planning departments do not see these as planning issues and the hope
is the developer will be a responsible citizen and include them in the build of the development should it
succeed in gaining planning permission. However unfortunately not all developers are responsible citizens
and look to save money by building to the cheapest specification, (ie the cheapest windows, doors and
locks, etc).

TheCouncil have control over the trees on a site, the bricks and roofing tiles that are used, the road layout,
etc, but appear to have no control over what standard of windows and doors will be fitted, or they appear
to not wish to have. I have even seen plans where developers list the colour of the windows and guttering
but no mention about security.

2. PPS 1 which was published in February 2005, says about “Delivering Sustainable Development”:

(a) para 27 (ii)—Promote urban and rural regeneration to improve the well being of communities,
improve facilities, promote high quality and safe development and create new opportunities for
people living in those communities. . .

(b) para 27 (iii)—Promote communities which are inclusive, healthy, safe and crime free. . .

(c) para 36—create safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder of fear of crime does
not undermine quality of life or community cohesion. . .

(d) para 34—Good design should contribute positively to making places better for people. Design
which is inappropriate in its context, or which fails to take the opportunities available for
improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions, should not be accepted.

(e) para 37—In planning for the achievement of high quality and inclusive design, planning authorities
should have regard to good practice set out in:

By Design—Urban design in the planning system: towards better practice;

By Design—better places to live;

Safer Places—The Planning System and Crime Prevention; . . .

3. Quoting from page 34 of “Safer Places—The Planning System and Crime Prevention”, “The ‘Secured
By Design’ initiative oVers in-depth advice on physical protection as part of a broad approach to designing
out crime. It also sets out technical standards for building security . . . it forms an essential part of the crime
prevention toolkit”.

3.1 Part of my role as a Crime Prevention Design Advisor for Thames Valley Police is to deal with
applications for the “Secured By Design” award which is to advise the applicant on development layout,
what is required as regards the build quality, (all with a view to designing out the potential for crime to occur)
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and visit the premises just prior to completion and inspect for issue of the certificate. This award is applied
for by Housing Associations and Councils for all new and refurbished social housing. The award is
supported by theMortgage Corporation that lendsmoney toHousingAssociations to build new& refurbish
existing dwellings by requiring them to try and achieve the award. For information the “SecuredByDesign”
award is run nationally by the Association of Chief Police OYcers (ACPO).

3.2 My colleagues and I would like to see private housing apply for the award but unfortunately this is
a rarity and unfortunately there is now a disparity between private and social housing as regards the build
quality, with private housing invariably built to a lesser standard. This is a social inequality and is contrary
to the inclusive planning policies of the new planning policy statements and good practise guidance in
documents such as “ByDesignUrban design in the planning system”which require that aVordable and open
market dwellings should not be distinguishable from each other and it is the policy of Thames Valley Police
not to discriminate against any section of the community on the basis of their housing type. Yesterday I
went to see a developer about the Secured By Design Award for the Social Housing on a new site, but they
did not wish it for the rest of the development. Experience and having inspected other sites previously, tells
me that the standard of windows and doors will be to a lesser standard to that in the Social Housing.

3.3 On page 49 of the document “Safer Places—The Planning System and Crime Prevention”, under
Planning application stage it says, “All planning applications should demonstrate how crime prevention
measures have been considered.” Although it is a rarity for an applicant to consider crime prevention
measures.

4. From the above it is clear that ODPM sees crime as an issue to be addressed at the planning stage. In
fact section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 requires all local authorities to exercise their functions
with due regard to their likely eVect on crime and disorder, and do all they reasonably can to prevent crime
and disorder. Whereas Planning Inspectors when conducting planning appeals were not bound by this
section which caused problems in the past, it is my understanding that they have been told it now applies
to them as well.

5. The document “Safer Places—The Planning System and Crime Prevention” which was published in
March 2004, is not solely about crime prevention. It is about making places that are safer, but also better
in a number of ways. This means it is concerned with the promotion of safe, sustainable and attractive
environments that meet the full set of planning objectives.

6. In the “Draft South East Plan Part 1: CoreRegional Policies—July 2005”, says: “2.8DesignQuality—
The importance of high quality design is emphasised in national planning policy (PPS 1), which encourages
local authorities to establish clear design policies and principles. The Commission for Architecture and the
Built Environment (CABE) plays a key role in raising design standards by raising awareness, disseminating
good practice and developing professional skills in relation to design. The Assembly is working closely with
them. Further sources of guidance and good practice are listed in Box BE1 overleaf.” I reproduce this
box below:

As can be seen the documents: Safer Places-The Planning System and Crime Prevention; & By
Design-Better Places to live; are mentioned, besides being mentioned in PPS.1

7. What I would like to see is a requirement for the build quality of dwellings to be to the Secured By
Design award standard. Thus the build quality would be the same throughout, with no particular part of
the community being prejudiced against. Also because windows, doors etc are to be to the relevant British
Standard as specified in the award scheme, the building is more durable. This is why Housing Associations
require the built quality of their new homes to be to the Secured By Design (SBD) standard.

7.1 To achieve the Secured By Design Award the build quality has to be to the specification detailed,
although there is room for negotiation for site layout. Thus I do not believe there would be any conflict
between Planning Departments and Urban Design, but there would be an improvement in the quality of
the built form which is something we all should be trying to achieve. Crime and its eVects do aVect the
sustainability of an area. Also by getting this part right, reduces the opportunity for the would be thief to
commit crime, which also has an eVect on Policing of an area and allows more time for crime that is
committed, to be investigated by the Police. Also the profile of an area would be raised and an increased
desire for the public to want to live in that part.

7.2 Because Business Crime is high within the Thames Valley Police Area I would like to see a similar
requirement for new and refurbished factory and oYce developments. Again developers normally only want
to build a basic shed type warehouse with oYces attached to the cheapest specification and leave the matter
of security to the firm that lease the premises. Invariably these firms have to compete with very low profit
margins and do not have the money to retrospectively fit windows to the relevant British Standard with
laminated glass fitted to all ground floor windows and those easily accessible above or below ground floor
level or windows designated as emergency egress routes, etc. If however the build quality of the premises
were built initially or refurbished to the Secured By Design award standard, this would make the premises
more resistant to crime and make the premises more desirable for firms to take up leases, which in turn may
well improve the employment situation in a given area.

The Secured By Design Award is about making dwellings and business premises secure in ways
that are not obvious. No one wants to see the fortress mentality which appears in some high crime
areas, which only generates an even greater fear of crime.
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8. The above approach has been successfully achieved in various local authority areas around the
Country, and I have attached a couple of the quarterly Secured By Design Newsletters which give a couple
of them. I have also attached in pdf format the application form for residential and commercial premises
which gives a quick checklist guide, although the web site for Secured By Design which is:
www.securedbydesign.com gives fuller details about the various design guides. The application check list
also details the site layout, as well as the built form, but I am only concerned in promoting to you the
built form.

9. For information the following is the actual wording used byManchester City Council when attaching
a SBD Condition to planning permission—

“The Development hereby approved shall incorporate measures to minimise the risk of crime and
to meet the specific security needs of the application site and the development. Any security
measures to be implemented in compliance with this condition shall seek to achieve the ‘Secured by
Design’ accreditation awarded by the Greater Manchester Police. Written confirmation of those
measures are to be provided to the City Council, as the local planning authority. Reason—In
pursuance of the Council’s duty under section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 to consider
crime and disorder implications in exercising its planning functions; to promote the well being of
the area in pursuance of the Council’s powers under section 2 of the Local Government Act 2000,
and to reflect the guidance contained in PPS1 ‘Delivering Sustainable Development’”.

If Planning Departments were to condition that the physical protection as part of a broad approach to
designing out crime was to Secured By Design standards, this would not be too prescriptive. As British
Standards change due to EU directives and also change due to advances in technology the standard could
be kept up to date by the Secured By Design scheme.

I believe the above is important regarding the sustainability of any area and for a better living
environment for all residents and workers. With the pressure on house building at present and for the
foreseeable future there will be a substantial increase in workload for the Police and thus the above will help
make an area more sustainable.

Memorandum by Mr Roy Webb, National Centre for Independent Living (NCIL) (AH 04)

I understand that the ODPM is currently consulting on the governments policies on developing housing
strategy. NCIL has commented in the past that we do believe it is time to develop a strategy which will
address the serious problem of the lack of accessible housing for disabled people.

We are pleased to see that housing is now a priority issue for the government. Given the current diYculties
with the lack of aVordable housing, either through the private sector, or through residential social landlords
or local authorities. In the discussions leading up to the introduction of the DDA 2005, NCIL argued that
it will be useful to require landlords in the residential social sector and public sector to keep registers of
accessible housing. evidence of using such registers shows that they can considerably ease the problem of
finding suitable accommodation for disabled people. In some local authority areas, this simple practical step
has not only assisted the allocation of housing, speeding the process up and providing better quality services,
but also saving money in administrative costs.

We also put forward the view that all new build housing should be to Life Time Homes standards. The
experiment which some local authorities have carried out in regeneration areas, shows this to be a practical
approach. There will be no additional cost from this approach, yet it provides housing stock which is easily
adaptable as the users housing needs change. As many people will have the potential of developing
disabilities later in life, with accompanying changing housing needs, this is a very practical long term
programme. It has the additional benefit of providing more housing which has basic access for disabled
people. Not only does this immediately help the problem of directly meeting disabled peoples housing needs,
but also makes the whole housing stock more accessible. This will oVer the additional benefit of allowing
disabled people access to accommodation being used by family members and by their friends, increasing
disabled peoples inclusion in the community in general.

In addition to this,NCILhas expressed the view thatwe need to consider building a proportion of housing
stock which is built to full wheel chair accessible standards. Experience over the years and changing design
for wheelchairs has shown that we need to look beyond current building regulation standards. Much
discussion has been had about improving Part M of the current building regulations. There is evidence that
we may need to look further then even the most recent suggestions for amending these regulations. There
is considerable benefit in providing some housing which has full wheelchair access from the start. First of all,
there are disabled people in the community nowwho have considerable diYculty finding accommodation to
meet their needs. In addition, if independent living is to be promoted successfully and the current continuing
increase in the numbers of disabled people in residential care is to be addressed, then we must have an
increasing supply of housing which is built to full wheelchair access standards from the start.

NCIL is running a national campaign on the right to independent living and accessible housing is the first
necessity in achieving independent living for disabled people. The government has set itself a goal of full
inclusion for disabled people by 2020 and housing strategy is clearly a part of this overall programme. We
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welcome this beginning on discussions on how to develop these strategies. NCIL would like to suggest
setting a target of around 10% of all new build housing to be at full wheelchair access standards, in addition
to the commitment on Life Time Homes. We believe this will give a sound basis for developing an overall
strategy, which will lead to a regeneration and strengthening of our communities, through the program
envisaged by the government.

Memorandum by the Residents’ Action Group (AH 05)

1. The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Home Ownership

Having lived in all types of housing, private rented sector, Council Housing, and in occupied homes I
recommend that more home ownership in the community will benefit not only to those living in the
dwellings but to the greater public at large.

It has been noticed that in areas of housing dominated by homeowners suVer less vandalism, anti-social
behaviour and low level crime, including criminal damage to cars and property. The only exceptions are
student ghettos, where absentee landlords rent out to students and other groups of young, mainly single
people. These areas suVer damage due to the drunken behaviour of those returning to their homes late at
night.

However, the more people that want to buy homes, the greater pressure on developers to crammore units
into the city centres, leading to unacceptable pollution levels and un-neighbourly unhealthy living
conditions.

2. The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

The greater the home ownership ratio the more likely the shift in poverty from social housing tenants and
private renters to the home owners who have taken out mortgages of a value far beyond their ability to pay
back in their working lifetime. It is therefore necessary reinstate that which used to be call “council housing”
so that young couples and single buyers are not forced by economic circumstances to borrow beyond their
repayment limits.

There are not enough housing associations units to relieve the pressure on the market, and forcing those
who cannot aVord to buy into thatmarket only pushes the poverty problem further into the future, as houses
are repossessed andmiddle aged people are made homeless without a chance to get into the private or social
rented sector.

There will always be inequalities in the housing sectors due to the wage levels and social standing of the
persons living in any kind of housing units in any given area.

The fact is inescapable and needs no further comment.

3. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

Generally absolutely disastrous and a great concern to everyone in the community. As more and more
people lose hope of ever being able to aVord to buy a home, they have to live in flatlets or shared houses,
known as Houses in Multiple Occupation.

Vast ghettos of these houses abound in the areas in the city and into the suburbs, owned by absentee
landlords who care little for the comfort of their tenants or the slummy appearance of the ghettos, as houses
are uncared for and gardens become rat ridden jungles filled with rubbish and unwanted furniture.

Add to this the numbers of bars and clubs opened to cater for this section of society, which includes
thousands of students, and the life for those who bought family homes in the areas which have now become
ghettos is absolute hell.

We suVer sleep privation and stress, shouting and screaming as drunken revellers storm through the
streets on their way home. smashing up cars and kicking down front garden walls. On a recent TV
programme on binge drinking it was stated that statistics show that as house prices rise, so does binge
drinking increase, as young people have no incentive to save for the future.

Living in such an area I can verify that the greed of landlords to get as many houses as possible ready for
the student market during the last fifteen years was the start of the last great increase in the price of homes,
and prices are still rising. These landlords oVer more than the houses are worth, and the stressed long term
residents are willing to sell to flee the unbearable conditions of living in the ghettos, which in turn becomes
even worse with more young people crammed into the area.
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4. The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

The ratio between houses for sale and those sough, after by buyers became unbalanced mainly during
the early nineteen nineties as the numbers of students increased. The need for them to have the use of four
bedroomed houses where five or six of them could share the facilities meant that in some areas of our cities
over 70% of the such house become Houses in Multiple Occupation. The exodus of long standing residents
from these noisy and vandalised ghettos increased pressure on the for sale market.

As a result of the awful lifestyle caused by the bad behaviour of students and other young persons, more
people fled to the suburbs or the countryside. These desperate people were willing to pay over the odds for
homes in areas where they could lead a decent life, this then encouraged more people to put their houses on
the market, fuelling a rush to buy before prices increased and were beyond the means of middle aged buyers.
Added to this were factors of a diVerent social problem, the urge of young people to leave their parents
homes and set up in their own abodes, as well as competing with newly divorced couples for the dwellings
in the lower price brackets. There have never been enough of these types of housing units to satisfy demand,
and sellers could name their own price as demand increased.

5. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasure

Building regulations and strict guidelines by building control and planning have left the public with no
choice but to place themselves in lifelong debt to buy a home.

There seems to be no good reason why we cannot have wooden Scandinavian type homes, many of which
are prefabricated built on flat brownfield sites, or even in the countryside if the ground were proven to be
safe from flood and unstable conditions due to severe weather changes. The use of such homes, a really low
prices would give buyers a choice that they could aVord, and the sellers of the traditional brick or granite
built homes would be forced to bring their prices down.

6. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

The plans are ambitious and a cause of a great deal of worry to citizens already living in areas where the
habitable Rooms per Acre ratio is exceeded in a dangerous and unsatisfactorymanner. The sewage systems,
drainage of water from gardens and roads is under too much pressure to be able to withstand any more
“cramming” in the city brownfield sites, and the spread of housing around the cities filling the strategic gap
between them denies citizens the joy of having any countryside views or places where they can go and enjoy
leisure activities. Forcing people further out into the countryside leads to environmental problems, with the
extra use of traYc on the roads causing pollution.

7. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

It is more important to concentrate on the supply of subsidised housing, as the private housing market
appears to be booming, with developments going up in so many cramped sites, where elegant Victorian or
Edwardian houses once stood, or in back gardens, or any “rabbit hole” that attracts the attention of greedy
developers ready to corner a niche in themarket. Developers should bemade to supplymore that the present
required ratio of social housing units when they ask for planning permission to put up new estates or blocks
of flats.

8. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

Actively encourage modernistic, cheaper, prefabricated housing units in tasteful styles to blend in with
the more traditional designs of homes already in the area. Allow chalet style bungalows, wooden or metal
construction, to be built among low level buildings, and encourage architects willing to encompass these
measures by holding seminars to guide them towards the new concepts of housing and bungalow design that
would be acceptable to Planning OYcers in the future.

9. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

Nomatter how many houses and flats are given planning permission there would be very little impact on
the price structure already set by previous housing trends. The need for even more living units will become
greater as immigrants from the European Union and developing countries surge to our shores to take
advantage of a better lifestyle.
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Already such persons are filling up Houses in Multiple Occupation and if successful in finding lucrative
employment will seek larger accommodation for themselves and their families at a later date. Recent press
reports of a future energy crisis should be heeded by planners, and current projected numbers of new homes
should be culled in order to protect the environment and health of the generations to come as they will be
the ones to suVer from ill advised decisions on housing numbers made by the present administration.

10. TheRegionalDisparities in the Supply andDemand forHousing and how they can be Tackled

Until the Government stop being soft on crime and get control of the appalling situation regarding drug
abuse and violence in the cities of the Midlands and the north of England, the urge of people to live in the
south will become greater, and house prices there will never be lowered. Although areas around and outside
London are subject to high crime statistics people are prepared to put up with that in exchange for the
advantage of more employment opportunities and less time spent on commuting. It is sad that so many old
town terrace cottages in theNorthern cities are being razed to the ground, as the areas become too dangerous
for people to live there. It is another sad fact that attempts to upgrade these areas lead to prices for properties
becoming out of reach for local people or the lower wage earner. Developers need to be made to contribute
to the saving of the older houses in exchange for planning permission to build new homes nearby. The older
houses should be subsidised and many available for rent in the social housing sector.

Memorandum by the National HMO Lobby (AH 06)

1. The National HMO Lobby has been campaigning on housing issues, since 2000 as an informal
network, and since 2004 as a formal association. Our membership currently comprises some three-dozen
local community groups in two-dozen towns in all parts of the UK. Our particular concern is to mitigate
the impact of concentrations of houses in multiple occupation (HMOs) on their host communities. To this
end, the Lobby and its members have made representations in consultations on Quality & Choice (2000),
Selective Licensing (2001),Use Classes Order (2002),Draft Housing Bill (2003), the Housing Act itself (2004)
and Implementation ofHMOLicensing (2005), andwe have heldmeetings with successiveHousingMinisters
(Nick Raynsford 2001, Lord Falconer 2002, Keith Hill 2004). Information on the Lobby and its lobbying
may be found on our website at http://hmolobby.org.uk/index.htm

2. The National HMO Lobby’s concern here is to draw attention to a factor which has a comparatively
small but nevertheless numerically significant impact on aVordability and the supply of housing. This factor
is the demand for accommodation by students in higher education. (The Lobby’s concern is in fact with any
concentration of HMOs. But by far themost significant driver of concentrations is student demand.) Byway
of illustration, in 2001–02, there were over 860,000 full-time undergraduate students on degree courses in
England.Most of these, some 700,000,moved away fromhome to study. Somewere accommodated by their
institutions. But the great majority, perhaps half a million, were obliged to turn to the private rented sector.
Assuming the average student house to accommodate five students, this means that some 100,000 homes at
that time had been lost to the general supply of housing.

3. The National HMO Lobby describes these 100,000 houses as a “loss” for a number of reasons. First
of all, student houses are not purpose-built. All student HMOs have been converted from family homes. In
university towns there has been a massive haemorrhage of housing from owner-occupation to private
renting by students. These houses are not additional provision, they are parasitic on existing stock. In this
respect, they are a “loss”. Secondly, they are “lost” because they do not constitute residences, but de facto
holiday homes. Student occupation is both transient and seasonal. Students attend university normally for
only three years, and in each year, most move from one HMO to another. And during each year, students
are in occupation only in term-time: in the vacations, they return to their permanent homes, and student
houses remain empty for one-third of the year. Furthermore, since Council Tax provisions exempt students
from payment, this eVectively excludes local young workers (who are liable) from lodging in HMOs
otherwise occupied by students. (It is also important to note that it is not only old properties which may be
lost. Any new development which is within striking distance of a university is equally vulnerable to student
colonisation—in Nottingham, for instance, relatively recently built estates have been targeted for
conversion into student HMOs.) As temporary and seasonal accommodation, therefore, student HMOs are
in eVect a variation on the holiday-home and second-home syndrome which also impacts on the
aVordability and supply of housing. (For a detailed case-study at Hatfield, see Paul Orrett, “Matriculation
Invasion” Inside Housing, 5 March 2004.)

4. Nationally, the proportion of student houses in the total housing supplymay be small. But a distinctive
characteristic of student HMOs is their tendency to concentrate in particular localities. The impact of these
concentrations illustrates many of the concerns of the Committee’s Inquiry. The most immediate of these
is the relation between house prices and housing supply. The existing stock in neighbourhoods favoured by
students is of course finite. There is therefore competition between residents and students for this stock—or
more exactly, among landlords for possession of this stock. And student landlords can rely on high-density
occupation to provide a good return. Market forces therefore immediately inflate prices. In Leeds, for
instance, in the period 1995–2001 (when student demand really began to get under way), the average house
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price in the city rose by 60%—but in Headingley (the student area), the average house price rose by 90%
(nearly doubling), half as fast again as in the city as a whole. The impact is twofold, leading to a vicious
spiral of “studentification”—on the one hand, the children of residents (the new generation) are forced to
move out of the neighbourhood; and on the other, many residents (alienated by decline, attracted by inflated
prices) are encouraged to move out.

5. The impact of “studentification” sharply illustrates the benefits of home ownership and the social impact
of current house prices. Occasionally, students may seek houses in areas in need of regeneration—in which
case, their impact can be positive. But much more commonly, they are looking for good houses in attractive
neighbourhoods. This is the case for instance in Headingley in Leeds, in Lenton (and elsewhere) in
Nottingham, in Selly Oak in Birmingham, and in many other neighbourhoods in other university towns. The
quality of these neighbourhoods has flourished precisely because they are home to owner-occupiers—the
residents are permanent, they care for their environment, they establish networks with their neighbours, they
develop norms of social behaviour, and they sustain their community. The loss of these benefits is devastating
to see (and to experience)—such that the term “studentification” has been coined to describe the decline of
community (of social capital) and the rise of social, environmental and economic problems in areas colonised
by students. (Such is the seriousness of this issue that a research project into the problems and solutions is soon
to be published, which has been jointly funded by ODPM, DfES, LGA and Universities UK.)

6. The importance of increasing the supply of private housing is crucial to the problems of student housing.
In the early years of their history,most universities accepted responsibility for housing their students.Numbers
and finances now are such that this is no longer possible. Slowly and laboriously, the national market has
awoken to the opportunities aVorded by student housing, and a number of national developers have begun
the provision of purpose-built student accommodation. Two points are important. If the pressure is to be
relieved from the existing housing stock, and student HMOs released back into owner occupation, then
purpose-built student accommodation needs encouragement by HEIs and by local and national government.
But equally importantly, such accommodation needs to be properly managed and appropriately located, so
that it does not in fact exacerbate the problems in areas of existing student HMO concentration.

7. In resolving the student housing issue, purpose-built accommodation is the carrot. The stick is how
the planning system should respond.All round the country, local authorities are adopting policies to address
the issue of HMOs in general and student housing in particular. Some authorities have set ceilings on HMO
numbers (Glasgow, Fife), some have designated areas of restraint (Birmingham, Leeds), some are exploring
a “threshold approach” (Loughborough). Elsewhere, consultations on the way forward are under way
(Belfast, Newcastle, among many others). Unfortunately, all these initiatives are hamstrung by the
inadequacy of current planning legislation—despite the manifest problems generated by HMOs, in most of
the UK no planning permission is needed to convert a residence into multiple occupation. Throughout the
UK, conversion to hotel or care home requires permission (though the impact is less). In Northern Ireland,
conversion to HMOdoes now require permission.What is urgently needed in England,Wales and Scotland
is amendment of the Use Classes Order, such that HMO conversion requires planning permission.

8. The National HMO Lobby notes that the impact of student demand on the supply of housing arises
from the higher education culture peculiar to the UK. “Unfortunately in England and Wales we remain
committed to a model of HE that expects students to live and study away from home” (Vice Chancellor
Peter Knight, Education Guardian, 18 October 2005). This is inappropriate: “The question is whether a
boarding school model of university life is sustainable for mass education” (Polly Toynbee, Guardian,
22 November 2002). And it is un-necessary: “Students are expected to go away despite the fact that in the
majority of cases the subject they wish to study is available at a local university” (Peter Knight). There is a
very slow tendency towards more local study. Universities expect this to be encouraged by the new fees
structure. Positive promotion of the advantages of local study (individual, social, ecological) would help
release student HMOs back into the supply of housing.

9. In this submission, the National HMO Lobby has concentrated on student HMOs, as demand by the
student market is currently the principal driver for conversion to HMO—and hence, the loss of family
homes from the supply of housing. But there is a more general argument to be made about the viability of
HMOs at all, when there is an acute shortage of supply. The government estimates that there are about
640,000 HMOs in England alone. None of these are purpose-built, all have been converted from family
homes. This represents a loss of residences. By their very nature, HMOs provide only temporary
accommodation. The average tenancy in the PRS is only eighteen months, and HMOs are at the shortest
end of the spectrum. Students are one of the markets for HMOs: they are better served by purpose-built
cluster flats. Young professionals are a second market: they too would be better served by purpose-built
apartments. The third market is benefit claimants: this vulnerable sector should be served by social housing,
not left to the mercies of the private sector. (Regrettably, rather than discouraging conversion of residences
into HMOs and other forms of temporary accommodation [second homes, holiday homes], the new SIPP
pension policy will have the eVect of encouraging evenmore conversion, as pension investors are encouraged
to move into the property market.) When there are better alternatives, the provision of 640,000 HMOs is
an abuse of the country’s already inadequate housing supply.
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Memorandum by Susan Organ, Chartered Town Planner (AH 07)

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

This aspiration is widely held but at odds with what is happening in the North-west of England. I have
heard a local government regeneration oYcer from that area speak to a meeting in London and say that the
aspiration of home-ownership is incompatible with the Government’s Decent Homes Standard when so
many home-owners earn so little money. His solution was to move them into the social housing sector.

This destroys their aspirations and reduces freedom in a so-called free society. Existing home-owners
deserve respect. This government came to power with a vision of a “stakeholder society” and most people’s
largest financial and emotionally measurable stake in society is their home. Promoting home-ownership
does not sit well with the pathfinder programme that I have studied.

The Extent to which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

People buy their homes for diVerent reasons. The housing “boom”of the late 20th century has encouraged
people in sought-after areas to invest in housing for financial reasons instead of investing in a “home”. The
government now appears to think it the norm that if your home does not increase in value it is no longer
worth any investment at all. This is wrong and goes against all the established values of our society.
Investment in housing for financial reasons by householders is a recent phenomenon dating from the second
half of the twentieth century only. And there are still many people who invest in a home for what that place
has to oVer in terms of location, lifestyle, community and continuity—as an investment for the future of their
family or their old age, without any particular concern for what it is worth on the openmarket. It “tackles” a
basic human need, and can make people feel rich in their security rather than in financial terms. Home
ownership (as opposed to property ownership) empowers the owner and reduces emotional and social
poverty—not necessarily economic inequalities. Which are more important?

The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

This impact is much worse, in my experience, in the south-east of England than in the north. No-one in
the south-east knows how their children are ever going to aVord to buy a house in the area in which they
have grown up, whilst in the north this is not a problem—so long as the terraced houses do not become no-
go areas in terms of crime. The houses themselves are not at fault but problem households can reduce an
area’s value by their anti-social behaviour, and this is a problem that needs to be “tackled”—how to enable
people to cope with life in the 21st century if they have not been so-equipped by their families or their
schools. These people will not go awaywith any amount of housing intervention. The government initiatives
are in danger of moving these people around in order to raise the index of deprivation in a particular area,
only to have the problem faced and funded elsewhere at a later date.

The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

This is obvious. The stimulus for house prices is economically led. More economic investment needs to
be siphoned into the north. Why was Rolls Royce allowed to build a factory on the edge of the AONB in
the countryside outside Chichester? What is the point of national and regional planning when these
anomalies are allowed to occur?

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

These are refinements: the price of land is the biggest dictator of house prices and the price of construction
is (or should be) less in the north than the south because of all the overheads. I do not agree with a one size
fits all solution to the housing problem—please let the towns keep their own identity. “The NorthernWay”
should fix this, but only if planning permission for further economic development is restricted in the south.

The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

Too big. They rely on more jobs being created for the population growth in the south of England and
therefore less investment in the north. The north has more rainfall. higher land, good (Victorian)
infrastructure and better prospects in the face of global warming. It is a better bet, environmentally, than
the south (and especially than building on the Thames floodplain).
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The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidized

Housing

Home-ownership is an aspiration of the stakeholder society whether the housing increases in value or not.
Subsidised housing is a solution for people who cannot cope with 21st society, or for people who cannot
aVord to buy in areas of high-value housing. In every area there is a need for social housing. In most areas
there is a need for co-ownership, where young people can get a step on the housing ladder without
bankrupting themselves in the process. In the north of England there is the wonderful choice of low-cost
terraced housing either as a step on the ladder or as a permanent home. Why is an over-supply of low-cost
housing seen as a problem in the north and the lack of it as a problem in the south? Turn the problem to
advantage.

How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

With caution. Most of the demand is led by the Housebuilder’s Federation which seems to be the most
successful lobby group of our age. Housing should be more adaptable—too many small homes are being
built at high density which do not have the flexibility of the northern terraced house where two or three
homes can be knocked into one quite easily. Not enough large houses are being retained within towns where
extended families can live together close to facilities. The extended family is also being designed out of the
housing market—at great cost to our social services.

The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting Such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and the

Infrastructure Provision

This presupposes that house-prices are a problem. I suggest that they may be a problem in the south but
not in the north. They are a consequence of supply and demand and it is a good thing that there is a choice.
Do not build a single house in the south until the north is full. This is a logical conclusion of your brownfield
first—greenfield last policy which needs to be rolled out nationally to bring us together as a nation.

The RegionalDisparities in the Supply andDemand forHousing andHow TheyMight be Tackled

Stop tackling. See above.

My involvement in this issue arose from my choice of Whitefield as a case study for myMSc dissertation.
Whilst I understand that the issues that worried me may be particular to that area, the point is that they are
even more particular to the people aVected. Not enough notice is being taken of the individuals imposed
upon by this massive investment, which in my opinion is being dissipated through consultants because the
people in charge of the money have very little idea what to do with it themselves.

For instance:

— The community of Whitefield had voted, clearly, three times through public participation for
solutions other than demolition before the Compulsory Purchase Order was served on their
properties. To the Government’s credit it the Order was not confirmed.

— The Asian community values the compartmentalisation of the Lancashire terraced house, but
subsequent initiatives by the various authorities have sought to create open-plan interiors,
destroying the separated distribution of household functions which still suits the majority
community. Asians are being “designed out” of their former homes.

— Residents of the former Order Lands and those of the Group Repair Scheme in Whitefield are
equally angry about decisions that have been made aVecting their homes without the courtesy of
due consideration to their own wishes and standards. Many houses are occupied by people who
are skilled in the building trades, and are very critical of the standards of workmanship that have
been applied to their own homes.

— The Labour government came to power on the concept of a stakeholder society. Most people’s
biggest stake is in their homes (not necessarily as a financial investment, but as a social investment).
The Housing Market Renewal Programme appears to supply rich pickings for large private
consultancies who can advise local authorities what to do with money that I suspect is eventually
designed to go to members of the HBF. Instead of creating conveniently sized brownfield sites for
the building industry, why doesn’t the Government invest in building conservation skills, which
would be so much more emotionally satisfying for young people? Instead of continually re-
inventing ourselves, to the detriment of our mental health, we would be building on our past,
reinforcing identity and the stake that individuals have in our society.

— Instead of spending publicmoney breaking up communities, depriving people of their homes (their
largest stake in society), and interfering in evolving social structures (which in Whitefield’s case
seems to have been a success), I suggest that the Pathfinders give people in substandard housing
the money directly to bring their homes up to the Decent Homes Standard. This would underline
the government’s commitment to targeting funds where they are needed.
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— Street by street residents could agree what needs to be done and could be given vouchers for the
work (with a list of approved builders—although that is a nightmare in itself). A certain amount of
temporary accommodation could be arranged for those whose houses required more fundamental
work. However I think that themoney should be distributed equally so that those owner-occupiers
who have maintained their houses well are not penalized for having done so, but held up as an
example and allowed to buy more sophisticated improvements in exchange for their commitment.

— Directing money to the individual directs it accurately and eYciently to the people you purport to
help, and gives them a role in deciding for instance, whether, as owner, they are entitled to keep
their loved front door or are compelled to accept a poor modern replica based on their own,
surviving, pitch-pine original which is “compulsorily” put on the skip—a case in point from my
own research.

Dreadfully upsetting and demeaning incidents are happening to people all over the north of England in
the name of HousingMarket Renewal. A bottom-up initiative would, I believe, be more welcomed than this
top-down dissipation of money which is being filtered through the various prejudices of layers of
“professionals” who are never as well placed as the people themselves to tell you what they want. Give it to
them, and let them get on with it. Have faith in the electorate.

Memorandum by Mr Lachlan Robertson (AH 08)

Executive Summary

This response deals with two of the 10 issues raised by the Committee; on how the planning system should
respond to the demand for housing and the impact that that large scale housing would have. It sets out to
show that a national policy is required on intra-regional migration, associated economic growth and
consequently the location of housing. It also suggests that the needs of local areas for aVordable housing is
generally well known and can show the scale of housing growth that would be required if present policies
remain unchanged. In sensitive areas, this would have a damaging impact on the natural and historic
environment and demand massive investment in infrastructure provision.

1. Introduction

2. My name is Lachlan Robertson and I am the Head of North Wiltshire District Council’s Spatial
Planning Team. I am responsible for the production of all Spatial Planning documents for this area and give
advice relating to the Council’s development plans duties under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004 and related legislation.

3. I possess degrees in Town and Regional Planning and Urban Design and I am aMember of the Royal
Town Planning Institute. I am aMember of themanagement team that delivered some of the highest awards
from the Planning Delivery Grant in recent years and which was cited by the OYce of the Deputy Prime
Minister as an example of good quality planning in the field of Culture Change.

4. I have over 22 years experience in themain areas of delivering a Planning Service (both inDevelopment
Control and Planmaking) and it is on this basis that I oVer evidence to the Committee. These views are given
in a professional capacity and are not intended to represent the views of my employer.

5. The Issues Addressed

6. It is my intention to oVer evidence in respect of the following issues:

— How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale; and

— the scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision.

7. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

8. It is a common truism, often expressed, that land is a scarce resource . . . because they don’t make it
anymore. Therefore, for as long as people have gathered into settled communities some form of “planning”
has taken place whether it be for defensive purposes, the physical manifestation of power relationships,
promotion of trade, religious control or cultural expression. (Mumford, 1961). There is also some evidence
that the form of our settlements can be seen as a natural geometric expression of in-built human traits
(Hanson and Hillier, 1984) from which we might conclude that we get the towns and cities we deserve.

9. If the act of “Planning” is meaningful, it is an act where conscious thought is applied to all of the above
pressures that lead to the shape and form of our spaces. In the UK in the post-war period this was seen
initially as an act to reconstruct a war-damaged society, then as a “balancing” of competing interests by the
hand of a benign government and more recently as a means of promoting a more “sustainable” society that
protects the interests of our descendants. At no time have we determined that no conscious thought would
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be applied. We have, in our present and re-vamped Planning System, an opportunity to apply sophisticated
conscious thought, however imperfectly, to amodern complex set of interrelationships that lead to problems
that need to be solved.

10. And the problem we have today is the same one that we have always had . . . we are not building
enough houses for those who need them and for those who demand them.

11. NorthWiltshire lies in a prosperous part of theUK, with good communication links to both the cities
and large towns of the South East and West. It is also within or close to particularly attractive areas of
countryside being on the fringes of the Cotswolds and the North Wessex Downs Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. The newly designated New Forest National Park is less than one hour’s drive away and
there are significant retail and cultural centres close-by at Salisbury and Bath. It is therefore an area where
there is a high demand for housing. This is largely driven by inward migration: North Wiltshire expanded
in population by 11% in the 10 years between 1991 and 2001. The prospect is that this demand will continue
at the same rate over the next 20 years if it were not for the fact that measures to limit this growth are being
put in place.

12. The emerging Regional Spatial Strategy for the South-West is moving towards a position where this
restriction is precisely what will be proposed. It is proposing that the larger cities be allowed to grow atmuch
greater historic levels than the past and that there is much less growth in the rural areas than previously
occurred.

13. The present government appears to be contemplating, as promoted in the Barker Report, that the
private housing market be harnessed to the task of delivering greater numbers of housing. Marry this to the
emerging South West Regional Spatial Strategy and the inherent attractiveness of our “in demand” areas
to inward-migration, then problems start to emerge.

14. Firstly, housebuilders will focus their attention to building on the edges of those towns and cities that
are allowed to grow. In my experience, they find it very diYcult to accept housebuilding on brownfield sites,
cite greater costs of doing so, rebuV attempts to open their books to Planners to prove such costs exist and
reduce the amount of money that is available to finance the necessary infrastructure provision. In Swindon,
for example, despite the best attempts of the, admittedly embryonic, New Swindon Company, people turn
away from living in the town centre and prefer to spend their money on housing elsewhere; preferably in the
surrounding small towns and villages and, if forced to, on the edges of the sprawling town.

15. Secondly, in those surrounding towns where housing growth is restricted but inwardmigration is not,
two related problems emerge: house prices rise and aVordability drops. Indeed the inward migrants of the
past have partly fuelled the demand for aVordable housing in the present. This has already happened to the
extent that North Wiltshire has calculated that it requires the building of 780 subsidised (ie aVordable)
houses each year for the next five years just to keep up with the need. This is higher than total housebuilding
within the District of any year within the past two decades.

16. Thirdly, this puts considerable pressure on the very aspects of the District that are attractive: its rivers
dry through abstraction, its landfill areas expand, its gravel extraction increases, its community services
creak, its road network congests, its natural landscapes erode, its tranquil areas disappear, its historic
character is subject to inappropriate change.

17. The root cause of this is population growth through inward migration. It is a matter that must be
dealt with nationally as it will not be dealt with at regional level. In the south-west, the Region is accepting
that such growth (half a million people into the southwest with a population of five million over the next 20
years) is a given fact of life.

18. The first action that should be taken is to take a closer look at regional policy with a national eye and
to set in place strong and sophisticated policies to restrict/control/argue against themovement of population
from regionally disadvantaged areas to advantaged areas.

19. Secondly, In those advantaged areas where there are economic imperatives to growth, attention
should be paid to making our main cities and conglomerations (not their greenfield edges or surrounding
towns) more attractive to businesses and individuals, denser and more fully integrated into sustainable
communities. This is going to need upfront public investment into every conceivable kind of community
and physical infrastructure on a massive scale into areas that have in the past been seen to be economically
advantaged. And yet without it, the housing market (and all the inter-related markets that follow it) will
vote with its bottom line.

20. The benefits of planned economic growth within a more sustainable set of advantaged areas should
be reaped and invested in other parts of the country to create a virtuous cycle of re-generation and
redistribution of wealth with the intention of retaining its currently migrating populations.

21. In responding to the demand for housing for sale, it is impossible to separate out that market from
the general economic and social systems. Planning policies directed only at responding to the housing
market will be like trying to drive a car by only touching the accelerator: there might be a satisfying burst
of speed, but without a steering wheel or brakes you will crash eventually.
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22. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

23. In one sense, we have been testing this issue since the mid-1990’s when local planning authorities
started to insist that a proportion of new housebuilding should be “restricted” in price by various means
to make them aVordable to those who might not otherwise have been able to compete in the market.

24. Before this time, housebuilders would consult their in-house proprietary residual valuation formulae
to determine what would oVer them the greatest profit margin. In the relatively unrestrained (by Planners
at least) times of the 1980’s this meant that the market built, when it was profitable, as many small one or
two-bedroomunits as possible. At other times, this would change to the building of smaller numbers of large
executive homes. The “hand” of the market determined what could be built at a profit at any one time.

25. More recently, the impact of aVordable housing policies has been to change the mix of housing such
that for every one or two “market price” house(s) built, one “lower-thanmarket-price” housewould be built.
This has usually meant that, all other things being equal, a few executive style houses would be “paying”
for the smaller, more aVordable (usually rented) houses. This cross subsidy is fuelled by the value that
market houses have to oV-set the cost of the required aVordable houses. Once again, the market settled into
a pattern that allowed it to provide aVordable homes whilst still making a profit.

26. If this is a way of equating the “price” of houses that are aVordable with the scale of aVordable
housing build that the market finds it can accept whilst still making a profit, it can roughly predict the scale
of aVordable housing that the market can provide.

27. To take an example, over the last five years in North Wiltshire, housebuilding has occurred at an
average rate of about 400 dwellings per year. As is the case across the country, it is generally accepted by
the marlkey) current policy that one in every three houses must be aVordable. If one relates this to the need,
calculated by North Wiltshire District Council, of 780 aVordable houses per year for the next five years,
housebuilding would have to jump to over 2,300 dwellings per year to provide for this need. Almost a
fourfold increase. Put very crudely, if we have experienced an 11% increase in population in a previous 10
year period, it would have to be more like 75% in a future 10 year period.

28. This would equate to an increase in population over ten years within North Wiltshire at a level that
could not do anything but damage its natural and historic environment and be completely beyond its
infrastructure capacity or resources.

29. Conclusion

30. In the same way that modern responses to our defence, to our need to promote democracy, to global
trade, accommodation of religions and to cultural expression are considered at a national level, so too must
be the response to our physical environment. A national eye needs to be cast over population movement
and economic development. The building of housing is not the only tool in the box and to see it thus will
cause foreseeable problems. And then we truly can conclude that we get the towns, cities and countryside
we deserve.
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Memorandum by Ms Elizabeth S Pascoe (AH 09)

Re your bullet point one—The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

1. I cannot comment because in diVerent countries there are diVerent regimes, whichwork for them. Also
for my parents’ generation I know there was far less “aspiration” to own one’s own dwelling. Personally I
have always, from birth, lived in a house I/we owned and would feel most uncomfortable any other way.
The scheme we are subject to, labelled “regeneration” would have made most existing home owners into
RSL tenants as we could not possibly replace our spacious Victorian houses (for the new small ones), for
the compensation on oVer.

Bullet two—The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

2. One must assume that gradually paying oV a mortgage, say over 25 years, by which time a home is
then owned, allows individual choice, dignity, autonomy etc and disposes of the division between the “haves
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and have-nots”, well at least reduces it to “have-a-lots”, and “have-not-so-muches”. It surely allows people
also to “climb” as lives develop. Yet, in other countries there is a diVerent regime, but we can only consider
that in which we are.

Bullet three—The economic and social impact of current house prices

3. Unfortunately the concept of “home” and “property” have become confused. My own home is
aVordable. I had no aspiration (at my age and circumstance) to be more than secure. I bought it at the end
of a 28 year marriage as I could aVord it without mortgage, and it would provide an income. I changed cities
to do that. Whereas one son, (33) now working in London, lives in Woking, therefore has a mortgage of
over £300,000 which is absolutely crippling. He and his partner cannot aVord children, both are high fliers
and have to live up to that. I therefore believe excessive house prices will cripple demographics.Mydaughter,
a paediatrician, is now 34 and has no children, partly due to having to keep changing cities (contracts only
last a year for young doctors), and so relationships.

Bullet four—The relationship between house prices and housing supply

4. Doesn’t seem to make sense at all. Not something I can comment on.

Bullet five—Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and
fiscal measures

5. I think dreadful blunders have been made regarding no VAT on new build, whereas refurbishment
does incur VAT. Also the added incentives to build on brown field sites has encouraged local authorities
and developers, in league with social landlords to attack low price (Victorian) housing/communities
supposedly called “regeneration” projects, by deliberate blighting, particularly of areas with high
proportions of RSL’s. Recent construction methods are poor, in terms of adaptability (can’t do attic
conversions if the roof space is full of matchstick trusses) workmanship and materials. People have been
brain washed into very little intrinsic ability for judgment on everything from food and furniture through
to housing and living sustainably. There is a great deal of Victorian housing in the UK, which could be
refurbished for 30% the financial cost of new-build, and would last indefinitely (new-build about 30 years,
tatty after 10), 25% the cost to the environment, and is also of the compact city preferred form (see Urban
Task Force Report). One problem the form doesn’t address is lack of parking spaces, hence the need for
better public transport, again reduce private cars, an excellent idea. Building on flood plains is happening
too often, an insane idea. There is great confusion re value and cost. Prices here in Liverpool, other than
those blighted by the LA and RSL’s, have trebled in a couple of years. That is good in some respects, but
not others. If the situation is comparedwith a ferry boat then some partitions within the systemmight reduce
the see saw tendencies.

Bullet six—The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

6. The road to hell was pavedwith good intentions.We have demographic change, not thatmuch increase
in population. (There is the related issue of immigration, further related to the need for key workers for
occupations present UK citizens don’t want, because of high housing costs, and round we go again). That
takes me back to the issue that homes have become properties, due to a large extent to the mobility of the
workforce. I have a daughter in Glasgow, a son in London, another son in Devon, all due to having to move
cities for their work. This boosting housing supply issue is rather like the demands we have had for more
andmore roads. Sustainability, as in our natural environment/life support system demands that we gomore
for the “make do and mend” principles that we used to live by. Within 100 years we could be back in an ice
age here in UK. I believe that if you ask SHELTER and similar agencies they can tell you that the number
of houses taken out of use by various agencies, that would be local authorities, social landlords and others,
would house all who are waiting. The likelihood is that the government’s plans are actually causing the
problem. “See the wise words you have spoken twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools”, except in this
instance not that wise. I suggest you read the books read by Prof Anne Power LSE to get more insight. And
as we stand right now we are in the “Emperor’s New Clothes” scenario.

Bullet seven—The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised
housing

7. Subsidies in the long run always cause grief. A neighbour of mine in Devon hung himself due to milk
quotas. He could never again earn enough money to pay for his new milking parlour. People have basic
primary needs (a) for food (b) for shelter (secondary issues of (c) education (d) healthcare and so on). I am
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sure if the government addressed itself more to employment the rest would sort itself out, given time. That
all the wonderful things we used to do in UK are now done elsewhere, cheaper, is diYcult to address. In
those other countries they have the motivation “work or starve”. And of course we have the reputation of
being more responsible/civilised than that. It was a bad idea, extremely bad, for LA’s to transfer housing
stocks to RSL’s as people no longer feel secure, and for good reason. RSL’s, having “business” inmore than
one city, can shift themselves around and control in “Big Brother” style, not only their own assets, but aVect
any neighbourhood in which their assets happen to exist. It was in the first instance because councils could
not borrow to do essential repairs. It is at this level all attention should be paid. If there was more security
people would often not chose to buy, particularly those who find, for work, they need to switch cities.
Attention should be paid to keeping areas mixed tenure. Also the idea that due to economies of scale (to
repair) one RSL should monopolise an area is a bad one, as we find, commonly, they do not, in the event,
repair, but vacate and board up, pressurising the rest of the community

Bullet eight—How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

8. Local planners, under the influence of certain local authority megalomaniacs, can louse up almost
anything you come up with. Every tool produced can be used for good or ill. There are certainly done deals
between LA planners and developers that are supposedly responding to needs, but in fact are rather more
malignant in nature. Much of what central government tries to do is like a spanner in the works of natural
systems and markets, which have to evolve naturally. It is exactly the same situation as when we do aid to
third world countries, it can do more harm than good if you tamper, especially with things you don’t
understand. In chemistry a catalyst only encourages what will happen anyway, it doesn’t change the result.
There must be the expertise to answer all these questions, I don’t have it. All I know is that I am living with
the results.

Bullet nine—The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

9. I suggest that you do a case study, simply look through all the evidence produced for the Edge Lane
West public Inquiry. Reading this one really scares me. You have more power than is safe. I would think
the scale of means that some idiot has come up with the idea that if you cause a housing glut then prices are
bound to go down. But the damage to not only the natural and historic environment but also the social and
economic environment could be lethal. No joke, you scare me profoundly. What everything needs is
stabilisation, and a root cause of many problems is the RSL. Do not over-react. The immediate need is to
make good the housing stockwe already have, as it is cheapest/less damaging.New-build is of poorer quality
and too expensive. Then when the dust settles (most people housed) then see where the needs are, and
respond to need. There is too much confusion now.

Bullet ten—The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

10. Regional disparities are evening out of their own accord. There will be places where, for the time
being, due to lack of employment, no-onewill want to live. BUT, in natural time, assuming no ice age (which
is a big assumption) due to the power of the internet, people will be able to work away from the SE, and
may well choose to work in those places where at present there is no employment, just to get out of the rat
race. It is known that good schools and good public open space are key factors in encouraging people to
move to an area. There are so many books on such matters. Maybe someone making these decisions should
be thoroughly educated in what is necessary!

It has to be said that such things are extremely complex, and you are unlikely to find a single simple
answer, if any answer at all (eg Why with all the opportunities in this country are we as a nation not doing
better?). If you took a panel of say 20 people who really knew a great deal, and listened to them all discussing
whatever issues they saw as relevant then it is likely you might get a sensible view. At present it seems like
swinging from one blunder to the next, over- compensating each time.

I have responded to your bullet points. They are just some aspects, and in some ways seemingly so naı̈ve
that I think you are on the bottom rung of the ladder of understanding, and you/someone seriously need to
be aware of that. ONE THING ESSENTIAL IS TO STOP SHIFTING GOAL POSTS/CHANGING
RULES.
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Memorandum by the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS), School of Public Policy,
University of Birmingham (AH 10)

1. Introduction

1.1 CURS is one of the leading UK centres for research and teaching in housing, regeneration and
renewal. Our work combines the worlds of practice, research and education. We have undertaken research
for many leading agencies and provide high quality educational opportunities for undergraduate,
postgraduate and post-experience markets. Recently we have carried out housing market analysis for the
Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders as well as developing aVordability models for regional housing
market analysis.

1.2 Our approach to housing market and aVordability analysis is centred on a deep understanding of the
drivers of housing market change in the context of wider supply and demand issues. We recognise from the
outset the role of the housing market, the labour market, demographic shifts, and changes in tastes and
aspirations, and the impacts that these have on the sustainability of local neighbourhoods and communities.

1.3 Our understanding of the operation of housing markets is that they are complex and work across
boundaries and tenures. We use the concept of sub-markets within the housing market—which are not
necessarily spatially-defined entities—to analyse mobility and interactions within a wider market, and to
characterise the diVerent functions of neighbourhoods. We have carried out work that extends the analysis
of supply and demand in housing to take into account neighbourhood factors, including local services, as
well as housing factors, viewing housing as a “bundle” of attributes that represent a variety of uses, physical
and non-physical characteristics, and neighbourhood—accessibility factors.

1.4 This submission to the Inquiry on AVordability and the Supply of Housing draws on our experience
of research in this field and reflects the views of CURS’ staV working in this field.

2. Detailed Response to the Inquiry

2.1 Our response is structured according to the issues set out in the Committee’s press notice.

The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

2.2 Across England the level of home ownership rose from 58% to 71% between 1981 and 2001.1 Whilst
there was a significant growth in the period 1981–91—partly resulting from the Right to Buy and
deregulation of financial services—growth in the decade to 2001wasmoremodest. At the regional level there
is significant variation in home ownership levels, with London having the lowest (57%) and the Eastern
region (75%) having the highest rate in 2001. At the local authority district level this variation is even more
pronounced. Castle Point district (Eastern region) had the highest level of owner-occupation (88% of
households) whereas in Tower Hamlets (London) just over one in four households owned their own home
(27%) in 2001. These findings point to two trends with concomitant implications:

(i) It is only possible to implement policies such as the right-to-buy and financial deregulation once.
The expansion of home ownership in the 1980s created new market equilibrium. However, home
ownership levels may now be reaching a natural “ceiling”.

(ii) Secondly, the polarisation of experience, indicates that something more fundamentally distorted
is happening in housing markets.

2.3 There is toomuch emphasis placed upon home ownership. Housing policy should re-assert principles
of equity, sustainability and adopt a more holistic housing markets perspective. A good strategy would be
one that attempts to re-balance the provision of tenures to allow people to exercise choice but to facilitate
that choice in a sustainable way. A key tenet of this would be to reduce outward migration from
metropolitan areas and reduce the impact onGreen Belts, shire and non-metropolitan districts. The low rate
of home ownership in some local authorities partly reflects the economic profile of these areas and their low
average incomes and high levels of deprivation. Having said that, the role of tenures other than ownership
continues to be an important one in terms of facilitating labour market and housing market adjustments.
There is therefore a limit to the rate of home ownership without it having an impact on the economy.
Increasing pathways of housing choice, whilst improving the quality of existing stock, to give low-income
households real choice would have potentially greater benefit than simply expanding home ownership per se.

2.4 Related to this, it is important to draw a distinction between a market that “clears” (or is in Pareto-
optimal equilibrium) and one that is optimal in terms of wider social policy outcomes. The two are not the
same and, indeed, may frequently be in contradiction.

1 Census 2001.
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The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

2.5 It seems that, especially at the lower end of the market, the equity that can be drawn on by lower
income households will be limited by the income of tenants/owner occupiers. Therefore, encouraging higher
house prices as a mechanism for alleviating poverty (ie, augmenting earnings with capital gains) implies
greater consumption and borrowing on equity, which for low-income households actually exacerbates debt,
increases the level and intensity of poverty for these households and increases insecurity. Debts need to be
serviced and households are exposed to fluctuating interest rates, therefore, home ownership as amechanism
for tackling social and economic inequalities seems to be an inversion of the principles of a Beveridgean,
universal welfare state. Instead, it is a welfare statemodel that can only be selectively bought into or accessed
in some way.

2.6 There is also a recognised link between private renting and the economic mobility that it facilitates.
Such mobility is of value in a dynamic, knowledge-based economy. Increased owner-occupation may be
having a dampening eVect on this economic value.2

The economic and social impact of current house prices

2.7 There will be diVerential economic and social impacts. At a macro-level, higher house prices will
reduce social and residential mobility. Social mobility will be reduced by the indirect influence of
“neighbourhood eVects” and third party welfare state benefits such as education and the relationship to
house prices and location. At a household and individual level, there will be an impact on household
formation, as children are increasingly staying at home, and the supposed economic benefits will be
swallowed up by the need to release equity to fund housing for dependents (ie, children). Continued high
house prices may also have an impact on graduate retention, as many as one in six graduates move abroad;
many will be influenced not only by student debt but also by the high cost of housing and the diminished
prospect of home ownership in the UK.

The relationship between house prices and housing supply

2.8 There is a need for sensitive analyses, as prices are distorted for a number of reasons and the market
plays out diVerently locally. Two examples that we have encountered in our research are as follows.

(i) Average house prices in the Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder areas have risen significantly in
the past two to three years. Partly this has been driven by “buy to let” investments, but has also
been influenced by policies such as dispersal under the NASS (National Asylum Seeker Service)
scheme. These have led to increased prices forwhatwere traditionally “entry-level” properties such
as terraced properties in inner city wards, although investors often otherwise have weak links with
the areas.

(ii) In the city centres of Liverpool, Birmingham,Nottingham,Manchester, etc theCity Livingmarket
has expanded remarkably. Whilst there has been an expansion of supply, prices have not reflected
the low take-up in some areas (a vacancy rate of upwards of 13% was recorded in one City Living
market in 2003).3 Therefore, even where vacancy rates are high due to external investment
(corporate and other individual investors buying oV-plan) prices are protected as investors spread
their risk and are not prepared to lower sale prices. In this protected environment the relationship
between supply-demand and price has been obfuscated. The answer is not simply one of increasing
supply and has important ramifications for the interpretation of the Barker Review.

2.9 More sensitive analysis of local markets and the interrelationship between competing spaces is
required. This also needs to take into account the level of “external” investment (eg, buying oV-plan) to
interpret the supply, demand and price signals.

The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

2.10 The obvious driver for these plans is the Barker Review and the perceived eVect that reduced supply
is having on prices. This is at the expense of a meaningful debate on the multiple causes of problems of
aVordability (see above on diVerential impacts). Barker’s recommendations come from a Treasury
perspective and are influenced by the wider context of the five economic tests for joining the Euro. Key
among these is interest rates and consumer spending. Housing is a major driver of this. But, housing is seen
more and more as an investment opportunity in addition to (or instead of) its traditional consumption and
shelter roles. Reduction of the opportunities to invest in housing and replacing these with opportunities to
consume housing in its traditional manner will lead to prices finding a new equilibrium.Over the past decade
£67 billion has been invested in housing through the buy-to-let route. This is more than the RSL sector has
levered in private sector investment for social housing in the period since the 1988 Housing Act.4 Clearly

2 See for example Henley, A (1998). “Residential mobility, housing equity and the labour market”. The economic journal 108
(March): 414–427.

3 Birmingham City Council Housing Strategy 2005–06.
4 See next section and footnotes 8 and 9 for more information.
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there are contradictions between supply bywhatevermeans to alleviate aVordability problems and the desire
for sustainable communities. External private sector investment cannot deliver this in all cases and there is
a need for re-balancing the role of housing as an investment good. The danger is that the Barker agenda will
not deliver anything sustainable because it is coming from a treasury rather than a housing and communities
perspective.

The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

2.11 Continuing what we have said above, there are ways of rebalancing the market that do not need any
increases in housing supply (private or subsidised). Changing the mechanism by which housing is consumed
(similar to changes in Council Tax rules pertaining to second homes) is one such way. Proposed changes to
pension allowances (SIPPS) will potentially counter this, however. Housing has unique economic
characteristics (that make it diVerent to vintage wine or investment in blood stock, for example) whichmean
that policies aimed at increasing home ownership and increasing housing’s attraction to investors are
potentially in conflict. Whilst there may be a place for investment in private sector stock, the social,
sustainability and land use implications of this should not be sidelined for short-term economic convenience.

2.12 Furthermore, it is important to consider the likely eVect of increasing private housing supply in
diVerent submarkets. The concept of “filtering” has for a long time been used in attempt to justify subsidised
provision of high value housing in the expectation that it will ultimately benefit lower-income groups
through a sort of “hand-me-down” process.5 The degree to which this actually happens and represents a
superior form of housing subsidy has, more latterly, been seriously questioned by Galster6 and others.

2.13 It should also be noted that aVordability is relatively elastic with respect to supply. Despite
fluctuations in both supply and prices, aVordability has continued to worsen over the course of more than
three decades at a relatively steady rate (figure 1). This probably reflects the fundamentals of housing (and,
more importantly, land) as hereditable commodities that are attractive to investors.
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Figure 1:Relationship between affordability and House prices, UK, 1975-2005

Data source: Nationwide building society; council for Mortgage Lenders

2.14 An obsession with house prices is an obsession with market outcomes rather than the individual
components of supply and demand. There is arguably scope to alter the price of housing without increasing
rates of new housing provision. But the solutions are partly unpalatable because they strike at the very heart
of wealth creation and principles of “ownership”. There are over 800,000 dwellings empty in Great Britain.7

Whilst many of these will be in the North, significant numbers are in new developments where corporate
investors keep them empty to maintain the overall prices and rental yield on those that are either let or sold.

5 The concept of filtering was first implied in Hoyt’s 1930s “sector” models of land use. See Hoyt, H (1939) Housing markets
and public policy. Philadelphia, University of Philadelphia Press.

6 Galster, G (1997) “Comparing demand-side and supply-side housing policies: sub-market and spatial perspectives”.Housing
studies 33 (10): 561–577.

7 Sources: data from ODPM (England HIP HSSA 2004), and from ONS (Wales) and GROS (Scotland) cited in Halifax Bank
of Scotland (2004) Empty homes—a Scottish snapshot (press release). Edinburgh, HBOS plc.
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This is artificially inflating themarket. The Buy-to-Let market has seen £67 billion invested in the eight years
since it started,8 which is significantly more than the private sector leverage by Housing Associations in the
period since 1988.9 Therefore, private sector investment for profit in housing has far outstripped private
sector investment in social housing. Social landlords have some commitment to the neighbourhood and have
a wider sustainability agenda (as exemplified by the NHF’s “iN business for neighbourhoods” initiative).
Absentee landlords buying vicariously and oV-plan invariably don’t share this agenda. The government
could domore for aVordability and the housingmarket cycle (allowing first-time buyers to enter themarket)
by abandoning Stakeholder Investment Pension Plans (SIPPS). Second homes and investment in domestic
property for gain, seems to be contrary to Sustainable Communities especially where this investment is
remote and distorts local markets.

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

2.15 The planning system needs to strengthen and reassert its principles of sustainability, through higher
brownfield targets; a stronger andmore formalised sequential approach (which includes reference to existing
infrastructure and service provision). There will continue to be pressure to release new land for housing,
because the investment in housing—especially in the hinterland around conurbations—is so great.
Recycling land and responding to the interface between housing and the economy is less attractive to
developers, therefore the supply is slow. Developers have shown that they can respond profitably to
changing planning rules if they have no alternative. But the planning system isn’t the major player here. On
the demand side, households defer where there is not the choice of housing available or where the
“neighbourhood oVer” is not attractive. The latest evidence from the Key Worker Living scheme suggests
that households are receiving subsidy in the form of Homebuy grant to purchase properties outside the
Homebuy catchment area.10 Households are also buying in slightly better areas than they could have
aVorded, implying that they are using Homebuy to subsidise housing—and neighbourhood trade-ups—
rather than moving into a similar neighbourhoods or properties than they currently occupy. The planning
system and housing professionals are in some ways endogenous to a process where the drivers of demand
and supply are occurring outside the system: an ageing welfare state which polarises experience; a distorted
economy based on wealth creation through property; and a spatial mismatch between natural population
increase (ie, the BME community) and where the jobs are. This implies the need to consider planning,
housing and economic strategy at a national scale.

The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

2.16 The promotion of any house-building programme must be strategically considered within a wider
land use planning and sustainability framework. One of the key tenets of this is public transport provision.
Current patterns of land use and densities undermine the feasibility of public transport provision. This is
notwithstanding the additional problem of insuYcient public transport subsidy and the failure of the
deregulation model outside London. Further housing provision must be intelligently sited to increase the
feasibility of high quality public transport provision and to secure economies of scale in other infrastructure
and service provision. It would appear that, even in areas designated as Housing Market Renewal
Pathfinders, local planning authorities are not being suYciently strategic or hard-nosed to bring about
improvements in re-densification and sustainable communities. Our experience suggests that the tendency
to sprawl continues unabated, even in terms of policies and applications coming forward in the context of
the new Local Development Frameworks.

2.17 New housing provision can be sensitive to existing natural and historical environments if sensitively
handled. We would consider this to be a question of detail at the planning application stage, save for stating
the obvious that the rehabilitation and reuse of previously developed land is clearly more environmentally
acceptable in the long term than other forms of development.

The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

2.18 Whilst government funded research tends to support growth in the South East11 this is a one-sided
argument based on maintaining economic growth without looking at the potential of economic growth
beyondLondon and the South East and the equity and sustainability of that investment. The growth agenda
that Barker underlies reflects the worst elements of path dependency and institutional lock-in that pervade
public policy making. This tends to favour the path of least resistance rather then exploring the possibility

8 Council for Mortgage Lenders’ Buy to Let market summary (up to and including quarter 2, 2005).
9 Approximately £30 billion from 1988–89—2003–04. Sources:Williams andWilcox (2001) “Funding social housing: changing
times, changing markets”. Housing finance, November 2001; National Housing Federation andHousing Corporation (2004)
2004 private finance monitoring bulletin. London, National Housing Federation.

10 Interim research evidence from the national evaluation of Key Worker Living, being carried out for ODPM by GHK and
CURS.

11 English RegionsNetwork, RDAPlanning LeadsGroup, ODPMandDfT (2005) Regional futures: England’s regions in 2030.
London: Ove Arup and Partners, Ltd.
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of regenerating and reviving regions that are experiencing decline. In the private sector this path dependency
is reflected in the level of land banking on the part of land-owners and private developers who would rather
disinvest than invest in areas or dwelling types and tenures that do not yield the right returns. A National
Spatial Strategy seems a starting point for addressing regional disparities. This would require strong
leadership to a framework for economic and housing investment thatmay seem too interventionist for some.

Peter Lee and Ed Ferrari, CURS

November 2005

Memorandum by Peter Nolan (AH 11)

InMiddlesbrough the council are planning to demolish 1,500 homes in the town centre by suggesting that
there is market failure.

Which was disproved by The Royal Bank of Scotland.

The council have spent £300,000 pounds on a survey which points to an entirely diVerent area, which
seems to suggest it’s about a land grab by big business. They even commissioned a MORI poll and asked
questions with flash cards suggesting that if these homes were to be demolished people could have grants
for kitchens, bathrooms, new roofs and other general improvements. This seems to smack of a bribe to get
the result they required and they asked very few people in the aVected area.

The councillor who is expressing our views has been suspended by the ruling labour group so democracy
and free speech is against policy of the party all we need now is the strong arm boys who displayed their
talents at the Labour Party conference as viewed on the TV, then we will know where we stand.

If you want some ideas, just stop knocking down the only aVordable houses in a price range of £56,000
to £75,000 where young people can aVord to buy.

The nearest priced new house in our area is a one bed flat or apartment at £127,000 which makes them
unaVordable as our area had most of its industry closed down in the Thatcher years and we now survive in
a low economy area.

If large landlords like (ERIMUS ex-council houses) were forced to sell at prices like the sell oV by the
council with discounts time spent renting. (By just using the same amount of benefit money with a fixed low
governmentmortgage. These peoplewould become home owners and possibly takemore care of their homes
and then the area because they would have a stake in it). It may even give them more pride as they would
then have to replace any thing that was broken.

Some of the rents are quite high (over £80.00 per week) and people on benefit have to make up the
diVerence to stop them being made homeless and dumped on the bad ex-council estates in our town. This
practise should stop (remember Rachman this could be spelt wrong it was a long time ago) they should only
allowed to charge what the DSS allow for rent.

All rented property should be at the Government’s latest standards to stop speculators from out of town
and have yearly certificates for fire, gas, and electric.

If you knock houses down in the centre of town people on low incomes may find it unproductive to travel
into part time work as it may not be worth the eVort.

Memorandum by Northern Edge (AH 12)

Northern Edge is a partnership of four housing associations based in the North of England. It is the only
housing association lead consortium to make it through to the finals of the Deputy PrimeMinister’s Design
for Manufacture Competition. The associations involved are; Yorkshire Housing Group, Three Rivers
Housing Group, Tees Valley Housing Group and South Yorkshire Housing Association.

1. Scope to Promote Greater Home Ownership

Northern Edge were announced as one of the nine stage-two winners of the Deputy Prime Minister’s
£60k home competition and the only housing association lead consortium to make it through to the finals
of theDesign forManufacture competition. Throughout the competition,NorthernEdge has embraced and
produced “excellent” Eco Homes Standards usingModernMethods of Construction and adopted a “lower
profit” ethos, whereby members undertake to provide a greater proportion of aVordable homes for owner
occupation by reinvesting profit to enable a range of equity sharing models across the development. The
combination of producing Eco Homes which reduce fuel and cost of living bills, together with a range of
shared equity schemes lies at the heart of truly aVordable housing.
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As a housing association lead partnership, Northern Edge has benefited from participation in the
60k Home competition, both in terms of developing a range of cost eVective sustainable modern homes and
in gaining inroads into “competition” with the traditional private sector house builders. Northern Edge has
the scope to open up major developments of mixed tenure (but primarily housing for sale) lead by housing
associations. As the recent decision to open up SHG to private developers clearly has the potential to bring
benefits, then surely the reverse must also apply. The development of Northern Edge’s reduced profit model
shows that it can be done.

The opportunity, through the competition, to promote Northern Edge’s Low Cost Home Ownership
models and ethos which progress beyond conventional section 106 requirements has brought with it
significant interest from outside of the Design for Manufacture competition.

It is clear that through initiatives such as the Deputy PrimeMinister’s competition and the Hospital Sites
Programme, English Partnerships are in a position to encourage development and innovative models of
aVordability by continuing to work with both the housing association sector and the “traditional”
commercial housebuilders. As experts in aVordable housing provision, it is essential that the housing
association sector remain involved in the process as its members provide a natural conduit for the transition
of dominant tenure from tenant to owner-occupier.

2. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

Ashousing associations, themembers ofNorthernEdge have direct experience and evidence of the impact
on current house prices in terms of rising demand on our waiting lists and through allocationsmade through
choice based lettings where we participate in such schemes.

In parts of rural North Yorkshire in particular, where aVordability ratios developed by Wilcox and
others12 are at their highest within the region, demand for social housing is augmented by relative low
salaries paid to key workers and others. The sustainability of some communities is tested beyond endurance
and can fall prey to skills migration as young people and families are forced to search elsewhere for more
aVordable housing. The promotion and development of aVordable housing—across a range of tenures is at
the heart of Northern Edge’s business.

3. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

Again, the Design for Manufacture competition has helped highlight a key feature in the aVordability
equation. Construction costs must be addressed if we are to continue to oVer practical solutions to the
aVordability crisis. By exploring the whole gamut of Modern Methods of Construction and by adopting
lean production techniques, many of which are less reliant on the “traditional” skills of construction, the
industry is able to circumvent the national shortage of labour skills.

4. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

It is clear that house prices, like all others, respond directly tomarket characteristics. However, prices and
aVordability aVect individuals before they aVect markets. Communities have been suVering the
consequences long before headlines and policy statements about soaring house prices reach policy makers
and the media.

Northern Edge is pioneering an approach to aVordable for sale housing provision. Rather than concern
with the scale of housing development and its eVect on prices, we are directing attention towards the quality
of housing and its eVect on living costs.

Memorandum by Alan Wenban-Smith, Urban and Regional Policy13 (AH 13)

Executive Summary

The Government has a longstanding aim that all households should have access to decent housing. The
main thrust of its response to the increasing problem of aVordability of housing has been to propose major
increases in the supply of new housing, mainly for sale. The “Sustainable Communities Action Plan” (2003)
proposed an additional 200,000 houses over 15 years (or 13,000 extra a year) in four Growth Areas in and
near the South East. The Barker Review (2005) suggests however that around 10 times this increase would

12 Wilcox, S, Can Work Can’t Buy, Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2003. Bramley, G and Kofi Karley, N, How Much Extra
AVordable Housing is Needed in England?, Housing Studies, Vol 20, September 2005.

13 Urban & Regional Policy is the title of Alan Wenban-Smith’s practice as an independent consultant. Established in 1996, it
specialises in linking urban and regional economic, spatial and transport policies.
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be required to bring house price inflation in the UK into line with other major European countries. While
a full oYcial response is still awaited, the Government has broadly accepted Barker’s findings, and ODPM
Ministers are already urging local authorities to release much more land for housing.

However, only 10% of housing transactions involve new housing, the vast majority of households
(especially the poorest) meeting their needs through the turnover of the existing stock. The heavy emphasis
of policy on new build is likely to be counterproductive because:

— it will undermine urban areas, particularly entry point housing for the poorest households;
— the impetus given to urban sprawl will increase social polarisation and car-dependency; and
— demand-led growth in housing pressure regions will deepen already damaging economic

disparities.

Lower house price inflation and a better match between supply and demand are both desirable aims, but
there is no “quick fix”. The alternative approach proposed here comprises long-term measures to tackle the
underlying causes—urban decay and uneven regional growth—with shorter-term measures to alleviate the
worst current problems, helping the most disadvantaged households directly rather than relying on “trickle
down”. Both mean giving greater attention to demand-side factors, and (on the supply-side) to the housing
that we already have. There are implications for more joined up and devolved patterns of governance.

1. Standpoint and Scope of this Submission

Standpoint

1.1 I have worked formajor urban authorities (Newcastle, Tyne andWear and Birmingham), with senior
responsibilities for planning, housing, transport and regional collaboration. My consultancy work over the
last 10 years has been across a similarly broad range.14 A continuing issue over the whole of this time has
been the “housing numbers game”—the process by which governments have sought to manage
housebuilding rates.

1.2 In the 1980s the then Government sought to raise private housebuilding rates by requiring the
planning system to provide more land, particularly in places where builders want to build15—essentially the
same conclusion put forward by the Barker Report. What happened as a result was extensive releases of
greenfield sites, but the overall output of housing did not increase, as shown by Chart A1 from the
Barker Report.

1.3 In fact this period marks a watershed, since when new housing output has remained at around half
the levels previously achieved (the Chart below illustrates the point graphically)16. Just as importantly, the
decline in total output was accompanied by a change in its location. Private housebuilders continued to
focus upon greenfield development, while construction of social housing (much of which had been on urban
and brownfield land) came almost to a halt,17 and housing improvement programmes were curtailed for
many years.
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Chart A.1: Housing completions, UK, 1949-20021

14 I have given evidence to several Select Committee Inquiries on housing matters over the last 10 years (and acted as a special
adviser to this Committee’s Inquiry on Growth Areas in the South East).

15 Dept of the Environment (1980) Circular 9/80.
16 Chart does not show that levels of clearance also declined, so net change in housing stock was less dramatic.
17 Concern at the time that public housebuilding had been “squeezing out” private appear to have been misplaced.
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1.4 Combinedwith the impact of restructuring on urban economies and decline in urban public transport
and other services, these changes in the locus of housing investment undoubtedly contributed to the
acceleration of social polarisation, urban decline and increasing car-dependency, with all that entails. No
doubt these were “unintended side-eVects”, but most of my professional career seems to have been spent
dealing with the consequences for our major cities of these housing and land policies. Serious social,
economic and environmental damage was done, and we should take great care that these mistakes are not
repeated.

Scope and structure

1.5 The submission focuses primarily on the last two issues in the terms of reference of the Inquiry:

(a) “The scale of housing development required to to influence house prices and the impact of
promoting such a programme” with particular reference to “infrastructure provision.”

(b) “Regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled.”

1.6 Other issues also considered are “the scale of the Government’s plans”, “the relative importance of
subsidised and private housing”, and “how the planning system should respond”.

1.7 The structure of the paper is as follows:

(a) Section 2 places Barker’s findings in the context of the Government’s current policies;

(b) Section 3 presents a critique of the Barker Report and emerging policies based on it;

(c) Section 4 proposes an alternative approach.

2. The Barker Report and Current Government Policy

2. Barker’s proposals

2.1 The terms of reference for Barker were (in brief) to conduct a review of issues aVecting supply of
housing in the UK, with particular reference to the housebuilding industry, the planning system and
sustainable development objectives—and to identify options (including the use of fiscal instruments) for
Government action.

2.2 The emphasis on building and planning presupposes that the key to aVordability is greater output of
new housing, and this was indeed theReview’s focus. Table 1.1 from the BarkerReport is reproduced below,
because it encapsulates the report’s key findings. Against a 2002–03 baseline of 140,000 starts and 125,000
completions, two alternative levels of additional output in England were identified:

(a) an additional 70,000 new homes for sale would reduce real price inflation to 1.8% per annum;

(b) an additional 120,000—almost doubling current output—would be required to reduce real price
inflation to 1.1% (the average of European competitors).18

Table 1.1

HOUSING REQUIREMENTS IN ENGLAND

Scenario Real price trend Additional private Average No of newly formed Additional social
sector houses households priced into the market per sector houses
required per annum (2002 baseline) required to 2011

annum per annum
2011 2021

Government plans 2.4% 20,000 "5,000 "7,000 n/a
Reducing the long term trend 1.8% 70,000 nil 5,000 17,000
Improving the housing market 1.1% 120,000 5,000 15,000 21,000

Source: Barker Review

2.3 It can be seen that even a huge increase in output of housing for sale would have only a minimal eVect
on aVordability. The table shows that the “trickle down” of households “priced into the market” reduces
social housing needs by 5,000 per annumon the lower of the two targets above (and then only after five years
of increased output). The Review therefore proposed a major increase in social housing.—between 17,000
and 21,000 a year extra non-market homes would be needed (on a baseline of 21,000 in 2002–03). The overall
requirement would thus be an increase of 87–141,000 in the output of new houses in England (ie increases
of 62–100%).

18 The Interim Report (3.35 and Table 3.4) calculated that to eliminate price rises altogether would require 240,000 extra homes
pa but this is rejected in the Final Report on grounds of practicality.
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2.4 To bring about output increases on this scale, much more land should be allocated for housing,
increasing choice and competition. The planning system should be reformed to give greater weight tomarket
information and market preferences. An independent Regional Planning Executive should set targets for
housing provision and coordinate key players’ actions, while at local level, processes should be streamlined.
Local authorities should have a stronger role (with English Partnerships) in assembling and servicing land,
Planning Obligations should be reformed to give developers greater certainty, and infrastructure providers
should be drawn more into the strategic planning process.

2.5 Relative to this, little was proposed in the way of fiscal measures: local authorities would be
incentivised to favour development by keeping more of the additional rate income, and there would be a
windfall tax on gains to landowners from grant of planning permission.

2.6 The issue of sustainability was essentially remitted to Government: the Review refers to the need for
the policy response to balance a wider set of social, environmental and economic criteria. This will be a
crucial question for this Committee and the Government to consider.

Current Government policy

2.7 The most recent, and broadest, statement on housing is a joint paper issued by HMT and ODPM in
July 2005.19 This accepts Barker’s “headline conclusion”—that there is a need to build more houses “over
time”, the main reasons being:

(a) to reduce rigidities in labour markets, so that workers can go to where job growth is fastest;

(b) to reduce social and intergenerational inequities between those who benefit from rising house
prices and those who do not;

(c) to reduce the macroeconomic instability caused by the expectation of ever-rising prices.

2.8 A full response is promised by the end of 2005, though ODPM has nevertheless signalled some
significant policy changes in a Consultation Paper20 published simultaneously with the joint overview. This
will lead in due course to a revised Planning Policy Statement on Housing (PPS3). Key components
signalled include:

(a) More market responsiveness in the housing land provision made in development plans.

(b) Incorporation of aVordability criteria into housing land release mechanisms.

(c) Extending plan time horizons so as to identify more land.

(d) Merging regional Housing Boards and Planning Bodies.

(e) Setting up a national advice unit to strengthen the demographic and economic evidence base for
housing numbers in regional strategies.

2.9 However, the Policy Overview paper also identifies some important unresolved issues and
uncertainties:

(a) Because new housing adds less than 1% a year to housing stock, housing supply is necessarily
unresponsive to demand. Any price benefits from increases in new build will be long-term.

(b) There are major infrastructure costs associated with large scale new housing provision—both to
enable development (eg roads, water supply, drainage, etc) and to meet the needs of people living
in new locations (eg schools, healthcare, public transport, etc).

(c) Very large increases in new house building may be diYcult to reconcile with the principles of
sustainable development. Recent progress in achieving higher densities and more re-use of
brownfield landmay be incompatible with market preferences, and resulting dispersion could well
lead to greater car-dependency and greater impact on climate change.

2.10 In my view, these reservations are in fact incapable of resolution, and are of such force as to require
a radically diVerent approach to the problem of aVordable housing.

3. Criticisms of Emerging Policy

Not enough weight is given to the role of existing housing

3.1 It is accepted that new building can only add around 1% per annum to the stock. Since about 10%
of households move each year, it follows that existing housing stock forms around 90% of the market.21 In
terms of meeting households’ needs for homes, existing stock is 10 times as important to market supply as
new housing. What happens to existing housing is therefore critical.

19 Housing Policy: an overview.
20 ODPM (July 2005), “Planning for Housing Provision”.
21 Evidence of Council of Mortgage Lenders to Barker Inquiry.
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3.2 In this context the emergence of “low demand” in some older urban areas and former mining towns
represents a loss of eVective supply. The flight of the better-oV from such areas to suburbs and “countryside”
results in an increasing concentration in less attractive areas of people lacking the resources to maintain and
improve housing. This in turn gives a further twist to a vicious cycle of decline which can aVect whole
neighbourhoods.

3.3 It is the poorest households that suVer most if the quality of existing housing declines, particularly if
the decline is serious enough to lead to decay and demolition. Few, if any, of the most marginal households
will gain access to new housing, however many are built. Research on low demand areas shows that any
“trickle down” of benefit from increased new housing supply runs out well above entry-level housing, while
large amounts of competing new housing will tend to attract the more energetic and aspirational away from
older urban areas.22

3.4 The “Sustainable Communities Action Plan” (SCAP) devotes considerable space to “market renewal
pathfinders”, and this is good to see. However, though between the same covers as the SE Growth Areas
their equal (or greater) importance to meeting housing needs is not drawn out.23 The Pathfinders have much
lessmoney than theGrowthAreas (£500million out of the £22 billion in the SCAP), even though the amount
of housing that they could add to the eVective stock is potentially much greater. The real contribution that
urban regeneration can make depends of course on action being extended from the intial Pathfinders.

Not enough weight is given to regional policy

3.5 There has been a shift over many decades in the balance of the population of the UK between North
and South, though relatively little is direct migration (14% is a recent estimate). The continuation of this
trend is embodied in the population and household projections which form the baseline for RPG
calculations. This shift is substantial: if household growth was evenly distributed the projected number of
households to be accommodated in RPG for the SE and London by 2016would have been reduced by about
270,000 (see Appendix Table 1).

3.6 The main cause of the shift is economic: the Northern regions have for a long time been less
prosperous. Moreover, interegional diVerentials have widened over the last 10 years, as shown by the Table
below.24 There is a clear correlation between position in this league table and the rate of change in GDP per
head: the best-placed regions are accelerating away from the worst-placed. It is also notable that (apart from
Scotland) position in the table is strongly correlated with peripherality relative to the South East core.

Table 1

REGIONAL WORKPLACE-BASED GVA PER HEAD (UK%100)

% point Rank
1991 change 2001 change
Rank Index 1991 2001 1991–2001 Rank 1991–2001

London 1 149.7 154.2 4.5 1 0
South East 2 101.8 110.1 8.3 2 0
East 4 96.3 96.5 0.2 3 1
Scotland 3 99.5 94.7 –4.8 4 –1
East Midlands 5 94.9 91.9 –3.0 5 0
West Midlands 7 92.0 90.4 –1.6 6 1
North West 8 90.8 89.8 –1.0 7 1
South West 6 92.9 89.3 –3.6 8 –2
Yorks & Humber 9 90.4 86.4 –4.0 9 0
Wales 11 83.3 78.9 –4.4 10 1
Northern Ireland 12 76.4 78.4 2.0 11 1
North East 10 84.5 76.4 –8.1 12 –2

Notes

1. Estimates of workplace basedGVAallocate incomes to the region inwhich commuters work. The data
are consistent with the headline workplace based series published in August 2003.

2. The per head series in these data for 2001 are calculated using updated population estimates

3. Figures for 1997 onwards are provisional.

Source: OYce for National Statistics

22 Nevin et al (2000) “Changing housing markets and urban regeneration in the M62 Corridor”.
23 Rather the reverse, as Pathfinders in some areas have proposed large scale clearance and redevelopment.
24 GVA figures are not available for earlier (or later) years. This makes diYcult the long-term comparisons that are vital for
policy purposes. This seems unfortunate given the importance of the policy issues.
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3.7 The explicit presumption of the Review is that regional mismatches between houses and jobs should
be tackled mainly or exclusively by adjusting the supply of housing, rather than by addressing the demand
side issues that arise from these striking regional economic disparities. This runs directly counter to the
Government’s long term target of reducing regional disparities.25

3.8 The ruling model of regional policy has been confirmed to this Committee by the Deputy Prime
Minister himsel:26 if the South East is the preferred location for inward investment, the Government would
support it by any available means, including housing supply. This approach is confirmed by the existence
of Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) for all nine English regions, all with essentially the same brief—
to maximise growth in their area—and similar powers and resources. There does not appear to be any
national programme with the purpose of reducing regional disparities. Even if there were, the resources
allocated to RDAs (of the order of 1–2% of regional GDP) would be completely inadequate to bring this
about, even if exceptionally well-directed.

3.9 Of course, inward investment, though economically significant for innovation, forms only a small
fraction of business location decisions. However, the implication of present policy is that the past and
present pattern of locational preferences of all businesses will be reinforced, without discrimination. If so,
the Barker formula of providing of housing to meet the demands of the labour market in the favoured
regions becomes a treadmill. The more successful it is in keeping house prices down, the more people and
businesses will choose to locate there. Under Barker the “drift to the South” would become a flood.

The costs of not reducing regional disparities

3.10 While ascribing economic costs to failure to provide housing for the pattern of labour demand
arising from past economic trends, Barker does not consider the economic costs of continuing the economic
disparity that drives this pattern. These costs have been very clearly expressed by the Government itself:

“Wide variations in levels of economic activity—reflected in wage pressures, levels of unemployment
and movements in house prices—make the task of providing a stable macroeconomic climate more
diYcult. In particular, setting a national interest rate which suits each region is more diYcult when
the regions themselves are widely divergent. The risk is lower overall growth and employment rates
for the country as a whole”.27

3.11 These economic costs are additional to the direct Exchequer costs of locating additional housing in
response to trend patterns of labour demand. The principal components are infrastructure (notably
transport), services (especially education and health) and subsidised housing. The Sustainable Communities
Plan refers to £22 billion of expenditure over the first three years, but most of the extra money (c £5 billion)
is for additional social housing in the SEGrowth Areas. Although the numbers are large, this is only a small
part of the Exchequer cost of the Growth Areas, and for only a small period of its programme.

3.12 The Barker proposals would multiply this by a factor of 10. It is clear that the rapid growth of the
South East could suck in public resources to an extent that will limit the scope for public investment in
regeneration of other regions, becoming a factor driving further imbalance. HMT has recently started
setting regional resource guidelines for transport, housing and economic development, in an attempt to
overcome the bidding culture and inject more realism into regional strategies. The SE Growth Areas are
already putting these guidelines under severe strain. It is clear that the larger demands posed by Barker will
make matters worse.28 Thus, either other regions will be stripped of investment, or the housing growth
required by Barker will go ahead without the necessary infrastructure.

3.13 Finally, over-concentration of economic and population growth in the South presents a direct risk
to its own continuing prosperity. Competitive advantage in an increasingly knowledge-based economy
depends upon being able to attract and retain talented people—who have a global market for their services.
The quality of life that a region can oVer is crucial in this respect, and as well as economic inducements
includes a wide range of social and environmental factors. Pressures of population and movement already
present serious problems to countryside and tranquility in the South,29 and these problems are set to get
much worse: the SE goose may lay golden eggs, but (like other geese) that is not all.

25 “To make sustainable improvements to the economic performance of all regions and over the long term reduce the persistent gap
in growth rates between the regions . . .” 2002 Spending Review, ODPM, DTI, HMT.

26 ODPM Select Committee (2002–03) “Inquiry into Sustainable communities in the SE” Evidence para 694.
27 DETR (1997), “Building Partnerships for Prosperity”, page 11, para 2.3, HMSO, Cm 3814.
28 As an example, the 2005–06 to 2015–16 Transport Guideline for East of England is £1.1 billion. The RSS is predicated upon
spending at least £3.5 billion over this period for this category of infrastructure—and this is before the impact of Barker (figures
from papers submitted to Public Examination).

29 See for example the “tranquility maps” produced by CPRE.
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Urban regeneration and land for new housing

3.14 Barker ascribes much of the lack of responsiveness of housebuilders to risk-minimising and profit-
maximising behaviour in the face of diYculties and uncertainties of land supply resulting from the planning
system. It needs to be recognised, however, that some of these “diYculties and uncertainties” are the direct
and predictable consequence of important policies of the current Government—such as the focus on urban
renaissance and on brownfield development. It also should be borne inmind that while the reasons for public
resistance to excessive greenfield development may include “nimbyism”, this is far from being a complete
explanation.

3.15 As the Review recognises, the fact that there is a tension with housingmarket forces does not in itself
invalidate these policies. The Review analysis suggests that to stimulate the market to increase output
suYciently to reduce price volatility and inflation by releasing additional land would require heroic
quantities of greenfield land. This is because current plans already allow for high levels of brownfield use,
so if more land is to be provided it will all be greenfield.

3.16 When the present Government was elected in 1997, it was alive to these issues. The revised Planning
Policy Guidance Note on Housing (PPG3, 2000), recognised the need to keep a tight rein on housing land
releases, particularly greenfield, if urban regeneration was to occur. If Barker’s recommendations are
accepted, this brief interval of housing land policy predicated on urban regeneration will come to an end
very shortly. There is no real reason to suppose that this policy reversal will be attended with better success
than the ill-fated experiment of the 1980s and early 1990s.

4. An Alternative Approach

The source of the problem

4.1 The need to achieve lower house price inflation and a better match between housing needs and supply
is clear. However, for all the reasons given in the preceding section, this does not mean that the answer lies
primarily in making the output of new housing more responsive to current patterns of demand. In my view
the major reason for the crisis is not on the supply side (the lack of new housing) but on the demand side
(the collapse of the attractiveness of so much of our existing housing). The two key factors here are

(a) the widening economic gap between diVerent parts of the country; and

(b) the flight of the better-oV from some older urban areas to suburbs and “countryside”.

4.2 The result is an increasing concentration in less attractive areas of people lacking the resources to
maintain and improve housing. This in turn gives a further twist to the vicious cycle of decline. Where both
factors are strong—in parts of theNorth,NorthWest andYorkshire—“low demand areas” are now amajor
phenomenon. They are also emerging on a smaller scale even in parts of London and the South East. These
houses are being removed from the eVective supply (homes that people actuallywant to live in), raising prices
for the rest. And these price rises are further fuelled by the housing finance system and the lack of an
attractive social housing alternative.

House prices and values

4.3 Housing meets the basic need for shelter, but also satisfies other, more optional requirements (such
as internal and external space, convenient location, privacy, status and social and environmental milieu.
Because of this, the same house is worth very diVerent amounts according to its location, and a large part
of its value is tied up in its setting. Components of this contextual value include:

— The economic success of the subregion—the range and quality of jobs within reach;

— The environmental quality of the locality, natural and man-made;

— The quality and stability of the social fabric of the neighbourhood;

— The availability and quality of infrastructure, such as roads, railways, gas, water, drainage,
electricity and telecoms;

— The availability and quality of services (public and private), such as education, health,
entertainment, shops and recreation.

4.4 Some aspects of this value attach to the regional level (eg economic opportunity) while others attach
to subregions (eg infrastructure and some services) or to more local levels (eg neighbourhood character and
local services). Existing houses benefit (or suVer) from this contextual value,which also sets the price at which
similar new houses can be sold in the same area. Contextual value is not created by any individual builder
or householder, but is the product of collective actions (public and private) over the longer term. Part of this
value may be due to shortage of supply, but high house prices are also common in regions which also have
substantial crude surpluses and areas of endemic low demand.30

30 InNewcastle’sWest End houses cost £20–40,000, while two to threemiles away in Jesmond superficially similar terrace houses
go for £300–500,000.
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4.5 Where a large proportion of the value of a commodity arises separately from the process of producing
it, it is unlikely that market mechanisms will be an eYcient means of allocating resources to its production.
Quite apart from themore imponderable qualities of environmental character and social fabric, amajor part
of the value of housing is the result of public expenditure on infrastructure (eg transport, water and drainage)
and services (eg health and education). By the same token, large scale additions to the housing stock of a
region or locality can have major implications for expenditure on these items.31

An alternative approach

4.6 In the light of the above, a sustainable, long-term approach will need to encompass the following
elements, mainly on the demand-side:

(a) An eVective approach to reducing regional economic disparities, in accordance with the
government’s stated aims.32. This should provide a framework for assessing the regional impact
of all regionally-relevant government expenditure (around 40% ofGovernment spending), not just
the “regional programmes” such as RDAs. Targets for such a programme should include reducing
the shift in the balance of population (the “drift to the South”) by at least 100,000 households
by 2016;

(b) A concerted approach to urban renaissance, to revitalise the potential of major urban areas as
centres of economic innovation and enterprise and as attractive places to live. The development
of brownfield land is crucial to a sustainable increase in urban housing land supply. If this is going
to happen though it needs to be central to the eVorts of Government, RDAs and local authorities,
and seen as an integral part of the urban renaissancemission—not in a separate policy silo marked
“housing”. Using brownfield land and achieving higher urban densities whilst still delivering a
quality of housing that people can both aVord and want is not going to be cheap. And it requires
attention to the whole public domain—not just the environment but also services like health and
education.33

(c) The way in which transport infrastructure and services are provided and paid for has a major
influence on the cohesion of urban areas and the impact of urban influences on the countryside.
Price signals and investment regimes at present perversely incentivise urban dispersion and
concentration of economic activity in the South. The DfT’s recent acceptance of the need for road
user charging has far-reaching, and potentially positive implications, which need to be better
integrated with spatial planning. This provides a way forward for meeting the transport needs of
important new investment in the regionwhile sending a clear signal about external costs. Over time
companies which do not need the special advantages of a SE locationwould have a proper business
case to re-locate elsewhere: this is much to be preferred over trying to “direct” industry to
particular locations (though as Sir Michael Lyons has pointed out there is no reason why
government should not be directed).

(d) The planning system needs to be given a stronger and clearer remit to positively manage the release
of housing land. This should be done in accordance with the principles of “plan, monitor and
manage”, but more actively, openly and collaboratively with the housebuilding industry than in
current ODPM policy.34

(e) We believe that to achieve more joined-up decision-making across the wide range of policies and
programmes relevant to housing provision will require devolution of power and responsibility.
The Government’s tentative steps towards “localisation” need to be accompanied by a drive
towards a stronger regional and subregional focus. Government OYces, Regional Development
Agencies and Regional Assemblies are parts of this, but need to be accompanied by a clearer
central policy for the regions.

4.7 The Government’s response needs to distinguish two types of measure:

(a) Measures to address the larger, longer-term issues such as regional disparity and urban
regeneration. These will make the greatest contribution tomatching housing needs and supply, but
will take time to start to deliver on the ground (and should therefore be started as soon as possible);

(b) Measures to address immediate issues such as the shortage of aVordable housing in the South, the
spread of “low demand” housing in the North and the constraints on delivery of more brownfield
urban housing sites. Though not by themselves a long-term solution, these measures can
ameliorate the problem in the short andmedium term, and should therefore be the focus of current
plans and programmes.

31 For example, the the Government’s “Sustainable Communities Action Plan” identifies additional costs of £5.4 billion, much
of it for the four Growth Areas proposed for the South East. These costs are mainly for social housing and environmental
improvements: they cover only three years, do not include infrastructure and services and relate to only 200,000 extra houses
by 2016 (13,000 pa—about a tenth of the Barker estimate).

32 A possible approach is described in Adams et al (2003) “A new regional policy for the UK”, IPPR, London.
33 Urban Task Force (1999) “Towards an urban renaissance”, DETR.
34 See CPRE (1999) “Plan, monitor and manage: making it work” and Wenban-Smith (2002) “A better future for development
plans: making ‘plan, monitor and manage’ work”, Planning Theory & Practice vol 3, no 1 pp 33–51.
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APPENDIX

“Drift to the South”

The rough calculation below estimates the scale of “Drift to the South” implied by a “trend” household
projection. It simply states the diVerence between the trend projection andwhat would happen if the number
of households in every region increased by the same proportion.

Table 1

THE “DRIFT TO THE SOUTH” 1996-BASED HOUSEHOLD PROJECTIONS (’000s)

1 2 3 4 5 6
1996 2016 Increase Increase Increase without Drift to the

Region households households 1996-2016 1996-2016 (%) inter-regional migration South

Whole SE 7,507 8,942 1,435 19.12 1,163 272
—Rest of SE 4,505 5,421 916 20.33 698 218
—London 3,002 3,520 518 17.26 465 53
England 20,186 23,313 3,127 15.49 3,127 n/a

Notes:
Cols 1, 2 DETR 1996-based projections of households, October 1999, with trend migration.
Col 3 Col 2"Col 1.
Col 4 Col 3 as % of Col 1.
Col 5 Col 1 households increased by national average (Col 4: England).
Col 6 DiVerence between Col 3 and Col 5.

Assumptions
1. That the diVerences in regional household growth-rates in the SE are primarily due to migration rather
than diVerences in age structure or diVerential changes in age-specific headship rates.
2. That international migration is evenly spread between the SE and the rest of England. In this connection
it should be noted that:

(a) “international migration” includes that from other parts of the UK—eg Scotland and N
Ireland; and

(b) that the international passenger survey tends to overstate ultimate destinations in the SE because
of the concentration there of points of entry (though if more international migrants stay in SE, this
is a measure of its economic attractiveness in just the same way as the attraction of UK residents.

Memorandum by Surrey County Council (AH 14)

Executive Summary

— Surrey County Council supports the general proposition that access to home ownership should be
expanded. Home ownership is clearly the tenure of choice for most of the population. However,
the County Council has concerns about the applicability of the Government’s HomeBuy scheme
to all households. A balance needs to be struck between eVorts to increase home ownership and
ensuring that other tenure options are available for those unable to aVord to purchase housing
(even with assistance).

— There is clear evidence in Surrey that the high cost of housing is adversely aVecting the future
economic prosperity of the county and the eVective delivery of services. House prices in the county
have risen by 35% since 2001. Average house prices are now approximately eight times the average
income in the county and 12 times the average key worker income.

— The County Council does not believe that there is a simple relationship between the supply of
housing in Surrey and the cost of this housing. As an illustration, house prices in Surrey have risen
by 35% since 2001, yet over the same period the rate of new housing completions in the county
have exceeded planned delivery rates in Regional Planning Guidance by 23%.

— The County Council believes that land supply will only have a marginal impact, on house prices
within the county, in contrast to the significant role played by Government and Bank of England
fiscal policy

— The planning system has a role to play in addressing housing needs, but it should not simply
respond to the market. Rather it should continue to play a key role in balancing the competing
pressures from economic growth, the demand and need for housing, the need for infrastructure
and the impact on the environment.

— The County Council considers that a national spatial strategy is needed as a matter of urgency to
address the problems posed by perceived housing shortages in the south and over-supply in the
north.
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Introduction

1. Surrey County Council wishes to submit evidence to the Committee on the OYce of the Deputy Prime
Minister in respect of its inquiry into AVordability and the Supply of Housing.

2. The following evidence addresses the specific issues raised by the Committee.

Section 1:

The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

3. Surrey County Council supports the general proposition that access to home ownership should be
expanded. Home ownership is clearly the tenure of choice for most of the population. However, the County
Council has concerns about the applicability of the Government’s HomeBuy scheme to all households. A
balance needs to be struck between eVorts to increase home ownership and ensuring that other tenure
options are available for those unable to aVord to purchase housing (even with assistance).

4. In particular, the Social HomeBuy package is targeted at a relatively small group of the population
who are unable to aVord theRight to Buy or theRight toAcquire.Whilst many people in existing aVordable
rented housing may have an aspiration to own their home, it is questionable what proportion will be able
to purchase and subsequently maintain properties under this scheme. Purchasers will be leaseholders and
subject to the additional cost of ground rent and service charges, as well as incurring general property
maintenance costs. Supporting information provided byODPM indicates that an income of at least £20,000
would be needed in the South East to purchase a 50% share in a property under this scheme. This is well
above the average income for social rented households of £16,000. As a means of expanding home
ownership, therefore, the proposals are unlikely to make a significant diVerence in Surrey and other higher
cost areas, where many existing council and housing association tenants are likely to be better oV by
remaining as tenants within the public sector. If the aim is to increase levels of home ownership within the
social sector then eVorts should continue to be focussed on Right to Buy and Right to Acquire, with a
commitment to the recycling of sales proceeds into new aVordable housing.

Section 2:

The economic and social impact of current house prices

5. There is clear evidence in Surrey that the high cost of housing is adversely aVecting the future economic
prosperity of the county and the eVective delivery of services. As a key element of the overall prosperity of
the South East Region, any adverse impact on the economic prosperity of Surrey is likely to be felt much
wider in the regional and national economies.

6. In the 2nd quarter of 2005, average house prices in Surrey were just over £300,000,35 over 30% higher
than the regional average and over 60% higher than the national average. House prices in the county have
risen by 35% since 2001. Average house prices are now approximately 8 times the average income in the
county and 12 times the average key worker income.

7. The impact of this level of prices has been felt across the public and private sectors. As far back as 2000,
the local authorities in Surrey commissioned research from the University of Cambridge36 into the impact
on employers. The research suggested that, unless action was taken, recruitment and retention diYculties
would worsen and public service delivery and private sector profitability would be aVected. In response, in
2001, the local authorities produced a key worker delivery strategy,37 which has had some limited success
in raising the profile of key worker housing and contributed towards changes in local, regional and
national policy.

8. Further research in Surrey in recent years has continued to highlight the economic implications of the
high cost of housing. In 2003, the Surrey Economic Partnership undertook detailed research into the impact
of high house prices on private sector business.38 Key findings included“

— 24% of companies surveyed attributed recruitment and retention diYculties to high housing costs;

— themost severe problemswere in those industries using large numbers of relatively low skilled staV,
ie hotels, leisure, manufacturing, retail, transport, warehousing and administration;

— most housing problems were experienced by those employees with incomes of less than £20,000
per annum;

35 Land Registry Property Price Report, April-June 2005.
36 Housing Key Workers in Surrey, Cambridge Housing and Planning Research, 2000.
37 Housing to Underpin Economic Success, Surrey Local Government Association, 2001.
38 Employers’ Perceptions on Key Worker Housing Issues in Surrey, Ancer Spa, 2003.
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— the main consequences of high housing costs to companies were high staV turnover and the length
of time taken to recruit replacement staV, and the extra costs associated with recruitment and
training of new staV.

9. The County Council has also undertaken extensive work to establish the impact of high house prices
on its own staV, against a scenario of high rates of turnover and high levels of vacancies withinmost services.
Key findings were:

— employees from all services were aVected by the high cost of property in Surrey and were leaving
SurreyCountyCouncil due to housing pressures, with particular problems experienced by younger
employees (under 35);

— housing aVected key workers on two levels. High property prices were preventing those trying to
purchase property or upgrade to larger accommodation, and were influencing perceptions of how
employees felt about their own “quality of life”;

— a “tipping point” was identified at around three years, particularly amongst teachers, when staV
reassessed their status. This is generally characterised as the period when single staV are looking
to settle down/establish a family. DiYculties accessing the home ownership market at this stage
were resulting in staV leaving the authority, ie housing costs became a retention issue.

10. Following this research, in November 2003, the County Council’s Executive agreed to the setting up
of a comprehensive package of housing assistance for staV, comprising a package of non-financial assistance
(signposting), staV temporary housing, rental subsidies and equity loans towards house purchase.
Unfortunately, the equity loan element of the scheme has not yet been implemented due to a lack of clarity
from Inland Revenue on whether a loan would be counted as a taxable benefit or not. Changes to the
national tax regime to allow employers to oVer such assistance without their employees incurring a
substantial tax burden (similar to that oVered under the current Key Worker Living programme) could
enable significant numbers of employees to be assisted in a cost eVective manner.

11. The social impact of the cost of housing is much more diYcult to identify. Evidence from rural
housing needs surveys, however, shows an increasing trend of people moving out of areas they have lived
in all their lives to find cheaper accommodation and then having to commute back to the village to work.
There is also evidence of sons and daughters being unable to aVord to live in villages near to their parents
and either moving out, or having to remain at home longer. A key outcome of the high house prices in many
Surrey villages is an ageing population often comprised of a single socio/economic group.

Section 3:

The relationship between house prices and housing supply

Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

Scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promotion such a programme
on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

12. The County Council does not believe that there is a simple relationship between the supply of housing
in Surrey and the cost of this housing, contrary to recommendations of the Barker Review and the ODPM
consultation paper, “Planning for Housing Provision”.

13. As an illustration, house prices in Surrey have risen by 35% since 2001, yet over the same period the
rate of new housing completions in the county have exceeded planned delivery rates in Regional Planning
Guidance by 23%. This is despite the presence of significant environmental constraints and theMetropolitan
Green Belt which covers 73% of the county. This raises a question as to what level of growth in excess of
current planned requirements would be necessary to impact on house prices. Significant growth in excess of
current planning requirements could only be delivered through greenfield development, which would
inevitably compromise national planning policy and potentially adversely aVect regional, national and
international environmental designations.

14. The County Council also has doubts as to whether the house building industry will respond in the
wayGovernment intends, eg the Chief Executive of Barratt Homes has recently stated that his company will
“not chase volumes for the sake of it. We would prefer to protect margins and selling prices.” More
practically, questions must also be asked about whether the house builders have the capacity to deliver
significant additional levels of housing, given the scale of construction work underway in the region and the
potential demands posed by construction of Olympic facilities.

15. The County Council therefore believes that land supply will only have a marginal impact on house
prices within the county. By contrast, the role of Government and Bank of England fiscal policy will have
a much greater influence. As an example, as interest rates have risen during 2004 and early 2005, the rate of
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house price inflation in Surrey has slowed (see table below). Although figures have not yet been published
for the 3rd quarter of 2005, nationally there is evidence from the Nationwide Building Society and the
Halifax Bank that the easing of interest rates in August 2005 has stimulated the housing market, with house
price inflation beginning to rise again.
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16. The County Council further believes that a more productive way of addressing house price concerns
is to consider the role of publicly subsidised aVordable housing. The Barker Review has shown that much
of the decline in housing numbers in the past 30 years has been the result of the reduction in publicly funded
housing provision. In 1970, local authorities built 173,000 houses, but by 2001 the combined output of local
authorities and housing associations was only 22,500. This was against a pattern of relative stability in the
amount of private sector housing being completed. Any perceived housing shortfall is therefore due
primarily to the lack of aVordable houses being provided and not the result of a shortage of housing overall.

17. There are many reasons for the reduction in aVordable housing completions in Surrey, but the
principal reasons are due to the diYculties of delivery through the planning system and changes to housing
finance over the past couple of years. Within Surrey, land values (as opposed to land supply) are a major
barrier to new housing provision, with registered social landlords unable to compete on the open market
for suitable land with the house builders. Consequently, the majority of new aVordable housing in Surrey
is delivered through section 106 agreements on private sites. With an increased national policy emphasis on
previously developed land, the County Council has estimated that 73% of all new housing on sites of over
0.5 hectares would need to be aVordable to meet the current Surrey Structure Plan target of 40% aVordable.

18. Recent changes in aVordable housing fundingmean that the ability to deliver new housing locally has
been further diminished. In particular the abolition of Local Authority Social Housing Grant and the loss
of local control over the delivery of aVordable housing has significantly reduced the ability to subsidise new
provision. This is of critical importance to Surrey which has not benefited from overall increases in Housing
Corporation funding, as the county is not regarded as a priority area in terms of the indicators of need used
to allocate funds, nor does it lie within one of the growth areas identified within the Government’s
Sustainable Communities Plan.

19. The local authorities in Surrey have been very active in addressing the issues of aVordable provision.
Strategies have been set in place to deliver more key worker and aVordable housing (the SLGA key worker
strategy “Housing to Underpin Economic Success” and best practice advice “Making AVordable Housing
Happen’). Recently, the local authorities have undertaken research with Knight Frank to look at the
economics of aVordable provision in Surrey, with a view to amending planning requirements to deliver
aVordable housing in a way which does not adversely aVect the economics of general market provision.
However, such activities will only have a marginal impact unless additional funding is made available to
RSLs and local authorities in the county to subsidise the provision of new aVordable housing. The
Government and the Regional Housing Board need to ensure that funding allocations for new build reflect
actual need and not simply the location of the growth areas.

20. The County Council’s concerns over the relationship between housing supply and price reflect the
detailed findings form the IPPR Commission on Sustainable Development in the South East,39 which
concluded:

“The Barker Review came up with a national headline figure for an extra 141,000 dwellings per year
to reduce real house price inflation to 1.1% per annum. But research commissioned by ippr suggested
that if only half that figure were built nationally it would have a similar eVect on house price inflation.
This raises question marks over the robustness of the Barker methodology and the extent to which it
can be relied upon to develop both national and regional aVordability targets.”

39 The Commission on Sustainable Development in the South East Final Report, ippr, 2005.
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21. And that:

“To tackle aVordability problems in the South East a direct increase in the provision of aVordable
housing would seem to be the most appropriate policy response.”

Section 5:

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

22. The planning system has a key role in balancing the competing pressures from economic growth, the
demand and need for housing, the need for infrastructure and the impact on the environment. It should not
simply reflect market demand The scale of policy and environmental constraints in Surrey mean that the
county cannot respond to market demand for housing for sale without breaching these constraints, or
further town cramming. In responding to the Government’s consultation on Planning for Housing
Provision, the County Council argued that the planning system should make use of the existing expertise
and abilities of the County Councils in the delivery of new housing. In particular“

(a) The process of planning for housing provision would be enhanced by reflecting the key role of the
County Councils under the 2004 Planning Act, in terms of monitoring and information provision
and as Principal Authorities with responsibility for providing advice to the Regional Assemblies
on subregional matters. These responsibilities give the Counties a key role in the identification of
relevant sub-regional housingmarket areas, liaisonwith key stakeholders, the provision of key data
to inform planning in these areas, and the commissioning of housing market assessments.

(b) A greater role for the County Councils would also provide the electoral legitimacy that is missing
from the current proposals, which seem to rely upon the role of the un-elected regional assemblies
and the operation of the market. A clear link to the electorate has been highlighted by IPPR as
being essential to the delivery of publicly acceptable housing development, as well as providing a
clear mechanism for balancing of the competing economic, environmental and social concerns in
individual areas.

(c) A greater degree of flexibility in terms of setting overall housing requirements and the timescale over
which these will be sought, is required. As the IPPR report clarifies, there is considerable
uncertainty in terms of planning for housing over the longer term, particularly in the identification
of housing potential and land availability. A recognition of greater flexibility in the latter part of the
plan period would enable local authorities, house builders and other key stakeholders to respond to
changes in the economics of housing provision, but also emerging environmental, social and
infrastructure concerns.

Section 6:

The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

23. The County Council accepts that it is not easy to address current regional disparities which manifest
themselves in housing shortages in London, the South East, the East of England and, to a lesser extent the
South West, whilst there are surpluses of provision elsewhere. Simply restricting development in the south
of the country in order to stimulate demand in theMidlands and theNorth would be ineVective since it takes
no account of the pressures for economic growth within the south and the importance of the regional
economy to national well-being. However, by the same token, planning for significant housing growth in
the South East with insuYcient investment in infrastructure, lack of concern over the potential water supply
situation and the pressure on national and international environmental designations, is equally untenable.
At the heart of the problem is the lack of any national spatial strategy which considers the varying needs of
the regions and potential measures to address these needs. The Government needs to put in place such a
strategy as amatter of urgency to provide a positive framework for the future planning of housing provision.

Memorandum by Margaret Craske (AH 15)

Thank you for the opportunity to communicate so quickly and easily. I am cabinet member for housing
and health in North Norfolk District Council.

Ourmain problem is that private housing is snapped up by older people to retire in this quiet and beautiful
area. Our local young people cannot aVord to stay and live here due to many second and holiday homes.
We need to set our own key worker definition and to be able to increase the weighting to those in low paid
employment. We do this for exception schemes but cannot build enough properties just by that. We have
built over 100 new subsidised homes each year for the last two years but have demand for a 1,000!!! Private
builders do not build large enough schemes to provide many aVordable ones. We do not want to build huge
numbers in beautiful conservation countryside which is the reason for our tourist industry but there are
insuYcient staV to work, for low wages, to keep hotels and B&B, restaurants and pubs well served. The care
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industry is not going to keep up with the demands of our elderly rural population especially as the health
and social service budgets are cut while people are helped to stay in their own homes instead of residential
and sheltered accommodation.

We won “Beacon” status for preventing homelessness and avoiding B&B use for the homeless. We have
leased private houses to put them in but have huge need for cheaper rented accommodation for young
families to move on into. They then want to take part in schemes to buy a share in a home—at the moment
if two areworking (essential to have enough resource to pay) they do not qualify for the few available houses.

The use of the concept of sustainability in a rural area like ours must include keeping a balance of ages
and skills not just distance to shops, schools and work. We want to sustain villages by building six to 10
houses on demand with co-operation of parish councils and RSLs. We need to be able to form Trusts which
can borrow or cross subsidise by selling a percentage to fund the others.

Memorandum by Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council (AH 16)

Executive Summary

The benefits of home ownership are acknowledged. However, some people cannot aVord to buy a home
of their own or choose not to, for a variety of reasons. The solution lies in a balanced approach, which
encourages both greater home ownership and social rented provision. Currently, escalating house prices
contribute to increasing social inequality. There is evidencewithin Sefton, specifically north Sefton, that lack
of aVordable accommodation is having a negative eVect on the local economy. However, the quality and
location of new housing, the unbalanced nature of the housing market, and the need to regenerate areas of
run down or obsolete housing and/or areas subject to market failure, are also important factors.

Full Response

1. Responses to the 10 issues raised in the ODPM Press Notice, in the specific context of Sefton, are as
follows:

(i) The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

2. The Council acknowledges the benefits of home ownership. However, home ownership levels in the
United Kingdom are currently at 71%, which is well above the EU average of 63%. Only three countries in
the EU have higher owner occupation levels than the United Kingdom (Source ESRA). The level of owner
occupation recorded at the 2001 Census for Sefton was above the United Kingdom level at 74% and is now
likely to be above this level.Whilst there is undoubtedly a demand for further home ownership in theUnited
Kingdom and in Sefton, it would be incorrect to assume that all households aspire to home ownership.
Accordingly, it is necessary to recognise that a significant number of households, for a variety of reasons,
do not wish to purchase a property and are perfectly happy to rent either privately or through a registered
social landlord. Given this, the solution lies in a balanced approach which encourages both greater home
ownership and further social rented provision. Shared ownership can also play a role. In the Sefton context
it is considered necessary to re-structure imbalanced housing markets in South Sefton where there are
currently lower levels of owner occupation and high levels of social and privately rented housing, as well as
a need to provide houses with, for example, gardens and oV street parking which meet aspirations and will
help to retain residents and attract new ones to the area.

(ii) The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

3. The traditional view has very much been that increased home ownership helps to tackle social and
economic inequalities and reduces poverty. However, the increasing diYculty young and low income
households are facing in finding a suitable home for purchase or for rent, combined with the escalating
property values of those in owner occupation and buying to let, may be leading to an increasingly
fragmented social and economic structure which, whilst not necessarily causing poverty per se, is
contributing to an increase in inequality. The extent towhich peoplewhowish to purchase a home are denied
access to the housing market will inevitably cause frustration, distress and resentment in local communities
and this needs to be avoided, if possible. Home ownership does not aVect incomes, but does allow people’s
incomes to be invested in personal assets. This increases personal wealth for those who are able to aVord
home ownership.
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(iii) The economic and social impact of the current house prices

4. The impact of high house prices in some parts of Sefton is resulting in a situation where an increasing
number of first time buyers and key workers in those areas are being excluded from the housing market.
Furthermore, the lack of availability of good quality and aVordable rented accommodation is compounding
the problem. Taken together, these factors are resulting in many households being trapped in temporary
and unsuitable accommodation, being forced to remain with their parents or relatives or, worse still, facing
the prospect of homelessness. In addition, there is increasing evidence that the lack of aVordable
accommodation is having a negative eVect on economic performance. In Southport, for example, a study
undertaken by Fordham Research for the Council in 2003 has indicated that a lack of aVordable housing
is contributing to problems with recruitment of staV in the local area (particularly in the tourism and service
sectors which are critical to the local economy), forcing people to commute in to Southport from outside
the area or live in substandard accommodation locally. Given this, the lack of aVordable housing in
Southport could potentially hinder the town’s regeneration and economic expansion. Fordham Research is
currently updating this study for the Council and the results will be published in early 2006. In contrast, in
South Sefton, the right level of home ownership is only one aspect of creating sustainable communities. In
South Sefton existing low value housing if improved is not able to create suYcient increases in value to
attract private investment in improvement and repair without extensive public subsidy. Existing home
owners in South Sefton in many cases may be “trapped’ in low value low quality homes, without suYcient
income or wealth either to aVord a new home, or adequate repairs and improvements to their existing home.

(iv) The relationship between housing prices and housing supply

5. This issue is covered under (ix) below. However, it is also worth noting that although house prices in
the Merseyside Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder area, where there are failing housing markets, have
increased significantly since the Housing Market Renewal Initiative was announced in 2003, they have not
increased relative to house prices across the north west, and are still significantly below the regional average.
It is therefore vitally important that housing supply is controlled eVectively to avoid housingmarket failure.
The evidence would suggest that the supply of new housing elsewhere directly contributes to lack of demand
and consequently lower relative house prices in Housing Market Renewal areas, which in turn leads to
reduced capital investment either in refurbishment or in new housing.

(v) Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

6. This may be a good opportunity to tackle the equalisation of VAT between new build and repair and
refurbishment. If this were to be done, it would increase the attractiveness of the potential bringing back
into use and/or improvement of older housing, and the conversion of existing buildings to residential use
(many of which would be suitable for aVordable housing and are in sustainable locations), thereby reducing
the need for greenfield land to be developed for new housing.

(vi) The scale of Government’s plans to boost housing supply

7. The Government’s plans to boost housing supply at the national level are welcomed. This is consistent
with the advice contained in the Barker Review that there should be a step change in housing supply to
produce as many as 120,000 extra private sector houses per annum and 17,000 to 23,000 extra units of
aVordable housing per annum. However, these are national figures and reflect, in the main, a South East
perception of the housing situation, namely that an increase in supply will address the problem (see also
paragraph 9 below). However, in many parts of the NorthWest and in Sefton, in particular, a lack of supply
of private sector houses is not the problem. Rather, it is the quality and location of that housing, and the
unbalanced nature of the market. There is a very strong case for the Government to look at rebalancing the
employment markets to take account of housing supply and demand, rather than vice versa.

8. Specifically, Sefton (notwithstanding the application of a housing restraint policy—see below) has
consistently built in excess of the 350 dwelling (net of clearance) annual housing figure required by Regional
Planning Guidance/Regional Spatial Strategy by some 30%. The issue in Sefton and the wider Merseyside
sub regional area is more related to the dangers of an excess supply of new housing potentially damaging
the urban regeneration of the fragile housing markets in and around the HMRI Pathfinder areas. Hence
Sefton (as with Liverpool and Wirral), on the firm advice of Government OYce for the North West, has
introduced a housing restraint policy to, in major part, ensure that too many houses are not built, thereby
supporting theHMRIprocess in South Sefton andLiverpool and to a lesser extent inWirral. The issue of the
need for further aVordable housing units is considered under the response to issue (vii) immediately below.
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(vii) The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

9. Two-thirds of the growth in household numbers is projected to be in southern England, with 20%
concentrated in London. This pattern is very diVerent from the actual distribution of building over the last
few years—when close to 50% of new housing has been developed in the North and the Midlands. If needs
and demands are to be met where they emerge, which is predominantly in southern England, then over two-
thirds of provision should be in the southern part of the country. In contrast, in the North West, housing
provision hasmore thanmatched the growth in households and is likely to continue to do so, especially with
the anticipated amendments to Regional Spatial Strategy (as part of the current review) housing
requirements. Taking the NorthWest as a whole, there is therefore no pressing need to significantly increase
the supply of private sector housing. In fact to do so on any appreciable scale would risk oversupply and
threaten the fragile HMRI Pathfinder process.

10. In Sefton, particularly in the north of the Borough, the issue is not one of increasing the supply of
private sector housing per se, but rather one of increasing the supply of subsidised or aVordable housing.
In the south of the Borough it is more a need to provide suburban family housing which meets aspirations,
given the predominance of 19th century terraced housing in order to retain and attract back local
households. In this regard, theCouncil commissioned FordhamResearchLtd. to undertake a borough-wide
Housing Needs Survey in 2003. This study, based on detailed survey research, concluded that there was a
very significant aVordable housing shortfall in Sefton, equivalent to a borough-wide figure of 617 dwellings
per annum, with a significant need for aVordable housing in a number of parts of the borough and, in
particular, in Southport where there was a very pressing need for 432 aVordable dwellings per annum.

11. More particularly, the study concluded that because of the very high local house prices relative to
local incomes, the provision of low cost market housing for sale and shared ownership housing was beyond
the financial wherewithal of those in aVordable housing need. In any event, and notwithstanding this, low
cost housing for sale may only be low cost on one occasion, since the dwellings are normally sold on at
market value. Consequently, in Fordham Research Ltd’s view the only form of aVordable housing which
was able to meet aVordable housing needs in Sefton was social rented housing. New build homes for sale
in the South of the Borough may well be aVordable to people priced out of the North of the Borough if they
were prepared to commute. On the other hand, a lot of people in the North of the Borough commute into
Liverpool. If the right housing, retail, leisure, and environmental “oVer” was made available for these
people, so that they chose to live in South Sefton, that would reduce pressure on the housing market in the
North of Sefton. The important thing here is that regeneration of low grade areas can help re-balance
markets.

12. Recognising that the aVordability may have worsened over the last two years, due to the significant
escalation of local house prices (particularly in the north of the Borough) relative to local incomes, the
Council commissionedFordhamResearch to undertake a comprehensive update of this study in the summer
of 2005. Whilst the final results of the updated study are not yet available, the interim findings show that
Sefton’s housing aVordability problem has significantly worsened over the last two years, with the
Borough’s aVordability requirement more than doubling to 1,261 per annum. Disaggregated figures of
aVordable housing needs for diVerent parts of the Borough are not presently available but the inference is
that these will also have significantly increased. Once again, FordhamResearch has concluded that low cost
market housing for sale will be unable to meet any aVordable housing needs in Sefton. Consistent with this,
FordhamResearch are firmly of the view that 90%of aVordable housing needs in Sefton should bemet from
social rented housing with 10% from intermediate housing, whose rents should be priced halfway between
social rents and minimum market levels.

13. In short, as far as Sefton is concerned, increasing the supply of market housing, over and above that
provided through the Regional Spatial Strategy, will not assist in delivering aVordable housing in the
Borough.

14. As a general point, whilst the planning system is able to make a contribution to the provision of
aVordable housing it cannot possibly address the scale of the aVordability problem. This applies equally at
both the national level and at the Sefton Borough level. Governments of both persuasions over the last
decade have cut back direct subsidies to social housing providers and placed strong reliance on providing
aVordable housing through the planning system. Fundamentally, and whilst the planning system has a role
to play, there is now an urgent need for government to explore ways of supporting aVordable housing in a
more proactive manner. In this regard, it is significant that the level of provision of social housing available
nationally is currently only one-fifth of what it was 20 years ago. A reversal of this downward trend, through
(for example) providing greater government funding support to registered social landlords to deliver new
social housing for rent and shared ownership, (for example, by a substantial increase in funding through
“Homebuy”) would assist in meeting an increasing number of unmet aVordable housing needs.

(viii) How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

15.As indicated at (vii) above, this is not a problem for Sefton, subject to the caveat that research indicates
a significant unmet demand in the Housing Market Renewal Area for new build housing for sale. The
Borough comfortably meets (and in fact exceeds) its Regional Spatial Strategy housing requirement despite
the rigorous application of a housing restraint policy, This, in the main, is due to the backlog of extant
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planning permissions which were granted before the restraint policy came into eVect. Given this context, to
seek to provide significantly more market housing through the planning system would contradict national
and regional housing policy and seriously risk undermining the HMRI Pathfinder process.

16. A further unforeseen consequence of action taken at a national level to solve “south east” problems
is the recent reduction in the “life” of planning permissions from five years to three years. On a practical
note, this has serious implications on our ability to bring forward seriously contaminated brownfield land
in the Pathfinder area, particularly where CPO action is required to assemble sites. Once the land has been
acquired, site investigations are then required after the site has been vacated and cleared in order to prepare
a remediation strategy for de-contaminating the site, which then has to be carried out before development
can start on site. This process can easily take three years. However, it is good practice to have planning
permissions in place as part of the planning. Although Circular 08/2005 suggests that it is possible to
prescribe a longer period, this is not really the solution, since giving a longer time period could be seen as
sending out the wrong message when the aim is bring sites forward as soon as possible.

(ix) The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the national and historical environment and infrastructure provision.

17. Evidence from the various studies including the Joseph Rowntree Foundation research on “New
house-building and the changing planning system” has indicated that there would need to be a huge increase
in the supply of housing to influence house prices in any significant manner. Were Sefton to pursue a policy
of significantly increasing the scale of housing development (whichwould not in any event be consistent with
national or regional planning guidance), it would only be likely to have a modest impact on local house
prices and could only be achieved at significant environmental cost, with the loss of important urban open
space and valuable Green Belt land to housing. Furthermore, as indicated above, it would put at risk the
fragile HMRI Pathfinder process.

(x) The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled.

18. This is a very diYcult question to address. However, at a risk of oversimplifying the problem, an
active regional and national policy framework to stimulate economic development in areas of low income
and low housing demand could assist in reducing the pressure in high demand and low aVordability areas.
This would include pro-active relocation of London centric public sector/ civil service jobs, encouragement
of regeneration activity to provide employment/business relocation opportunities, etc.

Memorandum by the Derker Community Action Group (AH 17)

1. As far as those of us who are being subjected to the HMR scheme can ascertain the pathfinders are
not creating home ownership. In Oldham current homeowners are actively being knocked oV the property
ladder by this scheme. We see no benefit for current homeowners.

1.1 If there are any benefits to be gained then it is only for the RSLs as once owner occupiers have been
divested of there home by this scheme, the only options available to the majority who wish to remain home
owners is to accept part ownership with a RSL partner in action or rent.

1.2 Therefore we can only conclude from our experience of this scheme so far that the beneficiaries of
these public funds are the RSLs and property developers.

2. The way the pathfinders are currently operating does not tackle social and economic inequalities and
poverty, it increases those instances of these problems that already exist and creates new ones.

2.1 They are coming into neighbourhoods said to be suVering from high levels of deprivation, social
exclusion and poverty. They purchase homes at knock down prices and leave them empty thus exacerbating
social problems such as youth nuisance and homelessness.

2.2 This is how the ghettoisation of the pathfinder area begins bear inmind thatDerker has never suVered
from low demand and abandonment.

3. The situation that now exists in Derker is as a direct result of Pathfinder’s intervention in the area.
People living in deprived communities cannot aVord the new build homes that are on market for in excess
of £140,000.

3.1 We find it ludicrous that no one stopped to consider this fact. We feel that the pathfinder is social
engineering at its most ludicrous and unjust. No new homes have been built in Derker the existing
community is being re-housed in other areas.

3.2 The majority wish to remain in Derker but the HMR in their new bid for funding state that they will
not measure their success by the crude numbers of people attending meetings or the amount of
questionnaires returned, but the attempts made to get people to relocate.
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3.3 To change the social demographic of an area by coercion and manipulating economic factors such
as house prices does not tackle social problems and poverty. Moving social problems from one area to
another and widening inequalities leaves us wondering if we will become the nomadic disenfranchised tribe
of Derker, shoved from pillar to post to enable Oldham council to claim more pathfinder monies to inflict
the devastation the pathfinder brings upon other communities in the town.

4. The realities are that many bought terraced houses in preference to new build, as the terrace is far
superior in building design to most new build homes. The terrace homes have stood for nearly 100 years and
more in some cases and will easily stand another 100 or more years.

4.1 We are told that the new build has a life expectancy of 40 years and we believe it after watching them
erecting the new build inWerneth. In short the aspirations our local Council andHMR teamhave publicised
so widely are not our dreams. This is hardly surprising, as the Community of Derker have never been
consulted.

4.2 To demolish housing that is aVordable in order to create large swathes of land for property
developers, to build houses clearly not aVordable to the existing community is not a recipe for tackling social
and economic problems or reducing poverty.

5. Social groups and pensioners: Our pensioners are being forced out of the homes they own outright by
the HMR scheme. Having spent their working life paying for the homes they own to secure for themselves
some security and quality of life in their old age, they now face enforced removal from their homes and
community and as there is no chance of them obtaining a mortgage, the only future HMR intervention will
secure for them is one where they are forced in to rented accommodation where their future will be one of
subsistence.

5.1 As they will have the money from their enforced dispossession in the bank, they will not be entitled
to income support or other benefits such as housing and council tax. As in many cases the state pension will
just about cover their rent, all other necessities of life will have to be met by subsisting oV the money from
their homes. As one elderly lady informed us, “one way or another the council will take everything I have
worked all my life for, my home and then any money realised on it they will claw back in rent and
council-tax”.

5.2 Young families who have got a foot on the property ladder and live within their meagre means while
purchasing their current home will be knocked oV the property ladder. They will have to settle their current
mortgage upon dispossession and bearing inmind the status of this area is deprived and suVering high levels
of poverty, they are unable to aVord the expensive new build homes. Many are not interested in new builds
as they compare unfavourably with the homes they have now. People who currently own or have the
prospect of owning 100%, of their home now, do not widely find the prospect of shared ownership under
the equity share attractive. The have a higher mortgage and pay rent too deal is not desirable. The equity
share on oVer from the council is means tested and full of codicils that enable them to force you to sell the
property for a number of reasons, many undisclosed and we are unable to get a copy of the agreement.

5.3 With the way the council, the HMR team and their partners have rode roughshod over this
community we have no faith or trust left in any of them and no one wants to put their future in
unscrupulous hands.

5.4 Forcing homeowners into rented accommodation, creating a situation where home ownership
becomes a privilege beyond the means of ordinary working people does not tackle social and economic
inequalities it creates them. Turning homeowners into tenants does not reduce poverty it increases it.

5.5 The pathfinders see only equity; the community see their homes. The economic and social impact of
current house prices means that when deprived communities are targeted by a scheme that is only about the
value of land and property and not people social problems are increased.

5.6 The problem with the scale of the Government’s plan to boost housing supply is that in places like
Oldham that seems to have been singled out for aggressive social engineering under the HMR scheme.
People who are being subjected to this scheme feel they have no choice but to stand and fight as the prospect
of being subjected to this scheme again and again over its fifteen year lifetime is intolerable.

6. In closing it seems ludicrous to demolish perfectly good housing and destroy well-established and
cohesive communities while claiming that that is what the HMR scheme is trying to create.

6.1 How can you sustain a community by destroying it? How do you tackle social and economic
inequalities by creating them?The idealists can dreamand spin, but their claims of the benefits the pathfinder
is supposed to bring bears no resemblance to the realities of the scheme on the lives of those it most aVects.
The pathfinder scheme creates winners and losers that means it creates inequalities.

6.2 While the focus of this scheme is wealth creation for RSLs and property developers the needs,
aspirations and inequalities that exist in our communities, and are being further complicated by this scheme
have not been and will not be addressed.
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Memorandum by Adrian Britton FRICS (AH 18)

1. Personal Introduction

1.1 I am a recently retired chartered surveyor whose professional career was initially in estate agency and
property valuation and residential property management, followed by 20 years in local government service,
including 14 years as an Assistant Director of Housing and latterly Director of Housing in a London
borough. During this period I also served on the Housing Committee of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors, latterly as its Chairman for five years. Subsequently I became an employee of the Institution,
serving as Director of Professional Services and latterly as Executive Director of Corporate Strategy and
Governance.

1.2 I have never had party political aYliations and now have the unfettered right to express my own
professional, personal and political opinions, which I have pleasure in so doing here in respect of the terms
of reference of the Committee’s new Inquiry on the aVordability and supply of housing. I am sure that the
Committee will appreciate, however, that in reaching conclusions on the best way forward the impact of
policies (and desirable policies) in other areas, such as planning, transportation, education and taxation,
need to be taken into account.

2. Economics

2.1 House prices and private sector rents are determined principally by the demand for the particular
dwellings’ the ability of individuals to pay, their preparedness to do so having regard to their personal
circumstances, aspirations and prospects, and the availability of other suitable dwellings. The cost of
construction of a dwelling does not aVect its value pro rata. The price of the land on which the dwelling is
built is a “residual figure” what the builder can aVord to pay in the light of his or her other costs and the
expected sale price of the dwelling when constructed. (It follows that statutory higher environmental, space,
construction, health and safety standards could be imposed in the vast majority of cases without increasing
house prices and rents by more than any increase in the amounts that prospective occupiers are prepared to
pay for the “better product”).

2.2 As a nation we are paying much more than we need for a basic necessity, housing, because there is a
shortage of it in the (most) places where people want and need to live. Adopting a suitable vacancy rate and
taking a defined policy position on the “right” to purchase a second home within the UK, the full meeting
of “one home” housing requirements would reduce the price of housing in real terms, releasing personal
resources for spending, saving (compulsorily for pensions?), better public services, including investment in
infrastructure provision, and/or redistribution through the taxation system. However, achieving this, in my
view, highly desirable scenario can only be attained gradually, because the assets and mortgage liabilities of
so many are principally in home ownership, and a substantial reduction in levels of house prices, with the
creation of negative equity, is not politically feasible and is not in the interest of theUK economy.Moreover
the construction industry has not the present capacity to achieve the “transformation” rapidly; the need to
expand of the construction industry requires urgent attention.

2.3 Reducing housing prices (both in home ownership and private sector renting) in real terms by fully
meeting need has other economic and social advantages additional to those mentioned in the preceding
paragraph. Some of these advantages will be identified below.

2.4 Also, it would be desirable economically and socially, to achieve parity of housing sector esteem, to
levy all local authority and housing association rents at assessedmarket levels, thus sweeping away the terms
and concepts of subsidised and “aVordable” housing. A housing allowance scheme would be necessary for
those households unable to aVord the market rents (irrespective of ownership sector) of reasonably suitable
dwellings in the particular region for households of the particular sizes and composition. I believe that some
steps in this direction are on trial in some areas at present, with the more limited aim of preventing rent
inflation as a result of the availability of housing benefits. The rules and tapering of the housing allowances
to balance disincentives to working and to seeking promotion in employment would need careful
consideration. Deductions from the housing allowances otherwise payable should be made to reflect
“unacceptable’ levels of under-occupation arising and maintained after a specified period. Please see also
paragraph 3.4 below.

3. Politics and Social Considerations

3.1 Home ownership is part of the culture and the aspiration of the vast majority of the adult UK
population. I believe that this aspiration is not based purely on the perception that the value of owner-
occupied housing rises faster than inflation and is therefore a good investment. (If this were so then that
perception would wane if housing demand and supply were brought into equilibrium.) The aspiration for
home ownership is based also on the perceptions that, provided that the mortgage repayments are
maintained, home ownership brings with it security of occupancy (with the facility to move when the
occupier rather than a landlord chooses); the opportunity to build up financial security and borrowing
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power through accumulation of asset value; the prospect of reduced housing costs when themortgage is paid
oV; and the ability to pass on the value of the property to family members on death. Paying rent is often
seen as a waste of money when owner occupation is a realistic option.

3.2 A further benefit of owner-occupation is seen to be the greater attention that owner-occupiers give
to the appearance and improvement of their homes and environs than many landlords and tenants do, to
maintain and improve utility and asset value. This activity creates social pressure on other owners to do
likewise and to take steps to discourage nuisance, vandalism and other crime.

3.3 I believe that the present lack of opportunity of many of the young, especially the single (including
those aVected by household break-up, since house purchase usually requires two income earners) and those
from less aZuent families, and of those others unable to command suYcient income from employment, to
step on to the home ownership ladder will become increasing resented by them and their parents. In my view
it is desirable that public policies be adopted and implemented to open up home ownership as a realistic
choice for all in “permanent employment” who aspire to it. Most graduates, and others, wish to “stand on
their own feet” and make their way in life independently, rather than have, where possible, to ask their
parents’ financial help. Governments’ failure to ensure that young adults in employment can aVord home
ownership without seeking their parents’ financial help is, I believe, increasingly regarded by such parents
as an implied but resented government expectation. It seems to me that it would be much fairer to all if
government policy was founded on a stated assumption that state assistance to adults of 22 and over will be
framed on the assumption that their parents have no further financial or other responsibilities towards them.

3.4 The extension to owner occupation of the housing allowance scheme advocated in paragraph 2.4
above on the same formula, pitched to fund a 100% mortgage on a “deemed suitable for the household”
dwelling in the particular area, would give all in full-time employment but in need of financial assistance to
aVord their own homes a real choice of tenure and the ability to change that choice when they wished. I
believe that giving all the employed the opportunity of a “stake in society” could reduce substantially the
extent of disaVection which many younger people with low incomes harbour, and which stimulates crime.
Further, it seems to me quite wrong that special schemes are apparently required with ring-fenced funding
to enable teachers and other “key workers” to buy homes, presumably eVectively locking them into
employment in this sector and detracting from their housing mobility. What does this say about the level of
salary and status deemed appropriate for such vocations? And surely these factors must deter some of the
best suited to these jobs from seeking careers in these sectors, foregoing some of the advantages described
in the paragraph 3.1? Transitional arrangements for extension of the suggested housing allowance scheme
to the owner-occupied sector might be necessary to prevent unnecessary house price inflation through a lack
of supply dwellings for sale. Ideally the supply of dwellings for sale in the particular region would be
increased before the expansion of the purchasing power which the housing allowances would provide. A
temporary right to buy their existing homemight be accorded to those previously paying rents belowmarket
levels, to mitigate demand for private sector dwellings.

3.5 I confess to not having computed the gross cost a housing allowance scheme on the above lines, but
point out that there would be other public sector savings/income resulting from ceasing to subsidise the cost
of some dwellings, the economic growth that more housing would stimulate, reduced unemployment from
a larger construction industry, higher employment resulting from the incentive to work to gain a housing
allowance entitlement to support house purchase, and a reduction in the costs of crime and ill-health.
Moreover meeting reasonable housing requirements is a matter of priorities’ a higher one in my submission
than foregoing income tax on ISAs from those able to invest £7,000 a year and paying £200 fuel allowances
to pensioners paying higher rate income tax, and windfall gains in land values going largely untaxed. Also,
I suspect that more, younger households in their own self-contained housing would increase the birth rate,
a longer term economic advantage.

3.6 I see two dangers of making home-ownership an option for all employed households:

(1) People may be tempted to buy relatively cheap dwellings which have environments and
disadvantages which make them very diYcult to sell, especially in weaker market conditions. I
suggest that there should be a specific obligation on the proposed home condition inspectors to
identify such properties in their reports. Lenders should be obliged to reflect this matter in the loan
to value ratio they adopted.

(2) Notwithstanding what I have said about home ownership instilling pride in dwellings, there would
be some young people who would be entitled to the envisaged housing allowances facilitating home
ownership whose life styles would cause substantial annoyance to their property-owning
neighbours. The nation would be “trading oV’ some street nuisance from youngsters who are
inclined to go out more to be away from the parents with whom they are lodging, for more
neighbour disputes.

3.7 I do not favour the active promotion of greater homeownership as a matter of public policy. I believe
that would be socially divisive. I believe it is better for government to provide a level economic and tenure-
neutral financial and planning framework, and thereafter let the market decide the balance of home
ownership and rented occupation.
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3.8 The expansion of new housing supply to meet all requirements upon it is a politically diYcult matter.
Because it is thought to devalue existing property and change environmental character, the “not in my back
yard” syndrome is rife and makes it very diYcult for local councillors to support suburban and green field
housing land allocation and development. I regard attempts at the introduction of regional government and
planning authorities as an attempt to circumvent such problems. Inmy view central government has an over-
riding duty (to which it is paying increasingly courageous but still inadequate attention) to ensure that the
nation is suitably housed, and I really do wonder whether the retention of planning powers within
democratic local government is in the public interest.

3.9 Fly over the United Kingdom and any objective person should conclude that there is plenty of room
in this country for enough housing for everyone without causing an unacceptable amount of environmental
detriment, but that is not to say that I favour “green field” housing development wherever there is a market
for it. In particular, London and the South East is under particular pressure and it does seem to me that
more needs to be done to encourage location of new employment and housing outside this region. This ought
not to be so diYcult as it was, having regard to the extent to which communication can now be carried out
electronically.

3.10 In my view not enough attention has been given to the need to redevelop large, older urban areas
incapable of piecemeal renewal, and creating new environments and schools acceptable to households of all
income levels. The scope for higher densities in such areas is often substantial, but the amount of existing
owner occupation dictates that compulsory purchase is almost inevitable.

4. Concluding Comment

4.1 Over the last forty years the eVectiveness of UK housing policy has been dogged by a lack of political
consensus. The removal of mortgage interest tax relief has reduced the housing political temperature
substantially. I do urge the political parties to find common ground on the matters of the full meeting of
housing demand; where that demand should be located; and the provision of adequate financial support to
households who need it (rather than to the cost of housing provision), to remove unnecessary uncertainty
for the private and corporate sectors in taking housing investment decisions. In the longer term, this
approach would minimise the need for public financial support for housing provision and households’
occupancy costs, and reduce public sector costs related to ill-health, social discontent and consequential
crime stimulated by insuYcient and environmentally unsatisfactory housing.

Memorandum by English Nature, the Rural Development Service and the Countryside Agency
(Landscape, Access and Recreation) (AH 19)

NATURAL ENGLAND

1. A new organisation—Natural England—is being created with responsibility to conserve and enhance
the value and beauty of England’s natural environment and promote access, recreation and public well-
being for the benefit of today’s and future generations.

2. The creation of the new organisation, Natural England, has already begun, with English Nature, the
Landscape, Access andRecreation division of the Countryside Agency, and the Rural Development Service
working together as partners. This natural partnership is delivering joint outcomes and paving the way for
Natural England, whilst continuing to deliver their separate and respective statutory duties:

— EnglishNature is the independentGovernment agency that champions the conservation ofwildlife
and geology throughout England.

— The Rural Development Service is the largest deliverer of the England Rural Development
Programme and a range of advisory and regulatory rural services.

— The aim of the Countryside Agency’s Landscape, Access and Recreation division is to help
everyone respect, protect and enjoy the countryside.

3. This evidence has been produced jointly by English Nature, the Rural Development Service and the
Countryside Agency’s Landscape, Access and Recreation division (“The Natural England partners”) who
are working to create Natural England, a new agency for people, places and nature.

4. This evidence is focussed on the following issue as set out in the invitation to submit evidence:

“The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision”

Summary of Evidence

5. TheNatural England partners recognise the need to increase the supply of housing tomeet the housing
needs of rural and urban communities. Our concerns about the scale of development necessary to improve
housing aVordability are largely related to where and how this development takes place. We believe that
housing must be provided in ways that avoids harm to our natural environment, minimises the use of scarce
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natural resources and delivers substantial environmental and community benefits. The spatial planning
system has a vital role to play in ensuring that necessary development takes place in ways that meets
sustainable development objectives.

6. Proper accountmust be taken of the environmental capacity of areas proposed for further growth with
further work needed on environmental limits and the cumulative impacts of development. Sustainable
locations for development must be found that avoid our protected sites and landscapes and consider the
impacts of development on all landscapes, soils and biodiversity. Mitigation against loss is not always
possible or practicable but where appropriate, full considered and evidence based assessment at the earliest
stage should be a requirement.

7. The planning system should set out the quality and resource eYciency standards that development
must meet with development delivering economic, social and environmental benefits for local communities.
The infrastructure needed to support the provision of new housing must be provided as an integral part of
the development. This should include the provision of green infrastructure. Exemplar developments are
needed to lead the way in demonstrating how new housing can be provided in environmentally
sustainable ways.

General Comments

8. Housing is a basic human right. The Natural England partners support Government policy that
everyone should have the opportunity of a decent home and a reasonable choice of location. As a nation,
we should plan to meet the housing requirements of the whole community, including those in need of
aVordable and special needs housing in both urban and rural areas. The factors aVecting house prices are
varied and complex, as is the relationship between house prices and housing supply. We welcome the
Committee’s inquiry into these issues. As environmental organisations, however, we are restricting our
evidence to the environmental implications of increasing housing supply.

9. We recognise the severe shortage of aVordable housing that exists. We believe that emphasis should
be placed on the provision of aVordable housing to those in need, rather than attempting to increase the
supply of housing to reduce house prices across the board, which may not help those most in need and is
likely to have significant environmental implications. Our concerns about the scale of development
necessary to improve housing aVordability are largely related to where and how this development takes
place. Solutions to the lack of aVordable housing must be consistent with sustainable development, and
additional housing in the growth areas must create high quality sustainable communities and deliver
economic, social and environmental benefits in a resource eYcient manner to the people concerned. We are
engaging with those involved in the growth areas to help achieve these aims.

10. The likely scale of housing development required to influence house prices would have significant and
far-reaching impacts on the natural, built and historic environment. These implications must be fully and
properly addressed and we welcome the Committee’s consideration of these issues and the opportunity to
contribute to the debate. Large-scale housing development impacts on all aspects of our natural
environment, our landscape, heritage and biodiversity interests, and aVects the use of natural resources such
as energy sources, water resources and water quality, soils and minerals resources. It aVects the character
and identity of settlements and the quality of life of existing residents.

11. The challenge is to find solutions to our housing needs in ways that minimise environmental impacts,
prevent environmental pollution and congestion and enhance the quality of life for new and existing
communities in both rural and urban areas. Our view is that the housing needs should be met in ways that
deliver economic, social and environmental benefits to the areas concerned and the people who will live
there. The level of growth needed to meet housing needs presents a significant and timely opportunity to
improve the quality of development and ensure it delivers a net gain to the areas concerned.

Environmental Implications of Significant Housing Development

12. Securing the future,TheUK Sustainable Development Strategy (2005) sets out five guiding principles
to achieve the government’s sustainable development purpose (Livingwithin environmental limits, ensuring
a strong, healthy and just society; achieving a sustainable economy; promoting good governance and using
sound science responsibly). It is imperative that these principles underpin a sustainable housing policy. The
emphasis on environmental limits (respecting the limits of the planet’s environment, resources and
biodiversity to improve our environment and ensure that the natural resources needed for life are
unimpaired and remain so for future generations) is particularly relevant to the Committee’s deliberations,
as is the need for an integrated policy approach for protecting and enhancing natural resources.

13. The environmental implications of development demand detailed and thorough consideration. The
Defra Study into the Environmental Impacts of Increasing the Supply of Housing in the UK (Entec UK/
Richard Hodkinson Consultancy/eftec 2004) researched a (limited) range of environmental impacts of a
number of housing growth scenarios and concluded that the likely scale of environmental impacts will be
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significant if the supply of housing is increased to the level postulated in the Barker review.40 The study
recommended that further work should be undertaken to understand more fully the environmental and
sustainability implications and regional impacts of the diVerent levels of growth set out in the Barker review.
It also identified a number of policy areas that should be reviewed in order to locate new housing
development to minimise environmental impacts, to mitigate the environmental impacts associated with the
construction and occupation of new dwellings and to improve environmental performance.Wewelcome the
recognition that further work is needed on these issues.

14. Moreover, the House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee report Housing: Building a
Sustainable Future (2005) concluded that the “environmental impacts of the proposed increase in
housebuilding deserve much greater consideration than they have yet received from Government . . .
housing policy should be set within the overarching context of environmental limits. All new housing should
be built to standards that minimise environmental impacts . . . Large scale house building demands
prudence, properly joined up government, thorough environmental appraisals, a respect of environmental
limits, local engagement, and improvement in skills, knowledge and awareness. We need sustainable
communities and new sustainable housing, but unless they are environmentally sustainable they will never
be truly sustainable at all.”

15. TheNatural England partners recognise that the environment is an asset that contributes significantly
to the economic and social wellbeing of the UK. Protection and enhancement of our environment and wise
use of our natural resources is therefore fundamental to the prosperity of Britain.

16. The protection and enhancement of our nationally and internationally protected landscapes,
habitats, and sites (egNational Parks, Areas of OutstandingNatural Beauty, National Nature Reserves and
Sites of Special Scientific Interest) as assets for future generations is an important element of sustainable
development. In considering appropriate locations for significant housing development, the highest levels of
protection must be accorded to our designated areas and sites as well as our protected species with decisions
according with legislation and Government policy (eg PPS7, PPS9, the Habitats Regulations, Wildlife and
Countryside Act and Countryside and Rights of Way Act).

17. It is also important to protect and enhance the wider environment, outside of protected areas, and to
consider the impacts of development on natural resources, land use, landscapes, habitats and species.
Biodiversity cannot be maintained through protected sites alone. Past and present human activity and
human-population pressures have damaged the natural environment and disrupted ecosystems (the
complicated relationship that exists between animals, plants and their natural environment whichmaintains
the variety of life). We need to actively manage our natural environment to help these damaged ecosystems
recover so they can continue to function eVectively and support economic productivity. It is also important
to retain and enhance the character and distinctiveness of our countryside. The character of all landscapes
should be taken into account when making decisions on future development. Tools such as landscape
character assessment should be used to inform decisions on the location of development and set the
conditions for the nature of development that respect and enhance landscape character.

18. In accordance with the Government’s Sustainable Development Strategy, we believe that policy
makers need to place greater emphasis on environmental capacity and respecting environmental limits. We
consider that there are particular locations where environmental capacity to accommodate additional
dwellings has been overreached. In Dorset, Surrey and the Thames Basin for example, the wildlife
communities in the remaining lowland heath areas are struggling to maintain viable populations due to the
cumulative impacts of adjacent development pressure. Future resource use, land management and built
development must recognise the limits for using natural resources and prevent irreversible losses of
biodiversity.

19. In making decisions on the location of future development, it is imperative that the cumulative
impacts of development are addressed. The statutory requirement for appraisal of development plans
throughout Europe marks recognition that significant impacts can arise from development and land use
change proposed in development plans. Such impacts can occur over time and space and can accumulate.
The impacts of development may result in the direct destruction of habitats or their loss over time as a
consequence of cumulative changes. Where critical thresholds are exceeded, such will be the degradation of
the habitat that, from the perspective of biodiversity, the habitat may be as good as lost. Research
undertaken for English Nature41 concluded that habitats in the south of England are facing a number of
cumulative impacts caused by development pressures and that it is likely that the high levels of development
that are expected in the next 10–20 years will adversely aVect ecosystem resilience and result in a direct threat
to some species.

40 Review of Housing Supply. Delivering Stability: Securing our Future Housing Needs. Kate Barker (2004).
41 Going, going, gone? The cumulative eVect of land development on biodiversity in England. English Nature Research Report
626. LUC for English Nature 2005.
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Delivering High Quality Sustainable Development

20. The planning system has an important role to play in delivering sustainable development. This is
reflected in the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2004), which requires regional and local plans to
be prepared with a view to contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and PPS1, which
sets out how the planning system should deliver the four aims of sustainable development in an integrated
way. Sustainability Appraisal, incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment, is an important
mechanism to ensure that the environmental implications of development are properly considered alongside
economic and social considerations. We are committed to the plan-led system of spatial planning. We
believe that more visionary, evidence based and locally responsive planning policies should inspire a new
approach to high quality sustainable development.42

21. We believe that if significant additional housing development is to take place, far greater emphasis
should be placed on the quality of development. The quality of development includes its scale, its location,
its design, its mix of uses, its energy and resource eYciency and its long-term flexibility to adapt to changing
needs and circumstances. High quality development incorporates landscape, greenspace, biodiversity,
recreation and other community benefits, which should be designed into to the development from the
outset.43 The planning system needs to go further in setting out the quality standards that developmentmust
meet to enhance local character and distinctiveness and deliver sustainable development. AreaAction Plans,
development briefs, master plans, design codes, design guides and concept statements44 all have a role in
setting out detailed development requirements.

22. We believe that in order to be sustainable, all development should deliver a net gain (or at least a
neutral eVect) for the social, economic and environmental interests of the area, with no significant losses to
any of them. This means protecting our precious natural assets—our finest landscapes and important
heritage and biodiversity interests from the adverse eVects of development. It means avoiding or mitigating
harm or compensating for losses through the use of planning conditions and obligations which provide for
equivalent or greater benefits. In addition, it means delivering community and environmental benefits to the
people aVected by development. In short, it means delivering the types of development that the Countryside
Agency terms “good enough to approve”.

23. New housing development must also show major resource productivity improvements in water,
energy andmaterials use. A quantum leap in sustainable design and construction is needed if we are to create
genuinely sustainable communities. The Building Regulations have considerable potential to improve the
sustainability of individual buildings, supporting and complementing the planning system’s role in
influencing the overall design and layout of developments. The current Building Regulations go some way
to achieving sustainability objectives such as energy conservation but future revisions must go further. A
sustainable development principle should be introduced to underpin and broaden the scope of the Building
Regulations, which must include water and energy eYciency measures, construction waste and the wise use
of materials, including packaging.

24. The use of environmental standards such as BRE “ecohomes” should be mainstreamed to guide
higher construction standards. Private sector housebuilders should be required to follow the example of
English Partnerships and the Housing Corporation and aim for “very good” or “excellent” Ecohomes
standards. We support the introduction of the national Code for Sustainable Building and believe that, if
consistently applied, this could lead to considerable improvements in the environmental performance of
buildings.

25. There are currently few examples of genuinely high quality sustainable communities being built. The
Millennium Communities, National Trust and Joseph Rowntreee Foundation are leading the way in
creating exemplar developments but more needs to be done to mainstream these types of developments and
encourage the private sector to adopt innovative approaches. Much of our future housing (and other)
development needs will have to be met within the rural urban fringe as sites within urban areas are built out.
The Countryside Agency has published a vision of the countryside in and around towns as a multi-
functional, attractive, accessible resource that meets the needs of urban and rural communities.45 Exemplar
high quality sustainable communities within attractive settings will help show how this vision can be turned
into reality.

42 The approach of the Countryside Agency and English Nature to delivering high quality environmentally sustainable
development via the planning system is set out in Environmental Quality in Spatial Planning (Countryside Agency, English
Heritage, English Nature, Environment Agency 2005).

43 See Biodiversity by design—A guide for sustainable communities TCPA (2004)
44 See Concept statements and Local Development Documents. Practical guidance for local planning authorities Countryside
Agency (2003).

45 The Countryside in and around towns. A vision for connecting town and country in the pursuit of sustainable development.
Countryside Agency and Groundwork (2005).
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Infrastructure Provision

26. A key challenge is to provide growth in housing that is fully integrated with infrastructure,
employment and essential facilities and services, including natural green space. It is vital that transport and
other infrastructure is delivered as an integral part of new development and provided at the same time as
the housing development, not following on afterwards. There is a real risk that “sustainable communities”
will become a monoculture of dormitory settlements where extensive private car use is necessary to reach
jobs and services. Achieving the right public transport infrastructure is probably the single most critical
factor in securing a sustainable functioning community.

27. The new spatial planning system must deliver greater partnership working and policy co-ordination
amongst the various infrastructure providers and ensure that investment decisions support spatial strategies.
Planning obligations (and future mechanisms such as the planning gain supplement or planning tariVs) have
considerable potential to be used as a more eVective and positive tool to secure sustainable development.

28. The provision of appropriate infrastructure at the same time as housing development. should include
“green infrastructure”. Green infrastructure, delivered through a planned network of multifunctional
greenspaces, provides multiple benefits such as sustainable drainage, flood storage, recreation, access and
wildlife, contributes to a high quality natural and built environment, and enhances quality of life for present
and future residents. The Green Infrastructure concept has been incorporated within the Milton Keynes
South Midlands Sub-regional Strategy46 and is also being adopted in the Thames Gateway. Much will
depend on how these concepts are translated into practice on the ground.

Memorandum by Lurot Brand Ltd (AH 20)

In its enquiry into the aVordability and supply of housing the Committee may wish to consider the likely
eVects of the proposed Home Information Pack. The following letter is signed by property professionals
who have a great deal of experience of the market and are extremely concerned that the HIP will cause more
problems than it solves—in particular a major reduction in the supply side of the market and subsequent
upward pressure on prices.

I have extensive knowledge of the HIP proposal and shall be very pleased to answer any further questions
that the Committee members may have.

Yours faithfully

Nick Salmon FNAEA.

Managing Director, Lurot Brand

Joint Co-Ordinator SPLINTA (Sellers’ pack law is not the answer).

Leading Estate Agents Voice Concerns Over Home Information Packs

The government has now made it clear that from 2007 it intends to force all home sellers to produce a
Home Information Pack (HIP) to be made available to prospective buyers. The average cost of a pack is
estimated at £635 and in metropolitan areas the figure will be closer to £1,000.

We believe that the HIP is ultimately detrimental to the consumer, could dislocate the property market,
and will fail to significantly improve the home buying process. The additional costs will outweigh any
possible benefits. By the government’s estimate consumers lose £350 million a year in the abortive costs of
failed transactions. The extra cost of the pack will be well over £600 million a year.

The government identified 13 main reasons for sales falling through after an oVer has been accepted and
argued that many failures are due to adverse surveys. Analysis of their research shows that such surveys
account for less than 4% of all failed transactions. The HIPwill not deal with the other 12 reasons for failure
which include such factors as the buyer deciding the chosen property is actually not big enough for their
needs.

The property industry estimates that faced with the cost of the HIP up to 30% of sellers will not come to
the market each year. This reduction of supply will lead to intense upward pressure on prices.

Sellers will no longer be able to immediately market their homes as there will be an enforced delay of up
to twoweeks whilst theHIP is prepared. If the seller is anxious to sell because they have found an alternative
to purchase, this delay will be unacceptable.

46 Further information is set out in Planning Sustainable Communities. A Green Infrastructure Guide forMilton Keynes & the
South Midlands (2005).
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TheHIP will have no shelf life so if a property fails to sell in a short period of time the content will become
out of date requiring further expenditure to update the documents. No prudent buyer will rely upon a survey
report that is more than three months old and they are unlikely to trust a survey commissioned by the seller.

Lenders have so far failed to endorse the HIP and there is no obligation on them to accept its content.
Buyers will still face the cost of valuation inspections.

Consumers will be disappointed and angry to discover that the HIP will leave them facing many of the
problems inherent in the property buying system including gazumping, gazundering, chains and, most
importantly, the fact that many transactions fail because people simply change their minds.

We welcome cost-eVective change that would improve the home buying process but the Home
Information Pack is not it. We call upon the government to shelve the implementation of this potentially
disastrous measure.

Signatories: (All partners or senior directors).

Dick Ford—Knight Frank

Christopher Lacy—Savills

Robert Bartlett—Cluttons

Peter Young—John D Wood

Andrew Scott—Lane Fox

Ivor Dickinson—Douglas and Gordon

Nick Salmon—Lurot Brand

Stuart Bailey—George Trollope

Brian D’Arcy Clark—Chesterfield

Lee Watts—Kinleigh Folkard Hayward

Keith Pankhurst—Ashdown Marks

Peter Rollings—Marsh and Parsons

Ann Sturgis—Malverns

Martin Elwes—Boyle and Co

Simon Albertini—Friend and Falcke

Graham Cannon—Marler and Marler

Graham Menzies-Smith—Dixon Porter

Peter Rickenberg—Bective Leslie Marsh

Graeme Scott-Dalgleish—W.A. Ellis

Alan Russell—Russell Simpson

Gary Hersham—Beauchamp Estates

Richard Bernstone—Aston Chase

Howard Elston—Aylesford

Stephen Copeman—Maskells

Roger Slater—Hobart Slater

Tim Macpherson—Carter Jonas

Gregory Besterman—Sullivan Thomas

Memorandum by the Lake District National Park Authority (AH 21)

1. Although we welcome the need to further investigate the aVordability and supply of housing, this must
be tied into the other inquiries into this issue occurring at the same time- the AVordable Rural Housing
Commission and the Commission for Rural Communities research. Our comments relate to our experiences
of planning and housing delivery in rural areas, and hopefully illustrate the need for adequate rural proofing
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of policies. We also suggest the need for “real world proofing” of policies to see if they are likely to have
unintended consequences, and the need for policy between ODPM, DEFRA and the Treasury to be joined
up. Against this background we would oVer the following observations on the specific questions that you
raise:

2. The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

2.1 We have major concerns about the preoccupation of current government policy in terms aVordable
housing solutions. The focus on greater owner-occupation and the concentration of resources and solutions
on this sector of the market, runs the risk of undermining the government’s own policy of decent homes for
all. This would not be such a concern if this focus on owner-occupationmarket-delivered aVordable housing
solutions meant additional resources overall. However, the redirection of resources from rented to shared-
equity that is occurring47, raises questions about whether public money is being used to help those in greatest
need, or merely subsiding an already over-inflated market.

2.2 For some people, and particularly in low-wage economies like Cumbria, renting is the only realistic
option. The gap between incomes and house-prices puts home-ownership out of the reach of many
households. They may aspire to ownership, but the financial realities make it an impossibility. Shared
ownership and similar types of options need to be better promoted and understood. They can oVer a way
for those who aspire to, and can aVord to, move into partial home-ownership. But without a full range of
sub-market options this could serve only to move people “trapped renting” to being “trapped in shared
ownership”.

2.3 A one-size-fits-all solutions simply cannot work where the issues of aVordability are so diverse and
wide ranging. Home-ownership solutions may be the way forward in some areas, but not the best, or most
important issue, for other areas. We therefore suggest local solutions to local problems based on local
research, as the way forward. This would enable communities to identify what is required to address the
imbalances in their housing markets. This requires national planning, housing and funding policies to
provide a framework within which local solutions can be developed and delivered.

3. The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

3.1 We do not think there is a clear benefit for those on the lowest income levels in home ownership. As
mentioned above those in real poverty are most likely to be those to whom shared equity and owner
occupancy solutions are least available. These groups are also likely to be most at risk from external
pressures and changing market conditions.

3.2 Our experience would indicate that home-ownership, as currently promoted in the raft of government
“aVordable housing solutions”, does little to tackle social and economic inequalities and could in fact be
increasing inequalities and poverty. Inmaking assessments of the costs of renting v. ownership48 people may
look only at the monthly repayments versus the rent, and not consider all the other costs associated with
home ownership- maintenance costs, the cost of borrowing, the impact of any potential interest rate rises,
the need and cost of mortgage payment protection etc.

3.3 We are therefore concerned that by focusing on the second and third rungs of the housing ladder-
shared equity and discounted housing for sale (market delivered “aVordable housing”) you could in eVect
be excluding those in greatest housing need. The latest research49 indicates that people are being forced to
find larger deposits, often by gifts or borrowing from family members, and stretching themselves further to
access housing.

3.4 It may be useful to remember that there are two approaches that could be used to address the gap
between house prices and wages. One looks to control house prices and other to increase wages. A better
understanding of the linkages between housing at the economy at a national, regional and local level is
needed. We would suggest that initiatives like the minimum wage, and promoting training opportunities
(such as a University of Cumbria), oVer a much better way to address social and economic inequalities and
reduce poverty, than home purchase.

4. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

4.1 Clearly the imbalance in the housing market is having a major impact on the sustainability of local
communities. We believe that sustainable rural communities should be mixed and balanced. This requires
a mix of ages and incomes in each community. This requires the housing stock to oVer a mix in terms of
type, size and tenure. So, the provision of rented and shared equity properties in our communities is needed.

47 “Value for Money” Research by the University of Cambridge for the ODPM.
48 HousingMarkets- Preparing for Change by Jacqui Blenkship and Judith Gibbons (in particular page 53). This report can be
downloaded from www.impacthousing.org.uk

49 More and Better Homes Conference excerpts from Yvette Cooper’s speech downloaded from http://www.odpm.gov.uk/
index.asp?id%1161227
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4.2 We strongly support the needs for evidence based policies and implementation. The bottom-up
housing needs survey methodology developed by the Rural Housing Enabler programme50 oVers a way to
appreciate the balance of provision needed. We are using this approach to inform the delivery of our
planning policies51. An understanding of the existing stock and the gaps in the housing ladder52 is also
essential in order to understand the full implications of any interventions suggested.

4.3 Research commissioned by Cumbria Rural Housing Trust has shown that the development of
aVordable housing contributes positively to the sustainability of rural communities53. In our view therefore,
where local evidence clearly demonstrates a need for a particular kind of housing to be provided, the size,
type and tenure of units, as well as their location may need to be prescribed if the planning process is to
be used most eVectively to correct market failure. Current guidance54 suggests this should only be done in
exceptional circumstances.

4.4 There does however need to be a recognition of the potential monitoring and resource implications
of implementing the kind of policies we need. There is no point spending a great deal of time developing a
system that is not monitored or enforced, or is viewed as being easy to get around. We again have anecdotal
evidence of breaches or loopholes in the current system that are already being exploited. We are seeking to
address some of these, but a general publicity campaign on this issue would be welcome.

4.5 In America a poster campaign featuring pictures of key workers—fire fighters, teachers etc—with the
strap line “we need the people who need aVordable housing”, was very successful.55 In our case, key workers
are as likely to be working in tourism industry as the public sector. In view of the unbalanced profiles of
many of our communities, key workers in the National Park could almost be defined as “anyone who works
for a living”.

5. The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

5.1 In our experience this is considerably more complex than simple economics of supply and demand
would suggest. In areas such as National Parks it is simply not possible to build your way out of this crisis.
Demand in our area is generated from local, regional, national and international markets. Add to that the
desire for second homes, holiday homes, retirement homes, commuter, SIPPs etc. and the demand for
housing is likely to be insatiable. We therefore seek to separate those with a real need to live in the Lake
District National Park from those who just have a desire.56

5.2 It is important to remember that there are other factors which impact on house prices—the British
home-owner culture, the profitability of other types of investments, mortgage interest rates and such like.
There also needs to be recognition of the limitations on what the planning system can actually deliver.
Planning authorities can only grant planning permissions. They do not build houses. Developers build
houses, and using the simple economic logic of reduced supply increasing prices—it may in fact not be in
the development industries best interest to build all the houses they could as quickly as possible. A more
detailed understanding of the economics of development, particularly in rural areas is needed. Also,
consideration of the potential use and benefits of completion orders etc may be helpful.

5.3 A house is only worth what someone is willing to pay for it. In our area the diYculty we have is that
much of the demand comes from people with significant purchasing power. There is also a disparity in
perception of value. For example a person used to London house prices may consider a two-bedroom
cottage in Keswick priced £300,000 a bargain, whereas for a local family on average wages it is completely
unobtainable.

5.4 For many years the Lake District National Park Authority has sought to restrict occupancy of new
dwellings through conditions. Monitoring of this policy has established that these conditions may in fact
have little or no impact on the price of the houses. We have some anecdotal evidence that in some areas it
actually increases the value of the houses as the prospective purchasers know that they will not be living next
door to an empty second home. Over the last couple of year we have therefore tightened up our occupancy
conditions. Further research on the impact of occupancy conditions on the price of houses and the ability
of purchasers to secure finance (a common reason cited by those wishing to escape or remove occupancy
conditions) is required.

50 See Lake District National Park Authority’s Supplementary PlanningDocument onDemonstarting housing Need (currently
out for consultation) http://www.lakedistrict.gov.uk/lake district docs/050927 final spd for public consultation.doc

51 See SPD Supporitng Statement and Briefing Note http://www.lake-district.gov.uk/lake district docs/
consultation statement briefing note.doc

52 Housing Markets—Preparing for Change by Jacqui Blenkship and Judith Gibbons. This report can be downloaded from
www.impacthousing.org.uk

53 Housing: An EVective Way to Sustain our Rural Communities? Copes available from Cumbria Rural Housing
Trust, Redhills House, Redhills Business Park, Penrith, Cumbria CA11 0DT. Tel (01768) 210264 email
cumbriawruralhousing.fslife.co.uk

54 Planning Policy Guidance Note 3 from the ODPM.
55 Getting to Yes—Persuading the Public about the need for AVordable Housing. Pages 12-19 Planning (the magazine of the
American Planning Association) October 2005 see www.planning.org for contact information.

56 See SPD Supporting Statement Briefing Note for more info on how we try to do this http://www.lake-district.gov.uk/
lake district docs/consultation statement briefing note.doc.
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6. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

6.1 We welcome the recognition that using the planning system oVers only part of the solution to the
aVordability problem. In areas like the Lake District National Park there may be enough houses, but not
enough homes. The planning system can only influence things which require planning permission, and the
reality is that most people live in, and will purchase, housing that has already in existence.

6.2 We are heartened by discussions in the rural aVordable housing inquiries which appear to be
reopening discussions about separate use classes for second homes and holiday lets, and perhaps even
aVordable housing. We would welcome a healthy and well-informed debate around such issues.

6.3 Fiscal measures, such as the increased council tax on second homes, can also be used to generate
revenue for aVordable housing. We believe that fiscal measures could also be more innovatively used to
impact on second home ownership. For example, tax incentives such as the release from inheritance tax if
a property is made available for local people to rent through a covenant or other legal agreement could
represent a more innovative way to turn some of our houses back into homes.

6.4 Bringing the existing stock back into use through fiscal measures, including VAT parity between
redevelopment and new build, are likely to be much more eVective ways of addressing the housing crisis
areas like the Lake District National Park, than using the planning system to build new aVordable housing
on greenfield exceptions sites, or allocated sites.

6.5 We generally welcome the interest in modern methods of construction especially where they can
create more sustainable buildings in terms of energy eYciency etc. But we are concerned that this could in
reality serve as a distraction from the more important issues facing our area: that of providing housing for
local people at a price they can aVord, while still ensuring these “aVordable houses” are homes that people
can, and want to live, and expand in.

6.6 We are aware of developers looking to move into providing aVordable housing. There are however
concerns that “non-RSL developers” do not have to comply with the same space and design standards as
RSLs. To make it stack up financially there is concern that the resulting non-RSL developments provide
smaller units, with no opportunity for a couple to grow into a family. Directing single people, and couples
into one bedroom flats is surely only storing up problems for later on.

6.7 The Treasury/Housing Corporation’s drive for economies of scale, and getting more units for the
same or less rate of grants, could be removing future proofing from the development that are currently
occurring. A recent, and much praised, development of rented and shared equity properties in the village of
Pooley Bridge has been showcased by the ODPM in their Sustainable Communities DVD. Under the new
eYciency drive it is unlikely that this development would have been viable. We would therefore like to see
better recognition in the funding formulas for the extra costs of developing in sensitive areas. We have
numerous example of aVordable housing scheme in the Lake District National Park Authority that have
been successfully assimilated into the surrounding villages and wider landscape. They serve to demonstrate
what is possible, but the cost per unit is inevitably higher.

7. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

7.1 For communities in the Lake District the national agenda of focusing development on “sustainable
locations” is problematic. At a regional and sub-regional level this is taken to mean urban conurbations and
“key service centres” in Cumbria. When sustainability is viewed largely in terms of access and reducing the
need to travel, where does this leave “unsustainable” (or perhaps less sustainable) rural communities? We
would welcome a greater understanding of impact of initiatives like the Northern Way may have on areas
that are not included in such plans.

7.2 We would suggest that a needs-led approach, based on local circumstances and evidence should help
determine the level of house building required in rural areas. National Parks are living and working
landscapes and need local people livingwithin in them to continue tomanage and look after the environment
acknowledged by its very designation as being of national importance. We now have policies and
mechanisms to deliver more housing for local people at prices they can aVord, in perpetuity. We now need
to work in partnerships to address the barriers around finance, land release, local objections and attitudes
to ensure that these policies deliver housing on the ground.

7.3 Many of our communities are suVering, schools and shops are closing as families and people who live
and work locally are replaced by holiday lets, second homes, retirees and out-commuters. The definition of
sustainability should allow local authorities the flexibility to consider the social and economic, and well as
the environmental impacts—both positive and negative, of both allowing, but also restricting, new
developments in rural areas. A separation, in policy terms, of housing that is needed to sustain rural
communities from housing that the market demands, would be particularly helpful.
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8. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

8.1 The Panel Report into the Joint structure Plan acknowledged that the pressures on the LakeNational
Park were such that its housing market “would always be distorted”.57 So although we acknowledge and
recognise the potential of shared ownership and similar schemes to help address some of our housing needs.
In areas, like ours, where aspirations for ownership do not match the economic realities of a low-wage
economy largely dependant on tourism and agriculture, rented solutions are still required.

8.2 We firmly believe that numerous diVerent solutions will be needed to address the issues of aVordable
housing problem. Our approach of local solutions to local problems would require this issue to be informed
by local policy and local decision-making. Our research and housing needs evidence to date would suggest
a need for both rented and shared ownership solution are needed. Although additional, more detailed,
research is still needed.

8.3 Now we are able to allocate sites solely for aVordable housing, and restrict all new developments to
only meeting local needs, there won’t be any opportunities for aVordable housing providing through quotas
on open market sites. Instead we are working closely with Parish Councils, local landowners and partners
to look to identify sites that could be allocated, or allowed as exception sites for aVordable housing, and
looking to our enabling role to make the schemes actually happen. This is just one example of how the Lake
District National ParkAuthority has developed local solution to local problems that should deliver the kind
of aVordable housing that our evidence indicates that we need.

9. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

9.1 In our view, a distinction that can be made between housing demand and housing need, in the Lake
District National Park. In other areas a more market led solution may be required. Our view is that local
circumstances and evidence should enable diVerent models to be developed in diVerent areas.

9.2 The government’s use of an ever-expanding definition of “aVordable housing”, is undermining its
credibility. Simply providing smaller units as part of a quota site58 is not aVordable housing in most people’s
understanding of the term. Likewise two and three bedroom apartments, with local occupancy conditions,
priced from £335,995–£445,00059 are not aVordable to local people either. A clear definition based on
housing need (rather than demand or market forces) would be very helpful to us.

9.3 The LakeDistrict National ParkAuthority consider that to be in housing need, a household must be:

(a) Inadequately housed AND

(b) Unable to aVord to rent and/or buy on the open market AND

(c) Have a need to live in the locality

9.4 “AVordable housing” for discounted sale provided by a developer in Lancaster is failing to sell,60 but
its prices from £80,000 to £148,000 put it out of the reach of those it is trying to help. However, instead of
the economies of the aVordable housing market bringing down the prices, the applicant sought to remove
the local occupancy condition from over half of the “aVordable units”. It could therefore be argued that by
assisting “key-workers” to access housing through public subsidy, is in fact only adding to inflated house
prices and not enabling the market to re-adjust. We hope that by restricting all our new housing units to
meeting only local aVordable needs, in time we will create a new sub-market. However, it may take time for
developers to realise there is no hope value for unfettered housing on their sites and adjust the price paid
for land accordingly.

10. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting Such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

10.1 The Granting of significant planning permissions does not necessarily guarantee the same increase
in the level of house building. The development system in UK is such that the gap between planning
permission and build rate is often in the hands of the development industry. We do not believe that
significant house building alone would reduce the cost of housing to aVordable levels. A whole package of
housing and planning policy, funding and fiscal measures is required.

57 Paragraph 4.2.18, page 128 Examination in Public Report of the Panel into the Cumbria and Lake District Joint Structure
Plan 2001–16. This can be downloaded from www.planningcumbria.org.uk

58 Joseph Rowntree Foundation Research “Planning Gain and AVordable Housing” http://www.jrf.org.uk/knowledge/
findings/housing/042.asp

59 Mountain Ash Development, Windermere http://www.charles-church.co.uk
60 Lune Quays AVordable Houisng Development Lancaster http://www.lancastertoday.co.uk/
ViewArticle2.aspx?SectionID%31&ArticleID%1226763
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11. The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and How They Might Be

Tackled

11.1 Wewelcome the recent recognition that there are areas in the north where aVordability is a big issue.
We would aYrm our view that solutions to local problems based on local research represent the best way
of addressing aVordable housing issues wherever they occur. This will not, however, address those issues
relating to the ineYcient use of existing stock, where the requirement for second homes and holiday homes
to apply for change of use may be a more helpful and sustainable solution.

Memorandum by the London Borough of Barking & Dagenham (AH 22)

Introduction

The London Borough of Barking & Dagenham is located at the heart of London’s Thames Gateway. Its
regeneration is crucial to Government plans to develop sustainable communities in the South East and to
the Mayor’s ambition for prosperity to be more evenly shared between East and West London.

Our regeneration strategy is to build on our strengths and tackle long-standing problems of deprivation,
social exclusion and environmental blight. Over the next 20 years, we hope to benefit from 26,000 new
aVordable and market homes, 15,000 new jobs, improved transport links, new community facilities and the
renewal of our public realm and environment. Regenerationwill raise our community’s aspirations, creating
new opportunity and the expectation of excellence in service delivery. It will change the way we see the world
and the way the world sees us.

We are working with the local community, private sector partners, the GLA family, English Partnerships
and the newly formed London Thames Gateway Development Corporation, to deliver our vision for a
regenerated Barking and Dagenham. Our overriding priority is to ensure that the local economy and local
people benefit from the renewal of the borough’s housing stock, infrastructure and public realm and from
the opportunity of the London Olympics.

For ease of reference and to ensure that our response is relevant to the Committee’s aims in this inquiry,
we have based our submission around the list of issues set out in the press release launching the inquiry.

1. The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

London Borough of Barking andDagenham recognises the benefits of homeownership to both individual
households through their equity and to communities where people have made a personal investment and
commitment to a neighbourhood. However there a number of issues related to home ownership which need
consideration if the supply and promotion of this tenure is to increased. Our response relates primarily to
the conditions in Barking and Dagenham—a significant housing growth area.

In terms of the potential scope to promote home ownership, our view is that growth should be carefully
planned and also take into account the needs of other households who can not aVord home ownership to
enable the development of mixed and balanced communities. East London is characterised as an area of
growth and opportunity but also has the highest levels of deprivation and housing need in London. Ensuring
an adequate supply of appropriate aVordable housing is therefore as important in the growth areas as
promoting home ownership, both to the sub region and this Borough.

In a developer ledmarket such as the ThamesGateway, the supply of new housing, be it for either outright
sale, low cost part home ownership or at aVordable rents is closely linked through the planning system, use
of planning gain and impact of economic growth and demand on land values. We are working to ensure
that we can provide adequate social housing and are particularly concerned that themarket is not providing
larger family homes for either sale or rent.

We think that this area that is worthy of further examination as part of this inquiry.

2. The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

We can not point to any evidence locally that would suggest that home purchase tackles social and
economic inequalities and reduces poverty. Our recently conductedHousingNeeds Survey shows that home
ownership is way beyond the means of the vast majority of people currently in social housing or housing
applicants. There is a market for shared ownership/low cost home ownership, but our experience is that for
this to be aVordable to local people the equity share and/or price must be low as average incomes in the
borough are low in relation to London .

Our more recent work on private sector renewal has also demonstrated that there are large numbers of
elderly homeowners also living in older homes in poor conditions. Despite having equity value within their
properties these groups are cautious about releasing this equity to improve their conditions andwill continue
to live in unsuitable housing.
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It should also be recognized that the drive to homeownership does not necessarily lead to greater
economic wellbeing. The slump in the market in the early 1990s left thousands of households with negative
equity and although we have a relatively stable market with low interest rates the potential for a repeat
situation can not be ignored. The market also needs to ensure that people have access to good advice and
assistance when entering into homeownership. Recent figures show that in the London County Courts, in
mortgage default cases, actions entered rose by 59% ,Suspended orders were up by 73% and Orders were up
by 80%.

3. The economic and social impact of current house prices

As well as having an impact on the supply of other much needed aVordable housing referred to above,
our main concern on this issue is the impact on the supply of suitable family housing for sale. It is inevitably
more economically attractive for developers to build high density one and two bedroom units for sale than
family housing.

We are therefore concerned that much of this housing will be occupied for relatively short terms by
childless couples who are then more likely to purchase family housing elsewhere at a later date. The social
impact of this is that communities are very transient and people are not encouraged to establish long terms
roots in an area. Whilst the market is flooded with smaller units, the prices of larger family homes will
continue to rise.

The secondary impact is that much of this housing will be purchased as part of the vibrant buy to let
market, which whilst a necessary part of the growth of a developing economy does not contribute to the
social benefits of homeownership to an area described above.

4. The relationship between house prices and housing supply

These issues are covered in answers, above.

— Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and
fiscal measures.

We do believe that there is scope through reducing construction costs by means of modern methods of
construction to produce homes which can be aVordable to households onmodest incomes without any form
of public subsidy. This can be particularly true in some areas of our borough where land values are low in
relation to much of London.

There are further potential advantages from this approach in the form of high environmental
sustainability values which can be achieved and increasing capacity for the construction industry at a time
when there is a high risk of over heating in the industry.

We wish to be clear that adopting this form of construction must not be at the expense of design quality.

— The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply.

In terms of new housing our view is that ensuring the necessary transport and social infrastructure is put
in place to support new housing is essential, whilst building at higher densities through a longer term
programme. Our view is that only by building at higher densities in appropriate areas such as town centres
will we ensure high quality. Through such developments a critical mass of people will generate the
investment in the infrastructure which must benefit existing communities. Critical to this argument will be
the ability to develop larger family homes at high densities with aVordable service charges.

— The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised
housing.

Barking and Dagenham has recognised within its option appraisal to achieve the decent homes target,
that for a number of Council owned flatted estates which exhibit high levels of deprivation there is a need
for comprehensive estate regeneration. This approach will involve the replacement of 3,000 flats with 5,800
new homes of higher quality and better environmental sustainability values. An objective of this (and also
a means of delivery through cross subsidy) is to change the tenure mix away from 100% social renting to a
balance between outright market sale, shared ownership / intermediate and social rented.

The response given under question 1 also covers this point.

— How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale.

Covered under question 1.
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Memorandum by the Retirement Housing Group (AH 23)

Introduction

1. The Retirement Housing Group of the Home Builders Federation consists of retirement housing
developers and housing managers, both RSL and private sector, together with the Association of
Retirement Housing Managers. Its ex oYcio members include representatives of the charity, the Elderly
Accommodation Counsel and the Advice andMediation Service (AIMS) of Age Concern. Its members are,
therefore, involved in the building, management and provision of advice on housing for those of retirement
age and over. Such housing ranges from lifestyle properties for the active, newly retired through to warden
assisted housing with community facilities and design modifications through to very sheltered housing with
high staYng levels and many additional services and facilities.

2. The Group has a wide-ranging interest in planning and management issues, leasehold reform and
Government policy, of all kinds, which aVects vulnerable groups such as the elderly.

Home Information Packs

3. This submission focuses on the likely impact of the Government’s proposal to introduce Home
Information Packs from early 2007 on housing supply and the aVordability of homes.

4. We note that ODPM is bringing forward proposals for Home Information Packs because it believes
that this make the house buying and selling process more transparent, faster and consumer friendly and has
identified delay and failure as largely attributable to the fact that key information is only available after
terms have been negotiated and agreed between buyer and seller. It has concluded that a mandatory Home
Information Pack, provided at the start of the marketing process, will resolve these problems by ensuring
that information is available up-front.

5. There are two points to be made here: firstly it has been estimated that only 4% of sales fail as a result
of information provided through a survey (other reasons include failure to secure a mortgage or purchasers
changing their minds). Secondly ODPM has noted that the requirement to provide a Pack could deter 10%
of people from marketing their home (other commentators have suggested the figure could be as high as
30%); both ODPM and other commentators are agreed that the end result will be that fewer properties will
be put on the market. This reduction of supply can only lead to intense upward pressure on prices.

6. Older people are the least likely demographic group to considermoving home. They are also the fastest
growing demographic group. Figures published by the Government Actuary’s Department on 20 October
2005 showed that the number of people over state pensionable age is steadily rising, and will reach 15.3
million by 2031, exceeding the number of children from 2007. The 85-year-old plus age group increased from
873,300 to 1,111,600 between 1991 and 2004 and, amongst those aged 65 and over, the proportion aged 85
and over has risen from 7% in mid-1971 to 12% in mid-2004.

7. Research recently carried out byAnglia RuskinUniversity reveals growing levels of owner-occupation
amongst older people, and their tendency to remain in the home they were living in at the top of their
“housing career” ie in their 40s and 50s, as they move into older age. It shows that owner-occupiers who
were aged 45-54 in 1991 took their high levels of consumption of seven or more rooms with them into the
55-64 age group in 2001. A similar eVect is experienced as the 55-64 year olds in 1991 age-on to 65-74 in
2001. This trendwill continue and grow asmore peoplemove into older age as owner-occupiers, and asmore
people move into “older” old age as owner-occupiers.

8. The prospect of commissioning a Pack before putting their house on the market, finding all the data
required for it, and having a Home Condition Report carried out, together with the cost should no sale
result, is very likely to be a serious deterrent for many frail, elderly people. This will not assist ODPM in its
desire to reduce under-occupancy of family sized homes by one and two person households. Furthermore
frailer older people who move to supported (“sheltered”) housing are likely to maintain an independent
lifestyle for longer, an objective supported by Government. This extended independence also reduces the
burden on social services and the NHS, which is particularly significant, bearing in mind the demographic
shift in the population. If such people are deterred from selling, under-occupation of larger houses will
continue. Elderly people who are not selling to buy again, but will be moving into nursing or residential care
homes, will find the cost of the Pack a “dead cost”.

9. The introduction of the Pack, as currently proposed, is therefore likely to reduce the number of
transactions and consequently the choice available to purchasers, slow down themarket and push up prices,
whilst doing nothing to shorten the time taken to complete the selling process.

10. In general, the conclusion can only be that the buying and selling process will become considerably
more costly and will reduce the size of the market.

11. Overall, there are significant disbenefits in the Pack as currently proposed. It does nothing to secure
a committed vendor or purchaser, adds to the costs borne by the vendor, increases the amount of inessential
information required, reduces the size of the total housing market, and the size of the new homes industry,
the output of which is always a direct function of the size of the total housing market.
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12. As a result the choice available to purchasers will be reduced and transactions will become more
protracted, contrary to the Government’s intentions. The Treasury and ODPM commissioned Kate Barker
to enquire into issues aVecting housing supply in the UK in order to address imbalances and increase supply
increased. The HIP, as currently proposed, seems likely to hinder, rather than help, Government in
achieving this objective.

Recommendation

13. We note that, in a discussion on the Home Information Packs in the House of Lords on 3 November,
Lord Phillips of Sudbury questioned how a dry run could be carried out and evaluated during 2006 in time
for the scheme to come into eVect by early 2007. He concluded, “In order to evaluate it properly and
objectively, and to learn the lessons, there is no conceivable way in which that undertaking [by Lord Rooker
during the passage of the Housing Bill] can be met and the whole scheme can be brought-in in early 2007”.

14. Baroness Andrews replied on behalf of ODPM that “It is very firmly our intention that six months
before the scheme will be implemented, with all the elements in place, we will have a dry run to test how it
works in practice and to ensure that we have the industry with us, and that all the instruments are fit for
purpose. I hope that the noble Lord will hold us to that account, because that is our intention”.

We would therefore ask that this Committee requires that proper time be allowed between a pilot scheme
of adequate length, whenever it takes place, and the implementation of the Regulations, so that a full and
proper investigation can be carried into the outcome of the pilot and that this Committee should hold a
further Inquiry into it and the lessons it provides, for the full introduction of a Home Information Pack so
that the end result is not to reduce the aVordability and supply of housing.

Memorandum by the Goole Action Group (AH 24)

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

1. JC: Regaining the stature of being part of the community and taking a pride, not only in the home,
but in the street. Being a neighbour and not just being next door.

ET: Owners are usually more committed and responsible citizens when they have an investment in their
property, and interest in their neighbourhood.

2. HC: The prospect of buying a home is preferable to renting because by renting more restrictions are
imposed on tenants.

ET: By diminishing dependence upon social housing, it provides the freedom and opportunity to develop
a life-style that suits the individual/family and to consider a long-term future, not simply living day to day.

The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

3. JC: By having a commitment, the work ethic is encouraged, which by itself reduces economic
inequalities and poverty.

ET: Buying your own home encourages “settling down”, a sense of financial responsibility. However,
many people are under-valued, and if employment is low-paid, at minimumwage levels, it is often insecure.

4. ET: Running a mortgage is a better investment than paying rent. Capital appreciation of property
belongs to the home-owner, not a landlord.

5. JC: Once people are self-suYcient and not living on handouts they regain their self-esteem.

ET: Home ownership provides social inclusiveness, security, independence, self-confidence (status) and
self-reliance.

ET: Ideally it demonstrates aspiration; social improvement; contributes to example of personal and
family values; oVers opportunity for community responsibility and leadership roles; awareness of
environmental standards leads to acting, not accepting, litter or dog fouling; recognises the importance of
education and skills (need to get on in the world).

ET: But in practice, even home-owners may remain apathetic and unaware, particularly where local
authorities are remote and invisible agencies that fail to support a community.
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The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

6. JC: House prices are directly aVected by the anti-social elements operating within the current society.

Just improving conditions and housing stock does not have any positive eVect on the local market.

As most social problems are caused by youths having nothing to do, clubs should be set up to cater for
their needs. Be successful here and everything else will follow.

7. ET: There is no longer any quality of life.

In my experience, widespread gross ignorance of social mores also aVects house prices.

Due to irresponsible attitudes, a growing anti-social element creates mayhem for neighbourhoods. It
alienates the rest of society when those who act outside rules feel no compunction to adhere to social codes.
What have they got to lose by ruining the place where we live?

Residents then take matters into their own hands—fixing industrial lighting and keeping barking dogs in
back yards, to deter intruders.

My 45 years’ occupation of a terraced street inGoole (classed as “sustainable”) serves as example. In 1961
this three-storey Edwardian house was regarded as a middle-class address. We were a young, working man
and his wife-to-be. Our two children grew up here successfully.

Since retirement in 1992 the neighbourhood has gone steadily downhill, blighted by social problems
arising from problem tenants—individuals or families with anti-social attitudes and criminal behaviour—
drugs, burglary, back-yard dealers, traYc night and day, cars screeching to a stop in the middle of the street
outside your windows in the small hours, headlights and horns blaring and beeping. The police did not want
to know although I co-operated with them for nine months to stop drug dealing. The landlord’s agency did
not want to hear nor act upon my complaints. In November 2000 my bedroom window was shot-up with
an air-rifle.

Throughout, our MP Ian Cawsey (Lab) has been supportive but he experienced diYculty in attempting
to resolve these issues, due to the apparent inability or lack of interest on the part of East Riding council
oYcers and ineVectiveness of the police.

The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

8. JC: This is a simple case of supply and demand, if there is a suYciently large demand the prices will rise.

9. HC: The relationship between house prices and housing supply in Goole is negative because there is
a shortage of aVordable houses. Despite national trend, prices are high in this area of Yorkshire. Elderly
people are now unable to follow the trend.

10. HC:No elderly person can possibly aVord another house, at the going selling rate today. Such persons
should get an automatic exchange for similar type of house and private backway as the one that they are in,
with no money involved, plus an allowance to pay for removal and towards cost of curtains etc. Failure to
do this can make elderly people into paupers having to go cap in hand for rent payments when any monies
they receive runs out.

11. ET: There is less scope for finding a run-down property on whichDIY can be undertaken and a profit
realised at a later date.

eg two bed terrace with back garden and front forecourt (“sustainable” street), sold 2002 two years after
bereavement for £22k. (to a builder/developer?). Within weeks, with kitchen and bathroom improved, on
market at £46k, and currently for sale at £76,950.

Although terraced houses in Goole are “low-priced” by comparison with new-build developments on
outskirts of town (£160,000 plus), the rise in market prices means that properties built around 1900–20
specifically for working people cannot be aVorded by the low-paid today.

12. JC: Demolishing older properties will only exacerbate the problem, reducing the supply will create a
false market and put some properties beyond the reach of first time buyers.

13. ET: eg—two bed terrace in Neighbourhood Renewal area (a “fragile street”) in a cramped and
commercial locale, current asking price £79,950.

14. ET: The small first-home in a terraced street is a jumping-oV point for later moves. If first homes
cannot be sold to first-time buyers, then upwardly mobile families will not be in themarket for higher priced
developer’s estates.

Developers will be unwilling to pay higher prices to take first-time homes oV prospective purchasers if
their margins for letting tenancies at a compensatory rental are reduced. One local developer (Pullan) spelled
this out at the inaugural meeting of Goole Action Group.
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15. ET: According to local planners, Goole has suYcient aVordable housing that new developments do
not need to provide more, but consider this question and answer given on East Riding of Yorkshire
Council’s online Local Plan webpage:

06) Why is the Council making it more diYcult to build houses in the area? With the increasing
house prices it is making the East Riding unaVordable for many people.
Unfortunately, increasing house prices are a real problem for many first-time house buyers. There
is no single reason for this. The Joint Structure Plan recognises that it would be unsustainable to
keep building on new land because it is a finite resource. It also acknowledges that there are large
areas of PreviouslyDeveloped Land that are suitable for reuse, and that there is a surplus of certain
types of housing in the region, in particular, a large number of vacant houses in Hull. Because of
these factors, the JSP sets out targets for annual completions of new houses, and states that over
the next few years, as the number of completions planned for each year inHull goes up, the number
of planned completions in the EastRiding should go down.Whether the targets will have any eVect
is not so straightforward; more houses have in fact been built in the East Riding than were planned
for in every one of the last seven years. (emphasis added)

Research into the phenomenon of increasing house prices has found that it is more complicated
than just a simple shortage of supply. Increases in expendable income, aspirations and building
quality are all factors that contribute to this complex relationship.

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

16. JC: construction methods can always be improved but it is the materials used in construction and the
price of the land that governs the final cost of the house.

Other construction materials have been tried timber frame etc, but the question to ask is why we used
stone or brick. This suits our climate. Wood rots, and maintenance costs are high.

The options are high capital cost, long live (four generations or more) low maintenance. Or cheap
materials, low capital cost, short life, high maintenance. The Victorians chose the former, and we revel in
their success today.

17. ET: It is cheaper to build new homes than to regenerate older. spacious and solid properties of
character. Allowing local authorities to demolish Victorian homes is a scandalous waste of resources and
environmental vandalism, that risks additional cost of ill-health and trauma caused to owners being
compulsorily moved in old-age and retirement, because “homelessness” is enforced upon them after a
working life aVorded a home for themselves and their families to enjoy the fruits of their labours.

18. ET: VAT at 17.5% on repairs means that homes fall into disrepair. Many cash-poor would-be
purchasers are prepared to buy a run-down property andDIYbut older and long-term owner-occupiers find
the cost of modernising, renovations and regeneration to be ridiculously impossible and make-do with aged
facilities and unmodernised homes.

19. ET: In East Yorkshire, £2,000 grant for exterior face-lifting in streets the council designates “fragile”.
Other grants (maximum £5,000, currently under review) are means-tested. Most retired people find
themselves excluded from assistance under these rules.

20. ET: A lack of local architectural/design skills available for consultation on home improvement.
Inappropriate “modernisation” results in the decline of street architecture.

21. ET: An unwillingness to rely upon “cowboy” builders after the phasing out of apprenticeships in
construction. Proposed new training arrangements (eg YouthBuild) will not replace skilled experience and
college-graded skills. If these arrangements are a social exercise, it smacks of training oVenders and real
intentions should be explicit. Otherwise, little confidence will be placed on unknown characters undertaking
“improvements” to the street scene.

22. ET: The RICS says new pension laws will “spark property spree” from cash-rich, upper-tax-payers
investing in buy-to-lets, at less cost and greater capital appreciation than any first-time buyer could aVord?
How will such investment aVect aVordable housing?

23. ET: The role of HBOS in government Pathfinders does not sit well. HBOS oVers mortgages with one
hand and re-possesses with the other. When house repossessions are rising, it makes a mockery for HBOS
to benefit from higher valuations of (un)aVordable properties, while advancing capital sums to local
authorities to accommodate first-time buyers without private resources/savings, in “fragile” streets.

The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

24. JC: Economic stability determines supply and demand due to disposable income. The people
determine what they require, and act accordingly. Trying any kind of social engineering always fails.

25. ET: House prices are aVected by locality. New-build homes in leafy greenfields are as densely laid-
out as the 19th century terraced streets in town-centres.
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Greenfield developments have led to a flight fromurban streets, andwill continue to do so. It simply drives
down the desirability of living in an old-established neighbourhood. Terraced streets oVering well-built
homes are being allowed to physically and socially degenerate, due to environmental and social factors in
mixed communities. People aspire to new-build greenfield developments for a better class of life, leaving
occupants of terraced homes to despair the intrusiveness of incomers who do not share similar values. Only
the well-paid will benefit from greenfield living.

Supposed £60,000 new builds are still out of reach of the low paid. £60,000 is not a true price if built on
government land—or brownfield developments compulsorily purchased by/from local authorities (with
taxpayers’ money—many of those elderly and retired being financially disabled from jumping the gap by
moving home—see HC: paras 9 and 10 above).

The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

26. JC: Depending on the method of subsidised housing. If it is on a hand out based on means testing it
will fail. The old system of tax relief on mortgages is the best way forward. This rewards people willing to
make a commitment for their own future.

27. ET: It is not the business of government, central or local authority oYcials, to engineer housing
markets, neither in partnership with building societies nor local authority acquisition of land and property
for subsidised tenants.

28. ET: Single people should sort out their own accommodation. Why is government responsible for
single people when East Riding of Yorkshire Council intends demolishing small homes of elderly owner-
occupiers, to acquire a re-development site?

How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

29. JC: More use should be made of brown field sites. The use of green field sites should be restricted.

30. RW: The easiest and most reasonably priced way of getting onto the property ladder in Goole is to
buy a house in these terraced streets. Traditionally thought of as starter homes, if fewer had been bought
by housing associations that rarely sell their property, there would be a more balanced property market. It
would then be unnecessary to build new homes at the expense of the historic environment if the East Riding
of Yorkshire Council agreed to sell the empty and boarded up homes to first-time buyers (several people
wish to do so), thus saving millions of pounds earmarked for demolition.

31. RW: New builds would be overly expensive and poorly constructed in comparison to our historic
terraces. Unlike the ShuZeton terraces, which were built to last, occupants of modern houses elsewhere in
Goole are unable to hang pictures on the wall because large holes appear in the plaster boarding.

The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting Such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

32. JC: Government should not try to influence house prices. They will fail in the long term and feel the
wrath of the voting public.

33. JC: It is not just the housing it is the whole infrastructure that has to be put in place and this in itself
puts an extra burden on an already overcrowded island.

34. ET: There is a lack of infrastructure to support suburban housing developments—sites at Goole are
on low-lying land, accessed by narrow traYc-congested streets without cycling paths, and further from post-
oYces, doctors, schools, bus routes, shops and carparks than terraced homes nearer the centre.

35. ET: This is not about designing a well-planned extension of a town or city. It is piecemeal developers’
heaven, a sprawling mess without rhyme or reason. See what Norman Foster the UK architect has to say
on the obsession with development and planning inquiries in “Taller, higher, bigger, Foster” by Jonathan
Glancey in The Guardian 24 November 2005. (http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/)

36. ET: What environmental and sustainable arguments support constantly-extending developments in
remaining countryside? What type of socially-mixed community is built?

37. ET: Goole is max 10 feet asl. Pockets considered for release are subjected to flooding, from poorly
drained ground-water, not the river Ouse overflowing. Fields named in feudal times—eg. carrs, marsh and
holmes—indicate a watery landscape, and global warming warns against developing on such foundations.
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38. ET: It is environmentally unsound to pull down dignified Victorian/Edwardian buildings. Why does
government feel it necessary to “clone” the whole of the country according to its own standards? Where is
regional and vernacular architecture in this scenario?

39. RW: Goole renewal area forms part of the town’s historic environment. These original living
quarters, were built to the highest social and hygiene standards of the time, and have survived well for the
last 100 years. Until occupants were bought out and emptied homes boarded up, almost all were occupied.
Now, these terraces are tainted by supposed “fragile” and “non-sustainable” status, which has adversely
aVected the housing market.

40. RW: Terraced streets and houses are good places to live, are not necessarily urban slumsmany people
make them out to be. The very nature of terraced streets means there can be a strong and close-knit
community, although this is only achievable if people want to live there. The need for social housing is
recognised, however housing associations whose main aim is profit and not necessarily a social conscience
at heart, should not be allowed to buy up large sections of a single street or area—they create an unbalanced
community, and in Goole’s experience cause social problems that many people worry are spiralling out
of control.

41. RW: Goole people recently recorded oral histories of residents past and present of Richard Cooper
Street and Phoenix Street, recalling the strong sense of community and belonging, and want it brought back
into their historic environment. Plans to demolish those streets and the scale of proposed housing re-
development will adversely aVect the present community.

42. RW: “Face-lift” grants available under the Advance Goole urban renewal scheme are for properties
in selected “fragile” streets. Merely giving a “face-lift” to a property is not suYcient to regenerate historic
housing stock or tackle problem areas in the long term. Currently, Goole’s heritage is not an issue on any
authority’s agenda, despite its importance to the community living in these terraced streets. The historic
environment needs meaningful regeneration that incorporates solutions to social problems in a holistic way,
not demolition and new-builds that chip away at the historic environment, and ultimately creating an “us
and them” attitude.

43. RW: Goole’s terraced housing in the renewal area should be thought of as part of the historic
environment and should be looked after, not considered expendable. Several initiatives have created new
economic and social centres atGoole. New infrastructure has left the traditional heart of the town in decline.
Georgian and Victorian buildings stand empty because long-term future of the historic environment has
been considered too late. Consultation that has been undertaken was overshadowed by the lure of
compensation, designed to buy people out of their homes as cheaply as possible before compulsory purchase
processes begin. For the sake of the future, regeneration ofGoole’s historic environment, our viable heritage
assets, is essential proof that the environment is cared for and valued, and that community will feel that what
it cares about and values, is meaningful.

The RegionalDisparities in the Supply andDemand forHousing and How theyMight be Tackled

44. JC: This again refers back to the economic wellbeing of the community. There will always be a
disparity. London is popular, Liverpool isn’t. Try moving parliament to a deprived area. This may improve
it, but only at the expense of somewhere else.

Do not tinker with natural selection.

45. KF: There is evidence that declaring a renewal area and identifying many streets as “fragile” eg in
Goole, has stagnated the housing market in that area and artificially inflated prices outside the area. The
availability of aVordable houses for first time buyers is greatly reduced exacerbating the stagnation of the
market. This could be avoided by proper appraisal of the renewal area in the first place. As the senior
housing oYcer for ERYC appears confused whether “fragile” applied to streets or the market, the council
has in fact created a “fragile” market. In Goole’s case, documented evidence supporting the “fragile”
assessment is unavailable therefore residents are having to experience this intolerable situation for no
valid reason.

Likewise, this situation applies to the streets identified as “non-sustaining” therefore earmarked for
demolition whose residents, especially long-term owners, face an even more uncertain future as to their re-
housing situation.

NB

Definitions taken from NRA

Fragile

Often characterised by the presence of one or two empty properties and a growing presence of the private
rented sector. The amount of disrepair and housing failing the decent homes standard is above average for
the study area. Reported crime rates may also be above average for area.
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Sustaining

Streets where demand is generally robust and the number of properties in poor repair or failing the decent
homes standard is at or below the average for the area. These streets generally have a fair or good reputation
with residents.

Non-sustaining

. . . In these streets there is a need and an opportunity for significant investment to tackle existing and
future problems.

Memorandum by the Merlion Group plc (AH 25)

1. Executive Summary

1.1 Government spending cannot realistically achieve the critical mass to address the scale of demand
within the Intermediate Housing Market. The private sector alone has the capacity and flexibility to meet
public aspirations for getting on to the housing ladder without the need for public subsidy. The current
system is being distorted by the unnecessary use of large amounts of public money.

2. Introduction

2.1 Merlion Group plc welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Committee’s inquiry into
AVordability and the Supply of Housing.Merlion is the largest provider of non-grant funded shared-equity
housing in the country. Our vision is to provide aVordable housing in the most cost-eVective way, without
the need for taxpayers’ money. At present the market in the provision of low cost homeownership is being
distorted by the use of Housing Corporation subsidy to the disadvantage of the taxpayer. We believe tens,
if not hundreds, of millions of pounds is being wasted, money which could be far better spent on the
provision of social housing.

2.2 Since 1991we havemade over 1,000 homes available to lower-paid workers under both shared-equity
and shared-ownership schemes. We are growing rapidly and are on course to deliver around 250 units
this year.

2.3 One ofMerlion’s non-executive directors, DrNorman Perry, in his former capacity as chief executive
of the Housing Corporation, was a member of the Home Ownership Task Force which reported to the
Government.

3. Background

3.1 The steep rise in house prices in comparison to earnings in recent years has put home ownership
increasingly out of reach for large numbers of key workers and first time buyers. The proportion of new
homes sold to first-time buyers is the lowest since records began.

3.2 As part of its wider response to expected housing needs, the Government is now committed to a
significant increase in housing supply and aims to widen the opportunities for home ownership to as many
people as possible, from today’s 70% owner occupation up to 75%.

3.3 The ODPM has announced a number of proposals to increase home ownership opportunities,
including a range of products within the Homebuy scheme. A review of the planning system is also
underway.

3.4 TheGovernment’s sustained focus on tackling some of Britain’s entrenched housing problems is very
welcome. However, we believe that initiatives announced to date lack both the capacity and the flexibility
to keep pace with the true growth in demand for high-quality aVordable housing, particularly in the
intermediate market. The scale and problems of the intermediate housing market are only now beginning
to be understood. A recent report by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation attempted to measure the scale of
the problem. It found that in 40 local authority areas, at least 40% of all younger working households can
aVord to pay more than a social sector rent, but still cannot aVord to buy at the lowest end of local house
prices.

3.5 The Government’s plans for Homebuy cannot realistically address demand on this scale. Public
resources are already stretched and should be directed to where the need is greatest, in social rented housing.
Encouraging a primary role for the private sector in the provision of aVordable home ownership would help
to achieve a better balance between demand and supply, improve aVordability in the housing market as a
whole; and, most importantly, this could be achieved at no extra cost to the taxpayer.

3.6 We have set out below our main concerns about the current system and some specific suggestions of
how to improve the delivery of low cost home ownership.
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4. What Needs to Change

4.1 At present RSLs have an unfair competitive advantage. The market is being distorted by their ability
to overbid for land using Housing Corporation direct subsidy. Merlion has direct experience of over
£8 million being misspent in this way in this year alone (see appendix 1). RSLs frequently use public money
to inflate land values to the sole benefit of the landowner. Some RSLs also use previous social housing
subsidy to sustain an ineYcient level of internal overhead which would be unsustainable for their private
sector competitors.

4.2 TheHousingCorporation potentially spends in excess of £300million of taxpayers’ money on shared-
equity schemes annually. All of this money could be saved and diverted to provide more social housing.

4.3 Government programmes should work with private sector models to maximise the eYciency of tax
payers’ money. Low cost homeownership could be streamlined and made more eVective by defining it as an
activity financed and carried out by the private sector and facilitated through Planning Obligations/Section
106 Agreements. This would create a level playing field between RSLs and other providers. More decisive
use of Planning Obligations/S106 Agreements could avoid or minimise ineYcient use of taxpayers’ money.

4.4 Private sector providers likeMerlion already have a good track record delivering high quality housing
on a limited scale and are well-placed to expand numbers rapidly. We believe the potential exists within the
private sector as a whole for over £1 billion to be invested over the next decade, delivering over 100,000 units
of aVordable housing.

4.5 Delivering land to meet the broad range of housing need at local level will depend on greater clarity
in planning policy from central government and amore flexible approach from local authorities and regional
planning bodies.

4.6 Local planning assessments by councils have often failed to take into account the range of aVordable
housing options available in their areas to meet demand in the intermediate housing market.

4.7 Ideological bias means that some local authorities still see Registered Social Landlords (RSL) as the
sole legitimate provider of aVordable housing despite the ODPM’s recognition of the contribution which
private housebuilders can make.

4.8 RegionalHousing Strategies should set out clearly that local authorities need to include shared-equity
explicitly within their local spatial and housing strategies. The Government should place a duty on local
planning authorities to include shared-equity housing, and to consider the role of the private sector, in their
planning policies and Section 106 agreements.

5. Summary

5.1 We believe encouraging an expansion in the role of the private sector would be the quickest means
of bringing more aVordable housing within the reach of more people, and at no cost to the taxpayer.

5.2 By enabling greater private sector provision the Government could focus more resources where they
are needed most, such as Decent Homes, Social Rent and Social HomeBuy.

5.3 The private sector is not asking for subsidies but would like to see those obstacles removed which are
currently restricting its potential to respond fully to the urgent demand for aVordable housing.

APPENDIX 1

SITES LOST BY MERLION GROUP PLC AS THE RESULT OF OUTBIDDING BY RSLS
JANUARY–SEPTEMBER 2005

The table below lists examples of where we believe subsidized RSLs have successfully outbidMerlion this
year to date. InMerlion’s small area of the housingmarket over £8million pounds of publicmoney has been
wasted in this way. This money has gone straight to the landowner with no benefit in terms of outcomes.
Merlion or other private sector providers could have delivered the same number of high-quality aVordable
homes at no cost to the taxpayer.

Site Units Date Merlion Bid RSL Bid Comments

London 54 £6,870,000 £8,500,000 RSL at Higher oVer
Hornchurch 11 £1,200,000 £1,500,000 RSL at Higher oVer
London 7 £1,250,000 £1,400,000 RSL at Higher oVer
Guildford 10 £1,220,000 £1,400,000 RSL at Higher oVer
Fleet 9 £1,060,000 £1,300,000 RSL at Higher oVer
Boscombe 10 £1,100,000 £1,300,000 RSL at Higher oVer
Waltham Cross 10 14/02/2005 £1,200,000 £1,400,000 RSL at higher figure.

May be grant funded.
Farnham 11 20/04/2005 £1,580,000 £2,000,000
Letchworth 15 20/04/2005 £1,550,000 £1,600,000
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Site Units Date Merlion Bid RSL Bid Comments

Cheltenham 5 19/03/2005 £486,000 £650,000
Wandsworth, 12 13/04/2005 £1,910,000 £2,000,000 Out bid by RSL
London
Bishops Stortford 40 20/05/2005 £3,295,000 £4,295,000 Out bid by RSL! £1m
Cobham 17 16/06/2005 £2,200,000 Slightly Out Bid by RSL on land

less than value. RSL bid £900k.
£2,200,000 Merlin bid £700k

Lee 10 16/06/2005 £1,385,000 £1,365,000 Out bid by RSL on land
value. RSL bid £900k.
Merlion bid £500k

Twickenham 24 16/06/2005 £2,900,000 £3,325,000 Out bid by RSL
Redhill 6 28/06/2005 £670,000 £700,000 Out bid by RSL on land

value. RSL bid £700k.
Merlion bid £670K

Croydon 69 05/07/2005 £3,600,000 £4,100,000 Out bid by RSL also
oVering 40% up front
payment.

Henley on 40 5/07/2005 £510,000 £510,000 Vendor going with HA
Thames at similar figure due to

political pressure.
Gants Hill 54 07/07/2005 £6,300,000 £6,950,000 Outbid by RSL
Romford 27 07/07/2005 £2,860,000 £3,100,000 Out bid by RSL
Alresford 50 8/07/2005 £480,000 £480,000 RSL preferred by the LA
Dunstable 37 08/07/2005 £3,950,000 £5,000,000 Out bid by RSL
Kingswood 30 14/07/2005 £2,490,000 £2,730,000 Out bid by RSL
Chelmsford 8 19/07/2005 £555,000 £564,000 Out bid by RSL
London 8 26/07/2005 £1,575,000 £1,669,000 Open 106 but backed

oV as developer had
agreed terms.

Northampton 33 26/07/2005 £3,550,000 £4,050,000 Out bid by RSL
Chatham 36 01/09/2005 £3,650,000 £4,165,000 Out bid by RSL

TOTAL £59,396,000 £67,623,000

Memorandum by Bolton at Home (AH 26)

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

There is a huge assumption that achieving homeownership in itself is a panacea for many of housing’s
problems. The perception is that becoming an owner automatically bestows a greater willingness to invest
in a property, to take better care of it, and become less likely to be involved in anti-social behaviour. That,
in itself, an increase in homeownership within a run down area acts as a catalyst for regeneration.
Demonstrates a commitment to an area assisting with the sustainability and long term viability of the
locality. Also, by becoming a homeowner people rise in status and esteem. Following these assumptions an
increase in homeownership can be construed as both a positive beneficial economic and social driver.

Further, the potential benefits of homeownership over renting are well-rehearsed—such as investing in a
significant appreciating financial asset; having a greater sense of security and control; and retaining the
capacity to “liquidate” some of the equity held in the property through, for example, re-mortgaging. Indeed,
when asked, most people would say that they would prefer to own their own property. So there would seem
to be fairly conclusive arguments that the scope to promote homeownership virtually holds no boundaries.

These views, however, need to be tempered with a little cold reality. The following factors constrain the
scope for escalating home ownership:

— Renting is a choice many people make. The reasons for this are varied and include: the wish not
to make a significant capital purchase early in life; the desire to release equity later in life; the
convenience of not having all of the repairing obligations; where short term housing is desired;
where relationship break-up takes place and further capital outlay on home ownership is deferred;
people prefer to rent because they are comfortable with the service they receive from their
managing housing organisation and are wary of risking their savings on the vagaries of interest
rates.

— There has been a considerable increase in the buy to rent market recently and this shows no sign
of abating. Therefore, an increase in the numbers of properties for sale on the open market will
not be directly translated as a commensurate increase in the number of homeowners.
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— The numbers of people facing repossession is on the increase as the numbers of homeowners grow.
(55% increase in mortgage repossessions in 3rd Qtr 2005 compared to 3rd Qtr 2004) So, there will
always be a “fall out” and this would disproportionately hit those on limited incomes.

— The cost to the individual of homeownership does not stop at purchase. There has been little
research done about the continued cost of maintenance and improvement, and how this
disproportionately impacts upon those new owners living on restricted incomes. Further how this,
linked to other debts, leads towards chronic financial insecurity and subsequent threat of
repossession.

— The significant take up of the right to buy may be seen as further proof of the almost endless scope
for homeownership. The transition between tenant and owner seems to be a preferred option, and
one of the easiest means of breaking upmono-tenures and creating mixed communities. However,
this optimistic view of the beneficial nature and impact of the right to buy also needs a reality check.
The transfer of stock was achieved only by oVering major discounts on properties, many of which
had outstanding significant debt charges outstanding. As house prices rose sharply the diVerentials
on oVer became, for many, more than just an incentive to become a homeowner. This led to the
situationwhere financial speculators were openly prepared to fund a tenant’s purchase on the basis
of sharing the profit on resale. Rather than being used as a means as a direct route to meet a basic
aspiration for homeownership in this context the right to buywas ameans towards realising profit.

— Right to buy has also proven to be less advantageous for a significant minority of new owners
whose inability to meet running costs and/or mortgage payments has resulted in serious disrepair
or resale or, even abandonment. The demand for social renting has increased considerably in
Bolton and elsewhere, the supply of which has been made more acute by losses of stock through
the right to buy. This scenario hardly confirms the assumption that renting has lost its importance
and relevance for many people today.

— The scope for having a higher proportion of owner-occupation is also constrained by issues
relating to aVordability. It is the ratio between house prices and average local incomes that is
essential. Bolton, for instance, has a low wage economy. This means that hikes in house prices,
even at a modest rate, can disproportionately reduce local people’s ability to enter the housing
market for the first time.

The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

Evidence from previous successful regeneration programmes suggests that one method of increasing the
sustainability of a community is to increase the number of homeowners as a percentage of thewhole.Usually
this is largely achieved by importingmore economically active people as homeowners into an area of housing
deprivation rather than increasing home ownership amongst the “indigenous” population. Similarly, there
is no proven correlation between becoming a homeowner and reducing poverty. Indeed in some cases the
financial strain of buying a home and taking all the repairing obligations could actually increase poverty.
The dwelling may then be used as collateral to fund further borrowing and thus run the risk of deepening
the cycle of individual debt.

There is a common-held opinion that homeownership is in some way intrinsically superior to renting ı a
crude belief that the only reason for renting is because people do not have suYcient resources to buy or come
from a social class were renting is the norm. Thus renting is associated with a social stigma that is unfair but
persistent. As this is a perception rather than a reality there needs to be amore reasoned and balanced public
discussion about the relative merits and advantages of renting. The stereotype that someone who rents from
the Council (or within certain parts of the private sector) has to be in someway socially and economically
disadvantaged needs to be challenged.

Because there is a dearth of empirical evidence, there is a need for more research into testing how and to
what extent home purchase is a key factor in tackling inequality and reducing poverty. Whilst it almost
certainly does play a role it is strongly suspected that it is only important as part of a whole suite of
regeneration tools aimed at improving infrastructure and building up sustainability.

The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

House price fluctuation has always carried a wider social and economic impact. However, over the last
few years this impact has expanded exponentially in relation to the significant shift in investment preferences
from stocks & shares into bricks and mortar. The growing intervention into housing markets by the
(institutional) investor, whose principal motivation is profit through asset management, is beginning to
twist, distort and inflate such markets as a cause for concern. For instance, the first time buyer once the key
driver of housing markets, is gradually being squeezed out in the face of spiralling house prices. As a direct
consequence of this a new dynamic is emerging where a growing number of older householders are looking
to release equity in their own homes in order to pay for their children to get on the first rung of
homeownership.
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The future change to pension investments to be introduced allowing investors to secure tax breaks
through properties to be included in their pension investment portfolios will also boost housing as an
investment option.

Mortgages are an expensive lending option, invariably families’ major investment choice. Whereas rent
paid to a social landlord goes directly to cover management and maintenance/improvement of the dwelling
money raised through the mortgage process is a profit shared by the private institution.

There is again a crude assumption that house prices will continue to rise ahead of (or in line with) inflation,
thus providing the perfect “copper-bottomed” investment opportunity. However, the certainty is that prices
at sometime will either stagnate or decline—already in 2005 a nationwide check on prices and sales is being
experienced month-on-month. This is partly due to people waiting for the outcome of decisions on interest
rates, partly on properties being over-valued during the last price surge, and partly on other factors relating
to whatmay be basic weakness in themarket as a whole. These could bemanifestations of a range of factors,
such as: regional diVerences; developer over-confidence; the over-reliance on developing at the most
expensive end of the market; and the possible over-penetration of buy to let investors. Though stagnation
in prices are not necessarily connected with a general downturn in the economy, as it could be argued that
speculators are more likely to retreat to stable “bricks and mortar” investments as a hedge against hard
times.

The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

House prices rise at a diVerential rates, dependent upon a complex mix of location, speculation and
demand—the real danger emerges when both “hotspots” and “coldspots” emerge with the real possibility
of, on the one hand, areas where most people are priced out of homeownership and in others where market
collapse takes place. Crudely low supply means high prices, whereas, high supply helps to depress values.
However, in reality, it is a much more complex relationship. This is largely due to the fact that supply is not
the only factor behind house price levels. For instance, the existence of a popular school puts a premium on
housing in a particular location.

Further, it should not be assumed that the provision of additional housing suYcient tomeet housing need
gaps in a specific highly popular area will automatically act as a depressant on prices. Rather, it could simply
act as a spur to demand and set oV further inflationary pressures.

The quality, the location, and the suitability of supply have amore sturdy relationship to house price than
merely the rates of supply. The key to establishing a balanced level of housing price is to have a balance
of supply; with houses available at a range of diVerent prices along with a choice of property types, sizes,
and tenures.

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

New aVordable housing for sale, in most circumstances, has to be imposed on private developers through
planning constraints. Left unregulated developers would supplywhatever generatesmost profit, and inmost
cases this would be high value housing. In order to alleviate reduced profit margins on schemes that have
aVordable housing as an element they go for much higher densities. This is not a pejorative statement as
these are businesses with an obligation to maximise the profits of their shareholders—therefore it is
unreasonable to assume that they would seek to achieve anything else. This means that Councils, acting
within a regional context, have to intervene to ensure that a suYcient supply of aVordable housing is created.
The issue is that public subsidy (via the Housing Corporation amongst others) should be limited with the
main burden for financing aVordable housing falling on the developers—a point of view that does not seem
to be held by Government at the present time.

Over the last few years homeownership has been boosted by low base rates that had allowed lenders to
encourage potential mortgagees through low fixed term introductory rates. However, the steady downward
trend of base rates during the last five or so years has now been replaced by a more fluctuating path. In turn
this breeds less confidence amongst purchasers and a market more vulnerable to boom and bust. Intuitively
lesser market activity shouldmean that there is less inflationary pressure, so the housingmarket would settle
back to provide more aVordable housing for sale. However, this is not always the case as “boom and bust”
could create a more cautious market with fewer properties for sale; fewer properties for sale reflects scarcity
and scarcity is a driver of price inflation.

The need to use modern innovative construction methods to produce housing at a price between £60,000
and £70,000 is both admirable and pertinent. The danger to be avoided is to produce housing without a
reasonable shelf-life. One salutary lesson from the 60’s is that cheap dense low cost housing may solve an
immediate problem but without tough quality control during construction and a consideration of impact
of infrastructure it can become obsolete very soon. This is evidenced by the demolition of so many ’modern’
high rise and deck access property. Perhaps the solution is to look at providing housing that may be low cost
but has the potential for growth, flexibility, and continued development along the lines of a lifetime home.
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The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

The scale of new housing proposed by the Government is reasonable as a direct response to growing
demographic demands. There has been much scaremongering about the impact this will have on the
countryside but this seems to be somewhat exaggerated and hyperbolic. What is of issue though is the
diYculty that will be experienced in actually ensuring that the new housing built fits the needs and
aspirations of the customers it is aimed towards. If the assumption is that just increasing supply will solve
the housing shortage then amistake is beingmade.Rather, greater emphasis needs to be put upon producing
new housing that is customised to meeting the full range of housing needs not just those of people at the top
end of the market and also not just restricted to homeownership (aVordable or otherwise).

Further, greater emphasis needs to be placed on producing housing expansion plans that help deliver
regional economic planning aims. For instance, by helping the north to bridge the national output gap by
encouraging more diverse quality housing to be built in the region as a means of attracting new investment
and boosting existing housing markets.

The major concern over the Government’s proposals is the total reliance on boosting homeownership,
seemingly at the expense of the rented sector. There needs to be a more thoughtful approach to the problem
that challenges the traditional dichotomy between rent and homeownership. This would involve developing
the idea that everyone is given a stakehold in their property, and this “stake” could be traded up or down.
At a stroke this would re-interpret the individual’s relationship to property; removing the stigma relating
to renting and providing a much more flexible model to outright homeownership.

The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

Should not be about increasing the supply of private housing at the cost of subsidised housing. Rather
public subsidy should be largely directed towards regeneration and within areas (such as housing renewal)
where the private sector builder is more reluctant to tread. The Private Sector needs to bear the main burden
for creating new aVordable housing from builders profit and not from the public purse. Homebuy in all its
forms, whilst providing a range of innovative means towards homeownership, should not be used by the
private sector to oV-load their responsibilities for providing unsubsidised quality aVordable housing.

How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

The spatial dimension of housing demand is of immense importance. Planners have a crucial role to play
in working with housing in delivering Regional Plans that not only locate present and future demand, but
also, help to shape and direct demand away from hotspots so as to contribute to regeneration of areas in
decline. Have a stronger role to play in the types of dwelling being developed eg prevent a proliferation of
apartment development—ensure a range of housing oVer is available to meet the needs of the locality not
a free range to produce high density developments. As previously mentioned the planning system (through
Section 106 and other measures) has an absolute central role in ensuring that private sector developers
produce aVordable housing as part of balanced mixed community schemes. AVordable Housing provision
via planning gain should be recognised as number one priority over other planning gain requirements.

Further, the planning system needs to respond to all housing demands not just those of housing for sale.

The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting Such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

As previously explained the scale is important but not as important as the methods used to ensure the
housing produced is relevant to and responsive of contemporary needs and aspirations. Also that there is
no simple easy correlation between increased supply and lower prices. It is more about providing
appropriate housing (not profit-led) even if this is scaled down.

Clearly there are issues about ensuring new developments are as unobtrusive as possible—once more
planning taking a lead policing role here. Every eVort has to be made to ensure that brownfield options are
exhausted—this would need planning policies to be more flexible in that they should resist the temptation
to mothball potential sites indefinitely under zoning for, say, commercial/industrial use. Also, for the
developer, a brownfield site is usually muchmore an expensive option to build on than a greenfield site. This
is true both in terms of construction costs and in likely returns from sales. So, once more greater
encouragement—though not necessarily in terms of public subsidy except for help in pre-construction site
assembly/decontamination ı needs to be given by Local Authorities to direct interest away from greenfield
sites as being the first choice for private developers.

A public debate needs to take place over the preservation of certain buildings deemed to have historical
interest balanced against the needs of the country to grow its residential base tomeet the needs of the present
and of future generations. It could be argued that the bias has shifted too far in one particular direction.
For instance, there are serious challenges to the demolition of rows and rows of empty obsolete terraced
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housing because of a perceived priority for conservation over demolition. Unless a more realistic view is
taken major regeneration schemes, such as those prompted in the Housing Renewal Pathfinders, would be
undermined. A compromise needs to be struck where a handful of older dwellings of specific historical/
architectural importance are preserved without it threatening major re-construction.

The development of new housing, whether for sale or otherwise, without a commensurate expansion of
infrastructure is a recipe for future problems relating to sustainability. Much more work needs to be done
on perfecting a three dimensional model(s) that shows the impact on infrastructures of new development
and how this can vary by location. This could then go on to explain how best to adapt infrastructures to
absorb the increased residential base. The presumption is that not all new developments will require
significant infrastructure change there being a critical mass to reach within a specific area. It would also
provide the basis for discussion in areas where there is simply no capacity for suYcient infrastructural
development to meet the proposed housing scheme.

TheRegionalDisparities in the Supply andDemand forHousing andHow TheyMight Be Tackled

The importance of tackling regional disparity is mentioned elsewhere and is central to any attempt at
resolving the nation’s housing problems through the increase in stock to meet growing demand.

The NorthernWay seeks to eradicate the huge output gap between our region and the rest of the country.
A key element of the action plan is to develop housing more suitable to the needs and aspirations of the
present regional population, whilst also anticipating the growing demand that prosperity would bring. The
City Region will now provide the central point for developing strategy to make this happen. Importantly,
housing issues of this nature will not be addressed in isolation but as one element in an overall co-ordinated
economic plan aimed towards, in our case, enriching the Manchester City Region.

There is a growing and more sophisticated understanding emerging within the region over how our
housing problems and issues are best articulated. Rather than dealing in simple terms such as “high” and
“low” demand we are now seeing supply and demand issues through the need to create balanced
communities. This concept embraces the more complex dynamic nature of housing markets and challenges
the crude concept that the north’s housing problems are largely caused by low demand. Within our region
there are hotspots of demand that sit cheek by jowl with areas of housing stress. Excepting Cheshire, the
house prices within these hotspots are nowhere near as inflated as, say, the south east but their relative
impact on the local social, environmental and economic structure is equally acute (eg incomes tend to be
lower and there are hotspots were house price to income ratio prove to be prohibitive for local people).

The means towards eradicating regional disparity in housing is a huge challenge and would include all of
the following:

— Dispel some of the stereotypical thinking that crudely prescribes the south as progressive and the
north as being in decline.

— Work towards holistic solutions—housing problems are not divorced from other social and
economic factors. For instance, increased quality employment opportunities would generate the
demand for more quality housing in the region.

— Move the emphasis away from using public subsidy in housing primarily to prop up the private
sector in delivering aVordable homes for sale. Rather, re-direct this to housing renewal/
regeneration where the private sector builders/developers are very reluctant partners. Leaving the
private sector largely to pick up the bill formeeting aVordable housing through a reduction in their
profit margin. This would have the general eVect of moving resources to those regions where
economic circumstances are more likely to depress house prices rather than inflate them.

— Look to producing new and improved housing that has “added value” in those regions that lag
behind the national average. This “added value” could include anything from help with moving
fees to it being linked to employment and training opportunities.

— Embrace the Barker Report findings, in particular in relation to providing homes for the most
vulnerable people in society. Taking this a stage further by adopting spatial strategies aimed at
integrating low and high cost housing and mixed tenure.

— Develop new innovative housing design, construction and fittings that provide for lifetime
flexible homes.

Memorandum by John Grooms (AH 27)

‘My third point concerns successful housing—the bedrock of independent living. How can you have any
control and choice in your life unless you can get around and in and out of your own home, let alone others? . . .
Urgent action needs to be taken as the housing industry has ignored the needs of disabled people for far too long.’

Baroness Wilkins
Queen’s Speech Debate, 25 May 2005
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Summary

Disabled people are facing a housing crisis. Within this submission John Grooms identifies elements of
this crisis from the diYculties which disabled people have in accessing financial capital to enable them to
buy a house, to the drafting of local authority housing strategies and the increasing shortage of social
housing. The Government’s emphasis on pursuing policies to promote homeownership will further reduce
the opportunities which disabled people have for living independently in a house which is accessible and
adapted to their needs.

John Grooms calls for the countywide adoption of the “London Plan” approach where all new housing
is built to Lifetime Home Standards with 10% to the higher wheelchair standard. It is only by adopting this
approach that the marginalisation of disabled people from housing will be addressed.

John Grooms

JohnGroomsHousing Association (JGHA) is one of England’s leading specialist providers of wheelchair
standard housing with more than 1,200 properties in management. JGHA works closely with its sister
charity, John Grooms Charity (JGC). JGC is a leading provider of care homes for disabled people,
accessible holidays and other services. Our mission is to enable each disabled person with whom we work
to achieve a level of independence equal to his or her potential. Collectively we refer to ourselves as John
Grooms

Introduction

1. “Home” for many disabled people61 is not the liberating and enabling experience that most non-
disabled people take for granted. A disabled person living with a chronic illness or impairment (physical,
emotional or cognitive) can encounter restrictions in their home environment that condition their lifestyle
or inhibit their social inter-actions with other people.

As Scope describe: “. . . the style and standard of an individual’s housing reflect social and economic
status and have a direct bearing on health, well-being and social opportunities” (2001: p2)

2. It is an issue which the PrimeMinister’s Strategy Unit (PMSU) acknowledged in its landmark report,
Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People, published earlier this year and which set out a 20 year
strategy—or ‘ambitious vision’ (p3)—to improve the life chances of disabled people. The report describes
how disabled people are failed by the social housing sector despite their disproportionate reliance on it.
However, due to disabled people’s poorer socio-economic status they are, on average, unable to access the
private housing market.

3. Within this submission; John Grooms will demonstrate that the Government’s policy focus on
promoting home ownership in its various guises, while politically popular with the majority of people, will
only serve to further exclude disabled people from being able to live in an adapted and fully accessible house.
To address this housing crisis we recommend that the “London Plan” approach is adopted in the provision
of all new housing. The London Plan states that all new housing— market and social—is built to Lifetime
Home Standards62 (LHS) with 10% of the stock to the higher wheelchair standard or easily adaptable to it.

What is the scale of the housing problem facing disabled people?

4. There are no definitive statistics to draw on which demonstrate the housing crisis facing disabled
people. The ones which do exist are often widely drawn, from diVerent sources, over diVerent timescales and
with varying sample sizes. While this lack of comprehensive data hinders the development of progressive
evidence based housing policy, it is clear that a severe problem exists.

5. The latest survey of EnglishHousing by theODPM(ODPM2005) estimated that the number of people
in England with a medical condition or disability requiring specially adapted accommodation was 1.4
million. Almost a quarter (23%) of this total (350,000 people) were people living in housing that was
unsuitable for their needs.

6. These findings reflect a national survey carried out by Scope, reported by Lamb and Lazell (1994 cited
byBarnes et al 1999: p120). This found that only 29%of disabled people living in private households thought
that all the adaptations they required had been carried out to their dwelling place.

7. Of a similar nature were the findings of a survey for theGreater LondonAuthority in 2002 (GLA2002)
which identified the housing problems facing disabled people, particularly wheelchair users. The GLA
survey found that:

— 6% of households in London included someone with a physical disability;

— 2% of households (56,000) included someone who used a wheelchair;

61 See Appendix One for an explanation on why we cite disabled people as one group.
62 Lifetime StandardHomes incorporate 16 design features which help ensure that the house is flexible, adaptable and accessible.
For more information visit www.lifetimehomes.org
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— 13,000 people lived in inaccessible housing and needed a wheelchair standard house;

— 20% of wheelchair users lived above the first floor; and

— 29% of people with a disability wanted to move within five years.

8. It is likely that similar figures will be found across the country even allowing for diVerent socio-
economic circumstances. Research published by John Grooms, and based on research in the early 1990’s
by the Housing Corporation, indicates that countrywide there is a shortage of 300,000 fully wheelchair
accessible properties to meet current and projected housing need. (Ackroyd 2003).

9. The Social Exclusion Unit recently quoted the Housing Corporation’s estimate of the shortage as
330,000 (SEU, 2005: p149). What ever the true figure, demand is bound to increase in the future due to the
twin demographic pressures of growing numbers of disabled people and a growing elderly population—both
factors that are indicative of increased wheelchair use.

10. It is John Groom’s experience that local authority housing strategies across the country will either
ignore the need for wheelchair accessible housing, only do so in woolly terms, give a lower than realistic
estimate of local demand given national figures or will rely solely on Disabled Facilities Grants (DFG) to
alter unsuitable properties.

11. We also find that a number of other “minority” groups seem to be given a higher priority when it
comes to the production of appropriate housing. “Minority” groups include homeless people, Gypsies and
travelling people, BME groups and housing for older people.While these groups must not be ignored, John
Grooms feels that their housing needs should not be met at the expense of disabled people.

12. John Grooms recommends that all local authorities should be required to demonstrate an inclusive
approach by cross council work between planning, housing and social services departments when
developing their housing strategy. They should also be required to include other stakeholders such as
occupational therapy departments, hospital discharge administrators, access groups and local disability
charities.

13. Unless new housing developments fully integrate the needs of disabled people from the outset of the
planning and design process for new housing, an inclusive environment will not be created. Such an element
must be at the heart of any truly sustainable community. The new planning regulation requiring an access
statement to be submitted with each planning application, as part of the Planning andCompulsory Purchase
Act 2004, is a welcome move to address this issue. However its application needs to monitored to ensure
that truly accessible communities are created.

Social Housing—The “Special Needs” Provider

14. 63As Balchin (1995) describes, in a modern and complex society such as the UK, the market would
normally supply people with a choice of goods and services. In housing, given perfect market conditions, this
would deliver a choice between renting and buying. However due tomarket imperfections and the decline of
the private landlord; this choice has been removed. Consequently, as Balchin observes: “On the scale
required only the provision of local authority housing can ensure that most households who cannot or do
not prefer to buy are supplied with housing at a rent within their means.” (1995: p5)

15. While it is not true to say that all disabled people are unable to purchase their own property, they are
more likely than non-disabled people to be social renters. With the growth in the number of private market
houses in the UK, due to population and household growth, so the reliance of disabled people on the social
sector has grown.

16. This reliance was commented on by Stewart et al (1999) in their analysis of housing construction and
housing finance data. In 1981 (looking at tenant heads of household) Stewart et al found that 4% of council
tenants and 3% of housing association tenants were categorised as “permanently sick or disabled”. In 1995
these percentages had risen to 9% and 8% respectively. The shift is significant because: “. . . the social rented
sector has become the ‘special needs’ provider”. (1999: p13).

17. In other tenure types the proportion of permanently sick or disabled heads of household has remained
the same or lower. Barnes et al found that: “British disabled people and their families are twice as likely to
live in property owned by local authorities as their non-disabled peers.” (1999: p120). It is a situation which
contributes to the social marginalisation of disabled people.

18. It is doubly worrying due to the steady decline in completed houses in the UK (registered social
landlord and local authority) from a high point in 1995–96 (41,516 houses) to the latest figures from 2003–04
of 18,577 (ODPM2005a). Private house building has shown a 9.5% increase to 171,490 in the same period—
its highest level for 15 years.Unless there is concertedGovernment action to buildmore social rented houses,
increasing numbers of disabled people will face increased diYculties finding a house which fully meets their
needs and gives them the freedom to live their lives.

63 For paragraphs 14—23 we draw on Easterlow, Smith and Mallinson (2000) except where noted.
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Why can’t a disabled person buy a house?

19. Government policy in the 80s and 90s focussed on turning the UK into a nation of home owners.
Home ownership was made as financially attractive as possible with the emphasis that it was the ideal and
normal housing option. Such was the change that the aspiration of a “property owning democracy” is one
which is now accepted across the political divide.

20. As a consequence in the 1980s and 1990s home ownership increased by 17%. The OYce of the Deputy
Prime Minister (ODPM) confirmed the trend when research found that 71% of households in England are
owner occupiers, 18% are social renters and 11% private renters. (ODPM 2005) With the growth in home
ownership so the “ . . . allocation of owner occupation is driven by the ability to pay, not by measures of
need” (p371). Yet for disabled people securing access to suYcient capital in order to purchase a house is
increasingly diYcult due to the operation of the market.

21. As the PMSU report observed, the income of disabled people is on average half of that earned by
non-disabled people. The Disability Rights Commission (DRC) also note that only 50% of disabled people
of working age are in employment compared to 81%of non-disabled people (DRC2005: p 19). These factors
combine to lessen the credit worthiness of disabled people in the eyes of financial institutions and so diminish
their opportunity of securing a mortgage.

22. The disadvantage is then compounded by the reliance of mortgage lenders on the insurance industry
rather than income support or other state financial aid to guarantee mortgage repayments (a situationwhich
has explicit Government support). As Easterlow et al note “. . . life insurance which can be an essential
component of mortgage borrowing and which often contains prohibitive exclusion clauses for people with
health problems as well as for people with insecure labour market positions” (p374).

23. Under these circumstances, a disabled person seeking access to finance will be forced to rely on
“unconventional lenders” with high charges and interest rates. This increases the cost of borrowing for
property, reducing available finance and forcing households in this position downmarket in their search for
a house.

24. As a consequence disabled people, due to their low incomes and health problems, are forced into
marginal properties in poor condition that are the least healthy to live in. As the DRC observe “. . . disabled
people are more likely to live in poverty and are over represented in deprived areas” (2005: p 4 ı 5)

Disabled People—Not A Large EnoughMarket

25. Private builders do not think of disabled people as a suYciently large market to build houses
speculatively for. As theDRC (DRC 2004) explain, citing Professor Rob Imrie, research reveals that private
house builders have very little knowledge of disabled people and regard them as a minority concern. Drake
(1999) cites a statement from the House Builders Federation (HBF) that dismisses the housing problems
encountered by disabled people as “not severe” (p82). In the view of the HBF; if a disabled person had an
access problem it “. . . would be reasonable to expect that he or she would be assisted over the threshold by
the host” (Drake: p82)

26. Accessible private rented housing is almost non-existent (Scope 2001). This was also observed by
Harrison and Davis (2001) who found that as the social sector was where most barrier free houses were
located, disabled people where consequently obliged to look there for suitable housing.

New Social Housing and Disabled People

27. Given the importance of the social sector in providing housing for disabled people, it is disappointing
to note that the main funder of social housing in the UK, the Housing Corporation, has specified in its
Corporate Plan 2005–08 that only 23% (2005: p44) of new funded houses in 2004–05 will be built to meet
Lifetime Home Standards. (LHS).

28. The advantage of the LHS is that it recognises the need for flexibility, adaptability and accessibility.
This allows occupiers to remain as the house can be adapted to meet their changing housing needs over their
lifetime. The standard is also high enough to meet the needs of most disabled people without alteration.
Therefore more houses built to LHS would enable more choice for disabled people. This attribute is a key
plank of the new Disability Equality Duty which the Housing Corporation, registered social landlords and
local authorities have to comply with from December 2006.

29. The paucity of acknowledgement of the housing needs of disabled people is unsurprising given its
absence in the ODPM’s five year housing plan, “Sustainable Communities: Homes for All”. Except for a
small re-announcement of the existing Disabled Facilities Grants budget the housing needs of disabled
people were ignored.

30. The ODPM strategy was launched five days after Angela Eagle MP (then Minister for Disabled
People) launched “Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People”—the Government’s 20 year strategy
for disabled people as noted earlier. Within the report it notes that, “Improving the suitability of new-build
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and renovated homes for disabled people would also help reduce future public expenditure on housing
adaptations, equipment and care services.” (PMSU, 2005: 62). Does one side of Whitehall speak to the
other side?

31. John Grooms recommends the adoption of the Lifetime Home Standard into Part M of the Building
Regulations so as to represent a minimum standard for all new housing. The Lifetime Home Standard is
already the minimum standard for all social housing in Wales and Northern Ireland, it should be applied
in England.

Lifetime Home Standard—“Visitable” ByWheelchair Users Not “Liveable”

32. While the LHS is a good basic minimum it is still only “visitable” by a wheelchair user, not “liveable”.
It only allows wheelchair access to the ground (or entry) floor, a living area and toilet. John Grooms defines
a house as “liveable” for a wheelchair user, if he/she can use it as reasonably and flexibly as a non-disabled
person.Within a wheelchair standard house design features and white goods are designed and installed with
the wheelchair user in mind. This will maximise the lifestyle choices of the wheelchair user who will live in
the house.

33. Wheelchair standard homes will generally require a larger footprint than general needs housing—a
factor which will obviously need to be considered when planning future housing development. While
including wheelchair housing within a scheme will reduce the number of houses that will be built, and will
cost more per housing unit,64 this needs to be set against the policy initiative of the Disability Discrimination
Act that seeks to ensure that disabled people have the same range of choices, opportunity and control as
non-disabled people.

34. To ensure that housing meets this policy priority John Grooms recommends the adoption of the
“London Plan” approach for all regional housing strategies. The London Plan states that 100% of all
housing (both private market and social rented sector) are built to Lifetime Home Standards with 10% of
this new housing stock to the higher wheelchair standard or designed to be easily adapted.

Conclusion

35. Due to their reliance on the social sector, disabled people face increased problems seeking an
accessible house that meets their housing needs. This trend will continue unless there is concerted
Government action to tackle the recommendations detailed in this submission. Until this is done disabled
people will be increasingly forced into unsuitable houses and marginalised from society.

APPENDIX ONE

Within this briefing JohnGrooms has adopted the same leitmotif as those who argue that disabled people
are a distinct group in a similar way to black people or lesbians and gay men. Although the problems facing
a person with a sight impairment will diVer from someone with a learning diYculty, there is a need to
balance, as Shakespeare and Watson (1999) comment: “. . . understanding disabled people as individuals
and members of a disadvantaged group and between realising the commonalities and respecting the
diVerences.”

By adopting this approach we accept that “disability” is a social construct imposed by accepted societal
norms that identifies a person’s impairment as the root cause of the problems which they experience rather
than the barriers within their environment.
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Memorandum by the Peak District National Park Authority (NPA) (AH 28)

Locally Needed AVordable Housing in the Peak District National Park: Developing Rural Exceptions Policy
Into Practice, November 2005

A submission to the ODPMCommittee on AVordability and Supply of Housing—on behalf of the Peak
District National Park Authority (NPA) outlining the results of a long term, sequential process to the
improvement of policy and implementation for housing in a highly constrained nationally recognised
landscape. This work has been commended by the East Midlands Royal Town Planning Institute is one of
16 finalists in the RTPI’s national awards to be announced in February 2006. We hope that the submission
will assist the Committee in its valuable work.

This submission summarises:

— the nature of the problem in the Peak District National Park;

— the land-use planning solution that has been developed over the past 16 years; and

— the partnership working that forms an essential part of that solution.

The hyperlink to NPA documents that set out the full suite of policy and guidance is Peak District
National Park Authority (scroll down page when open for detailed links to Structure and Local Plans and
Supplementary Planning Guidance). The hyperlink to East Midlands RSS is Government OYces . . . East
Midlands . . .

The NPA has made representations to Government based on this work as part of the response to the
Barker review and in writing in response to two recent consultations on PPG3. In these it stressed the
overriding need for Government to ensure that any changes to the planning system or guidance in relation
to aVordable housing should take care not to prejudice past successes. The two written responses are
appended to this submission. The requests for further discussion have not been taken up.

We are very concerned that future policy changes should not jeopardise past success and feel that this is
best explored in discussion. In addition, there is a need for:

— a clear understanding withmortgage lenders as to the relationship between section 106 agreements
and lenders’ concerns about possible encumbrance in the event of re-possession;

— introduction of a specific use-class for aVordable housing if rural sites are to be shown on plan;

— attention to be given to the disparity between need assessments arising from housing authority
commissioned surveys on the one hand and population / household models on the other. This is
apparent at all spatial levels; and

— clarity on the eVect of non-land use policy changes on the supply of aVordable housing—for
example in relation to personal pension proposals and any possibility of further right to buy
aVecting social housing stock.

The Problem for the Peak District National Park

— The local housing market is under severe ongoing external pressure: easily reached from
conurbations with demand for commuter, retirement and second homes.

— Many local people cannot compete in the housing market.

— Government and the National Park Authority want balanced, sustainable communities,
compatible with statutory purposes to conserve and enhance the Park and promote understanding
and enjoyment.
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The Land-use Planning Solution

The NPA has ensured that policy and practice respond to changed circumstance, politics, committee and
appeal scrutiny, as well as to local, regional and national forums. It is determined that aVordable housing
should remain available to meet local need in perpetuity. It has retained a tenure neutral policy consistent
with Government guidance (unlike those authorities that view aVordable housing only as social housing).

— 1988: Established and convened the Peak District Housing Forum to consider housing delivery.

— 1989: First to apply the Ridley (now PPG3 Annex B) “rural-exceptions” approach to an entire
Authority area.

— 1994: National Park Structure Plan seeks population stability in tandem with strategic
conservation by adopting zero allocation for open market housing and permitting (by exception)
locally needed aVordable housing.

— 2001: Local Plan criteria for need and “localness”.

— Regional Spatial Strategy—RSS 8 (NB: a member of the NPA is on the Regional Planning Board)
now includes a notional National Park housing figure of 50 dwellings a year to 2021, clarifying its
insignificance for regional targets—see sub-area text at 3.5.19 and also policy 17.

— 2003: SPG interpreted policies further: clarifying concepts of aVordable or “more aVordable” and
the value of tenure neutrality. It guides users through surveys and applications. Individual need is
accepted as proxy for variable small scale need that cannot be accurately measured. This provides
flexibility and choice: adding “lower rungs” to the housing ladder. It also helps to retain members
of the local community who may otherwise have to move out of the area to move up the
housing ladder.

— 2005: A robust Section 106 Agreement ensures aVordabilty “in perpetuity” and developer/owner/
tenant “buy in” to the system.

— Involvement of theDistrict Valuer assures an impartial relationship between “restricted” and open
market house prices.

— Nearly 400 aVordable dwellings restricted to local occupancy permitted over the past 15 years with
new housing located where most needed.

— Government stresses that “exceptions route” housing should remain aVordable “in perpetuity”.
Although involving Registered Social Landlords helps the long-term aVordability of social
housing, it does not restrict the private market. Many authorities seek a standard discount on the
resale of private restricted occupancy properties, but this cannot take account of local housing
market and income or lending policy variations over time. In our view and past experience this is
dangerously open to future challenge (eg in appeals against the refusal of permission to remove
conditions or agreements which the house owner thinks no longer appropriate).

Environmental Enhancement

— With some exceptions, development tends to be small-scale, but remains cumulatively significant
in a protected landscape. High standards of design have been achieved, adding to local
distinctiveness. Costs demand innovation.

— AVordable housing is physically integrated into settlements with obvious social benefits.

— Whereas many other Planning Authorities limit the extent of design control, all development
proposals are treated as an investment in the Park (cumulatively several £ million pa). This
approach fosters local businesses and skills. It contributes to the economy by adding to the area’s
attractiveness, with a strong context for appropriate modern developments.

— Development is now in the additional context of recent comprehensive SPG for renewable energy
in the National Park.

Working in Partnership

The National Park straddles, four regions, 12 local authorities including four counties and four metro
districts and 127 parishes. There are numerous agencies and several housing providers.

The NPA is not a housing authority. It works with constituent authorities and other agencies addressing
the local need for aVordable housing:

— helping establish the Peak District Rural Housing Association;

— contributing financially to housing enabler posts; and

— achieving high standards of design via informal partnerships with architects and local builders.

Membership of the NPA convened inter-agency Peak District Housing Forum includes oYcers from
constituent housing and planning authorities, housing associations, the Housing Corporation, House
Builders’ Federation and Government OYce for the East Midlands (GOEM). The forum:

— draws together expert opinion and helps generate ideas;

— successfully lobbied ministers (eg rural top slicing and exemption from purchase grant);
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— has steered a joint study providing insight into issues around locally needed aVordable housing in
a protected landscape;

— gained a National Housing and Town Planning Council award; and

— continues to review and refine policy and practice.

The NPA has carefully concentrated on its own role as land-use/spatial authority whilst building into the
planning system the relevant and independent contributions of others on community need for aVordable
housing and the appropriate:

— size and type needed;

— value; and

— cost to the occupant.

TheNPAdoes, however, act as catalyst for periodic review of the roles played by the various contributors.
By way of example, discussions are currently underway with the Derbyshire Building Society to investigate
the response of lenders to the full set of measures now in place within the National Park.

Does the system work and might it be applicable elsewhere?

— YES

— Its strength is its diversity. The process is relatively complicated because of the need to ensure that
locally needed homes of diVerent types and tenure are provided (as either “social” or relatively
aVordable “restricted market”) and retained as such in perpetuity. However we have refined our
system and it is possible to issue planning consents within eight weeks.

— At the local level diYcult issues can arise—such as expectations that all locals are eligible for the
housing even though they do not comply with occupancy requirements; site constraints and build
costs in local materials; “nimbysm”—less now because local people are aware by example that
developments will be to a high standard of design both physically and functionally. These provide
feedback into our partner-working structures and result in ongoing refinement. This process would
allow for local circumstance and appropriate policy variation to be expressed. Elements of the
system could transfer regardless of use of the rural exceptions route.

In this way, and working within National Park purposes and duty, the Peak District National Park
Authority has:

— Delivered robust Development Plan Policies to conserve and enhance the National Park whilst
permitting nearly 400 locally restricted “aVordable” homes to meet long term local needs:
consistent with regional and local targets.

— Refined policies using community and stakeholder engagement to give practical detailed
guidance (SPG).

— Maintained a tenure neutral approach, benefiting choice.

— Produced a robust legal agreement, ensuring future “aVordability” and availability of the housing
to meet local needs in “perpetuity.”

— Helped to deliver well designed, well liked, housing developments that sustain local communities.

Memorandum by Sedgemoor District Council (AH 29)

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

Benefits—if there are products on the market that increase the number of persons who are currently
tenants of Social Landlords who could be attracted to move into the private sector, this would increase the
number of relets available to persons on theHousingRegister. The resultant increase in relets could bemade
available to those on the housing register who may not be able to access the open market.

The other advantage of extending the availability of homeownership products could potentially reduce
the size on Council’s Housing Register, by making home ownership more attainable for persons at or below
average incomes.

SDC’s Housing Needs Survey of 2003 showed that the average access price for the district was three times
an income of just below £30,000. In the same period 25% of Open Market Sales were below £88,950.
Therefore 703 households with incomes of not more than £30,000 had access to the open market.

However, in 2004 there were 410 properties sold at under £100,000, this means there was a reduction in
the number of aVordable properties available of 293. Therefore in only one year only there has been a
reduction in the supply of openmarket housing aVordable to local people and as result 293 households have
been excluded from the housing market.
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In 2003 the average income for the district was only £20,000, even allowing for the more generous
mortgage multiplier of 3.75 times a persons annual incomes, this would still not give someone access to
homeownership, without a deposit of in the region of £25,000.

However, recent research in to the increase inCouncil HousingRegisters between 2003–04 has shown that
the greatest increase in demand has been for one and two bedroom accommodation. It is likely that persons
seeking this type of accommodation will be on low or below average incomes and therefore their ability to
access to owner occupation may be limited.

Sedgemoor has suVered from a loss of family accommodation through the Right to Buy, in particular
three bedroomed family houses, to such an extent that the supply of this type of accommodation through
relets is almost non existent. This has beenmadeworse by a high level of under occupation created by elderly
households remaining in family accommodation. Therefore, the drive to increase homeownership is unlikely
to encourage this group of households to move and therefore create additional relets for families on the
housing register.

Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

Within Sedgemoor the draft Somerset Wide Needs Assessment, produced by ARK Consultancy, shows
the aVordability gap is growing. The level of income required to purchase a second hand one bed flat is now
£24,000 (for a single income household) and is £27,690 for a couple with joint income. Therefore, the price
of the smallest second hand property, without a substantial deposit requires an income of £4,000 above
average local incomes.

The average price for a two-bed house in the district of £120,000 requires a joint income of £32,000.
It is only by the provision of increased numbers of shared ownership or discounted market housing that the
increased numbers of local wage earners will be able to access the housing market.

Without this the social impact will be to marginalise local people on average incomes who be denied the
opportunity to property market. This combined with the decline in the numbers of social relets will lead to
every increasing shortfall of aVordable housing, which the predicted level of housing provided for within
the Regional Spatial Strategy will not address.

The local economy within Sedgemoor, which has seen growth only in the low paid low skilled sector, may
as a result find it increasingly hard to recruit new workers, without an influx of migrant workers, since there
will be a lack of aVordable housing in the district.

The Scale of building required to influence House Prices and to ensure an adequate supply of aVordable
housing with in Somerset, based on the assumptions of the Regional Spatial Strategy, is identified in the
draft Somerset Wide Housing Needs Assessment.

This predicts that the total supply required to meet housing need would be 3,490 and take 20 years to
catch up with the backlog of need. This is an 350 additional units per annum than is allowed for in the
Regional Spatial Strategy. However, this calculation is based solely on meeting housing need that is
registered and takes no account of those people who do not register on Council’s waiting lists.

The Draft Somerset Local Needs Assessment calculates that when these people are taken in to account
and allowing for those who circumstances may change and therefore allow them to access the market, there
will be a requirement for a total of 2,635 new aVordable houses per annum. Again this figure is excess of the
total number of dwellings likely to be provided for within the Regional Spatial Strategy.

Based on this evidence and the increasing aVordability gap identified within Somerset and Sedgemoor, it
is diYcult to see how merely increasing the supply of private open market housing, without increasing the
supply of subsidised housing, will result in reducing the housing need identified in the report. The only
benefit may be to increase supply and therefore, free up smaller units for first time buyers who may be
currently housed in either social or private rented housing. This would eVectively increase the supply of
aVordable rented housing.

However, in rural areas of which in Sedgemoor a high proportion of the population live in, there are the
combined issues of the lack of supply and aVordability of properties on the market. The issue facing rural
areas is not just one of the shortage of social rented housing, but also intermediate housing. The intermediate
housing market is typically regarded as for those employed in schools, health and or other public services
and may also be newly forming households. These would tend to look to the open market to meet their
housing needs. If no intermediate housing is available and these people are eVectively forced to leave the
area to find suitable housing, then this could result in rural communities becoming less sustainable.

Memorandum by Elderflowers Projects Co Ltd (AH 30)

Elderflowers Projects Co Ltd is carrying out background research and developing innovative and
practical designs for new housing solutions for active older people from the age of 50 upwards.
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Summary

1. This submission is concerned with the impact of the ageing of our society on housing supply. Little
attention has been paid to this aspect of ageing but it is our contention that as the population ages an
increasing proportion of the housing stock will tend to be under-occupied by the elderly living alone or as
couple households. (The elderly are defined as those aged 50 or more, which is the standard government
definition.) This means that less and less of the housing stock is available for younger households, and this
tendency has contributed to the housing supply problem. The trend towards under-occupation aVects both
owner occupied housing and social housing. (In principle a social landlord can require an old lady to move
out of a four bedroom house, that is now larger than she needs, into smaller accommodation but in practice
this rarely happens.)

2. Due to the lack of suitable alternatives, elderly “empty nesters” tend to remain in the homes that they
have lived in for many years even though they may no longer be happy living there, or find it diYcult. A
substantial part of the older section of the population has problems that are recognised, in particular
isolation, fuel poverty, paying Council Tax. However it is not perceived that in many cases a move to more
suitable smaller housing could solve these problems. It is suggested byElderflowers that provision of suitable
housing for older households, aged between 50 and 70 who are not in need of care, would not only be to the
benefit of the households concerned but would add to housing supply by releasing the larger family homes
previously occupied. Because the accommodation to be built for older households would be smaller (and
very often take the form of flats) building a given number, of units, say 100, would release 100 family homes
and require less land than building 100 new family homes. Elderflowers is currently seeking to develop a
pilot, mixed tenure, project in Milton Keynes.

Under-occupancy and Ageing

3. The table below, which is derived from the Survey of English Housing, looks at whether households
are over-crowded or under-occupying their homes based on the “bedroom standard”. The “bedroom
standard” is the number of bedrooms that a household is calculated to need on the basis of the household
composition. Households with fewer bedrooms than the bedroom standard are over-crowded. Those with
two or more bedrooms above the standard are deemed to be under-occupying. (The bedroom standard does
not allow for a spare bedroom which is now generally considered not to be a luxury.)

DIFFERENCE FROM BEDROOM STANDARD BY AGE OF HOUSEHOLD
REFERENCE PERSON

All households England 2002–03

DiVerence from bedroom Age of household reference person
Older age groups

45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 Total

thousands
Two or more below 12 8 2 1 3 14
One below 62 47 15 14 10 86
At standard 446 356 245 186 195 981
One above 670 682 572 431 386 2,071
Two or more above 533 792 911 804 755 3,262
All 1,723 1,885 1,745 1,435 1,348 6,415

percentages
Two or more below 1 0 0 0 0 0
One below 4 3 1 1 1 1
At standard 26 19 14 13 14 15
One above 39 36 33 30 29 32
Two or more above 31 42 52 56 56 51
All 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: ODPM Survey of English Housing.

4. The table shows that under-occupancy rises with age. In the 45–49 age group 31% of households are
under-occupying, this rises to 42% in the age category 50–54, to 52% in the age category 55–59, to 56% in
the age categories 60–64 and 65–69. (Were even older age groups included in the table, the rate for those
aged 70 or more would probably be even higher.)

5. For those aged 50–69 the overall rate of under-occupancy is 51%. This compares with 36% for all
households. The estimated 3,262,00 homes under-occupied by the 50–69 age group represent 16% of the
whole housing stock in England, and 44% of all under-occupied homes. In 1981 the proportion of all
households under-occupying was 25% as compared to the current 36%; the ageing of the population has
been a major factor in the growth of under-occupancy.
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6. Under-occupancy can be expected to increase in the future as the population continues to age. In 2002
there were 19.8 million people aged 50 or over in the UK, some 33% of the population, whereas in 1961 the
number of older people was only 16.0 million. There was a 24% increase over the last four decades of the
twentieth century. A further increase is projected to 25 million in 2021, when older people, ie those aged 50
or more, will represent 40% of the population. (Some 25% of the population, 16.1 million, will be aged 60
or more.)

Housing Options for Older People

7. In general the private sector and social landlords focus on providing housing for families with children.
Where housing is provided specifically for older people it is intended to be housing for people with
substantial care needs. In the public sector this takes the form of traditional housing for the elderly. In the
private sector it takes the form of housing schemes catering for those whose income is high enough to pay
for costly services. Examples of these retirement homes and “villages” serving the top end of the market are
those built and run by Abbeyfield and McCarthy & Stone. Most of the new housing built for older people
tends to be focused on security, shelter and care, with the result that such housing is usually fenced oV from
the rest of the community with restricted entry, and paid staV caring for the residents and providing security.
In some cases certain members of staV live on site. The future needs of older people are seen in terms of care,
security and dependency. Even for providers appealing to a wider market, such as ExtraCare, the emphasis
is still on security and the residents are still dependent on the ministrations of a large paid staV. Therefore
the costs of living in such settlements include substantial service charges to pay for the staV in addition to
normal maintenance etc.

8. Older households on low to medium incomes cannot aVord the private sector housing, and if they are
relatively “fit” they do not qualify for, and would not wish to move into, traditional public sector housing
for the elderly. When sheltered housing was first built there was an influx of people who were then in their
sixties, with the result that many sheltered housing complexes are now filled almost entirely with much older
people, many of them frail, and those developments are now not attractive to younger pensioners (and those
in their fifties) even if space is available.

9. It is widely acknowledged that there is “a shortage of aVordable, suitably sized and accessible housing
for older couples or people on their ownwithin themainstream housingmarket,” to quote Prof Sheila Peace
of the Open University. The result is that many people who would move to more suitably sized housing
remain in their over large houses as long as they are able to, often well into their 80’s.

Elderflowers’ Proposed Solution

10. Housing for the elderly has traditionally been geared to the needs of the infirm/ill. However, many
people entering the third age are fit and active and living a useful life, many still working. They are neither
in need of care nor of institutional accommodation, and would probably refuse even to consider either for
themselves. It is proposed that these people, with low to medium incomes, should be considered as a market
for a diVerent kind of quality housing, and associated facilities geared to their specific needs. The intention
would be to produce a new kind of moderately priced housing for amoremixed age range than conventional
housing for the elderly, and which is attractive, non-institutional, non-care-centred, and yet will be able to
meet residents’ changing needs for many years (during which time some of them can expect to become less
fit, and couple households can expect to become single person households).

11. For the new type of housing to be successful the target group would need to find the package
suYciently attractive so that they would consider moving from their existing accommodation. In addition
they would need to understand the importance ofmaking housing decisions at a young “old” age (ie between
50 and 70) when they are more capable of moving. The implications of remaining in their own homes into
their seventies and beyond, would be made clear to them and the alternatives presented so that they can
make informed choices.

12. Provision of more suitable housing for older households, who are not in need of care, would not only
be to the benefit the households concerned but will have advantages for society as a whole. In the first place
under-occupancy of the existing housing stock will be reduced. In addition because households in the
targeted group are small, new developments intended specifically for older households will have a higher
density of dwellings per hectare than new developments intended for traditional families. Thus less land is
required to provide say 100 dwellings for older households than to provide 100 family sized dwellings.
However providing 100 dwellings for older households will release the dwellings currently occupied by these
older households for use by families. Hence providing suitable sized dwellings for older households is amore
eYcient way (in terms of land “take”) of providing family housing.

13. Another advantage of making suitable provision for older households is that this will reduce the
problem of inadequate maintenance by elderly owner occupiers leading to physical deterioration in the
housing stock. For various reasons, including lack of income, elderly owner occupiers are often unable to
maintain their homes to the standard that they would wish, leading to long-term deterioration.
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14. Providing appropriate housing for older households will also reduce the classic “housing rich but
income poor” problems of older (particularly pensioner) households. Many older households are in fuel
poverty, meaning that to heat their home to an adequate standard would cost more than 10% of the
household income. Moving to a well insulated smaller home should ensure that a household escapes from
fuel poverty. Paying Council Tax and other property related charges can also be a problem for older
households living in homes that are large in relation to their current income. Means tested rebates are
available but there is often a reluctance to apply for such rebates.Moving to smaller accommodation should
make Council Tax and other property related charges more aVordable, particularly for households who are
able to withdraw some of their housing equity.

Memorandum by Earley Town Council (AH 31)

I would refer to the press notice announcing the inquiry into the AVordability and the Supply of Housing,
which was discussed by Town Councillors at a recent meeting of the Planning Committee. As a result of the
discussions which took place, I have been asked to respond in the following terms.

Councillors have asked that the Housing, Planning, Local Government and the Regions Committee
should take the following points into consideration:

— Infrastructure should match the scale of development—not development first and the
infrastructure left to “catch up”.

— The provision of on-site parking should be “reasonable” and “realistic” and should not be judged
purely on the current guidelines given under PPG3.

— The provision of schools should keep pace with the level of development. Existing schools should
not be subject to continual expansion, which can lead to overcrowding and the loss of on-site
facilities, including adequate parking, and, in some instances, playing fields.

— Priority should be given to the re-use of redundant properties.

— A mix of diVerent types, styles and priced houses should be available within an area to allow
growing families to move within their neighbourhood to try to prevent the need for extensions to
established properties.

— Green spaces within communities and “green wedges” between communities should be
maintained.

— Development should not be concentrated in the South East.

— The immigration policy should be considered in the context of housing provision.

Memorandum by the Tenant Participation Advisory Service (TPAS) (AH 32)

1. TPAS is a membership organisation of over 300 social landlords and 1,000 tenant groups that exists to
promote tenant empowerment. It is a market leader in Tenant Participation providing training, information
services, conferences and consultancy work.

2. The following response has been prepared after consultation with TPAS’s National Consultative
Forum, a body made up of tenants and landlord oYcers nominated by TPAS’s Regional Committees. StaV
members have also been consulted.

3. The response is subject to formal approval by TPAS’s Board of Management.

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

4. In broad terms TPAS supports the development of a more diverse housing market. We recognise that
there are some potential social benefits from home ownership such as, for some people, a greater sense of
investment in the success of a neighbourhood. We also recognise that many people aspire to own their
own homes.

5. We welcome government’s eVorts to boost the supply of aVordable housing for rent and intermediate
markets. The primary focus on home ownership causes some concern.

6. The drive to ownership increases perceptions of aVordable renting as a tenure of last resort,
stigmatising social tenants. In our view policy should make it more explicit that diVerent tenures may be
appropriate at diVerent points in people’s lives. A more robust approach to “staircasing” equity “up and
down” and movement between tenures would be welcome.
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The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

7. In so far as home purchase is amethod for people to gain assets it oVers the opportunity to tackle social
and economic inequalities and reduce poverty. However, there are numerous issues that might undermine
this aim:

— Owning a home can undermine labour mobility. In some cases the relative freedom of renting
would allow people to move more quickly to where the jobs are.

— In times of national or local housing market failure ownership can cause more inequality with
residents trapped in unpopular housing or with large mortgages.

— For people on low to middle incomes home ownership, and the repair responsibilities that go with
it, can be diYcult to sustain causing greater inequality across a range of indicators. A large number
of homes in poor condition are in the owner occupied sector.

— As the population ages owners can find themselves asset rich and cash poor.

8. If home ownership is to be promoted then the potential risks should be more widely publicised. There
needs to be a wider range of financial products in order to allow people to utilise their assets. In particular,
TPAS is interested in models such as mutual co-ownership that allow people to gain the benefit of asset
owning while retaining the flexibility of renting.

The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

9. In our view current house prices are having an extremely negative social and economic impact. It is
increasingly diYcult for low to middle income earners to access any housing market:

— The growing diVerential between earnings and prices makes ownership diYcult.

— Private renting can be an expensive and insecure tenure.

— AVordable renting is rarely available to these groups.

Arguably, high prices, coupled with the loss of social housing stock are fuelling the crisis of homelessness
and overcrowding.

10. The negative eVects of high house prices are now being felt across the whole country. However, we
believe that problems are particularly marked in rural areas and in London and the South East.

The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

11. We have been broadly supportive of the conclusions of the Barker review of housing supply.
Changing demographics and a historic undersupply of housing have meant that there are too few houses
available. This has fuelled rising house prices. In particular, we support Barker’s view that there is much
need for aVordable housing for rent, shared ownership/equity shares and sub-market sale.

12. We continue to be concerned that current approaches to delivering new housing and infrastructure
do not suYciently involve residents. We recognise that many residents, particularly in rural areas, are
opposed to housing development.We believe that well planned and reasoned communications programmes
will explain the need for new housing. Subsequently, involving people in decisions about its design and
location will reap dividends.

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

13. In recent times our members have begun to give us good feedback on the use of Modern Methods of
Construction (MMC). While we are unsure whether MMC is likely to reduce the cost of housing it should
increase the speed of supply and provide others benefits such as increased energy eYciency. However, given
that volume house builders and buyers remain risk averse is seems unlikely that MMC will oVer significant
opportunities in the near future.

14. We are very concerned about the potential impact of impact of Self Invested Personal Pension
Schemes on the price and supply of housing in rural areas.

The Scale of the Governments’ Plans to Boost Supply

15. As stated above we support the broad case set out in the Barker Review. Government’s plans for
growth areas are ambitious, as is the Northern Market Renewal programme. However, progress has been
slow.

16. We reiterate that while the general scale of the sustainable plan is welcome we feel that too little work
has been done to involve local residents in the reasons for the policy and the delivery of it. This has resulted
in well publicised opposition to a pressing concern.
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TheRelative Importance of Increasing Supply ofPrivateHousing asOpposed to SubsidisedHousing

17. In keeping with our comments above we feel that there is potential for supporting a broader range
of subsidised housing. Private sector housing provision is likely to dwarf the potential for subsidy. However,
we remain concerned that a central focus on home ownership causes inequities.

How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

18. We are concerned regarding the proposed move to a demand led planning system. Although there is
a need to speed up the planning system, reforms should stay within a remit that requires protection of the
environment and high quality design.

19. Planning Authorities need to be, and are, alive to the current pressures on housing markets. Moving
to a system where demand is the main decision making driver could undermine the protections inherent in
the current system.

The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

20. In our view there is a clear need for an increase in the quantity of housing development. We recognise
governments’ brownfield development and density expectations have done much to minimise the impact on
the greenbelt.

21. Unfortunately, we see little sign that developments currently planned for growth areas will meet the
definition of sustainable communities. Many of these developments seem to be reliant on car usage. There
have been well publicised shortfalls in infrastructure provision. Local initiatives such as Milton Keynes’s
“roof tax” oVer strong possibilities. However, government needs to do more to ensure that spending across
all departments is aligned to enable the provision of suYcient high quality infrastructure.

22. We have noted the objections to clearance of some historic buildings in Housing Market Renewal
Areas. Recent eVorts to highlight refurbishment programmes as well as demolition are welcome. We feel
that despite upturns in markets in the North there remains an underlying need for some demolition. As we
state above, these decisions will always be sensitive and bodies charged with delivering theMarket Renewal
Programme need to give closer attention to the meaningful engagement of residents.

The Regional Disparities in Supply and Demand and How TheyMight be Tackled

23. We comment above on both the growth areas andHousingMarket Renewal.We recognise that if the
imbalance in housing markets is to be resolved then Northern areas will need better economic performance.

24. Government’s commitment to the NorthernWay is welcome, however a more radical programme of
investment may be required if the gap between North and South is to be closed.

Memorandum by the Cheshire Housing Alliance (CHA) (AH 33)

1. The Cheshire Housing Alliance

1.1 This submission has been prepared on behalf of the Cheshire Housing Alliance (CHA), a partnership
formed in 2003 comprising members from all local housing authorities and the largest RSLs in Cheshire, in
terms of the quantity of stock owned within the county. The Alliance has carried out extensive research to
map housing needs and aspirations within Cheshire, to identify and tackle relevant housing issues. The data
gathered is used to inform the Regional and Sub-Regional Housing Strategy and other broad regional
agendas.

1.2 The provision of more aVordable housing for local people in urban areas, market towns and rural
settlements, both rented accommodation and properties for sale, has been identified as a significant priority,
resulting in a strategic delivery programme, described in the Sub-Regional Housing Strategy 2004–08.

1.3 The above Strategy sets an annual target for the county of at least 400 additional units of aVordable
housing to be provided through ADP funding,65 until 2008 when the Strategy is due to be reviewed. This
includes not only new development, but also bringing existing buildings back into use and working with
private landlords to achieve the decent homes standard and reduce the number of empty homes in the
district. Achieving this target is, of course, dependant on receiving suYcient social housing grant.

65 Approved Development Programme funding, administered by the Housing Corporation.
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1.4 Local authorities are also working to increase the number of new aVordable homes in the county, in
addition to the above target, through the use of planning conditions, such as “Section 106” agreements.

1.5 The Alliance would be pleased to provide further details of its research, should this be beneficial to
the Inquiry Committee.

2. The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Home Ownership

2.1 One benefit of promoting aVordable home ownership is greater choice for those who may not be able
to purchase outright but could take advantage of part or discounted ownership schemes. A large portion of
Cheshire’s population, who are in housing need, would be unable to access ownership even at discounted
levels. Indeed, it is something of a contradiction in terms to describe discounted market housing as
aVordable housing, since it is, in essence, based on current market prices. Income levels in many parts of the
county are so low anyway that a substantial number of households are unable to aVord even a partial
mortgage, plus any rent charges, maintenance costs and other household bills and for whom aVordable
rented accommodation is the only realistic alternative.66 This is particularly likely to be true of concealed
households and for this reason it is essential that any extension of home ownership does not occur at the
expense of a reduction in already depleted stocks of aVordable housing.

2.2 The UK has one of the highest rates of personal debt in the developed world, largely due to mortgage
debt, equating to over 60% of annual GDP.67 It is inevitable that promoting greater home ownership will
result in higher levels of borrowing and there is a danger that it will encourage those on the lowest incomes
to take on levels of debt that will cause hardship in the long term, particularly given the current low interest
rates. The housing market crash of the early 1990s and the record number of repossessions resulting from
that period illustrates the dangers of rapid rises in inflation and interest rates and is a harsh reminder of what
can happen when households overstretch themselves financially. There is an inherent risk in encouraging
low-income households to take on debt, particularly where a single asset is concerned and that asset is also
the family home. The risk is not only personal, since housing market activity has a significant eVect on the
wider national economy.

2.3 Although there is an argument linking home ownership with greater wealth and there is a long-
standing tradition of aspiring to home ownership in the UK, there is little evidence that asset ownership
actually leads to any substantial long-term benefit. (See point 3.1 below.) Where schemes such as Homebuy
and Shared Ownership are concerned, the inherent dangers are negative equity resulting in personal debt
and, at the other end of the spectrum, rising house prices pushing the value of further shares beyond the
reach of the current household.

2.4 That said, in rising markets, those who are able to aVord to buy a home stand to be better oV

financially in the long term than those who cannot and it is undeniable that house prices have risen in real
terms over the decades. According to Boelhouwer et al68 however, house prices have only grown by 3.1%
per annum in real terms since 1980.

2.5 Assets such as property can be used as collateral to purchase further finance, enabling more goods
and services to be purchased by the household, arguably allowing a better quality of life and bolstering the
economy in general. There is an inherent risk in using a family home in this way, but it is a benefit that many
homeowners take advantage of with no adverse eVects. For those who are still unable to aVord to buy, and
there will be many, the result will be a widening of the gap between the “haves and have nots”, further
excluding and stigmatising the most vulnerable and financially disadvantaged households in the county.

2.6 Although it is recognised that aVordability is generally worse in the south of the country, it is now a
widespread problem with the house price to individual income ratio in parts of Cheshire averaging over 8:1.
Even the most aVordable district has an average ratio that is double the usual mortgage-lending ratio.69 The
situation is worse in rural areas, excluding local children from purchasing a home in the locality in which
they were born and more needs to be done regionally, not just in the south, to combat the problem and
increase access to housing for those in need.

2.7 Higher density building will assist in increasing supply, but may have an adverse impact on the
surrounding environment and residents’ satisfaction with their home and quality of life. Although many
commentators are calling for smaller, more aVordable homes, this may result in overcrowding and areas of
low demand in the long term. Already, studies show that there is a lack of larger family housing, impacting
on those households following a tradition of large, multi-generation family living, a preference often
exhibited by, but not limited to, minority ethnic households and the settled Gypsy/Traveller community. It
is essential that a mix of property size and type that is appropriate for conditions in the individual locality
is maintained.

66 See Appendix 1 for house price to income ratio data for Cheshire.
67 Smith, S J, 2005, Banking on Housing? Speculating on the Role and Relevance of HousingWealth in Britain, paper prepared
for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation Inquiry into Home Ownership 2010 (Online), Joseph Rowntree Foundation and
University of Durham.

68 Boelhouwer, P, Doling, J, Elsinga, M and Ford, J, 2004, Playing Snakes and Ladders: Gains and Losses for Home Owners,
ENHR Conference, Cambridge.

69 See Appendix 1.
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2.8 In recent studies, it has been found that 70% of UK households are already homeowners. Of the
remaining 30%, only 20% express a desire to own, leaving a substantial number of households whose first
choice is rented accommodation. Lifestyle choices and employment opportunities nowadays mean that
newly forming households often prefer to rent, and rent for longer periods before purchasing a home,
because of the flexibility, ease of mobility and lesser financial burdens associated with renting. Buying not
only incurs mortgage payments, but necessitates substantial initial outlay including a deposit, legal costs,
survey costs, stamp duty, furniture and insurance. Many households choose renting instead of buying,
particularly if their future employment and/ or income is in any doubt. Home ownership is said to be the
choice of the majority of the UK population, but it is important to remember that it is not the choice of
every household and, in order to provide the widest possible choice of tenure, aVordable rented
accommodation must be given the priority it deserves.

3. The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

3.1 There is no hard evidence that buying, rather than renting, a home contributes to economic equality
and/or the reduction of poverty in any given locality. Successful home purchasers do not need to rely on
state provision (either the direct provision of a home or through housing benefit) and this reduces the burden
on the state and the taxpayer, as well as contributing to the economy as a whole and there seems to be a
perception in the UK that owning a property equates to wealth. But research conducted on behalf of the
Joseph Rowntree Foundation in 200370 suggested that half of adults living in poverty were actually
homeowners.

3.2 Purchasers often hope to release some of the capital invested in a property in later life to supplement
pension provisions and there is evidence that there is a trade-oV between monies used for house purchase
and those invested in pension schemes. There is a further risk here, since an increase in the supply of housing
may result in house values reducing in real terms by the time today’s purchasers need to realise their equity,
leaving them financially vulnerable and placing increased future burdens on the welfare state.

3.3 A study into the perceptions of older homeowners71 showed that many had to sell their homes to
finance healthcare in later life and there is evidence that the responsibility of maintaining a property in old
age creates financial hardship. Homeowners cannot always access grants and benefits that may be available
to those in the social sector and many are not aware of or mistrust equity release schemes. The study found
that single elderly people, particularly women, are acutely worried about maintaining their home, increasing
the risk of anxiety-related illnesses.

3.4 There is an argument that those who buy their own home take greater pride in their surroundings and
are enabled to become more socially mobile. This does not necessarily result in reduced levels of poverty,
nor does it tackle social inequalities. Although there is an argument that ownership of even a small amount
of assets encourages individuals to be more responsible for their own welfare,72 those on the very lowest
incomes simply cannot accrue any assets. There are numerous examples in any given locality, and certainly
within Cheshire, of predominantly owner-occupied areas that exhibit a visibly poor local environment,
particularly where disposable income levels are low, as owners may struggle to find the resources needed to
be able to maintain the exterior appearance and state of repair of their homes. This may aVect the value of
surrounding properties and, if it is a widespread problem, particularly in a small locality, may result in that
locality becoming unattractive to more economically active purchasers and suVering increasingly from
low demand.

3.5 It has been argued that the creation of mixed tenure estates encourage those on other tenure types
into home ownership, as owner-occupiers set an example to and support neighbours in becoming more
socially mobile. Research carried out in 200173 and more recently74 however, shows that, on new estates
specifically designed to comprise a mix of tenures, owner occupiers and those living in social housing do not
mix socially and there is little evidence of owners providing a “role model” eVect for those on other tenure
types. Mixing owners with social residents, however, does help to prevent concentrations of poverty on a
single estate and seems to avoid stigmatising those residents relying on social housing, which is beneficial in
avoiding prejudice within communities.

70 Burrows, R, 2003, Poverty and Home Ownership in Contemporary Britain, Bristol: The Policy Press.
71 Askham, J, Nelson, H, Tinker, A and Hancock, R, 1999, To Have and to Hold; The Bond Between Older People and the
Homes They Own, York: YPS and the Joseph Rowntree Federation.

72 Paxton, W, 2002, Assets and the Definition of Poverty, in Kober, C and Paxton, W, 2002, Asset-based Welfare and Poverty:
Exploring the Case for and Against Asset-Based Welfare Policies, London: Institute for Public Policy Research and End
Child Poverty.

73 Atkinson, R andKintrea,K, 2001,DisentanglingArea EVects; Evidence fromDeprived andNon-DeprivedNeighbourhoods,
Urban Studies (Online), Taylor & Francis.

74 Allen, C, Camina, M, Casey, R, Coward, S and Wood M, 2005, Mixed Tenure 20 Years On: Nothing Out of the Ordinary,
Coventry: CIH.
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3.6 Many former council homes, purchased under the Right to Buy scheme, are now let to private sector
tenants, either by their original purchasers (or their beneficiaries) or by buy-to-let landlords, so fail to fulfil
one predicted outcome of the scheme, namely creating a mix of social tenants and owner-occupiers on
existing estates. These properties can often be poorly maintained and can suVer from a high turnover of
tenants, making it diYcult to create a sense of community in the locality. In addition, there is a risk of
adverse consequences for neighbouring residents when these properties are let privately, especially where
they are not suitably managed, such as increased instances of nuisance and anti-social behaviour. Whether
the purchaser of a former council dwelling lives in the property or not, it is of course removed from the sphere
of social housing, reducing the number of aVordable homes available for those in housing need in the area.
(See Points 4.1 and 4.2 below.)

3.7 Boelhouwer75 theorises that a perceived increase in property values encourages higher levels of
spending and consumption, particularly where homeowners have other, readily accessible, monies, such as
savings or disposable income. The reverse is true of those who do not currently own a property but who
aspire to do so, however, as greater house values necessitate higher deposits and mortgage payments.

4. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

4.1 Local research contradicts the conclusions of the recent report on aVordability levels in the UK by
Professor Steve Wilcox;76 data from the Halifax shows that house prices in Cheshire, particularly in the
Crewe and Nantwich and Ellesmere Port and Neston districts, have risen by over 30% in the last year77 and
aVordability is a major problem across the county. ProfessorWilcox himself, in the abovementioned report,
admits that there is a lack of reliable household income data for the UK and it is submitted that the report’s
conclusions relating to this data are therefore of questionable use. The Indices of Multiple Deprivation
(IMD) 2004, confirms that there are concentrated areas of persistent economic disadvantage throughout the
county with 16 Cheshire super output areas featuring in the top 10% most income deprived in England.78

4.2 “There are many areas across the North West where aVordability is a major problem. The
consequences of such disparity within the housing market results in increased levels of community
displacement and imbalance. The need to provide aVordable housing is essential for achieving sustainable
communities” (North West Regional Housing Strategy 2005.) The long-term goal of sustainable, balanced
and mixed communities is more diYcult than ever to reach in the face of soaring house prices. Those on
lower incomes, especially the young and newly forming households, are unable to access local housing at
reasonable cost and there is increasing concern about the social mix and cohesion of aVected communities
in the longer-term. The impact on local economies if local people are no longer able to aVord to live in those
communities, even if they are working and on average incomes, will be catastrophic. Already in many rural
communities in Cheshire, the children of existing households can no longer aVord to purchase nearby
property, forcing them to abandon local employment opportunities and move elsewhere. This will increase
the problems already faced in maintaining and encouraging the rural economy.

4.3 “Hotspots” of high and low demand are created, as people move away from areas of unaVordable
housing and the burden on social housing in more popular areas is increased. Social housing is in far shorter
supply than it was many years ago, due to lack of investment and sales of council stock and this may leave
households with no alternative except renting from the private sector or worse, homelessness. Since 1979,
local authorities in England have lost a third of their stock in Right to Buy Sales alone and this is mirrored
in Cheshire. In fact, Ellesmere Port and Neston and Crewe and Nantwich borough councils both lost over
40% of their stock due to Right to Buy sales during that period and very little new social housing has been
developed in the Cheshire region due to lack of funding. This is in spite of the fact that aVordability has been
identified as an issue for local people for many years and local authorities in the county have sought to
provide additional social housing through the use of section 106 agreements on new private developments.
The chart attached as Appendix 2 is based on data from the ODPM website and shows the number of
properties sold as a result of the Right to Buy in each district between 1979 and 2004. This equates to almost
20,000 units of housing taken out of the social sector in Cheshire alone. To put this in context, 430 homes
were sold under the Right to Buy scheme in Ellesmere Port and Neston in 2003–04 and only 52 were
developed in conjunction with Registered Social Landlords,79 equating to just 12% of the number sold. This
is a typical finding and illustrates the continual reduction in stock levels that occurs year after year as a result
of the Right to Buy scheme.

75 Boelhouwer, P, Doling, J, Elsinga, M and Ford, J, 2004, Playing Snakes and Ladders: Gains and Losses for Home Owners,
ENHR Conference, Cambridge.

76 Wilcox, S, 2005, AVordability and the Intermediate HousingMarket: Local Measures for all Local Authority Areas in Great
Britain, York, Joseph Rowntree Foundation.

77 http://www.hbosplc.com/economy/includes/North–West–2005–Q1.doc and http://www.hbosplc.com/economy/includes/
North–West–2005–Q2.doc

78 From Cheshire County Council’s IMD 2004 Report, prepared by the CCC Research & Intelligence Policy & Performance
Department. The full report is available at: http://www.cheshire.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/2869C86A-E267-4641-B11D-
F781F4192B03/0/IMD2004Report.pdf

79 Data from Ellesmere Port and Neston Borough Council’s statistical (HIP) returns.
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4.4 Increasing house prices lead to a decline in labour mobility as households cannot aVord to move to
more aZuent areas, resulting in higher unemployment. There is often an imbalance between areas where
work is available and areas where unemployment is high, as individuals in the latter lack the financial ability
to move to the areas where work is available.

4.5 House prices are inextricably linked to the economy as a whole; when house prices are rising,
householders perceive themselves as being more aZuent and spend more, increasing consumption and
enlarging the economy. Higher values mean householders can borrow more money against their home,
again adding to consumption, whilst a decline in values leads to a decline in spending. Increases in house
prices lead to expectations/demands for a corresponding increase in wages, as themajority of the population
either owns or aspires to own a home and house prices/ mortgage repayment levels are viewed as a significant
portion of the overall cost of living. Interest rates and the availability of borrowing all aVect demand for
housing and demand aVects price. Lack of demand often leads to a perception of recession and leads to lower
consumer spending on all levels.

4.6 If people are unable to aVord to buy or to rent without assistance, the burden on the state is drastically
increased. Those who cannot aVord to buy and must rely on state provision are stigmatised and are
disadvantaged socially as well as economically.

5. The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

5.1 House prices and housing supply are inextricably linked, as is the case in any market situation. If
supply decreases and demand is stable, prices rise, as there are fewer properties available for those whowant
them. If supply is increased, prices should fall as demand is lowered by comparison, though lower prices
may, in practice, increase demand, as more people will be able to purchase. Once demand pushes prices to
a level where people are either unable or unwilling to buy, demand falls until such time as incomes rise or
prices fall to a level where prospective purchasers are better able to aVord to buy again.

5.2 The supply of housing in the UK is essentially limited to the existing resale market, as the numbers
of new properties being developed have been relatively small in relation to the number of existing properties
for many years. Increasing housing supply, even substantially, will have little if any eVect on house prices
as the number of existing properties is so great that any new units will be comparatively small in number,
at 1 or 2% of the existing market, and will therefore not significantly address demand or aVordability issues
across the UK as a whole. The provision of more aVordable housing in those areas in highest need should
be a priority, but the existing backlog of need will take many years to redress.

6. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing For Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

6.1 Interest rates and fiscal policy inevitably aVect housing aVordability. The increase in availability of
mortgage finance following the de-regulation of the mortgage market fuelled house price increases, as an
increase in the number of households who could access finance for house purchase would of course increase
overall demand. There is a danger that any other financial incentives such as tax credits or VAT reductions
targeted at developers or grants and loans given to prospective homeowners will only increase demand and
push prices even higher.

6.2 Allowing residential property to be included as part of personal pension investment plans80 will
increase demand, as investors will naturally wish to take advantage of any tax benefits accruing. It is widely
expected that this change will encourage more investment in the buy-to-let market, increasing the number
of private sector lettings available, but this could be a two-edged sword. Increased purchases of investment
property could result in an excess of privately rented accommodation, driving rents and therefore
investment profits down. Investment will only occur if the returns are suYciently attractive and there is also
a danger of investors selling if the property market dips again in the future, adding to the downward spiral
of prices by flooding the market with yet more properties. Encouraging local authority regulation of the
private sector lettings market may be of some assistance, but if registration is not compulsory there will still
be problems of poor maintenance and poor housing conditions for some tenants.

6.3 New construction methods may result in cheaper build costs, but if they are untested there may be
reluctance from the construction industry to use them. In addition, insurers may be reluctant to insure non-
traditional buildings making it diYcult for householders to get adequate cover and/or mortgage finance,
making the buildings unattractive and virtually unsaleable.

6.4 There is still a shortage of skilled workers in many sectors of the construction industry; this will
inevitably lead to increased labour costs as the demand for those skills increases, adding to the overall costs
of construction. Labour costs have risen by approximately 70% in the last 10 years, increasing by 8% in the
last year alone81 and the Government must work with the industry to attract more people into the trade and
redress the skills shortage.

80 Changes to the regulations governing personal pension plans are due to come into eVect in April 2006.
81 DTI.
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7. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

7.1 Increasing the supply of housing will not have an immediate eVect on either current house prices or
the economy as a whole, because of the lead times involved. Further, the scale of building would have to be
enormous to make any diVerence even in the longer term (see point 5.1).

7.2 Recent Government policy has underlined the importance of sustainable markets and sustainable
communities and the rapid building of new properties without relation to proper infrastructure,
aVordability, quality and lifetime homes considerations will not resolve current problems and will result in
greater problems in the future.

8. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

8.1 Increasing the supply of private housing will not produce any substantial benefits either to individuals
or to the UK economy in the long term. Focussing exclusively, or even largely, on private housing will
further marginalise and stigmatise the social housing sector.

8.2 Working households who would have expected to be able to buy their own property in the past, but
cannot now do so because their incomes have been outstripped by rising house prices, will be unable to take
advantage of new private housingwithout subsidy of some form. These householdswill not only be excluded
from home ownership because of high house prices, but from social housing too, because they may be
considered as being in less need than those with lower or no incomes or who have greater family
commitments. Social housing is also likely to be beyond reach for these households because they are not
likely to qualify for any state benefits, unlike those on very low incomes. Helping first time and returning
buyers in this category would target assistance at some of those who currently find it diYcult to obtain
housing and perhaps encourage people to stay in employment where opportunities are available, rather than
relying on state provision.

9. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand For Housing For Sale

9.1 In accordance with PPG33,82 a range of policies and plans have already been drawn up and adopted,
at both district and cross-regional level, with the aim of measuring, monitoring and meeting the housing
need in the county and increasing the opportunity and choice of housing available to the population, whilst
making the best and most eYcient use of the land available. This includes promoting good design and
encouraging the creation of attractive surroundings and sustainable communities whilst protecting the
existing environment. The introduction of the Local Development Framework, which replaces the existing
Local Plan structure, has inspired local authorities to carry out a comprehensive review of their current
planning policies and to consult widely with the local community, to inform future policy.

9.2 Target 11 of the Second Generation Cheshire Public Service Agreement (LPSA 2)83 aims to improve
housing standards in the county by encouraging the most eYcient use of the existing housing stock,
including bringing empty homes back into use and improving the condition and standard of existing
housing. (See point 10.4).

9.3 Although there is a clear demand for housing for sale, which has resulted in the rapid increase of house
prices and the current slowdown in the property market, increasing the supply of housing for sale is not
going to redress the balance (see point 5.1). Use of section 106 agreements, while they have delivered some
aVordable housing gains, have not delivered as many new properties as was expected and lengthy
negotiations can delay construction. Local authorities should be given greater powers to expand the use and
extent of these agreements and, according to the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, clarification on what can
and cannot be done is needed to speed up the planning process. It is our experience that the large commercial
developers are often reluctant to provide aVordable housing and they must be encouraged to work more
closely with social housing providers and local authorities to produce greater numbers of aVordable housing
both for sale and rent in areas of greatest need.

9.4 Negotiations regarding aVordable housing are often lengthy due to the number and complexity of
the issues involved and can often be compromised by the need to turn around planning applications within
a very short time period. There needs to be a better and more realistic balance between the requirement for
the rapid processing of applications and the requirement to ensure the suitability and quality of the
finished product.

9.5 Concentration on brownfield sites and bringing empty homes back into use allows existing greenfield
areas to be preserved for themoment, but there aremany brownfield sites that are not suitable for residential
development and highly concentrated development on urban areas may lead to growing social problems
in the future. Conversely, there is evidence that appropriate brownfield developments, which dovetail with
existing services and transport links etc, can assist in the long-term sustainability of urban communities.

82 Planning Policy Guidance Note 3.
83 Available online at http://www.cheshire.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/53C8D9DD-CA40-4304-9A6F-14CAA5341B3D/0/CheshireLPSA2.pdf
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9.6 One frequent problem encountered with brownfield sites is that the associated development costs are
often greater than those involved in the development of greenfield sites, due to the remedial works required,
such as demolition of existing buildings, alteration/ removal of existing foundations and treatment or
removal of any contaminants present. Surrounding buildings may also prevent or restrict easy access to
some areas of the site, requiring non-traditional methods of working and increasing costs further. A
requirement to provide aVordable housing on brownfield sites where development costs are already high,
will simply result in the site remaining undeveloped, as there will be no financial incentive to undertake the
necessary works. This is likely to result in developers retaining some sites because they are simply not cost-
eVective to develop and a partnership approach, possibly in conjunction with a Registered Social Landlord,
which encourages these sites to be brought forward without loss of aVordable units should be encouraged.
Government investment of some sort, through grants or other incentives, to encourage development of these
marginal brownfield sites would be extremely useful. Land banking by developers simply to maximise
profits, however, must be discouraged and those holding any suitable sites that can be brought forward for
residential and economic development at reasonable cost should be required to do so.

9.7 There is anecdotal evidence that some developers are deliberately tailoring planning applications to
avoid the aVordable housing thresholds set by local authorities. The Government needs to ensure that the
planning appeals procedure endorses and supports any refusals or conditions relating to aVordable housing
requirements made by local authority planners.

9.8 It is, of course, necessary to preserve the agricultural and other rural economies in the UK and green
space is an important and sensitive issue, but the need for aVordable housing in rural areas is more pressing
in some Cheshire districts, including Macclesfield, Chester and Crewe and Nantwich, even than that found
in the county’s urban conurbations and should therefore be given at least equal priority.

10. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting Such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

10.1 Increasing housing supply will not make housing more aVordable in the short term. Like any
market, the housing market in the UK follows a cyclical path, as supply and demand are never in perfect
equilibrium. Peaks and troughs in house prices and sales are a natural result of changes in demand.
Increasing the supply of new properties runs the risk of creating heightened demand for certain types of
property, attracting premium prices in that sector and making older properties less attractive, risking the
creation of areas of low demand in the future.

10.2 Further, greatly increasing the numbers of new housing available will eventually result in
oversupply, as the market becomes satiated and prices may then fall rapidly, resulting in a housing market
crash similar to that of the early 1990s. What is needed in the UK housing market is stability, not a “boom
and bust” methodology. Finance available for housing is an important factor aVecting demand and
aVordability is of course a major issue. Initiatives that allow households in need better access to subsidised
housing are more eVective than simply producing more housing that people not already on the “property
ladder” still cannot aVord.

10.3 The population of Cheshire over the long term is in decline, with a fall expected in the numbers of
younger people but growth of the elderly population as the “baby boom” generation begins to reach old
age.84 Encouraging more housebuilding at this time will result in substantial oversupply in the area in the
long term.

10.4 The quality of existing housing needs to be improved to meet the Decent Homes Standard, not only
in the public sector but in the private sector too. Concentrating investment in new housebuilding will reduce
the funding available to spend on upgrading and improving existing dwellings. Bringing empty and
abandoned homes back into use, which is an integral part of the LPSA 2 (see point 9.2) and successfully
tackling the root causes of areas of low demand would be more beneficial in the long term.

10.5 The environmental impact of a huge increase in building is a substantial consideration. Construction
and demolition waste accounts for roughly 20% of the total annual waste produced in the UK85 and energy
consumption over the life of an average domestic building accounts for half of all energy used, contributing
to greenhouse gas emissions and the associated environmental problems.

10.6 Further, although building is encouraged on brownfield and alternative use sites, once these are
depleted, land will have to be taken from existing greenbelt. Building on long-deserted sites or near sensitive
environmental areas can have a hugely adverse eVect over great distances on wildlife and flora that inhabit

84 Based on Census data and district Housing Needs Surveys.
85 Environment Agency website, Position Statements: Sustainable Construction, accessed 26/10/05.
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the locality. Local extraction of water for domestic use can aVect existing rivers and wetlands, causing
detriment to the existing ecology and the pollution created, not only by the construction process, but by
transporting materials and labour to and from new sites is a material consideration.

10.7 New dwellings located outside existing urban areas often suVer from a lack of infrastructure, such
as schools, healthcare and transport links, particularly public transport. Private car journeys add to
pollution levels and further deplete existing fossil fuel stocks. It is also important to ensure that new
developments are within reach of new or existing long term employment opportunities, as residents will need
an income tomeet the financial obligations involved, whether renting or buying and a vibrant local economy
usually creates and sustains a demand for nearby housing.

11. The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

11.1 Even within Cheshire, three distinct types of housing market have been identified:

— Predominantly high price areas based upon economic success, which has subsequently fuelled
increases in house prices, thus reducing the potential opportunities for local people servicing the
intermediate labour market. AVordable housing targeted at urban and edge of town brownfield
and rural sites is a priority for these areas. (Examples of these areas include Macclesfield and
Chester.)

— Popular commuter areas combined with good local economic performance leading to sustainable
forecasts for future growth. These areas have seen a substantial increase in house prices, which are
now at a level unaVordable for many first time buyers. The priorities for these areas are the
investment in continued economic success, facilitated through spatial policies and housing
investment, which encourage mixed use development of Brownfield sites together with aVordable
housing provision located in market town and rural areas. (These areas include Vale Royal,
Congleton, some areas of Ellesmere Port and Neston and Crewe and Nantwich.)

— Areas of potential economic growth to be encouraged through appropriate training of local
employees to provide the required skills for employers. Housing solutions to facilitate this
provision should be aimed at new, good quality, aVordable housing to address the high cost of
housing even in the lower priced areas of Cheshire. Priorities for these areas are regeneration of
the pockets of deprivation coupled with aVordable housing to accompany the forecasted economic
growth. (These areas include those identified in the Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 2004
as the high deprivation areas of Ellesmere Port andNeston, Crewe andNantwich, Vale Royal and
Chester).

11.2 It is clear from the above summaries that there is an urgent need for more aVordable housing in
Cheshire and not just aVordable housing for sale; attached to this submission is an appendix summarising
the main points from the housing needs surveys for each of the individual districts within the county, which
identify a specific requirement for aVordable rented housing.

11.3 There is a need for a collaborative county-wide approach to tackling the housing problems in
Cheshire and the same is undoubtedly true of other regions. It is important to understand not only the issues
aVecting demand and supply for housing within an individual locality, but also how the markets within that
locality and those in surrounding areas interrelate and aVect each other.

11.4 Regional issues must be tackled at regional level. This is because there are distinct markets and
diVerent factors at work in those areas at a local level and a “one size fits all” approach is simply not a
practical solution across the entire UK. Kate Barker in her Review of Housing Supply86 recommends
establishing a Regional Planning Executive, responsible for helping to develop and advising on regional
aVordability targets and how to meet them. She goes on to say that, in many cases, there are considerable
diVerentials in aVordability within regions and underlines the need to balance markets within regions in
order that more popular areas are not allowed to “overheat” but are managed so that they contribute to the
regeneration and renewal of less popular nearby localities. Importantly, this should be managed at local
level and the example set by Germany’s housing market87 indicates that giving local planners and local
authorities responsibility for ensuring that the local housing market is responsive to local needs creates a
stable and sustainable property market. Of course, it is still important that the disparities between local
strategies and national policy do not diverge too widely, but if local problems go against national trends
then clearly diVerent solutions are needed.

86 Barker, K, 2004, Review of Housing Supply: Final Report Recommendations, London, HMSO.
87 Evans, A W and Hartwich, O M, 2005, Bigger Better Faster More: Why Some Countries Plan Better Than Others, London:
Policy Exchange.
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APPENDIX 1

Average House Prices and Affordability Levels For All Dwelling Types For All Districts in

Cheshire
88

2002–03 2003–04 2004–05

Crewe and Nantwich Crewe and Nantwich Crewe and Nantwich

Average £104,024 5.6 Average £128,254 5.4 Average £152,032 7.1
property property property
price price price

Average £18,589 Average £23,822 Average £21,496
earnings earnings earnings

Chester Chester Chester

Average £130,381 6.8 Average £161,688 5.8 Average £191,517 x
property property property
price price price

Average £19,281 Average £27,899 Average x
earnings earnings earnings

Congleton Congleton Congleton

Average £124,759 7.1 Average £151,331 Average £174,471 8.4
property property property
price price price

Average £17,539 Average * Average £20,697
earnings earnings earnings

Ellesmere Port and Neston Ellesmere Port and Neston Ellesmere Port and Neston

Average £106,100 4.7 Average £128,238 5.2 Average £153,482 6.0
property property property
price price price

Average £22,543 Average £24,854 Average £25,643
earnings earnings earnings

Macclesfield Macclesfield Macclesfield

Average £176,600 7.5 Average £208,776 Average £230,9311 0.4
property property property
price price price

Average £23,446 Average * Average £22,263
earnings earnings earnings

Vale Royal Vale Royal Vale Royal

Average £124,430 6.8 Average £140,129 5.9 Average £169,111 7.9
property property property
price price price

Average £18,332 Average £23,940 Average £21,519
earnings earnings earnings

Cheshire

Average £182,464 8.1
property
price

Average £22,623
earnings

88 Supplied by the Economic Development Unit at Crewe and Nantwich Borough Council. Note that earnings figures are based
onmedian earnings from theAnnual Survey ofHours andEarnings (ASHE) data provided by theOYce ofNational Statistics.
Previous measurements are based on diVerent criteria, making comparisons over time inaccurate. Figures marked * are based
on mean ASHE data, as no median figure is available and are therefore not directly comparable with those shown for other
districts. Where figures are replaced by an “x” too little data is available for an accurate estimate of average earnings in
that district.
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APPENDIX 2

Right to Buy Sales as a Percentage of Total (Nominal) Local Authority Stock in Cheshire from

1979 to 2003

APPENDIX 3

Relevant Findings from Cheshire Councils’ Housing Needs Surveys

1. Chester, 2004, David Couttie Associates (DCA).

(a) 50% of concealed households cannot aVord private rent levels in the locality.

(b) 75% of concealed households cannot aVord to buy, even though 12% of them have income above the
national average.

(c) 12% of concealed households express a preference for privately rented accommodation; an additional
12% would prefer to rent from an RSL or other social landlord.

(d) 40% of all existing households cannot aVord even the lowest private rent levels, rising to 65% in
rural areas.

(e) 1,400 existing households state a lack of aVordable rented housing as a barrier preventing them from
moving, even though they would like to.

(f) 951 new aVordable dwellings are needed annually, both in the rented and sales sectors, equating to
approximately nine times the estimated current delivery. It is recommended that 75% of this figure be social
rented housing.

2. Congleton, 2004, David Couttie Associates (DCA).

(a) 60% of concealed households cannot aVord private rent levels in the locality.

(b) 80% of concealed households cannot aVord to buy, even though 10% of them have income above the
national average.

(c) 10% of concealed households express a preference for privately rented accommodation; an additional
10% would prefer to rent from an RSL or other social landlord.

(d) 18% of existing households cannot aVord private rent levels.

(e) 20% of existing households and 5% of concealed households state a lack of aVordable housing as a
barrier preventing them from moving, even though they would like to.

(f) 441 new aVordable dwellings are needed annually, both in the rented and sales sectors, equating to
approximately three times the estimated current delivery. It is recommended that 70% of this figure be social
rented housing.

3. Crewe and Nantwich, 2005, David Couttie Associates (DCA).

(a) 54% of concealed households cannot aVord private rent levels in the locality.

(b) 75% of concealed households cannot aVord to buy, even though 23% have above average incomes.

(c) 75% of concealed households earn less than £20,000 per annum and 9% express a preference for
privately rented accommodation over home ownership.

(d) 10% of existing households state a preference for privately rented accommodation and many existing
households wishing to move state a lack of aVordable rented housing as a barrier preventing them from
doing so.

(e) 655 new aVordable dwellings are needed annually, both in the rented and sales sectors, equating to
approximately three times the estimated current delivery.

4. Ellesmere Port and Neston, 2003, David Couttie Associates (DCA).

(a) 44% of concealed households cannot aVord private rent levels in the least expensive areas within the
borough, rising to 57% in the more expensive localities.

(b) 33% of concealed households earn less than £10,000 per annum and cannot aVord to buy; only 15%
of concealed households earn more than the national average.

(c) 200 existing and concealed households express a preference for privately rented accommodation.

(d) 24% of concealed households would prefer to rent their home from the council and an additional 4%
from an RSL.

(e) 32% of existing households wishing to move stated a preference for renting from the council or other
social landlord; a further 10% recorded a preference for privately rented accommodation.

(f) Concealed households showed very little interest in shared ownership or other forms of aVordable
property ownership; only 1.4% of these households stated a preference for aVordable ownership schemes.
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(g) 1,066 new aVordable dwellings are needed annually, both in the rented and sales sectors, equating to
over three times the estimated current delivery. The housing needs survey shows that there is a demonstrable
need for aVordable rented property in the borough, “Analysis shows that the housingmarket excludes many
families and single person households who are currently seeking access to local housing … If there is a
problem … it is a demand for aVordable rented housing”.

5. Macclesfield, 2004 David Couttie Associates (DCA).

(a) 68% of concealed households cannot aVord private rent levels in the locality.

(b) 95% of concealed households cannot aVord to buy, even though 12% of them have income above the
national average.

(c) 9% of concealed households express a preference for privately rented accommodation; an additional
8% would prefer to rent from an RSL or other social landlord.

(d) 18% of concealed households intending to move within the next year indicated a preference for social
rented accommodation.

(e) 20% of existing households state a lack of aVordable rented housing as a barrier preventing them from
moving, even though they would like to.

(f) 15% of existing households wishing to move stated a preference for rented property; 7% require
privately rented accommodation and 8% prefer to rent from a social landlord.

(g) 41% of existing black and ethnic minority households state a lack of aVordable rented housing as a
barrier preventing them from moving; 32% of these households indicate a preference for rented
accommodation (6% private and 26% from a social landlord).

(h) 20% of key workers indicate a preference to rent from a social landlord.

(i) 803 new aVordable dwellings are needed annually, both in the rented and sales sectors, equating to
over three times the estimated current delivery. It is recommended that 65% of this figure be aVordable
(social) rented housing.

6. Vale Royal, 2003, Fordham Research.

(a) 31% of concealed households cannot aVord to buy or to rent privately in the locality.

(b) 41% of all existing households cannot aVord even the lowest private rent levels and have no access to
home ownership in the district.

(c) 68% of existing households state a lack of aVordable rented housing as a barrier preventing them from
moving, even though they would like to.

(d) 127 new aVordable dwellings are needed annually, both in the rented and sales sectors, equating to
over five times the estimated current delivery. It is recommended that 54% of this figure be social rented
housing.

Memorandum by the National Federation of Builders (NFB) (AH 34)

Introduction

1. The NFB is the construction industry’s longest established trade association, and represents some
2,000 builders and contractors across England and Wales with an aggregate turnover of more than £10
billion (over 10% of the industry’s total gross turnover). 800 of its members are housebuilders.

2. We wish to make two specific observations about issues that will aVect housebuilding rates, which are
particularly relevant to our predominantly small and medium sized members (SMEs).

More Locations andMore Sites

3. We welcome the Government’s intention to increase housebuilding levels and support the proposals
in “Planning forHousing” to increase the number of available sites. This explicit recognition of a connection
between site availability and housebuilding output has been absent from policy since the late 1980s.

4. However there are potential conflicts between these proposals to require local authorities to make
more sites available and another major policy plank, aimed at increasing housing output; Growth Area
policy.

5. Growth Areas policy involves a very high degree of concentration in major locations, and this policy
is taken forward in the RSS for the East of England (the East of England Plan). While. in the long run. it
is undoubtedly helpful to have these long term major allocations because they can help infrastructure
planning, they are not the whole answer. Indeed, the degree of concentration and the resulting high levels
of output that are assumed will follow, are themselves likely to lead to an under-performance against Plan.
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6. This is because any individual housing market has a finite size and each site within that market only
sells at an average of 50 units per year. Thus there must be suYcient sites and markets to sustain a policy
level increase in output. This point was recognised in DoE Circular 44/78, “Private Sector Land:
Requirements and Supply”, which said:

“The phasing of development, for instance, is one kind ofmarketing constraint which is commonly
overlooked. There is a limit to the rate at which dwellings can be sold on any one site. Rarely, if
ever, would a site be capable of generating more than 100 sales a year. Typical annual production
on a large site is unlikely to exceed 50 houses. A site with a capacity of (say) 1,000 dwellings should
be seen, therefore, as providing 100 dwellings a year (at best) over 10 years; the site’s entire capacity
is in no real sense immediately available for development.”

7. Similarly, the Growth Areas are characterised by long lead times and by heavy infrastructure
requirements, which raises a real risk that instead of increasing output and providing a step change, they
will actually delay housebuilding and reduce provision. It is therefore essential that PPS 3 and RSS policies
in the Growth Areas address the question of how to ensure a suYcient flow of sites, including what are
termed “oven ready,” easy-to-develop sites, both in the short term, in order to avoid a hiatus in supply and
in the longer-term, to complement the mainly large and diYcult-to-develop sites in the Growth Areas.

Home Information Packs (HIPs)

8. We would invite the Committee to consider the impact of the proposedHIPs on housebuilding output.
There has been a great deal of publicity about the cost ofHIPs and their relevance and value to the consumer.
However there has been little discussion of their eVects on the size of the total housing market.

9. ODPM has itself acknowledged that their introduction could deter “casual” sellers and might reduce
the total size of the housing market by 10%. Estate agents who recognise the role of the vendor who wants
to test the market and withdraws if the house does not sell, have estimated the reduction could be as great
as 30%.

10. This is enormously significant for new housebuilding, because 50%–70% of new home sales,
depending on the market cycle, are dependent on a second-hand sale. If that market is slowed down and is
reduced in total size, it will inevitably reduce eVective demand for new homes. In turn, this means that other
Government policies to improve planning policies or performance will be thwarted by the downsizing of the
total market.

11. However, on the wider question of the value of the Packs, we totally reject the premise on which they
have been promoted by Government; namely, that they will increase the likelihood of transactions
completing because, at present, they fail due to lack of information. All the evidence clearly shows this is a
very insignificant cause of failed transactions.

12. Given that the Government intends to pilot the Packs sometime in 2006, before introducing them in
2007, we would urge your Committee to hold an Inquiry into the results of the pilot and to instruct the
Government that suYcient time must be allowed for that Inquiry to be completed and its findings to be
considered before introducing the Packs.

Memorandum by Alan Wilson, Goole Action Group (AH 35)

I have submitted this as an individual member of Goole Action Group, and a landlord with a property
in a street designated for demolition. In addition my home is situated in one of East Riding of Yorkshire
Council’s (ERYC) designated “Renewal Area”.

1. Management Summary

1.1 Housing Policies should surely not just be about the provision of bricks andmortar. The fundamental
aim must be to build strong, vigorous and sustainable communities, where all members accept equal
responsibility for the well being of that community. It must represent a healthy mix of tenancy types,
together with a variety of house types and prices. Any interventionist attempts to social cleanse (ie via
Pathfinder) or the introduction of tenants into the community with “confirmed” anti-social behaviour by
irresponsible housing associations will only serve to disrupt the balance and thereby “kill” that community.

1.2 Any housing market must represent a fair cross-section of properties, and tenancies. It should be
allowed to develop and evolve in line with market forces. Consultation with the community must be carried
out on a regular basis. For too long Local Authorities have neglected and starved of investment low cost
areas such as Phoenix Street and Richard Cooper Street in Goole, East Yorkshire. Local Authorities (LA’s)
have for too long had tunnel vision, believing that the occasional introduction of limited housing grants for
double glazing, central heating etc is the key to regeneration. LA’s have for too long been devoid of any
vision and imagination.
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1.3 In the case of Goole, the ERYC believes that in order to regenerate the town they have to demolish
117 Victorian terrace homes, some of the last few reminders of Goole’s history, in order to receive
government funding, which will allow a paltry reinvestment in the town over a 10-year period. Subsequent
so-called consultation events demonstrated that a majority of the community are against demolition
(ERYC’s own questionnaire showed this to be true). During these events ERYC kept no record of who
attended, and evenmore surprisingly destroyed any notes taken at this event, but yet they (ERYC) continue
to believe that demolition is wanted and necessary.

1.4 In an ideal situation, housing should be about creating communities, where individuals and families
can live and grow in vibrant and healthy surroundings, not the creation of select little developments where
the cost of the houses means inevitably that owners will be two car working families who leave in the
morning and return in the evening, leaving the “community” empty all day. A healthy, responsible
community is a benefit; a dysfunctional community is a constant drain on resources.

1.5 The most cost-eVective solution must always be to “sustain” a community, by making it believe that
attitudes can change; the environment can be improved for one and all, and that its voice will be heard. In
housing, as inmany other things in theUK, people feel totally disenfranchised, believing that the democratic
process has ground to a halt. Certainly, in our case, the voice of the majority has been overruled in favour
of ERYC’s big payday!!

1.6 At the time of writing, there are approximately 300 towns and cities in France subject to rioting. This
is a classic example to all who want to take it of what can happen if Government, both National and Local,
fail to listen to the community, and subsequently undertakes a housing policy that does not meet the needs
of individual communities.

2. The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

2.1 Greater home ownership is determined by the ability to purchase, and the potential to eventually
recoup that investment. Any housing market must provide a wide range of properties and prices, in order
to allow a strong progression from the first rung to aspired higher rungs. InGoole, East Riding of Yorkshire
Council under the auspices of the Pathfinder scheme is attempting to eliminate this first rung by demolishing
117 extremely well built pre 1900 terrace homes. It will move the starting price of a home in Goole from
£50,000 to £70,000, which is a huge increase in a town like Goole where average salaries are in the region
of £10,000–£15,000 pa.

2.2 Demolition, by its very nature of removing housing stock, will drive up the average price thereby
increasing the gap to that first rung. Again because of the increase in property values, rental payments will
increase, there again making it more and more diYcult for the potential first time home buyers to save
enough for a deposit to achieve that first rung.

3. The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

3.1 It is doubtful that home ownership does reduce poverty. What is the definition of poverty? Some
people have rented for virtually all their life and are very comfortably oV, where other people have purchased
property and found because of high interest rates, their mortgage payments have increased dramatically,
almost to the verge of bankruptcy!

3.2 Home purchase does not have any eVect on social and economic inequalities, people respond to their
environments. Residents must be prepared to accept responsibility. Councils must ensure that a framework
is in place to enable the environments to be managed by the communities themselves.

4. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

4.1 In Goole, which is one of the lowest priced areas in the country, the housing market was beginning
to move after several years of slowly creeping up. Unfortunately, 117 of the houses that have shown the
biggest percentage increase in value have been identified by ERYC for demolition—against the wishes of
the majority of the residents. ERYC in one stroke have successfully negated any growth potential in this
area, and subsequently blight has been placed over these homes and a further 3000 homes, which have been
designated as “fragile”.

5. The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

5.1 Certainly high house prices encourage the building of new properties. But housing supply is not just
about new houses; it is a complicated integration of housing types, prices, and tenancy types. The removal
or tinkering of one of these variables could have a detrimental eVect on the whole supply process. Eg
“Pathfinder” by its heavy-handedmethod of implementation and council led “we know best” policy seeks to
social cleanse. FromGoole to Liverpool there is a consistency of County Council approach that is extremely
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worrying for the “man in the street”. There seems to be a Government inspired maniacal drive towards the
elimination of terrace housing in the North. The reasons for demolition are tenuous in the least and have
been discounted by many eminent bodies, but still demolition goes on.

5.2 There is a demolition at all costs policy, irrespective of the community’s wishes. There is a trail of
flawed consultation processes right across the M62 corridor. It would appear that democracy has been
designated to the “back burner” in the greedy aspirations of the County Councils.

5.3 There must always be low cost housing, or else where do people start or down size to. A comfortable
terrace house is just as important to the elderly as it is to the first time purchaser. The eradication of these
homes will raise the age of first time purchasers past 34 (which was cited by HBOS earlier this year).

6. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

6.1 AVordability is the ability to buy, which in itself is a variable of income, and supply and demand.
Many of the financial problems of today are caused by the over extension of individuals who have no low
cost options. They have been forced by a number of factors to buy beyond their means, subsequently, when
the economy dips, or they have income related problems they have no room for manoeuvre, and
consequently the mortgage lender takes control of the property.

6.2 Income is dictated by the demand for particular skills. Demand for a wide range of high value skills
will only come from an influx of new business/industry. In order to attract the business/industry there has
to be a generous and wide ranging supply of housing. Estates of new builds are not the answer. Regenerated
and renovated communities are.

7. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

7.1 Disastrous. How can the removal of 117 homes in a town that is short of housing, be good for anyone,
especially when there are no plans to replace them. On the one hand (in Goole) we have those homes now
blighted by being designated as Fragile (ERYC’s Neighbourhood Renewal Assessment Report) which are
generally low cost terrace housing (ie starter homes), and on the other hand, we have new builds at
£120,000!. Social Cleansing in its worst form—attacking those that can least aVord to defend themselves.

8. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

8.1 There will always be a case for providing rental accommodation. But as experience has shown in
Goole, the performance of the housing associations, at least with regard to the streets identified for
demolition has been shown to be poor in relation to the maintenance of their tenancies, and very slow to
respond to complaints. Certainly, in the case of Goole there is evidence that Housing Associations have
brought in tenants (with a history of anti-social behaviour) from other parts of the East Riding, which over
a period of time “forces” people, already in the community, who have previously been very happy, to move
out of the area.

9. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

9.1 Housing plans should be either good or bad, and not relevant to the demand, otherwise once again
you are in danger of “tinkering” with normal demand. The decision to grant or deny planning permission
must be geared to the validity of the plans themselves. Just because there may be high demand for homes,
plans should not be accepted primarily on this basis. Plans for new homes should always seek to improve
the surrounding properties/environment. There should never be any excuse for granting plans that have a
detrimental eVect on neighbouring properties and environment.

10. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting Such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

10.1 Again every area is diVerent, and by its very nature has diVerent requirements. History should never
be sacrificed until ALL regeneration options have been examined fairly with ALL interested parties. In the
case of Goole, a flawed consultation process resulted in ERYC deciding to demolish 117 good quality
homes. As a result the residents will fight and thereby delay the council’s decision, probably for many years,
thus increasing the ERYC’s costs to such a point that costs will become prohibitive.

10.2 Yet if ERYC had consulted fairly and meaningfully with the community, and renovated instead of
opting for demolition the regeneration process could now be starting to work. The feel-good factor would
now have been firmly implanted within the community, and the inrush of investment would have been
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significant. Instead, we now have an area and a town blighted by a decision taken by a body (ERYCCabinet
of nine councillors—none of whom were from Goole) which is so distant from our town not only in miles
but in what the community wants, that housing prices have stalled and are in the process of falling back.

10.3 Any Council can opt for demolition, but it takes a council with a real commitment to Regeneration
to adopt regeneration through renovation. It is renovation projects that take the eye and capture the
imagination, and therefore attract the publicity, and by their very nature begin to attract inward investment.

11. The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and How They Might Be

Tackled

11.1 Housing tends to follow the economy, with the number of jobs available, salaries paid relative to
this economical area. While the majority of the highest paid jobs are located in the South, and the South-
east, demand will be highest there, and as prices are in the most case driven by demand, that’s where the
highest prices will be found. But there are still areas in the North, where people on relatively low salaries
aspire to owning their own home. It is this aspiration that Pathfinder is seeking to destroy, by demolishing
low cost aVordable homes and thereby causing these communities to disintegrate. It is an attempt to socially
cleanse communities that have been starved of investment for too long.

11.2 While it is true, certain areas have been labelled “run down”, in themain this is due to years of neglect
and lack of investment by the local authorities. With very few exceptions and at substantially lower costs
than demolition, these areas could quickly become “very desirable”. New “Green field” sites should be
abandoned in favour of community led renovation and regeneration projects.

Memorandum by Devon County Council (AH 36)

Summary

Introduction/Current Housing Situation in Devon

— The issue of aVordable housing remains of concern to the County Council. Through partnership
working and use of Council Tax funding from second homes, Devon is working to address needs.
Data setting out the severity of the issue is contained in Appendix 1. The impact of high house
prices is compounded by lower than average earnings. In migration will sustain housing demand
for the future and the popularity of the County for retirement and second homes further
exacerbates the problem.

The Need for an Integrated Strategic Approach

— Devon supports a housing and planning framework that takes account of both the needs of the
housing market and sustainability objectives—with a greater emphasis on understanding the
nature of interventions required that housing market assessment suggests and more clarity
regarding the use of market indicators alongside sustainable development objectives.

— Greater emphasis and guidance is required on the complementary role of housing and planning
strategies at all levels.

— Clarity of purpose around the role of housing need assessment, local targeted housing need
assessment and other more locally based survey work needs to be reflected in guidance and good
practice if duplication of eVort is to be avoided.

— Guidance needs to be sensitive to more localised market scenarios and reflect the cross boundary
relationships that often exist between neighbouring authorities. Current proposals are too
simplistic—and do not adequately address all forms of land supply [such as windfall sites].

— Timely provision of infrastructure is another facet of sustainable development—private
developers cannot fund all requirements especially where strategic proposals are implemented.

— Opportunities to capture land value through s106 mechanisms is greater in urban areas, placing a
greater reliance on public subsidy in more rural areas. It is to such sites that subsidy should be
steered.

Locally Integrated Approaches

— The County Council supports an integrated approach, as evidenced by community approaches to
regeneration and housing delivery [see Appendix 2 for case studies].

— Amore formal recognition in policy of the role played by community and village plans in bringing
forward housing proposals would be welcomed.

— Greater certainty concerning the availability of public subsidy for rural housing, and fast tracking
of planning appeals involving aVordable housing would help.
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Monitoring of Housing Supply & Release of Land

— National guidance should establish common methodology and frameworks/definitions for
monitoring to allow for comparison between regional and local areas.

National Policy and its Impacts

— Although an area of high housing demand, the strategic spatial response in the south west needs
to be more attuned to the dispersed settlement pattern than national policy promotes.

— Housing market assessment methodology needs to take account of remote rural areas with no
obvious urban focus.

— There is a need formore research to understand the financial and fiscalmeasures thatmight impact
on the market and to “rural proof” decisions across ministries that impact on rural housing.

Introduction

This evidence is submitted by Devon County Council. The Council has been concerned for a number of
years about the housing situation in the County and has been actively pursuing initiatives in partnership
with housing authorities and other organisations to improve the consistency of housing policy, and the
eVectiveness of delivery. The County Council is an active member of both the Devon Strategic Housing
Group and the Rural Housing Partnership, and contributes financially to three Devon-wide housing posts:
the AVordable Housing Co-ordinator, the Devon Homelessness Strategy OYcer; and the Rural Housing
Enabler. DevonCounty Council has made available up to £3.9 million of Council Tax/second homesmoney
to assist delivery and co-ordination of aVordable housing [2004–05]. For the period 2005–06 money raised
from Council Tax on second homes will continue to be made available to the housing sector. Around half
the sum is being returned to Local Authorities to assist their housing programmes, while the remainder will
be directed to housing priorities identified through the Local Area Agreement and LPSA2.

The evidence below is divided into several sections.

1. The current housing situation in Devon.

2. The need for an integrated approach to housing solutions.

3. Monitoring housing supply and the release of land.

4. National policy and co-ordination.

Appendix 1: Data

Appendix 2: Case Studies

1. The Current Housing Situation in Devon [see Appendix 1]

1.1 Devon is one of the most sparsely populated Counties in England, with few urban areas of any
significant size and a population which is largely resident in smaller market towns and village communities.
Of the 422 parishes 97% have a population of less than 10,000 and 74% have a population of less than 1,000.
The largest urban area is the city of Exeter [population 111,100]. The Unitary Authorities of Torbay and
Plymouth [populations 130,000 and 241,000 respectively] also exert a considerable influence over rural
Devon, particularly in terms of their job markets, but their size and scale is still small by regional and
national standards.

1.2 The aVordability of housing is an issue across the whole County, although the severity of the situation
varies. House prices have risen dramatically since 1999 but it is the combination of this with lower than
average earnings that creates the pattern of aVordability. Recent work for the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation89 shows that of the 37 authorities nationally where the average house prices to incomes of
younger working households exceeds 5.5:1, 16 were in the SouthWest. The list includes the Devon Districts
of South Hams, Teignbridge, West Devon, North Devon and the Unitary Authority of Torbay. The
introductory remarks to the report say:

“. . . it is important not to lose sight of the profound implications that the lack of aVordable
housing to buy, as well as to rent, will have for rural communities, because, even if it were possible
to meet the needs of those in the ‘social housing’ market, there would still be a very significant
shortfall of aVordable homes. Those people in the ‘intermediate’ market . . . would normally look
to the openmarket tomeet their housing needs. If there is no such ‘intermediate’ housing available
and they are eVectively forced to leave the area to find suitable housing, then rural communities
are likely to become more socially and economically polarised, and, consequently, less
sustainable . . .”

89 AVordability and the Intermediate Housing Market: Local measures for all local authority areas in Great Britain—Steve
Wilcox for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2005.
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1.3 The situation in rural areas is also made more acute by the general lack of smaller, cheaper houses in
the overall housing stock. Anecdotally there is evidence of first time buyers, especially in the South Hams
area reportedly looking to the relatively cheaper housing in Plymouth as a means of securing a foothold on
the housing ladder. The pressure on the housing market is reflected in numbers of households which are on
the housing register, and the numbers of homelessness acceptances.

1.4 Demographic and housing forecasts for Devon indicate a sustained demand for housing. Population
growth is driven by in-migration. Longer term migration forecasts prepared for the Regional Assembly
suggest that in the period 2001–26 the population [of Devon, Torbay and Plymouth] is expected to grow by
9.2%, with household growth rates—driven by falling household size and changing lifestyle—rising by
22.2%. The popularity of the County as a retirement and holiday destination places additional demands on
the housing market. At the time of the 2001 census over a third of East Devon’s population was over 60;
in South Hams 11% of household spaces were a second home, illustrating the attractiveness of coast and
countryside.

1.5 To help meet housing demand and to support districts in their planning and housing authority roles,
the Devon Structure Plan has been reviewed to 2016.90 This sets out housing supply figures for Local Plans
andLocalDevelopment Frameworks reflecting the policies and proposals ofRegional PlanningGuidance.91
The policies of the Structure Plan promote a sustainable approach to development, with an emphasis on the
role of the principal urban areas and the creation of self suYcient, viable market towns and rural
communities. Proposals require development plans to deliver around 4,370 dwellings a year, including two
new communities to help address the housing needs of the Exeter and Plymouth sub regions.

1.6 Progress in preparing Local Plans andLocalDevelopment Frameworks has varied across Devon, but
all districts have now begun work on rolling forward their plans and proposals to 2016. Annual housing
completions have followed a cyclical pattern fluctuating around RPG10 levels of provision. Over the period
1995–2003 around 95% of RPG10 provision was achieved. Completion rates are currently close to regional
requirements.

2. The Need for an Integrated Strategic Approach

2.1 The County Council welcomed the Government’s proposals to merge Regional Planning and
Housing Bodies. The preparation of Regional Spatial Strategy and Regional Housing Strategy needs to be
aligned and complementary, drawing on the same evidence base to support proposals and policies. In
addition, the role that housing plays in economic development should be reflected in Regional Economic
Strategies. A clear “audit trail” of linkages between housing and planning strategies is required down to the
local level with more eVort made to ensure Local Authority Housing Strategies and Local Development
Frameworks are developed in an integrated fashion.

2.2 A plan led “wholemarket” approach to housing delivery is supported, with clear links between homes
[numbers, types, mix], jobs, facilities, services and infrastructure. This is in line with the Government’s
objective of creating sustainable communities where people actively choose to live, and lies at the heart of
both urban and rural policy initiatives.

2.3 The Barker Review was a welcome overview of the housing market from an economic perspective.
The role of the planning system has traditionally been to ensure development is directed to, or controlled
at, locations so that a range of sustainability objectives can be met. This points to a more considered role
for the planning system in reconciling competing objectives in the interest of the community as a whole, and
positive intervention to secure aVordable housing for those unable to compete on the open market. The use
of market information to signal the release of land does not have regard to the wider issues of “balanced”
development—in particular the desire to locate housing close to employment and areas of employment
potential, in locations where opportunities for sustainable transport can be maximised. At its most extreme
the release of land in response to demand could result in consolidation of existing consumer preferences,
with adverse impact on communities and the environment in both high and low demand areas. “Planning
for Sustainable Communities” recognises that the market on its own is not able to capture the externalities
of development, but is unclear as to the balance that should be drawn between responding to the market
andmeeting social and environmental objectives. There is a distinction between addressing housing demand
and meeting need for housing.

2.4 Housing market area assessments are being developed in Devon, based on housing market area
profiles identified for the Regional Housing Body by DTZ Pieda.92 The role of these assessments and their
use, is as yet not fully developed, with final guidance awaited. There is a need for guidance on housing related
work to be complementary—with scope for diVerent tiers of assessment to “nest” within each other, and for
diVerent local authorities to reflect a possible range of market scenarios that mirrors their local
circumstances. The emphasis in the draft guidance on the Local Development Framework—and the focus

90 Devon to 2016: Devon Structure Plan Authorities [Devon County Council, Torbay Council, Plymouth City Council,
Dartmoor National Park Authority], adopted October 2004.

91 Regional Planning Guidance for the South West [RPG10] September 2001.
92 Analysis of sub regional Housing Markets in the South West: DTZ Pieda Consulting for the SW Regional Housing Body,
September 2004.
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on land release in response to market scenarios at the district level, does not allow for situations where sub
markets of both high and low demand may co-exist within one administrative boundary, or where for
example, high demand areas adjacent to a district require the release of land in another. Where such
situations exist, joint Local Development Documents should be promoted. Adequate forward planning and
availability of readily available land is supported, but more guidance on the role of windfall sites in land
management and land supply is also required.

2.5 An integrated approach to planning and housing demands that development and associated
infrastructure proceeds hand in hand. The current practice of developer obligations secured through s106
arrangements leads to competing demands for infrastructure contributions. There are real conflicts between
securing infrastructure investment and delivering aVordable housing in new development—and this does
have potential economic implications where the delivery of strategic proposals is concerned [Devon’s new
communities for example]. AVordable housing has become the greatest draw on resources—leaving less for
schools, roads, public transport etc. and the investment that is required to make communities “work”. A
decision by Government, of the means it wishes to pursue to capture planning gain would assist.

2.6 The availability of public subsidy for housing is particularly important in a rural County such as
Devon. The opportunity to capture land value through s106 mechanisms is greater in the larger urban areas
where aVordable housing can often be delivered without the need for public subsidy. In the market towns
and rural areas the scale of development is lower, sites are smaller and the possibility of delivering
appreciable levels of aVordable housing is more dependant on public subsidy. It is to sites such as this that
public subsidy should be steered.

2.7 In summary:

— Devon supports a housing and planning framework that takes account of both the needs of the
housing market and sustainability objectives—with a greater emphasis on understanding the
nature of interventions required that housing market assessment suggests and more clarity
regarding the use of market indicators alongside sustainable development objectives.

— Greater emphasis and guidance is required on the complementary role of housing and planning
strategies at all levels.

— Clarity of purpose around the role of housing need assessment, local targeted housing need
assessment and other more locally based survey work needs to be reflected in guidance and good
practice if duplication of eVort is to be avoided.

— Guidance needs to be sensitive to more localised market scenarios and reflect the cross boundary
relationships that often exist between neighbouring authorities. Current proposals are too
simplistic—and do not adequately address all forms of land supply [such as windfall sites].

— Timely provision of infrastructure is another facet of sustainable development—private
developers cannot fund all requirements especially where strategic proposals are implemented.

— Opportunities to capture land value through s106 mechanisms is greater in urban areas, placing a
greater reliance on public subsidy inmore rural areas. It is to such sites that subsidy should be steered.

3. Locally Integrated Approaches

3.1 The reform of the planning system has given the Community Strategy a role in articulating a vision for
the local authority—a significant step given the spatial emphasis to the new look development plan. The Devon
Community Strategy93 has three headline challenges: Not enough homes at aVordable prices; making sure all
our childrenand youngpeople get the best start in life; and, climate change.TheDevonRural Strategy94 contains
anobjective “enabling communities to plan and lead their owndevelopment tomeet and integrate local physical,
social and spiritual needs for a healthy and safe living environment” as well as the more specific objective of
“developing measures aimed at providing an adequate and diverse stock of aVordable homes.”

3.2 Work to address these issues is being taken forward in a number of ways. Measures to improve the
supply of housing are embedded in Devon’s Strategic Plan and are reflected as a cross cutting theme in the
Local Area Agreement. A priority set out in Devon’s LPSA2 agreement aims to reduce youth homelessness
by 50%. Settlements have been prioritised for regeneration and community capacity building work, and the
County Council plays a role in assisting local people to develop community and village plans. Ideas are being
taken forward to capture the value of community assets of all types [land, labour, capital] through the
establishment of community land trusts and community asset management. Extracts from the County
Councils Regeneration Role and Action Plan95 illustrating this approach are set out in Appendix 2.
Regeneration in this context is seen as a process—an important element of which is the consensus gained
through active participation in finding local solutions to local problems. Where there has been this type of
approach, and it can be validated, considerable weight should be given to the proposals coming forward
andmore formal recognition [in Local Development Frameworks and development control decisions] given
to the plans prepared.

93 A Community Strategy for Devon: Devon Strategic Partnership 2004.
94 Devon Rural Strategy: Devon Strategic Partnership, July 2003.
95 Regeneration Role and Action Plan for Devon County Council: Devon County Council, December 2004.
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3.3 At the local level, success usually depends on speedy decisions by the relevant players and continuity
of funding to realise longer term objectives. In the context of community development funding packages
are usually dependant on partnership contributions; where the planning system delays implementation of
a proposal, such funding commitment is diYcult to sustain. Similarly, delayed planning consent can mean
Housing Corporation funding is lost. Delays in decisionmaking are not the fault of Local Authorities alone.
Fast tracking aVordable housing proposals through the appeal and “call in” procedures would help.

3.4 In summary:

— The County Council supports an integrated approach, as evidenced by community approaches to
regeneration and housing delivery.

— Amore formal recognition in policy of the role played by community and village plans in bringing
forward housing proposals would be welcomed.

— Greater certainty concerning the availability of public subsidy for rural housing, and fast tracking
of planning appeals involving aVordable housing would help.

4. Monitoring of Housing Supply and Release of Land

4.1 The key to a successful evidence base for developing housing policy and proposals lies in robust
monitoring systems, consistently and coherently applied to underpin strategy and delivery at all levels in the
system. An agreed national methodology for collecting and collating data is required, to a common
timetable that correlates as far as possible withmajor reviews ofRegional Spatial Strategy. The current work
to define core output indicators for the monitoring of Local Development Frameworks should be extended
to the housing field, to enable comparability of information interregionally, and between market areas. The
establishment of a monitoring base will assist in decision making and help to distinguish between longer
term and short term cyclical market conditions.

4.2 Similar concerns surround the comparability and aggregation of studies at the regional and local
level. Studies such as housing market assessment, land availability studies would benefit frommethodology
that includes clear definitions and outputs that have some commonality.

4.3 In summary:

— National guidance should establish common methodology and frameworks/definitions for
monitoring to allow for comparison between regional and local areas.

5. National Policy and its Impacts

5.1 The situation inDevon, where the housingmarket is strong, places it in a similar position to the south
east in terms of housing aVordability and housing demand. However, as highlighted in section 1, the nature
of the area is very diVerent, with land use reflecting the historic importance of agriculture, resulting in the
dispersed development pattern where services and facilities are largely centred onmarket and coastal towns.

5.2 The opportunities for meeting housing demand are therefore diVerent to the situation in the growth
areas of the south east, where a close network of towns means a concentration of housing close to urban
facilities and transport is easier to achieve. National policy preferences for urban concentration underplay
the realities of life in rural counties where the need for aVordable housing is high, yet the application of
national policy through Regional Spatial Strategy restricts greenfield supply. Many of the rural households
requiring aVordable housing are already living and working in the countryside and are essential to the social
and economic fabric of their communities. The emerging Regional Spatial Strategy for the South West,96
in response to consultation, is proposing a development strategy that allows for greater sensitivity in dealing
with development across the region, in response to sub regional requirements. The Assembly’s concern
about aVordable housing supply is reflected in a resolution taken at its meeting on 21 October 2005
supporting the inclusion of proposals in Regional Spatial Strategy that could push the percentage of
aVordable housing on development sites to 60% where appropriate. Debate is continuing regarding the
correct balance of development in the period to 2026 between urban and rural locations, with the County
Council supportive of a development distribution that will permit some development of a suitable scale in
key settlements in rural areas, against a longer term trajectory that seeks to move the proportion of new
development in favour of urban locations.

5.3 Themapping of housingmarket areas and their housing issues, on to this spatial pattern leads to some
concerns. The definition of housing market areas, largely based on travel to work patterns, draws on the
functional relationships between larger urban areas and their surrounding hinterlands. In Devon, the
northern and north western part of the County is characterised by a more polycentric pattern of
development, with housing market profiling suggesting the area is a loose collection of more localised sub
markets. This characteristic is shared with neighbouring North Cornwall and is, no doubt, a function of
remote rurality in locations without a dominant urban area. Demand for market housing across these areas
is strong [Torridge, the most rural of Devon’s districts, had the largest percentage population increase—
13.2%—in Devon between the 1991 and 2001], pointing to a need to make sure that development in these

96 See www.southwest-ra.gov.uk for the latest draft—available as Regional Assembly meeting papers for 21 October.
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very rural areas is of the right type. Housing market assessment methodology, and guidance relating to land
supply, needs to oVer guidance for these types of locations. In rural areas, the definition of lower site
thresholds, above which aVordable housing will be sought, may not always be helpful. A preferable test
would be the viability of a site to deliver aVordable housing, regardless of size.

5.4 The planning system alone cannot re-balance the housing market, which is driven by the investment
decisions of individuals. Further research is required to understand the possible financial and fiscal
mechanisms that might impact positively on land supply and to review the impact of decisions across
diVerent sectors of government on the housing situation. The example of SIPP proposals and its potential
impact on home ownership is a case in point.

5.5 In summary:

— Although an area of high housing demand, the strategic spatial response in the south west needs
to be more attuned to the dispersed settlement pattern than national policy promotes.

— Housing market assessment methodology needs to take account of remote rural areas with no
obvious urban focus.

— There is a need formore research to understand the financial and fiscalmeasures thatmight impact
on the market and to “rural proof” decisions across ministries that impact on rural housing.

APPENDIX 1

EVIDENCE OF DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL: DATA APPENDIX

Population

1991 Resident Population 2001 Population Intercensal population change
All All All

Area People Males Females People Males Females People Males Females

Devon CC 646,903 309,310 337,593 704,499 340,054 364,445 8.9% 9.9% 8.0%
East Devon 115,873 54,202 61,671 125,525 59,202 66,323 8.3% 9.2% 7.5%
Exeter 98,125 46,722 51,403 111,078 53,971 57,107 13.2% 15.5% 11.1%
Mid Devon 64,258 31,124 33,134 69,772 34,100 35,672 8.6% 9.6% 7.7%
North Devon 84,800 40,794 44,006 87,518 42,502 45,016 3.2% 4.2% 2.3%
South Hampshire 77,565 37,456 40,109 81,846 39,592 42,254 5.5% 5.7% 5.3%
Teignbridge 108,258 51,597 56,661 120,967 57,924 63,043 11.7% 12.3% 11.3%
Torridge 52,129 25,248 26,881 58,985 28,829 30,156 13.2% 14.2% 12.2%
West Devon 45,895 22,167 23,728 48,808 23,934 24,874 6.3% 8.0% 4.8%
Plymouth 243,373 118,842 124,531 240,718 117,558 123,160 –1.1% –1.1% –1.1%
Torbay 119,674 55,527 64,147 129,702 61,781 67,921 8.4% 11.3% 5.9%
County of Devon 1,009,950 483,679 526,271 1,074,919 519,393 555,526 6.4% 7.4% 5.6%

Note: TheDevonCCfigure is the area administered byDevonCountyCouncil and excludes PlymouthCity
and Torbay as these are unitary authorities. The county of Devon figure includes Plymouth and Torbay.
Some figures may not add to the totals given due to rounding.

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Lower Quartile AVordability (2004)

Lower quartile Earnings Ratio Salary needed
house price for Mortgage

ENGLAND £105,000 £22,893 4.6 £28,500
SOUTHWEST £125,950 £20,132 6.3 £34,186
Devon £134,950 £18,064 7.5 £36,629
East Devon £144,000 £18,666 7.7 £39,086
Exeter £129,250 £16,771 7.7 £35,082
Mid Devon £128,000 £19,569 6.5 £34,743
North Devon £132,000 £16,828 7.8 £35,829
South Hams £150,000 £19,687 7.6 £40,714
Teignbridge £130,000 £17,250 7.5 £35,286
Torridge £128,831 £16,964 7.6 £34,968
West Devon £135,000 n/a — £36,643
Plymouth UA £89,950 £17,605 5.1 £24,415
Torbay UA £117,500 £15,359 7.7 £31,893

Sources: Land Registry, ASHE, NHF calculations.
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HOUSING NEED
Households on Housing Register

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

ENGLAND 1,035,752 1,038,720 1,039,265 1,093,342 1,263,550 1,434,031
SOUTHWEST 84,983 88,444 89,633 94,918 110,445 123,845
Devon 11,687 11,227 12,700 13,562 14,870 17,384
East Devon 2,230 2,496 2,863 3,296 2,965 3,930
Exeter 18,161 834 2,008 2,286 2,582 2,899
Mid Devon 984 1,024 964 959 982 1,217
North Devon 1,992 1,385 2,059 1,617 2,186 2,625
South Hams 983 892 795 1,029 1,558 1,797
Teignbridge 2,031 1,857 2,189 2,476 2,573 2,744
Torridge 880 1,019 1,106 981 1,057 1,095
West Devon 771 720 716 918 967 1,077
Plymouth UA 4,507 6,222 2,553 7,528 8,235 9,069
Torbay UA 722 937 981 851 1314 2,555

Source: NHF: Local Authority HIP returns/CORE data.

Households accepted as homeless and in priority need

1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04

ENGLAND 106,612 115,081 117,740 129,753 136,545
SOUTHWEST 10,030 11,502 11,436 12,777 11,495
Devon 1,318 1,469 1,431 1,534 1,558
East Devon 322 260 210 276 256
Exeter 177 258 233 370 307
Mid Devon 129 153 248 170 165
North Devon 109 138 154 130 240
South Hams 188 207 182 188 172
Teignbridge 233 313 239 245 219
Torridge 73 53 44 39 81
West Devon 87 87 121 116 118
Plymouth UA 1,019 1,112 1,007 1,392 831
Torbay UA 185 139 265 339 361

Source: NHF/Local Authority HIP returns.

Homeless households in priority need in temporary accommodation at 31 March

1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04

ENGLAND 59,053 81,503 83,226 94,269 106,025
SOUTHWEST 4,826 6,162 5,901 6,654 6,697
Devon 828 844 949 891 704
East Devon 143 55 46 195 25
Exeter 94 158 184 198 276
Mid Devon 133 139 185 247 184
North Devon 4 16 15 60 3
1South Hams 49 59 56 83 97
Teignbridge 378 379 418 34 17
Torridge 2 6 5 13 13
West Devon 25 32 40 61 61
Plymouth UA 188 238 174 135 343
Torbay UA 89 167 224 288 473

Source: NHF/Local Authority HIP returns.
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HOUSING COMPLETIONS
All Dwellings

Authority Dwellings Completed
2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05* 2001–04* 2001–05*

Dartmoor 97 36 102 0 235 235
East Devon 395 629 556 0 1,580 1,580
Exeter 391 444 314 482 1,149 1,631
Mid Devon 444 400 400 0 1,244 1,244
North Devon 379 409 210 442 998 1,440
Plymouth 453 445 358 646 1,256 1,902
South Hams 229 172 317 0 718 718
Teignbridge 282 310 455 0 1,047 1,047
Torbay 573 481 493 0 1,547 1,547
Torridge 444 408 303 0 1,155 1,155
West Devon 177 173 226 0 576 576
Total 3,864 3,907 3,734 1,570 11,505 13,075

*incomplete data
Source: DCC monitoring records.

AVordable Housing Completions—2004

Local Authority Housing Association “Other” aVordable Total

ENGLAND 826 28,919 3,479 33,224
SOUTHWEST 572 3,071 402 4,045
Devon 0 307 6 313
East Devon 0 33 0 33
Exeter 0 110 5 115
Mid Devon 0 51 0 51
North Devon 0 9 0 9
South Hams 0 17 0 17
Teignbridge 0 42 0 42
Torridge 0 6 0 6
West Devon 0 39 1 40
Plymouth UA 0 67 14 81
Torbay UA 0 91 97 188

Source: NHF/ODPM housing statistics.

APPENDIX 2

Evidence of Devon County Council: Case Studies

High Bickington

Devon County Council initiated dialogue with the local community regarding potential use of two small
holdings on the edge of the village which were becoming vacant. As a result, in November 2000, a
community-based group, Project 2000 was set up to identify the needs of the parish and develop proposals
for its regeneration over the next 20 years. Following extensive community engagement to develop ideas,
High Bickington Community Property Trust [CPT] Ltd was formed to assume responsibility for land,
buildings and facilities being developed at Little Bickington Farm. 20 acres (8.25 ha) of this former County
Smallholding are the subject of a planning application to develop aVordable housing, workspace,
community facilities and woodland, which will be managed by the CPT. In addition, a new primary school
(closely integrated with the above development) will be the responsibility of the County Council, and it is
proposed that a new playing field, pavilion and changing facilities will be run by theHighBickington Playing
Field Association, involving a “land swap” with the existing playing field.

High Bickington CPT Ltd is registered under the Industrial & Provident Societies Act 1965, in July 2004,
by the Financial Services Authority, based on National Housing Federation model rules. Its membership
is open to any person or body connected with the parish, through purchase of £1 shares. Devon County
Council and High Bickington Parish Council are shareholders. The objectives of the CPT include the
provision of:

— houses for people in need, on terms appropriate to their means;

— workspace to meet training and employment needs;

— health facilities and child care;

— facilities for recreation;

— woodland and other environmental improvements.
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The proposals for Little Bickington Farm are the culmination of over four years of planning and
consultation with residents of High Bickington and have been widely praised by both local and national
groups as a model for community led planning and rural regeneration. The scheme was presented to a
conference, organized on behalf of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, as one of 11 “Best Practice”
models for dealing with the national shortage of aVordable housing. Alun Michael visited the village in
March 2003 and said “This is an ambitious project, and I applaud the initiative and vision of the villagers
of High Bickington. They are thinking now about how to tackle the issues which aVect them in the future,
recognising the role they can play in shaping the success of their own community, and demonstrating the
value of local knowledge in local decision making. There is much in their approach to inspire others and I
wish them every success with the Parish Plans.”

A planning application for the proposals was submitted at the end of 2003. The planning application was
a departure from planning policy, and referred to the Government OYce. It took a year for the decision to
call in the application to be made, and a further year before a date for a public inquiry [January 2006]. As
a result of the two year delay funding opportunities from the Objective 2 programme have been lost and
there will be a need for a complete re-appraisal of the scheme. The full history of the High Bickington
proposal and the progress to date can be viewed on the following link http://www.highbickington.org/
index.asp.

Proposed Community Development Project based upon Higher Thorne Farm, Ottery StMary

Since June 2003 a group representing the interests of the Town Council, the District Council, the County
Council and The Kings School have been examining the potential use of land at Higher Thorne Farm to
provide a range of community and educational facilities. Such facilities include all weather sports pitches,
running tracks, swimming pool, skate board park, tennis courts, 6th form block/community education
centre, other school buildings and aVordable housing. The attached plan depicts the current level of thinking
for a master-plan, which it is acknowledgedmight involve a development period extending through to 2024.

The work of the group has been influenced greatly by the High Bickington Community project which is
establishing a totally new approach to asset-based community planning. In common with that pilot project
the aspirations of the Ottery Group have been:

— The development of the new, integrated approach;

— A future model of community development;

— A new regeneration option;

— New forms of building construction with highly sustainable characteristics;

— A means of optimising the use of public/private property assets.

Key features to the approach are that it will be:

— Community led and partner supported;

— Provide a totally integrated, master planned and mixed use solution;

— Generate and share financial value and social value;

— Liquidate existing community assets for reinvestment;

— Create a community property trust;

— Mutualise property assets in perpetuity for the community;

— Create new social enterprise, skills development etc,;

— Provide a new local aVordable social housing solution;

— Build community spirit and identity;

— Create a unique joint venture development vehicle between the community, land owners,
investors/funders and developers.
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Community Regeneration, Holsworthy

Holsworthy, in one of the remotest parts of rural Devon, exhibits many of the features of small market
towns. The availability of aVordable housing was a key issue to emerge from the recent Community
Planning exercise for the town and its hinterland. Consequently, a Community Property Trust has been
established to provide a suitable organisational structure to help facilitate identification of potential sites
for development of aVordable homes, to attract local developers and to hold the land in community
ownership in perpetuity. The latter point is vital, of course, both to minimise the initial land cost and also
to reduce the inflationary growth in future. Over 20 possible sites for small scale developments of up to six
homes currently are being assessed in the locality. This scoping exercise is proving useful for the additional
purpose of drawing out links with related service provision and eYcient use of property resources, for
example primary schools.

Memorandum by the Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) (AH 37)

Introduction

1. The Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) welcomes this opportunity to submit evidence to the Select
Committee. AVordability and the supply of new homes are matters of great importance to the industry,
households and indeed the country as a whole.

2. The CML is the representative trade body for the mortgage lending industry in the UK. We have 147
members who together lend around 98% of the residential mortgages outstanding. The industry provides
funding to support home-ownership, the private rented sector (including buy-to-let) and the social rented
sector.

3. The CML devotes considerable resources to tracking and analysing the UK’s housing and mortgage
markets and works with lenders and others to develop products and procedures that can reduce the risks
homeowners face. Every sixmonths theCMLpublishes housingmarket forecasts, a repossession risk review
and detailed arrears and possessions figures. The CML also commissions research on specific topics such
as first-time buyers and regularly publishes articles through Housing Finance Online. Since 1999, the CML
has been working with the Government on the Sustainable HomeOwnership initiative through which work
has been undertaken to improve both the public and private safety nets for homebuyers in diYculty. More
recently, the CMLhas beenworkingwith theGovernment on equity loans and howmore usemight bemade
of these to help low income home-owners.
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4. Work with the Government is important but it is vital that this should be seen in perspective. The UK
mortgage lending industrymakesmortgage loans totalling around £100 billion net every year (ie, total loans
made minus loans repaid). The UK industry oVers a wide variety of products covering a range of sub-
markets and is judged by independent reviewers to be not only the largest but also the most competitive and
innovative mortgage market in Europe (Mercer Oliver Wyman, 2003).

5. We have structured our response around the issues set out in your Press Notice. Our assessment of
these suggested they might be clustered into three areas, home-ownership, aVordability and house prices
and housing supply. The response follows this logic.

Summary

6. The main points raised in this submission are as follows:

— Lenders have been actively working to assist the access to and the sustainability of home
ownership. An innovative and flexible range of mortgage products designed to achieve this are on
oVer, where this can be done on a prudent and sustainable basis.

— The housing market remains strong, but potential first-time buyers face significant aVordability
hurdles—some of these pressures are cyclical (and an important part of orderly transition of
housing market to a soft landing), but there is also evidence of problems becoming structural.

— A key problem and the focus of Barker Review is the UK’s chronic under-investment in house-
building.

— Potential exists for all tenures to grow in absolute terms, although social housing is likely to
diminish in relative importance. Emergence of intermediate tenure is important for overall
eYciency of housing market and broader sharing of welfare benefits that come from asset
ownership.

— The sustainability of home-ownership is a more important issue than any specific target level.
There is an unmet demand for home-ownership and around 80% of households will probably be
home-owners at some point in the life cycle.

— There are no simple solutions to tackling aVordability and housing supply—and clear limits to
what government can deliver. There are some useful Government initiatives, eg, low cost home
ownership (LCHO), but also less helpful interventions, eg, Stamp Duty. There is also the
possibility of some unintended outcomes if the Barker Review process succeeds, eg, lower risk
appetite from lenders and less ability to tailor products aimed at LCHO.

Home Ownership

7. Themortgage lending industry has been a strong supporter of home-ownership. The industry has long
argued that the benefits of owner-occupation are many and varied including the degree of control and
security it oVers households over their homes and the financial advantages of acquiring a property (ceasing
to pay rent and building a financial asset). This is evident in surveys of tenure preferences. Although it has
fluctuated over time there is still an unfulfilled demand in relation to home-ownership (see Chart 1). This is
despite the reductions in tax benefits, eg, the withdrawal of mortgage interest tax relief in 2000 and it is now
the case that the tax take from home-ownership via stamp duty and other taxes now exceeds capital gains
tax relief (Wilcox, 2004 ). As has been evident from the Government’s own reviews (HMT and ODPM,
2005), home-ownership is perceived to act as a significant stimulus to the economy (though see paragraph
27) both through spending on home improvements and furnishings, the feel good factor and the wealth
eVects of house price inflation.
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Chart 1: Two and ten year aspirations for home-ownership and actual
home-ownership rate, 2004

Source: BMRB 2004
Notes: All respondents aged 18+ (including existing home-owners);

8. Although the advantages of home-ownership are many and considerable it is not without its critics
(eg, Malpass, 2005). There are concerns about the over-promotion of the tenure, the diYculties households
may have inmoving between areas and the eVects of any house price depression on both households, regions
and indeed the economy as a whole. Certainly one cannot ignore the diYculties posed by the last major
housing downturn (1991–93), for example the 200,000 households who lost their homes through
repossession during this period, but the reality was that the vast majority of households continued to service
their mortgage debts and the home-ownership market withstood a major test of its underlying strength.
Although there have been suggestions the UK is on the verge of another major house price depression
(Capital Economics, 2004) the consensus view now seems to be we are seeing a slow downward adjustment
and should arrive at the so called, “soft landing” with prices adjusting to the underlying capacity of
households to buy.

9. Like many others, the CML is concerned about the sustained decline in the number and proportion
of first-time buyers. However, lenders do not feel this should be dealt with simply by lending households
more money. Indeed, it is evident both they and borrowers have been acting prudently in terms of
borrowing. The number of 95% plus loans is substantially less than in the late 1980s (see Chart 2). As we
discuss later, lenders have sought to help potential buyers with new products and alongside this they have
introduced eYciencies related to the conveyancing process by agreeing a standardised set of solicitors
instructions (the lenders handbook), dealt with the incidence of defective new homes (through lenders
agreeing not to release the mortgage until property was certified as properly completed) and increasingly
no longer levying the higher lending charge fee (for loans above 85% where a mortgage indemnity policy
must be bought). In addition, reflecting the highly competitive market, lenders commonly oVer free
valuations and legal work.
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Chart 2: Loan to value ratio, first-time buyers vsmovers, quarterly, %
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10. The CML is of the view that it will be possible to expand home-ownership further albeit this growth
will be slow and possibly limited in terms of theUK total. TheUK is 13th in the EU home-ownership league
table. With low interest rates and rising wages modest growth should be possible. Demographically driven
growth will take place anyway as older generations of tenants are replaced by younger home owning
households. We do not have a view as to how big the home-ownership sector should be as this is largely a
product of market circumstances, government support and household preferences

11. The CML’s recent work on equity loans demonstrates lenders’ interest in broadening the ways in
which households can acquire, hold and dispose of housing equity. The recent report by Wilcox (2005)
illustrates that there is potential for developing an intermediate housing tenure, although being based on
secondary analysis it does not actually take into account household preferences. As our first-time buyer
research indicated (CML, 2005a), many young households are happy to rent privately until they are ready
to settle down in their early-to-mid 30s. The key factor aVecting the scale and future role for intermediate
housing solutions is likely to be the proportion of such households that have ultimately aspirations to
achieve full home-ownership in the future. At the same time, as was evident from the Government’s Home
Ownership Task Force (HOTF, 2003), there was some real concern that the intermediate home-ownership
sector was not being supported or managed appropriately and that change was needed to help it meet its
full potential.

12. Although numerical growth is possible in all tenures, given the growth in households and people, it
is clear that if home-ownership is to grow in proportionate terms then one of the other tenures must be
reduced. Given the recent and welcome growth in the private rented sector, it is our view that the social
rented sector will ultimately shrink further. This will be reflect increasedwealth and prosperity across society
in the UK.

13. Our recent research (CML, 2005) suggested that, using one measure, we might see between 1.8 and
2.2 million new first-time buyers over the 2006–10 period. Although this is likely to include a substantial
proportion of households (around 20%) who are returning to home-ownership, it does indicate that further
growth of the tenure is possible, in both absolute terms and relative to other tenures. Moreover, the lower
numbers of first-time buyers seen since 2003 coupled with the demographic profile suggests that there is a
growing pool of potential first-time buyers who may be delaying purchase for lifestyle reasons or concerns
about aVordability.

Affordability

14. The future course of home-ownership will be heavily influenced by its aVordability. Pressure on
aVordability increased through much of 2004. In summary;

— House prices rose nationally to hit new peaks; the average UK house price is now more than
£186,000.

— The ratios of house prices to earnings and other measures of income are at record high levels

— Mortgage payments as a percentage of income for first-time buyers have risen sharply over the
past year or so and are now close to the problematic levels of the early 1990s.

15. AVordability is now improving modestly as house price growth has fallen below income growth and
variable and fixed-term interest rates are lower than at the beginning of the year. However, aVordability has
deteriorated in all UK regions in recent years. The least aVordable regions are the south west, Greater
London and the south east and the most aVordable regions are the three north of England regions plus
Scotland and Northern Ireland.

16. As noted earlier aVordability pressures have become a serious problem for first-time buyers with
increasing numbers currently unable to access home-ownership. The number of first-time buyers has shrunk
to around 330,000 a year (30% of total) from around 550,000 (45% of total) at the turn of the decade. The
gap between what lenders are willing to lend based on ability to repay assessments and the price of property
has widened.

17. To access the market, increasing numbers of first-time buyers are having to provide large deposits.
For a typical first-time buyer this is now around £17,000, equivalent to over 50% of gross annual household
income. This compares with a little over 25%of annual income five years ago. In the least aVordable regions,
the typical deposit is now equivalent to 65% of annual household income. First-time buyers are increasingly
seeking assistance to raise deposits. The Financial Times (FT, 2005) recently reported on a survey which
indicated that up to 50% currently receive assistance from parents compared with 30% three years ago.
ODPM figures show that nearly a quarter of first-time buyers rely on gifts and family loans to aVord a
deposit compared with 4% 25 years ago.

18. There is a limit to how much assistance can be given. The figures only record those who actually
become home-owners. Those without assistance may be forced to defer or reconsider home ownership as
an option. Wilcox’s recently developed measure of aVordability (Wilcox, 2005)—the number of households
aged under-40 in Great Britain, whose income would be too high to qualify for housing benefit if they were
living in social rented accommodation, but too low to aVord a mortgage on the cheapest 10% of two- or
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three-bedroom homes for sale in their area—probably overstates (by a large margin) the actual demand-
based figure. A more appropriate measure might be the number of households who currently want to
become home-owners and would meet all other underwriting criteria for a mortgage, but who, because of
prevailing house prices, interest rates and income levels, fail lenders’ ability to repay assessments.

How Lenders Are Helping Tackle Affordability Pressures

19. In terms of the market as a whole the increasing choice of fixed, variable and capped rate products
allows borrowers to choose the risks they want to bear. Some products allow higher income multiples
against longer-term fixed rate products which protect younger (first-time) borrowers from interest rate re-
pricing risk for the duration of the loan. Increasing optionality built into products such as payment holidays,
additional borrowing facilities and oVset mortgages. These products provide greater flexibility (at a cost),
and may support short-term sustainability rather than immediate aVordability.

20. Competitive pressures within the mortgage lending industry have resulted in a structural narrowing
in lending margins relative to base rates over many years. This benefits all borrowers. With respect to first-
time buyers, examples of products designed specifically to help them into home-ownership include:

— Low equity/high LTV loans typically allowing up to 95% to be borrowed. Some lenders oVer more
than 100% through a combined mortgage and unsecured loan.

— Guarantor mortgages, where the guarantor assumes responsibility for repaying the loan in the
event of default by the borrower.

— Joint loans between parents and children.

— Mortgages based on the incomes of more than two applicants.

— Family oVset products where interest earned on the savings or current accounts of familymembers
can be used to oVset the mortgage payments of the borrower.

21. Alongside such product innovation we must also note the rise of the market for re-mortgaging in
recent years allowing borrowers to take advantage of more favourable market interest rates, reducing (or
limiting rises in) mortgage service costs. This allows for rapid adjustments once a household has entered
the tenure.

22. The lower and more stable level of interest rates than in the past means that borrowers can borrow
more relative to income for a given level of monthly debt service. Reflecting this (and the spur given by
MortgageConduct of BusinessMCOB responsible lending requirements), lender underwriting processes are
increasingly based on a close individual assessment of ability to repay rather than crude income multiples.
This is an area of active development and debate. Increasingly sophisticated ability to repay models take
account of:

— Income prospects as well as current income.

— Disposable income rather than gross income.

— DiVerences in family size and composition.

— Lifestyle and spending patterns.

— Other financial commitments.

— Ability to repay if interest rates rise.

23. It has been possible for lenders to extend high income multiple loans on a tailored and prudent basis,
helping aspiring home-owners to enter the market. In addition, in recent years, lenders have also been
oVering mortgage finance to previously “underserved” parts of the market including the self-employed,
those on contract employment and with unconventional or irregular income streams (the self certification
market) and those with an adverse credit history (the sub-prime, near-prime market).

Government and Affordability

24. Although costs have been driven down in a variety of ways and access improved, we cannot ignore
the fact that home-ownership is made less aVordable by stamp duty and other Government activities.
Average first-timer buyer house prices now comfortably exceed the lower stamp duty threshold (charged at
one per cent on purchase prices in the range £120,000–£250,000) in the three least aVordable regions and
are somewhat above that in East Anglia, the Midlands and Wales. Stamp duty raises the up-front cost of
becoming a home-owner in the least aVordable regions by around £2,000 per transaction.

25. The CML recently set out the range of regulatory costs that are now impacting upon lenders (CML,
2005b) and a copy is attached. Such costs ultimately feed through to customers including first-time buyers.
Themortgage regulation regime recently introduced byGovernment (October 2004) is one such cost. Going
forward, the introduction of home information packs is planned for 2007. Although it should ensure better
information for buyers some of the costs are likely to be built into house prices and borne by buyers.
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House Prices and Housing Supply

26. Low rates of house-building have profound andwide-ranging economic and social eVects for theUK.
The housing market is cyclical in nature, reflecting changes in the underlying economic environment.
Formal estimates indicate that the responsiveness of UK housing supply to house prices is low, both in
absolute terms and relative to most other countries, and has declined over time. This means that changes in
the macro-economy, for example, in the job market or interest rates, potentially have a major impact on
house prices.

27. There is some uncertainty about the precise transmission mechanism between house prices and the
wider economy. The Government’s Economic and Monetary Union assessment (HMT, 2003) suggested
that the largely variable rate nature of UK housing finance and the relationship between house prices and
consumption undermined macroeconomic stability. But more recently, the Bank of England (Attanasio et
al, 2005) has queried the importance of house price eVects, suggesting instead that common factors are likely
to lie behind house price movements and consumption growth. The housing market, together with its
influence on household spending, has nevertheless been an important consideration in the Monetary Policy
Committee’s decisions about interest rates.

28. The focus of the Barker Review is firmly on longer-term developments rather than the short-term
volatility of house prices. This is sensible, given that cyclical aVordability pressures are an important
mechanism that ensures housing supply and demand remain in broad balance. Barker seeks to separate out
and respond to structural factors, such as the UK’s long-standing under-investment in house-building and
demographic pressures arising from the ageing population, relationship breakdown and inward migration.

29. New rates of house building account for less than one per cent of the existing housing stock. By itself,
this would mean that large increases in housing supply would be necessary to influence house price
developments. But we believe that much of the impact of any new build is likely to be dissipated anyway.
This is because it will spur existing home-owners to use more housing services—larger homes, second homes
etc—and attract households to the area where new build is taking place. The overall implication is that
substantial volumes of new build sustained over a number of years would be necessary to have a material
impact on aVordability.

30. As the Barker Review recognises, there are complex issues about the geographic, property-type and
tenure distribution of additional new build.Wewill have towait until theGovernment announces the details
of its national aVordability goal later in 2005 to judge whether it has found an eVective framework within
which it can deliver positive results. But this is a particularly tall order to get right.

31. If the Barker proposals are successful in delivering slower real house price gains over the longer-term,
it is important to recognise that thismay have profoundmarket and policy implications (CML, 2003). Other
things being equal, the credit risk associated with a given LTV advance will be higher than previously, and
this will be reflected in lenders’ underwriting criteria. In essence, lenders may become less willing to oVer
high LTV loans or seek to charge more for such loans, or some combination of the two. This may give rise
to further diVerentiation across borrowers and, ironically, lessen lenders’ appetite to tailor products aimed
at low cost home ownership. Equity withdrawal may be restricted, with potentially profound consequences
for remortgaging activity and lifetime mortgage products while lower price appreciation may reduce the
appetite for buy-to-let loans.

Section 106 Agreements

32. A neglected aspect of housing supply is the diYculties lenders have been facing with restrictive
covenants imposed by some local planning authorities through planning obligations (ie, s106 agreements)
for aVordable housing. Local planning authorities (LPAs) are adopting diVerent approaches to aVordable
housing in s106 agreements and lenders find it very diYcult to deal with the variety of restrictions being
imposed. The current restrictions on rural exception sites under PPG3where lenders would never be allowed
to sell the property on the open market, even if an aVordable need could not be identified, is overly
restrictive. There is a danger that lenders will withdraw support for these schemes entirely.

ModernMethods of Construction (MMC)

33. The Government has stated that it sees the adoption of MMC as providing a major opportunity to
produce a “step change” in housing supply. A number of high profile MMC projects have received
government support and the Housing Corporation has made the availability of grant conditional on the
increased use of MMC in new-build projects initiated by housing associations. Lenders are supportive of
moves to create conditions in which innovation can thrive but are conscious that past generations of
innovative housing construction have not always produced happy results. Much pre and post war
prefabricated housing has been characterised by long-term defects and there appears to be some connection
between the use of such techniques and low demand. Lenders have a long-term interest in property that has
to stand as security for a mortgage of up to 35 years term. In order to help ensure that the new generation
of MMC properties maintain proper standards in relation to durability, whole life costs, repairability and
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adaptability the CML has been working closely with the Building Research Establishment (BRE) and with
the Association of British Insurers (ABI) to develop a certification standard—LPS 2020, which will provide
real assurance to key stakeholders about the design, manufacture and on-site erection of MMC.

34. Moreover, new properties need to be built sustainably. Britain’s climate is changing and houses built
now need to be designed for the long term and the conditions of the future. For example, much of the
Thames Gateway growth area is situated in the flood plain. The Government needs to work with the
Environment Agency and DEFRA to ensure that these issues are addressed otherwise properties will be
diYcult to insure and therefore to mortgage.

House Prices and Interest Rates

35. Home-ownership is one of a number of competing tenures. There is no unique or unchanging
“equilibrium” between the tenures. Changes in the conditions of demand and supply between and within
the tenures will change the “equilibria” between and within the tenures. Although house prices are high, this
does not necessarily mean they are fundamentally overvalued or in danger of collapse.

36. As Professor Nickell of the MPC has pointed out (Nickell, 2005), there are a number of reasons why
the equilibrium level of house prices might have risen, as follows:

— The rate at which new dwellings are being built is at an historically low level whereas the
population of working age and the net rate of formation of new households is relatively high;

— Debt-service costs in the early years of a loan are less in a low inflation and low interest rate
environment; and

— The substantial and sustained fall in long-term real interest rates has lowered the real cost of long-
term borrowing.

37. Why long-term real interest rates have declined to unusually low levels and what may cause that to
change andwhen are important issues. DavidMiles’ view is that current interest rate structures will probably
not prove sustainable and the implication of this is that house prices will adjust downwards relative to
incomes as real interest rates return towards more normal levels.

38.A survey conducted for the FSA in late 2003 (FSA, 2004) showed that, at that time when base rates
were 3.5% and average mortgage rates were less than 4%, a one percentage point increase in mortgage rates
was expected to have little impact on households’ ability to cope with their financial commitments. Broadly
speaking, this is whatwe have observed this year. The same survey found that, if interest rates rose by 2.5%—
that is mortgage rates climbed to a little below 6.5%—an additional 4% of households thought they would
fall behind, and an additional 15% would struggle, with at least one form of borrowing. Assuming that the
responses would be broadly consistent today, this research suggests that a rise inmortgage rates towards 6%
would begin to squeeze some household budgets, but that the vast majority of households would manage.

39. A wide range of factors, including the distribution of unsecured credit and the type of mortgage held,
would determine which households are most likely to have problems. But it seems probable that this would
include some recent first-time buyers, given the highly-leveraged nature of their borrowing. A one
percentage point rise in the mortgage rate to around 6% would raise the total payment of a repayment
mortgage for a recent typical first-time buyer by 10%. This would be equivalent to £70 a month, or 3% of
household income.

40. The arrears and possessions data also support the view that current levels of house prices and
mortgage service are generally aVordable. Although both arrears and possessions have picked up over the
past year, this is from historically very low levels and has not been unexpected. It may, at least to some
extent, be the natural consequence of the relatively rapid growth in self-certification and sub-prime lending
in recent years, and simply reflect the maturing of these portfolios.

41. The sharp rise inmortgage possession court actions and ordersmade recentlymay be thought to point
to a sharp rise in possessions ahead. However, such a scenario does not fit well with current and projected
arrears figures. Rather, it suggests that lenders are responding more quickly to defaults partly as a
consequence of the new MCOB regime.

42. This is not to say that the current level of house prices and aVordability facing would-be home-buyers
is desirable or politically acceptable. But the decisions on an acceptable level of aVordability and the desired
mix of tenure are ultimately matters for politicians responding to household preferences and economics
rather than the mortgage lenders, who satisfy the needs of home-buyers, buy-to-let landlords and housing
associations and their clients.
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Conclusions

43. The Select Committee is examining an area where simple solutions are diYcult. From a lender
perspective, maintaining a sensible balance between demand and supply is a pre-requisite for a stable and
sustainable market and where entry level house prices will be aligned with potential first time buyers.

44. Both lenders and government have been seeking to overcome the evident diYculties that exist in the
current market. There are clear limits to what they can do. Any demand side assistance through subsidies
or product pricing, if not matched by commensurate increases in supply, runs the risk of pushing up house
prices. The Government is quite right to take forward the Barker agenda but it is ambitious and poses
some risks.

45. Equally, the work government is doing around low-cost home-ownership (LCHO) is sensible and
long overdue. The priority given to LCHO has been too low and too little has been done to improve the
eYciency and eVectiveness of LCHO schemes and providers. Both ODPM and the HC bear some
responsibility here and we are still awaiting the full implementation of the Home Ownership Task Force
recommendations. The CMLwelcomes the Select Committee’s decision to conduct an Inquiry into LCHO.

46. We have raised the issue of stamp duty and other regulatory costs which bear down on potential
buyers and on lenders costs and charges. The Government needs to respond to these concerns and not least
to move forward on reforms to Stamp Duty.

47. It should not be forgotten that lenders have lent over £35 billion UK wide for new-build, repair and
improvement to social housing. Such investment represents a successful partnerships between the public,
not for profit and private sectors. Lenders have also been instrumental in promoting higher standards and
expansion in the private rented sector through the availability of competitively priced buy-to-let loans now
totalling over £63 billion. It is important that Government shows a real awareness of the potential
contribution of the lending industry to the provision of quality aVordable housing in all tenures.
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APPENDIX

Submission by the Council of Mortgage Lenders

PRE BUDGET REPORT

Introduction

48. The Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) is the representative trade body for the mortgage industry
in the UK. Its 144 members comprise banks, building societies, insurance companies and other specialist
residential mortgage lenders, which together represent around 98% of the assets of the mortgage market

49. The CML fully supports the Government’s stated aim of assisting more people to realise the dream
of owning a home. Indeed, we have worked closely with many arms of Government in recent years to
increase both the accessibility to and the sustainability of home-ownership.Wewill continue to do so. There
is, however, a growing problem with regard to the environment within which lenders seek to assist the
Government’s realisation of its ambition to increase home-ownership—the continually increasing burden
of regulatory costs faced by both home-buyers and lenders.

50. Our submission does not seek to influence decisions regarding next year’s Budget. Rather, we aim to
open a longer-term debate regarding how the Government can improve both access to and sustainability of
home-ownership. In particular we want the Government to carefully consider the impact of the continually
expanding regulatory and legislative environment within which it requires both home-buyers and lenders to
operate. If the Government does not join up its policies and procedures and view them in the round, there is
the distinct possibility that these ever increasing costs resulting from regulation and legislation will seriously
threaten attempts to increase home-ownership levels.

Summary

51. In summary, the main points in this submission are:

— TheGovernment’s eVorts to expand home-ownership will be undermined by the continued growth
of housing and mortgage market related regulation and legislation which is having the eVect of
increasing costs and reducing choices for home-buyers.

— The Government’s renewed commitment to deregulation (and to better regulation) is not evident
in the mortgage market where regulatory costs continue to increase year on year.

— Estimating the cost of this regulatory burden is not easy because of the limited data available.
However, it is likely to be at least £500 to £1,000 per housing market transaction.

— The consequence of this is that the Government is in danger in undermining its own eVorts to
increase home-ownership and develop its asset based welfare policies.

52. We would welcome an opportunity to discuss the contents of this submission in more detail over the
coming months.

The Context

53. The Chancellor of the Exchequer recently set out the Government’s ambition to expand home-
ownership to 75% of all households. This, along with previous statements about one million more
households becoming home-owners over the next five years has set an agenda for growth. The CMLwarmly
welcomes this. There is clear evidence of unmet demand and the industry has been working with the
Government to see if there are ways of “stretching” current public assistance so that more of those on the
margins of home-ownership can be helped to realise their dreams.

54. At the same timewe should note that theGovernment is currently intervening in key areas of theUK’s
housing and mortgage markets. It is taking on issues including housing supply, building type and location,
aVordability and access to home-ownership, tenure balance and choice, the structure of the mortgage
industry, mortgage choice and pricing and the home-buying and selling process.

55. The scale, diversity and complexity of these interventions is particularly notable given that they relate
to markets that, in general terms, are already highly competitive and eYcient. These interventions create
significant additional costs for mortgage borrowers and lenders and threaten the Government’s ambition
of extending home-ownership. If that is not problematic enough, current taxation arrangements add to this,
not least through the Government’s refusal to address the ineYciencies created by the current structure of
Stamp Duty.

56. While lenders accept that some of interventions are at least aimed at creating a more eYcient market,
such an outcome is often predicated on co-ordinated Government intervention. At present, a wide range of
departments develop policy with housing market impacts. Sometimes this is intended but often the linkages
are not acknowledged nor even recognised.
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57. The creation of a Housing Group within HMTreasury was a welcome first step to a more integrated
strategy. However, the CML would like to see this taken further by better cross-Whitehall co-ordination.
Mortgage lenders must deal with interventions from not onlyHMTreasury but also the ODPM,DTI, FSA,
OFT, DEFRA, DCA, Home OYce, DWP, devolved administrations and the European Union. To reflect
the diverse nature of the Government’s intervention in the housing and mortgage markets the CML would
like to see the development of a ministerial “housing” committee. Such a committee could include amongst
its terms of reference liaison with the industry to ensure initiatives across Government are co-ordinated and
that potential public/private partnership solutions are properly investigated.

The Growing Scale and Cost of Regulation

58. Our main concerns, however, are the regulatory cost burden now falling on borrowers and lenders.
These derive not just from formal regulation, eg, the Mortgage Conduct of Business rules introduced in
October 2004, but also from awide array of policies and procedures (some of which simply act to restrict the
market and thus deny borrowers a full range of competitive products). We briefly list some examples below:

(a) InMay 2003 the FSA published a cost-benefit analysis that concluded that the one-oV costs of the
introduction of the new regulated mortgage regime would be £136 million, of which £83 million
would fall directly to lenders with an annual operating cost of £27.8 million. Our own estimates,
undertaken as our members felt the FSA had underestimated, suggest that the one-oV transition
costs incurred by lenders were in fact nearer £181 million and applying the same factor, one might
suggest an annual operating cost of around £60million. It is not clear whether there have been real
benefits to consumers and the length of mortgage interviews has increased, on average, by around
30 minutes.

(b) Basel 2 and the EU Capital Requirements Directive will impose huge new costs on the industry in
terms of new riskmanagement systems and approaches. Itmay also usher in a new era of risk based
pricing. Some consumers may benefit directly but the main thrust of the regime is towards better
risk management and safer financial systems. The cost of Basel implementation in the UK is
estimated at around £600 million.

(c) The introduction of home-buying and selling reform across the UK will put pressure on lenders
to amend their underwriting process to account for the availability of pre sales survey and legal
information. In England and Wales the ODPM is in the process of implementing Home
Information Packs. These will include a Home Condition Report that the Government would like
to see lenders utilise in underwriting. If lenders are to do this they will face significant costs in
amending their systems, as well as the diYculties of assessing whether or not the new system
provides reliable, insured and transparent information for them to use. The same applies to the
development of the Single Survey in Scotland. In Northern Ireland there is no intention of
introducing pre sales disclosure of survey and legal information. DiVering national solutions
create their own set of problems. If lenders amend their systems to cope with pre sales disclosure
in England, Wales and Scotland but need to maintain the current underwriting system for the 2%
of transactions that take place in Northern Ireland they will face significant costs in maintaining
two separate systems. In terms of costs and taking 2004 as a measure there were 1.79 million
transactions in the year. If packs cost sellers around £1,000 to produce the cost will be £1.79 billion
minus the cost no longer borne by buyers in terms of commissioned surveys and legal
documentation. There are also the costs to lenders and others for bringing a complex new system
into being and its operating cost going forward. It is diYcult to put any precise cost on the new
regime but a figure of additional costs of at least £600 million a year would seem reasonable (plus
a set-up cost of perhaps £40 million). These will be borne by the “system” (initially sellers and
lenders—the question then is how much is passed on to buyers) and we must ask if this will be
matched by benefits in terms of speedier and better informed property purchase.

(d) The Government’s low cost home-ownership programme provides a number of examples of
regulatory impacts upon market price and choice. First, the number of lenders prepared to oVer
mortgages to potential purchasers under these schemes is small, as is the range of products on oVer.
This is because the market is small, complicated to administer and the performance of some
housing associations has been poor. Second, lending to Right to Buy purchasers is restricted to a
Government-defined list of lenders. This has not been regularly updated despite massive changes
in the industry and frequent requests. This has the eVect of limiting the product choice available
to buyers. Third, despite frequent representations to Government the constraints imposed on
lenders with respect to those who can buy a property on an exceptions site under section 106 are
such that lenders are now withdrawing from this market.

(e) The new requirements in England, Wales and Scotland regarding the licensing of landlords will
impose costs on lenders and will adversely aVect the growth of the private rented sector. In
Scotland all private rented sector properties will have to be registered and lenders will have (in their
own interests) to make sure that all new borrowers have applied to register and, later, that such
registration has been successful. Existing borrowers will need to be reminded of the requirement.
In England and Wales, HMO licensing, will be introduced in all areas, with additional licensing
and selective licensing to be introduced in some areas. Again, lenders will have to ensure that
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borrowers are aware of and compliant with the requirements. No estimate of this cost has been
made; however, there are clearly costs associated with making extra checks and supplying
additional information to borrowers.

(f) In addition to facing implementation costs associated withmortgage regulation, ourmembers also
fund the work of the FSA via levies and other charges. While not specifically focused on mortgage
lenders, the FSA did cost the financial services industry £240.5 million during 2004–05.

(g) The Financial Ombudsman Service came into being on 30 November 2001 as a result of the
Financial Services and Markets Act (2000). It cost the financial services industry £45.5 million
in 2004–05.

(h) The EU Mortgage Green Paper is seen as a key vehicle for driving forward the EU agenda on
creating an integrated financial services sector. However, the cost-benefit assessment that
accompanies the Green Paper, undertaken by London Economics, makes uncomfortable reading
for residential mortgage lenders in the UK (Heywood, 2005). While we have some concerns
regarding how London Economics calculate the costs of harmonising the EU mortgage market,
the estimated one-oV implementation costs are £450 million and ongoing costs are £465 million.
This is likely to be a significant underestimate. Moreover, there is real potential for such a regime,
if introduced, to completely cross cut the newly introduced UK regulatory framework. As is
evident, we face an absence of joined-up thinking at all levels of Government and massive
regulatory cost burdens.

Conclusions

59. The UK mortgage lending industry is facing a large number of Government-related and inspired
changes to its operating environment. This submission has highlighted only some of them. All have strategic
and operational consequences that ultimately bear down on the shape and structure of the mortgage market
and the costs and choices faced by borrowers. Indeed, in a recent report on UKmortgage lenders Moody’s
Investor Services commented that:

“We believe the complexity of regulation may have two eVects. Firstly, it may begin to restrict the
flexibility and timelines of price adjustments; secondly, the cost of complying with the raft of
regulatory requirements itself may become an increasingly onerous burden, particularly for
smaller mortgage lenders.”

60. An accurate assessment of the cost of setting up and operating new regulatory structures is diYcult.
Somewhat speculatively we have estimated new regulatory set up costs of at least £1.2 billion and an annual
cost of new regulatory requirements now and going forward of between £600 million and £1.1 billion per
annum This suggests regulatory costs are adding between £500 and £1,000 to each new housing market
transaction.

61. The Government has set out its ambition both to expand home-ownership and to cut regulation. In
this submission we have sought to link these two agendas. The Government’s eVorts to promote home-
ownership are currently being undermined by a range of policies and procedures which have the eVect of
increasing costs for both sellers and buyers and reducing the range of products potential borrowers might
be able to choose from (thus lowering their costs). For buyers at the margins, and this is where Government
is focussing its eVorts, the extra costs, reduced choice and other constraints are of vital importance.

62. A recent DTI report Public Policy: Using Market-Based Approaches—Lessons and Guidance for
Policy Makers (DTI, 2005) is instructive here. What the report highlights is the potential for market-based
mechanisms to be used to deal with market failure rather than public policy interventions in the form of
direct provision or regulation. The report suggests that it is possible to create outcomeswhere costs are lower
and services better. It is our view that the ODPM and HM Treasury should more evidently embrace this
stance.

63. TheGovernment’s renewed interest in deregulation is welcome here, as is its work to develop the same
debate within Europe. However, at the UK level it has co-incided with having introduced new regulatory
regimes for both the mortgage and insurance markets, the consumer benefits of which have yet to be
established, a planned new consumer credit bill andmuch else. In reality, themortgage industry’s regulatory
burdens are increasing apace and there is simply no sign of deregulation. The FSA begins a review of the
eVectiveness of MCOB later this year and it is the CML’s hope that this will provide some hard facts on the
costs and benefits of the new regime and open the way to reducing the costs of the new system. Many of
these regulatory requirements have been put in place to benefit the consumer but there is no evidence to date
to suggest this has been borne out in practice.

64. Within two years, home buying consumers will probably be experiencing the Government’s new
home-buying and selling regime. Again, there are very divergent views as to whether the increased
information derived from this will result in a more satisfactory sales process. Certainly, the empirical
information derived from the Government’s own pilot study was far from convincing.
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65. Both point to the continuing appetite for direct regulation rather than the use of market forces and
incentives and to a serious questionmark about theGovernment’s real commitment to de-regulation or even
better regulation. Perhaps most damagingly, the continuing regulatory drive also threatens to undermine
the commitment to extend opportunity and choice by helping more lower income households into home-
ownership as a central pillar to an asset owning democracy.

66. While we can all applaud the Government’s achievements in securing low and stable interest rates
and a strong labour market, as well as its commitment to expanding home-ownership, we cannot overlook
a track record of increasingly significant regulatory costs that bear down on home-buyers and lenders. The
Government must tackle the issue of how, on the one hand, its regulatory and legislative requirements
increase the cost of accessing andmaintaining home-ownership while, on the other, its stated aim is to create
an environment within which owner-occupation levels can increase significantly. Hard questions need to be
asked and answered.What are the benefits of existing regulatory regimes versus their cost? Are theremarket
based solutions that hold out the possibility of better services at lower cost without regulation? Does fiscal
policy, such as stamp duty, create ineYciencies in the housing market and discourage potential home-
owners? Does the state safety net consider home-owners and tenants equally?

67. In recent weeks the Government has been strident in its calls for less and better regulation in both the
UK and the EU. The Chancellor has recently raised the question of EU regulatory activity posing a threat
to global competitiveness (HM Treasury, 2005). We concur with this but bringing it closer to home it also
threatens domestic ambitions to grow home-ownership. This is a debate theGovernmentmust now embrace
and with a willingness to consider radical change to some of its regulatory ambitions. Without this, the
threats to home-ownership and to the growth of an asset rich society remain considerable.
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Memorandum by David R J Penney (AH 38)

1. The benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership will not realised unless there is an
increase in the supply of aVordable housing. This will not be achieved by buildingmore housing in the South.
There is capacity in the Midlands and the North to meet needs from existing aVordable housing stock. This
stock, mainly in Pathfinder areas, should be renovated, at a far cheaper cost, not demolished. Demolition
would involve greater expense with compensation, acquisition, clearance and the building of new homes,
which would result in a rise in property prices beyond the reach of many first time buyers, who would not
be able to aVord the benefits of home ownership. In other words, just as the ODPM has tried to intervene
in the housing market with the Housing Market Restructuring Pathfinder Programme with its somewhat
“destructive” agenda for action, so now the Government should intervene in the Market to encourage the
Redistribution of Housing with a “constructive” shift of supply from the South to the Midlands and the
North—to meet the demand for people to own their own homes from existing aVordable and renovated
housing.

2. Social and economic equalities are increasing to an extent that the vast majority of first time buyers
cannot aVord to get their foot on the property ladder, particularly in the South. There is evidence that the
poverty gap is widening again in society so that for a growing number of people home ownership is not a
choice. There will have to be a choice of social, shared equity and an aVordable range of houses available
on the market to meet need. At the moment, the exorbitant cost of housing in the South is exacerbating the
poverty divide and creating a “trap” for those at the bottom of the housing market to such an extent that
more and more young people/couples are having to live with their parents/relatives. If there was more
emphasis in supplying aVordable housing in the Midlands and the North from renovated stock. By
encouraging people to relocate from the South to theMidlands/North, it would help to regenerate deprived
areas, narrow social and economic inequalities and reduce poverty.

3. The current house prices are having a detrimental economic and social impact. There have been a
record number of foreclosures of mortgages in 2005. Those at the top of the market are struggling to pay
their mortgages, while potential first time buyers, especially down South, are unable to compete with the
property prices. The cost of the mortgage used to take up to a third of a home owner’s income—now this
is far more and become an intolerable burden for many who cannot aVord to sell and move to alternative
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housing to meet their needs [eg first time couples wanting to move to a larger house now they have children].
The price of property is distorting the economy and putting social pressures on house owners that cannot
be sustained at the present rate.

4. It is self evident that demand and supply dictate housing market prices. The demand for housing in
the South is pushing up prices. While in the North, demand is also rising to such an extent that the North
West recently showed the highest percentage increase of any Region in mainland Britain. Even, in the East
Lancashire HMRPathfinder area, house prices, including terraced properties, have risen by 50% in Burnley
and 47% in Pendle. The increase in demand and price of terraced properties is demonstrated by Estate
Agents, PropertyDevelopers andMortgage Providers [eg Entwistle Green; AM&RWProperties Ltd] have
distributed flyers to existing house owners stating that “Your House in Demand” with the promise “to
achieve the best price”. There are far more buyers than sellers, “who are keen to buy in this neighbourhood”
[Waterside, Colne—2nd most deprived ward in Pendle]. Properties which were selling for £15,000–£20,000
two to three years ago are now selling for £45,000–£60,000. There are very few voids. As soon as these
terraced houses come on the market they are snapped up with a number renovated and sold on at a profit.
While some buyers are local people [first time buyers], others move into the area from more expensive
locations, such as the South, which indicates a South–North drift.

5. The aVordability of housing for sale is often determined by such matters as materials, construction
methods and fiscal considerations. Developers prefer to construct on Greenfield sites as they can maximise
their profit margins. There should be greater incentives and regulations for developers to build sustainable
and energy saving houses on Brownfield sites. At the moment, the Development and Construction Industry
has too much freedom to do what they want and use what materials and methods they like. They should be
directed to explore alternative cheaper materials andmethods, such as Scandinavian EcoHouses. By far the
best way to influence aVordability of housing for sale would be to switch from demolition/new build in the
Midlands & the North and new build in the South [with all its land resource, infrastructure and services
problems] to renovation of existing properties in theMidlands and theNorth, as outlined in Section 1 above.
The other main influence on aVordability would be for the Treasury to apply zero-rated VAT for
renovation—the same level as for new developments; or, as an incentive to developers, to impose Vat on
new build while exempting renovation of properties from VAT!

6. The Government Policy to boost housing supply by creating four large new housing growth
conurbations in the South is not sustainable. This seems a flawed policy since there is existing housing and
previously developed land for any new housing already available, especially in the North. The South is
already overcrowded and is not able to absorb such new developments without irretrievably damaging the
environment and causing a severe strain on the existing infrastructure and services. This is implied in Issue
9 [covered below], relating to the impact on the environment and infrastructure of such a programme of new
developments. The scale of such plans is out of proportion to the need, which could be met elsewhere with
people relocating from the South to the Midlands and the North. If the Government persists in boosting
housing supply with expensive new housing schemes in the South, it will inevitably push up house prices and
widen the North-South social and economic gap even further.

7. There needs to be genuine choice in the housing market so that the supply of housing is available and
aVordable to all people in full time employment, who wish to become house owners. However, the fact that
there are many people living in a low wage economy would suggest that there still needs to be a wide choice
of shared equity, social and subsidised housing with the potential for them to become full house owners if
there financial position improves. The situation of some [many in the South] would be first time buyers is
such that they are forced into social housing or have to remain at home with parents/relatives. The scheme
for key workers to purchase cheaper housing should be extended to more categories of workers and to other
areas. If there is only a policy to increase the supply of private housing, there will still be people who cannot
aVord to purchase them and who need a wider choice of social and subsidised housing with the option to
move onto that status at a later date.

8. The Planning system already favours the Developers of new housing on Greenfield sites to the
detriment of regenerating and renovating existing housing. While the Government Guidance calls for 60%
of new developments on Brownfield sites, this is not adhered to in all areas. The Market pressures and the
Planning procedures are such that developers are normally successful on appeal. There needs to be more
checks and balances in the planning system to prevent further encroachment into Greenfield areas with a
more tightly drawn up Planning Policy Guidance or Statements. It would appear that the Government is
seeking to introduce changes to Planning Law, which would take powers away from the Local Authorities
on planning decisions, particularly on large infrastructure projects. This would make it easier for the
Government to impose its policy of four large growth conurbations in the South. So, the Planning system
should be strengthened to resist the demand for new private housing developments/estates.

9. There is suYcient existing housing to meet overall need in England with an excess in the North which
should compensate for the shortage in the South. If there was a policy of relocation there would be no need
to impose a scale of new housing development to influence house prices. Utilising existing housing in the
North would be far less expensive than building new houses in the South and would, therefore, tend to
reduce rather than increase house prices. Such a change in policy would have far less environmental,
infrastructure and service provision impact, as already outlined in Issue 5 above. In addition, it would
protect Greenfield areas from development and conserve the natural and historical environment.
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10. As already indicated, the best way of overcoming regional disparities in the supply and demand for
housing would be to introduce incentives to house buyers to relocate to areas where housing already exists.
It would be far cheaper and sustainable to move people to refurbished housing in the Midlands and the
North than to move people to the South where new expensive housing would have to be built for them. The
Government would have to commit resources to ensure investment in industry and employment
opportunities, alongside refurbished housing, in these areas, such as outlined in the NorthernWay Strategy.

Memorandum by the Mayor of London (AH 39)

1. Introduction

1.1 Housing supply is fundamental to London. A population rise from 7.3 million in 2001 to 8.1 million
in 2016 is projected—22,400 households every year over that 15 year period. Pressure on housing is an
underlying cause of aVordability problems in the London market. Despite the recent slow down, those on
the lowest incomes would still have to pay over eight times their earnings for the least expensive home—far
above the national average.

1.2 Long-term failure of supply to meet demand, particularly in social housing, has resulted in record
levels of homelessness and overcrowding. London has over half of England’s overcrowded households and
nearly two-thirds of households in temporary accommodation.

1.3 The Mayor’s 2004 Housing Requirements Study showed a need for 35,400 additional dwellings a
year, for 10 years, to tackle backlog need and meet household growth. The 2005 Housing Capacity Study
showed potential for around 31,090 homes a year. Consultation on an alteration to the London Plan target
of 23,000 homes per year is now underway. Within this, the Plan aims for 50% market, 35% social rented,
and 15% intermediate housing. The Mayor therefore welcomes this opportunity to contribute to the
Committee’s work and to work together to drive up housing supply in London.

2. Summary

2.1 This submission is set out in sections 3–12 below, responding to the headings set out in the
Committee’s call for evidence of 11 October 2005. It is recognised that there will be two more enquiries on
housing and the Mayor will make submissions to these. The key points the Mayor wishes to make are:

— The focus on supply is correct but any conceivable level of increase is unlikely of itself to
significantly reduce prices.

— AVordable housing subsidy must be directed towards new supply, not demand subsidies and
public subsidy should not subsequently be lost to the market.

— Investment and planning powers should work together tomaximise aVordable housing in line with
regional, evidence-based priorities and to achieve an appropriate size and tenure mix.

— In growth areas—particularly the Thames Gateway—infrastructure should be provided in phase
with housing development. This will be essential in making areas attractive to occupiers and hence
to developers.

— Increasing owner occupation can assist some households but consideration should also be given
to unlocking existing equity values.

— Modern methods of construction can assist in delivery but incentives are needed to make this
happen and such methods may increase capital and/or revenue costs.

3. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

3.1 High house prices (and private sector rents) impact on London’s economy and are primarily the
consequence of supply shortage. Prices grew quickly between 1996 and 2004—more quickly than the UK
for much of that period. Although in the last couple of years this trend has reversed, the ratio of lower
quartile house prices to lower quartile earnings more than doubled between 1993 and 2003.

3.2 Inward migration is a key driver of London’s population growth, driven by London’s economic
growth. Failure to meet consequent increased need is a potential block on growth for London and the UK.
Supply shortage impacts on aVordability, resulting in loss of low to middle income earners from London,
often when they wish to settle down and have children. This results in retention problems for key services,
which lose experienced staV, and increasingly polarised communities—with the richest and poorest
overrepresented. Lack of supply, particularly in social housing, has increased homelessness and
overcrowding, and the eVects on these households in terms of health, employment, education and crime are
widely recognised. In particular it damages children’s life chances, with nearly half a million London
children living in overcrowded homes.
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4. The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

4.1 Supply is a factor, although not the only one. Income and population growth, changes to household
composition, demand for owner occupation as the tenure of choice, growth of buy-to-let, investment in
housing as an alternative to pension provision, limited supply of and restricted access to alternative tenures,
the speculative nature of the house building industry and planning constraints all contribute. There are also
significant local variations, contributing to the existence of numerous housing sub-markets.

4.2 The Barker Review proposed setting aVordability targets to regulate supply and estimated the
possible impact of a range of increases in supply. The Mayor’s response to the Review welcomed the aim
of increasing supply but questioned the aVordability target approach and the validity of assumptions about
the relationship between supply and prices for London. The Mayor is represented on the Advisory Groups
for the ODPM follow-up studies—assessing the impact of increased private sector supply on price and
addressing sustainability and infrastructure implications of supply change. We are disappointed at the lack
of progress in completing these studies, but early indications from these and other sources suggest that only
a doubling of supply increase would achieve any significant price reduction, reflecting price-inelasticity in
London. London land use constraints mean that an increase in new supply above 35% cannot be achieved
sustainably. Experience suggests that a flat or falling market is usually accompanied by a supply fall, as
developers resort to land banking and scale back development.

4.3 TheMayor does not accept a simplistic relationship between supply and price, but this is not the sole
rationale behind the Barker Review or government plans to increase supply. Increasing supply is essential
to meet housing need and demand and to ensure economic well-being. Housing and planning policies must
focus on speeding up delivery and investment must be directed at measures to increase supply.

5. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting Such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

5.1 The Mayor is not convinced that the scale of development necessary to, on its own, significantly
influence house prices is realistic.

5.2 The alteration to the London Plan will seek to drive supply up from the current 25,000–26,000 a year
(2004–05 provisional estimate 25,619), already a significant increase from the 17,000 the year before the
Mayor’s election, to 31,090 per year. Through the London Plan, the Mayor has ensured that new
development will not encroach on green belt or employment land. During 2006, the Mayor will assume
responsibility for the London Housing Strategy, enabling better integration with the London Plan, other
Mayoral strategies and investment streams for transport and economic development. A key aim will be to
address wider environmental concerns, for example mitigation of flood risk and energy eYciency.

5.3 Infrastructure provision will be crucial in supporting housing development, especially in the growth
areas such as the Thames Gateway to ensure long-term sustainability and it is important that investment
strands—housing, transport, health, education—are integrated. More fundamentally, any lack of
commitment to infrastructure investment leaves developers unwilling to invest on a scale that would make
optimum use of opportunities. Responsibility for forward planning of public service related infrastructure,
in particular schools and waste planning, should be within the Mayor’s remit, as should the power to
aggregate and agree s106 agreements across a number of developments to help fund large infrastructure
projects. The Mayor would be happy to further discuss options for value capture to fund infrastructure.

6. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

6.1 Boosting supply is the central aim of the London Plan and the London Housing Strategy. The
Government’s response to date falls short of meeting the national target in the Barker report, or the
requirement estimated in the GLA’s Housing Requirements Study. The Mayor’s targets are set out
elsewhere in this response. However, within the overall aim of increasing output it is essential that the
Mayor’s minimum target of 50% aVordable housing is delivered.

7. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

7.1 Supply must increase across all sectors but deliver the right mix of market and aVordable housing,
of the right size, in the right places. Regional and local needs assessments and capacity studies provide
evidence to support diVerent development patterns between and within regions, sub-regions and local
authorities. In London, the ODPMHousingNeeds Studymethodology, using aVordability, size and quality
criteria, indicates 59% social rented, 7% intermediate, and 34% market. However, this takes no account of
development economics, availability of subsidy and the desire to meet low to middle income home-
ownership aspirations. These considerations are reflected in London Plan and London Housing Strategy
targets.
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7.2 The social rented stock in London has shrunk from 35% in 1984 to 25% in 2004, reflecting a structural
shift to owner-occupation, although a level of owner-occupation significantly below the UK average at 59%
compared to 71%.

7.3 Housing products must change across tenures. In social housing, the GLA’s Housing Requirements
Study identified that 42% should be four-bed plus, to tackle the backlog in family housing provision. This
need for larger homes holds for intermediate housing, where the policy driver is to aid retention of key
workers and prevent low-to-middle income families leaving London. The need is for family-sized dwellings,
rather than the one-bed/studio homes developers often see as the primary intermediate/key worker product.
Although the percentage of three bedroom or larger social rented dwellings increased from 16% to 20%
between 1991–92 and 2003–04, this is well below the required figure and analysis of schemes under
development indicates that this proportion is falling.

7.4 In themarket sector, output of three and four bedroom homes fell from 28% to 19% between 1991–92
and 2003–04—against the trend in all other regions except the North East. The Home Builders Federation
recently recognised the need for larger units, since increasing numbers of smaller units has encouraged
purchase for investment/buy-to-let/second homes, rather than meeting need. Housing and planning policy
should be more directive of the mix of market housing to tackle the problems of aVordability.

8. The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and How They Might Be

Tackled

8.1 Low demand in some areas and high demand in others is a primarily due to wider regional economic
and social factors. The problems are diVerent and require diVerent solutions. It would be simplistic to pursue
regional equalisation by redirecting London’s growth to other regions, since London’s world-city status
means that growth would be more likely to go overseas. Its fundamental importance to the national
economy means that choking oV growth in London would have a rapid and damaging eVect on the rest of
the country.

8.2 There is a pressing need to drive up housing supply in London to support national economic growth
and to increase housing investment to ensure this is done in a socially sustainable way. The problems of low
demand areas would be best addressed not by replacing unwanted stock but by investment in economic
development to ensure provide jobs and in social infrastructure to create places in which people wish to live.

9. The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

9.1 The recent IPPR study—“Shifting foundations: home ownership and government objectives”
(DominicMaxwell, Institute for Public Policy Research, September 2005)—considered the range of benefits
ODPM identifies from increasing homeownership. This included release of social housing, assisting
community stability and contributing to mixed and economically active neighbourhoods. The report raised
interesting questions about these aims and argued that the most convincing policy aim is to tackle housing
market driven inequality in the intergenerational transfer of wealth. In this respect it builds on the Shelter
Report “Know Your Place” which concluded that home ownership is driving levels of wealth inequality
unseen since Victorian times.

9.2 TheMayor supports the policy aims ofmixed tenure neighbourhoods (through the London Plan) and
targeting intermediate products to free up social housing (indirectly through the LondonHousing Strategy).
However, the Mayor agrees with the thrust of the IPPR and Shelter reports that tackling wealth inequality
would be the most cogent aim of interventions to support home-ownership. This would be in line with the
intermediate housing aims of his London Plan.

9.3 Only 59% of London’s households own their home. The high percentage of social housing is driven
by London’s high levels of poverty and worklessness. Conversely, significant private rented accommodation
is needed to attract and house the younger workforce seeking flexible and accessible accommodation. The
Mayor supports the extension of home ownership, where this is targeted at increasing equality of
opportunity, but would not want to commit London to the national targets the Government has outlined.

9.4 It is essential that home ownership products contribute to increasing supply. Demand subsidies, for
example key worker HomeBuy and Market HomeBuy, are the wrong approach in a market characterised
by supply shortfall—except where they free up social housing.While theymay represent the best “quick fix”
solution for a limited set of key worker issues, such subsidies can only exacerbate aVordability problems for
the wider group of low tomiddle income earners. Also, public subsidy should not be lost to the market. This
is recognised in the HomeBuy proposals, which take steps to lock subsidy in, for example by ensuring future
access to local authority nominees.
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10. The Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

10.1 A recent GLA-led study showed an average equity value for London homeowners of around
£204,000–£370,000 million in total. This aVects the life chances and quality of life of the occupier, relative
to non-homeowners, but also the life chances of their oVspring; through inheritance or by providing access
to financial support. ODPM figures argue that 23% of first time buyers now get gifts or loans from family
to buy a home—in London the figure is much higher. A key benefit of extending owner occupation is
tackling these wealth inequalities and opening up the opportunity to own more widely.

10.2 However, there is a limit to the extent to which owner occupation can be extended at the margins,
without encouraging low-income households into unsustainable commitments. Programmes to promote
owner occupation must be backed by the advice and support to ensure that, as happened under the Right
to Buy, some households do not end up economically disadvantaged.

10.3 The Mayor supports the Government in encouraging older homeowners to use equity to make
improvements to their homes. The GLA was instrumental in “Houseproud”, aimed at helping London’s
330,000 pensioner-only owners plus those with a disability. This oVersmajor benefits for occupiers and helps
reduce social services costs, but also promotes the use of equity for personal benefit rather than fuelling
house prices.

11. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

11.1 There must be a concerted eVort to drive up delivery in London. Giving the Mayor powers of
direction over local plans would help ensure that they reflect the regional strategy. Similarly, positive
planning powers over new developments would help tackle Nimbyism. Planning applications in London
have risen over recent years, alongside a recent increase in the number of schemes refused planning
permission. This may have several causes but the disparity in performance, allied with concerns raised by the
development industry, implies strong opposition to newhousing development. However, a recent increase in
the number of residential units granted permission indicates a significant development pipeline, which
should lead to increased completions.

11.2 Existing structures and powers to assemble sites, particularly public sector land, should be reviewed
to promote the extension of joint venture models—such as EP’s London Wide Initiative/First Time Buyers
Initiative. Enabling the public sector to take a share in land value appreciation—and in concomitant risk—
would provide funding for infrastructure investment. The Mayor’s response to forthcoming proposals to
review the planning obligations system will set out the requirement to ensure that increases in value are
captured and used to support infrastructure investment to maximize capacity and sustainability—and
particularly aVordable housing. The alternatives of planning gains tax and optional planning charges/tariV
are too crude and not applicable to brownfield development, which in practice comprises nearly 95% of
residential development sites in London and would be a strong disincentive to development. The review
must speed up planning—but not lose the ability of s106 to oVset development costs through use of
residential development value. The Mayor welcomes guidance in the planning obligations circular that
planning contributions can be pooled between schemes and between boroughs. This can support funding
of major infrastructure investment.

11.3 The planning system must also ensure that we are building for the future—requiring higher
environmental standards in new construction. Neither the London Plan nor the London Housing Strategy
have suYciently strong levers to deliver this aim, which could best be provided by giving the Mayor the
ability to set building regulations for London.

12. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

12.1 The development industry needs to improve on customer satisfaction, skills, innovation and local
acceptance. There are very few players in London and lack of competition can be seen as a factor in
controlling supply and driving up prices. The industry should work to improve local acceptance of new
developments by raising design standards and working with the Commission for Architecture and the Built
Environment (CABE).

12.2 It is yet to be proven that modern methods of construction unequivocally increase quantity and
speed of delivery. However, they can help to tackle the capacity issue in the industry and improve
environmental sustainability in construction and occupation.However a critical mass has not been achieved
and there is not suYcient demand to warrant a proper supply chain. Delays over Building Regulations
changes have not helped, and lenders and the public may not be fully convinced of the benefits.
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Memorandum by the South East County Leaders (SECL) (AH 40)

1. Introduction

1.1 This submission is on behalf of the South East County Leaders (SECL). The South East County
Leaders’ group represents Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, East Sussex, Essex, Hampshire, Hertfordshire,
Isle of Wight, Kent, Oxfordshire, Surrey, and West Sussex County Councils. The submission is in addition
to any response from an individual South East County.

1.2 The South East Counties have demonstrated a commitment to finding solutions to the problem of
housing aVordability in the South East. SECL has played a leading role in the debate over the future of
housing supply in the greater South East and has participated fully in the development of the South East
and East of England Plans. In particular SECL has commissioned two key pieces of work which the
Committee will want to consider:

— TheCommission on SustainableDevelopment in the South East was conducted under the auspices
of the Institute of Public Policy Research and published its final report in June 2005. The
Commission was co-funded by SECL and PricewaterhouseCoopers and was chaired by Sir Sandy
Bruce Lockhart. Another County Leader and Chief Executive were Commission members. The
report can be found at www.ippr.org.uk

— The Costs and Funding of Growth in South East England (Roger Tym & Partners, June 2005).
This SECL commissioned report provides the most comprehensive evidence available of the
infrastructure (defined to include aVordable housing) required to meet housing growth in the
South East and the associated costs. The report can be viewed at www.tymconsult.com

1.3 This submission draws out the key findings of these reports from the perspective of the South East
County Leaders and which are of particular relevance to the Committee’s current enquiry. We would
welcome the opportunity to discuss these further with the Committee in oral evidence.

1.4 SECL is currently commissioning a further piece of researchwhich will investigate the extent to which
intermediate forms of aVordable housing in the South East can be used to meet the needs of people who
would otherwise be reliant upon social rented accommodation. This research will be particularly relevant
to the Committee’s further planned inquiry on the role of shared ownership schemes and we look forward
to sharing the results of this research with the Committee in due course.

2. Affordability, Housing Supply and Infrastructure Provision

2.1 There is no question that the shortage of aVordable housing is a critical social and economic problem
facing the South East of England. Research conducted for the South East England Regional Assembly
suggests that there is a housing backlog of 29,000 dwellings.97 Research for the Commission on Sustainable
Development in the South East suggests that the level may be higher.98

2.2 The key question for policy makers is how best to reduce the backlog of housing need and to address
the wider question of aVordability. There would appear to be three main policy approaches:

(a) building more aVordable housing to meet the need with Government funding to make the
investment viable;

(b) building more market housing in the hope that prices will fall to aVordable levels; and

(c) building more market houses not in the hope that the house prices will fall but so that there is more
developer profit to cross-subsidise aVordable housing and make it viable.

2.3 The response proposed by Kate Barker (approach b) which has significantly influenced the
Government’s approach to this issue, implied that housing provision in the South East might need to be well
in excess of 40,000 dwellings p.a. to have a positive eVect on aVordability.99 The Commission on Sustainable
Development in the South East set out in detail the reasons why this approach is flawed including modelling
evidence to suggest that a reduction of 1.1% in real house price inflation could be achieved by building fewer
than half the number of additional houses each year suggested by Barker.100 The Commission concluded
that: “given the demonstrable need for aVordable housing, the projected improvement in aVordability for
first time buyers through the decade, and the reservations over the Barker approach to improving
aVordability, an increase in the provision of aVordable housing would be a more appropriate response to
the South East’s housing needs.”101 This is a view with which the South East County Leaders concur.
Moreover, the Barker analysis took no account of the environmental impact and pressure on infrastructure
which would be the result of house building on this scale which would be totally disproportionate to the
overall need for housing.

97 Draft South East Plan Part 1: Core Regional Policies, South East England Regional Assembly p 77
98 Commission on Sustainable Development in the South East, p 45.
99 Barker Review of Housing Supply: securing our future housing needs. Final Report. HM Treasury and OYce of the Deputy
Prime Minister.

100 Commission on Sustainable Development in the South East, p 47.
101 Commission on Sustainable Development in the South East, p 50.
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2.4 In The Costs and Funding of Growth in South East England Roger Tym & Partners were asked to
consider the implications of providing 40% of total housing in the formof aVordable housing assuming that,
within this, 25% should be social rented and 15% other tenures. These estimates were based on overall levels
of house building in the Government OYce South East region of 28,000 pa and in Hertfordshire,
Bedfordshire and Essex of 12,975 pa—far below the level the Government appears to wish to see and
certainly much lower than implied by the Barker Review. On this basis, Roger Tym & Partners estimated
that costs of providing aVordable housing in the South East would be £18 billion to 2026 and in the Eastern
Counties £6.4 billion to 2021. There is at present no sign of these sums being made available through
Government investment; the assumption appears to be that Section 106 agreements will take up the slack.

2.5 It is most unlikely that Section 106 can perform this function (as assumed in approach c above) as it
is a wholly inadequate mechanism for the provision of aVordable housing. Indeed, aVordable housing is the
only aspect of s106 which is subject to viability testing as opposed to being purely impact related. If a
developer can show that the scheme cannot aVord it, then, in theory, aVordable housing does not have to
be provided.

2.6 Yet, as Roger Tym & Partners have demonstrated, even if s106 agreements were used to fund the
provision of aVordable housing little or no additional developer contributions would be available to fund
the array of other infrastructure which is required to provide sustainable communities.

2.7 The table below sets out in summary the findings of Roger Tym & Partners in relation to the costs
of provision of infrastructure in the area covered by the South East County Leaders’ Group. As their final
report makes clear, this is certainly a considerable underestimate principally because the costs of providing
transport infrastructure in the South East can not be easily identified for the second half of the 20 year
period. Nevertheless, these findings demonstrate the seriousness of the challenge facing the Greater South
East and the increased pressure which would be created were house building on the scale advocated by
Barker to be pursued. The sums so far committed by Government—such as the £200 million Community
Infrastructure Fund ı do not give confidence that this challenge will be met.

Table 3

TOTAL COSTS BY SERVICE AREA FOR THE EASTERN COUNTIES (2006–21)
AND SOUTH EAST (2006–26)

South East (£ million) Eastern Counties (£ million)

Transport 12,527 9,217
Social Rented Housing—Public 11,237 3,658
Social Rented Housing—Developer 3,791 1,736
Intermediate Tenures—Developer 3,006 1,079
Community Centres 500 179
Sports Centres 200 90
Outdoor Sports 187 81
Open Space—Public 226 98
Open Space—Developers 70 30
Playspace—Public 60 22
Playspace—Developers 90 33
Waste 57 30
Libraries 58 25
Cemeteries 52 15
Primary Schools 1,486 534
Secondary Schools 274 89
Nurseries—Public 45 26
Nurseries—Private 60 17
Further Education 635 276
Fire 80 35
Police 56 25
Ambulance 16 7
Acute Beds 439 191
General Beds 125 55
Health Care 119 52
Mental Health 105 45
Flood Defences 1,175 881
Total Public Sector Costs 29,659 15,630
Total Private Sector Costs 7,017 2,895

Source: The Costs and Funding of Infrastructure in the South East, RTP.
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Note 1: the private sector costs in blue above include an estimate for the “free” land provided by developers
for aVordable housing (SRH and Intermediate tenures) as well as open space and play space.

Note 2: we have not included “purely” privately funded services such as utilities in the list above as we
consider the issues regarding utilities provision concern planning and timing rather than funding.

2.8 It is clear that the Section 106 process and Registered Social Landlords’ output will not deliver the
levels of aVordable housing needed. Other mechanisms and the financial support must be found to increase
the supply as in approach (a) with Government subsidy to make the investment viable. This is the only
approach which will address the problem directly and eYciently and without unwanted side eVects. In the
1960s the local authority building programme was delivering around 200,000 dwellings a year (50% of the
overall supply). Many people stayed in their homes initially after they had bought them and therefore were
not in need of re-housing. However, much of that stock has now been re-sold and the impacts are becoming
acute. The planning system must be part of any approach but cannot be expected to deliver unless central
government provides adequate public funding.

3. How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

3.1 It is often asserted that the planning system is a barrier to house building, particularly in the South
East. There is a myth, recently perpetuated by the ODPM consultation on Planning for Housing Provision,
that it is a lack of available land which is the main impediment to the delivery of housing. In reality,
monitoring undertaken by the South East England Regional Assembly showed that, in 2003, there was land
with planning permission in the South East region for 90,500 homes, allocations in local plans for a further
109,500 as well as the substantial contribution anticipated from small, unidentified sites.102

3.2 This raises the question as to whether house builders, who now build 90% of homes, can increase
output to the levels envisaged by Government, given that the level of output has been relatively steady for
the past half decade. There are other reasons to question house builders’ ability to increase build rates
including current skills shortages which are likely to be compounded in the coming years by competition
from major construction projects such as the Olympics.

3.3 Moreover it is necessary to question whether private house builders are themselves likely to support
a massive increase in the rate of house building given the increased level of risk to which they would be
exposed and in return for which they would see the value of their existing land-banks significantly reduced,
if the policy is to have the eVect promised for it.

3.4 Although the problems of under-delivery of housing against existing plans and lack of aVordability
do exist, the causes are complex. The planning system is neither designed nor should be expected to solve
problems arising primarily in areas of fiscal or housing policy. In fact one of the key impediments to bringing
development forward in a timely fashion is lack of infrastructure. As indicated above, Roger Tym &
Partners have provided detailed evidence of the scale problem and the ippr Commission on Sustainable
Development in the South East singled out infrastructure provision as one of the key determinants of
sustainable development in the region: “sustainable development requires new investment in the region’s
infrastructure—particularly in its transport, aVordable housing and flood defences.”103

3.5 Current Government proposals which would relate the release of new land for house building to
indices of aVordability within housing market areas eVectively undermine the plan-led system which has
been a cornerstone of planning for many years and which provides a reasonable level of certainty for
developers, the public and businesses.

3.6 Aiming tomeet demandwherever it arises in areas of high demand such as the South East would verge
on non-planning. It is not always possible to meet demand where it occurs due to other important
environmental and social considerations. There are a host of policy and planning designations (such as
Green Belt, AONB, National Parks and Special Protection Areas) which help to preserve the quality of life
for local residents and which is one of the attractions for inward investors. Moreover, the pressure to
increase house building needs to be situated within a wider sustainable development context. In the South
East where the Government’s proposals will have the greatest impact on house building rates, the South
East Plan contains a commitment to stabilise the region’s ecological footprint. This is a key sustainability
consideration alongside the region’s economic and social aspirations.

3.7 Relating the release of new land to house prices has limited value as price is influenced by many
factors. Supply has only a small impact on house prices in the South East. The rate of house price increase
accelerates or slows in response to a variety of factors such as the buoyancy of the national economy,
mortgage rates etc even when land supply remains steady. Indeed this is precisely why the Bank of England
has been attempting to use monetary policy to dampen the housing markets—with some success following
the interest rate rises of 2004–05.

102 South East England Regional Assembly 2004 Regional Monitoring Report (www.southeast-ra.gov.uk/publications/
monitoring.html).

103 Commission on Sustainable Development in the South East, p 1.
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3.8 The planning system does not and should not simply respond to the demand for housing. It exists to
control the development of land in the public interest, balancing all the issues pertinent to the delivery of
housing and other development; demand is one issue but there are many others, including the impact on the
environment and the existence of adequate infrastructure to support development. A systemwhich responds
to demand alone and which denies consideration of other important factors is the antithesis of “planning”.
The legacy of such an approach will be a remediation issue for future generations in direct conflict with the
fundamental principles of sustainable development.

Memorandum by the Planning OYcers’ Society (AH 41)

Introduction

1. The Planning OYcers’ Society represents senior managers involved in the management of the Town
and Country Planning functions of local authorities and regional bodies in England. A Membership of
approximately 500 professional planners has a keen interest in how the planning system operates in relation
to aVordable housing.

2. The Committee has resolved to carry out an inquiry into aVordability and the supply of housing with
particular reference to 10 issues. The Society evidence focuses on the following seven issues, number three
to nine in the bullet points on the ODPM Committee Press Notice PNO 4 of the 11 October. They are:

— The economic and social impact of current house prices;

— The relationship between house prices and housing supply;

— Other factors influencing aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and
physical measures;

— The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply;

— The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised
housing;

— How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale; and

— The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision.

Evidence of the Planning Officers’ Society

3. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices; theRelationship betweenHouse Prices and
Housing Supply; and Factors Influencing AVordability of Housing for Sale Including Physical Measures

The Society shares the concerns about the inability of many to enter the housing market. The short,
medium and long term consequences of the inability of households to enter the housing market are
manifesting themselves in various parts of the country with economic as well as social consequences.

4. However, the Society notes that following the Barker Review, the Treasury’s response and the recent
OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister July 2005 Consultation Paper on Planning for Housing Provision,
assume that increased housing supply will be the main policy instrument to address aVordability problems,
and this increase can be delivered through the planning system. We believe that an approach based on
increasing supply at any cost is misplaced. The reformed planning system was able to produce double the
current level of housing supply 20–30 years ago. The Committee will no doubt be aware that over the last
20–30 years it is the decrease in publicly subsidised housing, which has led to the reduction in supply not
inherent limitations in the planning system. Private house building has remained at approximately the same
level over this period. We believe that the importance of financial and fiscal measures is underestimated in
the Barker Review and the Treasury andODPM’s subsequent thinking. Private house building has not been
able to increase to compensate for the loss of public sector housing with an inevitable shortfall in overall
supply.

5. This has exacerbated the housing aVordability situation for those now seeking to be accommodated
in private housing.

6. We do not believe that the private sector will be able to build society out of the current aVordability
housing problemwithout interventions in the size and type of housing being provided, as well as any increase
in land supply which may be necessary.

7. Furthermore the Government’s reliance on the planning system to deliver funding for intermediate
and social housing is not increasing the supply of aVordable housing significantly. Evidence from ODPM’s
research suggests that there is a transfer of resources occurring instead. The private sector may be finding
sites for aVordable housing, but is it increasing the numbers of units provided? Evidence is far from
conclusive.
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8. As new house building only accounts for 1% of the annual change in the overall housing stock, it is
easy to over estimate the impact of increased housing supply on house prices. That is not to deny a
relationship, but simply to suggest that levels well above the buVer levels of an additional 20 or 40%
contemplated in the Barker Review, could be necessary to have a significant influence on supply in many
parts of England. (Barker’s analysis was at the national level.)

9. In seeking to develop its policies for aVordability the Government will need to address how resources
made available can stimulate equity share, discounted first time purchasers’ housing, and other intermediate
housing to replace the 150,000 dwellings per annum provided by the public sector until the 1970’s. It is the
inability of the private sector to increase its building programmes and compensate for the reduction in public
sector housing which is underestimated and worthy of further consideration as a physical measure by the
inquiry.While site allocation through the planning system and planning delays may be factors which impact
on housing supply, has the industry the capacity, initiative or appetite for significantly increasing its output?

10. Planning gain until the Barker Review had not been regarded as a fiscal measure. However, the
growth in the Government’s expectation that the planning system will provide the majority of aVordable
housing (more than half of all aVordable housing is now provided by Town & Country Planning Section
106 Agreement in the southeast) has led to it being so regarded. We believe that Barker’s proposals for
planning gain supplement are fundamentally flawed. The OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister’s previous
proposals for voluntary planning charges/planning tariVs were directly related to aVordable housing
problems and other local infrastructure and community requirements. These are now widely supported by
a remarkably broad coalition. From the British Property Federation, through to the Planning oYcers
Society and Local Government Association, including the RTPI and RICPS and other important players;
all are worried that Barker’s proposals will slow up the system and reduce the resources available to address
aVordable housing diYculties locally with a new system of national taxation.We would ask that the Inquiry
considers this aspect of physical measures.

The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply; the Relative Importance of

Increasing the Supply ofPrivateHousing asOpposed to SubsidisedHousing; andHow the Planning

System should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

11. The Society is concerned at the lack of clarity about theGovernment’s plans to boost housing supply.
Regional Spatial Strategies are looking at the environmental, economic and social implications of increasing
housing supply as suggested in the Barker Review. We support this process which allows for consideration
of the appropriate balances. However, we have no confidence that the suggestions put forward by the OYce
of theDeputy PrimeMinister in the July 2005 “Planning forHousing Provision”Consultation Paper, would
lead to the release of additional serviced land with infrastructure provided. We believe that a full response
from Government to the Barker Review is overdue to allow the scale of the Government’s proposals to be
clear. There is clearly a risk in the current ODPM thinking that addressing supply side factors out of context
could lead to a serious risk of the market losing its focus on brown field sites as it cherry picks longer term
phases of later reserve green field sites and responds to demand rather than need. (Our full comments on
the July 2005 Consultation is available on the Planning OYcers’ Society website.)

12. If planned residential land is not coming forward in growth areas, there is an assumption in the July
consultation that later phases of land should be brought forward. However, this is likely to lead to an
ineYcient use of public resources as duplication or diversion of infrastructure investment requirements is
likely to occur. An appropriate balance needs to be found to allow authorities to address unforeseen
constraints on the provision of serviced planned, first phase developments. Current Government
Sustainable Communities infrastructure funding is unlikely to resolve diYculties if they occur inmany areas.

13. The planning system can provide planned supply at diVerent levels depending on the final decisions
taken on Barker’s recommendations. However, what is critical is that land to be developed does not
undermine brown field development; is released in a planned way ensuring adequate infrastructure; and is
focused on addressing the type of unit whichwould be of greatest assistance to first time purchasers for those
wishing to enter the intermediate housing market.

14. Planning operates in a medium to long term time scale. The influence of planning decisions on the
housing market can be over stressed. Land allocation and release mechanisms have to be judged against
trends and not just based on current market conditions. Decisions to release any later phases of residential
development need to take account of market conditions over a minimum of a three year period but to be
based on Regional Spatial Strategy and local development document, proposed land supply monitored
through annual monitoring statements.

15. The Inquiry is interested in the relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as
opposed to subsidised housing. We comment that the large reduction in the funding of subsidised housing
in recent decades has underlain alternative options for those now suVering aVordability diYculties. It is a
political choice whether new housing to address the aVordability problem is supplied from the private sector
or from the public sector. However, we do not believe that increasing the supply of private housing alone will
resolve the aVordable housing crisis. If private housing is expected to increase supply to eradicate aVordable
housing diYculties, then size and type of housing and the targeting of those dwellings to those experiencing
current diYculties will need to be achieved through policy levers and interventions.
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The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact to

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historic Local Environment and

Infrastructure Provision

16. We have commented above on the relationship between house prices and housing supply. The Barker
Review contains interesting analysis of the impact of diVerent levels of housing provision on house prices.
We submitted above that, even at the higher levels of the additional buVer proposed by Barker, the impact
on house prices on an annual basis will be relatively limited.

17. It is diYcult to generalise on the scale of housing development’s impact on the natural and historical
environment and infrastructure provision. Transparent optional planning charges/planning tariVs through
the local development framework may well be able to resolve infrastructure provision diYculties from the
increase in the value of housing land locally if the planning supplement charge proposal is not proceeded
with. (Although in cases of particular diYculty infrastructure funding may be required upfront to unlock
developments.) Impacts on the natural and historic environment are better judged at the Regional and
Local level. However, provided the right sites are developed in a planned way with infrastructure provided
and environmental impacts fully considered, then the scale of development proposed by Barker as buVers
would not inherently put at risk natural and historic environments, provided that these factors are properly
taken into consideration in the regional and local planning processes. However, land release mechanisms
should not be driven by short termmarket considerations. Allocated sites proposed tominimise their impact
on the environment should be brought forward whenever possible to achieve infrastructure provided sites.
Suitable policy levers would be needed tomaximise the contribution any additional land supplymightmake,
to directly resolving the needs of those currently unable to enter the housing market or find rented
accommodation.

Memorandum by the Planning and Development Association (PDA) (AH 42)

1. The Planning and Development Association (PDA) has a membership of around 100 qualified
planners either employed directly in the housebuilding industry or working with planning consultancies and
legal practices advising housebuilders. In some cases they also advise local authorities on plan preparation
and assist in development control. Its members therefore have experience of all types of housebuilding
throughout the UK and of the planning policy and practice context.

Introduction

2. The Government’s intention to increase housing supply is welcome, as is its emphasis on meeting the
desire for home ownership, while also seeking tomake provision for thosewhowill never able to aVord home
ownership, or for whom it would not be an appropriate tenure.

3. Demand for housing is dependent on a large number of financial issues—the availability of mortgage
funding, its aVordability, the performance of the economy and the growth in wages and salaries. However
the supply of new houses is dependent on all those factors, plus the planning system.

4. It is broadly true that, over the last 25 years, despite some reverses, the economic and financial climate
has been favourable to the housing market and that demand for owner occupation has increased as a result.
However, the planning system which controls the supply of new homes has become more diYcult to
administer and control, from the point of view of the local planning authorities, and considerably more
diYcult to use from the applicant’s point of view, including housebuilders. As a result, supply has not
expanded to meet demand.

5. The problem is that the system is expected and required to mediate in ever more complex issues, which
themselves require increasing attention to process, as opposed to outcome. These include community
consultation, environmental assessment and design, as well as implementing ever-more interventionist
polices that seek to micro-manage the housing product, at the same time as increasing its supply. As these
demands increase, the skills required to deal with eg urban design, are not available and, despite Planning
Delivery Grant, local authorities lack resources to deal with the applications they receive.

6. It is, in practice, proving impossible to square the circle created by the sheer weight of policy.
Government now faces a clear choice. Either it wants more houses built or it simplifies policy to achieve that
end. Alternatively, it admits that its aim is to micro-manage the product, in order to achieve Government’s
ideas of perfection (which is not necessarily the same as the purchasers’ view). However it cannot do both,
because they are mutually exclusive aims.

7. The recent upheaval in the planning system has added to confusion and delivery. The new Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 is based on the false premise that the problem was the system itself. In
reality the problem is the policies that Government and local authorities prescribe and until these are
simplified and, unless and until, some eVective sanctions are imposed on local authorities who exceed policy
limits or deliberately abuse processes (eg refusal to register planning applications or use their own dilatory
plan preparation to claim applications are “premature”) there will be no increase in new housing supply.
Indeed, as practitioners on the ground, observing the delays experienced by our clients, the lack of resources
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available to local authorities and the overload of consultation of all kinds, we believe the new system is close
to collapse. These comments apply also to PINS, which is over-burdened by local Inquiries, in addition to
its appeals work.

8. PPG 3 is an example of over-prescription. In seeking, inter alia, to prescribe density, restrict parking
and limit the use of greenfield land, it has seriously disrupted new housing supply in the pursuit of what are,
for reasons set out below, often mistaken objectives. This is where the choice between more micro-
management or more housing is most starkly revealed.

9. The revisions to PPG 3, currently being undertaken, appear to be trying to do the right things (ie
increase land supply which is a vital pre-requisite for increasing housing supply), but it is doing that by
cumbersome and self-defeating, rather than simple and deliverable, mechanisms. Additionally, draft
proposals seek to prescribe tenure mix, house type and mix and expect local authorities to make market
judgements, for which they are entirely unqualified. This is entirely inappropriate, if a step change in supply
is to be achieved.

10. Against this background we set out briefly below some considerations that will aVect housing output
adversely and which are part of existing or emerging policies.

Market and Affordable Housing

11. Many policies seek to restrict the total supply of new housebuilding but at the same time, to increase
the supply of aVordable housing. This is totally contradictory because restrictions on supply add to
pressures of shortage, increasing the “need for aVordable housing”. Moreover, most aVordable housing is
delivered through cross-subsidy from landowners and developers under s106 Agreements. The larger the
percentage of aVordable housing prescribed from a restricted total, the less that will be provided, while it is
less likely that private investors will be prepared to undertake the development.

12. An example of this perversity is to be found in the East of England Plan which prescribes that 30%
of all new houses out of a policy total of 23,900 pa (ie 7,200) be social rented. The eVect of this policy will
be to reduce the amount of private housing to be supplied to below the current output—an outcome that
bears no relationship to the requirements of a prosperous and fast growing region, nor does it reflect the
Government’s aspirations to expand home ownership.

13. The availability of more middle to upper-value housing is essential to create movement in housing
markets. It is availability and movement that first time buyers need. “AVordable,” defined as social rented
housing, is not what people facing aVordability problems need. They are a completely diVerent group to
those in housing need.

14. It would also be helpful to developers who are trying to respond to the Government’s £60,000 house
agenda if such units could be defined as “aVordable” for the purposes of any local plan policies.

Increasing Land Supply

15. The recognition in the consultation draft, “Planning for Housing” that increased land supply is an
essential component of increasing housebuilding is both verywelcome and long overdue. The proposals that
local authorities should ensure a five-year supply is available and that they should identify up to 15 years
supply, so that it is ready to be rolled forward if needed, is welcome. However, the mechanisms proposed
for achieving this are too cumbersome, whilst relying on the reviews of plans, in order to release land from
the 15-year review, will be too slow. There must be a presumption in favour of development of this land,
capable of being exercised on appeal by applicants, provided they can demonstrate an inadequate land
supply.

16. In some quarters, these proposals for a five-year supply and 15-year reserve, have been portrayed as
undermining the plan-led system.We disagree and believe that this view stems from the failures of the plan-
led system to deliver over the years. In our view the plan-led system should be doing exactly what is
proposed, ie ensuring an orderly and predictable supply in the long run. This is not a proposal to increase
windfalls or unpredictable development. It is a proposal to identify long-term development; exactly what
has been missing from the planning system for 25 years.

Over-Emphasis on Urban Regeneration

17. Despite its significance, urban regeneration cannot be pursued to the detriment of balanced housing
markets in all locations, supplying amix of all types of housing. The current emphasis is resulting in an over-
supply of flats in urban areas and a shortage of family housing, adding to aVordability problems in areas
of highest demand.
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18. It is also unavoidable that themost economically viable way to provide subsidised aVordable housing
under s106Agreements is on greenfield sites, because the uplift in value is far higher, as comparedwith urban
sites with high existing use values and competing uses. These sites do not have the capacity to provide s106
housing and, if pressed, the owners will sell for non-housing development, realising a higher value. This is
a dilemma not recognised in current policy.

Locations for Development

19. One of the Government’s responses to providing an increase in housing supply has been the
designation of Growth Areas under the Communities Plan. This is welcome, in that it provides long term
planning and investment horizons in these areas which should help infrastructure planning and provide
certainty to the local community. However they involve long lead times and should not be pursued to the
exclusion of other sites and locations, particularly those that can be brought into production before the large
allocations come on stream, otherwise there is a danger of a hiatus in supply.

20. Moreover, each of these locations has market absorption limits and significant levels of growth will
have to be accommodated in areas beyond them. The allocation of more sites in more market locations is
necessary to start and to maintain a step change in supply, alongside the larger and more diYcult locations.

Infrastructure Funding

21. Infrastructure funding can be made more diYcult if too much development is planned in limited
locations. It is essential that the ability of the private sector to generate funding from sites and the speed at
which it can be supplied informs decisions about the location of development. There are some useful
innovations in funding being developed at present, including theMiltonKeynes tariV arrangement. Equally,
SEERA has produced a useful paper on infrastructure which, instead of exaggerating without properly
quantifying the scale of infrastructure required, as the East of England Regional Assembly has done, has
quantified the “funding gap” and has emphasised that the problem should not be exaggerated, nor is it
insoluble. This approach should be refined and developed.

22. Infrastructure funding must be based on proper assessments of what is required to support a given
level of development. Developer funding should be seen as part of that package, alongside existing
education, health, local highways and Department of Transport funding streams. Equally, the levels and
rates of development over which this cost is to be spread is a critical factor in its deliverability.

23. Related to this is the need for co-ordinating the approaches of Government agencies, from the
Highways Authority to Network Rail and from the Environment Agency to English Nature. Very often
these agencies appear to be pursuing totally diVerent agendas to that of ODPMand the Treasury, in relation
to development. The Highways Agency, for example, has been, and continues to be, a major obstacle to
development in the Growth Areas, at Milton Keynes, Northampton, Corby/Wellingborough/Kettering in
particular.

Memorandum by Scope (AH 43)

1. Introduction

Scope the national disability organisation welcomes the opportunity to provide a response to the ODPM
Consultation on AVordability and Supply of Housing Consultation.

Scope’s current “Time to Get Equal” campaign aims to raise awareness of the problems and barriers
disabled people face in their everyday lives and this includes barriers to disabled people accessing
appropriate housing. As well as campaigning and policy work, Scope also provides direct services to
disabled people. These services include residential care units which we are in the process of developing and
re-provisioning, in order to provide independent living opportunities. Our ultimate goal is that all disabled
people will have the options to live where they want to live and have the opportunity to move to locations
of their choosing.

Scope recognises that disabled people’s equality can only be achieved when they live alongside their non-
disabled peers, in the community, with all necessary supports to participate equally in community life.

We hope that the recommendations we make in this report it will go some way to meeting the
Government”s measures as laid out in the “Improving Life Chances”104 strategy and provide a significant
step towards tackling inequality and discrimination faced by millions of disabled people in Britain today.

As a body whose primary area of expertise is in the area of disability this response will focus on the
requirements of disabled people accessing aVordable housing, but it’s important to realise that any
improvements on the availability of aVordable housing will impact positively on other areas or groups that
may be aVected by the issues laid out in this series of housing enquiries.

104 Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People, Prime Minister”s Strategy Unit, 2005.
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However we specifically want to highlight some of the key additional issues for disabled people wishing
to make private housing work for them:

— The lack of clear and accessible info about adapted properties;

— The need for an adapted housing register that can be accessed by disabled people;

— Discriminatory practices within the banking & mortgage industry; and

— The current DFG system (means tested for adults, overly bureaucratic and controlled by
“professionals”).

2. Independent Living and Housing

2.1 Scope believes that in responding to this consultation that it is important to set the discussion
concerning aVordability and housing supply in an independent living context. In that current Government
policy with regard to social and health care alongside the “Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People”
cannot be delivered on without a recognition to the disablist nature of the current homeownership market.

That “disablism”105 which is prevalent in the options open to disabled people when seeking genuine choice
and control over where they live must be tackled if the homeownership market is a viable option for all
citizens.

2.2 Once people are placed in residential care they often have little or no further contact with the funding
authority, particularly if they are placed out of the local authority area. This was the situation for one of
the disabled people we consulted whowanted tomove out of residential care into their own homes, but were
unable to because “social services won’t meet the cost”. John Grooms Housing Association has estimated
a countrywide shortfall of 300,000 wheelchair accessible homes.

2.3 The need for inclusive, accessible and aVordable housing is growing as the population ages. This is
not an issue of interest only to a small minority. The 10 million disabled people in Great Britain represent
one in five of the adult population. There are also about 700,000 disabled children In Great Britain.

2.4 Scope has been calling for greater aVordable and accessible housing since 1996 when it launched its
“Scope for Fair Housing”106 campaign. This time limited campaign highlighted the barriers to independent
living faced by disabled people who require both accessible housing and support—these cornerstones to
independent living are no diVerent in the home ownership bracket to those living in social housing or private
rented accommodation.

2.5 The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty can
clearly be demonstrated by looking at home buying as investment. Additional costs faced by disabled people
in everyday life, that relate to disability are on rarely recognised and so therefore many disabled people have
to find these costs themselves. These are costs which if recognised, would be significantly reduced if the
barriers to disabled people”s equal participation were removed.

3. Planning new Developments

3.1 There are many other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction
methods. Because of this we would like to see legislation that requires that land released for housing
development MUST be near to or easily connected to public transport infrastructure. Also, that land
released should be in close proximity to essential services, shops and facilities, or if not that these elements
should be contained within the development proposals with guarantees from the relevant stakeholders that
they will be in place, before planning permission is granted.

3.2. The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 has been amended by the Disability Discrimination Act
2005. It extends Part III of the DDA to require public bodies not to discriminate against disabled people in
the exercise of their public functions. Planning decisions will be subject to a requirement not to discriminate
against disabled people and must involve disabled people at the planning stage both of new developments
and refurbishments.

4. Supply and Demand

4.1 There is a need to address the regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they
might be tackled. It is vitally important to increase the supply of private “lifetime” housing alongside social
housing because disabled people should have the option to become homeowners.

4.2 Accessible housing, across all types, sizes and tenure is vital to supporting independent living options
for disabled people in Britain. Formany disabled people the current lack of accessible housing severely limits
independence, geographical mobility and employment

105 Disablism: how to tackle the last prejudice by PaulMiller, Sophia Parker and SarahGillinson, Central Books (ISBN: 1 84180
124 0) Disablism n. discriminatory, oppressive or abusive behaviour arising from the belief that disabled people are inferior
to others (although you won”t find a definition in a dictionary).

106 More Scope for Fair Housing, Esmond, Gordon, McCaskie, Stewart, Scope 1998.
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4.3 In addition to the accessibility of the property itself, other factors such as the availability of public
transport, parking, proximity of local services and connections to employment opportunities are all
extremely important if we are to create “Sustainable and Inclusive Communities”, that include disabled
people.

5. Realistic Changes in Policies and Practice—Key Issues

Our response will focus on the issues detailed in the ODPM press notice PN04. We particularly want the
Government to address some of the key issues for disabled people wishing to buy a property. The four key
areas are as follows:

5.1 Information and signposting—there is currently a lack of clear and accessible info about adapted
properties—andwe would like to see the government introduce an incentive scheme for Estate Agents where
they hold onto adapted properties for longer and receive training to be more aware about the housing needs
of disabled people in the private market.

Recommendations

We ask that the Government ensure local authorities adopt a uniform and consistent approach to the
provision of information to local disabled people as they try and access the private housing market. Local
authorities should also make the DFG process less bureaucratic and more person-centred in its approach.
The DFGmeans test should be removed and the DFG should become a true mandatory grant for disabled
people to make essential adaptations.

5.2 Private Housing Register—There is a need for some kind of adapted housing register that can be
accessed by disabled people and would aid disabled people in finding properties far more quickly and help
them remain financially viable within the housing market ı as buying becomes far more diYcult for disabled
people if they struggle to find suitable housing. One possibility could be for local authorities to work with
Estate Agents in developing a register of adapted housing for disabled people in the private housing market.
There are a number of good examples in Scotland, at the Glasgow Centre for Integrated Living, where a
register is kept of adapted properties. The register has meant that disabled people are able to be matched
with properties appropriately adapted to meet their needs. Therefore reducing the cost of re-adapting
properties or indeed the examples where expensive adaptions are removed from properties thus reducing
the overall numbers of accessible properties on themarket. These examples are unfortunately only operating
within the social housingmarket currently but, there is much to be learned from their successes and certainly
good practice that could be applied to the private housing sector.

Recommendations

We ask that the Government set out plans to support the development of a national accessible housing
register. Although not as relevant in the private housing market, as it’s hard to put restrictions onto home
owners andwhat theymay ormay not do to their properties, EstateAgents could be asked toworkwith local
authorities in developing a register of adapted housing for disabled people in the private housing market.

The need for some kind of adapted housing register that can be accessed by disabled people would aid
disabled people in finding properties far more quickly and help them remain financially viable within the
housing market—as buying becomes far more diYcult for disabled people as they cannot find suitable
housing and so they risk depreciation and a downturn in the value of their properties.

5.3 Removing discrimination—disabled people experience discrimination from those businesses
operating within the banking and mortgage industry and clearly more stringent protection is required for
disabled people as they try to enter the housing market. The financial security home ownership can give to
those individuals who purchase properties is well documented and it is unacceptable that for most disabled
people this is an option that is still out of reach. Disabled people need equal access to banking facilities and
opportunities to enter the homebuyers market “I didn’t qualify for a Disabled Facilities Grant, and then the
Building Society refused me a loan. I needed to adapt the house so I could live in it . . . at the time I was
desperate and I ended up borrowing money from a loan shark . . . When I look back it was a stupid thing
to do.” (disabled person, London)

Recommendations

We ask that the Government adopt a uniform and consistent approach to ensuring that the mortgage and
banking industry are properly regulated. The Government must, if it is serious in increasing the numbers of
homeowners across Britain, recognise the disablism that exists within the current home buying process and
therefore investigate ways in which home buying can become a more realistic option for disabled people.

5.4 Statutory financial support—entering the housing market should not mean an end to the statutory
financial support available to disabled people. Even when being fully employed or entering employment,
disabled people’s disposable income is significantly less because of the additional costs related to disability.
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We are therefore calling for an overhaul of Disabled Facilities Grant (DFG) system which is currently over
bureaucratic, inflexible and prohibitive. A more flexible and person-centred DFG process would ultimately
provide many more disabled people with the financial means to adapt their properties. We are also calling
for the end to the DFG means test.

Recommendations

We ask that the Government make available at least double the £99 million DFG budget for essential
adaptations.

Twenty per cent of the allocation relies on assessment of performance by the Government OYces for the
Regions. This restriction has to be taken away as it denies no one else but disabled people themselves.
Disabled people should not face the additional burden of sanctions against local authority negligence.

Shortage of Occupational Therapists means delays in assessments and many disabled people are left
waiting for an unacceptable length of time for their applications to be processed or for the adaptations to
be carried out.

The DFG process should be less “healthcare professional” controlled and disabled people more involved
in how the process is delivered. A more person centred approach to DFGs is a key Scope recommendation

A Programme of Awareness of DFGs is needed particularly with regard to how to apply for grants.

Disabled Facilities Grantsneed to be consideredin relation to delayed hospital discharge and associated
issues, including minor adaptations.

6. Conclusion

6.1 We look forward to responding to the ODPMs further housing inquiries. Specifically the role of
shared ownership schemes in meeting demand for homeownership and helping tackle the housing needs of
disabled people. In this area we feel there is an opportunity for the Government to better target appropriate
groups and to expending the notion of key worker status amongst disabled people or of ensuring disabled
people are aVorded similar opportunities to those considered as key workers. We would welcome greater
opportunity within the shared ownership scheme—as these schemes have been shown to work for disabled
people. Considering the fact that shared ownership is oVered through housing association opportunities and
that new build housing association properties are oVering significant levels of accessible and aVordable
housing options, which just is not available to disabled people in the private housing market. It is our view
that shared ownership schemes do oVer value formoney and disabled people, even in the homebuyer market
should be able to buy into it if it were an easier option than trying to find a new home to buy out with the
joint ownership scheme.

6.2 The Government must make a long term contribution to meeting housing needs and aspirations of
disabled people all new housing should be designed to “Lifetime Homes” standard to allow a more a
sustainable future for properties and their occupants, due to the greater integral flexibility oVered by the
design.

6.3 In the short term it’s essential that any improved system for increasing housing aVordability and
supply should be replicated at regional and local level to enable authorities to much more precisely meet the
demand for appropriately designed and located housing available for disabled people.

6.4 In the long term theODPMshould also introduce long temmonitoring and evaluation of the national
housing needs of disabled people across all property types.

Memorandum by the National Union of Teachers (NUT) (AH 44)

Introduction

1. Housing aVordability is a key issue for teachers. The problem of aVordable housing has implications
for teacher supply. In particular, the high cost of housing combined with inadequate pay levels for teachers
is likely to deter many graduates from entering the teaching profession and cause serving teachers to leave
the profession. Teacher pay levels are not suYcient to enable teachers to be able to comfortably aVord to
buy a home.

Recent Developments

2. Although in recent months house prices have increased at a lower rate than previously, they remain
high. The Nationwide Building Society reported in its Quarterly Review of 29 September 2005 that the
average property price in the United Kingdom was £158,987 in the third quarter of 2005.
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3. Nationwide reported that activity levels had increased in the third quarter of 2005 with improvements
in buyer enquiries, expected prices and agreed sales. This may be a sign that house prices will continue to
increase, albeit at a slower pace than in previous years.

4. Although there is a significant regional pattern to house prices, the gap between prices in the south of
England compared with the rest of the UK has been reduced. Nevertheless, teachers in London and the
south of England face significantly higher house prices.

5. Teachers in London and the Fringe Area receive higher pay than those in the rest of England and
Wales. The pay premia in these areas do not, however, compensate for the higher cost of housing in London
and surrounding areas. Teachers in Inner London receive a salary premium of between £3,639 and £6,288,
depending on their position on the pay spine. Teachers in the early years of their careers, paid on the Main
Scale, receive significantly less thanmore experienced teachers who have crossed the performance threshold
and reached the Upper Pay Scale, or who are paid on the Leadership Spine. The additional value of pay on
the pay scales for Outer London and the Fringe Area is around the same whatever a teacher’s place on the
pay scales.

6. Other teachers are in areas of particularly high cost housing and receive no additional pay premium,
unlike other public sector workers. For example, police oYcers in the local authorities bordering London
receive additional pay. This is currently worth £2,000 for police oYcers in Essex,Hertfordshire,Kent, Surrey
and Thames Valley. With the exception of Surrey, where teachers across the county receive the Fringe
Allowance, additional pay in these areas is only available to teachers in a small number of places. For
example, in Kent the only teachers who receive the Fringe Allowance are those in Dartford and Sevenoaks.
The Fringe Allowance is worth around £900 compared to the £2,000 for police oYcers.

7. Police oYcers in Bedfordshire, Hampshire and Sussex receive additional payworth £1,000. Aside from
those in Crawley, West Sussex, teachers in these areas receive no additional pay at all.

Government Housing Help for Teachers

8. The Government’s response to the problem of housing aVordability for teachers and other public
sector workers has been the introduction of a number of initiatives. The most relevant initiative for teachers
has been the Key Worker Living Programme (KWLP) and its predecessor the Starter Home Initiative.

9. The help available under schemes such as these is limited by the overall budget made available, which
in turn limits the number of teachers who receive assistance. Under the Starter Home Initiative some 3,000
teachers received help between 2001 and 2004. In the context of a teacher workforce of some half a million,
this represents a very small minority of less than 1%. The authors of an evaluation of the Starter Home
Initiative conducted for the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister and published in August 2005 noted that
as the initiative came to the end of its life demand exceeded supply in many areas

10. The KWLP covers certain parts of the country only. Although housing “hotspots” in areas outside
London and the south of England exist, no help is available to teachers in such areas under the KWLP.

11. These schemes tend to be complex in practical terms. The KWLP, for example, is operated by a
number of diVerent Zone Agents across the country with diVerent eligibility criteria. The lack of simple,
clear criteria for help further reduces the eVectiveness of these schemes in targeting need. The Sunday
Express reported on 17 July 2005 that less than a fifth of the 27,465 applications to the key worker scheme
in 2005 had been completed or were at an advanced stage.

House Prices and Teacher Pay

12. According to the Nationwide Building Society’s Quarterly Review, house prices in England ranged
from £124,488 (North) to £241,898 (London). In Wales, house prices were £139,212.

13. The table below shows the pay a teacher would need in order to aVord the average price in each area
of England and in Wales. The calculations are based on the assumption of a 10% deposit and a mortgage
of three times salary.

Pay Needed (£)

North 37,346
Yorkshire & Humberside 41,876
North West 43,814
East Midlands 43,429
West Midlands 45,800
East Anglia 48,377
Outer South East 55,790
Outer Met 66,011
London 72,569
South West 53,073
Wales 41,764
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14. According to the latest Teachers’ Pay Survey for the School Teachers’ Review Body, most classroom
teachers were paid on Upper Pay Scale 1 or below. Upper Pay Scale 1 currently generates a pay level of
£30,339 outside of London and the Fringe Area. On the basis of a 10% deposit and amortgage of three times
salary this would not be suYcient to aVord the average house in any area of England, or in Wales.

15. Teachers would need to be paid on the Leadership Group pay spine in order to aVord the average
house on the basis of 10% deposit and three times salary. The Leadership Group is comprised of head
teachers, deputy head teachers and assistant head teachers. Aside from head teachers, most other teachers
on the Leadership Group are paid on the first 12 points of the Leadership Group pay spine, currently worth
£33,249 to £43,611 outside of London and the Fringe Area. This means that evenmany teachers in positions
of leadership in schools would have diYculty in aVording the average house in their region.

House Prices and Teacher Supply

16. High housing costs inhibit the recruitment and retention of teachers. Teaching has to compete
eVectively against other graduate employers in order to support recruitment and retention. Serving and
potential teachers can see that other graduate employers oVer higher pay than teaching.

17. Incomes Data Services (IDS) has estimated average graduate starting pay in 2005 as £20,769. This is
some 8% higher than starting pay for teachers from 1 September 2005. IDS research on pay progression
after five years shows that the average graduate then benefits from faster pay progression than teachers. In
pay terms, teachers start behind other graduates and then lose further ground in the early years of their
careers.

18. It is inevitable that with low pay relative to other graduates, teachers will experience problems in
aVording housing. These problems are acute in areas of diVerentially high housing cost.

19. The link between high housing costs and teacher supply problems is demonstrated by the particular
recruitment and retention problems faced in London. Under the teachers’ pay structure schools can at their
discretion pay recruitment and retention incentives and benefits. The latest data show that the proportion
of full-time qualified classroom teachers in receipt of such payments was 26% inGreater London, compared
some 1 to 4% elsewhere in England and Wales.

20. High house prices have significant knock-on eVects. Many teachers find that they cannot aVord to
live close to the schools inwhich they work. Thismeans that they then face significant and unavoidable travel
costs. They also have to spend a significant amount of time travelling to and from work. These factors are
likely to increase stress and to adversely aVect teachers’ work/life balance, increasing the likelihood of
teachers seeking alternative employment.

The NUT’s Approach

21. We believe that a holistic approach is needed to the problem of housing aVordability for teachers.

22. Notwithstanding the limited “catch-up” of the rest of England andWales with London and the south,
house prices in the latter areas remain significantly higher. An eVective solution to this problem needs to
involve pay levels, pay allowances and fully funded initiatives such as housing associations, preferential loan
arrangements and shared ownership schemes. Other initiatives that might assist teacher recruitment and
retention in London and the South East should be examined, such as properly financed childcare schemes
and support for childcare costs.

23. The NUT’s view is that the cost compensation approach, under which additional costs such as high
relative housing costs are quantified, should be used to determine the value of pay allowances for areas of
particularly high cost such as London.

24. In general terms, teachers need to be able to aVord housing in all parts of England and Wales. That
they cannot do so currently shows that teachers do not receive the proper, professional and competitive pay
levels that the profession should command. Other graduates receive higher pay than teachers and this gap
must be closed if the teaching profession is not to suVer further supply problems in the future. The
discrepancy between house prices and teacher pay is a key indicator of the need for significant increases in
teachers’ pay.

Memorandum by Billingham and Kite Ltd (AH 45)

1. Introduction

1.1 This document represents the written evidence to the Committee on behalf of Billingham and Kite
Ltd to the Inquiry by the UK Parliament Committee on the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister.

1.2 The scope of the new Inquiry is wide and the evidence on behalf of the company is restricted to four
of the topics referred to in the press notice. These are dealt with under the same headings used in the Press
Release. Before considering these topics background information concerning the company is set out
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2. Company Background

2.1 Billingham and Kite Ltd are a company whose business is that of house building. They have been
established for about 50 years and during that time have built over 900 houses. The average production is
thus about 18 dwellings per annum.

2.2 The company build using traditional house building technology, which involves labour intensive
production. They have a directly employed labour force of over 20 persons including apprentices in the craft
industries involved in the company’s business. It is the company’s experience that many of these apprentices
stay with the firm for long periods, some until retirement. Additionally about the same number of persons
are employed indirectly as a result of the company’s activities.

2.3 The company seeks to provide a wide spectrum of house sizes built to a high quality of craftsmanship
in the northern part of Worcestershire and the adjoining parts of the Black Country. In order to ensure the
security of its trained workforce, in which it invests from the outset of the careers of the individual
employees, the company seeks a continuity of output. This in turn needs a reliable flow of housing land to
be made available through the planning system.

2.4 The company have adversely experienced in the past two and a half years the eVects of a Local
Planning Authority placing an embargo on housing land. A Senior Inspector appointed by the ODPM
described the embargo in an appeal decision as “draconian” as follows:

“… in its currently adopted form, the policy is both crude and draconian, and the Council does
not intend to incorporate it into the emerging Local Plan or to quickly review the Local Plan in
the light of the current housing supply position. Although subject to publicity and consultation,
the policy has not been subject to independent scrutiny, and there is at least some doubt about the
current housing land supply position.”

Planning Inspectorate decision letter dated October 2003 ref APP/P1805/A/03/1113038).

2.5 Such experience, and that of planning delay generally, has resulted in considerable concern regarding
the supply of land for housing. The importance which the company attach to this matter can be measured
by the fact that this is the first time in five decades of its existence that the company has felt moved to
representations on emergingGovernment policy earlier this year, and to submit evidence to a Parliamentary
Committee.

3. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

3.1 It is considered axiomatic that the overall scale of housing supply in the UK should be rooted in the
calculations of total numerical need. A roof over each households head, and the ability to be part of a
household of one’s own choosing (rather than sharing because of lack of choice) are, it is submitted,
unquestionable rights. How the numbers are delivered is a matter of practicality and political will.

3.2 It is submitted that in relation to scale the starting point should be the ODPM forecasts of housing
need. These are a function of population numbers, age, household formation rates, international migration
and redundancy of the existing housing stock. Within the UK inter regional and intra regional migration,
and sub regional diVerences in house condition, play upon these other factors to influence the distribution
of the figure for total housing need.

3.3 The emerging preference of the ODPM is to table a trajectory of need for a minimum of 15 years and
then review and roll this forward at least every five years. Such an approach is to be applauded.

3.4 Firstly it considers the long view, and thus all those involved in investment decisions relating to
housing (house builders together with infrastructure and service providers) have a 15 year horizon for the
articulation of their investment aspirations.

3.5 Secondly it allows short term fine tuning every five years. This is necessary because although much
of the data for housing need forecasts is relatively fixed material dimensions are not. Thus a baby borne
tomorrow will need a dwelling in 20 to 25 years time and this (save for minuscule mortality rates for that
age range) is relatively fixed. What is less fixed is the propensity to migrate and the propensity to marry/
cohabit or head a household.

3.6 Even survival rates which hitherto have been considered to be only slow moving have changed
markedly in the last decade, with a concomitant impact on housing need figures. If people live longer the
house they occupy does not become vacant as early as previously anticipated and the expected availability
of a space for another household is delayed, on recent figures by several years. Life expectancy has increased
very noticeably, due largely to messages from Government concerning healthier lifestyle kicking in, and
these can reasonably be expected to be compounded as the number of people whose life expectancy can be
enhanced through the adopted lifestyle changes increases.

3.7 Population and housing forecasting is articulated on the basis of indices which have varying degrees
of uncertainty. For this reason the emerging view of the ODPM for a 15 year plus trajectory with
quinquennial review and roll forward is considered to be right. The target supply over the long period
provides the context for strategic planning by all interested parties, but the regular fine tuning keeps that
long view in concert with actual as opposed to expected trends.
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3.8 The provision of numbers of dwellings to meet need unfettered by any social or political engineering
or colouring is considered to be a fundamental requirement. It is considered that the land use planning
system should be likened to a library which has on its shelves a full range of resources to meet a full range
of demand for diVering tastes.

3.9 In planning, the total numerical housing need should not be questioned as it represents a social
phenomena, of a kind that should not be interfered with. Where and how the dwellings are provided is an
appropriate activity for the body politic to influence, but it is considered that there is a compelling Human
Rights dimension to facilitating the total numbers that are determined by social trends.

3.10 Aside from this philosophy it seems that recent experience is that a failure to meet the full demand
introduces distortions, such as price variation, which themselves further undermine the achievement by all
of a roof over their own head.

4. TheRelative Importance of Increasing the Supply of PrivateHousing asOopposed to Subsidised

Housing

4.1 Examination of the data in the joint Treasury/ODPM document (“Housing Policy: An Overview”
July 2005) suggests a correlation between the decline of total new housing provision and the reduction in
subsidised (mainly local authority) housing provision. It is not a direct correlation as a material proportion
of public housing several decades ago was addressing the replacement of redundant stock, which was more
naturally a task for the public sector.

4.2 However the data in that document indicates that supply of housing by the private sector has
remained relatively constant over the long period, and that the marked decline appears to be related to the
decline in public sector subsidised housing.

4.3 It flows that unless that supply source is rekindled, which seems unlikely, then in order to achieve the
total supply required, and avoid the distortions which may arise through failure to do so, then the quantity
delivered by the private sector should be increased.

4.4 In order to achieve this end the need is for the nurturing of conditions which safeguard retention and
enhancement of the capacity of the house building industry. Ingredients of such capacity include the
fostering of craft skills within a long view. A continuing and reliable flow of housing land is a condition
precedent to the fostering of those skills.

4.5 In considering this it should be borne in mind that many house builders are parts of conglomerates
who will switch in and out of markets according to global trends. They are therefore an unreliable device
for the sustenance of a skills base.

4.6 One of the by-products of nurturing capacity in the house building industry of a type furnished by
Billingham and Kite Ltd is that it safeguards skilled and unskilled jobs which can only be undertaken at the
point of production rather than in some distant continent. This would seem a happy coincidence of meeting
social needs and economic ends also.

5. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

5.1 The ODPM’s consultation paper (“Planning for Housing” July 2005) suggests an approach based on
the 15 year trajectory related to housing market areas. The Regional Spatial Strategy for the South East has
already included the concept of housing market areas in its work.

5.2 It is considered that the essence of this approach is to be supported. It has the benefit of securing total
numbers tomeet the social requirements of the population, but guiding a distribution in a sophisticated way
such that distortions due to a mismatch between supply and demand are minimised.

5.3 A significant proportion of total private supply is delivered by companies such as Billingham andKite
Ltd. Like Billingham and Kite Ltd, some 3,000 of the 12,000 members of the Federation ofMaster Builders
are also registered with the National House Building Council and are therefore involved in building new
homes. Such companies individually build relatively low volumes, and are serving localised markets that
they understandwell.Whilst individuallymodest, in total these organisations have a significant contribution
to make to the overall supply of housing.

5.4 It is important to the sustenance of this source of supply that the planning system facilitates land
suitable for this type of company.Whilst large tracts of land allocations such as regional growth centres can
meet the needs of volume house builders those companies building at a smaller scale and meeting the needs
of localised markets have resources which only allow them to deliver housing on smaller parcels of land.
The Planning system should ensure a variety of sizes of site to nurture this sector of the industry and thus
facilitate satisfying the demand for houses for sale.
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6. The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and How They Might be

Ttackled

6.1 As is noted in the Barker Report there are two features of the housing market which aVect the ability
of strategies for change to succeed. The first is that 90% of transactions relate to the second hand market,
and the second is that the new supply adds only 1% to the total stock. The scope for tempering what may
be described as “natural” trends is therefore very limited.

6.2 A further feature is that transactions are relatively limited in their geographical range. The writer
undertook analysis of the 1991 Census some time ago, in several English Regions, which indicated that the
significant majority of people who moved did so within a limited distance of a handful of kilometres. This
further tempers what can be achieved regionally by adjusting supply.

6.3 In this context where there is a “natural” migration trend in a particular region or sub region this
trend can largely be satisfied within the existing housing stock. Retarding or accelerating the trend by
altering the supply of new housing is unlikely to have the eVect of altering the trend but will more than likely
just exacerbate the distortions of failing to meet the trend.

6.4 EVorts at altering trends such as the renaissance of urban areas may well succeed but a brake on
“natural” trends is not in itself going to achieve this. It is submitted that until the “natural” trend has
changed any interference in extraneous devices such as the supply of housing outside metropolitan areas will
simply distort the supply and demand balance. This would appear to be the experience of the past few years
in the UK .

6.5 In this context it is considered that the generality of providing for new housing in relation to housing
market areas on the basis of regional and sub regional migration trends that presently subsist is the most
appropriate approach. If a change to the trends is considered desirable for the purpose of urban renaissance
then other instruments of change will be preferable to the crude and draconian housing supply switch.

Memorandum by Stoke-on-Trent City Council (AH 46)

Summary

— Stoke-on-Trent has many thousands of terraced properties no longer suitable for modern day
living. Many of these properties are in unsustainable locations close to roads and industry and
have very poor ground conditions.

— The poor housing oVer is a potential disincentive to inward investors.

— Earnings in the City are considerably below regional and national averages and this aVects ability
to secure aVordable, well-maintained and sustainable housing.

For many low-income owner-occupiers the poor housing oVer at the lower end of the market creates
inequalities in the amount of equity they can build up and thus aVects their future housing choices.

— TheMarket Renewal Pathfinder programme aims to redress the current imbalance in the housing
market through renovation and clearance. Survey and consultation work undertaken for the
programme identifies the pressing need for quality aVordable housing in advance of clearance.

— Twin pressures of clearance linked to the market renewal programme and the emerging more
general problem of aVordability in the City, not least related to the widening gap between incomes
and prices, mean that the City is likely to face an aVordability gap for the first time.

— In areas of poor ground conditions and stigmatised neighbourhoods the planning system alone
will be unable to deliver suYcient numbers of quality aVordable homes in the early years of the
programme.

— The West Midlands RSS presumes that residential development will be largely focussed on the
Major Urban Areas (MUAs). Any large scale development of housing in the hinterland of the
North StaVordshire conurbation is likely to impact adversely on the market renewal strategy.

Background

The North StaVordshire Market Renewal Partnership has a strategy for the long term renewal of the
housing market in North StaVordshire. The strategy is based upon a programme of both clearance to
remove unfit properties, and a major new build programme. The issues around the current stock include
poor quality, the exceptional small size of many dwellings, even by the standard of terraced properties, and
the very poor ground conditions, making clearance a necessity. There are many thousands of properties
within North StaVordshire that can be described as technically obsolete. The transformation of the housing
market in North StaVordshire is based on the removal of substantial numbers of these properties, the
majority of which are not suitable for modern day living.
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The existing housing stock is largely the product of a low wage and poorly performing economy and the
quality of the stock is now, in relative terms, so poor that it is potentially a significant disincentive for inward
investors in the local economy. The North StaVordshire economy is now moving from a position of
persistent net contraction in employment, to one where the new economy, characterised most visibly by
logistics and distribution, is adding enough jobs to oVset the contraction of traditional industries. However,
there are spatial implications to the pattern of economic development and deindustrialisation within the
conurbation which will have an impact upon the Market Renewal process

The West Midlands RHS supports the RSS and presumes that residential development will be largely
focussed on the Major Urban Areas (MUAs). Any large scale development of housing in the hinterland of
the North StaVordshire conurbation is likely to impact adversely on the market renewal strategy as it will
tend to continue the trend of drawing people who can aVord tomove out of the urban core and thus increase
its fragility, whilst at the same time increasing the level of commuting with all the adverse eVects that this
has.

Low earnings compared to the region, health, economic activity, skills and education and employment
opportunities aVectmany residents’ ability to secure aVordable, well maintained housing, particularly in the
owner-occupied sector. There are clearly equity issues for owner occupiers arising from this. Those who can
aVord to move out of inner core areas leaving deprived communities and environments in neighbourhoods
oVering an extremely poor quality of life with households having little opportunity to retain wealth through
their housing. Ironically these areas are often in the most accessible and potentially sustainable locations.
The imbalance in the housing market means that home owners in “overheated” areas benefit from rising
values and conversely homeowners in poorly performing market areas are falling further behind the
national/regional average.

Survey and consultation work undertaken in the market renewal programme areas of major intervention
clearly identify the need for replacement aVordable housing (social rented and low cost home ownership)
in advance of clearance.Whilst economically active residents in clearance areas have been able tomake their
own way in the market it is clear that there are immediate and pressing needs emerging for more vulnerable
groups of people. In addition there is the need not to break up existing communities where there are strong
community ties. In areas suVering from poor ground and environmental conditions and stigmatised
neighbourhoods it is very diYcult to use the planning system alone to deliver suYcient good quality
aVordable housing to meet these needs.

Affordable Housing in Stoke-on-Trent

The Housing Market Assessment (HMA) carried out for the Renew North StaVordshire Prospectus in
2003 showed that the areas programmed for major intervention are located towards the bottom end of the
housing market hierarchy with properties more than a quarter lower than the already low Stoke-on-Trent
average. The HMA showed that 51% of residents in the major intervention areas own their own home with
just over half of these owning outright. Two key groups were identified:

— owner occupiers with an existing mortgage (24% of all households) whose average age made it
likely that they could purchase a replacement property through a further mortgage, although the
new-build market is not likely to be a major option for them;

— occupiers owning outright (27% of all households) whose average age of 59 made it unlikely that
they would be in a position to purchase a replacement property through a further mortgage. The
only purchase option for this groupwould be an unmodernised very basic terraced house on a like-
for-like basis which would perpetuate the mismatch of provision to need and moreover represent
a switch to a dwelling that is likely to be subject to eventual clearance. It is this group that will need
significant financial support should rehousing through an alternative purchase be preferred.

The 2003 survey results showed that half of existing owner occupiers expected to buy for their next move
and most of the remainder did not know. Very few wished to move to other tenures. A further key finding
was the extent of health and mobility problems in these communities. 31% of those interviewed had a
household member with a long-standing illness, disability or infirmity indicating potential housing need.
41% of those with mobility diYculties (10.3% of all households) needed but lacked a suitable domestic
adaptation. These findings were made before a significant rise in house price that has not yet been matched
with a rise in incomes.

Average households incomes for the city are still very low. In 2005 the average gross household income
was £23,590, an increase of 10% on 2003 (but this from a very low base point, the national gross household
income for 2004 was £29,374). Furthermore 18.9%of all households in Stoke-on-Trent have an annual gross
household income below £10,000, compared to 14% nationally. Only 6.6% have an income in excess of
£50,000. This means than almost one in five households will face severe aVordability issues, and will be
unable to purchase a property in the city in almost all neighbourhood areas. Without intervention through
themarket renewal programme andNationalAVordableHousing Programme (NAHP) themost vulnerable
households would be forced into the least sustainable areas of the City.
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There is still an incomplete picture of the impact of the market renewal programme on aVordable housing
requirements in the City but it is evident that there is likely to be an upward pressure on the number of
households falling into the aVordability gap. The draft RenewNorth StaVordshire scheme update (October
2005) identifies key outputs for the period 2006–10, including proposed levels of acquisitions, demolition
and new build. In terms of creating and addressing new housing need, over and above that identified in the
Stoke-on-Trent 2005 Housing Needs update, the key statistics are acquisitions and new build. Although
there are diYculties in using these statistics tomodel future aVordable housing need, it is fairly safe to assume
that, at least in the short term, the planned acquisitions are likely to cause an increase in the number of
households needing aVordable housing. Delivery of the market renewal programme will clearly exact a time
limited pressure for the aVordable rehousing of aVected households.
Work undertaken to define aVordable housing in theNorth StaVordshire context identified that the demand
arises at two levels:

— As a result of a “one-oV” housing re-provision requirement, following programmed demolitions
in given areas where subsequent housing market restructuring and renewal will, by design, result
in a quantum leap in house prices (as described above).

— As a result of “ongoing” variable demand over time due to new household formation, migration,
changes in household circumstances, broader economic restructuring, as well as from the pool of
people in housing need, such as hidden households, those living in poor quality accommodation
in the private rented sector and the statutory homeless.

Recent assessments of changing aVordability in the City suggest that rising house prices mean that many
first time buyers, and families on low incomes, may be struggling to buy in the City—particularly in more
sustainable areas. In 2004 the Stoke-on-TrentHousingNeeds survey showed a surplus of aVordable housing
but the recent update and recalculation (2005) suggests that whilst there is still a net surplus there is a trend
towards a net shortage, particularly if house prices continue to increase. Within two to three years the
market could be in balance in terms of numbers, although given the issues of quality, type, size and location
this would not remove the need for new supply of good quality aVordable housing of the right size, tenure
and location. Supply side factors have also changed with a falling supply of local authority and RSL relets
due to continuing high levels of Right to Buy sales and the increased costs of house purchase, particularly
for first time buyers.

Memorandum by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) (AH 47)

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)

RICS is the professional regulatory body for chartered surveying, with 110,000 members operating in
land, property and construction markets around the world. Many of them operate in areas relating to
housing supply. TheResidential and Planning andDevelopment Faculties have nearly 22,000members each
and Construction has nearly 40,000. RICS holds a Royal Charter—one of the requirements of which is that
we provide independent and impartial advice to government for the benefit of the public interest.

Summary

Greater Home Ownership—We are concerned that the high levels of home ownership are potentially
encouraging people into home ownership that they are unable to aVord.

Social and Economic Inequalities— Although home ownership has traditionally been considered an
astute financial investment, families are potentially leaving themselves open to future economic hardship
should housing markets fall.

House Prices and House Supply—The types as well as numbers of new houses should be considered.

ConstructionMethods and FiscalMeasures—Section 106 agreements can potentially restrict the amount
of public and private housebuilding that takes place.

Private Housing as Opposed to SubsidisedHousing—Successful communities and developments are ones
which feature both private and social housing.

The Planning System—The Planning Gain Supplement proposals contained in the Barker Review would
not work—a tariV approach within the s106 process would be best.

The Scale of Housing Development and Environmental Impact—The opportunity should be taken to
create vibrant, distinctive neighbourhoods at high density to minimise environmental impact.

Regional Disparities—A strategy for regional investment and development should be created which
recognises the relationship between cities and the regions around them.
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The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

1. Successive governments have followed policies that have sought to promote home ownership and to
increase the proportion of households that own their home. Government now needs to consider whether it
is sustainable to continue to encourage those aspirations, and what the consequences would be for those
bought into home ownership from the margins if there was an economic downturn.

2. Although house prices are at a historically high level, the housing market remains active as a
consequence of, amongst other things, historically low interest rates and a thriving employment market.
This, coupled with the societal pressures for home ownership, means that people are continuing to buy as
they perceive home ownership as a worthwhile financial and lifestyle goal.

3. We are concerned that as a consequence of these societal pressures, people are taking on mortgages
that potentially could pose serious financial problems for them should interest rates rise, or employment
conditions worsen. This is particularly so at the “bottom” end of the market where people are being
encouraged by government (through measures such as shared ownership) to enter into homeownership for
the first time.While these schemes have focused verymuch on easing the burden of themortgage repayment,
they often ignore the long term costs of running a home and general living expenses such as heating. Many
shared ownership schemes also involve the new homeowner having tomake a substantial rent payment each
moth as well as the mortgage repayment. An economic downturn could lead to a sharp rise in the numbers
of repossessions similar to those that took place in the early 1990s.

4. As a consequence, we believe that government should also be promoting other forms of tenure as viable
housing solutions for people as well as outright ownership, to counter the social prejudices that exist in
favour of homeownership. Other forms of tenure such as renting feature many benefits, such as the
avoidance of maintenance costs, and we believe that while government should not be seeking to penalize
homeownership, it should seek to be promoting other forms of tenure more actively.

5. Government should also be seeking to support those on the financial margins of homeownership by
allowing existing homeowners flexibility to staircase down. Homeowners should be able to reduce their
mortgage costs by reverting to shared ownership or even a change to fully rented status. Such a systemwould
have saved many re-possessions during the last market downturn, and we believe that the introduction of
such a system would be an important safety net for many should the market again fall.

The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

6. Home purchase has long been associated with wealth creation, and recent years have seen the
emergence of a vibrant buy to let sector as investors identify property as being an excellent means to counter
perceived weaknesses in the stock market and other, more traditional, investment options. Many
householders have also seen the re-mortgaging of homes as a means of raising additional money for things
such as home improvements or holidays. Even in less aZuent times, home purchasewas perceived as an ideal
way for families to generate wealth and pass this down to future generations. However, we believe that there
are two important implications of this that warrant caution.

7. Although we believe that property should form part of any balanced investment portfolio, we believe
that as property has become a popular source of alternative investment many investors are leaving
themselves overexposed to the housing market. Any fall or problems could have serious consequences for
such investors. And we remain concerned that any increase in interest rates or other economic deterioration
could see homeowners with large mortgages in real financial hardship.

The economic and social impact of current house prices

8. The aVordability issues associated with current house prices have a number of economic and social
consequences.

9. We believe that the high level of house prices constitute a major barrier to the vitality of the labour
market. AlthoughGovernment action has so far focused on issues associatedwith ensuring that keyworkers
can aVord to buy, the aVordability problems that are being encountered across the UK (although they are
often perceived as only being an issue aVecting the south east, they are also acute in many other parts of the
UK) seriously limits the movement of workers both around the country (and particularly into the South
East) and within regions. Eligibility for aVordable housing should be determined by the applicant’s ability
to aVord appropriate housing, rather than by his employer.

10. As a consequence of house prices being so high, as the average age of first time buyers increases, so
is the age at which people leave home is also increasing. Not only is this proving unacceptable to the young
people concerned, but it is also increasing family tensions with older members as well. The problems faced
by people trying to buy their first home are being further exacerbated by the eVects of people living longer.
Because older people are living longer, they are not cascading deposits down to their grandchildren via
inheritances, while student loan re-payments are further preventing many first time buyers from buying as
soon as they would like.
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The relationship between house prices and housing supply

11. The Committee will be aware that the increase in house prices has been accompanied by a decrease
in the supply of new properties, in both the private and social sectors. As a consequence, many have argued
that an increase in housing supply will bring about a decline in house prices.

12. However, to move the UK to a comparable level of housing provision to that in Germany, France
and Italy an additional 2.5 million homes would be required.We do not believe that it is realistically possible
to deliver this number of new homes in the sort of time scale that is required. Even if delaying factors such
as the time taken to identify, purchase, assemble and develop land could be overcome, skills shortages in
the housebuilding sector would prevent it being achieved. Government must also be sure that any attempt
to influence house prices does not harm the financial interests of existing home owners, and that house
builders are still able to make a reasonable return from the houses that they build.

13. In seeking to encourage greater levels of housebuilding, it is imperative that the Government ensures
that the houses that are being built are of the types of home and tenure that the market wants and that there
is demand for. This is not just for now, but over the lifespan of the property, which could be for 100 years
or more.

14. Government policy currently favours the supply of one or two bedroomed flats. Although partly a
response to the government’s desire to increase densities, it is also a response to the increasing numbers of
people choosing to live alone or to delay starting a family, and recognition of these trends by government
is something that we welcome.However, such accommodation does not help families who need three or four
bedroom properties. Likewise, divorcees may no longer require a house with several bedrooms, but they
may still want space to allow them to accommodate friends and children, whilemany ethnicminority groups
rely on the extended family for the care of both young and old family members.

15. If government policy continues to favour the building of relatively small flats, there is a very real
danger that this could exacerbate increases in house prices. This is because if new houses are not of the type
that people want, then they will continue to buy existing property that meets their needs. If new housing
supply is unable to respond to demand, then demand for existing properties will continue to be strong.

16. As a consequence, we believe that it is imperative that theGovernment ensures that new build housing
is of a type and specification that will genuinely appeal to buyers.

17. Because it is unlikely that suYcient new build housing can be built to address future housing needs,
the existing housing stock is also going to be required to continue to play an important role. Creating amore
level playing field in terms of equalizing the tax between repair and refurbishment and new buildwould assist
in this process. We also note that the compulsory leasing of empty homes is being introduced next year—
although this potentially has an important role to play, we are concerned that local authorities will not make
full use of the powers that are open to them, andwewould caution that any healthy housingmarket is always
going to be characterised by a level of voids as people move between properties.

18. There has also been speculation about the eVect of second homes increasing house prices, and
suggestions that the purchase of second homes should be controlled. It should be noted that for some second
homes are essential and many, such as those used for holiday lettings, contribute positively to the local
economy. As a consequence, any blanket measures aimed at the second homes market may well prove to
have significant drawbacks, coupled with no guarantees that measures would make the area more
aVordable.

Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

19. There must be a level playing field between the levels of VAT levied on new build and that levied on
repair and refurbishment. Amore equitable regime would encourage the use of existing properties and assist
in rejuvenating existing urban areas. It would also encourage the better maintenance of the existing stock,
provide less of an incentive for the black economy and support the broader objective of maximizing the use
of brownfield land.

20. Certain developments have produced large windfall gains for landowners and developers,
particularly when land is converted from greenfield use. Proposals have been put forward at various times
to tax the uplift in value that can occur when land is granted consent for housing development. However,
if such a “Greenfield Tax” were to be set at a punitive level it would reduce the flow of land for development.
Likewise, many local authorities set section 106 contributions at levels that make an otherwise viable
development unprofitable. Such agreements also lack consistency and the outcome of negotiations often
depends on the negotiating skills of the people directly involved in the discussions. If the system is to remain,
it needs to be simplified, more consistent and provide greater certainty for both parties, whilst ensuring that
it provides the right type and tenure of aVordable housing.

21. A further significant barrier to the promotion of increased housebuilding is the compulsory purchase
system. We agree with the findings of the Law Commission’s recent investigation into the workings of the
compulsory purchase system that fundamental reform is required to ensure that the system becomes both
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easier to understand and quicker to operate. The confrontational nature of the current system both slows
down individual compulsory purchase cases while serving as a major deterrent to the use of compulsory
purchase for land assembly.

The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

22. As house prices increase, then the demand for subsidized and social housing increases, with more
people unable to secure housing privately. However, we do not believe that this means that subsidized
housing should be favoured over private housing.

23. Government needs to recognize that successful developments are ones which are of mixed tenure that
feature both private and subsidized housing. Government should strive to ensure that developments feature
all types of tenure, and it should also recognize the important role played by the private rental sector in
meeting housing needs.

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

24. Housing associations are increasingly reliant on the provision of aVordable housing units through
s106 agreements rather than by direct grant funding. This means that the delivery of social housing is heavily
and increasingly reliant on levels of development activity in the private sector. Yet s106 contributions
increase costs, potentially reducing the supply (of both private and thus social housing) and increasing house
prices further. Therefore, inappropriately developed s106 (and similar) agreements can work against the
policy of more and cheaper homes.

25. The question of thresholds for developments which are required to provide aVordable housing also
needs to be reviewed as at current levels they assist in perpetuating low density schemes to avoid the need
to provide aVordable housing.A simple standard rate charge or contribution could, were it to be introduced,
encourage the development of yet more one bedroomed flats to allow the developer to demonstrate the
greatest number of units being delivered rather than the types of dwellings that meet the needs of the area
concerned.

26. We do not believe that a Planning Gain Supplement, such as that advocated by the Barker Review,
would work. It would not tax the planning gain (as it is assessed on the whole market value), would be unjust
(since it is based on values which are not the actual value of the land to be taxed), there may be no money
available to meet the tax and it does not have cross party support. We also believe that many of the Barker
proposals could contravene EU state aid rules.

27. RICS has undertaken detailed research on the operation of a fair scheme to tax planning gains. The
research can be found at:
http://www.rics.org/Environmentalandlandconsultancy/Planninganddevelopment/
Problems!with!proposed!planning!tax.htm

28. The report considers a number of approaches. It finds that a tariV approach within the s106
framework would work best since planning obligations are well established and carry cross party support.
Moreover, recent amendments to the Planning Obligations Circular (05/2005) appear to have been greeted
with wide support.

The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

29. Many organisations have commented upon what they believe to be an appropriate level of
housebuilding to address aVordability issues. However, we do not believe that housing aVordability
problems will be addressed by building a specific number of houses.

30. To have any eVect upon house prices, Government will have to ensure that the houses that are built
are both of a type that appeals to potential occupants and that are in the areas where people want to live.
As noted elsewhere in this evidence, areas with housing aVordability problems are often adjacent to areas
where housingmarkets have failed. As a consequence, we do not believe that solving the problem is as simple
as building more houses.

31. The arguments about the loss of habitat and amenity if a large increase in the amount of
housebuilding were to take place have been well made by other organisations. Low density, urban sprawl,
if permitted on a large scale and based around the use of private transport, will defeat many of the
Government’s aims to promote healthy, sustainable and inclusive communities as reliance on private
transport increases and more land is taken for secondary uses such as roads and car parks.

32. It is also important that any increase in housebuilding does not produce soulless, poorly designed,
dormitory extensions. The opportunity should be taken to create distinctive, vibrant neighbourhoods which
are underpinned by healthy and mixed property markets that are supported by appropriate infrastructure
and services.
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33. High density development is often perceived as unattractive and conjures up images of high rise
blocks or back to back slums.However, this need not be the case, andmany highly desirable residential areas
are built at high density. The key issue is the quality of design and accessibility of jobs and services. So long
as these issues are addressed, along with ensuring that there are procedures for the long term ongoing
management of the development, then there is no reason why the development should not be a success.

The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

34. Since the abandonment of UK regional policy in the 1980s, the South and South East of the UK has
continued to enjoy the highest levels of economic growth. However, the picture has not been uniform, and
so along with pockets of poverty in the South East, there are also areas of aZuence elsewhere in the UK,
often close by the pathfinder areas of housing market renewal.

35. We would encourage the Government to develop a strategy for regional investment that seeks to
encourage public investment and economic growth away from those areas which are currently booming and
where house prices are at their highest.

36. Such a strategy should take account the relationship between cities and the wider regions around
them, to ensure that the major growth areas have appropriate transport links that can allow their
surrounding regions to benefit from their economic vitality. RICS has published research into the Transport
Development Area concept which seeks to link transport and land use far more than has been done in the
past which can be found at:
http://www.rics.org/NR/rdonlyres/427B715A-7AB8-4967-B7C4-62F5D048406D/0/TDAflyer.pdf

37. Although endorsing this city/region approach, we have concerns over the delivery of such a strategy.
The RDAs have turned their backs on the physical regeneration agenda, as a consequence of the leadership
provided by the DTi, who concentrate on economic growth issues, English Partnerships are just looking at
housing on its own, Government oYces are just involved in social issues such as NewDeal for Communities
and local authorities are short of money to invest in programmes like this. We believe that Urban
Regeneration Companies potentially can provide delivery orientated management teams, but that there is
a massive shortage of skills within the URCs. All other groups with an interest in funding regeneration and
housing should channel their funding activities through one special purpose vehicle, rather than the large
number of organisations as at present.

38. The NorthernWay also sets out to achieve much of this but has really struggled to engage the private
sector properly and to be delivery and investment focussed.

Memorandum by English Heritage (AH 48)

Executive Summary

The scale of the proposed housing development has important consequences for the historic environment.
Our evidence examines the challenges that that development poses for the historic environment and sets out
some issues that need to be addressed. But the proposed development should not be seen as a threat to the
historic environment. Rather it should be seen as an opportunity to realise the potential of the historic
environment to create new sustainable communities and reinvigorate existing ones. The evidence concludes
with some observations on the ODPM’s Planning for Housing Provision.

The Context

1. English Heritage is the Government’s statutory adviser on all matters relating to the historic
environment in England. We are a non-departmental public body established under the National Heritage
Act 1983 to help people understand, value, care for and enjoy England’s historic environment.

2. The historic environment is all around us and encompasses the whole of our historic landscape and
buried archaeology, not just visible buildings and scheduled monuments. It is our most accessible cultural
resource. It has a powerful influence on peoples’ sense of identity and civic pride. It contributes significantly
to the character and “sense of place” of rural and urban communities. It is at the heart of sustainable
growth.

3. English Heritage accepts the need for greater land-allocation for housing development and for the
supply to be made more flexible than at present to ensure that the right houses are delivered in the right
areas. English Heritage believes that by ensuring decent homes for all this will enhance the quality of life for
many people and ensure they are able to better enjoy the environment, including the heritage dimension.

4. The scale of the proposed development has important consequences for the historic environment. It
should not be seen as a threat to that environment but as an opportunity tomake best use of its full potential
to help create new sustainable communities and reinvigorate existing ones. The historic environment,
properly understood, sensitively managed and intelligently developed, can make a positive diVerence to the
proposed housing development programme.
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Housing Supply Challenges to the Historic Environment

5. The historic environment is sensitive to change. A number of issues need to be addressed in relation
to the scale of housing development to ensure the potential of the historic environment is fully realised.

6. As a general rule, the emphasis should be on regeneration, the re-use of brownfield land and achieving
high densities for new developments. In areas of historic environment sensitivity, however, the densities
should not be so high as to adversely aVect the heritage interest.

7. There is a danger that bringing forward significant new areas of greenfield land will detract from the
reuse of previously developed land and result in the opportunity of regeneration of historic settlements
being missed.

8. Appropriate environmental assessment of possible housing land (such as historic landscape
characterisation and archaeological evaluation) needs to take place and the results taken into account before
decisions are taken on whether to allocate land for housing. In 2004 English Heritage publishedAWelcome
Home which applied these techniques to The Thames Gateway and we are able to advise those wishing to
undertake them elsewhere.

9. There is a risk in looking just at the overall demand for housing and seeking to provide for it. English
Heritage is concerned that in attractive rural areas there will be a considerable demand for homes and some
distinguishing between diVerent types of demandmight be advisable. Otherwise there could be development
pressure on National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and for the expansion of settlements
that are currently largely designated as Conservation Areas or which contain a high proportion of listed
buildings.

10. Careful consideration will need to be given to the environmental constraints of local housing markets
as part of the overall assessment of the amount of land allocated for housing. There is probably therefore
some need to distinguish between diVerent segments of themarket and to ensure that the right kinds of home
are delivered in the right places.

The Opportunities of Housing Development

11. English Heritage believe that housing development provides an opportunity to exploit the potential
of the historic environment to create sustainable communities, places where people want to live and work.

12. By focusing on what already exists and understanding the unique and varied character of housing in
each part of England, we believe that new development can draw on that special character and strengthen
regional and local identity both through highlighting the qualities of what already exists as well as inspiring
new development.

13. English Heritage believes that housing growth developments should seek to connect with the past
through the reuse of historic buildings, public spaces and urban layouts. Key historic buildings add quality
and visual interest to a new development. Through the use of imaginative, high quality design and
appropriate materials, new buildings can be stitched into historic areas with an overall enhancement of local
character, while surviving older buildings can be reconnected with their urban environment. New buildings
which respond positively to their historic settings and neighbours are popular and help to create local
identity which links a sense of continuity with the positive welcoming of change.

14. The enduring success of many traditional high density settlements suggests they might act as a useful
model for new development.

15. Re-use and adaptation of heritage assets is at the heart of sustainable development. Throughout the
growth areas, English Heritage has been investing in conservation-led regeneration. Examples include
projects in Gravesend, Rochester/Chatham, Forest Gate (Newham), Waltham Abbey, St Neots, Luton,
Newport Pagnell and Wolverton.

16. Re-using historic buildings is good for the natural as well as the historic environment. The historic
environment represents embodied energy in the form of timber, stone, bricks and glass. Research by the
Building Research Establishment has shown that a “typical” Victorian house contains energy equivalent to
15,000 litres of petrol, which is enough to drive a car five times round the Earth.

17. Statistics based on houses of diVerent vintages in Manchester, reported in Heritage Counts 2003,
showed that a Victorian house proved to be almost £1,000 per square 100 metre cheaper to maintain and
inhabit each year than a property from the 1980s.

18. Re-using historic buildings contributes to the achievement of sustainable development targets for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. It also reduces the use of new aggregates for construction and reduces
the amount of waste in need of disposal.

19. Relatively inexpensive improvements can go a long way to making older homes more eYcient and
sustainable.
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Planning for Housing Provision

20. English Heritage responded to the ODPM’s consultation Planning for Housing Provision. We raised
a number of issues, some of which are summarised below.

21. English Heritage welcomes the recognition of inevitable environmental impacts of new housing in the
second of the key principles in the consultation paper but is concerned that the phrase “need to be
minimised” is rather weaker than the advice in paragraph 19 of PPS1 which states that: “Planning
authorities should seek to enhance the environment as part of development proposals. Significant adverse
impacts on the environment should be avoided and alternative options which might reduce or eliminate
those impacts pursued.”

22. In paragraph 28 of PPS1 it further states “Planning authorities should seek to achieve outcomes
which enable social, environmental and economic objectives to be achieved together.” This is rather diVerent
in tone from the “minimising environmental impact” approach of the consultation which implies undue
precedence being given to the supply of housing over the eVect on the environment.

23. English Heritage believes greater emphasis needs to be given to the principles of achieving social,
environmental and economic objectives together rather than suggesting it is a trade-oV between them.

24. The Government’s promotion of sustainable development should be set out more explicitly.
Development in areas where there is little or no demand is wasteful of scarce resources, but equally
unconstrained development in areas already under pressure can have a seriously detrimental impact on
infrastructure, the local environment, the character of historic settlements and so on.

25. The role of the sustainability appraisal is key in informing judgements about trade-oVs. It is essential
that the current sustainability appraisal procedures are robust enough to do this.

26. English Heritage can see benefit in a 15-year time horizon for land allocation provided that proper
evaluation of the land, including historic landscape characterisation or other parallel assessment of the
land’s character before the decision to allocate it is taken. Such techniques should be included in “the
evidence base for quicker decisions and better outcomes”.

27. “The summary of key changes” does not include any mention of social, environmental and resource
impacts which are mentioned elsewhere in Planning for Housing Provision. English Heritage believes
mention should be made of these issues as they will play a significant part in determining where new house-
building takes place. Environmental considerations need to be clearly “factored in”.

28. English Heritage supports the proposal to encourage greater joint working between local authorities
to minimise distortions in the market caused by adjacent authorities taking diVerent lines on housing
development.

29. English Heritage also wishes to restate the desire to engage at the earliest stages of proposals for
development of housing with local authorities, to help others give the historic environment due
consideration, and help speed appropriate schemes through the planning process.

Memorandum by Ringwood Town Council (AH 49)

1. Ringwood is a small market town on the Hampshire/Dorset border between two major sub regional
conurbations linked by the A31(T) and is therefore a location with excellent transport connections. House
prices are very high due to demand for such a strategic location. However, land identified for housebuilding
is modest and not scheduled for release before 2011.

Demand is being met in a piecemeal and inadequate manner by small scale infill development. There are
no brown field sites for housing and one site, an ex foundry with extensive contaminated land designated
for employment use despite the poor surrounding traYc network. It would make a far more sensible mixed
use development as it is within walking distance of the town centre.

The town can only expand modestly in two areas due to it being framed on three sides by the Avon and
associated SSSI, extensive flooded gravel pits to the north and by the NF National Park on the east. Yet
these two areas are identified as part of the Green Belt despite the Inspector who reported on theNewForest
National Park saying that they were of no landscape value and of minimal agricultural value and used
mainly for grazing to ensure grant payments.

2. House Prices and Housing Supply

— UK housing land supply has been disconnected from market pricing since 1947.

— Planning goals control supply and are not aligned with growth in demand.

— The lag in the planning system results in missed economic opportunities.

— Ringwood is an example of conservation thinking that has restricted growth in a mixed economy
market town with excellent transport links.
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3. The Planning System and Demand for Housing

— Linear planned/predicted increases vs exponential growth demand—inflates equilibrium price.

— Current situation impacted by globalisation and technological change—future will be “faster”
than past.

— Historic tax distortion of market led to secondary use as investment vehicle—diYcult to unwind.

— Tight land supply led to regional “bubble economy” in SE—in areas where agricultural land is
falling out of use.

— Leads to high land price and (paradoxically) poor building quality (reduced risk to capital).

— Central response has been to attempt tomandate very high-density housing—but people want “an
Englishman’s castle”—dignified high-density housing is costly (eg Bath terraces). However, high
densities preclude ability to change/alter housing easily to life style changes.

— Consider: more flexible land use models—possibly variable use zones with local competence to
vary.

— Low volume/high price market led to historic high transaction costs, long transaction times.

— Leads to depressed labour mobility—can be seen in our “dormitory town”.

— Consider: reform of housing buy/sell system to lower transaction costs.

4. Tackling the regional disparities in supply and demand

— Do not attempt to tackle using “social engineering”.

— Use price mechanism—helping in pursuit of regional strategic goals, without micro-managing
local factors.

— Historical lack of flexibility has hindered adaptation to changing needs and ability to pay

Comment

Currently, the Government is championing the concept of choice in Health, Education and local
community involvement, yet it seems remarkably reluctant to give us choice on a fundamental of a good
life—a home and the second single largest expense in most people’s lives (after pension provision).

Memorandum by National Grid plc (AH 50)

Executive Summary

1. This submission is made on behalf of National Grid plc, to the Inquiry into “AVordability and the
Supply of Housing”.

2. National Grid plc is a group of companies who own, operate and develop a substantial part of the
national gas and electricity transportation systems. National Grid Property Holdings Ltd, as part of the
National Grid group, manages theGroup’s extensive estate portfolio. Its main activities are the reclamation
and disposal of formerly operational gas and electricity sites and the provision of property services toGroup
companies to meet their occupational requirements. In its property management and disposal role, the
Company becomes significantly involved in the planning system.

3. Where operational land is no longer required, National Grid seeks to promote the re-use of such
redundant, usually contaminated brownfield sites, and their regeneration by their redevelopment.

4. The type, scale and balance of diVerent uses that can be promoted on any one site are critical to the
viability of contaminated brownfield sites. This is not always accepted by Local Planning Authorities
(LPAs), in terms of the scope of redevelopment that they will be willing to support in, or in the context of
any Development Plan Document policy, a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) or existing “saved”
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG), in pre-application discussions and in determining any planning
application that might follow. In development plans and non-statutory policies, it is often the case that
where an LPA is aware that the Company’s operational land is to become available for redevelopment,
depending on a site’s scale and location, it is either entirely allocated for employment eg business use, or for
mixed uses, including housing, but still with a significant amount of business floorspace. If unallocated, it
is presumed that the industrial use will be replaced by new employment uses.

5. The Company’s sites are often adjacent to and surrounded by long-established residential areas and
within built-up areas. In such cases, predominately residential re-use is generally the most appropriate. In
spite of this, some LPAs persist in seeking a high proportion of employment uses inappropriate to a site’s
location. Such uses are unlikely to be attractive to investors, developers and occupiers alike, with the result
that the overall viability and feasibility of regeneration of the site in question is called into serious doubt.
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6. Where a National Grid site is in or adjacent to an existing employment area, it is not uncommon for
its allocation to be as an extension to that area (perhaps including minor, ancillary local service uses for
employees). This type of “blanket” allocation is totally inappropriate, as it can render a site’s redevelopment
unviable when the high costs of remediation are taken into account. If this happens and a LPA will not
accept mixed uses, including a high proportion of housing, National Grid have no choice but to let such
sites fall into disuse. This is in conflict with Government policy prioritising the re-use of brownfield urban
land and against the Company’s objectives for managing their land and property interests.

7. Such narrow land allocations and policy approaches to the regeneration and redevelopment of
National Grid land are contrary to up-to-date Government policy in PPS23, “Planning and Pollution
Control” (2004) and in the “Update to PPG3:Housing: Supporting theDelivery of newHousing” published
on 24 January 2005.

8. In our client’s experience so far this year, this newly strengthened policy guidance to promote
alternative uses of contaminated industrially-allocated land or redundant industrial sites—and particularly
that advice in the first and third bullet points of para. 42(a) of PPG3—is not being taken on board by many
LPAs. It should be being used in formulating policy in Local Development Documents and in development
control decisions, to speed the re-use of National Grid’s redundant operational land for housing to meet the
very considerable housing need identified at regional and local levels, andwhere appropriate, formixed uses.

9. Given recent and fundamental changes to the planning system, which will take time to “bed down”
and be fully understood, it is essential that there are no further changes to the planning system to confuse
users. The publication of comprehensive, clear, consistent and concise guidance from central Government
on the new development planning and control elements should be a principal objective now, to enable the
development industry and LPAs to work together, towards their mutual goals of providing suYcient land
for good quality housing in sustainable communities. The awaited draft PPS3 should encourage a flexible
approach at local level for LPAs to re-consider industrially/employment-allocated sites, prioritising their
use for housing, particularly if they are contaminated.

10. A further barrier slowing (and even preventing) the development of National Grid’s sites for housing
relates again to the high costs of remediation and the additional burden these place on development
feasibility and viability-but this time in terms of s106 obligations. The Government and LPAs need to
recognise that overly onerous s106 infrastructure provision requirements may prevent a site’s
redevelopment in such circumstances, even if it is viewed favourably in policy and land allocation terms.

1. Introduction

1.1 This Memorandum of evidence is submitted on behalf of National Grid plc in response to the
Committee OYce at the House of Common’s invitation of October 2005 to submit written evidence relating
to the newly announcedODPM:Housing, Planning and theRegions Committee Inquiry into “AVordability
and the Supply of Housing”.

1.2 The issues which the Inquiry wishes written evidence to address have been noted and in this
Memorandum, the following are discussed:

— “How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale; and

— The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision.”

2. Background

2.1 National Grid plc is a group of companies which own, operate and develop a substantial part of the
national gas and electricity transportation systems. National Grid Property Holdings Ltd, as part of the
NationalGrid group,manages theGroup’s extensive, estate portfolio. Itsmain activities are the reclamation
and disposal of formerly operational gas and electricity sites and the provision of property services toGroup
companies to meet their occupational requirements. In its property management and disposal role, the
Company becomes significantly involved in the planning system.

2.2 At the outset, we should explain in more detail the character and nature of the Group’s land and
property interests, and the importance of the viability and feasibility of redevelopment schemes for
contaminated, brownfield land. Where operational land is no longer required, National Grid seeks to
promote the re-use of such redundant brownfield sites and their regeneration—some have been vacant and
unused already for a period of time, whereas others will cease to be used and disposed of as soon as possible
thereafter. In all cases however, National Grid aims to achieve the regeneration of these formerly
operational sites by their redevelopment.

2.3 The type, scale and balance of diVerent uses that can be promoted on any one site are critical to the
viability of contaminated brownfield sites. This is not always accepted by LPAs, in terms of the scope of
redevelopment that they will be willing to support in the context of Development Plan Document (DPD)
policy, in any Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) or in terms of existing “saved” Supplementary
Planning Guidance (SPG), in pre-application discussions and in any determining planning application that
might follow. In development plans and non-statutory policies, it is often the case that where an LPA is
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aware that the Company’s operational land is to become available for redevelopment, depending on a site’s
scale and location, it is either entirely allocated for employment eg business use, or for mixed uses, including
housing, but still with a significant amount of business floorspace. If unallocated, it is presumed that the
industrial use will be replaced by new employment uses.

2.4 The Company’s sites are, however, often adjacent to and surrounded by long-established residential
areas and within built-up areas. In such cases, predominately residential re-use is generally the most
appropriate. In spite of this, some LPAs persist in seeking a high proportion of employment uses,
inappropriate to the location and unlikely to be attractive to occupiers. This approach calls the overall
viability and feasibility of regeneration of the site in question into serious doubt.Where a National Grid site
is in or adjacent to an existing employment area, it is not uncommon for its allocation to be as an extension to
that area (perhaps only additionally to include minor, ancillary local service uses for employees). Once
again, this type of ‘blanket’ allocation is totally inappropriate, as it can render a site’s redevelopment
unviable when the high costs of decontamination are taken into account. If this happens and a LPAwill not
accept mixed uses, National Grid have no choice but to let such sites fall into disuse, an inaction which is
in conflict with Government policy prioritising the re-use of brownfield urban land and which is against the
Company’s objectives for managing their land and property interests.

2.5 In both cases, such narrow land allocations and policy approaches to the regeneration and
redevelopment of National Grid land are entirely contrary to up-to-date Government policy in PPS23,
Planning and Pollution Control (2004) and in the Update to PPG3: Housing: Supporting the Delivery of new
Housing, published on 24 January, 2005.

2.6 Annex 2 of PPS23 refers to the development of land aVected by contamination. At para 2.28, the
“legacy of contamination” from industrial development is recognised, with gasworks and power stations
being two of the industrial uses listed (Table 2.1) as historically having contaminated their sites, or having
had the potential to have done so. Para 2.28 refers to the positive role that regional spatial strategy
preparation can have “in identifying strategies and priority areas for regeneration”, noting that “widespread
concentrations of previously developed land are likely to be regarded as high priority for redevelopment”.
Para 2.29 refers then to LPAs’ Local Development Documents (LDDs) providing “a prime opportunity to
steer appropriate development onto previously developed land” and to this helping,

“ . . . within the context of the wider planning policies within an authority area. As well as
protecting greenfield sites to bring about progressive improvement in the condition of land as a
whole, provided that any contamination is identified and properly dealt with and the development
is carried out in an appropriate manner. In preparing and revising LDDS, therefore, LPAs need
to take into account any potential implications of land contamination. They should include
appropriate policies for the remediation of contamination where it is known or suspected to exist
and for dealing with the implications of contamination for other policies and proposals. In
particular, LPAs should recognise that the development process is often the most eVective way of
achieving action to remove unacceptable risks arising from the contaminated state of land. Where
action area plans are prepared that include significant tracts of previously developed land, LPAs
should consider the need for a phased approach to dealing with potential contamination issues.”

2.7 Paras 2.30 and 31 continue:

“Contamination may add to the diYculty and cost of developing a site or even preclude certain
uses. In particular, the remediation of polluted groundwater can be expensive and more time-
consuming than the cleaning-up or removal of contaminated soil . . .
2.31 Identification of potential problems at an early stage can enable a more positive approach to
bringing forward development, thereby leading to a higher value land use, which in turn, could
better cover the costs of remediation. Early attention to the contamination issues can help in
locating development that is less sensitive to contamination on areas where the contaminated state
of the land is likely to be more diYcult to address. Proposals for particular types of development
in diVerent parts of an authority area need to take account of potential contamination alongside
other material considerations They need also to take into account issues of sustainability,
disturbance to existing occupiers and environmental issues (dust, noise, odours etc.) which might
arise from the contamination.”

2.8 New para 42(a) of PPG3 states:

“42(a) Local planning authorities should consider favourably planning applications for housing
ormixed-use developments which concern land allocated for industrial or commercial use in saved
policies and development plan documents or redundant land or buildings in industrial or
commercial use, but which is no longer for such use, unless any of the following apply:

— the proposal fails to reflect the policies in this PPG (including paragraph 31), particularly those
relating to a site’s suitability for development and the presumption that previously-developed sites
(or buildings for re-use or conversion) should be developed before greenfield sites;

— the housing development would undermine the planning for housing strategy set out in the
regional spatial strategy or the development plan document where this is up-to-date, in particular
if it would lead to over provision of new housing and this would exacerbate the problems of, or
lead to, low demand;
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— it can be demonstrated, preferably through an up-to-date review of employment land107(refer to
Annex D for practice guidance), that there is a realistic prospect of the allocation being taken up
for its stated use in the plan period or that its development for housing would undermine regional
and local strategies for economic development and regeneration”.

2.9 In National Grid’s experience so far this year, this newly strengthened policy guidance, to promote
alternative use of industrial, allocated land or redundant industrial sites, is not being taken on board by
many LPAs, whereas it should be being used in formulating policy and in development control decisions to
speed the re-use of National Grid’s redundant land for housing, to meet the very considerable housing need
identified, and for mixed uses where appropriate.

3. The Planning System’s Responsiveness to the Demand for Housing for Sale

3.1 The fundamental changes to the planning system being introduced as a consequence of the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 are already posing very considerable diYculties for the development
industry, the general public and LPAs alike. The new systems are seen to be overly complex, fragmented,
inconsistent and overall, as they all require so much consultation, they are only lengthening the formerly
experienced delays in policy formulation and application determination. One undesirable exception to this
is the crude target timetable-driven criteria for Planning Delivery Grant awards, leading to sudden and
unwarranted refusals without allowance for negotiation and, where necessary, amendments of applications.

3.2 There is ongoing confusion as to the best way in which to implement both the new development
planning and development control changes, especially as a consequence of a plethora of policy and other
guidance from central Government which lacks clear direction. Many of the diYculties being increasingly
experienced by National Grid in relation to releasing its brownfield land for development have been due to
the recent changes to the planning system, especially as LPAs navigate the course towards Local
Development Framework (LDF) adoption. It is important therefore that in these times of change and
uncertainty, the planning system is allowed and encouraged to “bed-down”, without any new and further
changes being proposed to the system, and with a more concise and consistent policy direction from central
Government emerging, which will minimise the risk of misinterpretation.

3.3 The outcome of the Barker Review (2004)108 on housing has been that it has placed considerable
pressure upon the Government and LPAs to increase the elasticity of housing supply in the UK, by
encouraging an increased responsiveness to housing demand. For National Grid, it has been diYcult to
respond to such increased housing demands by bringing forward more of their redundant sites for housing
more quickly, in view of the constraints imposed by the infancy of the new development planning system,
LPAs not releasing industrially-allocated sites from employment use and the limitations of ‘saved’ policies
in the interim, in conjunction with other more site specific barriers relating to feasibility and viability which
prevent contaminated brownfield land from being brought forward for development quickly, if at all.

3.4 To ensure that LPAs are in a position to respond to demand for housing for sale, National Grid
considers that the only further change that should be made to the planning system should be new and clear
policy guidance provided by central Government in draft PPS3, Housing, to allay any possible confusion
over the future residential use of industrial land, including sites currently allocated for employment in
statutory and non-statutory (adopted and emerging) policies. In this new policy document, it will be vital
that central Government prioritises and addresses the barriers which prevent otherwise suitable brownfield
but contaminated land from being brought forward for housing development.

4. Barriers Preventing Brownfield Land from Being Brought Forward for Housing for Sale

4.1 As outlined above, National Grid is experiencing very considerable diYculty in developing its often
contaminated, formerly operational brownfield sites either for housing, or for mixed uses where
appropriate. Sites are often allocated for future industry/employment use within development plans or non-
statutory policies. In many cases, future employment use for these sites is not a viable option and if their
future use is not readdressed by the LPA with site specific flexibility, the sites remain vacant and
undeveloped, to the benefit of no one.

4.2 National Grid sees the role of the planning system as critical in helping to meet the housing shortage
in the UK. Prioritising and promoting contaminated brownfield industrial/employment land to be
redeveloped for housing should be unencumbered, to encourage a steady flow of housing supply on such
sites over the coming years. Redundant former operational land provides an ideal opportunity to contribute
to the supply of land for this purpose.

4.3 National Grid believes that in the new PPS for housing, the ODPM should encourage a more flexible
local policy approach to housing provision on contaminated and other industrial land within Local
Development Frameworks, to reflect directly and specifically the local context and the new paragraph 42(a)
in PPG3. LPAs should therefore be including in their emerging DPDs and SPDs a policy stance, site

107“Employment Land Reviews: Guidance Note” ODPM 2004.
108Barker, K: Review of Housing Supply Final Report—Delivering Stability: Securing Our Future Housing Needs. HM
Treasury, 2004.
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allocations and site specific policies promoting housing (and mixed use developments, where appropriate)
on land formerly allocated for industrial or commercial use in saved policies, or on redundant land or for
buildings in industrial or commercial use which are no longer needed for such uses. Despite this policy
guidance being set out in PPS23 and in revised PPG3, National Grid is finding that central Government
policy guidance is not being translated into local level policy and decision-making, as this guidance is all too
often not being embraced by individual LPAs.

4.4 National Grid is aware that LPAs are over-stretched in terms of resources at present and this,
combined with considerable pressure to ensure that the preparation procedures for their DPDs are being
correctly followed (particularly as regards achieving community involvement), perhaps explains their
current “precautionary” approaches and their reluctance to break from the “safe” trajectory of their saved
development plans and policies, and instead, lookmore flexibly at re-using industrial land (such asNational
Grid’s redundant but often contaminated operational land) predominantly for meeting housing needs.

5. The Need for Brownfield Land to be Used toMeet Housing Need

5.1 According to recent research by FPD Savills (Land Issues—Autumn, 2005), the ODPM’s National
Land Use Database identifies 64,000 hectares of brownfield land, 26,000 hectares of which are still in use
and 38,000 of which are vacant. What this database does not reveal is what proportion of the brownfield
land is contaminated and liable to high remediation costs and what proportion available can then be
developed for housing. This research document suggests that a mere 27% (17,500 hectares) of the land
identified, is currently allocated for housing. This indicates that there is considerable scope for a greater
proportion of brownfield land to be considered for housing use, but that this is being constrained by high
remediation costs and unsuitable land allocations in policy documents.

5.2 Some LPAs have taken it upon themselves to commission employment and housing capacity studies
to determine, amongst other matters, the viability of losing employment land for the purpose of housing.
Such research is desirable if LPAs are to be reassured that the re-use of redundant employment land for
housing is justifiable. In fact, many LPAs depend upon such studies to decide the correct course of action
in determining applications. These studies can take several months to prepare and given the already lengthy
lead-in times associated with development of brownfield land, it is clear that further delays awaiting the
outcomes of such studies will only serve to restrict housing supply overall and lead to a failure in meeting
housing demand forecasts.

5.3 A significant proportion of the employment land allocated in development plans, and being referred
to in policies in emerging DPD Core Strategies is unlikely to be developed for such use. Location is
fundamental to ensure that businesses keep abreast of economic performance, and the allocation system,
whereby land is set aside within policy documents for an intended future use, whilst necessary, can fail to
reflectmarket demand suYciently. It also fails to recognise the viability and feasibility issues outlined above,
when contamination has to be treated and costly remediation works undertaken prior to re-use. This being
the case, it is likely that many of the sites allocated for employment will remain undeveloped. Saved policies
and emerging LDFs, if produced without an understanding of market demand and the industries involved,
thus prove a barrier to housing and economic growth.Housing as a potentially more suitable, economic and
feasible use for such sites should therefore always be considered by LPAs as a matter of course in
formulating development plan policies, in reviewing/making site allocations and drafting non-statutory
SPDs, to demonstrate that a flexible approach to market demand and the changing local contexts has
been taken.

5.4 National Grid appreciates the importance of allocating land within DPDs for LPAs and the business
community alike to make projections and forecasts. However, there should be more flexible mechanisms in
place to challenge those employment land allocations which are “carried over” from saved policies, or which
are made afresh and which do not reflect changing market and local conditions as necessary.

5.5 Mechanisms to provide this flexibility should be implemented; where employment and housing
capacity studies have not been commissioned by an LPA, the LPA should acknowledge and support private
sector planning briefs and feasibility reports which validate the need and case for housing on industrial land
either proposed in policy or allocated for employment. This would prevent the precautionary approach
currently taken by LPAs and allow them to determine such applications on a site by site basis, allowing for
both objectivity and flexibility in the decision-making process. The level of contamination should also be a
consideration in a prioritising system for sites being brought forward for re-use for housing.

5.6 There should also be a presumption in favour of applications supported by an analysis of feasibility
based on remediation needs which promote the use of contaminated redundant industrial land allocated or
proposed in policy for employment, for housing instead, where up to date employment and housing capacity
studies do not exist. This was in fact a recommendation in the Barker Review. Recommendation No 9
acknowledged that for housing proposals, “developers should be able to submit applications for any site
allocated in the plan, subject to the conditions of the revised sequential test being met”. A sequential test
approach of the type suggested in the Review could include a “prioritising” and contamination criterion, to
help determine whether housing use for employment-allocated land is acceptable. This would have the eVect
of encouraging greater flexibility at the LPA level.
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6. Infrastructure Provision

6.1 The formerly operational sites of National Grid are often large. In some cases, mixed use
development, including a substantial volume of housing, may oVer a more viable proposition. Due to the
fragmented nature and diverse content of mixed use developments however, there is often an inherent and
higher risk attached to such schemes. This, combined with the constraints of developing on brownfield sites
which have their own costs attached, such as remediation costs, can threaten the viability of development
more than with a smaller, solely residential scheme. This should be noted by both Government and LPAs
when considering the terms of planning obligations and negotiating on infrastructure provision.
Infrastructure is often fundamental to the viability of a scheme but the cost, which is increasingly being
borne by the developer, can pose an additional barrier to the development of contaminated brownfield land.

6.2 LPAs often have little understanding of the complex nature of redevelopment of contaminated
brownfield land and as a consequence, often demand overly onerous planning obligations, the terms of
which can jeopardise the viability of a scheme whether for housing or for mixed uses. The holistic value
attributed to the local area in the redevelopment of a redundant, contaminated brownfield site, may it be
for housing or mixed uses including residential, should be considered at the time of negotiation, so as to
ensure that ensuing infrastructure or other “requirements” do not pose a further barrier to implementing
any planning permission for redevelopment and achieving regeneration.

Memorandum by the Kent Housing Group (AH 51)

This paper refers mainly to the issue of “the relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing
as opposed to subsidised housing”. However, other issues are touched on where relevant to the question in
hand, in particular:

— “The economic and social impact of current house prices”; and

— “The relationship between house prices and housing supply”.

The Barker Review of Housing Supply (2004) contends that increasing the rate of house building is
essential to making the housing market more aVordable (or at least in lessening the sharp upward trend in
house prices). The fact that demand for housing is increasing, coupled with the fall in construction rates, it
is argued, has been contributory to the sharp rise in house prices in recent times. Therefore, it would seem
that the key to achieving greater aVordability is to reverse the negative trend in construction of new houses.

The report goes on to suggest figures for the amount of housing required to eVect this change. It is stated
that reducing the trend of real house prices to reasonable levels will require between 70,000 and 120,000 new
private sector houses to be built per annum in addition to current levels of provision. Additionally, an
increase of 17,000 per annum in the supply of social housing is suggested as necessary to meet the needs of
new households. Further, if inroads are to bemade into the backlog of need for social housing, an additional
9,000 (on top of the 17,000) social houses will need to be built each year.

However, although onemust accept that an increase in the building of new houses is essential to achieving
greater aVordability, it is doubtful that the specific proposals for increased supply in the private and social
sectors strike the correct balance. To explain, the essential problem with the current focus on increasing the
supply of private sector housing (a focus that is duplicated in the BarkerReview) is that such properties, once
built, are introduced onto the market at the current market value. As a consequence, no real competition is
drawn into the market and it is hard to conceive of how this will have a significant impact on house prices.
Indeed, the building of such houses, if retained as the primary focus of Government activity, will most likely
result in simply encouraging people to borrow more than they can truly aVord, as evidenced by the recent
66% rise in Mortgage Repossession Orders, relative to 2004 figures.

It is my contention that the solution to the issue outlined above is a far greater amount of social housing
than is currently being proposed (even by the upper limit of the Barker Review).When one looks at themost
recent housing needs surveys across Kent, it can be estimated that there is currently a Kent-wide shortfall
of approximately 7,500 aVordable homes per annum. If one compares these figures with those of the Barker
Review (the maximum recommendation being for an additional 26,000 aVordable homes per annum for the
whole of England), it can be seen that the Review’s figures are insuYcient to meet need. Therefore, it is my
recommendation that a more significant proportion of the proposed additional house building be
constituted of social housing. Actual figures could be calculated from housing needs surveys across the
country, although it should certainly be no less than the current standard Kent-wide practice of requiring
30% of all significant new developments to be made up of aVordable housing.

The recommendation above should also contribute to increasing aVordability across the whole of the
housing market (rather than merely in terms of providing more aVordable housing), in that it should help
to address the issue of demand, whilst also injecting an increased level of competition. To explicate, the
provision of even greater levels of social housing should serve to draw a significant amount of current
demand (predominantly in the form of first-time buyers) out of the private sector housing market and thus
help to address the significant factor in the increase of house prices. In addition, the fact that social housing
provides houses at subsidised rates may also aid the process ofmaking the housingmarketmore competitive
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in general, as the private sector market may be forced to “compete” with the social housing sector, to a
certain extent. Finally, an increased focus on social housing helps to avoid the problems associatedwith buy-
to-let landlords extracting new-build from the market and superficially inflating house prices.

Another significant issue for Kent (East Kent, in particular), on which levels of aVordability impact, is
that of stock condition in the private sector. For example, in the Dover District 13% of private dwellings
are classified as “unfit”, as compared to the national average of approximately 7%. The issue in East Kent
is that it has a high percentage of older housing stock, which is commonly associated with a higher incidence
of poorer living conditions. However, the building of new private sector houses is unlikely to be able to
remedy this situation, as the people who currently live in such households are typically either on low incomes
or in receipt of benefits (and therefore incapable of buying such accommodation). However, the
recommendation of an increased focus on social housing (asmade above) would again obviously be relevant
to this case, in that it would create the potential for those currently living in “unfit” dwellings to move on
to high quality new-build and thereby also increase competition, perhaps resulting in landlords improving
the “fitness” of their rented accommodation.

Finally, on the issue of the relative deprivation of East Kent (and the perceived need to regenerate), it is
important to note that simply building new homes is not suYcient. To explain, I feel that it would be
inappropriate to press ahead with the building of new homes in such areas without coupling this with
regenerating the area as a whole. In other words, the regeneration of such an area requires an additional
focus on making full use of the existing stock. New-build, although important in contributing to making an
area more attractive to live, will be of negligible real impact if it is not ensured that the area as a whole is a
pleasant one to reside in (as the demand for such houses will be limited). This can only be achieved through
ensuring that regeneration is tackled across the board (eg employment, education etc), together with
maintaining current housing stock at levels that do not fall too far below the standard of new properties.
Therefore, addressing the issue of Empty Homes and its causes (ie general deprivation) is essential in fully
utilising the potential of new-build properties to aVect change in the housing market. The building of new
homes cannot therefore be treated in isolation. Additionally, it is worthy of note that bringing empty homes
back into the housing market will help to increase aVordability in the samemanner that building new homes
should, and in a more cost-eVective manner.

To conclude, it is my contention that the Government and the Barker Review have placed too much
emphasis on increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing. Therefore, it is
contended that a more significant amount of the additional housing provision envisaged should be
constituted of social housing. Such an approach would contributemore eVectively to the Government’s aim
of aVordability than would the current recommendations and would most likely have some additional
peripheral benefits, such as improving the overall standard of living conditions.

Memorandum by the East London Housing Partnership (ELHP) (AH 52)

This response is submitted on behalf of the East London Housing Partnership (ELHP), which comprises
the seven east London Boroughs and the Corporation of London which makes up the east London Sub-
Region. It has been produced by the OYcer responsible for sub-regional co-ordination, Martin Ling, who
is employed through the London Borough of Barking Dagenham but works with all partner Boroughs and
the Corporation of London on an equal basis.

The ELHP produced an AVordable Housing Investment Framework for the Sub-Region in 2003. In
November 2004 the ELHP produced a summary document entitled a “Vision for Sustainable Development
in the London Thames Gateway” which set out our approach to the development of a full housing policy
which will achieve a long term sustainable housing programme in the London Thames Gateway area. The
sub-region has more recently produced its own housing strategy setting out our priorities for the period
2006–10.

This response is consistent with the views and approaches set out in these documents that have been
agreed by all partner Authorities. Our response relates primarily to the conditions in east London—a
significant growth area with a vibrant private sector.

The partnership has the following comments on the issues set out in the notice concerning the new inquiry
on 11 October 2005.

1. The Potential Benefits of and scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

The partnership recognises the benefits of homeownership to individual households through their benefits
of a growth in an individual owner’s personal equity and the investment in and commitment to a
neighbourhood that Homeownership involves. However, there a number of issues related to home
ownership which need consideration if the supply and promotion of this tenure is to be increased. In terms
of the potential scope to promote home ownership, our view is that growth should be carefully planned and
also take into account the needs of other households who can not aVord home ownership to enable the
development of mixed and balanced communities. Our sub-region is characterised as an area of growth and
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opportunity but also has the highest levels of deprivation and housing need in London. Ensuring an
adequate supply of appropriate aVordable housing is therefore as important in the growth areas as
promoting home ownership.

In a developer ledmarket such as the ThamesGateway, the supply of new housing, be it for either outright
sale, low cost part home ownership or at aVordable rents is closely linked through the planning system, use
of planning gain and impact of economic growth and demand on land values etc. As a partnership we are
working to ensure that we can provide adequate social housing in a high value market and are particularly
concerned that the market is not providing adequate larger family homes for either sale or rent.

We think that this area that is worthy of further examination as part of this inquiry.

2. The Extent to which Home Purchase tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

We can not point to any evidence in east London that would suggest that home purchase tackles social
and economic inequalities and reduces poverty in itself. Our view is that if people in east London are ready
to purchase they would have improved their own situation through suitable employment or windfall. Recent
research in the London Borough of Hackney has demonstrated that home ownership is way beyond the
means of the vast majority of people currently living in social housing. Further analysis demonstrated that
even access to low cost shared ownership is very limited to people on low incomes in social housing.

Our more recent work on private sector renewal has also demonstrated that there are large numbers of
elderly homeowners also living in older homes in poor conditions. Despite having equity value within their
properties these groups are cautious about releasing this equity to improve their conditions and many will
continue to live in unsuitable housing.

It should also be recognised that the drive to homeownership does not necessarily lead to greater
economic wellbeing. The slump in the market in the early 1990s left thousands of households with negative
equity and although we have a relatively stable market with low interest rates the potential for a repeat
situation can not be ignored. The market also needs to ensure that people have access to good advice and
assistance when entering into homeownership. Recent figures show that in the London County Courts, in
mortgage default cases, actions entered rose by 59%, Suspended orders were up by 73% and Orders were up
by 80%.

We do however recognise that for most people, once they are on the home ownership ladder there can be
economic benefits particularly to dependents who may inherit through equity and in turn get the
opportunity to buy into homeownership.

Consideration should also be given to further investigation of the scope to target aVordable low cost home
ownership schemes which are suYciently attractive to social tenants which will increase the supply of relets,
which will help those on housing need. and thus tackle social inequality

3. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

As well as having an impact on the supply of other much needed aVordable housing referred to above,
ourmain concern on this issue is the impact on the supply of suitable family housing for sale in east London.
It is inevitably more economically attractive for developers to build high density one and two bedroom units
for sale than family housing.

We are therefore concerned that much of this housing will be occupied for relatively short terms by
childless couples who are then more likely to purchase family housing elsewhere at a later date. The social
impact of this is that communities are very transient and people are not encouraged to establish long terms
roots in an area. Whilst the market is flooded with smaller units, the prices of larger family homes will
continue to rise.

The secondary impact is that much of this housing is purchased as part of the vibrant buy to let market,
which whilst a necessary part of the growth of a developing economy does not contribute to the social
benefits of homeownership to an area described above, and can often lead to tensions between established
long term residents and those seen as not having any stake or commitment to the area. This can be a
particular issue on Council estates where former Council property, purchased through the Right to Buy is
being used for this purpose.

4. The Relationship between House Prices and Housing Supply

These issues are covered in answers above.
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5. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

The partnership welcomes the drive towards using modern methods of construction and this has had a
significant impact on the production of non public subsidized homes which can be aVordable. There are
some examples of developers having done this in our Boroughs. The current ODPMdevelopers competition
to build at lower prices is also welcome.

The creation of accessible aVordable housing for sale in perpetuity is essential and options that look at
cost price sale with fixed equity stakes need to be explored.

It would also be helpful if discretion were available that would enable Local Authorities to add resources
to the funding of low cost homeownership housing to ensure it is truly aVordable to local residents without
compromising the value for money considerations currently applied nationally.

6. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

The ELHP has considered the Government’s plan to increase supply in the Thames Gateway in some
detail and worked closely with the London School of Economics to produce our a “Vision for Sustainable
Development in the London Thames Gateway”.

In terms of new supply our view is that ensuring the necessary infrastructure is put in place to support
new housing is essential, whilst building at higher densities through a longer term programme is central. Our
view is that only by building out of existing urban centres at higher densities will we ensure enough quality,
a critical mass of people and services, environmental protection and suYcient value to generate investment
in the infrastructure and links into existing communities. Critical to this argument will be the ability to
develop larger family units at high densities with aVordable service charges—an area that is constantly being
considered and researched.

7. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

Aspects of this issue are a covered under section 1. It should also be noted that many Authorities are
having a wider impact on home ownership through estate renewal schemes—Authorities are now changing
mono tenure flatted estates, upping housing densities and at the same time changing tenuremixes to get some
outright home ownership included in the new mix. This regenerative process creates both lower cost home
ownership options and adds to sustainability.

Similarly the impact of the Right to Buy on opportunities to enter the home ownership ladder on both
the individual purchaser and neighbourhood should not be overlooked. The Right to Buy has contributed
to diversifying tenures across estates and for many purchasers has brought all the economic benefits
attributed to traditional purchase routes. It should be noted however that this loss of social housing has had
the negative impact of reducing Council’s ability tomeet local housing and this reinforces the previous point
that promoting home ownership unchecked can have a negative impact when supply in all tenures does not
meet demand.

It should be noted that the Mayor of London has set a target that 50% all new housing should be
aVordable either rented or low cost home ownership. The ELHP broadly supports these targets but has
emphasised the need to consider the ratio carefully in areas that are already predominantly characterised
by a single tenure.

8. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

Covered under section 1.

9. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

It is clear that in London and the south-east that development whether in the aVordable or for sale sectors
has not kept pace with demand. As a consequence, prices have not stabilised or reduced and is unlikely to
unless the supply/demand ratio is altered.

In our document Vision for Sustainable Communities in the Thames Gateway’ document we have argued
that larger growth than that envisaged under current plans can bring protection to the environment through
applying the added value to more eVective environmental protection. These ideas need to be explored
further but there is a place to explore how significant growth can add to aVordability and environmental
protection.
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10. The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and How They Might be

Tackled

This is a wider issue that we would suggest needs to be tackled through regional economic policies to
regenerate areas of high unemployment to make them more attractive, thus shifting the focus away from
London and the south-east. Part of this process however will be to ensure that people in London and the
south-east get access to the right training so that employment demands can be met locally with less reliance
on attracting people from other regions who may have the necessary skills.

Memorandum by the Manchester Salford Pathfinder (MSP) (AH 53)

1. Introduction

1.1 The Manchester Salford Pathfinder (MSP) welcomes this opportunity to address the Select
Committee Inquiry into AVordability and the Supply of Housing.

1.2 This submission does not comment upon all of the issues that the Committee has identified in its call
for evidence, but refers to the particular issues which are of importance for MSP.

2. Current Context

2.1 The Pathfinder has just submitted its SchemeUpdate toODPMforHMR funding for the period 2006
to 2008 to carry forward the Pathfinder’s ambitious programme to restructure and reposition the housing
market at the core of the Manchester City Region (MCR) to ensure that it facilitates, and does not hinder,
the enormous economic growth potential outlined in the Manchester City Region Development Plan
(CRDP).

2.2 TheMSP and the two local authorities have placed housing market renewal within a wider economic
context. Their view is that maximising regional economic prosperity will only be achieved by delivering
sustainable growth in the economic base of the Regional Centre. This can only be achieved by creating the
conditions that will enable residents to exercise a logical and aspirational choice to live in the conurbation
core of Manchester Salford. Creating new housing markets which oVer high quality housing and the
necessary range of high quality public and private services are key to retaining and attracting those residents
who are fundamental to the creation of wealth.

2.3 This approach demands that a transformational agenda be pursued over the period that HMR
resources are available. The shift in the housing market that is required in the core of the conurbation will
not be achieved by traditional strategies of renewal, improvement and remediation. There is a clear and
pressing need for systematic interventions based on a capacity to link economic priorities with
comprehensive spatial and investment strategies which will transform neighbourhoods into dynamic places
to live. The key to maximising the value of HMR and other housing resources for market renewal purposes
will be to ensure that the investment of these resources are guided by strategic regeneration frameworks and
the local neighbourhood plans that flow from these frameworks.

2.4 As the Pathfinder and the two local authority partners seek to address the gap in performance
between the MCR and the south-east, especially as it related to housing market renewal, there is an
attendant risk that the characteristics of the housingmarkets (which are markedly diVerent inmost respects)
begin to come into alignment, with the development of problems such as aVordability and under-supply. It
is vital to the success of the Pathfinder, that demand and supply within the housing market are balanced
eVectively, within a wider regional context. This will be no mean feat, especially in view of projected
population and household growth to 2021, which are likely to result in a sharp increase in demand.

2.5 Attendant upon the strategy now being developed, is the risk that local residents of the Pathfinder
may be bypassed entirely by new opportunities, especially in terms of jobs and housing, and linked to this
is the possibility of pushing housing (especially for ownership) beyond the reach of many.

2.6 Whilst it is understandable that the Committee may wish to focus on the problems of aVordability
and housing supply in the south of the country or rural areas, it is important to recognise that many other
areas, including some of the Core Cities have similar issues. The dynamics may be diVerent, but they also
need to be understood and responded to appropriately.

3. Affordability and the Supply of Housing—Key Issues forMSP

3.1 Current Provision of AVordable Housing

It is clear that there is, in many neighbourhoods, a plentiful supply of social rented housing across the
pathfinder, demand for which has increased recently. Work undertaken by the RFI Consortium has shown
this tenure to be over-represented in many areas, and it has been argued that heavy concentrations of social
rented housing in many areas within or adjacent to the urban core has been a contributory factor to market
failure. There is likewise a plentiful supply of private rented accommodation within many MSP
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neighbourhoods, much of which is occupied by households in receipt of Housing Benefit. There is therefore
a need for MSP to work to diversify tenure within certain neighbourhoods in order to create the necessary
balance of mixed tenure housing which meets the needs and aspirations of both existing and new residents.
The need to achieve an equitable tenure balance is a key challenge within, and desired outcome of, theMSP
programme.

3.2 Both authorities have been experiencing large numbers of Right to Buy (RTB) sales during recent
years, and expectations are that this trend will continue, certainly in the short-term. This has caused a
significant reduction in the overall level of social rented stock available, not just within the pathfinder but
also the wider local authority boundaries. There is a level of re-provision taking place by RSLs, but when
compared with the numbers that are being lost through RTB it is clear that overall levels of social rented
stock are decreasing at a significant rate.

3.3 In regard to the aVordability of homes in the owner-occupied sector, there have been significant
increases in house prices in some parts of the Pathfinder, however, house price increases overall have not
matched those in the region, and the gap has widened. There are areas adjacent to, but outside of the
Pathfinder, within both cities, where property prices are beyond the scope of many residents of Manchester
and Salford.

3.4 Recent work undertaken by both authorities demonstrates that in some areas, house prices, in
relation to average earnings, do appear to have increased beyond the means of local residents. This problem
is set to increase as the areas in which there is still aVordable stock will see significant demolition over the
next few years, which is likely to remove significant numbers of the lowest value stock. This will then be
replaced with a range of property types and tenures to create a sustainable mix of housing, but this will be
of higher value than the stock that it replaces.

3.5 MSP believes that there is an important distinction to be drawn between low value housing and
aVordable housing. Low value housing is often in poor repair and located in neighbourhoods that do not
support local services. This can mean that whilst the initial cost of purchasing the property is low in relative
terms, the cost of ongoing repairs and maintenance and of travelling to access services such as shopping
facilities mean that the cost of living in such a property is more expensive than living in a higher value
property in an area which is not exhibiting low market demand.

3.6 All of the evidence so far suggests to the Pathfinder that ensuring an aVordable supply of housing will
be an important component of any future strategy to deliver the restructuring of the remaining
unsustainable areas of housing.

3.7 Pathfinder Perspective

There are a number of key issues for MSP in delivering the transformational agenda of housing market
renewal.

3.8 There is a need to undertake significant levels of demolition over the life of the programme, and
therefore there is a need for significant levels of re-provision and relocation. This will bring with it a
requirement to provide aVordable housing, whilst at the same time seeking to introduce a balanced supply
of higher value housing in order to provide an attractive mix of housing which will appeal to both existing
residents who may have left the area to find such housing, and new residents. This approach is central to
addressing areas that currently see very low value house sales.

3.9 MSP recognises that home-owners in some areas which suVer from low demand have eVectively
become trapped, as they are unable to overcome themassive diVerential that exists between the value of their
property and the value of property in surrounding areas. This has increased the marginalisation that such
residents experience, as they then become unable to play an active role in a normally functioning housing
market.

3.10 The issues around housing aVordability are complex, particularly within the pathfinder area, and of
particular importance is the fact that household incomes have not risen at the same rate as house prices.
MSP believes that increasing household incomes, through capturing and building upon economicmigration
and continuing to grow the economic core of the conurbation, are central to tackling low housing demand.
However, there will remain sections of the community who are unlikely to experience a significant change
in their household income, and there will remain a need to provide aVordable housing in order to meet
their needs.

3.11 Both authorities have recently established cross-departmental working groups that will work to
develop strategy and policy on aVordable housing, and MSP is working to develop policy on aVordable
housing.

3.12 In addition MSP, through both authorities, has been working recently with developers in regard to
specific sites to developmechanisms to release aVordable units within new developments. The new provision
of aVordable housing in such developments is to address a number of potential scenarios specific to the issues
facing the pathfinder:
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3.12.1 The provision of social rented accommodation to relocate existing tenants or those that wish to
give up ownership of a property they have purchased, for example under the right to buy agreement, as they
can no longer sustain home ownership in the long-term.

3.12.2 The provision of replacement accommodation to relocate existing residents who are owner-
occupiers. In most cases these residents will wish to purchase a replacement property and remain in home
ownership. Themechanism for assisting these residents will be through each respective Council’s Relocation
Assistance package, which contains provisions to provide relocation packages to qualifying owner-
occupiers who are to be displaced as a result of MSP regeneration activity.

3.12.3 The provision of aVordable housing that will be available to residents fromwithin and outside the
area that are currently unable to access home ownership at current market rates. There are likely to be first
time buyers or existing tenants who have aspirations to become home owners and could aVord to sustain
home ownership in the long-term, but require some intermediate support in order to enter the market. Such
a mechanism will be particularly important in building a sustainable community with tenure integration.

3.13 The client group for each of these three scenarios will have diVerent needs and circumstances and
therefore the solutions for each of these will be diVerent.

3.14 Tenure is also an important issue for the Pathfinder. In 2001, only 36.2% of homes were in the owner
occupied sector, a slight reduction since 1991, against 68.7% nationally. In the same period both the RSL
rented sector and private rented sectors grew significantly, the latter now standing at over 16%, nearly
double the national average. Both cities are, likewise, implementing well-developed strategies to meet the
Government’s Decent Homes standard for Public Sector housing by 2010, which will see a significant
proportion of public stock owned or managed by ALMOs, PFIs or transfer RSLs. The imperative to meet
these targets must not cloud the need to ensure a properly functioning housing market, or detract from the
success of the HMRprogramme. A rebalanced housingmarket in terms of tenure is one of the key outcomes
of the Pathfinder, and if home ownership is beyond the present means of a significant number of residents
within the Pathfinder, this may necessitate providing appropriate subsidy or new financial products (such
as equity sharing arrangements), along with full use of Planning powers and frameworks, to ensure that this
is addressed equitably.

3.15 Relocation Assistance and AVordable Homes

The MSP programme now has in the region of 80 current or planned Compulsory Purchase Orders
(CPOs) in the pipeline, costing overall some estimated £169 million, not including relocation costs, and
aVecting some 5,100 properties.

3.16 The Pathfinder has been at the forefront in developing new ways of assisting owner-occupiers who
are displaced by CPO/Clearance schemes. To date over 100 households have successfully been relocated
through Salford’s innovative Homeswap scheme, and over £1 million of equity loans have been given
through Manchester’s groundbreaking Relocation Assistance policy. Both authorities have undertaken a
joint review of their Private Sector Housing Assistance Policies under their RRO powers, and are adopting
policies, which are consistent across the pathfinder neighbourhoods. This review has included the
assessment of measures to provide housing which is aVordable for those residents who are to be relocated
as a result of demolition activity.

3.17 Whilst use is being made of traditional means of assisting people onto the housing ladder, such as
Homebuy and Shared Ownership, further development of options, particularly in working with Developers
and Housing Associations, is ongoing.

3.18 Property values have risen in most neighbourhoods within the Pathfinder area, although at a slower
rate than the national and regional levels. This presents a challenge toMSP as the costs of acquisitions and of
relocating existing residents have risen, and work is ongoing to reduce the call on HousingMarket Renewal
Funding for relocation costs by working more closely with the private sector. However, it should be noted
that the rise in property values at a slower rate than outside of the pathfinder areameans that property values
are decreasing in overall terms within the area, and it remains the priority of MSP to address this issue
through its market restructuring interventions.

3.19 Building the Evidence Base/Evaluating the Impact of Interventions

It has to be recognised that in recent years there has been significant movement in the housing market,
both nationally and locally. Whilst there have been significant increases in house prices in some parts of the
Pathfinder, recent evidence suggests that the housing boom has created a widening gulf between the
Pathfinder and other parts of the region, with an even wider gulf between the Pathfinder and national
medians [“Housing BoomWidens Price Gap, New Research Reveals” Press Release by GONW, 7 October
2004]. Research by the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies at Birmingham University (CURS) also
suggests that “despite price rises, there is no evidence . . . of a recovery in the demand for terraced housing”
and that “speculative demand, rather than demand from potential occupiers, has been responsible for the
most well-publicised increases . . .” [The Housing Market in the North West, CURS, 2004].
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3.20 The Research Foresight and Intelligence (RFI) programme of research that has been commissioned
byMSP has identified that house price aVordability has recently emerged as an issue facing residents within
the Pathfinder, as well as in the wider local authority boundaries.

3.20.1 The Pathfinder has also established a Tracking Neighbourhood Change mechanism, a
Geographical Information System (GIS) that can be used as an evaluation tool to assess the impact of both
market renewal and other regeneration interventions against a defined suite of indicators at a
neighbourhood level. This tool has been used to provide the basis for a robust evidence base on housing
aVordability issues as both authorities start work on developing aVordable housing strategies.

4. Conclusion

4.1 A key message from MSP to the Committee is that balancing supply with demand is not just a
problem for London and the Southeast—it can manifest in other parts of the country, including the MCR
and Pathfinder areas. The issues may be diVerent in character, but they are nevertheless real. And whilst
lack of aVordable housing may not (yet) be as acute a problem, the Pathfinder has adjacent areas (within
both cities) where house prices are amongst the highest in the region, and slightly further afield, areas where
house prices are amongst the highest in the country.

4.2 Throughout the lifetime of the programmeMSPwill be delivering a significant supply of newhousing,
and the focus of this will be to introduce housing choice into areas where there is currently none, and to
bring about an overall increase in the values of housing within these areas. This has to be balanced with
ensuring that there is an adequate supply of aVordable housing being provided, but it is clear that simply
increasing the supply of housing within the pathfinder area will not in itself increase the supply of
aVordable housing.

4.3 House prices within the Pathfinder area have risen since the Pathfinder was established, however, as
reported by other Pathfinders, the rise is less steep than that of the market more widely, leaving a widening
gap between the core of the conurbation and outlying areas, and between the Pathfinder and nationally. At
the same time however, there remains within the Pathfinder a heavy concentration of severe deprivation,
which both cities, along with the Central Salford and New East Manchester URC’s are seeking to address
through comprehensive regeneration strategies.

4.4 A further key issues, and a pressing necessity for the Pathfinder, is to address the critical loss of urban
density and to create “neighbourhoods of choice” with suYcient density (amongst other things) to sustain
local services and achieve long-term sustainability. This will be diYcult to achieve if the two authorities’ new
build housing allocations are artificially depressed, or if other authorities’ allocations are unduly large. It is
greatly in the interests of all within the sub-region, that the vitality of the core of the conurbation is
underpinned and secured, and the Pathfinder is currently fully engaged in working with and influencing
other partners to this end.

Memorandum by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) (AH 54)

Introduction

1. The RSPB is Europe’s largest wildlife charity with over one million members. The RSPB’s policy and
advocacy work covers a wide range of issues including planning and regional policy, climate change, energy,
marine issues, water, trade and agriculture. As well as commenting on national planning policy issues, the
RSPB’s professional conservation and planning specialists make representations on around 600 items of
planning casework each year throughout the UK, including regional planning, development plans and
individual planning applications and proposals. We have considerable planning experience, particularly in
the area of biodiversity planning.

2. The RSPB is particularly concerned about the potential environmental impact of a significant increase
in the supply of housing. Our submission concentrates on the following two issues identified by the
Committee:

— How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale.

— The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision.

Summary

3. The RSPB is concerned about the impacts that the location and quality of house building will have on
wildlife and the environment, and therefore on the achievement of sustainable development. The planning
system must provide for legitimate development needs whilst ensuring that the environment is properly
protected and enhanced. To do this requires a strong plan-led system inwhich development plans are subject
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to robust strategic environmental assessment and in which decision-makers treat social, economic and
environmental objectives in an integrated way without resorting to trade-oVs. Recent Government
proposals for planning the provision of housing appear to threaten the plan-led system.

4. A significant increase in the supply of housing may be seriously damaging to the environment unless
adequate measures are taken to mitigate the impacts, through giving careful attention to the location and
quality of house building. In particular, plans need to deliver green infrastructure, respect environmental
capacity, conserve natural resources and protect and enhance wildlife.

The Planning System’s Response to the Demand for Housing for Sale

5. The RSPB is a strong supporter of the plan-led planning system, as is now enshrined in the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. We welcome in particular the new duty on plan-making bodies to
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, and the guidance on how this is to be achieved
in Planning Policy Statement 1 Delivering Sustainable Development (February 2005). We welcome recent
statements from the Government stating its continuing commitment to sustainable development and the
recognition that sustainability appraisal (incorporating the requirements of the Strategic Environmental
Assessment Directive) provides the key means to reconcile competing demands.

6. We believe that the planning system must provide for legitimate development needs whilst ensuring
that the environment is properly protected and enhanced. To do this requires a strong plan-led system in
which development plans are subject to robust strategic environmental assessment and in which decision-
makers treat social, economic and environmental objectives in an integrated way without resorting to
trade-oVs.

7. We have also supported existing planning policy on housing in Planning Policy Guidance Note 3
Housing since its publication in 2000. It has been an important tool in encouraging urban renaissance,
protecting the countryside from unnecessary development and generally promoting more sustainable
patterns of development.

8. In particular, we support the use of “Plan Monitor Manage” rather than “Predict and Provide”;
making good use of land through higher densities; the sequential test, favouring previously-developed land
over greenfield sites (with the caveat of protecting significant biodiversity resources as expressed in PPS9),
and the emphasis on creating sustainable residential environments.

Plan-led or market led?

9. We have therefore been concerned by recent Government proposals which appear to weaken elements
of existing policy in PPG3. In particular, we are concerned about the degree to which the allocation of
housing land will be market-driven, rather than purely driven by the interests of good planning and
sustainable development.

10. Wewelcome the fact that theGovernment does not seem to favour the recommendation of the Barker
review for allocating a substantial buVer of additional housing land in local development frameworks and
relying on housing market indicators to trigger its release. This option would have been extremely
environmentally damaging.

11. We have no objections to improving the evidence base for planners as they prepare and review
development plans, and to includingmarket information within this. However, we question whether amove
towards a more market-led approach is consistent with other areas of planning policy, for example retail
development. Since the out-of-town retail boom of the 1980s, when planning policy was largely market-led,
Government policy has become firmly plan-led and focussed on town centres, overriding market forces and
driving changes to the way the retail sector operates, with beneficial consequences for urban regeneration.
PPG3 has begun a similar process for the housing sector, and its policy commitment to the sequential test
must not be diluted.

Housing market areas

12. We support a collaborative approach to planning for housing markets rather than administrative
areas, but are concerned about the degree to which stakeholders and members of the public would have the
opportunity to comment on or challenge the areas defined by regional planning bodies.

Housing numbers—floor or ceiling?

13. The ODPM’s consultation paper Planning forHousing Provision contains proposals for tailoring the
management of delivery in diVerent housing markets, which involves treating the housing trajectory in an
individual local authority or sub-regional housing market area as either a “floor” or a “ceiling”. The current
approach is to treat housing trajectories as a ceiling, but in areas of high demand the proposal is that the
housing trajectory could be treated as a floor, which wouldmean the ability tomeet housing numbers earlier
than planned, whilst triggering a partial review of the regional spatial strategy.
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14. We oppose this proposal because housing numbers distributed to local authorities in particular
markets will already reflect decisions about whether to promote or limit new provision. This decision will
have been subjected to a sustainability appraisal as part of the plan preparation, which is the appropriate
place to make it. The proposal also appears to be an open-ended commitment to housing growth in high
demand areas, as discussed further below.

The sequential test

15. Our concerns with the proposed approach to identifying land for housing centre on its apparent
weakening of the sequential test, which seeks to ensure that sites on previously developed land are developed
before greenfield sites. As mentioned above, this policy has made an important contribution to urban
renaissance and the protection of greenfield sites around settlements.

16. Although the proposed approach retains elements of the sequential test, its general emphasis is to
identify sites which are developable in the short term. Although developable urban brownfield sites are to
be allocated first, their very nature means that greenfield sites are more likely to be developable in the short
term, thus leading to a bias in favour of greenfield sites. This eVect will be exacerbated by the ability of
developers, in high demand areas, to bring any sites in the five year land supply forward for development
at any time.

17. This approach does not give local authorities and other public agencies the necessary encouragement
to tackle the constraints which may exist on previously-developed land and to bring this land forward for
development in preference to greenfield sites.

Monitoring and managing housing supply

18. We are very concernedwith the proposal in the ODPM’s paper that “in areas identified for high levels
of new homes local authorities will roll forward land through a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
and a parallel partial review of the RSS will be triggered. Housing numbers may need to be revised or the
market area designation changed.” (paragraph 45).

19. Firstly, this appears to be an open-ended commitment to housing growth in high demand areas. If,
facedwith faster than expected take-up of housing land, local authorities are to bring forward sites identified
for later phases and at the same time the overall scale of development is revised (presumably upwards), the
likely outcome is to concentrate more and more development into certain housing market areas. This could
have serious consequences for the local environment, regional imbalances and more sustainable patterns of
urban development.

20. Secondly, it is not clear whether the roll forward of land in the SPD merely concerns the timing of
release (paragraph 42) or the allocation of sites which were not previously identified in the site allocation
Development Plan Document (DPD). Although SPD is subject to sustainability appraisal, changes to the
development plan such as these must be dealt with through a review of the site allocation DPD, in order to
provide an opportunity for the full and proper public scrutiny of emerging housing sites before they are
allocated or released.

The Scale and Impact of Housebuilding on the Natural Environment

21. TheGovernment’s proposals for increasing the supply of housing draw to a large extent on the review
of housing supply carried out by Kate Barker for the ODPM and the Treasury. Our comments on the scale
and impact of housebuilding on the natural environment must be set in the context of our general concerns
about the Barker Review, which are summarised here.

22. Firstly, Kate Barker’s Review, by her own admission, did not properly consider the environmental
implications of a step change in housing supply or of the mechanisms for achieving it. Although joint
ODPM/Defra research was commissioned in late 2004 on the sustainability implications of a proposed
market housing aVordability target and a large increase in house building, this has still not yet been
published. There has, therefore, been no opportunity for this research to influence public debate on this
issue, and the proposals contained in the ODPM’s consultation paper appear to be premature.

23. Secondly, if the implementation of Barker’s recommendations is seen as the means of tackling
aVordability problems, we are not convinced that it will succeed on its own terms, notwithstanding
sustainability issues. The Barker Review focussed its attention on market housing, largely ignoring social
rented housing and the interactions between the two sectors. We believe that publicly-funded and accessible
housing must be a key element of any long-term solution to aVordability problems, independent of any
attempt to deliver it through planning obligations linked to the release of land for market housing.
Furthermore, the Barker Review itself accepts that its proposed step-change in market housing supply
would only slow the rate of housing price inflation, not actually reduce prices. It also concedes that this
would not necessarily makemarket housingmore aVordable to those in greatest need of aVordable housing.
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24. The proposed increase in housing supply is essentially an economic development strategy, to fuel the
growing South East economy by removing the constraint on labour that the current high cost of housing is
believed to create. Not only is this questionable as to whether this will work in the short-term, as discussed
above, but also in the long term. Housing capacity in growth areas cannot increase infinitely, so at some
stage an alternative economic approach will be needed. It would be better to introduce that alternative now
(alongside changes such as increasing the element of social provision), rather than rely solely on increased
market housebuilding.

25. Whatever the scale of the increase in the supply of housing, we are concerned that there is likely to
be serious damage to the environment unless adequate measures are taken to mitigate the impacts, through
giving careful attention to the location and quality of house building. In particular, plans need to deliver
green infrastructure, respect environmental capacity, conserve natural resources and protect and enhance
wildlife. Thus our concerns are not about growth per se, but about the relationship between the scale of
development, its location and the quality of its design (particularly in terms of its environmental
performance).

26. We believe that all decisions about development, whether at regional or local level, should follow the
following five-point approach:

Information—decisions should be based on relevant and up-to-date environmental information.

Avoidance—adverse environmental eVects should be avoided wherever possible.

Mitigation—where adverse eVects are unavoidable they should be minimised by the use of
mitigation measures.

Compensation—where, despite mitigation, there will be residual adverse eVects that mitigation
cannot reduce further, they should be compensated bymeasures that try at least to oVset the harm.

New benefits—where there are opportunities to provide new environmental benefits, these should
be taken.

27. This approach was originally applied to planning for biodiversity, but is equally applicable to
planning for environmental issues more generally. Similar principles have been included in PPS9
Biodiversity and Geological Conservation.

Deliver green infrastructure

28. The debate over infrastructure provision in growth areas has largely ignored the need to deliver
“green infrastructure”. Green infrastructure is “a network of multi-functional greenspace… It is set within,
and contributes to, a high quality natural and built environment and is required to deliver ‘liveability’ for
new communities”. Having access to natural places near to your home is key to better health, as researched
in the RSPB’s report Natural Fit, which attempted to quantify the financial value of urban parks in terms
of savings to the National Health Service. A quality environment also attracts businesses to an area and
makes a significant contribution to local economies.

29. The RSPB believes that green infrastructure is essential to the development of sustainable
communities. It is as vital to us as any traditional infrastructure such as roads, schools and hospitals.

30. A strategic approach to providing green infrastructure has been taken in the Milton Keynes and
South Midlands growth area. A partnership of government agencies, local authorities and environmental
groups, including the RSPB, has developed a set of principles for green infrastructure. For example, green
infrastructure should provide a focus for social inclusion, community development and lifelong learning. It
should also maintain and enhance biodiversity to ensure that green infrastructure results in a net gain of
Biodiversity Action Plan habitats.

Respect environmental capacity

31. Even if green infrastructure is fully designed into new communities, there are still serious questions
about the environmental impact of new development. An important principle of sustainable development
is to recognise the limits of the environment to accept further development without irreversible damage.

32. Nationally, decisions have been taken with only a limited understanding of environmental impacts,
or the environmental capacity of particular regions to accommodate additional development. For example,
much development is planned for the south east of England, which hasmany areas valued for their beautiful
landscapes and rich wildlife. It is also the driest part of the country, and predicted to get drier due to
climate change.

33. Problems are already arising in the south east growth areas. For example, the draft regional spatial
strategy for the East of England (RSS14) proposes 23,900 new homes each year, a 15% increase on the
previous planned rate. The appraisal report on the strategy warns: “the scale of growth is likely to be highly
environmentally damaging” unless significant measures are taken to mitigate the impacts. The RSPB has
objected to a number of policies, including the policy on the distribution of housing provision, on the
grounds of potential harm to internationally-designated wildlife sites.
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34. TheRSPBbelieves thatmuchmoremust be done to assess and avoid impacts at national and regional
levels. To do this, we need a national spatial strategy, subject to a robust strategic environmental assessment.

35. At the local level, decisions about the location of development should be informed by a full
understanding of local environmental capacity. Although environmental capacity is not always easy to
define, planners should follow the five-point approach described above.

Conserve natural resources

36. Proposals to increase house building in the UK, and particularly South-east England, potentially
have massive implications for the consumption of natural resources. Fossil fuel consumption, to provide
energy for houses and fuel for transport, generates pollution and greenhouse gases that contribute to climate
change. More houses also means more demands on water resources.

37. The RSPB carried out an analysis of the costs and benefits of building all new homes to BRE’s
EcoHomes “excellent” standard, using reports from Defra, UKWIR and the Housing Corporation. To
build a home to EcoHomes excellent standard, in terms of water and energy saving actions, additional costs
are estimated at as little as £160 per home—a small amount in the overall build cost of a new house. These
measures also continue to provide monetary and natural resource savings during the life of the home.

38. The EcoHomes “excellent” standard could save 10,000 megalitres of water per year, implying savings
of £1.6 billion on new water resources infrastructure, and 10 million tonnes of carbon emissions per year,
potentially worth £2.9 billion over the next 30 years. The costs of building to the EcoHomes “excellent”
standard are clearly worthwhile for society and would help keep new development within environmental
limits.

Protect and enhance wildlife

39. The proposed growth areas contain areas of important wildlife habitat, such as the wild marshes of
NorthKent, which provide refuge for up to 200,000wintering wild birds. They are protected by the strongest
international conservation laws. Carefully planned development reduces the risk that these special areas and
the wider countryside are damaged.

40. However, potential adverse impacts from transport projects associated with housing and economic
growth, such as a Lower Thames Crossing in the Thames Gateway or the M6 Expressway in the Midlands
are still a major threat. Increased numbers of people in new housing development near sensitive wildlife sites
must also be carefully managed to avoid indirect impacts from more intensive recreational pressure, such
as in the Nene Valley, Northamptonshire, part of the Milton Keynes South Midlands growth area.

41. Aswell as protecting it, sustainable communities should also enhancewildlife, for example by erecting
swift nest boxes, installing green roofs, and creating new habitats at every scale. All work should
complement and help achieve the UK’s biodiversity action plan targets.

Memorandum by the West Midlands Regional Assembly (WMRA) Secretariat (AH 55)

1. Introduction

1.1 The West Midlands Regional Assembly’s (WMRA) Regional Housing Partnership has previously
lead WMRA agreed responses to ODPM on the Barker Review of Housing Supply and “Planning for
Housing Provision”. In responding to this call for evidence, we refer to these responses (which are enclosed
as Appendix 1 & 2) and also to the Region’s Regional Spatial Strategy approved by the Secretary of State
in June 2004 and the Regional Housing Strategy submitted to Ministers in June 2005.

2. Brief Summary of Comments

2.1 WMRA’s response to the above consultation exercises have focused on how the proposals appear to
have been devised to address South East of England growth pressures and would thus be applied out of
context in the rest of the UK, including the West Midlands. WMRA’s responses have made it implicit that
the proposals in Kate Barker’s Review of the Housing Supply (Appendix 1) and ODPM’s Planning for
Housing Provision (Appendix 2) could reverse our recently approved Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS).

2.2 The West Midlands is seeking to halt the out migration of households from the conurbation. The
proposed approach byODPM ismarket led with the potential for increased development onGreenfield sites
in areas of high demand. The West Midlands RSS may be ambitious, but is realistic and there is now good
evidence of it beginning towork, eg developers increasingly providingmore newhousing in theMajorUrban
Areas.WMRA fears that ODPMproposals will undermine developer confidence in the growth of theMajor
Urban Areas and lead to demands for an ever increasing rural residential land release and further out
migration to the Shire Counties. This approach would be highly unsustainable and wholly against the
principles of the West Midlands RSS.
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3. WestMidlands Regional Housing Strategy 2005 and Supporting Research

3.1 The Assembly’s Regional Housing Partnership has undertaken a great deal of work on behalf of the
Regional Housing Board, particularly in ensuring the Regional Housing Strategy 2005 was based on robust
empirical evidence and research. This research can be accessed from the following website: http://
www.wmra.gov.uk/page.asp?id%66 and some of the key elements of the research are referred to below in
response to the specific questions raised by theODPMCommittee. A copy of theRegionalHousing Strategy
2005 can be accessed from the weblink below: http://www.wmra.gov.uk/page.asp?id%63

4. Response to the Specific Questions Raised by the ODPM Committee

4.1 The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

In certain parts of the West Midlands Region, for example, its South Housing Market Area the scope to
promote greater homeownership is limited by the aVordability ratio. Local communities want aVordable
housing in perpetuity and through a system of “staircasing” with such units going back into the system as
aVordable housing.

Solutions to promoting greater homeownership in areas of high aVordability problems (often in the rural
parts of the West Midlands) are to raise incomes for local people via Rural Renaissance (WM Regional
Spatial Strategy) and rural employment opportunities. Building more housing will not reduce the price
overall suYciently for local people to be able to aVord to buy.

4.2 The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

It needs to be recognised that home purchase does not necessarily tackle inequalities and reduce poverty
as many people can bemade worse oV through home ownership—Right to Buy is an example of this as there
have been examples, whereby people have been left unable to cope with the properties they have bought,
unable to aVord renovations and repairs and thus trapped in poor condition owner occupied housing.

Home purchase can also create inequality and exacerbate problems as wealthy homeowners push up
prices in particular areas often forcing out local people and causing the gentrification of areas.

There are also concerns that the introduction of the inclusion of property portfolios for private pensions
under SIPPS will make this problem considerably worse and drive up prices further still, as pressure will be
placed on the housing market by private landlords buying up properties for investment purposes. The
proposal for property portfolios under SIPPS may be more appropriate if there was a way of ensuring rents
on such properties were aVordable.

4.3 The economic and social impact of current house prices

A great deal of research has been undertaken by the West Midlands to support the development of a
robust evidence base for theWMRegional Housing Strategy 2005 and of particular interest to this question
will be the work undertaken by SheYeld University on identifying distinctive HousingMarket Areas within
the Region and also the Stage 2 Report produced by the University of Birmingham’s, Centre for Urban and
Regional Studies. Below is the weblink to the research:

www.wmra.gov.uk/page.asp?id%66

4.4 The relationship between house prices and housing supply

As stated above in response to question 3 please refer to the extensive research undertaken by the West
Midlands Regional Housing Board which can be downloaded from the aforementioned website.

4.5 Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and
fiscal measures
WMRAwelcomes the use of modern methods of construction if manageable and guaranteeing long life and
sustainability of the housing in question.
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4.6 The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

Please refer here to the comments in summary above in section 2 and also the Assembly’s full response
to ODPM’s “Planning for Housing Provision” which is appended (2) at the end of this paper.

4.7 The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

It is important to note that the need to increase the supply of housing overall is due in part to the limited
amount of Social/subsidised housing being built over the last 25 years at least. This has helped to produce
a situation wheremore andmore households are unable to aVord a home, either private or social/subsidised.
It is considered unlikely that increasing the supply of private housing in theWestMidlands could contribute
as much as building new subsidised housing towards meeting housing need.

The lack of subsidised housing has been exacerbated by Right to Buy initiatives which have not only
reduced the availability of accommodation but also resulted in the residualisation of the remaining
housing stock.

4.8 How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

In the West Midlands this depends on where in Major Urban Areas we want the open market to respond
with more supply, subject to design, type, size and sustainability and creating pathways of choice in the
housing market. In regionally unsustainable areas the planning system should address local needs only and
not inward migration pressures.
The planning system needs to consider how to meet all housing needs and requirements, including the
creation of a new Social Housing Use Class under Town Planning legislation in order to secure a market
value at less than the owner occupation open market level. This would help to achieve more aVordable
housing. A Social Housing Use Class could be made to relate to the intermediate market housing making
new build Shared Ownership more aVordable in high priced urban and rural locations, where even now it
is often irrelevant in meeting aVordability requirements.

4.9 The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

The South West part of the West Midlands Region is overheated therefore adopting a Barker style
solution would be to build vast quantities of housing over South Warwickshire, the Vale of Evesham and
Worcestershire and this would be totally unacceptable environmentally and in terms of sustainability. It
would accelerate out migration from the Conurbation requiring the duplication of huge infrastructure
provision that already exists in the Conurbation and as detailed further in our response (Appendix 2)
WMRA doubts the approach would reduce house prices and serve only to undermine our Regional Spatial
Strategy. This approach will also exacerbate the significant homelessness issues faced by many urban local
authorities.

4.10 The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

The Regional Spatial Strategy and Regional Housing Strategy are theWestMidlands’ solution approved
by the Secretary of State for re-shaping the market demand and social housing oversupply and poor quality
in theWestMidlands. As mentioned previously our concerns are that ODPMproposals will undermine our
Strategies.

It is important to be aware of the very diVerent problems facing parts of theWestMidlandsRegion, whose
markets are often described as mirroring those of the UK itself, ie high demand, overheating and high
aVordability problems to the SouthWest of the Region and low demand and poor stock condition problems
in part of the Central and the Northern parts of the Region.

The research on Housing Market Areas accessible via the weblink below will be of interest to the
Committee in response to this question.

www.wmra.gov.uk/page.asp?id%66

Supplementary Memorandum by the West Midlands Regional Assembly (WMRA) Secretariat (AH 55(a))

APPENDIX 1

RESPONSE OF THE WEST MIDLANDS REGIONAL PLANNING BODY TO THE ODPM
CONSULTATION, “HOUSING AND PLANNING IN THE REGIONS”

The Regional Planning Partnership of the West Midlands Regional Assembly met to receive a full and
detailed paper at a specially convened meeting on Friday 19 November 2004. The consultation response
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comprises this letter and the appended summary report to the Regional Planning Partnership of 19
November which is attached in full. Also appended as part of the formal response is the relevant extract of
a longer report to the Regional Planning Partnership (RPP) on the same date which contains the formal
recommendations on this matter which were agreed by the RPP. This letter contains some key points the
Partnership felt should be stressed in this response.

The intention to merge the Regional Housing Board and the Regional Planning Body was generally
welcomed in principle as it helped to address the criticism that the Regional Housing Boards are currently
undemocratic. In addition the closer working of both Housing and Planning regional processes builds upon
the West Midlands approach to partnership working and is welcomed.

You will see below the preferred form in which this merger should take place which the West Midlands
Regional Planning Partnership agreed. This ensures parity of influence and esteem between the disciplines
in the Regional Assembly structures. Cross membership between Planning and Housing bodies and
occasional joint meetings should be suYcient for this process to work well under the overall control and
ultimate resolution of the Regional Assembly itself. Membership of a new Regional Housing Partnership
would reflect the proportionality currently prevailing in the Regional Assembly structures, namely 4:1:1
between, elected LA Councillors, the business community and the other regional stakeholder
representatives.

The one issue which members felt most strongly about was the need for this merger to be properly
resourced. Failure to do this would prejudice the success of this venture from the outset. The production of
the Regional Housing Strategy, the Regional Housing Allocation Strategy, the servicing of the current
Regional Housing Board and the allocation function advising the Minister on the split of funds to local
housing authorities and to Registered Social Landlords, all require proper resources to be executed
eVectively. Up until now the West Midlands Government OYce has found the resources within its own
organisational arrangements to absorb these costs. The GOWM is a much larger organisation than the
Regional Assembly. No such flexibility exists in this much smaller and tightly constrained organisation.
Without the delivery of appropriate financial resources ODPM should not embark on this course. In the
worst case, in the absence of these additional funds the Regional Assembly may be forced to decline the
opportunities oVered by the merger. The WMRA secretariat would welcome further discussion with
GOWM/ODPM about what it is that you are actually proposing in detail in order to demonstrate the clear
logic and justice of this position.

Turning now to the second part of the Barker Recommendation 6, theWestMidlands Regional Planning
Partnership was much less convinced of the ODPM case for establishing a national advice unit.
The ODPM consultation has perhaps been less than helpful to its own case in that important aspects of the
proposal are less than plain. In short the West Midlands Regional Planning Partnership was not persuaded
of the merits of the national advice unit, and the degree of apparent sophistication intended in its
governance.

The West Midlands Regional Planning Partnership feels the emphasis on “independence” is illusory and
misleading. No experts are free of professional or political bias, especially when working in the public sector
policy domain. As such their functions in devising advice and in monitoring and reviewing compliance
simply cannot be undertaken without making “political” judgments. The same views apply to the
reservations about the “independent” oversight committee.

If the Minister is minded still to proceed with the formation of this national advice unit, the West
Midlands Regional Planning Body would be willing to accept a non statutory advisory body issuing non
mandatory advice on methodologies and general advice on aVordability issues.

In the event that a national advice unit is created it would be preferable to have a Regional representation
from each EnglishRegion engagedwith it in some formal relationship. The suggestion that has beenmooted
for a Regional Sounding board to work with the national advice unit would be supported and welcome,
though some other arrangement engaging all of the Regions could be equally useful and acceptable.

The integrity of the Regional Planning Body as the regional planning policy advisory body to Ministers
is valued very highly by the Regional Assembly. The creation of an “independent” unit whichmay prescribe
either directly or indirectly the way land release for housing in the Region should be conducted would be
seen as undermining the discretion of the Regional Planning Body. It is whether the consultation document
does or does not intend this that leaves the Regional Planning Body unable to respond more precisely until
ODPM makes its proposals plainer.

Government attention towards issues of aVordability is welcomed, and shared by the West Midlands
Regional Planning Partnership. However the intention to persist with shaping the Regional Planning
process through the Barker Agenda, as clearly stated at para 1.10 of the consultation paper, remains the
most serious concern to this Region and its partners. The concern about the potentially unworkable nature
of the Barker Agenda in the West Midlands has been explained before in our response to the Final Report.
To repeat, the logic of this concern is that this Barker model is very likely to be unworkable within the
rationale of the Regional Spatial Strategy for theWestMidlands.WestMidlands Regional partners worked
hard to achieve this challenging but vital urban and rural renaissance strategy, now approved by the First
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Minister in June this year. TheWestMidlandsRegional Planning Body would be dismayed to see it reversed
by the imposition of an inappropriate solution, founded upon a short run economic model driving land
release changes which would only perpetuate unsustainable regional trends.

The overwhelming logic of our regional sustainability agenda sets a long trajectory course to genuinely
and sustainably address issues of aVordability. It should achieve the same theoretical ends but via
sustainable routes. The West Midlands Regional Planning Body would not wish to see its Regional Spatial
Strategy driven oV track by advice from a national unit pursuing the logic of oversimplified, idealised,
theoretical models of supply and demand. The results of such an approach could be seriously damaging to
parts of the Region where high demand, high prices and high aVordability issues exist at present but
precisely do not need additional quantities of more market housing as a false solution.

Steve Forrest
Strategic Housing Advisor

29 November 2004

Supplementary Memorandum by the West Midlands Regional Assembly (WMRA) Secretariat (AH 55(b))

APPENDIX 2

RESPONSE OF THE WEST MIDLANDS REGIONAL ASSEMBLY TO ODPM CONSULTATION:
PLANNING FOR HOUSING PROVISION

1. Summary

1.1 The West Midlands Regional Assembly’s (WMRA) response to the ODPM consultation paper
“Planning for Housing Provision” is set out below. The accompanying letter also summarises the WMRA
response and is endorsed by the Chairs and Vice Chairs of the Regional Planning Partnership and Regional
Assembly.

1.2 The Summary Box below spells out the principle points of concern which the West Midlands
Regional Assembly wish to bring to the attention of ODPMand sets out themain steps ODPMare earnestly
asked to take in response to this consultation. Sections 3 and 4 following, develops these and other points
in more detail:

1. These proposals seem to have been devised to address South East of England growth pressures
but are to be applied out of context in the rest of the UK, including the West Midlands. We too
in the West Midlands are concerned about high price/high demand pressures and the Region
now has a confirmed RSS with a set of policies to address this within long run sustainability
principles. The oversimplified market led approach to addressing high demand could be very
damaging to theWest Midland’s regional economy and implementation of its Regional Spatial
Strategy.

2. The proposals could reverse our recently approved Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS). The West
Midlands RSS is seeking to halt the decentralisation of households from the Major Urban
Areas. The proposed approach by ODPM is market led with the potential for increased
development on greenfield sites in areas of high demand. The West Midlands RSS may be
ambitious but is realistic and there is now good evidence of the Strategy beginning to work.
Housing Land supply is being increased in theMajor Urban Areas and private developers have
shown increased interest in working within the Metropolitan areas.

3. The Regional Planning Body must retain discretion in determining regionally significant
planning issues and in interpreting national policy to regional circumstances. WMRA does not
want a solely administrative relationship with the proposed National Advice Unit. There must
not be a “one size” fits all approach to regional and sub-regional housing supply and policy.

4. WMRA supports local planning authorities working together, if based on sound empirical
analysis of the housing market areas and if this is with LHAs in their work on sub-regional/joint
housing market/needs assessments and strategies as ODPM have encouraged elsewhere. Whilst
joint DPDs are welcome it should be acknowledged that this will be challenging for authorities
and it would be helpful to consider whether any inducements could be oVered to them.

5. WMRA welcomes the proposed approach to HMAs, which are a key feature of the new
Regional Housing Strategy 2005, but concerns were felt about whether the proposed changes
are suYciently flexible to deal with theHMAs in our Region which are varying mixtures of “low
demand” or “growth” rather than being all one or all the other.
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2. DetailedWMRA Response

2.1 The opportunity to comment on these far reaching proposals is appreciated though the length of time
given for the response is strongly felt to be too short, and inhibits the process of genuine consultation. The
ODPM document gives a set of principles and proposals which pave the way for fundamental change to the
approach to determining housing land release through the planning system. This is notedwith grave concern
as to the anticipated consequences for the West Midlands Region and the Regional Spatial Strategy and
Regional Housing Strategy.

2.2 Rarely is it appropriate to refer to a document as historic, or ofmajor significance, in the development
of policy. However the gravity and scale of potential change this consultation paper introduces warrants
understanding it in these terms. It changes, in a fundamental way, the basis upon which planning decisions
on residential land release will be made.

2.3 Until now the planning system has guided market forces by balancing a range of factors in a political
decision making context. Under these proposals the level of market prices, and their rate of change, will
determine housing land release. Sustainability and environmental considerations are intended still to play
a part but the detail is missing. The inference is that these will be applied to guide development to the “least
worst” spatial options. It seems unlikely the new approach will allow the RPB or LPAs to altogether reject
the “demand led” land release on sustainability grounds should they beminded to consider this appropriate.
Further clarity on this is required from ODPM before the Regional Planning Body could respond fully and
finally on this proposal.

2.4 In addition, for the West Midlands RSS, the ODPM proposals eVectively appear to reverse the
housing “step change” Regional policy recently confirmed. As such, ODPMs proposals will most likely
undo the current RSS and begs serious questions about theGovernment’s understanding of, or commitment
to a sustainable future for theWestMidlands conurbation andwiderRegion.Despite references in the paper
to the ongoing importance of sustainability assessments, these major implications lie at the core of the
concerns expressed here.

2.5 TheWestMidlands Regional Spatial Strategymay be ambitious but is realistic and there is now good
evidence of the Strategy beginning to work. Housing Land supply is being increased in the Major Urban
Areas and private developers have shown increased interest in working within the Metropolitan areas, for
example, more executive homes being built in the conurbation. However, in consultation over both the RSS
and Regional Housing Strategy 2005 private developers have made it clear that they would prefer to see a
greater release of greenfield sites outside the conurbation. WMRA fears that the proposals within the
consultation paper will both undermine developer confidence within the Major Urban Areas, thus
undermining regeneration in these areas and lead to demands for an ever increasing land release and further
decentralisation within the Shire Counties, as greater land release is encouraged where prices are high. This
proposed approach appears to be highly unsustainable and wholly against the principles of the West
Midlands RSS.

2.6 The proposals are in the main, on the Government’s own statements, designed to address the growth
pressures of the South East. The application of the housing market area designations of High growth,
Managed, Low growth, and “managed reduction”may have some resonance in the South East (low growth,
or managed reduction excepted), but this raises important considerations as to how these designations
would apply in theWestMidlands. The concept of an area of “managed decline” seems to introduce a spatial
policy concept which has no other reference in current urban or regional policy. It is not the concept behind
Pathfinders or Areas of LowDemand / HousingMarket intervention. ODPM is asked to reconsult on these
issues again when they have explained in more detail what they could mean.

2.7 The housing trajectories attached to these designations are to be a key feature, of the new “market
price” lead system, but it needs to be made plain by ODPM that they could be used flexibly depending on
the housing market needs and the nature of each of the (sub-regional) HousingMarket Areas. For example,
could the trajectory be treated as a floor, a floor with a limit to over-provision, or a ceiling in accordance
with current RSS policy?

2.8 If the increase in housing supply is to be applied simply wherever house prices are higher than a
regional or national average, thereby implying an unmet pent up demand, then theWestMidlands RSS will
be severely undermined. This would not only accelerate the out migration from the conurbation leading to
social polarisation and increased trends towards ethnic segregation; it would undermine the Black Country
vision, the Pathfinder interventions, andCoventry’s regeneration. Current eVorts at housingmarket renewal
in the Major Urban Areas would falter. By the same token it would increase the development of owner
occupation in the Herefordshire, Worcester, South Warwickshire arc, probably to the detriment of the
environment, and local services, accentuating traYc problems and requiring more infrastructure
expenditure. WMRA would welcome a more balanced description of how the policy could be used.

2.9 The principle of Local Planning Authorities working together, especially in joint DPDs, to address
functional housing market areas is welcome. However, ODPM gives no recognition in this paper, unlike
other recent consultation documents, for the need for Planning and Housing Authorities to work closely
together. Neither does ODPMs document require LPAs to tie their understanding of Regional and sub
regional housing markets with the shared evidence base and analysis which will now underlie the RSS and
RHS. ODPM need to rectify this and acknowledge the work achieved by Regional Housing Boards in
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developing well evidenced and well aligned, Regional Housing Strategies. The Housing Market Area
approach referred to in the ODPMdocument should support the delivery of the RSS andRegional Housing
Strategy. It is these Strategic documents that should form the strategic policy context for joint or cross
authority working in both local housing strategy and Development Plan Documents. There may need to be
some sub-division of the West Midland’s RHS HMAs, (now carried forward into the West Midlands RSS
implementation by virtue of paragraph 6.25109 of the RSS), to allow the ODPM “trajectory management”
approach to be adopted.

2.10 In the West Midlands whereas there has been a continual under supply of aVordable housing over
recent years, the supply of newmarket housing has been running ahead of Regional requirements in several
places. This should simulate the anticipated conditions in which the Barker solution expects to be applied.
This raises the question as to whether this oversupply has depressed prices or satisfied demand. The evidence
does not look supportive of the Barker and ODPM expectations. Despite the assurances of some housing
economists promoting the Barker free market model, of “more supply equals lower or stabilised prices”,
there is real concern that the housing market does not operate in this way. It seems not to account for
housing increasingly being “a consumable”, and that places have a “brand” value which people buy into
above the brand’s apparent inherent value. More supply may just mean more demand unleashed and no
guarantee that if lower house prices were achieved it would result to bring a greater proportion of housing
within the reach of low income families. This perspective leads to concerns of a potential future scenario of
an unyielding National Advice Unit requiring the RPB and LPAs to release more housing into such areas
until the reasons for their attractiveness have been lost. ODPM’s assurances are sought to that this is not
the way the new system will operate.

3. Further Detailed Responses

3.1 There are several other areas of concern which the WMRA wish to bring to the ODPM’s attention:

3.2 Notwithstanding the forgoing comments, there remain some areas of real disquiet about the
Government’s rationale used to justify these radical proposals. Such a radical change from the more
balanced approach which characterises the current planning system might be justified if there was clear
evidence to lay the blame for housing shortages at the door of the planning system. However, despite the
voluminous analysis by Kate Barker and her Treasury team, Government has never satisfactorily addressed
the twin facts (acknowledged in the Report) that:

— the fall in total housing supply over the past 50 years can be wholly accounted for by the fall in
construction of publicly subsidised housing, and that the private market house-building rate has
remained at a fairly constant level over the same period.

— In this context, the new approach advocated in “Planning for Housing Provision” assumes that
the release of land for housing will result in an increase in house building rates to meet demand,
ignoring the industry’s other interests in controlling the rate of flow of completions of new houses
to (at the very least) maintain price levels and match its productive capacity.

3.3 Much of the ODPM’s criticisms of planning and its shortcomings, such as the comment that “many”
local authorities do not actively manage their housing supply to ensure suYciency is not supported in the
West Midlands.110 The evidence here is to the contrary.

3.4 The noticeable and serious shortfall in social housing construction as Governments have sought to
reduce expenditure, has unsurprisingly led to shortfalls of aVordable housing supply in many places, but
that, and aVordability issues cannot be laid at the door of the planning system.

3.5 In addition, it is felt these proposals will result in:

— An adverse shift in the balance of power against communities in favour of housebuilders. For
example, eVorts in the West Midlands to reduce and eventually eliminate net out-migration from
the metropolitan area to the rest of the Region would almost certainly suVer as house building
increased in the areas of high demand in the Shire Counties. It would become increasingly diYcult
to interest housebuilders in redeveloping and refurbishing housing in theMajor Urban Areas, this
would be detrimental to Urban Renaissance in the Region and would unravel successes already
achieved by the RSS in bringing executive homes to the conurbation.

— The inevitable unsustainability of this approach requiring its eventual reversal, but at what cost
to urban renaissance and ruined environment.

— Pressures to develop easier greenfield sites rather than more complex brownfield sites where time
and remediation are needed.

— Rolling provision discouraging brownfield investment and encouraging greenfield development.

109 RSS para 6.25 written in anticipation of the defining of the HMAs, applies these to RSS policy CF5 “Delivering AVordable
Housing and Mixed Communities”.

110 Eg see WM RSS Annual Monitoring Report 2004 (WMRA2005), and Supplementary Report “Plan, Monitor, Manage”
provision of Housing in the West Midlands: 2004 (WMRA2005).
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— adverse adjacency eVects that need to be capable of being managed and not over ridden by a
Government requirement to deliver specific numbers of new properties to meet aVordability
ratio targets.

— The type and mix of housing to be consistent with the recently identified RHS requirements and
deliver the range of housing choices needed in each distinct sub regional HMA, or more local
community, not to add more of what the market has already provided where this is not the
priority, and

— An expectation that the private sector will perceive the newly proposed regime as a practical switch
of policy emphasis, despite protestations to the contrary, so that current profitability of brownfield
land remediation in the conurbation will be undermined.

3.6 The WMRA requests that the ODPM give,

— A more balanced description of how the new policy could be used, expanding on how to ensure
that areas where demand is weak or declining do not suVer from over-supply.

— Further guidance on how aVordable housing could be delivered in suYcient amounts through the
newpolicy would also be helpful. It is noted that whilst aVordable housing features in the approach
it does not appear to be the main driver and there is little evidence that the measures proposed will
make much positive impact on the aVordability problem.

— Full assurances that the prospect of building houses for which there is no demographic demand,
only an economic one, will be accepted as grounds for not continuing to drive up housing numbers.

— Facilitate sensible local planning timescales to work through the implications of the new approach
and not be forced into ill considered responses to a Government led future timescale for
implementation, and

— Clear indications and guidance on how ODPM intends to meet aVordable and social housing
needs as reliance on the planning gain negotiations is limited.

— Acknowledge the over reliance on planning gain to deliver aVordable housing and social housing
is another concern as planning gain will not deliver enough aVordable housing, nor will it all be
in the right place.

3.7 There is very little reference in the consultation document to the relationship between planning and
the work of RHBs and Regional Housing Partnerships, thus for example, Regional Housing Strategies are
not referred to. This lack of joined up thinking seriously undermines the extensive work and relationship
building which has taken place in the West Midlands between planning and housing and of the shared
evidence base work which supports both the Regional Housing Strategy and Regional Spatial Strategy
Partial Review.

4. Conclusions

4.1 The new approach to planning for housing provision advocated in the consultation runs counter to
the Strategy so recently approved by Government in the RSS for the West Midlands and reinforced in the
Regional Housing Strategy 2005. Therefore, whilst this approach may be applicable to other parts of the
country, it should not be applied to the West Midlands Region. Alternatively, if Government persist with
a “one size fits all” approach then it will trigger an immediate need for wholesale replacement of the RSS,
overriding all other review work currently in preparation.

4.2 A national spatial perspective is urgently required which provides a clear understanding of diVerent
circumstances and levels of housing requirement in diVerent parts of the country. A standard set of national
planning guidance is not appropriate in this case and there needs to be advice for the diVerent regions of the
country, depending on their local circumstances, with flexibility given to Regional Assemblies, as RPBs, to
respond in sustainable ways to the diVerent circumstances within their own areas. This advice has to include
a consideration of the interrelationships between housing markets in adjacent regions.

4.3 Demographic projections should remain an important consideration in determining the level of
housing proposals for a region or sub region. These should take into account the implications of an ageing
population, the growth in one person households and the eVects of large volumes of international
migration.

4.4 In order tominimise damage to the Regional Spatial Strategy ODPM is asked to give policy guidance
to allow the West Midlands RPB to,

— Classify Major Urban Areas for Growth, and foci for managed growth and maintain ceilings
elsewhere.

— Control the definition of housing market areas.

— Treat housing market area boundaries as permeable and take account of proximity.

— Respond to demand in adjacent housing markets.

— Secure the role of the RHB working with the RPB to ensure the translation of market signals into
the housing mix, tenure and types that are directed at sustainable, socially balanced communities.
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— Deal with the interrelationships between low demand and high demand areas.

— Rigorously monitor house prices in the Region, particularly the aVordability of houses for those
in the lower quartile, as this is where the impact is greatest and where the need for aVordable
housing is greatest.

4.5 WMRA also urges ODPM:

a. To publish its consultants final research documents behind the proposals for the aVordability
econometric model and the sustainability modelling.

b. To explain how these are to be worked together at the Regional and sub regional level, and

c. To resource RPBs to undertake sensitivity testing on the proposed approach prior to the
adoption of ODPMs proposals, especially in areas of high priced housing, (eg the South and
West Housing Market Areas of the West Midlands Region using the intended model to
understand the implications for the market, infrastructure and the environment that would
result from increasing the supply of homes in Stratford, for example; to establish how many
homes would need to be built in order to reduce housing prices, or the rate of price rises, over
what period and spatial area).

4.6 TheWMRA requests that ODPM respond to thesematters raised in this response and accompanying
letter. The WMRA / RPB secretariat would welcome an opportunity to explain these concerns further in
relation to the West Midlands if ODPM oYcials felt this would be a useful means of forging mutually
acceptable proposals.

9 September 2005

Memorandum by the Brethren’s Gospel Trust (AH 56)

1. Introduction

1.1 We represent Charitable Gospel Trusts established by Christians commonly known as “Brethren”,
who have long established and growing congregations in about 100 towns and cities throughout Britain.

1.2 Congregation numbers continue to increase with both “planting” of new assemblies and an ongoing
need for new halls in existing areas. As a result of these needs, Trustees are active participants in the planning
process, in promoting appropriate Development Plan policies at both Regional and Local level and in the
Development Control process.

1.3 The Brethren’s Christian fellowship have an interest in the prosperity of the nation. Housing is a
subject aVecting all our neighbours in the streets in which we live; together with Brethren’s employees, as
well as Brethren’s households. In several cities, especially in the South-East of England we have evidence of
new household formation being delayed by reason of inadequate supply of housing at aVordable prices.
Some Brethren are currently relocating away from Greater London, whilst retaining a presence in the area.

1.4 We are grateful for this Committee examining this subject, in view of much having been written and
debated in both Houses which we would like to see put into practical help for the nation as a whole. We
approach this matter in the light of our current experience and concerns for our families, rather than as
experts in this field.

1.5 Background information on the Brethren’s Christian Fellowship may be obtained from
www.theexclusivebrethren.com.

2. Response to Issues Raised by Committee

2.1 The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

We support the view expressed in the “SustainableCommunities Plan 2003”which states “Owning a home
gives people a bigger stake in their community, as well as promoting self-reliance”. In our experience
homeownership benefits over rent in pride and care put in by owners which uplifts and maintains
neighbourhoods, so that people do not live “on the street” but rather develop safe communities.
Homeownership provides households with what is for many their main financial investment, which
historically has steadily appreciated in value. Home ownership, even when paying oV a mortgage, provides
a form of savings, in contrast to renting which does not provide the household with any equitable asset. In
view of a convergence between rentals and mortgage payments, we believe greater home ownership should
continue to be a public policy priority.
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2.2 The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

We consider that homeownership immediately stimulates a climb out of poverty. Lord Best has drawn
attention to 101,000 homeless households and a huge increase in number of those between those able to
obtain social housing and those able to aVord to buy. We support current Government policies which seek
to encourage a better supply of privately built homes, including low costmarket housing; to encourage social
tenants to move into homeownership and to help tenants in Council properties to exercise the Right to Buy.

2.3 The economic and social impact of current house prices

We share the views expressed by Kate Barker at Final Report paras 1.11 and 1.12 and in 0DPN
Consultation Paper “Planning for Housing Provision” : July 2005 paragraphs 12–14. In short, house prices
constrain economic growth, increasing wage costs for business and resulting in reduced availability and
mobility of labour for business employment. Social impacts include a widening gap between homeowners
and non-homeowners, leading to greater wealth inequalities. Aspiring first time buyers are forced to delay
entry to the housing market until later in life, hence leading to overcrowding due to suppressed household
formation and rising numbers of homeless or households in temporary accommodation. Glen Bramley has
demonstrated that only 37% of new households could aVord to buy in 2002, compared to 46% of new
households in the late 1980’s. (Bramley G : Barker Inquiry in Housing Supply—AVordability and the
Intermediate Market (2003)). We are aware of evidence of families relocating away from London to lower-
priced areas, thus assisting new generation household formation earlier than otherwise. Further examples of
the economic and social impact of current house prices are provided by a significant increase in long distance
commuting, for example Stansted Airport workers being bussed in from Birmingham; resulting in
unsustainable travel in terms of adverse CO2 emissions and unnecessary road congestion. There is
widespread anecdotal evidence of constraints to economic growth due to the inability to fill potential jobs.
In some cases, work is lost to overseas locations.

2.4 The relationship between house prices and housing supply

Numerous recent studies have highlighted the indisputable shortfall in housing supply compared with
demand. At the opening of the Examination in Public for the East of England Plan last week the Head of
Growth Division at ODPN advised the Panel that nationally we are currently building only four new homes
for every seven new households. In “Land for Housing” (Joseph Rowntree Foundation :2002) we are told
that current annual average completions are under 140,000 compared to a demand for some 225,000 new
homes per annum. The constant rise in house prices over the past six years is also well documented.
However, unlike other less constrained markets, supply has not increased to match price rises. Comparison
with other countries demonstrates that this is abnormal (see Barker Report—Final—para 1.8). Current
rates of construction have fallen from over 300,000 dwellings a year, in the 1960’s.

2.5 Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

Uncertainties in the wider construction and civil engineering industry, subjected to at least 40 years of
“stop-go” policies and taxation have led to a steady reduction in the size of the industry. The traditional
“father to son” understanding of tradesmen has largely been lost and there is now a national skills shortage.
This has been recognised by the CITB but will take time to rectify. In the meantime, an inability to respond
to labour demands appears to have resulted in a less flexible construction industry, in which tender prices
have risen sharply, increasing costs of housing and infrastructure (roads, sewers, water supply and other
services). Major housebuilding proposals such as Cambourn and The Wixams (Bedfordshire) suVer major
delays due to land assembly and complex legal agreements both under S106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act and S278 if the Highways Act which delay the issue of planning permission and the
construction of access roads and bypasses.Housing schemes are increasingly called upon tomake significant
financial contributions to education, aVordable housing, transport improvements and environmental
benefits for example. Increased demands for health and safety measures reduce flexibility on site, increasing
costs. Planning constraints and competition for site releases result in increased land prices. Policies seeking
to provide a high proportion of housing on previously developed land have been successful but the increased
time delays and costs incurred in decontamination both mitigate against aVordability. Improved building
regulations including high insulation measures also have a cost impact. Purchase of second homes in rural
areas competes with local needs and represents poor stewardship of our national housing stock. Further
competition for homeowners arises from investors purchasing newly constructed houses and oVering these
for rental. Whilst this phenomena provides an additional home it has an adverse impact on aVordability of
market housing. We consider this should be discouraged by either taxation or primary legislation.
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2.6 The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

“Sustainable Communities: building for the future” (ODPH: 2003) sets out the Governments plans to
deliver a step change in housing supply in London and the South East by 2016, by an additional 200,000
homes above then current regional planning guidance. This growth is focused in London, ThamesGateway,
Ashford, Milton Keynes—South Midlands and the London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor. London,
Ashford and MKSM subregional strategies are now in place. The East of England Plan is at Examination
in Public, testing current proposals and increased proposals byGovernment against environmental capacity
and infrastructure constraints. Both the East of England Regional Assembly and South East England
Regional Assembly are, however, resisting requests for further increased housing supply. On the other hand,
recent reports suggest local initiatives to increase housing supply in Norwich and Haven Gateway with
Government support. We are concerned at the ability of the planning process to deliver the step change
sought in a short time frame. Other regions including South-West, West Midlands and East Midlands are
currently reviewing their Regional Spatial Strategies, giving an opportunity for further growth in suitable
locations further from the south-east.

2.7 The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

Private housing is required to meet needs for increased homeownership, thus promoting self-reliance and
pride in the community. Fiscal measures such as low cost or subsidised mortgages for first time buyers and
essential workers (nurses, teachers, firemen) may he rendered ineVective in stabilising house prices unless
accompanied by increased housing supply. Subsidised housing represents a burden on taxpayers, both
private individuals and through s106 agreements, the landowners. Increased proportions of subsidised
housing may result in landowners becoming reluctant to release building land, countering Government
proposals to boost housing supply.

2.8 How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

The planning system as currently operated in England is “tilted” in favour of negative attitudes including
Nimbyism, excessive environmental protection and other single interest groups who are often organised and
vocal but not necessarily representative of the population as a whole. Recent legislation to make Inspector’s
recommendations binding on local planning authorities is expected to speed up delivery of land through the
new LDF process. Current faster tracked RSS reviews will also provide a stronger lead to local authorities.
Further reforms are expected to be announced shortly in a revised PPS3 : Housing. We would favour the
reinstatement of the “double presumption” in favour of planning permission in the absence of a genuine
availability of five years housing land togetherwith clear advice to local authorities that the sequential search
for sites does not extend to land releases. Brownfield land should take precedence in site allocation, with
realistic delivery times, but where it can be demonstrated that greenfield sites will also be needed,
development must be permitted on both brownfield and greenfield sites together. Notwithstanding the
abandonment of “Predict and Provide”, it must be emphasised that “Plan, Monitor and Manage” requires
a robust and flexible plan at the outset at both regional and local levels. In the current climate of constrained
supply of quality and experienced planning staV, we have doubts at the ability of local authorities to respond
rapidly to enhanced market monitoring and the willingness of elected members to deliver changes indicated
by the proposed triggers. A full and rigorous review of the justification for all “Green Space” including
Green Belt, Green Wedge is called for immediately, to permit greater flexibility for housing land release,
especially close to conurbations.

2.9 The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

We believe that the Barker recommendations for a buVer of additional land equivalent to 20% to 40%
above that required to meet housing targets would be likely to assist in stabilising the eVects of planning and
land supply on house prices. However, as noted above there are other influences on housing supply including
labour and skills shortages and fiscal constraints. It was forecast that by 2001 about 11% of England would
be in urban use (Breheny & Hall : TCPA : 1996). At that time about 45% of housing was being built on
previously developed land. For the past three years this has risen to 67% (Planning for Housing Provision
: ODPM : 2005) and densities have increased to 39 dph average in 2004. There are likely to be some adverse
impacts on natural and historical environments, but in our view these tend to be overstated and with careful
regional planning, subject to SEA, enhanced development oVers commensurate environmental benefits. For
example, notwithstanding significant growth proposals the SA/SEA for the East of England Plan states:

“The great majority of the impacts of policies are positive. The pattern of development which the
RSS seeks to encourage are likely to make the region’s environment, and quality of life for its
residents, much better than would be the case without it.”

Infrastructure includes water supply, where innovative initiatives are required on a national basis for both
flexiblemethods of supply, inter-regional where appropriate, and in terms of water economics (water saving,
water recycling). Climate change demands and greater awareness of flood risk issues will present a challenge
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for protection and disposal of stormwater. However, revisions to PPG25 and forward thinking byRegional
Water Companies and the Environment Agency are already working together for solutions. Transport
infrastructure at local, regional and national levels requires care to ensure flexible responses which do not
encourage additional travelling. Public transport will need increased investment especially in South-East
England and other conurbations. However, in many cases this is already required to overcome current
deficits, eg. Thameslink 2000.

2.10 The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

Regional disparities call for a “light touch” from ODPM and encouragement of realistic reviews to RSS,
which we are encouraged to note are in progress in all regions. The selective release of Green Belt and other
green space, following a national review, would provide flexibility in responding to existing shortfalls.
Government should consider extending identified “growth areas” into the northern regions and perhaps also
to the South-West to encourage further dispersal fromLondon and the South-East. Further encouragement
of out of South East ports and airports could also aid regeneration, urban renaissance and more balanced
national demand and supply for housing, associated with enhanced economic opportunities in areas such
as former coalfields, to overcome regional disparities.

Memorandum by the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) (AH 57)

Overview

1. CPRE warmly welcomes the Select Committee’s decision to hold an inquiry into housing supply and
aVordability. CPRE has engaged closely with housing debates over many years. We believe it is possible to
meet the nation’s housing needs while achieving wider benefits, including protecting the countryside and
those qualities which make places special. To achieve this, however, will require a muchmore sophisticated
approach than has been proposed by the Government or recommended byKate Barker in her recent review
of housing supply. We draw a clear distinction between aVordable housing, by which we mean subsidised
housing available in perpetuity for purchase or rent at sub-market prices, and aVordability of market
housing.

2. CPRE does not believe it is possible to build our way out of what is essentially an aVordable housing
problem by allowing more market housing to be constructed. Attempting to do so would:

— lead to dispersed, unsustainable patterns of development;

— increase car dependency;

— exacerbate the neglect and decline of urban areas and undermine urban regeneration;

— widen regional disparities;

— fail to address the lack of aVordable housing or reduce house prices.

3. Housing development should never be considered in isolation, but in the context of broader objectives
for conserving and enhancing the built and natural environment, delivering urban regeneration and securing
more sustainable patterns of development. We believe decisions about the number and location of new
homes should be based primarily on considerations of local need and environmental capacity, not market
demand.

4. CPRE welcomed the change in direction in planning for housing brought about by Planning Policy
Guidance Note 3 (PPG3, 2000), with its focus on steering development to urban brownfield sites, meeting
local needs and applying a “plan, monitor and manage” rather than a “predict and provide” approach.
PPG3 was drawn up in response to problems highlighted by the Urban Task Force, namely that the wrong
type of housing was being built in the wrong place leading to problems of urban sprawl and urban decline.
Since PPG3was published the eYciencywith which land is developed for housing has improved significantly
with the highest ever proportion of new homes (70%) built on brownfield sites last year, while the average
density of development now stands at 40 dwellings per hectare.

5. Through our nation-wide Sprawl Patrol campaignCPREhas strongly supported the thrust of national
policy in PPG3. We have welcomed its emphasis on prioritising previously developed sites for housing and
requiring more eYcient use of land by raising the standards of design and density of development. Our
network of volunteers have campaigned locally to ensure that PPG3 principles are implemented on the
ground.
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The Potential Benefits and Scope to Promote Greater Home Ownership and the Extent to which

Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces Poverty

6. There are undoubtedly many benefits to home ownership. CPRE believes there are limits, however, to
the extent to which home ownership can or should be promoted.We need to move beyond crude ideological
claims concerning the merits of home ownership to consider the wider costs and benefits of all forms of
housing. Far greater understanding of the role and value of diVerent forms of tenure is needed. Availability
of homes for rent has traditionally been important for labour mobility, while the evidence suggests there
will always be some people who cannot aVord to buy or rent on the openmarket who will require subsidised
housing or cheaper market housing. A focus on extending home ownership to the detriment of other forms
of tenure is not the way to tackle social and economic inequalities or reduce poverty. There is also a danger
that such an approach can have unacceptable environmental impacts.

The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

7. CPRE believes everyone should have access to a decent home, regardless of whether they own or rent
in the private or public sector. It makes no sense to plan for amassive increase inmarket housebuildingwhen
the overwhelming need is for more subsidised, aVordable housing. More homes were built last year than at
any time since 1995, the number built having risen for the third consecutive year. While the number of
market homes built (136,000) is close to the average for the past 50 years (140,000 between 1955–2004);
construction of aVordable, ie subsidised, housing has collapsed. On average, more than 150,000 aVordable
homes were built each year in the 1950s and more than 100,000 in the 1960s and 1970s. This fell to 44,000
in the 1980s and 26,000 in the 1990s. Just 13,000 aVordable homes were built in 2003 and 17,000 in 2004.
Add to this the loss of aVordable housing, without replacement, through Right to Buy and it is hardly
surprising we have a chronic shortage of aVordable housing.

8. A growing number of people cannot aVord to buy but fail to qualify for social housing. Research by
Steve Wilcox for Joseph Rowntree found that more than a fifth of younger households in England, Wales
and Scotland could not aVord a mortgage on even the cheapest two- or three-bedroom homes for sale in
their area (AVordability and the intermediate housing market,October 2005). This figure is highest in London
(35%) and lowest in the North East (7%). In 40 local authority areas, 40% or more of all younger working
households can aVord to paymore than a social sector rent, but still cannot aVord to buy at the lowest decile
(10%) point of local house prices.

9. This evidence suggests that we need a much more a discerning approach to housing supply. There is
a need for a broadermix of housing (eg. aVordable, intermediate andmarket) which gives priority tomeeting
local, identified needs, rather than an approach based on increasing supply in response to market-demand
as has been proposed recently by Government in the consultation paper Planning for Housing Provision.

The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

10. The relationship between housing supply and price is not straightforward. Simply seeking to increase
housing supply will not guarantee that homes will be more aVordable. Kate Barker observed that even a
doubling of market housing provision would not actually reduce prices (Kate Barker’s memorandum to the
House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee, First report of session 2004–05). Research by the
Institute of Public Policy Research has thrown doubt on the robustness of Kate Barker’s methodology
(Meeting housing need in the South East, working paper five, Commission on Sustainable Development in
the South East 2005). The price of housing is hugely influenced by the wider housing market, including
demand side factors. New homes comprise just a small part, around 10% of homes for sale at any one time
and 1% of total housing stock. CPRE’s views on Kate Barker’s analysis and recommendations are set out
in our report Building on Barker (2005, a copy is enclosed).

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale, Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMethods

11. A wide range of factors influence house prices: the quality of the local environment and local schools,
availability of jobs, perceptions of crime and safety, interest rates, cost and access to credit and the state of
the national and international economy. House prices are highly susceptible to demand-side factors such as
low interest rates.

12. While construction methods undoubtedly aVect the cost of housing, consideration should be given
to the quality of housing and resulting development: its durability, attractiveness and running costs and how
it relates to the surrounding area and fulfils sustainable development objectives.
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The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

13. While the planning system is capable of facilitating more housing, there are significant costs
associated with overallocating land and oversupply of housing, such as blight, congestion, land being
unavailable for other uses. The current annual housebuilding rate in England (155,000) is below the level of
new homes provided for in adopted and emerging Regional Spatial Strategies (170,000). Measures are
needed to discourage housing developers from sitting on landholdings which have planning permission. The
14 leading UK housebuilders held around 240,000 housing plots with full or outline planning permission in
1998. This figure rose by more than a third to 331,000 plots in 2004 (CPRE analysis, 2005, copy enclosed).

14. We believe that the available evidence does not support the case for significantly increasing the scale
of housebuilding overall, though we believe a greater proportion of homes built should be aVordable. This
will require a major increase in direct investment in subsidised housing for rent and part-ownership.

How the Planning System should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

15. Housing development is just one of manymatters which the planning system has to address. It should
never be seen in isolation. Planning is not only concerned with managing development, but with conserving
natural resources such as land and water, protecting landscapes; and achieving democratic consensus over
the scale, nature and pace of development. Development of market housing needs to be seen in the context
of wider needs, including for aVordable (subsidised), housing, opportunities for employment and recreation;
access to services and transport.

16. The requirement for planning to contribute to sustainable development and respect environmental
limits is enshrined in PPS1,Delivering Sustainable Development (2005), section 39 of the 2004 Planning Act
and the revisedUK Sustainable Development Strategy (2005). To do its job properly, planning must address
a wide range of needs and issues in an equitable way, basing policies, plans and decisions on clear evidence
which looks to the long term public interest. It cannot do this if it is diverted to serve the interests of a
particular sector in response to short-term market factors.

17. Planning authorities have, by and large, always taken the market into account when allocating land
for housing. It makes no sense to allocate land for which there will never be any prospect of a market. CPRE
believes that priority should be given to meeting housing needs, rather than demand, and to reviving weak
housing markets in urban areas in need of regeneration. Understanding the nature of markets and demand
is important and should inform, but not drive, decisions about housing provision.

18. Areas where demand for housing for sale is greatest are usually those with the most constraints—
either because little land is available (eg Kensington and Chelsea in London) or the environment is of
exceptional quality (eg the Lake District). Similarly, areas where the housing market is weakest tend to be
those where the environment is of poor quality. While planning cannot not deliver development directly, it
has a vital role to play in turning around the fortunes of run-down areas, prioritising and steering
development and investment towards them. Planning can act as a catalyst for the development of new
markets, whereas an approach based on responding to market demand is likely to fail to grasp these
opportunities.

19. It is vital to distinguish housing need from market demand. Most of those in greatest housing need
are excluded from the market, while demand is theoretically unlimited (eg in terms of aspirations for large
or second homes). Attempting to meet demand in many areas would be impossible without incurring
unacceptable costs—to the environment and quality of life. In some areas increasing supply might simply
unleash further demand. While we should strive to meet local housing need in the most environmentally
sustainable way, demand for housing needs to be carefully managed.

20. Too much housing built fails to meet local needs. Increasingly, in many areas, local people are being
priced out of the market because housing is being bought by people moving in frommore prosperous areas.
In such areas employers may find it hard to recruit. It is not just a question of the cost, but of the type of
housing provided. For example, London has a shortage of aVordable larger accommodation for families.

21. CPRE believes that matching housing supply to identified local needs should be given far greater
priority in the planning system. Ensuring the supply of housing better matches local need will require far
greater public investment in aVordable housing. Local planning authorities should be given more control
over the type of market, as well as social, housing provided, in terms of size, type and aVordability. CPRE
regrets the Government’s decision to retreat from its earlier proposals to allow this.
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The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historic Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

22. Kate Barker estimated a near doubling of supply (ie an additional 141,000 a year on top of current
housebuilding levels) might reduce house price inflation in the long term. CPRE does not believe this scale
of development is either achievable or desirable.

23. Were housebuilding to increase by the amount recommended by Kate Barker, assuming 60% of
homes were built on brownfield sites in line with the Government’s target, around 15 square miles of
greenfield land would be lost each year to housing development (40% of 296,000, assuming 32 dwellings per
hectare—average greenfield density achieved in 2004, Land Use Change Statistics, 20, ODPM). As noted
above, supply is just one of many factors influencing house prices.

24. The impact of housing development extends far beyond the immediate area it occupies, through
increased traYc, congestion and associated development. DEFRA’s Study into the Environmental Impacts
of Increasing the Supply of Housing in the UK Final Report (April 2004) highlighted significant and wide-
ranging environmental impacts that could be expected from increased housebuilding, in terms of demands
on resources, energy, water and minerals, and landscape and biodiversity issues. As well as harming the
environment, a massive increase in housebuilding would have a questionable impact on house prices.

25. Research commissioned by CPRE into the implications of the proposed market-based approach to
housing supply as outlined in Planning for housing provision identified major concerns within local
authorities. These included increased likelihood of greenfield development; reduced incentives to recycle
brownfield land and regenerate urban areas; and little aVect on local authorities’ ability to deliver aVordable
housing, a major problem in the areas studied. A summary of this research is enclosed.

26. A major increase in housebuilding would have implications for the quality of the environment and
housing provided. Much new development in recent years has been of a poor standard, failing to contribute
any sense of place and local distinctiveness, or undermining these where they exist. The use of materials and
quality of construction leaves much to be desired, as the Egan review identified. While programmes such as
CABE’s Building for Life seek to address some of these problems, much more needs to be done. Raising
standards of construction and design poses a major challenge to the development industry which pressures
to deliver more and cheaper housing would only exacerbate.

27. Rather than simply building more homes, we need to find ways to make better use of existing
buildings, by reducing the number of empty homes (689,000 in England), making better use of the existing
housing stock and converting suitable empty buildings for housing. Imbalances between housing supply and
demand (as distinct from need) are not as stark as is sometimes claimed. For example, while the NorthWest
has the most empty homes (127,500) followed by London (99,000), the South East, London and Eastern
regions contain between them more than a third of England’s empty homes. We also need to bring into use
the thousands of hectares of brownfield land—enough for more than a million homes, building at current
densities (40 dwellings per hectare). Anecdotal evidence from more fine grained surveys suggests to us that
there is more brownfield land available than has been identified in the National Land Use Database.

28. Where new homes are needed, applying a sequential “brownfield first” approach to housing
development, locating new housing in areas with the greatest environmental capacity and where
infrastructure is already in place or can be easily provided, is perhaps the single most important way of
reducing harm to the environment.

Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and how they might be Tackled

29. We need a coherent approach to regional policy to reduce development pressure on the countryside
in the most prosperous regions and encourage urban regeneration in areas with the greatest capacity to
accommodate development. Addressing regional disparities will require a stronger focus onmarket renewal
and recognition of the potential and resources of all areas in the country, not just those with the strongest
economies, than we have currently.

30. An approach based on responding to market demand would worsen regional disparities by
encouraging more growth, development and investment in the wider south east. Areas where the market is
weakest, principally run down areas, would continue to be neglected. A market led approach to housing
provision would worsen disparities within, as well as between, regions and foster dispersed, unsustainable
patterns of development.

31. CPRE commends to the Select Committee the current approach to housing provision in the West
Midlands Regional Spatial Strategy, published by the Secretary of State in 2004. This seeks to secure
sustainable patterns of development across the region and stem the outmigration of the population to rural
areas. At the heart of West Midlands RSS is a focus on regeneration. This strategy could be fatally
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undermined by a more market-responsive approach as proposed in ODPM’s consultation paper Planning
for Housing Provision, as the following extract from the West Midlands Regional Assembly’s response to
the consultation paper illustrates:

“Housing land supply is being increased in the Major Urban Areas and private developers have
shown increased interest in working within the Metropolitan areas, for example, more executive
homes being built in the conurbation. However, in consultation over both the RSS and Regional
Housing Strategy 2005, private developers havemade it clear that theywould prefer to see a greater
release of greenfield sites outside the conurbation. WMRA fears that the proposals within the
consultation paper will both undermine developer confidence within theMajor Urban Areas, thus
undermining regeneration in these areas, and lead to demands for an ever increasing land release
and further decentralisation within the Shire Counties, as greater land release is encouraged where
prices are high. This proposed approach appears to be highly unsustainable and wholly against
the principles of the West Midlands RSS.”

32. CPRE believes the current PSA target on reducing regional disparities, while welcome in principle,
needs to be amended to address these concerns. The distribution, scale and nature of housing provision have
profound implications for regional disparities. Locating the majority of new housing in the south is likely
to widen, not reduce the diVerence between regions’ growth rates. Moreover, many factors contribute to
prosperity and well being, which cannot be measured by economic indicators alone. Quality of life and the
environment, access to services, jobs and leisure are equally important and should be taken into account.

TheWay Forward

33. Government aspirations to achieve “sustainable and inclusive patterns of urban and rural
development” (Planning for housing provision, paragraph 6, page 10) are more likely to be realised where
new housing is based on identified local needs, environmental capacity and takes account of wider objectives
than with an approach predicated on market demand.

34. Our wider aspirations and suggestions for policy reform are set out in ourHousingManifesto (a copy
is enclosed). PPG3 and the Urban White Paper set a good basis for planning for housing. To achieve
continuing success, and to tackle the problems of lack of aVordability, other measures are needed which
complement, rather than undermine, this approach.

Memorandum by the Chartered Institute of Housing (CIH) (AH 58)

1. Introduction

The Chartered Institute of Housing (CIH) is the only professional body for individuals working in
housing. Its primary aim is to maximise the contribution that housing professionals make to the well being
of communities. Membership status is dependent on completion of a professional qualification and a track
record of professional achievement.

CIH has over 19,000 individual members working for local authorities, housing associations,
Government bodies, educational establishments and the private sector.

CIHwelcomes this inquiry and the opportunity it provides for deeper consideration of the debate around
supply and aVordability of private housing which has been at the fore of the housing community since the
publication of the Barker Report.

2. Summary

Government attempts to increase supply and address problems of aVordability in owner occupied
housing are welcome. The approaches currently being taken do, however, need further consideration,
development and revision if these national problems are to be tackled eVectively.

Our main recommendations for consideration include:

— Continue emphasis on increasing supply of housing.

— Improve terms of and access to aVordable equity release schemes for outright owners.

— Introduce a sinking fund to promote maintenance by lower income households.

— Give non-owners access to assets through schemes such as HomeSave.

— Emphasise renting as a positive choice for some households.

— Increase population limits for rural exception sites.

— Recognise that housing supply has limitations as a tool to influence prices.

— Ensure that the planning system is primarily strategic and enables housing need to be met.

— Move away from emphasis on numbers and focus on provision of the right mix of size, type, and
cost of housing.
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— Promote models to keep housing aVordable such as Community Land Trusts.

— Increase the supply of housing suitable for households wanting to downsize.

— Acknowledge that aVordability can be aVected by factors other than purchase price.

— Emphasise the importance of design and quality alongside speed of delivery.

— Improve coordination for infrastructure funding and provision.

— Give greater public emphasis to aVordability problems in the north and midlands.

— Publicly support HMRP use of demolition to restructure housing markets.

3. (a) The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

3.1 Government has placed homeownership at the centre of its drive to promote asset based welfare and
supports a culture where homeownership is favoured over other tenures. Homeownership does bring
financial, social, and psychological benefits to many, but it can also cause problems and hardship especially
for lower income households. Government must take account of the potential problems of increased
homeownership alongside consideration of potential benefits when deciding future housing and welfare
policy.

3.2 Homeowners with equity in their property can enjoy significant financial benefits as they can borrow
against the value of their home and pass their wealth on to younger generations through inheritance. Home
ownership also gives individuals a degree of control, stability and security above that available to private
and (to a much lesser extent) secure/assured social tenants. Some communities may benefit from a strategic
promotion of greater ownership where it can help to retain residents and mix incomes, household types etc.
The extension of these benefits to a greater number of households/communities therefore initially appears
to be a laudable policy aim.

3.3 These benefits do not, however, come to all homeowners, and there can be significant disadvantages
in homeownership. There is an inherent risk in purchasing property as an investment because its value can
go down for reasons beyond the control of the owner. Also, many people are burdened by the practical and
financial responsibility for ongoing maintenance, and not all owners benefit from substantial equity or the
ability to release it through sale or borrowing.Mortgage repayments for people entering the housingmarket
have taken up a greater proportion of income in recent years, and so research should be undertaken to
establish what households have cut spending on and whether it is damaging quality of life in the short or
long term. These issues present a considerable threat to the success of property-focused asset based welfare
policies, and must be addressed before steps are taken to further increase ownership.

3.4 The scope to promote greater ownership is limited by the financial capacity of individual households.
It is inappropriate to “promote” greater ownership as the best option to people who will clearly not benefit
from it, and it is important that renting is seen as a positive choice for some households either throughout
or at some point in their life. The emphasis on developing schemes to help more people into ownership, and
references to a “home owning democracy”, run the risk of creating a perception of exclusion of those who
chose not to or are unable to become owners.

3.5 CIH has developed the HomeSave model which would enable tenants to have some access to the
equity/financial benefits of ownership without the negative implications. Information can be found at http://
www.cih.org/policy/homesave.pdf.

4. (b) The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

4.1 Around half of Britain’s poor are home owners,111 which clearly shows that ownership per se does
not reduce poverty.

4.2 A consequence of the high numbers of poor homeowners is a large number of properties in poor
condition. There were 468,000 unfit owner-occupied properties in 2001, and 4.2 million owner occupied
homes were below the Decent Homes Standard in 2003.112

4.3 In theory home purchase should reduce poverty experienced by established homeowners in later life,
because equity can be released from the property. In reality 70% of poor homeowners own their home
outright—even when the property is debt-free, ownership does not lift the household out of poverty. It is
diYcult for many people to turn property-based wealth into income because of the extremely poor terms
oVered by many equity release products and the lack of suitable property (eg bungalows) for relocation/
downsizing. This presents a strong challenge to the asset based welfare philosophy which is driving the
ownership agenda. If people are to use property to provide for themselves in later life, steps must be taken
to improve commercial equity release schemes and providemore suitable housing for those wishing to move
to a smaller and cheaper property. CIH and CML have previously published a proposal for a national

111 DWP Research Report no 251 http://www.dwp.gov.uk/asd/asd5/rports2005-2006/rrep251.pdf
112 English House Condition Survey 2001 and 2003.
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aVordable equity release scheme. To address the level of disrepair, and if greater ownership is to be
encouraged amongst lower income households, provision should bemade for homeowners to be able to pay
into a sinking fund alongsidemortgage payments to enable them tomaintain their property when necessary.

4.4 There is some evidence that increasing home ownership in an area which is dominated by rented
property can help to tackle social and economic inequalities. Increasing the financial resources of an area
increases supply and choice of services which can be accessed by the whole community. This is not a
consequence of increasing ownership but of diversifying income levels in an area: increasing ownership
amongst lower income households will not have the desired eVect. The experience of those living in low
demand areas, often on welfare benefits, shows how owners can become trapped in an area and have little
equity to release through sale. Government must recognise that ownership increases exposure of
householders to the down side as well as the positive elements of the housing market.

5. (c) The economic and social impact of current house prices

5.1 Many rural areas find that they are unable to retain local members of their community because of
high house prices and lack of aVordable/social rented housing. This causes social and economic problems
as communities are broken up and low-wage employment struggles to recruit. The exception site policy
population limit may need to be significantly increased to help tackle the lack of aVordable housing.

5.2 Many existing owner occupiers have benefited from recent house price rises as households with
mortgages have easy access to their equity for spending on the house or other consumer items. However,
geographical mobility of existing owner-occupiers is still limited by regional disparities in house prices.

6. (d) The relationship between house prices and housing supply

6.1 The straightforward notion that the inability of supply to meet demand pushes prices up has been
advocated by Barker and many other economists. There is less agreement about the extent to which
increasing supply in line with demand causes prices to stabilise.

6.2 Prices can be aVected by what people can pay as well as by supply. When the average buyer has more
disposable income (eg as a consequence of rising wages or low interest rates) or lending-income ratio is high,
sellers can ask for a higher sale price.

6.3 The debate has focussed too much on increasing the supply of houses to control prices without
recognising the importance of the type of property which is built to meet particular requirements and create
balanced communities. Whilst some areas are building high numbers of new homes, need for larger family
houses is not met as building costs and density requirements lead to overprovision of smaller flatted
accommodation. A number of urban authorities eg Southampton and several London boroughs, are
reporting over-provision of one bed flats at the expense of other types of much needed accommodation.

6.4 The recent consultation paper, Planning for Housing Provision, proposed predominantly using price
information to determine levels of house building. This concept does not give an adequate picture of the full
housing market and will not support intelligent approaches to planning for housing provision.
Consideration of house prices immediately excludes all social rented housing, does not look at the
relationship between prices and local incomes (aVordability), and does not look at wider issues aVecting
demand such as education, employment, and transport opportunities. If demand for housing is led by
demand for good transport etc, a more strategic approach might be to improve infrastructure in other areas
which can satisfy demand and promote sustainability of other areas.

6.5 In many areas it is not possible to increase supply suYciently to come close to meeting demand. High
density urban areas, such as desirable parts of inner London have no available space for building. In rural
areas restrictions on and resistance to development, and desire to preserve existing quality of life all limit
the ability to meet demand. Other methods to improve aVordability need to be considered to tackle these
problems.

6.6 More strategic consideration of the current housing supply can help tomake better use of the existing
stock. For example more existing family homes may become available for families to purchase if owners
who are under occupying were able to find suitable property to move to. Homeowners wishing to downsize
are unlikely to want to move into flats, and many struggle to locate or aVord smaller houses or bungalows
in suitable locations.

7. (e) Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

7.1 The cost of land has a big impact on the aVordability of housing, and removing it from the sale cost
can have a significant impact. A private developer in Rugby recently sold new houses leasehold rather than
freehold in order to make the properties more aVordable. Interest in Community Land Trusts is growing
as they can both provide aVordable housing in perpetuity and bring wider benefits for the community. CIH
is a member of the new CLT Forum which is working to encourage the growth of the CLT movement.
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English Partnerships should give serious consideration to this model when it is disposing of state land for
housing development. Longer term benefits may come from transferring land to a CLT than selling to the
highest bidder.

7.2 Evidence that modern methods of construction are consistently cheaper than traditional methods is
not yet available, although they have been shown to speed up delivery times and overcome problems of lack
of skilled labour. Government should take action to increase investment in MMCs, as increasing their use
will reduce their cost. This would benefit aVordable housing developments, but whilst developers are still
able to sell properties at the prices they ask for them, we must question whether cutting costs would lead to
reduced prices or increased profits for open market property.

7.3 In areas such as Cornwall which have high wealth, high poverty and a high income-price ratio,
restructuring the economy could be a better long-term approach to tackling aVordability problems than
relying on public or private housing initiatives.

7.4 AVordability of housing for sale is not just related to the purchase price. High service charges for flats
or high energy costs can also make property unaVordable for low income owners.

8. (f) The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

8.1 The drive to boost housing supply in England is welcome: more houses are clearly needed if we are
to meet economic and social demands. Further work to address objections to housing growth is needed. It is
unfortunate that the ODPMwork on communicating the case for housing growth has not been progressed.

8.2 There is too strong a focus on numbers of additional properties needed and not enough on the size,
type and aVordability of those new homes. Many areas and households are suVering greatly from lack of
larger family houses and those built to lifetime homes standards, but the emphasis on speed of delivery
means that these are not being provided. Using a quota system for the development of new housing and
the numbers of aVordable homes to be delivered within new developments does not allow a quality-focused
approach to creating or extending communities. The rush to build raises concerns about the quality of
property to be developed, ability to integrate the necessary infrastructure, and consideration given to future
estate management. The recommendations of the 1999 Urban Task Force relating to these matters should
be revisited and given renewed emphasis.

9. (g) The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

9.1 It is unrealistic to talk about the importance of private versus social housing, as this ignores the range
of provision within each tenure and does not recognise that increasing the supply of private housing does
not remove the need for subsidised housing.

9.2 Supplies of private and subsidised housing should be increased according to current and projected
local economic and social circumstances, not because of an ideological prioritisation or concept of
importance. Some areas with a high concentration of social housing may wish to increase the supply of
private housing to rebalance the housing market and alter the local economic profile. Areas with a dearth
of social housing where local residents have to leave to secure aVordable accommodation may wish to
prioritise social or intermediate housing over private provision.

9.3 It is necessary to create balanced communities with a mix of houses of an appropriate size, type, and
tenure which can attract a range of household profiles. It is unwise to argue that only aVordable housing
should be built in an area as this is unlikely to meet the needs of an area or lead to a balanced community.
There is a need to provide more expensive housing for wealthier households as well as ensuring that lower
income households can secure accommodation. The introduction of a PSA target for mixed communities
would help to promote this strategic approach.

10. (h) How the planning system should respond to demand for housing for sale

10.1 The purpose of the planning system is to create sustainable communities and so it should primarily
be strategic and take a medium-long term view of an area’s development. It should be improved rather than
overridden to achieve increased supply and other sustainable outcomes. CIH has recently produced a paper
on the strategic role of local authorities which can be purchased from http://www.cih.org/publications.

10.2 Proposals in Planning for Housing Provision to make the system primarily responsive to demand
erodes its strategic approach and hinders its ability to provide for those groupswho, for practical or financial
reasons, cannot express their demand by bidding for or purchasing homes. These groups include lower
income households and those with a physically disabled family member. A system which responds to
demand may not respond to need.

10.3 Proposals to speed up land release tomeet demand in growth areas could cause serious impediments
to preventing urban sprawl and promoting regeneration.
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10.4 The planning system is currently geared against meeting some kinds of demand. Density
requirements which are based on dwellings per hectare make it diYcult to deliver larger family houses. The
need for these houses is high in some areas, especially amongst some BME communities, but they are not
being provided. Regional plans need to emphasise these problems—the LondonHousing Strategy has taken
tentative steps in this direction. Likewise, reducing floor space can cause problems for those who need
wheelchair accessible housing.

11. (i) The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such
a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

11.1 Building new homes will necessarily use some land, but the impact can be mitigated. There are some
good examples of developments which seek to enhance the natural environment (Barking Riverside,
London) and integrate with historical assets (Urban Splash, Salford). However, current pressures to
increase supply quickly can prevent impact minimisation.

11.2 A number of developments have sought to minimise immediate and ongoing impact through
materials used, sourcing of materials, and use of eYcient heat, energy, and water supplies in properties.
These are still the exception rather than the norm and more incentives and requirements should be used to
promote this.

11.3 Infrastructure provision is currently a major obstacle to increased housing supply. Where
responsibility for coordinating or providing finance for infrastructure lies with diVerent bodies, aligning
infrastructure provision with plans for housing has proved extremely diYcult and hinders development.
Coordination of finance and delivery must be improved.

12. (j) The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

12.1 It is appropriate to take a regional and housing-market based approach to disparities in supply and
demand for housing.

12.2 Many of our members have commented that the perception that northern regions have low demand
for housing whilst southern regions have high demand is extremely misleading. Earnings-price ratios in all
regions reflect aVordability problems nationwide. These problems are experienced even within Market
Renewal Pathfinder areas where price increases are pushing first time buyers out of the market.

12.3 A concerted eVort should be made to lead economic demand north rather than letting it continue
to focus on the South East, not least because it is much more cost eVective to build houses in the midlands
or north than London. Links between Regional Economic, Housing, and Spatial Strategies must be
improved to enable this to happen.CIHWestMidlands branch is a key partner in theWestMidlandsUnited
Initiative which is trying to address these issues.

12.4 Where there are mismatches between supply of and demand for housing, such as in the pathfinder
areas, government must support the plans for demolition of obsolete housing and must not give into short
sighted media and political pressures.

Memorandum by CDS Co-operatives (CDS) (AH 59)

Introduction

1. CDS Co-operatives (CDS) is pleased to submit evidence to this important inquiry. We are a specialist
housing association supporting and servicing housing co-operatives. Our purpose and vision is “to provide
high quality, eYcient and financially viable services that enable and support resident control and to make
a significant contribution to solving the housing needs of our nation by developing housing co-operatives
and other forms of mutual tenure”.

2. CDS was formed in 1975 and has been steadily growing for 30 years. We own, or manage on behalf
of our client co-operatives, 2822 homes. Our activities are concentrated in London and the South of England
although our work has stimulated interest across the UK.

3. In 2003 CDS published “Common Ground—for mutual home ownership.” This extensive research
report written by the New Economics Foundation (NEF), identified the scale of the housing crises in the
UK. It foreshadowedmany of the conclusions whichKate Barker would reach in 2004 in the Barker Review.
Stimulated by theGovernment’s challenge to housing providers to find new and innovative solutions tomeet
housing needs, our report recommends the use of a new form of tenure to increase housing supply. The
report sets out detailed recommendations, based on extensive research and dialogue with user groups, for
the establishment of community land trusts andmutual home ownership to create a permanently aVordable
intermediate housing market in which residents can have an equity stake.
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4. Housing is higher on the political agenda today than it has been for a generation. CDS believes that
the creation of a new intermediate housing sector, available to those people who currently fall short of the
first rung of the housing ladder could radically change the way we view publicly resourced housing
programmes. The community land trust/mutual model CDS proposes, which is detailed below, addresses
many of the issues that the Select Committee identify as vital. The model we propose promotes
homeownership and balances economic inequalities, providing a new route for buyers to own housing
equity and get into the housing market in a way that locks-in aVordability in the long term for the benefit
of future generations of residents. The model also envisages the use of modern methods of construction
which would add vastly to the speed, design and environmentally sustainable development of new homes
with the active participation of communities where housing needs are to be met. Use of the model will boost
housing supply while generating more aVordability, and easily accommodates regional disparities as set out
in our case studies.

5. CDS believes that aVordability and supply are intrinsically linked. The public feel what many of us in
the housing sector know: that the housing market is becoming overheated and unsustainable. Creative new
approaches are needed to avoid the consequences, both financial and social, of the housing market’s failure
to meet the demand for aVordable, well designed and sustainably built new homes. CDS approves the
sentiment behind the Government’s strategy outlined in the ODPM publication: Extending Home
Ownership. We have reservations about the specific measures proposed which we believe could fuel an
already overheated housing economy. We hope that, in the final analysis, the Committee will call on the
Government to adopt a twin track approach promoting aVordability through innovative methods to
increase supply. In this submission we aim to set out the case for innovation and new ways of working.

6. Any additional government support to make aVordable housing more accessible to the growing
number of people seeking an aVordable decent home, is to be welcomed. However, we question the benefits
of any intervention that does not stimulate housing supply. There is a growing wealth divide between those
who own their own homes and those who do not. Not owning property damages your long term wealth,
which is why home ownership is so popular. Before the General Election 2005 a number of think tanks and
policy forums acknowledged the need for people to be “asset owning” and indeed this has driven financial
policies such as the child trust fund. The aspiration of individuals to own assets is a powerful force and can
be harnessed co-operatively so that more people benefit.We contend that the ability to secure a decent home
at an aVordable price is a fundamental issue of social justice and that to have a stake in its value will help
bridge the growing wealth gap between those able to buy and those who are currently excluded from the
market by high house prices.

7. The Treasury’s own report into housing supply, written by the Bank of England economist Kate
Barker, shows that fewer homes are being built each year than at any time since the Second World War.
This supply side deficit is the prime cause of the rampant house price inflation of recent years. Barker says
that between 70,000 and 120,000 additional aVordable homes are needed each year tomeet demand and that
even if that massive increase in output is achieved, it will only bring long-term house price inflation down
to the European average of 1% above the underlying inflation rate.

8. Extending Home Ownership is, in our view, too limited in its scope. Injecting subsidy into the market
is a crude measure which risks adding further pressure to house prices. It is also a one oV consumption
subsidy to the privileged few rather than a long term investment that will permanently increase the supply
of aVordable housing. In addition to benefiting just one occupant, HomeBuy also has the disadvantage of
leaving them bearing the whole cost of buying and selling the property while only gaining part of the growth
in value.

9. What is needed to address the crisis in the housing sector is the creation of a new intermediate housing
market that will remain permanently aVordable: one which will last to the benefit of future generations, not
just the first buyer; one which will bring the first rung asset owning opportunity of the housing ladder back
down to everyone in stable employment on low to modest incomes.

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

10. CDS starts from the viewpoint that housing is a basic right to which everyone should be entitled,
rather than a speculative commodity. However we are also aware that nine in ten households are keen to
be asset owning. That is to say most people want to own their own home and to be part of the asset rich
community. CDS/NEF research has shown that in 2005 those people on intermediate incomes of £32,000
or less, in London, and £25,000 or less in the rest of the UK, are unable to get onto the housing ladder at
all, findings that have been confirmed by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation.113

11. These people are left either saving for a deposit against ever increasing house prices while paying high
rent, or waiting for market crash. For some, inheritance income provides an opportunity to buy property,
but most are left in the rented sector. The gap between the asset rich and asset poor continues to grow, and
will have an eVect not just on this generation, but will cascade down generations to come.

12. CDS alongside other organisations has sought to provide a practical solution to this problem.

113 2 “Can Work, Can’t Buy” Professor Steve Wilcox, Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2003.
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Community Land Trusts andMutual Home Ownership

13. In 2003 CDS jointly published with the New Economics Foundation, a report entitled Common
Ground—for Mutual Home Ownership. Since then we have been actively pursuing the practical application
of this model and are very close to setting up a demonstration project in Stroud, Gloucestershire, which we
hope the Committee will come and visit when it is underway.

14. Our new hybrid mutual model of aVordable home ownership for intermediate wage earners,
incorporates key features of the limited equity housing co-operatives popular in Scandinavia together with
the Community Land Trust (CLT) model popular in the USA. The initial premise of our report was, as set
out above, that the Government’s Homebuy scheme, and subsequent Extending Home Ownership concept,
are often oversubscribed, increasingly unaVordable and do not remain as a permanent intermediate
market housing.

15. In our model gifted or discounted land is removed from the market and held by a community land
trust in a democratically owned and Community controlled Industrial and Provident Society. The CLT
leases the land on a long lease to a Mutual Home Ownership Society (MHOS), a shared equity housing
co-op. Only this type of organisation has the capacity, because of its legal and tax status, to create this new
form of tenure.

16. Membership of the MHOS provides access to lower mortgage costs on a corporate rather than an
individual basis together with the ability to accumulate an equity stake in the property. Capital growth in
the equity stake a resident funds is paid out on leaving the scheme. Monthly payments are geared to be
aVordable at 35% of a member’s net household income.

17. Community Land Trusts exist and own land in order to provide benefits to the local community. In
the United States they are used as a community tool for sustainable social and economic development, with
the primary aim of providing aVordable housing and helping people into home ownership. The CLT
balances the need and interests of the individual with the interests of the community as a whole. It does this
by separating the value of the land from the cost of the property on it. A CLT holds the freehold of the land
in perpetuity, and leases it to the owners of the buildings on it, who are often individual home owners or
co-operatives. It is this long term ground lease that regulates the occupancy and limits the resale value of
the property, so that each CLT reformulates its own resale value.

18. CDS strengthens the CLT model by adding to it a co-operative or mutual element. The practical
benefits of a shared-equity model of co-operative housing are that:

— Reduced interest rates can be secured from corporate financing.

— Any loan can be structured to give residents greater certainty over interest rate risk.

— Because the property is not bought and sold, but equity shares traded, many of the transaction
costs of buying and selling a home are avoided.

— Costs can be controlled through resident management and other social benefits obtained.

19. The model itself has won support from Members of Parliament, key workers, housing professionals
and local authorities. Kate Barker described the model as “particularly appealing because of the retained
ownership of the land asset.”

New ConstructionMethods

20. CDS is pleased that the Select Committee will be considering construction methods within this
inquiry. Through membership of the International Co-operative Alliance, CDS has long standing
relationships with organisations such as Oslo Buildings and Savings Co-operative (OBOS) inNorwaywhich
dominate the market in the provision of high quality housing in the co-operative sector. A recent trip to
Norway provided insight into the possibilities for using modern methods of construction in developing our
projects and we are keen to share this with the Select Committee.

21. CDS believes that if we are to truly revolutionise the provision of good quality housing for the UK’s
citizens, whether through co-operative provision, or on the open market, we should embrace these methods
as have our European partners. In addition there is the potential for considerable job creation in areas of
deprivation, for example in some of the steel communities of Wales and in the South West, where
manufacturing facilities could be sited.

Case Studies from Across the UK

22. Many communities across Britain are keen to establish Community Land Trusts to acquire land or
property.

23. In Stroud, Gloucestershire, CDS is working Stroud andDistrict Community Land Trust and English
Partnerships to develop a pilot mutual home ownership project on the former Cashes Green Hospital site
that has stood empty and derelict since 1993. As well as developing a new form of intermediate housing
tenure, the community have a vision for the site that includes community allotments, community recycling,
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a village green, a multiple use community building and the integration of a care home for disabled young
adults into the community: sustainable outcomes that would not be achieved if the site were sold for
development on the open market.

24. In London, the Mayor of London commissioned a report into the use of Community Land Trusts
and mutual models, published in January 2005.114 The report specifically endorses the CDS model stating
“this new mutual model has the in principle support of the Mayor of London”. On the core elements of the
model the report states: “Learning critical lessons from the experience of shared-ownership co-operatives
at home and overseas, this is a robust and financially viable model that has the potential to prove more
accessible and grant a better return on public subsidy than current low-cost home ownership initiatives”.
On co-operative housing the report states: “There has never been a better time for co-op housing to state
its case and bring its wealth of experience to bear in helping deliver aVordable homes, tackling social
exclusion and creating sustainable communities”. The Mayor has subsequently commissioned a detailed
feasibility study by the London Development Agency. This report is now in the final stages of drafting. It
is understood that it will recommend piloting the model in London.

25. In High Bickington in Devon, the High Bickington Project 2000 is concerned with providing
aVordable housing for local people.Working closely with the district and county councils, they have formed
a Community Land Trust to develop farmland in the village which was previously owned by Devon County
Council. Their plans for a number of houses on the open market, will also allow them to build aVordable
housing and a new school to replace the landlocked school in the centre of the village. Together with a
community woodland and plans for workshops to provide focal points for local businesses, the project aims
to invigorate High Bickington and create a valuable partnership between the villagers and local authorities.

26. In the early 1980s, steep rises in land value in West Oxfordshire had a destructive eVect on many
village communities. In response, Stonesfield Community Trust (SCT) was founded in 1983. Local activist
Tony Croft donated a quarter acre site in the village of Stonesfield for aVordable housing for local people
in perpetuity. A seed corn grant of £3,000 from a local company was used to register the trust and negotiate
planning permission, which alone increased the value of the donated land from £3,500 to £150,000, enabling
SCT to raise a mortgage and build the first four properties.

27. SCT has since borrowed additional funds from the local authority and ethical investors. They have
developed a further 10 aVordable homes on another quarter acre site, and converted a redundant glove
factory into workspace units for the village. More recently, a second development has been completed to
house the village post oYce at a low fixed rent. All properties have high energy eYciency standards to ensure
low running costs. By 2004, most borrowings were fully repaid and net income from CLT property of
£40,000 a year now funds a local youth service.

28. When the absentee landlord put the Isle of Gigha on the market in August 2001, residents formed a
steering group to consider a “community buy-out”. The Scottish Land Fund provided support for a
feasibility study and a ballot of islanders secured overwhelming support in late 2001. The community
borrowed £1 million from the Scottish Land Fund and raised a further £3 million in grants to complete the
purchase.

29. The purchase included 41 of the 67 houses on the island. The Trust has since developed six properties
for sale to owner occupiers and is developing 18 houses for rent in partnership with Fyne Homes Housing
Association. It formed a construction consortium with Fyne Homes and three local builders to carry out
home improvements on the old properties and to build the new homes. Building apprentices are being
trained, and a small quarry on the island provides local materials.

Conclusion

30. The Government, agencies and local authorities should support the widescale use of the CLT/mutual
home ownership model proposed by CDS. The support of the Select Committee would provide powerful
momentum.

Memorandum by Dunsfold Park Ltd (DPL) (AH 60)

I am writing on behalf of Dunsfold Park Ltd (DPL), who own Dunsfold aerodrome near Cranleigh,
Surrey, and who are planning to develop a new settlement (provisionally some 2–3,000 dwellings on a
brownfield site) that will be an international exemplar of sustainable development. DPL are working with
the local authority, Waverley Borough Council, to integrate their proposals with the Council’s emerging
Core Policies in the Local Development Framework.

We respond, briefly as requested, to the topics set out in the Committee’s statement of issues:

114 “Community Land Trusts & Mutual Housing Models”, GLA Housing and Homelessness Unit, November 2004.
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The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

1. We see the key issue being the provision of market aVordable housing as well as social aVordable
housing in order to reduce the risk of future households being forced into dependence on social housing,
thus increasing the need for social aVordable housing.

The Extent to which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

2. There are two key issues: one the interplay between the social and market housing sectors (see above)
and two the need to provide new forms of housing that are aVordable in openmarket conditions for example
houses and flats that young people can share as if they were rented but on an ownership basis ie they would
own shares in the dwelling which would be tradeable. This would improve access to home ownership for
many people who might otherwise become clients for social housing.

The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

3. The impacts in Surrey are significant and varied: people are forced to travel long distances to work
(usually by car) from aVordable housing areas eg in Sussex orHampshire, causing congestion and pollution;
there are labour shortages in both private and public sectors, threatening the viability of rural services; and
families and communities are split up and disrupted because young people cannot find homes near their
parents’ home (if they want it). DPL are contemplating giving nomination rights to local employers on the
housing to be developed in the planned new settlement.

The Relationship between House Prices and Housing Supply

4. The supply of housing is relatively insensitive to price as the evidence in Surrey indicates. Prices are
roughly ten times annual incomes yet housing supply is lagging way behind demand. The principal factor
is that housing allocations in both existing local plans and in emerging regional and sub-regional strategies
are very inadequate. It is primarily the planning system that is constraining supply. Supply will however also
be subject to fluctuations according to the changes in the housing market.

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

5. See above re new forms of tenure and funding of house purchase.

The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

6. The Government’s housing targets are not being taken seriously in the local authorities in Surrey; the
County and District Councils are fighting to keep their housing allocations down in spite of the often
acknowledged need for both aVordable and market housing.

The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

7. Both sectors are important as they are interconnected. Housing strategy planners need to gain an
understanding of sub-regional housing markets and related issues such as labour shortages and travel to
work patterns. DPL have undertaken their own housing market study on a sub-regional basis and looked
at achieving sustainable targets such reductions in the need to travel especially by car.

How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

8. The planning system should look at sites that have a low base value where there is scope for value
increase and for private funding of aVordable housing and related infrastructure. DPL intend to fund all
the aVordable housing and the infrastructure to serve their new settlement from private sources.

The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

9. These issues need to be studied carefully at a local/sub-regional level.
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The RegionalDisparities in the Supply andDemand forHousing andHow TheyMight be Tackled

10. No particular reflections on this issue.

Memorandum by Housing Justice (AH 61)

Introduction to Housing Justice

1. Housing Justice was formed in 2003 by a merger of the Catholic Housing Aid Society (CHAS) and the
Churches National Housing Coalition. Housing Justice is the national voice of Christian action in the field
of housing. We unite Christians and churches of all denominations to work to prevent homelessness and
bad housing.

2. Housing Justice enables local groups and churches to provide practical help to people in housing need.
Through the alliance of 11 housing advice centres that Housing Justice supports we are in touch with
homeless people and work to prevent homelessness and ensure adequate housing. Housing Justice’s
Regenerate GuideNeighbourhoods programme, funded by the HomeOYce, works with tenants to take the
lead in regenerating estates. In total Housing Justice is active in 35 communities across the UK.

3. Housing Justice and its predecessors have a long history of involvement in developing housing policy.
The Catholic Housing Aid Society was one of the six organisations which persuaded Stephen Ross MP to
adopt the Private Member’s Bill which became the original Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977. From
1977 to Housing Justice’s formation in 2003 CHAS was involved in influencing housing and homelessness
policy. CHAS took the lead in founding and administering the All-Party Parliamentary Group on
Homelessness and Housing Need. Today Housing Justice continues to work with the Labour Chair and
Conservative and Liberal Democrat Vice-Chairs of the Group to arrange meetings of relevance to the over
200 members drawn from both houses of Parliament.

Introduction

4. Housing Justice welcomes the opportunity to contribute to this inquiry. Evidence from the Housing
Justice Alliance of Housing Advice Centres and from informal discussions with housing professionals,
churches, church based projects, tenants in the Guide Neighbourhoods and MPs indicates that housing is
a concern for almost everybody is Britain today. More and more people are finding that they are unable to
aVord private housing and unable to access social housing. We believe that the government’s five year
strategy Sustainable Communities: homes for all announced in January will begin to address the problems
of homelessness and poor housing but have concerns that the initiatives will do little for those with the least
choice in housing.

Topics for Discussion by the Committee

The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

5. Home ownership is an important aspiration for British people: research carried out for the government
and other organisations regularly returns results showing that 90%! of British people would like to own
their own home.

6. The benefits of home ownership for individuals come from the increased feelings of security, control
and of having a stake in their local area. In recent years, especially, the increases in house prices have
delivered at times spectacular returns on the money invested and certainly better returns than would be
achieved by investing in savings accounts or stocks and shares. As a result of these house price increases
there is a perception that home ownership is an easy route to wealth which people who are not home owners
are not able to benefit from.

7. The benefits of home ownership for communities come from having a more stable, settled population
which makes the community more sustainable.

8. Governments over the past 30–40 years have stressed the benefits of home ownership and given that
home ownership only accounts for 70% of housing in theUK there would seem to be scope to increase home
ownership if aspirations could be met. Housing Justice is concerned however that moves to increase home
ownership risk excluding those who are unable to own their own homes. More than 30% of the population
do not live in owner occupied housing; the emphasis on home ownership risks overlooking their needs.Most
people pass through diVerent tenures at diVerent times in their lives so it is important for the economy and
the population that a healthy mixed housing market operates.

9. Housing Justice has concerns that government policy aimed at expanding home ownership will
increasingly bring into owner occupationmoremarginal groups whomay find it harder to keep upmortgage
repayments if interest rates were to rise in the future or if unemployment increases significantly.
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10. Housing Justice has concerns that interest rate rises coming on top of the record levels of consumer
debt might result in large numbers of repossessions. Evidence from our central London housing advice
centre suggests that home owners with housing problems already have consumer debts of £60,000 on
average when they contact the housing advice centre.

11. Housing Justice would like to see a mixed housing market and in particular a stronger private-rented
sector. We would like to see reforms to private sector tenancies to give extra security to tenants. We believe
that if tenancies could be made more secure than the current six or 12 months of an assured shorthold
tenancy the private rented sector would be more attractive for groups such as older people who may not
want the maintenance and other responsibilities of owning a home.

12. If there were a larger supply of good quality rented accommodation in the private sector with security
of tenure then more social housing could be freed up for those in greatest need.

The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

13. House purchase has become the prime means of passing on wealth in this country between
generations to the detriment of those who have not owned their own homes creating inequality between
families where the parents were home owners and families where they were not.

14. According to the Nationwide Building Society house prices increased by almost 680% in the period
1979–2005 and almost 210% in the period 1995–2005. This growth in house prices occurred because of the
high general level of inflation in the 1970s and 1980s which reduced in real terms the cost of repaying the
loan. In more recent years house price increases have occurred because the country has not been building
enough new homes in the private or social housing sectors.

15. Over the past 20–30 years house prices have outperformed shares and savings accounts in most cases.
Poverty since 1979 poverty, as reported by the Child Poverty Action Group, has increased so that in the
year 2003–04 12.3 million people (21.1% of the population) lived in poverty compared with 13% of people
who were in poverty in 1979. Thus the increase in home ownership and house prices has not led to a
reduction in poverty and inequality.

16. Housing Justice believes that home purchase should not be used as a tool to tackle inequality as the
results are too unpredictable and unequal across the country. Housing Justice also believes that homes
should be purchased primarily for habitation rather than as investments. Inequality needs to be tackled at
the level of pay rather than housing—higher basic incomes and a higher rate for the minimum wage will do
more to make society more equal than allowing a few extra people to buy their homes

The economic and social impact of current house prices

17. House prices are unaVordable for almost everyone in the United Kingdom. According to the
Nationwide Building Society the average first-time buyer paid £135,526 in the third quarter of 2005 for their
home and in October 2005 the average house sold for £157,107. Home ownership is thus unaVordable for
most people on average salaries.

18. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation in 2004 looked further at the aVordability of housing and found
that for households with two incomes housing was unaVordable across most of the country with 21 areas
where house price to income ratio was greater than 5:1 and only four areas where the ratio was less than
4:1: given that mortgage providers will not generally lendmore than 3.5x joint income this means that house
purchase is unaVordable across the whole country.

19. There is a danger that the high cost of housing today is storing up problems for future generations
as people are paying for their housing rather than saving for pensions and are likely to suVer from poverty
in old age. The costs of housing and lack of social housing around the country is creating a situation where
communities are or will become unsustainable. There is a danger that rural areas in particular will become
unsustainable as new residents such as families and younger people will be unable to aVord the cost of
housing.

20. The high cost of housing has an impact on families as parents need two incomes to pay for the cost
of housing. As a result they are spending less time together as a family. Parents may also have to undertake
longer commutes if housing they are able to aVord is not available near their place of work. Housing Justice
believes that housing must become more aVordable if we are not going to create future social problems.

The relationship between house prices and housing supply

21. The relationship between house prices and housing supply was demonstrated in the Barker Review.
Housing Justice agrees with themain findings of Barker and calls for an increase in house building to counter
the eVects of house price inflation caused by the lack of supply. If anything we believe that Barker was too
conservative and we believe that the government should be increasing the amount of new social housing
radically if it is to counter the eVects of inflation and begin to find housing for the 100,000 households
currently in temporary accommodation.
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Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

22. Housing Justice believes that the lack of housing supply is the major influence on the aVordability
of housing. The government must increase the supply especially of social housing to prevent homelessness.
Evidence from our housing advice centres suggests that in particular family housing is in very short supply.
New housing must meet the needs of families.

23. We believe that the government could do more to bring the large number of empty homes in England
back into a habitable state. We welcome the empty dwelling orders contained in the 2004 Housing Act and
hope they will have an impact on empty homes. We would like to see reform of the VAT treatment of home
renovations so that the cost of bringing homes back into use is reduced. Housing Justice believes that by
bringing empty homes back to the housing market the supply of homes will be increased allowing people in
housing need to be re-housed.

The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

24. Housing Justice believes that the plans that the government outlined in its housing strategy, whilst
welcome, will have only a small impact on the problems of homelessness and bad housing in England. We
have concerns that the plans will not produce the quantity of homes needed and will not provide the family
homes that evidence from our housing advice centres suggests we need.

The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

25. Housing Justice believes that it is important to increase the supply of housing in all sectors: privately
owned, social housing and the private rented sector. We welcome the government’s eVorts to mix tenures
in new housing developments as we believe that this will promote mixed communities. We would like to see
a greater mixture of housing within tenures too with a variety of diVerent types of housing likely to appeal
to couples, families, older people etc so that sustainable communities can be built.

26. Housing Justice is concerned that current schemes to oVer subsidised housing to particular groups of
“key workers” favour these groups over people who are in genuine housing need. Housing Justice believes
that all people make up a community and thus all are key workers. We would to see reforms to the existing
key workers scheme so that the subsidy available does not go exclusively to the individual workers who are
then able to profit from government spendingwhen they sell their homes.We believe that subsidised housing
should be built on land owned by the community so that the resource is able to be kept within the
community. If this is not possible we would like to see restrictions put on the sale of key worker homes so
that if they are resold for a profit within a certain time period, say five or 10 years, a percentage of the profit
goes to the housing association that originally sold the house.

How the planning system should respond to the demandfor housing for sale

27. Housing Justice believes that the planning system should promote mixed communities and ensure
that as well as housing developers are required to build community facilities as sustainable communities are
not built around housing estates but around the local school, churches, doctors and shopping facilities.

28. Housing Justice is concerned however that local authorities are often in a weak position when
negotiating with developers who may be unwilling to negotiate with councils and are able to water down
mixed community policies. We would welcome increased emphasis from the government on the importance
of building the mixed developments.

The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

29. As the Barker Review outlined the country needs to build another 140,000! new homes a year to
reduce the eVects of house price inflation. We believe that this number of homes is the bare minimum
required to begin to address the problems of bad housing and homelessness in England. We believe that the
impact on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision can be reduced provided the
government is prepared to commit adequate spending. We believe that investment in housing and
infrastructure will bring benefits for the whole of society far beyond the initial expenditure.

30. Housing Justice believes that there is a role for the government in promoting the new housing
developments, outlining the number of new houses required and stressing the minimal environmental
impact of the proposed new development. Only with a strong voice from central government will local
government be able to counter the objections of the small band of local people who do not want housing
developments in their area. Housing Justice would be happy toworkwith the government to create a climate
where the need for more housing is accepted and the benefits of creating sustainable communities are
recognised
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The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

31. Housing Justice believes that the regional disparities in supply and demand for housing are a
symptom of the great economic divides within Britain. The government should make greater eVorts to
attract investment and regenerate areas away from London, the East and South East so that regional
diVerences in prosperity are broken down and prosperous sustainable communities are created everywhere.

Memorandum by First Base Ltd (AH 62)

Executive Summary

First Base is concerned by the unanimously acknowledged problem of aVordability of homes in the UK,
in particular in London and the south east. We also share concerns over the dominance of house prices over
the financial situations and lifestyles of individuals and families. First Base supports policies designed to
enable people—especially Key Workers and First Time Buyers—to step on to the property ladder, for
example through shared equity schemes. This submission identifies the multifarious benefits of home
ownership and is a pledge of support for the motives behind current Government policy to increase the
supply of aVordable housing.

There is a perceived lack of urgency, however, from the Government, in their response to the Barker
Review and a lack of clarity stemming from the launch of a Sustainable Communities Plan, prior to
responding toKateBarker’s findings. Furthermore, the Public Sector should be supplying surplus landmore
readily and vest more responsibility in the Greater London Authority and English Partnerships.

The planning system will continue to hinder the supply of aVordable housing unless reforms are swiftly
made, for example, in the disproportionate power allotted to residents’ objections. Developers can reduce
the cost of increased home production by using Modern Methods of Construction, although Government
can play its part in reducing construction costs too.

First Base also identifies the broader infrastructural concerns of solving the housing crisis. The necessary
infrastructure should be implemented in areas able to accommodate more homes; aspects such as education
and transport play a role in determining where to build and how homes will be priced. Regeneration
programmes accompanying new developments are vital and should be tailored to the locality in question.
There is a strong link between home ownership and safe, thriving communities.

Introduction

1. First Base is a development company established to design, build, fund and manage, high quality,
aVordable housing in London and the South East. It is one of English Partnerships’ development and
management partners under the London Wide Initiative.

2. Established as a private limited company backed by Lend Lease and Stanhope. First Base was
specifically set up to help address the challenge of delivering more high quality aVordable homes within
London and the South East.

3. The acute nature of the under-provision of aVordable and key worker homes in London and the South
East is universally accepted. Increases in house prices over consecutive years have put home ownership
beyond the reach of many and threaten to undermine the social and economic sustainability of the region.

4. First Base supports the Government’s initiatives to increase the number of aVordable homes in the
marketplace and are participating actively to help solve the problem.

5. First Base has carried out substantial research and analysis over the last three years into the
intermediate housing market and continues to work hard to reduce the barriers so that more homes can be
delivered by the Government at less cost to the public sector, and at levels that are aVordable to occupants.

6. The problem of creating aVordable housing requires a new approach to private sector involvement in
social needs. There needs to be long term commitment to development from the private sector, homeowners
and the community—something that we have not seen in the UK to date. Developers would benefit greatly
from lower costs of construction—residential developments need solutions that oVer better value and
economies of scale that keep properties aVordable. Nevertheless, aVordability must bemade to co-exist with
quality if new developments are to be viable and sustainable, and are to be maintained at that quality
throughout the buildings’ life.

7. First Base welcomes the Committee’s inquiry and believes it to be both important and timely.

The Committee has resolved to carry out an inquiry into aVordability and the supply of housing, with
particular reference to the following issues:
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The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

8. First Base believes that the benefits of home-ownership are broad-ranging and include: wealth
creation, family security, pride and personal identity and involvement in the local community.

9. Home ownership creates an opportunity for individuals to participate in capital growth in an asset they
own, which can create personal wealth over time. This could take pressure oV pension and Government
citizen-support systems.

10. Homeowners are more likely to look after an asset they own, rather than rent. This leads to better
quality local environments with less dilapidated buildings.

11. Scope for homeownership could come from shared equity schemes, which should be made available
for diVerent categories of home buyers such as First Time Buyers, not merely key workers.

The economic and social impact of current house prices

12. The social impact of current house prices alludes to a “them and us” society which can marginalise
people from a particular community.

13. People who are not able to make the substantial leap on to the property ladder cannot participate in
benefits of ownership.

14. Individuals unable to aVord a home are more likely to be disenfranchised from the area in which they
would most like to live. House prices are forcing people to move away, possibly out of London, or spend
large amounts of time commuting by train, tube or car.

15. This extra commuter traYc puts increased pressure on infrastructure, or worse still the environment,
if commuters drive.

The relationship between house prices and housing supply and, the regional disparities in the supply and demand
for housing and how they might be tackled

16. We believe that the under-supply of housing leads to an increase in prices and lack of aVordable
housing.

17. Location analysis is the key issue here. There are areas in London (Canning Town for example),
where property is available and at prices that are “aVordable” but no one wants to live there. This is usually
due to a lack of community infrastructure such as schools, hospitals, shops and public transport, amongst
other concerns; build the infrastructure and people will come.

18. In areas where the reverse is true there is unsurprisingly a shortage of quality aVordable housing. This
will probably always be the case where so much development control is vested with local residents who will
discourage new development.

19. Our view, therefore, is that it is essential to regenerate areas where demand is low and provide the
hard and soft infrastructure to enable an area to flourish.

20. The implementation of this is vital to solving the problem of under-supply and the resulting
unaVordable house prices.

21. The contrasting challenges in the North and South of the UK require diVerent solutions; national
solutions are inappropriate.

22. In the north there is too much house building relative to demand (low levels of household formation
and relatively high levels of comparative building).

23. In the south the challenge is aVordability. Lack of aVordability is driven by low supply and buoyant
demand. Deregulation and expansion across Europe continues to drive demand in London and the south
east.

24. Liberating supply in London and the south east should be a key policy aim; this can be achieved
through the following measures:

(a) The public sector needs to take a more direct role in leadership in liberating land supply.
Redundant employment land for example. In addition the needs of the public sector (in particular
the Ministry of Defence) should be defined more accurately, and any surplus land released for
aVordable housing provision.

(b) The current lever is more money to Housing Associations that in turn bid up land prices and
undermine the cost eVectiveness of delivery. The solution is more direct involvement from the
public sector, for example English Partnerships buying and developing homes (and mixed use
communities) on this land.

(c) The Greater London Authority should be given a more direct role in planning and design, with
positive powers to grant planning permission.

(d) Some planning authorities are imposing policies that are undermining the viability of housing
delivery. This means housing supply diminishes.
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(e) The Three Dragons Consultancy work is being misused and this is abusing the planning system.

(f) New players are needed to drive additional capacity.

Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

25. First Base is of the view that construction costs in the UK for high density residential can be
significantly lowered.

26. First Base are using tried and testedmodernmethods of construction techniques from the commercial
sector and from residential development around the world and aim to make a step change in significantly
reducing the time and cost of construction, improving safety on site and enhancing the quality of the home.

27. Government has introduced demand-led fiscal measures such as Homebuy, but First Base believes
that more supply side initiatives such as English Partnerships London Wide Initiative should be promoted
to promote market equilibrium.

28. Landowners, developers and institutional funders have been presented with a huge opportunity to
increase the delivery of aVordable housing aimed at Key Workers and other First Time Buyers, but the
Initiative needs to be able to expand.

29. This opportunity stretches not only to increase supply, but also to the delivery against Government’s
key objectives.

30. First Base have concerns over Government investing too much in stimulating demand without an
appropriate increase in supply.

31. We believe that HomeBuy needs to be viewed as part of a broader initiative including Barker Review
policy recommendations to increase supply.

32. We have concerns that theOpenMarketHomeBuy initiative, without the othermeasures, would tend
to drive up demand and drive up house prices, thereby reducing aVordability. This is particularly acute in
London where the pace of housing delivery still continues to be a problem.

33. Delivering additional supply should, in our view, have at least equal priority to providing demand-
stimulating tools.

34. First Base therefore believes that in areas of higher demand, where supply is limited, the intervention
byGovernment should be focused on realising net additional supply in addition to other measures designed
to increase access to home ownership.

35. Government should promote the acceptance of new-build HomeBuy homes qualifying as section 106
homes. There is a problem when there is a diVerence in the interpretation of both the eligibility of the
applicants and the pricing of the homes. We are strongly of the view that homes delivered under HomeBuy
should count towards the section 106 obligations on a site. Specific guidance needs to be provided to local
authorities to that eVect.

36. New Build HomeBuy should be deliverable by developers & organisations in addition to Housing
Associations. One option would be to include all organisations that are eligible to bid for New Partnership
in AVordable Housing funding from the Housing Corporation.

The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

37. We look forward to finding out what powers will actually be devolved to the Mayor as we see this as
a positive step. The GLA can link housing with other community outputs.

38. It is necessary to address the discrepancies between planning policy in a specific area and the
requirements of the Regional Housing Board. Our experience leads us to believe that there is a substantial
diVerence emerging here.

39. First Base would question the ability to deliver housing in the Thames Gateway without more
provision for the broader infrastructure (transport, schools, hospitals, roads, library). Evidence from other
areas of Europe shows that if Government were to put greater and earlier emphasis on infrastructure
provision, there are better financial rewards for the individual parcels of land, a better overall product and
a better improved community.

40. First Base believes that an appropriate infrastructure must support the new communities in areas
where new housing is a priority.

41. This requires joined-up Government and it is widely recognised for example, that the Highways
Agency and Environment Agency are detached from the rest of Government, for example, the new Thames
Crossing.
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The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

42. First Base promote mixed tenure and mixed use communities with a broad range of tenures. This
encourages genuinely sustainable communities.

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

43. Planning problems are curtailing supply; we have numerous questions to raise on this issue:

— Local Planning Authority resources are not appropriately managed and there are acute skills
shortages. Small planning issues should be separated from major schemes. The latter need
dedicated planning resource with specialist skills; such schemes may be regional issues;

— There is much confusion surrounding the purpose and application of section 106;

— Development land tax, levy on planning permissions—where and when will this be concluded as
there is evidence that this uncertainty is stalling supply.

44. It could be argued that local individual objections to new housing applications carry
disproportionate weight.

45. Planning is deeply political and politicians will lean towards local objectors. Increasingly decisions
are being taken by elected members on the back of local pressure from residents or other interested parties.

46. Recent figures suggested that the number of oYcer recommendations that have been accepted by
committee has fallen from 60% to 40% over the last 10 years. Local councillors are reluctant to make
planning decisions which may deter voters.

47. The democratic nature of the planning process and weakness of some local authorities mean that
many diYcult decisions end up with ODPM. Does this mean planning decisions are really taken at local
level? This has implications for the speed of delivery of housing and begs the question as to why bother
approaching a Local Authority on a contentious scheme, why not go straight to ODPM?

48. The link between housing and education is crucial. Good schools and infrastructure are integral in
making areas attractive to potential purchasers of new homes. Government departments should be liaising
more closely to promote this.

49. In addition the use of redundant employment land in inner cities needs to be considered. In areas
where local authorities are sterilising land, in the hope that maybe in a few years, somebody might decide
to build a 100,000 sq ft oYce building in a non-oYce location.

Memorandum by Daventry District Council (AH 63)

Purpose of Report

1.1 To inform ODPM of the comments made by Daventry District Council of the issues facing the
provision and aVordability of housing within our District.

Information

2.1 The issue of House Prices and aVordability has grown in importance over the past few years. Rising
home price inflation has far outstripped average wage increases andmean that house prices are now between
six and seven times average household incomes. The traditionalmortgage incomemultiplier of three to three
and a half times incomewould not be enough for a low-income family to purchase an averagely priced house
in the Daventry area.

2.2 Additionally, this rising house price inflation has meant that even the smallest and least desirable of
properties have become unaVordable for many first-time buyers locally. The price for a small one-bed
roomed flat has increased to approximately four-times average individual income in the district.
Consequently, the pressure upon the social and private rent sector has increasedmeasurably, asmany people
are unable to meet their housing needs through purchasing upon the open market locally.

2.3 The necessary 5% deposit required for many mortgage purchases is also creating a problem for many
prospective homeowners within the Daventry area. As house price inflation has increased, so consequently
has the 5% deposit necessary for most transactions. The length of time, first-time buyers need to save the
deposit has increased as a result due to the higher amount required for deposit.

2.4 The rising houses prices within both the district and nationally have had a large social and economic
impact upon the wider economy.Due to wide diVerentiations of house prices within theUK, a lack of social
mobility and its potential knock-on eVects upon industry has been highlighted. Individuals living in areas
where house prices are lower upon averagemay be unable to aVord to move to areas for employment, where
housing costs are very high but jobs available. Additionally, some individuals due to the perceived and
actual volatility existing within the housing market may not wish to sell their property for fear of losing
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equity. Thismaymean that economic development in certain areasmay be aVected as a consequence. Indeed
it has been highlighted in the media that some firms are looking to relocate solely because labour costs due
to the local housing market is too high.

2.5 As Daventry is a mainly rural district, the problem of aVordable housing supply in rural areas is
particularly acute. The work of the Northamptonshire Rural Housing Enabler (RHE) has highlighted the
need for such housing in rural areas, explaining the importance and necessity for such provision to local
landowners and Parish Councils. The stigma attached to LCHO and social housing has meant that many
areas for diVerent reasons do not wish to support such developments, believing that it would not enhance
the overall sustainability of their villages.

2.6 This important issue within rural areas highlights the importance of the role played by RHEs in
similar districts. Acting as a first point of contact between PCs and interested RSLs and other Developers,
the RHE helps locate possible sites for development, pinpoints areas where aVordable housing is sorely
needed and helps to develop lines of communication between landowners and other interested stakeholders.
The importance of this role in similar districts to DDC cannot be underplayed.

2.7 The supply of LCHO housing and the consequential planning process, has led to the proposed
development of a countywide Section 106 protocol in addition to the proposed Daventry DC definition for
AVordable Housing. DDC believes that planners should be able to stipulate the housing mix and tenure
upon proposed housing development sites and that a national aVordable housing definition, would provide
a robust basis for planners and developers to clearly begin negotiations over all developments.

2.8 The proposed DDC definition is:

AVordable housing is defined as housing that meets the housing needs of individuals and families
who cannot aVord to rent or buy* on the open housing market and includes social rented, shared
ownership and low cost home ownership tenures.

To be defined as aVordable, Daventry District Council recommends that rents and or mortgage
costs on all aVordable developments should not exceed one third of the average net household
income of the district, inclusive of all service charges and management costs.

* Assuming mortgage lending criteria of three and a half times household income over 25 years.

2.9 The present problems of diVering definitions of aVordable housing has led to some developments of
“aVordable housing” actually being more expensive, when mortgage, rent and service charge costs are
accrued than a 100% mortgage for a similar sized property in the same area. DDC believes that all
developments should take more into account actual housing need, the local pressures of aVordability and
possess a housing mix which will contribute to the overall sustainable communities agenda as laid down by
ODPM guidelines.

2.10 Daventry DC also believes that all aVordable housing developments should be built of the same
materials and to the same quality as surrounding developments. AVordable Housing should be pepper-
potted around new developments as per the sustainable communities agenda helping to create mixed and
balanced communities. Although the initial costs of construction would be higher due to this insistence, the
long-term benefits of such a policy should not be understated.

2.11 The DDC Planning Team, working closely with the DDC AVordable Housing Working Group,
believes that any Corporate Response to demands for housing for sale should be informed but not led by
the market. This should be done upon a regional and sub-regional basis and if necessary involving cross-
boundary work, encouraging partnership Housing Market Assessments to be completed frequently and
greater strategic thinking to tackle this problem. HMA and other Housing Need reports should be updated
frequently, ensuring that any possible issues that are arising can be planned for quickly, rather than allowing
problems to amalgamate until the end of a set period.

2.12 Daventry is identified for significant growth as part of the Milton Keynes and South midlands sub-
regional strategy. A key aspect of this growth agenda is providing aVordable and key worker housing of the
right type and at the right time to ensure that the rapid growth is not hampered by a lack of appropriate
housing. The local authorities are faced with some diYculty on this issue, as there is no information at the
sub-regional level on the type of housing that will be required

Memorandum by the Northern Housing Consortium (NHC) (AH 64)

1. Background

1.1 The Northern Housing Consortium (previously the Northern Consortium of Housing Authorities
1974–2002) was established in April 2002. It is an independent non-party political, not for profit
organisation working to improve and promote housing services across the North. Its 179 members include
Local Authorities, Registered Social Landlords (RSLs), Arms Length Management Organisations
(ALMOs) and other organisations involved in housing.
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1.2 The Northern Housing Consortium is controlled by its members, who between them manage over
86% of social housing in the North, over 1.3 million homes. These organisations are drawn from the three
Northern Government OYce regions of the North East, North West and Yorkshire and Humberside, as
well as the Housing Corporation (North).

1.3 TheNorthernHousing Consortiumwould like to oVer a response with regards to the following issues
highlighted by the Inquiry:

— The economic and social impact of current house prices.

— The relationship between house prices and housing supply.

— The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply.

— The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised
housing.

— How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale.

— The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision.

— The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled.

1.4 In oVering our response we would like to point out that although we will deal with each issue in turn
they often relate strongly to each other.

2. Overall KeyMessage

2.1 The main point that the NHC and our members wish to get across to this inquiry is the Northern
perspective. It is considered that greater understanding of theNorthern housingmarket is crucial by Central
Government to ensure that we have sustainable communities in both urban and rural areas. AVordable and
desirable housing is needed in both these markets to prevent skewed or declining populations, and to realise
the ambitions of economic growth; this includes the Northern Way and Housing Market Renewal.
AVordable housing should be relevant to the needs of the existing and anticipated population in both the
private and social sector. The inquiry should find that much of the innovative work to tackle the issue of
aVordable housing is now being achieved in the North and will be found within our response.

3. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

3.1 In the North it is no secret that economically, we are still a long way behind other regions in England.
The Northern Way is an opportunity to redress the balance and will require an attractive housing market
to ensure that employment and labour market flexibility exists in the North. Currently the housing market
in our regions will not attract the economic growth needed to realise our ambitions.

3.2 The housing stock in our urban areas often suVers from disparities in their desirability. A common
misconception about the North is that our housing markets are in free-fall and policy intervention begins
and ends with demolition. This picture is no nearer the truth than it is to suggest the South of the country
is being concreted over in a rush to build new properties. Whilst the complexity of housing markets is
increasingly being recognised, we would argue that the term “low demand” is a misnomer. In many urban
centres we have seen price rises, alongside increases in homelessness—not usually indicators of low
demand —rather we face an issue of “wrong supply”. As part of our eVorts to restructure and rebalance
these housing markets, the provision of aVordable housing will need to play a part.

3.3 Alongside the issues of “wrong supply”, the North is increasingly facing demand pressures in hot
spots across the North—from the “Golden Triangle” of Leeds, Harrogate and York to the rural commuter
belts of Northumberland and County Durham—in these areas it is all too common to discover that there
are not enough properties to meet demand. A key challenge for housing organisations in the North is to
provide aVordable housing in these high demand areas to relieve pressure on the housing market and
crucially provide access to homes to local and key workers, whilst not exacerbating flight away from already
declining urban cores. Indeed, this is a point already picked up by the Audit Commission in their work on
HousingMarket Renewal Pathfinders (Audit Commission Scrutiny Report: BridgingNewcastle Gateshead
February 2004). The provision of high quality aVordable housing in our urban areas, alongside sustained
work in improving the quality of our neighbourhoods should contribute towards achieving a balance across
our housing markets. Delivering this, will no doubt assist in the North’s overarching economic objective—
to bridge the £30 billion output gap between the North and the rest of England.
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4. The Reality of the Northern HousingMarkets—Is there an Affordability Issue?

4.1 The NHC, alongside other Northern bodies, used the recent ODPM Consultation Paper “Housing
Investment in the Regions” to argue our case for increased focus on aVordability issues in the North.

4.2 The distribution formula applied in this paper did not, in our opinion, reflect the housing market
conditions in the North. Specifically, the aVordability index applied does not reflect the situation many
Northern households now face.We understand and acknowledge that other areas of the country face higher
pressures than the North in delivering aVordable housing, however, the reality is that under the funding
formula, no Northern region picked up additional funding in respect of aVordability pressures. Whilst it is
up to each region to determine how and why they will allocate their housing funds, in practice the North is
having to stretch funding across housing market renewal and restructuring, decent homes and aVordable
issues if it stands any hope of achieving its aim of sustainable balanced communities.

4.3 There are a number of hotspots identified by Regional Housing Strategies (RHS) in the North where
aVordability is particularly problematic. Particular hotspots were also identified in recent research
conducted by Steve Wilcox (AVordability and the intermediate housing market—2005) of which the North
featured strongly. This research highlighted Alnwick as one of the least aVordable areas in Great Britain
with the average property costing 6.09 times the average income.

4.4 Work on the ground in aVordability hotspots identified by the RHS, and in the research by Steve
Wilcox is verymuch there to see. For example in Berwick upon Tweed, the Local Authority has in its interim
Planning Policy Statement permitted development in several settlements within a recognised area of
outstanding natural beauty (AONB). However proposals must be for 100% aVordable housing. This is to
contend with the very high rate of second and holiday homes in the area, as mentioned elsewhere in this
response. Similar approaches to planning housing provision have also been adopted in Tynedale
Northumberland, where an Interim Planning Policy now means that on sites of five or more dwellings or
0.2ha there has to be provision of aVordable housing. This is linked to encouraging occupancy by local
people, and was informed by a number of factors, one of which was the 2001 New Earnings Survey. This
identified incomes in the district being particularly low at 76% of the national average.

4.5 Moving over to the North West there has very recently been a parliamentary debate on aVordable
housing in Cumbria where many of the issues highlighted in this response were raised by MP Tim Farron.
In particular the problem of population decline, earnings to house prices and community sustainability were
discussed, confirming that Cumbria has real issues.

4.6 As a final point the North West RHS echoes a stark reality for households within the TraVord area.
This was originally highlighted in Roof magazine. The RHS states:

“It needs a household income of £50,000 to buy an averagely priced semi-detached house in
TraVord, but in 2002 only 15% of TraVord households had an income of £40,000 or more.
EVectively the housing market is inaccessible to 85% of the population.”

5. What is Driving Affordability Problems?

5.1 Understanding the drivers of housing markets is a complex task; however we have identified some
key elements that are aVecting the North. These are:

— Supply issues.

— Second Homes.

— Section 106.

— Changing housing requirements.

These are explored in more detail throughout our submission.

5.2 Particular pressures in rural areas

In rural areas the problem extends to the possibility that some rural communities will become
unsustainable. A major problem has been the number of residential homes bought by people outside of the
region as a second home. In our recent Parish housing needs work with DEFRA it became apparent from
evidence we were receiving that second homes were a particular issue in many areas of the rural North.
Parishes in Cumbria had particular issues with second homes. Second homes in the parish of Borrowdale
for example, currently make up 17.2% of the housing stock. Further to this on a wider scale a recent article
in the Guardian newspaper (04/05/05) revealed that the most popular destination for a second property
outside of London was Berwick upon Tweed inNorthumberland, with 9.4% of properties in Berwick owned
by people who live outside of the locality.

5.3 This means that these homes are often empty for a large part of the year and it is particularly
unfortunate that a lot of homes bought as a second home are the very homes needed in rural areas for first-
time buyers. The situation in the Lake District National Park has become so critical that they have taken
the step of addressing aVordability through a Supplementary Planning Document requesting that the
occupation of future housing must relate to the findings of an evidence based housing needs survey.
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5.4 In tackling the issue of second homes the option for Local Authorities to charge up to 90% of council
tax is welcome although the NHCwould like to see further action. One optionmay be tomake the increased
council tax compulsory at full rates, or as mentioned later a more progressive additional taxation system be
put in place in second home hotspots to help fund new housing. We understand that there are some
authorities ring-fencing this increased tax option to fund new development, yet in reality more funding is
needed to redress the balance.

5.5 It is well documented (particularly by Business in the Community andHRH the Prince ofWales) that
a lack of aVordable housing leads to grave consequences for the rural economy. Young people and those
working in lower paid employment cannot aVord to live in these areas, meaning that they move out of the
region. Left behind is an ageing population, and in the long term the possibility of poor essential service
delivery in these areas.

5.6 On a micro-economic scale across urban and rural areas high market prices mean that without an
adequate supply of aVordable housing there could be problems for couples either planning for or expanding
their family unit. In addition within social housing the number of two and three bedroom housing lost to
Right to Buy (RTB) further limits the opportunity for family planning for those with the least choice. The
chart overleaf shows how RTB sales particularly from 2000–03 increased within the North more so than in
the South and Midlands. Incidentally the figures for the North in 2003–04 were even higher with 30,905
homes sold through RTB (ODPM).

RTB Sales of LA Stock in England
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6. The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

6.1 The following examples from the North demonstrate the relationship between house prices and
housing supply in urban and rural areas.

6.2 Urban Area

Gipton Low-Cost Homeownership Initiative

Leeds East Homes (ALMO) is currently in the process of redeveloping the area of Gipton in Leeds. This
area is a perfect example of the complexity of housing markets in relation to regeneration and aVordable
housing supply. This area currently suVers from “wrong supply” and is well know as an area with some
problems. However, within neighbouring areas there is a shortage of aVordable housing particularly for low
to middle earners, and those wishing to move into home ownership from social housing. This scheme aims
to target those wishing to purchase a home currently residing in social housing in order to provide for that
need and free-up the homes they currently live in for those in need applying for a tenancy, so in eVect is
tackling shortages in both the private and social sector. A procedure of demolition of undesirable homes will
take place before 98 homes are built. Leeds EastHomes have had the land donated byLeedsCity Council for
development, from which the savings of approximately £12,000 per unit are passed on to the purchaser in
the form of a grant, along with exemption from stamp duty, solicitors fees and a mortgage discount of
£2,000. Leeds East Homes estimate the total cost per unit taking into considerations these concessions to
be just £75,000 per unit, some of which is funded by partnership with the private sector.
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6.3 Rural Area

Lake District National Park

The Lake District National Park (LDNP) has responded to the heightened aVordability and supply
problems in the National Park. This is in the form of a supplementary planning document which now will
insist that all new residential housing built in the LDNP will be to address local housing need, based on a
comprehensive parish-based housing needs survey. This will reflect the need for market, rental or shared
equity housing in line with the needs of the locality. In short those identified as in housing need would benefit
from any new development.

6.4 To be in housing need a household must have all of the following circumstances:

— Inadequately housed.

— Unable to aVord to rent and/or buy on the open market.

— Have a need to live in the locality.

6.5 This then allows for a better understanding as to the supply of housing needed and what tenure
housing is most appropriate for any given area.

6.6 These examples demonstrate that both urban and rural areas in the North suVer from the problem
of a limited aVordable market housing.

7. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

7.1 The NHC consider that the reliance on the private sector to boost aVordable housing supply is not
without problems. The decline in build out rates from the private sector has beenwell documented byBarker
and others. It is argued that this reduction in supply has a significant impact on aVordability of the market.
Whilst we support many of Barkers recommendations, we are uncertain that the market alone can respond
to increased calls on supply. The House Builders Federation have produced evidence to demonstrate that
migration to the North is increasing dramatically in recent years, this migration flow, coupled with
projections of new homes needed to meet anticipated economic growth in the produces a guideline figure of
between 5,500 and 39,700 extra new homes.

7.2 Whilst we welcome proposals from Government that Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS) should be
built around housing markets, we are disappointed that the recent Consultation paper “Planning for
AVordable Housing Provision” did not acknowledge that there are other drivers aside from supply that
impact on housing markets. Focusing sole attention on supply both misses the point and is unlikely to be
achievable. We understand that consultation on PPS3 is due shortly and would urge the Government to
ensure that this policy both reflects the need for aVordable housing and also is not biased towards Southern
markets and structures.

7.3 Barker recommended the creation of a National Advice Unit to support eVorts across the country to
deliver the national (and regional) aVordability targets. We expressed muted support for this proposal, with
the caveat that regional aVordability targetsmay not assist many in theNorth as the averages currentlymask
significant hot spot pressures.

7.4 On a more positive note, we welcome initiatives by the government, in particular the proposal for
empty dwelling management orders, although we would like to emphasise that there is a limit to what can
be achieved with the current housing stock in order to fulfil demand and aspirations.

7.5 In the social housing sector many in the North would like to see restrictions relaxed for borrowing
so that ALMO’s and council’s with retained stock can fund the replacement of stock that has been lost. In
particular we would like to see the future of ALMO’smade clear.We would also like to see theNorth receive
a greater proportion of public funds available through the Regional Housing Pot and allocated as part of
the ADP to build or modernise aVordable housing.

8. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

8.1 The NHC would like to see both private and subsidised housing sharing importance. We welcome
the drive by government, particularly in HMR Pathfinder areas to mix tenures and create sustainable
communities. This is of increasing importance to avoid mono-tenure estates of social housing. One concern
we do have is that we do not want to see an over-emphasis on the need for private housing as this would
have a detrimental eVect on thosewho need subsidised housingwith the least choice in their housing options.
Although according to the British Social Attitudes Survey 2000–01 90% of people want to own their own
home, this relates more to aspiration than economic reality. We consider that although we welcome help to
own a home, housing supply should ultimately reflect needs not just aspirations. Further work on housing
aspirations has since been completed by Shelter. In their 2005 report “Home Truths—the reality behind our
housing aspirations”, it was revealed that the most important aspect to a home was feeling safe in a
neighbourhood, being able to aVord it came second, and actually owning a home came third in the list of
priorities.
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9. How the Planning System should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

9.1 In a general sense one of the main concerns we have with the planning system is the ability for
developers to delay building homes after planning consent has been granted. It may be useful to develop a
time limit between planning consent and build. Another concern is that enough suitable land is identified
by Local Planning Authorities (LPA) ready for potential development, in line with housing provision
identified in housing and spatial strategies, this situation should be improved by recent proposals in Planning
for AVordable Housing Provision.

9.2 One key tool of the planning process to achieve lower cost housing is through s106 Planning
Obligations (now known as contributions) of the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act, although this is
also used for rented and shared ownership housing. This places the emphasis on the private developer to
help contribute to aVordable housing, although the aVordability criteria is something that is unclear. In the
Supplementary Planning document for the Lake District National Park, aVordability is very closely linked
to a housing need survey. This allows for a closer understanding over what will be aVordable in a particular
area, and ensures any development built meets this housing need. The NHC agree that without a closer link
to housing need the use of s106 for market housing could potentially miss those it targets. However, we
understand that producing evidence for housing needs on a larger scale would be a mammoth task, yet feel
that more work could be done to relate aVordability more closely with housing need.

9.3 The recent changes in s106 allow LPA’s to accept a financial planning contribution instead of an
actual house being developed on the developer’s site in question.We understand the reasons for this change,
as it is not always the case that the site in question is the ideal place for aVordable housing.However, eVective
use of these funds by LPA’s is vital to ensure that aVordable homes do get built. The NHC would like more
indication from the Secretary of State as to how this will be achieved. We would welcome that these funds
are used onmore suitable private developments, based on robust evidence. Onemajor concern we have with
this new change links in with house-building targets, as should the new house-building quota in regional
planning guidance within a particular area reach its maximum, then all development including aVordable
development will stop for that particular year. This then has a negative aVect on first-time buyers
amongst others.

9.4 Ultimately although the planning system can be improved the will of private developers has to be in
place in critical areas to develop housing in the first instance. The alternative is to put financial incentives
in place.

10. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

10.1 The NHC believe that any future development should be economically, environmentally and
socially sustainable. The drive towards sustainable communities by Central Government is a welcome one
and is essential to ensure mistakes on community planningmade in the C20th are not repeated.We consider
that if not already in place, all future housing provision would benefit from providing statutory evidence
within the initial planning application, on how the development will contribute to sustainability, whether
they are funded by public or private funds, or a mixture of both.

10.2 The scale of housing development required to influence house prices is not something the NHC
believes can be achieved in the private sector without considerable financial incentives from Central
Government. The private sector understandably exists to make profit although unfortunately they can
maximise this in times of housing shortage by choosing not to develop even though planning permission has
been sought. It may be useful therefore to attach timescales to the granting of planning permission.

11. The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and how they Might be

Tackled

11.1 Supply and demand for housing is linked with infrastructure, lifestyle and provision within a
particular area, whilst acknowledging other factors such as the environment. Regional disparities are
diYcult to tackle without acknowledging and tackling the wider picture.

11.2 In particular areas of the North, there simply is not enough supply to meet demand for the types of
housing that are needed. In rural areas in particular, the ability to increase the level of stock is diYcult due
to the land restrictions and availability, although many problems arise through poor use of existing stock,
especially with regard to second homes. In rural areas as defined by government it is not unrealistic to expect
new housing provision to be linked to a comprehensive housing needs assessment, and to provide for those
considered most in need.

11.3 In terms of existing high demand stock within aVordability hotspots used as second homes, we
consider that perhaps theremay need to be amore progressive taxation system placed on the owners of these
homes to prevent further loss.
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Memorandum by Shelter (AH 65)

Shelter welcomes the select committee’s new inquiry into the supply and aVordability of housing. This
evidence is based on the experience of our front line staV providing information, advice and advocacy to
over 100,000 people every year, and our policy and research work on housing supply and home ownership.

Shelter is a member of the Campaign for More & Better Homes, a broad-based coalition of business and
social organisations campaigning in support of the Barker Review recommendation for an increase in the
overall supply of housing.

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

Shelter recognises that most people aspire to own their home, and that home ownership usually means
greater security and the ability to make changes to it, as well as allowing people to build an asset they can
pass on to their children and grandchildren.

69% of people in Britain own their home; 20% live in the social rented sector and another 11% are in the
private rented sector. The Government claims that as many as 90% of people want to own their home and
has recently set a target of one million more home owners by the end of this Parliament.

Research carried out for Shelter’s recent report,Home Truths: the realities behind our housing aspirations,
revealed thatMinisters may have overstated the demand for home ownership. Shelter’s own research found
that a majority of people placed having an aVordable home and living in a safe neighbourhood ahead of
ownership. A recent survey for the Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) disclosed that 72% of people in
Britain would like to own their own home in two years time, and that 80% would like to do so in 10 years
time. The gap between the two-year aspirations and actual home ownership has narrowed significantly over
the past 30 years and now stands at just 3%.

Clearly, this survey does not tell the whole story. Shelter recognises that the aspiration for home
ownership is not strong among older people who are not already home owners, but that many younger
people are frustrated in their aspirations by property prices. At the same time, however, it is clear that the
vast majority of people who want to own their home already do so or are able to do so. Over four million
households dependent on benefit are not in a position to become home owners. In total more than a quarter
of British people do not want to own their own home in the near future.

Shelter strongly supported the phased withdrawal of Mortgage Interest Relief, as this eVectively used a
public subsidy to skew the market in the direction of home ownership. However, the Government’s policy
of using public money to subsidise methods of helping people into home ownership eVectively amounts to
the restoration of home ownership tax relief, but only for those lucky enough to secure a place on one of
the schemes. Much of the extra investment in new housing has been focused on these Low Cost Home
Ownership schemes, particularly for those designated as key workers.

Low Cost Home Ownership

We will be submitting detailed evidence to the committee’s inquiry into ODPM’s Low Cost Home
Ownership (LCHO). In the meantime, it is worth highlighting a number of key concerns about the impact
of schemes on the wider housing market.

Shelter believes that the Deputy Prime Minister was right to resist pressure to extend the Right to Buy to
housing association tenants. The proposed Social HomeBuy scheme instead, allows them to buy a share in
their existing home, while raising extra cash to build more homes. Most importantly, it reduces the chances
of that home being lost to the next generation of those in real housing need. If the detail of the scheme can
be fine tuned, it would end the need for the Right to Buy, and would provide more council tenants on low
incomes with the opportunity of enjoying the benefits of home ownership.

Other elements of the Government’s new package seem much less likely to make a positive contribution
to solving the nation’s housing crisis. Much of the New Build, Open Market and Joint Equity Mortgage
HomeBuy schemes are specifically directed at key workers. Shelter opposes this approach, which as well as
redirecting resources away from those in greatest need, risks fuelling house price inflation. These schemes
must be redirected much more towards existing social tenants so that they at least free up lettings for
homeless and overcrowded families.

ODPM’s flagship First Time Buyers initiative is also problematic. Hundreds of hectares of unused public
sector land is being handed over to developers promising to build homes for sale at between
£60,000–£90,000. While some of it will be used to build low cost homes for key workers and other first time
buyers, Ministers have so far made no commitment to ensure that local councils also insist on the inclusion
of social rented homes for poorer households.
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The Extent to which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

Housing is the single greatest repository for wealth held by individuals in the UK. An increasing divide
is opening up between those who have housing wealth and those who do not. Research carried out for
Shelter by Professors Danny Dorling and Bethan Thomas suggested that the UK is now more polarised by
housing wealth than at any time since the Victorian era.115 House prices are unaVordable to buyers on
average incomes, making access to mortgage funding insuYcient for purchase. Buyers are also having to
raise deposits beyond what they have saved, and instead are increasingly relying on loans, gifts and
inheritance from family members.

This trend is reflected in worrying evidence of wealth disparity amongst those members of the generation
currently forming their first households, according to whether or not their parents have reaped the benefits
from home ownership over the past 20–30 years.116 It is looking increasingly unlikely that the next
generation will be able to work their way out of this level of wealth inequality. Unsurprisingly, The Council
of Mortgage Lenders (CML) found recently that investment opportunity, ie the hope of capital gains, is the
most frequently mentioned factor driving people to aspire to home ownership.117

Marginal Home Ownership

Since the 1960s the profile of the owner-occupied sector has changed dramatically. There are many more
homeowners who are at the margins of being able to aVord purchase and upkeep costs. 36% of children
living in poverty in Britain are the children of home owners. Half of all the households living in poverty are
home owners. 464,000 home owning households have a gross income under £100 per week, a figure only
slightly less than the total number of social renting households with the same income level (504,000). These
figures suggest that home ownership is not a panacea for dealing with poverty and inequality.

After a period of over a decade, when the number of court possession actions for mortgage arrears was
falling, possession actions are now rising alarmingly. Nationally, between the third quarter of 2004 and the
third quarter of 2005, there was a 55% increase in possession actions.118 In London, the rise was nearly
67%.119 Shelter’s own services provided advice or advocacy in almost 3,000mortgage repossession or arrears
cases in the first three quarters of 2005—a 60% increase on the total number of such cases in 2003. If trends
continue at this rate through 2005, it will mean that over 50,000 more households will be at risk of
repossession and homelessness this year compared to last. A worrying new feature is the increase in the
number of actions to recover other loans secured against the value of the property.

Although half the poor are home owners, in 2004 the proportion of state housing subsidy going to help
this group with their housing costs stood at just 6%.120 While housing benefit will subsidise working tenants
on low incomes, there is no help for owner occupiers who are working on a low income. The state safety net
for home owners has been cut back drastically over the past ten years and is now completely inadequate.
Even in cases of unemployment, provision of help with mortgage payments is inadequate. The existing
Income Support for Mortgage Interest (ISMI) scheme pays the interest payments (not capital repayment)
on amortgage up to £100,000 only, at a fixed rate of interest which is often below the rate paid to the lender.
For mortgages taken out after 1995, no payment at all will be made for the first nine months.

This deficit has not been taken up with private insurance policies. Research has shown that those most
likely to need payment protection insurance—the insecurely employed and those on low incomes—are the
least likely to take out insurance cover. The Government rejected a call from its Home Ownership Task
Force to review the safety net for home owners on low incomes, stating that it did not wish to introduce
incentives which will prevent home owners from taking out private insurance policies.

We hope ministers will look again at this decision. In the meantime, Shelter believes that new financial
products should be developed to close the gap between the inadequate safety net (ISMI) and private
insurance (MPPI).

Better advice and information should be given to prospective purchasers about the costs of home
ownership and the limited nature of the public subsidy support available. Whilst we welcome the
Government’s plans to provide this type of information to all Right to Buy and Social HomeBuy applicants,
we believe it should be oVered routinely by mortgage providers at the application stage, and that mortgage
providers should also be required to increase the availability of debt counselling and renegotiation of
mortgage terms to all purchasers.

115 Dorling, D and Thomas, B: Know Your Place: housing wealth and inequality in Great Britain 1980–2003 and beyond,
Shelter/University of SheYeld, 2004.

116 Ibid.
117 Smith, J: Understanding demand for home ownership: aspirations, risks and rewards, CML, 2004.
118 ODPM Housing Markett Report (October 2005).
119 Department of Constitutional AVairs, Mortgage Repossession Statistics (Fourth Quarter 2004).
120 Wilcox, S: UK Housing Review 2004–05, Ch 6, Help with housing costs (CML/Chartered Institute of Housing).
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The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

In 2005, Professor Steve Wilcox devised a Housing AVordability Index for Roof magazine to measure
how easy or diYcult households find it to become home owners. By the end of 2004, it was 60%more diYcult
to enter the market than it had been a decade earlier. The Index is based on ODPM house price data for
first time buyers, Family Expenditure Survey data for the incomes of working households and average
mortgage costs.

A regional breakdown of the Index showed that as a result of low wages and the demand for second
homes, the SouthWest was suVering the most severe aVordability problems, with repayment rates of 21.9%
of incomes by the end of 2004. The average income of working households in the South West rose by 41%
between 1994 and 2003, but the average price paid by a first time buyer rose by 150%.

The South West was followed closely in the unaVordability stakes by London, the East of England and
the South East. Repayments were expected to be greater than 20% of incomes in all these regions. Even in
the East Midlands, West Midlands, Yorkshire & Humber, North West and North East there has been a
sharp increase in unaVordability since 2001.

This trend of house prices increasing out of the reach of first time buyers has added to the pressures
elsewhere in the housing system and has impacted most on people in acute housing need as a result.
Specifically, it has created increased competition for tenancies in the private rented sector, helping keep rents
high and out of the reach of many of the poorest in our society. That in turn leaves them dependent on
desperately scarce social rented housing and in some cases can even lead to homelessness. Shelter’s high
profile Million Children Campaign has thrown fresh light on the devastating impact of homelessness and
bad housing on children and their families.

The Relationship between House Prices and Housing Supply

Shelter has not undertaken detailed policy work in this area. However, it is clear that the significant
expansion in the number of households, resulting from people living longer and being wealthier, an increase
in divorce and in single-person households, has led to demand for housing far outstripping supply in many
parts of the country. There is no doubt that this has been the main contributing factor underlying recent
house price inflation. We agree with the analysis in the Barker Review of Housing Supply that, to have any
prospect of bringing down house price inflation to more sustainable levels, the supply of housing for sale
on the open market must be increased.

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale, Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

Decades of underinvestment lies at the root of Britain’s housing crisis—we still only spend 0.2% of GDP
on providing new social housing. Investment would need to be trebled, bringing it up to around 0.5% of
GDP over the long term, to have any prospect of meeting the chronic shortage of aVordable housing. Over
the long term, a more stable and aVordable housing market must be a central plank of economic policy.
Progressive reform of property and land taxation is necessary to achieve this stability and raise revenue for
investment in new social housing.

The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

In March 2005, Shelter commissioned the Centre for Housing & Planning Research at the University of
Cambridge (CCHPR) to undertake detailed research into the extent of housing need and demand in
England. CCHPR concluded that an overall total of 203,000 homes are needed each year during the period
2001–21 to keep pace with newly-arising household growth. This includes market, intermediate and social
housing. CCHPR estimate that an additional 10,000 social rented homes are needed annually between
2008–09 to 2010–11 to ensure that the Government meets its target of halving the number of homeless
households trapped in temporary accommodation by 2010.

Shelter therefore strongly supports an increase in the number of homes to be built. While we recognise
that additional investment in local and regional infrastructure is needed to ensure the sustainability of these
new communities, particularly in the four Growth Areas, there is no escaping the need for a dramatic
increase in the number of homes being built.

Specifically, we campaigned to persuade the South East of England Regional Assembly to build
significantly more than the 28,900 homes a year it has currently committed to in its Regional Spatial
Strategy. We are currently pressing for the East of England Regional Assembly to re-adopt the target of at
least 23,900 new homes a year it originally supported and to ensure that at least a quarter of those are social
rented over the period 2008–09 to 2010–11.
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The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

Shelter supports a significant and sustained increase in the supply of housing for sale on the open market.
However, it is clear that while the supply of market housing has remained relatively constant over the past
thirty years, there has been a dramatic decline in the number of social rented homes being built. Registered
Social Landlords have received nowhere near the level of funding required to deliver social housing at the
rate previously achieved by local authorities. Even on the most optimistic assumption, including, for
example, shared ownership units, output of subsidised housing today is barely a quarter of what was
achieved between 1945–75.

The failure of successive governments to invest in social housing for rent lies at the root of Britain’s
housing crisis and explains why a million children are growing up homeless or in damp, cold and
overcrowded accommodation. All the evidence shows that bad housing can have a devastating impact on
the health, education and life chances of children, leaving them at risk of permanent social exclusion in later
life. A decent, aVordable home has an essential part to play in improving their life chances.

Shelter’s Building Hope campaign makes it clear that 20,000 extra social rented homes are needed
annually over and above existing commitments, to meet acute newly-arising housing need and ensure the
Government meets its very welcome target of halving the number of homeless households trapped in
unsuitable temporary accommodation by 2010. We estimate that this increase in output will require
additional investment of more than £1 billion a year from 2008, finally bringing real-terms investment up
to the level achieved by the Conservative Government in the mid-1990s.

We believe that this extra investment could help ensure that 150,000 fewer children are living in bad
housing by 2011—a key milestone on the road to ending bad housing for the next generation of children.
With housing having such a key impact on a child’s future prospects, building these homes will have a
decisive impact on the drive to end child poverty in Britain.

How the Planning System should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

Shelter recognizes that that the current planning system needs reforming to ensure it is much more
responsive to the demand for housing for sale on the open market. The dramatic house price increases of
the past decade clearly reflect a systemic failure to build homes in the numbers required. The complexity of
the planning system and historic underinvestment in its administration have been major contributory
factors underlying this failure.

The proposals in the recent ODPM consultation paper on Planning for Housing Provision are an
important part of the jigsaw of increased housing supply. However, on their own, indicators based on
market signals will be insuYcient to ensure that all the homes that this country needs are built. Shelter
strongly believes that a range of additional “aVordability indicators” are necessary beyond those linked to
house prices. These should include indices reflecting the extent of housing need among low income
households.

At the same time, the planning system must also be used to its full potential to supply social and
intermediate housing, and ensure the creation of mixed, inclusive and sustainable communities. CCHPR
research found that 16,000 aVordable homes were built last year as a result of “planning gain” contributions
secured from developers under section 106 of the Housing & Planning Act 1990. However, only a quarter
of these did not require public subsidy, and the vast majority were for low cost home ownership rather than
social rented housing.

The Barker Review proposed a central development tax—a Planning Gain Supplement (PGS)—as an
alternative to the use of “section 106 agreements”. Shelter believes that a PGS could oVer opportunities to
increase the amount of aVordable housing delivered through the planning system. However, we are also
concerned that it could severely restrict the ability of better-performing local authorities to secure planning
gain through the use of section 106 agreements. It is essential that ministers ensure that a PGS, and the wider
reform agenda for the planning system, deliver more social rented homes and sustainable mixed
communities.

The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

Shelter believes that a significant and sustained increase in the supply of housing for sale on the open
market is needed to prevent house price inflation continuing at such unsustainable rates. However, those
homes must be in sustainable mixed communities, supported by the necessary transport links and services
infrastructure. They must also fit within the grain of the natural and historic environment. We note that the
Barker Review has shown that even if an extra 120,000 homes are built on top of existing output levels for
the next ten years, a rate far above anything proposed, we would still only need to use an additional 0.75%
of the total land area of the South East, or less than 2% of developable land.
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The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and how they might be Tackled

Shelter recognises that it is not sustainable to form all new development in the south and east of England
over the long term. Measures designed to meet existing housing demand in the south must be balanced
against action and investment designed to stimulate economic growth in areas with less pressure on housing
and infrastructure.

Memorandum by Prime Focus (AH 66)

1. Overview

1.1 Prime Focus is a housing and regeneration organisation operating in the West Midlands region, and
currently managing around 15,000 homes. In addition to our core housing management functions as a
Registered Social Landlord, we also deliver a wide range of additional activities, including Low Cost Home
Ownership, housing with care and support for a number of diVerent client groups, community regeneration
projects, and training and employment schemes. In the year 2004–05, we completed a total of 365 new
homes, of which 182 were for shared ownership.

1.2 Written evidence is being submitted by Prime Focus to this Committee Inquiry intoAVordability and
the Supply of Housing, and the information below has been structured using the bulleted points in the
Inquiry press release. In brief, attention is drawn to the following areas of written evidence, which Prime
Focus believes are of the greatest magnitude, within the context of being a housing and regeneration
organisation:

— Views presented on whether increases in owner occupation will help to tackle social and economic
inequalities and reduce poverty (see paragraph 2.2).

— Views relating to the social and economic impact of current house prices (see paragraph 2.3).

— Evidence presented on the role of the planning system, particularly in light of current proposed
reforms to the system (see paragraph 2.7).

— Regional issues, in particular the West Midlands, which are felt to be of importance (see
paragraph 2.9).

1.3 The views expressed in this written evidence have been gathered to reflect the wider Prime Focus
Group.

2. DetailedWritten Evidence

2.1 Should we strive for increased owner occupation?

2.1.1 There appears to be an underlying acceptance that policy direction will continue to encourage
increased owner occupation.

2.1.2 Whilst it is important that supply is tailored to meet aspirations, it is also essential that the reasons
and thoughts forming these aspirations are fully understood. Failure to fully understand the actual housing
needs and aspirations of the population may result in a mismatch in the longer-term between tenure options
available and those required.

2.1.3 Further changes by Government and delivery agencies to the models and options of home
ownership which they provide may alter patterns of demand—the sole aim of increasing home ownership
is not a solution in itself.

2.2 Does owner occupation tackle social and economic inequalities, and reduce poverty?

2.2.1 There is no doubt that household wealth can be increased through home ownership and the
associated acquisition of equity. However, social and economic inequalities are not tackled by owner
occupation per se: the drive for mixed and sustainable communities is the means to address the issues of
inequality. It is important not to lose sight of the basic human right to be well housed, across all tenures,
and not to create actions that result in social housing being a last resort option.

2.2.2 Poverty reduction is a much wider issue than housing tenure: it is about household income,
educational achievement, local labour markets and geographical disparity.

2.2.3 Current initiatives, with the laudable objectives of increasing owner occupation in order to achieve
mixed and sustainable communities, may also have some adverse eVects and result in certain circumstances
where only the more “wealthy” sections of the population are able to buy a home, thus potentially widening
the gap between those who own and those who don’t.
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2.3 What are the social and economic impacts of current house prices?

2.3.1 Unrelenting high house prices reduce the number of people who can access owner occupation. This
results in a smaller proportion of the population amassing equity, and thus has an impact on longer term
household wealth, creating a wider gap between owner occupiers and households of other tenures.

2.3.2 There are risks associated with, and a lack of confidence in, the current shape of house prices. This
has slowed down the buying and selling process, which has social impacts. Economically, current high prices
result in serious risk for those overstretching to aVord their own home.

2.3.3 There are a number of “asset transfer” methods, which could be seen to be masking some of the
root issues associated with aVordability and supply. These include the passing down of equity to younger
generations, and the transferring of equity from communities to individuals through the Right to Buy
process. The review of the Right to Buy is timely and essential.

2.4 What is the relationship between prices and supply?

2.4.1 It is well documented that prices increase as supply fails to meet demand; however, this is normally
only to such a point at which the price structure becomes overly unrealistic for domestic incomes to aVord.

2.4.2 Increasing supply to respond both to demand for homeownership and the increasing number of
(smaller) households is an accepted policy direction, but the impact of long lead-in times for development
projects, along with those arising as a result of demographic changes, continue to put financial pressure on
developers and customers.

2.5 Views on the Government’s plans to continue and further the boost in housing supply?

2.5.1 Much work is already underway to improve the gathering of continuous and in-depth market
intelligence, in order that future supply is appropriate to meet forecasted demand, in the context of a whole
range of factors, including demography, location, tenure, and so on. It is critical that this continues.

2.5.2 Promotion of new build owner occupation will never be the right solution by itself; rather, what is
needed is a more mixed approach and an eVort to promote alternative solutions, which strive to balance
tenure breakdown in local communities, and provide mixed and sustainable outcomes. Policy direction
currently supports this; monitoring the implementation and outcomes of policy must now be the priority.

2.5.3 There are particular issues associated with the first-time buyer section of the market. There is a
definite need for the potential of the diversifying social housing association sector to increase its customer
base; an area which, to date, has not truly been tapped into. The sector will continue to prioritise marketing
itself and being “in business for neighbourhoods” in order that supply is appropriate to need, and associated
services and support are available where required.

2.6 Is the balance of importance right for increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised
housing?

2.6.1 The current balance matches short term imperatives; however, we are not convinced that it is the
most appropriate. A significant amount of housing association resources can be spent chasing and pushing
through low cost home ownership (LCHO) schemes, and yet it is also sometimes the case that we experience
diYculty in securing social rented units on new schemes through section 106 agreements.

2.6.2 We are signed up, as a sector, to the fact that more eVort is required to improve social housing
perception, and to increase the mix of customers in the social rented sector. Over the last two years, the
housing association sector, through the National Housing Federation (NHF) has undertaken a sustained
campaign programme to improve its image, perception and branding. The campaign, entitled “in business
for neighbourhoods,” also has a role in communicating the three main principles of the sector’s activities,
which are:

— Customers.

— Neighbourhoods.

— Excellence.

2.7 How should the planning system respond to the demand for housing for sale?

2.7.1 The planning system reforms must address the planning delays issue, and must also seek to resolve
the way in which local and regional planning documents can be overly prescriptive in the long-term.
Additionally, improving the usability of aVordable housing targets would also be welcomed.

2.7.2 There is a clear need to continue to promote the re-use of buildings and land, and ensure that all
new developments are not solely in high land/house price areas.
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2.7.3 The importance of local political structures, and the impact they may have on successful delivery
of new developments, should be understood. Partnership working with stakeholders has, over recent years,
improved across the housing sectors, and work must continue to better understand how the more
challenging relationships can be overcome, and how diVerent agencies with diVerent objectives can best
work together to deliver.

2.7.4 Proposals to increase the rate and amount of land release are a concern, as it may encourage
increased development only in higher priced areas, thus not solving some of the root problems.

2.8 Views on the scale of development required to influence prices, and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment, and infrastructure provision.

2.8.1 The long-term environmental impact of delivering parts of the Sustainable Communities’ Plan
should be closely monitored to ensure permanent adverse impacts are avoided. Opportunities for
enhancements to design and infrastructure should continue to be encouraged.

2.8.2 Similarly, there is a definite need to increase the promotion of brownfield and previously used
buildings for new housing provision, in order to minimise impact on the natural environment. It is essential
that “damage” in rural areas is avoided, but such that the resulting situation is not either no development
whatsoever, nor the creation of wealthy dormitory towns. Several regional strategy documents include both
urban and rural renaissance in their objectives, and it is important that focus on rural areas is not lost.

2.8.3 Geographical issues are key; recommendations from reports such as the Lyons Review (2004) must
be taken on board and all agencies engaged in drivind forward their implementation. Transport systems and
wider infrastructures are already under immense strain across the country; it is important that the housing
supply boost is done in tandem with other service areas to avoid huge impact.

2.9 What are the regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing, and how might they be tackled?

2.9.1 There are clear regional disparities evident across the UK. The West Midlands region in which we
operate shows signs of both excessive demand/under supply and low demand/abandonment.

2.9.2 Urban areas must continue be encouraged to absorb as much household growth as possible, in
order that urban renaissance can be successful. Rural policies generally restrict any significant increases in
supply. This is usually and acceptable direction, but it is important that the question may, when necessary,
be asked whether policies should remain as static as they are.

Memorandum by the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister (AH 67)

The Select Committee has announced an inquiry into aVordability and the supply of housing and called
for written evidence by Tuesday 8 November. Kate Barker’s review of housing supply, commissioned by
the Deputy Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer looked at very similar issues. The
Government is committed to publishing a response toKate Barker’s report before the end of 2005.However,
that response will not have been published before the Select Committee deadline of 8 November.

Minister for Housing and Planning, Yvette Cooper, wrote to the chair of the Committee on 27 October
to suggest that, in the circumstances, the OYce of the Deputy PrimeMinister should submit initial evidence
at present. Substantial further work on these issues is underway within Government at the moment and it
is intended that further evidence will be provided once the response to Barker has been published.

This memorandum therefore provides interim evidence from the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister.

Executive Summary

1. The Government believes everyone should have the opportunity of a decent home, which they can
aVord, within a community in which they want to live or work. The provision of housing should meet the
needs of the whole community. A good balance of housing types and tenures is a key foundation for
sustainable mixed communities.

2. TheGovernment supports wider home ownership, alongside greater choice and quality in social rented
accommodation. Homes are not only places to live—they are assets, giving financial security, choice and
opportunity, particularly in later life. Since 1997, there are over 1 million more home owners as rising
earnings and low mortgage rates have helped people aVord to buy their own home. However rising house
prices mean it is becoming harder for first-time buyers to get a foot on the housing ladder. Many areas are
also seeing increasing pressure on social housing waiting lists too as more families find it diYcult to aVord
private housing.
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3. Housing pressures are greatest in areas of high demand such as London and the South East and for
those on lower incomes. We have not been building enough houses in the wider South East to meet rising
demand and changing social trends. The shrinking size of individual households, combined with a growing
population, has increased the overall demand for homes. The imbalance between supply and demand has
led to aVordability problems.

4. Housebuilding in the UK is not keeping pace with increasing demand. Over the last 30 years
housebuilding rates have dropped by over 50% whereas over the same period demand for new homes has
increased by 30%. This has led to a shortage of homes in some areas and a corresponding increase in
house prices.

5. The Government’s objectives for the housingmarket are to promote stability, sustainability, flexibility
and fairness. The Barker Review showed that in order to deliver long-term stability, the current level of
housebuilding will not suYce and a substantial increase in housing supply is required. Barker also showed
how house price inflation has made home ownership increasingly unaVordable for many groups in the
population, with knock-on impacts on rent levels in the private sector and on demand for social housing,
which already outstrips supply.

6. Through the Sustainable Communities Plan [SCP], launched by the Deputy Prime Minister in
February 2003, we are already working to tackle aVordability, by achieving a better balance between
housing supply and demand. SCP sets out a long-term programme of action for delivering sustainable
communities in both urban and rural areas. The plan aims to tackle housing supply issues in the South East
and low demand in other parts of England.

7. Progress is already being made. 153,000 houses were built in England in 2004, up 6% on the previous
year. Of this figure, over 130,000 were private sector houses, the highest number since 1991.

8. When Kate Barker’s final report was published in March 2004, the Government accepted her central
recommendation that there should be a step change in housing supply. Government’s response to Kate
Barker’s recommendations, to be published by the end of 2005, will build on the principles of the Sustainable
Communities Plan and the progress already made.

AVordable housing

9. Increasing overall housing supply and improving aVordability in the housingmarketwill make amajor
contribution to promoting home ownership in the longer term. But the Government also helps some
households buy sub-market housing, where this is in the public interest. This helps give households more
opportunity and choice. Assisting key workers such as nurses, teachers and police into suitable homes also
helps retain the essential skills needed to improve our public services. Helping potential and existing social
tenants to buy a home also helps to free up existing social rented homes and reduce waiting lists, thereby
reducing the cost to the taxpayer.

10. In many parts of the country there are not enough social homes. About 100,000 households live in
temporary accommodation and many live in over-crowded conditions. The Government is firmly
committed to tackling the shortage of high quality social rented homes, making better use of the homes we
have got, and oVering social tenants more choice. A crucial aspect of this is investment in the Housing
Corporation’s aVordable housing programme, which will provide c.£2 billion grant in 2007–08. The number
of new social homes to be provided will increase by some 50% by 2007–08, compared with 2004–05.

11. The Government has announced the establishment of an AVordable Rural Housing Commission,
which will identify ways of improving access to aVordable housing for people in rural areas. AVordable
housing is a key issue for people living and working in rural areas, and establishing an AVordable Rural
Housing Commission was a commitment in the Government’s rural manifesto. Research is currently being
conducted by Whitehead et al at Cambridge, funded by DEFRA, which explores the impact of the supply
of aVordable housing on local residents.

Planning for housing

12. In the past, plans at the local and regional level have sometimes failed tomake provision for identified
need and rising demand.Many have failed to provide suYcient land to deliver even agreed housing numbers.
In other instances, however, planning has allowed development in direct response to housing demand, in
places that do not support sustainable patterns of development.

13. ODPM recently consulted on “Planning for Housing Provision” which set out proposed changes to
planning for housing. It proposed that regions identify housing market areas and that local authorities,
working together, carry out assessments of need and demand within them. This would improve the evidence
base in relation to need and demand across the whole housing market ie all households that need a house
whether they can aVord to buy or rent it or whether they need financial assistance. It would also provide a
more meaningful basis on which to plan to provide housing.

14. Following that consultation, a draft PPS3 will be published alongside themainGovernment response
to Barker’s recommendations later this year.
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Impacts of additional housebuilding

15. The impacts associated with additional housebuilding will be highly dependant on a number of
factors, including geographical location and spread, underlying trends in population growth, as well as
changing household preferences and behaviour. The external impacts of a housebuilding program will be
driven by both the building of the houses and the occupation of the new houses. It should also be noted that
at any level of housebuilding we are creating houses and households, not people.

16. The Government’s response to Kate Barker’s recommendations, to be published later this year, will
take will take broad account of spatial issues and the potential resulting implications for a broad range of
impacts, including social, environmental, economic and infrastructure.

Regional variations

17. Housing markets across the country vary in terms of the issues and challenges they present. In broad
terms, there are clear disparities between housing markets in the North and parts of the Midlands and the
market in the South. These regional disparities can weaken economic flexibility and inter-regional mobility.
Regional house price disparities can prevent people from one region taking up job opportunities in other
parts of the country. In the longer term this can have serious economic consequences for the country as a
whole.

18. The central aim of the Communities Plan is to ensure that we provide housing where it is needed so
that supply more closely matches demand across all regions of England, thereby reducing these regional
disparities.

The Problem of Affordability of Housing

1. The Government believes everyone should have the opportunity of a decent home, which they can
aVord, within a community in which they want to live or work. The provision of housing should meet the
needs of the whole community. A good balance of housing types and tenures is a key foundation for
sustainable mixed communities.

2. TheGovernment supports wider home ownership, alongside greater choice and quality in social rented
accommodation. Nine out of ten people aspire to home ownership. Homes are not only places to live—they
are assets, giving financial security, choice and opportunity, particularly in later life. Since 1997, there are
over 1 million more home owners as rising earnings and low mortgage rates have helped people aVord to
buy their own home. However rising house prices mean it is becoming harder for first-time buyers to get a
foot on the housing ladder. Many areas are also seeing increasing pressure on social housing waiting lists
as more families find it diYcult to aVord private housing.

3. Housing pressures are greatest in areas of high demand such as London and the South East and for
those on lower incomes. We have not been building enough houses in the wider South East to meet rising
demand and changing social trends. The imbalance between supply and demand has led to aVordability
problems. For example, in London and the wider South East and in the South West, lower quartile house
prices have risen to between 7.5 and 8 times lower quartile incomes.

4. Population growth, changing patterns of household formation and rising incomes are all fuelling
demand for homes. Yet over the 10 years up to 2002, output of new homes was 12.5% lower than in the
previous 10 years.

5. The UK has an ageing population. The population grew by 6.5% in the last 30 years or so, from 55.9
million in 1971 to 59.6 million in mid-2003. The ageing population and increasing longevity has meant, and
will continue tomean, higher numbers of one and two-person households than has historically been the case.
Single person households, according to ODPM’s latest household projections, will account for 67% of
household growth between 2001 and 2021.

6. The shrinking size of individual households, combined with a growing population, has increased the
overall demand for homes. If average household size had remained at the same level as 30 years ago, we
would currently have 3.7 million less households in England. All these factors are driving up demand.

7. In parallel to this, housebuilding in the UK is not keeping pace with increasing demand. Over the last
30 years housebuilding rates have dropped by over 50% whereas over the same period demand for new
homes has increased by 30%. This has led to a shortage of homes in some areas and a corresponding increase
in house prices.

8. This mismatch between supply and demand is making home ownership unaVordable for more and
more people. Analysis shows that among couples in their early thirties who are currently renting, just over
half can aVord to buy their own home. If we carry on building at current rates that figure will fall to only
a third being able to buy within the next 20 years. First time buyers are getting increasingly older and their
average deposit has gone up from £5,000 in 1996 to £34,000 in 2005.
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9. The housingmarket and particularly the ability of first time buyers to get onto themarket has a knock-
on eVect on the wider economy. The high cost of housing is increasingly restricting business growth in the
South East. Also, many communities are suVering from a shortage of teachers, nurses and other skilled
workers because they cannot aVord homes near where they work. Barker pointed out that in the UK the
trend rate of real house price growth has been 2.4%, considerably higher than the European average of 1.1%.
Latest evidence has suggested that the trend rate of real price increases has increased to 2.7% over the last
20 years. This rate of house price increase if allowed to continued unchecked will exacerbate worsening
aVordability between cycles.

Home Ownership

10. Nine out of ten people aspire to home ownership. There is strong evidence121 that home owners are
more likely than renters to be satisfied with their homes and their neighbourhoods, even after controlling
for other influences such as neighbourhood and housing quality. Home owners have much greater scope
than renters for customising their properties and gardens to suit their tastes andmany people enjoy carrying
out these activities. Home owners have greater incentives than renters to invest in their home and local area,
because some of the benefit will be reflected in the value of their property.

11. A literature review by the IPPR122 found that people’s sense of financial security and autonomy is
more influenced by their possession of small-scale financial assets rather than by housing wealth as such.
But the report also found that home ownership increases security through allowing access to secured loans
and, for most home-owners, housing equity in the longer-term. Housing wealth can also improve access to
opportunities such as self-employment. Home ownership provides retired households with rent-free
accommodation and an asset which can, in principle, be released for current spending or put towards the
cost of care.

12. However, unequal housing wealth can be a cause of inequality, transferring privilege and
disadvantage from one generation to the next. Over a third of first-time buyers between 1995 and 2001 relied
to some extent on gifts, family loans, inheritance or windfalls. Research by MORI for the JRF found that
when parents owned their home but their children did not, the parents expected to contribute an average of
£17,000 to their child’s first purchase. The IPPR argues that the government should remove barriers that
prevent people from low-wealth families buying their own home, as part of a broader strategy to improve
the distribution of wealth.

The Economic Impacts of Current House Prices

13. The Government’s objectives for the housing market are to promote stability, sustainability,
flexibility and fairness. Locking in economic stability means being more vigilant in matching supply and
demand. The Barker Review showed that in order to deliver long-term stability, the current level of
housebuilding will not suYce and a substantial increase in housing supply is required. A failure to increase
supply risks increasing excess demand for housing and the threat of further volatility in the wider economy.
A failure to increase supply alsomeans diminishing aVordability of housing in the private sector. The Barker
Review also showed how house price inflation has made home ownership increasingly unaVordable for
many groups in the population, with knock-on impacts on rent levels in the private sector and on demand
for social housing, which already outstrips supply. The Government is concerned about the eVects of
diminishing market aVordability on social exclusion and on the opportunities available to young people
and others.

14. Wide regional variations in house prices also constrain labour mobility, as workers (and businesses)
become more reluctant to move between regions or areas either because they cannot aVord to move or
because they will not be able to move back in future. In addition, lack of housing is becoming a significant
constraint on growth in London and the South East. For example, in a recent survey of the views of industry
on London as a place to do business,123 almost three quarters of respondents cited the lack of suitable
housing as a barrier to recruitment and retention. This was even more pronounced in the case of small and
medium-sized enterprises, where 84% see this as a problem.

15. Restricting growth in the South East threatens the wider UK potential growth rate. Constraining
growth in the South will not facilitate growth elsewhere. Regional economic disparities are better addressed
through policies designed to raise the productivity of underperforming Regions.

121 William M Rohe, Shannon Van Zandt and George McCarthy (2001) The Social Benefits and Costs of Homeownership: A
Critical Assessment of the Research
http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/publications/homeownership/liho01-12.pdf

122 Dominic Maxwell (2005) Shifting Foundations: Home ownership and government objectives
http://www.ippr.org/ecomm/files/housing%20across%20the%20lifecycle.pdf

123 CBI (2005) London Business Survey http://www.tso.co.uk/cbi/bookstore.asp?FO%1202650&DI%549753
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16. Unresponsive housing supply can also lead to increased macro-economic volatility, thereby
weakening our growth prospects. The weak response of housing supply to prices can contribute to sharper
short-term cycles and increased volatility compared to other European countries. Both themacro economy,
and the stability of the housingmarket itself, could be improved if housing supply in theUKwere to become
more price elastic. Macro-economic instability is bad for potential growth.

Improving the Affordability ofMarket Housing

17. ODPM’s PSA5 seeks to:

“Achieve a better balance between housing availability and the demand for housing, including
improving aVordability, in all English regions while protecting valuable countryside around our
towns, cities and in the green belt and the sustainability of towns and cities.”

18. Through the Sustainable Communities Plan [SCP], launched by the Deputy Prime Minister in
February 2003, we are already working to tackle aVordability, by achieving a better balance between
housing supply and demand. SCP sets out a long-term programme of action for delivering sustainable
communities in both urban and rural areas. The plan aims to tackle housing supply issues in the South East
and low demand in other parts of England.

19. The Sustainable Communities Plan will provide an extra 200,000 new homes delivered in the four
Growth Areas (Thames Gateway, Milton Keynes/South Midlands, London-Stansted-Cambridge-
Peterborough and Ashford) and London. The SCP includes not only a significant increase in resources and
major reforms of housing and planning, but a new approach to how and what we build.

20. Progress is already being made. 153,000 houses were built in England in 2004, up 6% on the previous
year. Of this figure, over 130,000 were private sector houses, the highest number since 1991.

21. When Kate Barker’s final report was published inMarch 2004, the Government accepted her central
recommendation that there should be a further step change in housing supply. Government’s response to
Kate Barker’s recommendations, to be published by the end of 2005, will build on the principles of the
Sustainable Communities Plan and the progress already made.

The Relationship Between Housing Supply and House Prices

22. House prices depend on the supply and demand for housing. Calculations done for the BarkerReview
(2004) indicated that increases in housing supply would be needed to slow the increases in house prices and
improve aVordability. For example, the Review concludes that up to 120,000 extra homes per annumwould
be needed to reduce the trend rate of house price growth to 1.1% (the European average).124

23. Forthcoming ODPM-commissioned research into the relationship between housing supply and
aVordability (“AVordability Project”) confirms that long term house prices are influenced through the
housing stock. Estimates of the impact of housing supply on prices are broadly consistent with those
presented in the Barker Review.

24. The aVordability research also finds that housing quality, broadly defined, is important. New housing
supply not only adds to the total stock of housing units, but also improves the overall quality of the housing
stock. Prices are determined by supply and demand for a range of housing attributes including quality,
location, size and type of housing.

25. Some commentators have suggested that supply increases might not need to be so large. Expectations
have a significant influence on house prices. A “step change” in housing supply, as recommended by Kate
Barker, might alter households’ expectations of future increases, which in itself could reduce demand for
housing. Therefore a smaller increase in housing supply would be required to achieve any given trend in real
house prices. Expectations are part of the modelling described above, but policy changes could alter the role
of these expectations.

26. The Barker analysis focussed on aggregate housing supply at national level. TheAVordability Project
goes further, examining the relationship between housing supply and aVordability at the regional level. The
research shows that the impact of increasing supply varies across regions.

27. At an aggregate level, the available research indicates that increasing housing supply (in terms of
quality and quantity) reduces prices. However, the impact of increasing supply at a very local level is less
clear cut. For example, at neighbourhood level new housing supply could lead to prices rising (a regenerative
eVect) even though average prices, measured over a wider geographical area, would be expected to fall.

28. Clearly, spatial scale is an important issue when assessing the impact of housing supply on prices.
ODPM is undertaking work to improve our understanding of local housing markets/linkages between
regional and sub-regional housing markets.

124 Pp 20–21 Barker Review (2004) “Review of Housing Supply—Delivering Stability Securing our Future Housing Needs”.
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Other Factors Affecting Affordability

29. AVordability of housing in the private sector is determined by the combination of house prices and
household earnings. House prices are determined by supply of and demand for housing.

Construction costs

30. The construction cost of dwellings has a limited impact on the market. Unlike in most markets, a cost
saving in production does not appear to lead to an increase in supply in part because of constraints on land
supply. Also, the impact of construction costs on overall house prices is limited because of the impact of the
existing total housing stock.

31. However, this does not mean that the rising costs of construction are not of concern. Recent increases
have been some four times the level of inflation (as measured by the Consumer Prices Index). Over the last
seven years construction costs have risen by some 60% in the social sector. This impacts on value for money
that can be obtained in procuring new aVordable housing, and has a significant impact on social housing
supply. In addition, in areas of rapid housing growth such as the Growth Areas, there is some evidence that
shortages of construction skills will potentially impact on the pace of development as well as on
construction costs.

32. Improving the eYciency of construction can help keep costs down, and can have added benefits, for
example in improving resource eYciency which also has a wider benefit to the economy.

33. For this reasonGovernment is also encouraging the development of modernmethods of construction
(MMC). These are both on and oV-site approaches to construction that improve processes to build more,
better quality housing in less time.

34. MMC can bring a number of benefits including:

— an increase in the speed and eYciency of housing provision;

— an increase in consumer choice, a wider range of materials, and new and innovative built forms;

— higher quality and better standards of what is built, with less need for repeat work or “snagging”;

— an increase in the supply of robust, environmentally sustainable housing;

— better resource eYciency through reduced waste and increased productivity; and

— improved health and safety.

Fiscal measures: Stamp Duty

35. Fiscal measures have an impact in particular through the demand for housing. In commonwithmany
countries, the UK levies stamp duty land tax on the buying and selling of houses. To reduce the number of
first-time and low-income house buyers paying stamp duty and to improve the eYciency of the housing
market, Budget 2005 doubled the starting threshold for residential property transactions to £120,000.

36. As a result:

— an extra 300,000 home-buyers are exempt each year from stamp duty; and

— those benefiting from the Budget change are saving up to £1,200 on the cost of buying a house.

To increase home ownership in deprived areas, the threshold in the 2,000 Enterprise Areas remains at the
higher level of £150,000. In total, about 650,000 residential property transactions are exempt from stamp
duty each year. As a result of the Budget decision, over 45% of all home-buyers, and over 50% of first-time
buyers, do not pay stamp duty.

Fiscal measures: Contaminated Land Tax Credit

37. The Government continues to examine options to extend the contaminated land tax credit (CLTC)
to long-term derelict land in an eYcient way. Research into the eVectiveness of the CLTC is underway and,
depending on the outcome of that research, the Government will consult later this year on extension.

Affordable Housing

38. Increasing overall housing supply and improving aVordability in the housing market will make a
major contribution to promoting home ownership in the longer term. But the Government also helps some
households buy sub-market housing, where this is in the public interest. This helps give households more
opportunity and choice. Assisting key workers such as nurses, teachers and police into suitable homes also
helps retain the essential skills needed to improve our public services. Helping potential and existing social
tenants to buy a home also helps to free up existing social rented homes and reduce waiting lists, thereby
reducing the cost to the taxpayer.
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39. In many parts of the country there are not enough social homes. About 100,000 households live in
temporary accommodation and many live in over-crowded conditions. The Government is firmly
committed to tackling the shortage of high quality social rented homes, making better use of the homes we
have got, and oVering social tenants more choice. A crucial aspect of this is investment in the Housing
Corporation’s aVordable housing programme, which will provide c£2 billion grant in 2007–08. The number
of new social homes to be provided will increase by some 50% by 2007–08, compared with 2004–05.

Definitions and eligibility

40. The Government defines “aVordable housing” as non-market housing, which can include social
rented housing and intermediate housing:

— Social rented housing is normally housing owned by local authorities and registered social
landlords, with target rents well below market levels and determined through a national rent
regime. Households on local authority housing and RSL housing registers are eligible for social
rented housing.

— Intermediate housing is housing at prices to rent or buy above social rent, but belowmarket prices.
It includes shared equity products (eg HomeBuy) and intermediate rented homes. Eligibility for
intermediate housing varies, but normally comprises households from identified priority groups,
including key public sector workers, existing or potential social-rented tenants and other first-time
buyers who meet appropriate conditions.

41. In the Government’s view, aVordable housing should:

— Be available at prices low enough for households from the priority groups to aVord, determined
with regard to local incomes and house prices; and

— Normally include provision for the home to remain at an aVordable price for future households
from the priority groups. If a unit ceases to be aVordable (eg if bought under theRight toAcquire),
any subsidy should be recycled for additional aVordable housing provision.

New aVordable housing supply

42. TheGovernmentmeets the need for a new supply of social rented and intermediate housing, primarily
by providing social housing grants to registered social landlords (housing associations) through theHousing
Corporation’s National AVordable Housing Programme (previously called the Approved Development
Programme). The programme is currently organised as a competition for grants on a two year cycle. The
costs of new supply are met by private finance and often by developer contributions (see below) as well as
by grant. Housing associations also manage aVordable housing for tenants’ benefit under Housing
Corporation regulations.

43. In total, the Government is providing £5 billion to support housing investment by local authorities
and housing associations in 2004–06. £3.3 billion of social housing grant was allocated for schemes planned
to start in the 2004–06 programme, which should deliver c67,000 homes for both rent and low cost home
ownership.

44. A further £3.9 billion is available to be allocated for schemes planned to start in 2006–08 programme.
The Housing Corporation is currently assessing bids received. Additional investment provided in Spending
Review 2004 (covering the period 2005–06 and 2007–08) plus eYciency improvements, are planned to deliver
75,000 social rented homes over 2005–06 and 2007–08. This will increase the number of new social homes
to be provided by some 50% by 2007–08, compared with 2004–05.

45. Improved eYciency and value formoney will be crucial in increasing the outputs of grant investment,
while maintaining high quality. Increased land and construction costs have had a large impact on the level
of outputs—as has the Government’s decision to provide a higher proportion of new social housing in the
areas of highest demand and thus highest cost. To help achieve improved eYciency and value for money,
the Housing Corporation has adopted Investment Partnering, which it piloted in the 2003 Challenge Fund,
for the 2004–06 and 2006–08 programmes. Partnering arrangements encourage economies of scale, better
procurement and supply chain management, modern contracting methods and improved housing quality,
to bring about genuine cost reductions. Eighty per cent of grant is now channelled through Partnering
organisations. The evaluation of the pilot found that overall there was suYcient evidence the scheme would
lead to improved delivery.

46. Another innovation to improve value for money is the Housing Corporation’s new power under
section 27A of the Housing Act 1996 (added by the 2004 Act) to give grant to persons other than registered
social landlords, including private developers. The objective is to increase competition, improve eYciency
and innovation, and widen the range of potential providers. Contracts will ensure that developers meet
construction and design standards and safeguard tenants’ rights and public money to the same level as
housing associations. The aim is to ensure equality of outcome regardless of who the housing provider is.
The Housing Corporation is running a small initial programme to test the power (launched in 2005), and is
accepting bids from developers in the 2006–08 round.
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47. Government is also working with partners, such as English Partnerships, to look at other ways to
improve the process eYciency of housebuilding. One example is the Design for Manufacture competition,
that challenges house builders to produce a high quality two bedroom home for £60,000.

Planning for AVordable Housing

48. The current Planning Policy Guidance 3 (Planning for Housing) was published in 2000. Updates to
this guidance include a consultation in 2005 on the provision of an appropriate mix of housing which
addresses the needs of households, including in terms of what they can aVord (Planning for Mixed
Communities). Government is preparing a new statement of planning policy for housing (including
aVordable housing), and will consult shortly on a draft when it announces its wider proposals following the
Barker Review. The Committee may wish to see this on release.

49. Local authorities may help meet local demand for aVordable housing by requiring developers to
contribute to its delivery as part of their planning obligations on market housing developments (through a
“section 106” agreement). Research suggests that almost 50% of new aVordable homes are now delivered
in part by developer contributions, a rapid rise in recent years. Normally contributions are in kind (rather
than financial) and are provided on site, which helps create mixed tenure sites and reduce concentrations of
deprivation.

50. Most aVordable housing delivered through the planning system also receives grant from the Housing
Corporation, which ensures that it is available at a suYciently low price to meet the assessed local need of
target groups and that there are secure arrangements to ensure the unit is aVordable for future occupiers (or
any subsidy recycled for additional aVordable housing). In some cases aVordable housing is now provided
grant-free through developer contributions, and the properties transferred to a housing association.

Improvements in low cost home ownership

51. In pursuit of the objectives set out above, the Government recognised the need to provide simpler,
streamlined and more aVordable routes into home ownership. It therefore launched a consultation
(HomeBuy—expanding the opportunity to own), with proposals to extend the opportunity for sustainable
home ownership to more of these people, potentially over 100,000 households by 2010.

52. From April 2006, the Government will oVer three new HomeBuy products, drawing on best practice
from existing schemes and oVering simpler, fairer, more aVordable opportunities for home ownership:

— Social HomeBuy: existing council/RSL tenants may buy 25% or more of their social rented home
at a discount, and pay a rent of up to 3% on the remainder (initially, the scheme will be voluntary
for landlords).

— New Build HomeBuy: people may buy 25% or more of a newly built home, and pay rent of up to
3% to the housing provider holding the remainder.

— OpenMarket HomeBuy: people may buy around 75% of a home with the help of an open market
equity loan, and a housing provider will provide a loan for the balance (and may make a small
charge on his equity share).

53. The Government is moving to drive down the costs of low cost home ownership. For schemes funded
from April 2006 there will be a cap of 3% (of the capital value of the equity share retained by the landlord),
and a target average of 2.75% will inform funding decisions under the NAHP. This compares to some
current schemes where rent charges can be above 4%.

54. There will also be clearer eligibility criteria, with priority given to social tenants and those on local
authority and RSL housing registers, key workers (on an expanded definition) and other first time buyers
prioritised by Regional Housing Boards. There will be consistent terms and conditions across products and
a wider role for Zone Agents to oVer potential buyers an accessible gateway to the options available.

55. The consultation document and a full Government response to issues raised during the consultation
exercise was published on the ODPMwebsite on 14 September at http://www.odpm.gov.uk/stellent/groups/
odpm control/documents/contentservertemplate/odpm index.hcst?n%7040&l%2

Key Worker Living

56. In some areas, particularly in London and the wider South East, front line public service workers and
their families are unable to find a home and are being priced out of their communities. Even if they can aVord
a home as first time buyers, many key workers find that as their families grow, they cannot aVord to buy a
bigger home locally and are forced to move away.

57. This is putting extra pressure on our public services, making it harder to recruit and retain people who
want to work in their community, and therefore to improve standards in our hospitals and schools and to
win the fight against crime. Assisting key workers to buy or rent a home will help keep them in the jobs they
have trained for, retaining the essential skills needed in our public services.
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58. Government key worker initiatives have so far been very successful. Since 2001 (to 30 September
2005), a total of 17,627 key workers have been helped through the Starter Home Initiative (SHI) and Key
Worker Living (KWL). Because the schemes were so popular, resources have had to be directed at the most
pressing needs, in particular nurses and other NHS clinical staV, teachers, police oYcers, prison and
probation service staV and social workers. Eligibility criteria vary between regions.

59. SHI was a £250 million programme which helped key workers, primarily teachers, police, nurses and
other essential health workers to help achieve home ownership where the cost of housing was undermining
recruitment and retention. It ran from 2001 to the end of March 2004, and helped 10,322 key workers to
buy their first home, exceeding the original target.

60. The £725 million KWL programme was launched in March 2004 to provide housing options for key
workers in London, the East and South East of England. It is targeted at key workers in the health,
education and community safety sectors in London, the South East and the East of England, where there
are severe recruitment and retention problems. It can help those who are not home owners buy their first
home, help existing home owners buy larger properties to meet their household needs (eg family sized
homes), and provides shared ownership schemes and properties for rent at aVordable prices (ie
intermediate rent).

61. Most KWL funding has been committed ahead of schedule. It is on course to exceed its first target,
to help 10,348 key workers by March 2006. The second target is to complete 6,000 new build units for key
workers by March 2007. To ensure that subsidy is eYciently spent, clawback arrangements have been
introduced: a key worker who leaves qualifying employment must repay the subsidy in a reasonable
timescale, so it can be recycled to help others.

AVordable rural housing

62. The Government has announced the establishment of an AVordable Rural Housing Commission125,
which will identify ways of improving access to aVordable housing for people in rural areas. AVordable
housing is a key issue for people living and working in rural areas, and establishing an AVordable Rural
Housing Commission was a commitment in the Government’s rural manifesto. Research is currently being
conducted by Whitehead et al at Cambridge, funded by DEFRA, which explores the impact of the supply
of aVordable housing on local residents.

The Contribution of the Planning System

Identifying need and demand for housing

63. For the purposes of planning, demand for housing is defined as the quantity of housing that
households are willing and able to buy or rent. Housing need is defined as the number of households who
are unable to access suitable housing without some financial assistance.

64. Under current planning policy and practice, regions look at demographic and household projections,
and some but not all, local authorities carry out local housing needs assessments to assess the need for
aVordable housing ie social and intermediate housing. This evidence is then used as a basis on which to plan
for the provision of housing, alongside other factors, for example, environmental impacts or constraints
on land.

How planning should respond

65. There is no question that planning should make provision for both those households who can aVord
to buy or rent without assistance and those who need assistance. Houses are homes whether households
access them on the open market or not. Government has set out clearly its objectives for providing housing,
within sustainable communities, in the ODPM five year strategy “Homes for All”.

66. In the past, however, plans at the local and regional level have sometimes failed to make provision
for identified need and rising demand. Many have failed to provide suYcient land to deliver even agreed
housing numbers. In other instances, however, planning has allowed development in direct response to
housing demand, in places that do not support sustainable patterns of development.

67. Not responding to the need for new homes has consequences for the economy, for local communities
and for individuals. Where plans fail to deliver land for housing that is in high demand the result is rising
house prices, worsening aVordability, first time buyers priced out of the market and pressures on
overcrowding and homelessness. In such circumstances a restrictive planning system serves to increase the
wealth gap between those already in the market (homeowners) and those unable to buy.

68. But there are social and environmental costs associated with responding to rising demand. Market
led development of land, without an eVective planning system to address wider community concerns could
create serious problems. The market on its own is not able to capture the important externalities of

125 http://www.defra.gov.uk/news/latest/2005/rural-0720.htm
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development, in particular, the impact on communities and individuals, the environment, transport patterns
and ultimately, sustainability. Those who would suVer most from an unregulated market are likely to be
those on the lowest incomes, unable to move out of declining neighbourhoods.

69. Policies need to strike the right balance between the demand for housing and other important factors.
Planning, therefore, should integrate need and demand for housing with other priorities and make the
provision of housing sustainable.

70. ODPM recently consulted on “Planning for Housing Provision” which set out proposed changes to
planning for housing. It proposed that regions identify housing market areas and that local authorities,
working together, carry out assessments in relation to need and demand within them. This would improve
the evidence base in relation to need and demand across the whole housing market ie all households that
need a house whether they can aVord to buy or rent it or whether they need financial assistance. It would
also provide a more meaningful basis on which to plan to provide housing.

71. At the regional level, plans would thenmake provision for need and demandwithin each sub-regional
housing market area, informed by this evidence and other factors. This would then be taken forward
through plans at the local level that allocate land for housing development. At each level of plan making,
options for development will be tested through sustainability appraisal, to assess diVerent options against
environmental, social and economic objectives. This approach would better reflect need and demand but
allow plans to take account of this alongside other environmental, social and economic considerations as
the context for making provision for new homes.

72. A draft PPS3 will be published alongside the main Government response to Barker’s
recommendations later this year.

The Potential Impact of a Step Change in Housing Supply on the Natural and Historical

Environment and Infrastructure Provision

73. The impacts associated with additional housebuilding will be highly dependant on a number of
factors, including geographical location and spread, underlying trends in population growth, as well as
changing household preferences and behaviour. The external impacts of a housebuilding program will be
driven by both the building of the houses and the occupation of the new houses. It should also be noted that
at any level of housebuilding we are creating houses and households, not people.

74. Land use is the most direct environmental impact of house building. The loss in environmental value
will depend on where the additional housing is located. Current Government targets suggest 60% of all new
housing should be located on previously developed land. The use of brownfield land for housing helps
safeguard greenfield land, but also consolidates the urban fabric; regenerates disused land; makes best use
of existing urban infrastructure and can help boost existing communities. The proportion of new homes
built on previously developed land has increased from 56% in 1997 to 70% today.

75. Other environmental impacts, such as domestic water use and waste production are created by the
people living in the houses rather than the actual house building. Generally these impacts have a fixed per-
household element and an additional per-occupant element (ie they depend on not only the number of
houses but also the number of people living in the houses). The observed pattern is that smaller households
have a higher average impact per person than larger households.

76. Since house building does not create new people, only new (generally smaller) households, there are
two opposite eVects to be considered. The first is the additional impact from the newhouseholds. The second
is the declining impact from existing households (driven by lower average occupancy rates). Taken together
these imply, even with a large-scale housing program, the environmental impacts will be marginal when
compared to those associated with the existing stock.

77. The infrastructure requirements of any additional housing would be highly location specific. For
example, some areas may have excess capacity in existing transport infrastructure meaning the pressures
associated with additional housing can be absorbed with limited expenditure. In areas where capacity is
nearing its limit, the eVect could be very diVerent and could result in the need for a total upgrade of the
infrastructure. The impact will also vary depending on the distribution of the extra housing.

78. The Government’s response to Kate Barker’s recommendations, to be published later this year, will
take broad account of spatial issues and the potential resulting implications for a broad range of impacts,
including social, environmental, economic and infrastructure.

Regional Variations

79. Housing markets across the country vary in terms of the issues and challenges they present. In broad
terms, there are clear disparities between housing markets in the North and parts of the Midlands and the
market in the South.
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80. In London, the South East, the East of England and South West the demand for housing outstrips
supply. This has led to aVordability problems which aVect the quality of life for individuals and the quality
of key public services in those regions. High housing costs can also contribute to problems of homelessness
and social exclusion.

81. In some parts of the North West, the North East and Yorkshire and the Humber, and to a lesser
extent in the Midlands, the supply of some types of housing outstrips demand and homes have been
abandoned. However, there are also areas of high demand in the North in places such as Harrogate, Leeds,
south Manchester and parts of Cheshire. Areas of high and low demand can often exist in close proximity
to each other.

82. These regional disparities can weaken economic flexibility and inter-regional mobility. Regional
house price disparities can prevent people from one region taking up job opportunities in other parts of the
country. In the longer term this can have serious economic consequences for the country as a whole.

83. The central aim of the Communities Plan is to ensure that we provide housing where it is needed so
that supply more closely matches demand across all regions of England, thereby reducing these regional
disparities.

84. The Government has established Public Service Agreement 5, which seeks to:

“Achieve a better balance between housing availability and the demand for housing, including
improving aVordability, in all English regions while protecting valuable countryside around our
towns, cities and in the greenbelt and the sustainability of towns and cities.”

85. PSA5 also links up with PSA2 which seeks to reduce the persistent gap in growth rates between the
regions.

86. As indicated earlier in this memorandum, the Government is seeking to address the issue of high
demand in the South by driving up housing completions and by improving the supply of social and low cost
home ownership housing. The Communities Plan has set the target for 1.1 million new homes in London
and the wider South East between 2001 and 2016.

87. TheGovernment is also taking forward a number ofmeasures to address the problems of low demand
in some areas of the North and Midlands. The aim of Government policy here is to turn round markets in
the most vulnerable low demand areas and give investors the confidence to invest.

88. In 2002, the Government announced nine housing market renewal pathfinders, covering some of the
areas worst aVected by the problems associated with low demand housing. Through the housing market
renewal fund, we will invest over £1.3 billion between 2002 andMach 2008 in these areas. FromApril 2006,
several additional areas that suVer from low demand will also be able to benefit from this funding.

89. The role of pathfinders, and their equivalents in other low demand areas, is not restricted to housing
interventions. They are sub-regional partnerships of local authorities, the private sector, the community and
other parts of the public sector brought together to address all of the factors which aVect housing markets.

90. The pathfinders have also been set the aim of transforming their areas, working with others to
improve economic performance, tackle dereliction and provide high quality green spaces.

Memorandum by The Northern Way (AH 68)

Executive Summary

The Northern Way welcomes this inquiry into AVordability and the Supply of Housing as an important
examination of some of the most challenging issues relating to the delivery of sustainable communities in
the north of England.

The Committee also invites evidence on relevant topics and we therefore would like to take the
opportunity to draw your attention to the following:

— the importance of housing supply to supporting economic growth;

— mechanisms for determining new housing provision;

— the eVectiveness of governance structures in determining new housing supply;

— the relationship between house prices and housing supply; and

— the economic and social impacts of current house prices.

This memorandum highlights a number of issues that the inquiry could usefully address. The principal
point being made here is that providing an eVective spatial framework for the provision of housing supply,
whether new or renewed, is fundamental to ensuring sustained and sustainable economic growth across the
north of England. This will be further highlighted by the forthcoming Northern regions’ economic
strategies.
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Furthermore, aVordability is the consequence of a range of factors, particularly economic performance,
but also a consequence of the supply of housing—the way in which this is determined and the spatial
implications of this process. It is our considered view that the debate on aVordability is very much part of
a wider debate that is concerned with the distribution of housing supply.

The memorandum provides evidence that the mechanisms for determining new housing provision are
inherently flawed for the following reasons:

— a lack of any real understanding, beyond basic economic and demographic projections, of the
strengths of local economies, the spatial expression of this, or how this helps to shape housing
strategy and allocations;

— the eVect of the “strategy” in determining supply is themost important factor, but is often less than
transparent and overly-influenced by political considerations

— the eVectiveness of governance structures in determining new housing supply is constrained by an
overly complex system of governance and accountability; and

— the assumption that problems of aVordability can be addressed through increasing supply is too
simplistic and masks a complex issue where the challenges of aVordability in one area of the north
can be very diVerent to the challenges of aVordability faced by another area, and hence requires
tailored solutions to local circumstances.

This memorandum draws on the Northern Way’s Locating Homes in the Right Places research project.
This is due to be completed at the end of November 2005 and we will make the findings available to the
Committee.

1. Introduction

1.1 The Northern Way welcomes this inquiry into AVordability and the Supply of Housing as an
important examination of some of the most challenging issues relating to the delivery of sustainable
communities in the north of England.

1.2 TheNorthernWaywas conceived in 2004, when theDeputy PrimeMinister invited the three northern
Regional Development Agencies to develop proposals to close the £30 billion output gap between theNorth
and the rest of the country. A Steering Group126 was established to lead the production of the Growth
Strategy127, which was published in September 2004, and comprised ten thematic investment priorities, of
which one was “creating truly sustainable communities”. The sustainable communities workstream seeks
to influence medium term policy and investment nationally, regionally, sub-regionally and locally, such that
it contributes to the overall achievement of the Northern Way vision.

1.3 Our memorandum is submitted to draw the Committee’s attention to the relevance of the Northern
Way’s vision, strategy and business plan128. The inquiry provides a timely forum in which to publicly debate
many of the issues surrounding aVordability and the supply of housing and how this impacts upon the
Northern Way objective of supporting and sustaining economic growth in the north of the country.

Locating Homes in the Right Places

1.4 Our memorandum is informed by ongoing research being undertaken by GVA Grimley, Locating
Homes in theRight Places129. This project130 is essentially concernedwith locating the supply of new housing
in the right places, which will support and sustain economic growth in the north of the country. The research
will provide:

(a) a critique of various approaches to specifying housing provision at the regional level (having
particular regard to the emerging concept of city regions);

(b) a comparative assessment of the eVectiveness of these approaches in supporting Northern Way
objectives; and

(c) a consideration of the most suitable methodologies and how these could be improved to support
Northern Way.

1.5 The timescale for the research is three months with a final report to be delivered by the end of
November 2005.

1.6 The research project will provide both a timely and valuable evidence base which we will seek to
ensure is taken into account by ODPM in the formulation of draft and final Planning Policy Statement 3
(Housing).

126 Appendix 1.
127 Available at http://www.thenorthernway.co.uk/report sept04.html
128 Available at http://www.thenorthernway.co.uk/report june05.html
129 Project specification available at http://www.thenorthernway.co.uk/docs/investment/Tender Specification.doc
130 Detailed methodology is available at http://www.thenorthernway.co.uk/docs/investment/GVAG%20PID.doc
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2. Affordability and the Supply of Housing

2.1 The terms of reference for the Committee’s inquiry into aVordability and the supply of housing are
broad in scope, including inter alia, home ownership and increasing the supply of private housing, the
economic and social impact of current house prices and the relationship between price and supply and the
scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply.

2.2 The Committee also invites evidence on other relevant topics and we therefore wish to take the
opportunity to draw its attention to the following:

— the importance of housing supply in supporting economic growth;

— mechanisms for determining new housing provision;

— the eVectiveness of governance structures in determining new housing supply;

— the relationship between house prices and housing supply; and

— the economic and social impacts of current house prices.

2.3 It will be clear from the evidence and arguments that we present that the supply of housing is integral
to future sustainable economic growth. The issue of aVordability is becoming increasingly important for the
north of England to address but it must be recognised that this is only a part of a much wider debate which
is concerned fundamentally with a range of factors, including economic performance, but also the supply
of housing and the way in which this is determined and the spatial implications of this process.

The Importance of Housing Supply in Supporting Economic Growth

2.4 The future economic growth of the north of England will depend, in part, upon whether the North
can oVer a wide choice of communities that are desirable places to live. The housing market in the north of
England is a complexmarket, historically shaped over years of economic and demographic change, creating
an essentially polarised position between areas of extreme obsolescence and abandonment, and areas with
the highest house price to income ratios nationally, which has resulted in:

— areas of “low demand”—seven of the nine Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders are located in
the north of England131;

— areas of “high demand”—aVordability isn’t simply a problem for London and the South East, but
areas such as Ryedale (Yorkshire and Humberside) and Alnwick (North East) are amongst the
“top-10” least aVordable authorities nationally132; and

— certain areas defined as being in low demand several years ago have witnessed house price increases
(to an extent that aVordability has become an important issue to address)—a temporal element
needs to be factored into the analysis when considering whether a housing market is in low or
high demand.

2.5 It is a complex picture and one in which a “one-size fits all” policy approach simply will not work.
The changing structure and geography of local economies has created a situation whereby areas in which
the current stock was constructed for a diVerent generation and economic era co-exist with areas of real
economic opportunity. Manchester is a prominent case in point whereby the projected employment and
GVA growth exceed the projected national average but where it is overall the second most deprived local
authority in England.

2.6 New travel-to-work patterns have emerged, which have restructured housing markets and have
changed the context in which housing supply needs to be considered. Longer journeys to work are a
symptom of the mismatch between the location of jobs and where people want to live.

2.7 One implication of this is a residual population who do not have the occupational mobility to move
out of such areas and who therefore remain in existing housing stock which in many instances does not meet
the qualitative needs of the residual population and is also of too poor a quality to attract more mobile
occupiers. The threat to future economic prosperity is that the availability of good quality housing is often
cited by many investors as a key factor in their choice of location.

2.8 Dealing with the legacy of the existing housing stock in such areas of the north is one of the major
challenges facing the Northern Way programme.

2.9 However, dealingwith the existing stock is only one part of amulti-faceted problem. Providing homes
where people want to live, particularly for the more mobile population, requires an eVective spatial
framework for the provision of new supply and one that seeks to influence the location, type and quality of
new build alongside the quantity of new build. The risk here is that a loss of skilled population from the
northern regions will also act as a further disincentive to invest. This is considered in more detail below.

131 Northern Way Steering Group (Sept 04) Northern Way Growth Strategy, page 56.
132 Wilcox, S (2005) AVordability and the Intermediate Labour Market, Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
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Mechanisms for Determining New Housing Provision

2.10 Emerging conclusions from the Locating Homes research project suggest that the approaches to
determining housing supply through Regional Spatial Strategy are inherently deficient for a number of
reasons:

— the over-reliance upon population, household and economic projections and forecasts are fairly
“crude” tools to be used in the specification of housing allocations—and the failure of all models
to satisfactorily account for population movements is a major issue;

— the use of economic intelligence, and particularly the spatial expression of this, is questionable and
not clearly understood, and hence conclusions as to the future location and quantum of new
housing supply may actually be implicitly promoting an unsustainable strategy in terms of market
considerations and travel-to-work patterns;

— the eVect of the “strategy” in determining new housing supply which arises through the
consideration of competing interests—economic, environmental and social—and through undue
political influences (this is considered in further detail below); and

— the inconsistent approaches adopted between Regional Planning Bodies throughout the northern
regions and the UK to specifying future housing growth.

2.11 Figures 1 to 3 model the eVects of the “strategy” adopted in Regional Planning Guidance upon
household and economic projections. What this highlights is the emergence of Greater Manchester and
Leeds, and to a lesser extent Lancashire, as important locations for household and employment growth.
However, the housing allocations adopted within Regional Planning Guidance actually underplay the
economic importance of Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Cheshire yet overplay the economic
importance of areas such as South Yorkshire and Humberside.

2.12 A further important consideration is the eVect that completions and extant planning permissions
have on the provision of housing supply. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate this graphically.

2.13 The eVect of completions (when considered as net of clearance) further compound the attempts to
provide an eVective, and sustainable, housing supply strategy. What emerges is that there is a shortfall in
provision in areas of economic opportunity such as Greater Manchester and West Yorkshire and a
significant oversupply in areas such as North Yorkshire, Teeside and County Durham. The compounding
issue here is that the supply of housing is being delivered in those areas that do not display the economic
potential of those areas clearly identified in figure 3.
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Figure 1: Projected Household 2016
2016 Projected Areas and Matched RPG
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Figure 2: Regional Planning Guidance Requirements 2016
2016 Projected Areas and Matched RPG
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Figure 3: Employment Projection 2016
2016 Projected Areas and Matched RPG
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Figure 4: Net completions against Regional Planning guidance (Net)
2016 Projected Areas and Matched RPG
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Figure 5: Effect of Extent Planning Permissions
Extant Planning applications
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2.14 The eVect of extant planning permissions also compounds the eVectiveness of housing supply policy
and this is a particular issue for the North East, notably Tyne and Wear and Northumberland. The issue
here is that any revised policy direction developed through the respective Regional Spatial Strategies
currently being prepared, and any new direction delivered through the impending PPS3, will have to
overcome a significant time-lag before any policy could be eVective.
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The Effectiveness of Governance Structures in Determining New Housing Supply

2.15 The consultations carried out as part of the Locating Homes research have revealed the importance
of governance and democratic accountability to the process of determining housing supply. Given the
importance of this as an issue to all stakeholders consulted133, we would strongly urge the Committee to
consider this in more detail through the inquiry process.

2.16 The issues raised can be summarised as follows:

— the current system of determining housing supply is compounded by an overly complex system
involving multiple tiers of governance and accountability, which exercises an undue influence on
the process—what is “right” technically is not always acceptable politically;

— the composition of non-elected Regional Assemblies being based upon the model of 70% local
authority membership was often cited as being unhelpful in shaping the supply of housing;

— the political vacuum that exists, at the sub and city-regional level in particular, with the associated
absence of an eVective spatial strategy that deals eVectively with housing, economic development
and land use, has resulted in a plethora of strategies given diVerent objectives and rationales.

2.17 The importance therefore of the political process is one that is not easily divorced from the process
of determining housing supply and one that goes beyond the consideration of the dynamics of demand and
supply. Democratic accountability was considered by all stakeholders to be of particular importance to the
process of determining housing supply yet the problems associatedwith the current system risk undermining
the process itself.

The Relationship between House Prices and Housing Supply

2.18 Planning for Housing Provision134 is a welcome progression in providing a framework by which
housing supply can be determined. The importance attached to market indicators and housing market
assessments and improved mechanisms for managing land supply is to be supported.

2.19 One of the key features of Planning for Housing Provision is the importance attached to the use of
market indicators and particularly house price data. The Locating Homes research concludes that Planning
for Housing Provision does not go far enough—house prices reflect the symptoms of the housing market
and it is much more important to understand the underlying economic and population dynamics as the key
determinants shaping the housing market.

2.20 Moreover, in relation to the Northern Way strategy, it is also essential to build into this analysis a
real understanding of the economic drivers, based upon areas of existing and forecast economic strength
and the future strategy to raise economic growth. It needs to be understood that given the objectives of the
Northern Way, we are not planning for established trends but are actually trying to change them—a focus
on the basic level of market information risks exacerbating such historic trends.

2.21 The conclusion that to exercise some control over house prices requires an increase in the supply of
housing is in our view overly simplistic. We would urge the Committee to consider this in more detail
through the inquiry process. There are many factors that have a direct influence upon shaping house prices,
including those identified above, and that a more rounded discussion on housing supply is required.

2.22 The Locating Homes research draws some interesting conclusions as regards the linkages between
house prices and supply. This is illustrated in figures 6 to 7.

2.23 Emerging from the analysis is that the house price to average income ratio as a measure of
aVordability has steadily increased across the north over the past five years, particularly in the rural areas
of South Lakeland, North Yorkshire and Northumberland. Of note is that the house price to average
income ratio within the conurbation cores has remained relatively stable, undoubtedly as a result of the
“drag eVect” of low demand areas.

133 Stakeholders consulted can be found on page 7 at http://www.thenorthernway.co.uk/docs/investment/GVAG%20PID.doc
134 ODPM (July 2005) Planning for Housing Provision Consultation Paper, ODPM.
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Figure 6: House Price to Income Ratio 2001
Q1 2001 Basic Ratios of house Prices to Mean and Medium Individual Incomes
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Figure 7: House Price to Income Ratio 2005
Housing affordability Ratios
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2.24 Given that Regional Planning Guidance across the northern regions has generally been based upon
a policy of urban renaissance with “restraint” being applied within the county areas, this could give credence
to the assertion being made that there is a direct link between housing supply and aVordability. However,
the Locating Homes research makes the following observations:

— net completions within York and North Yorkshire have been greater than the allocation specified
within Regional Planning Guidance (by 15%), with seemingly no eVect on reducing the
aVordability (house price to average income) ratio;

— net completions within the Tees Valley have been at similar levels over and above the regional
allocation, but actually the house price to average income ratio as a measure of aVordability has
remained the same, thereby undermining the direct link between supply and price.
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2.25 Figures 6 and 7 start to highlight that the link between housing supply and prices is not as
straightforward as might be assumed. It follows that the classic economic theory of supply and demand
whereby increasing supply leads to a fall in price does not necessarily follow when considering housing
markets.

The Economic and Social Impacts of Current House Prices

2.26 AVordability is a complex issue for the northern regions to address because its root causes go beyond
the theory of actual demand and supply of housing as a homogenous product capable of such analysis.
Within the northern regions a diVerent typology of aVordability by economic geography in the north can
be defined in which diVerent challenges are presented:

— rural accessibility—applicable to South Lakeland (Lake District National Park) and
Northumberland

— low incomes remain below regional average, particularly given the importance of the tourism
sector to the economy, and where average house prices, exacerbated by second home
ownership, remain inaccessible to local residents;

— areas of “high demand”—applicable to Leeds and Manchester commuter belt

— where incomes of those that work within higher skilled / value occupations, particularly those
working in the regional centres, result in increased demand for homes and increased prices—
yet the income earning potential of those residents that live and work within the host
economies does not match those who work outside of where they live, exacerbating
aVordability issues;

— areas of “low housing demand” with weak economies—applicable to west Cumbria, East
Lancashire and Middlesbrough

— where such areas have witnessed a substantial growth in households which can be classified
as living on a low income due to the long term processes of economic and structural change,
in which aVordability is becoming a key concern and a problem that is compounded by the
suitability for household requirements of the available stock type or tenure;

— areas of low housing demand adjacent to strong economies—applicable to the inner urban areas
of Manchester/Salford and Leeds

— where the population that is excluded from the labour market through lack of appropriate
skills, remain in areas where the stock does not meet modern aspirations but who have as a
consequence little opportunity to participate in the housing market—the risk is that the
residual areas will become even more residualised over time.

2.27 Given the diVerent contexts in which the problem of aVordability emerges, it is apparent that the
wider economic eVects will vary. For instance, a report undertaken by the Cumbria Strategic Partnership135
suggested that there was no evidence to suggest that a lack of aVordable housing in rural Cumbria was
threatening overall economic viability (albeit that employers will consider this to be a factor).

2.28 Indeed similar conclusions could be drawn about the typology of those areas of low housing demand
with weak economies. Here, the major challenge remains in improving economic performance, in terms of
entrepreneurship, business competitiveness, skills and capital profile, whereby improving the housing oVer
is important but not the principal concern.

2.29 However, in some of the more higher demand areas aVordability will have important economic
impacts if this acts as a barrier to retaining and attracting higher level skills.

3. Concluding Comments

3.1 We submit this Memorandum to the Committee in hoping to add value to the debate surrounding
housing supply and the implications for aVordability. In our view this is a welcome debate and we would
hope to be invited to communicate our views orally at the inquiry. During the inquiry, the Locating Homes
research will be published and we will make the findings available to the Committee.

135 WM Enterprise Consultants (April 2004) AVordable Housing in Rural Cumbria. Cumbria Strategic Partnership referred in
Regeneris Consulting (June 2004) Lake District: Economic Futures Study, Northwest Development Agency.
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Memorandum by the South East England Regional Assembly (SEERA) (AH 69)

The South East England Regional Assembly welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the ODPM
Committee’s inquiry into aVordability and the supply of housing.

The Regional Assembly has responsibilities in the three key areas of advocacy, accountability and
regional planning. In our advocacy role we provide a strong credible voice for the region, engaging and
representing our member organisations and, through them, the wider public, and working to influence
Central Government. As Regional Planning Body, the Assembly is responsible for proposing strategic
planning and transport policies toGovernment, and as such we are currently preparing the South East Plan.
This is our term for the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for South East England. The document sets out a
twenty year vision for the region and provides the statutory regional framework that forms the context for
preparation of Local Development Documents and other strategies and programmes that have a bearing
on land use activities. Part One of the Plan, comprising the core regional policies, was handed to
Government on 29 July 2005. The Regional Assembly is also represented on the Regional Housing Board
(RHB). The Board has responsibility for preparing the Regional Housing Strategy (RHS) which sets out
priorities for housing in the South East region and advises ministers on investment allocations for aVordable
housing. The latest RHS for the South East was published in June 2005.

All of this means that the South East England Regional Assembly is uniquely placed to oVer a regional
perspective on aVordability and the supply of housing in the South East. It also means that although our
submission is based on original work, it is work that has already been published. Because our submission
is based on published policy documents and research reports, it is quite short, concentrating on a number
of key points. For ease of reference I am enclosing a copy of the relevant pages from the South East Plan,
the South East Regional Housing Strategy and a copy of our recent response to the ODPM consultation
paper on Planning Provision for Housing.
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The Need for Affordable Housing

The South East is one of the most expensive regions in which to buy or rent a home, second only to
London in terms of aVordability. The cost of housing is a major barrier to continued economic growth,
contributing to significant problems in recruitment and retention and longer distance commuting which, in
turn, adds to levels of road congestion, pollution and reducing air quality. High housing costs also have
potentially serious social consequences. The failure to meet the housing needs of the most vulnerable and
lower paid has been shown to aVect educational achievement and health.

Rates of new aVordable housing provision in the region have been running well below the rate required
to meet existing needs. This has been exacerbated by the provisions of Right to Buy and Right to Acquire
legislationwhich have resulted in a net reduction in the size of the aVordable housing stock since 1991. Levels
of homelessness in the region are such that most new social rented housing is now being targeted at this
group. Research undertaken on behalf of the Regional Assembly shows that the failure to deliver suYcient
aVordable housing in the past has resulted in a backlog of unmet housing need amounting to 29,000
households who are in unsuitable housing and who cannot improve their situation in their own homes and
who are unable to aVord market prices.

To address these problems, there needs to be a significant increase in aVordable housing provision across
the region. It is ironic that theRegionalGrowthAreas are not the areas in the SouthEast where the problems
of aVordability are most acute. Neither the Growth Areas, nor such major greenfield development as may
be forthcoming elsewhere, will solve all the region’s aVordable housing shortages. Indeed the South East
Plan is clear that aVordable housing needs, particularly those for social rented housing, should bemet where
they arise.

The South East Plan defines aVordable housing in the following way:

“. . . that provided with a subsidy to enable the asking price or rent to be substantially lower than
the prevailing market prices or rents in the locality and which is subject to mechanisms that will
ensure that the housing remains aVordable for those who cannot aVord market housing. The
subsidy is provided from the public sector, usually through a local authority or registered social
landlord, or from the private sector through planning obligations. This definition covers housing
for social rent, shared ownership, low cost home ownership and sub-market rent”.

The South East Plan also establishes that across the region as a whole, 25% of the housing provided needs
to be social rented accommodation and an additional 10% should be provided as shared-ownership, low-
cost home ownership and sub-market rent. These targets are based on work carried out for the Regional
Assembly by the Cambridge Centre for Housing and Planning Research.

TheRHS also focuses on the shortfall of aVordable housing provision and emphasises the need to increase
the supply of new aVordable homes to meet a backlog of housing need and reduce homelessness.

The Relationship Between House Prices and Affordability Problems

TheRegional Assembly’s Regional Planning Committee has rejected the view that rising house prices and
aVordability problems are in large part a consequence of long-term under-supply of housing and a planning
system that does not take adequate account of information about themarket and respond accordingly. Kate
Barker’s argument is that by making more land available, the supply of housing will increase and
aVordability will improve. However, it is our view that Barker’s economic model fails convincingly to
demonstrate a link between housing supply and the degree of price adjustment that would result. Yet the
extent to which simply increasing land supply would resolve the problem of aVordability hinges on the
credibility of this central tenet.

One of the reasons why the overall supply of new housing decreased during the 1990s was a fall in output
by the social sector. The supply of market housing, on the other hand, remained relatively constant in the
South East. The reason for the decrease in the supply of new aVordable homes was not planning policies
restricting the supply of land: our own monitoring data shows that during a period of successive shortfalls
in completions against planned housing provision, the supply of land was increasing. Rather, it is the
availability of public funding, and in particular under-investment in social rented housing, which has been
responsible for high levels of housing need and homelessness.

The most appropriate way to help those in genuine housing need is to increase investment in aVordable
housing. This is acknowledged in the South East Plan, and by the RHB which has identified a significant
increase in aVordable housing as its top priority in the RHS. In fact, the RHS expresses doubt about the
financial sustainability of further increases in outright home ownership and sees a need to shift the tenure
balance in favour of social renting and shared ownership.
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Planned Levels of Housing Provision in the South East

The South East Plan sets out the level of housing to be provided in the region over the next twenty years.
The level considered by the Regional Assembly to be appropriate is an average of 28,900 homes per annum.
This figure is based on a range of economic, environmental and social factors. These include likely housing
need and demand over the Plan period and a wish to eliminate the backlog of unmet housing need at 2001.
The level of provision also takes into account the results of our public consultation on the South East Plan.
The consultation, comprising face to face surveys, a postal questionnaire and written responses, revealed
sharply divided views on future levels of growth. A statistically representative survey undertaken byMORI
showed that 38% of those questioned supported housing growth at 25,500 homes per annum, 35% at 28,000
per annum and 22% at 32,000 per annum. By contrast the self-completion questionnaire sent to households
across the region showed that 68% favoured 25,500 per annum, 20% 28,000 per annum and 9% 32,000
per annum.

Delivery within the Plan-led System

In the past there has been rathermore attention paid tomaking land available for housing than to delivery
of housing itself.

The need for a greater emphasis on delivery is reflected in the RHS which seeks to increase the supply of
housing by promoting measures such as the use of Modern Methods of Construction, investment in a
brownfield land portfolio to supplement the work of English Partnerships and additional investment in
aVordable housing such as Real Estate Investment Trusts, as well as by prioritising the RHB’s investment
priorities. Regional spatial strategies also place a much greater emphasis on implementation and delivery,
and the South East Plan looks to local authorities to be much more pro-active in managing the delivery of
housing through the planning system. However, the Plan recognises that although local authorities have an
important role to play, they rarely control all the factors influencing housing delivery. These other factors
are wide ranging and include landownership and infrastructure provision.

There are opportunities to facilitate delivery of housing through sympathetic land ownership and
potential funding. This is particularly important in the South East region which has a substantial portfolio
of publicly owned land, particularly land held by the defence and, to a lesser extent, health sectors. Reviews
of health sector land and property holdings have already been undertaken and strategic land releases are
underway, with transfers to English Partnerships. The Ministry of Defence has also embarked on a
fundamental, long-term review of its operational requirements and landholdings. This review is likely to lead
to the release of significant land and property across the South East. Some of these sites oVer considerable
potential and their public land ownership could assist implementation.

The role of infrastructure provision in delivering the region’s plans for housing should not be under-
estimated. Work on the draft RSS for the South East has highlighted wide ranging concern about the
inadequacy of existing physical and social infrastructure and its inability to respond to scales of growth
proposed over the next 20 years. A particular concern is that there has been a serious time lag, with
infrastructure provided several years after development has taken place. The timely and assured provision
of infrastructure will determine the deliverability and sustainability of the Government’s proposals for
improving the supply of housing.

It is the plan-led system, and the certainty and predictability it provides, that ensures eYcient use of
resources by releasing land for development in phase with infrastructure provision, and plays an important
role in integrating sustainable development objectives. The challenge is not just to build more homes. There
is a real danger that with pressure for much faster delivery it will be much harder for local authorities to
plan for high quality housingwithin sustainable communities that successfullymeets the needs of the present
as well as respecting the needs of future generations. Spatial planning must balance the full range of
economic, social and environmental objectives that underpin sustainable development.

Paul Bevan
Chief Executive

The following background papers were submitted by the South East England Regional Assembly:

AH 69(i) Draft South East Plan Part 1: July 2005, Section D3—Housing.

AH 69(ii) “South East Regional Housing Strategy”, 2006 onwards.

AH 69(iii) ODPM Consultation Paper “Planning for Housing Provision” South East England RA
Response, 9 September.

Due to their length, copies are available from the Committee OYce on request.
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Memorandum by Torbay Council (AH 70)

Torbay Council welcomes the House of Commons Select Committee investigation into the aVordability
and supply of housing.

The matter is of great concern to Torbay, as it faces an exceptionally high level of housing need. The 2003
Housing Needs Survey (Fordham’s Research) identified a need for 1,816 aVordable homes per year; whilst
house prices are over 11 times average earnings. The 2004 Joseph Rowntree Research (Wilcox 2004) found
that Torbay is the 13th least aVordable local authority in the country for first time buyers who are under 40
years old. I attach brief further evidence of the extent of housing need.

Torbay aVordable housing problems are particularly pressing because both of its main industries—
seaside resort tourism and fishing, are in long-term decline. In 2001 it lost 5,000 jobs when its largest single
(non-tourism) employer, Northern Telecom, relocated to China. The aVordability problems in the South
East are well known. However the problems faced by the South West Region have received less attention.
Resorts such as Torbay have to present an aZuent image and emphasise their high environmental quality
in order to attract tourists. This undoubtedly militates against the true extent of their social problems being
recognised.

The Government is conscientiously trying to address the shortage of aVordable housing, and for this it
should be congratulated. In the context of this, I would be grateful if the following points could be
considered.

Over-reliance onMarket Indicators

The Council would prefer that the need for additional housing was promoted through a plan led system,
and is concerned that market indicators should not be over-relied on. Markets are unlikely to provide
adequate aVordable housing, which by definition, is for people who cannot aVord to enter the housing
market in the first place.

It should also be noted that the Government is distorting the housing market by well-intentioned
programmes that fuel demand for housing. In particular we are referring to allowing self-invested personal
pension (SIPs) investment in property, which fuels the demand for second homes and investment properties,
at the expense of first-time buyers. SomeHomeBuy products have a similar eVect, although admittedly these
will help people onto the housing ladder.

Linking Housing to the Economy

Torbay’s need for aVordable housing is exacerbated by very low average wages (under 70% of the
National average and on a level with Cornwall). Moreover, delivering an increase in housing supply will not
be sustainable if employment prospects are not improved.

There is concern that the amendment to PPG3 (Paragraph 42a “Supporting the Delivery of New
Housing” January 2005) will exacerbate the loss of employment land to residential use. Similarly in Torbay
there is a significant loss of holiday accommodation to residential use, which could, if not carefully
regulated, undermine the area’s long-term viability as a resort.

The problem is that high residential land values result in pressure for residential use of employment (or
tourism) land. Not because such uses are inherently unviable, but rather because residential land values are
higher. It is a case of the external social benefits of having a broad-based economy not being directly
represented in land values.

Need to ImproveMechanisms for the Delivery of Affordable Housing

TheGovernment’s consultation paper, “Planning forMixed Communities” is an excellent document and
addresses many of the inadequacies of circular 6/98. The sooner the provisions are put in place, the better.
It would be preferable if it were enacted by Ministerial Statement, rather than wait for the final version of
PPS3.

In particular “Planning for Mixed Communities” provides good guidance on:

— Clear and workable definitions of aVordable housing, and removing the vague and misleading
term, “low cost market housing”.

— Lower site size thresholds. Thresholds in Circular 6/98 (25 dwellings/1 ha) are too high. A new
“normal” threshold of 15 dwellings / 0.5 ha is still likely to be rather high and creates an incentive
to develop sites for 14 dwellings.

Planning formixed communities does oVer the opportunity to reduce thresholds. This is absolutely
critical for Torbay if aVordable housing supply is to be increased. The recently completed Urban
Capacity Study (Scott Wilson 2005) identifies a constrained capacity of 364 dwellings per year
on previously developed land. However, only 50 of these are likely to arise from sites of 0.1 ha
or larger.
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Need for Realism about Planning Obligations/Gain

Circular 5/2005, “Planning Obligations” is helpful in that it confirms that aVordable housing is a
legitimate planning obligation, within the tests for reasonableness etc in the circular.

Nevertheless, Circular 5/2005 did not go as far as the aspirations of the various sustainable Communities
Plan documents might suggest. One is that the Government intends to introduce a Planning Gain
Supplement as recommended in the Barker Review of Housing Supply.

This would remove the monies paid from obligations from the communities in which housing is built. It
also removes any incentive from Local Planning Authorities in delivering on the Barker Review’s
aspirations; since the contributions arising from development will not remain in that area.

Nor would it be good for local democracy. Local Planning Authorities will be reduced further to being
supplicants of Central Government, rather than being empowered to serve their local community.

The Council does not have an in principle objection to taxing betterment (as an Optional Planning
Charge/PlanningGain Supplement would do). However, great care needs to be taken that this does not stifle
development, particularly at a time of uncertainty in the housing market.

Need for Additional Funding

Planning gain/obligations in themselves will not be suYcient to meet the very high need for aVordable
housing (particularly rented housing). An ongoing commitment to housing funding through the Housing
Corporation is needed. (It is noted that such funding has increased). Public subsidy may be particularly
needed on S106 sites, where the amount of developer contribution/subsidy is insuYcient to allow the
provision of aVordable housing if there are other abnormal costs such as contamination.

Need for Clearer DeliveryMechanisms: Role of Registered Social Landlords

The delivery of aVordable housing is complex and there is a role for clearly worded best practice guidance,
to advise on issues such as the calculation of subsidy, appropriate targets for aVordable housing, model legal
agreements, etc.

Planning for aVordable housing is much simpler where a registered social landlord is involved. Most
Planning OYcers are not aVordable housing specialists. The involvement of an RSL allows matters such as
management, rent levels, etc to be dealt with separately from the planning system. Conversely, when
aVordable housing is provided by a non-RSL, the planning oYcer (or solicitor) dealing with the case needs
to ensure that manymore (non-land use) matters are addressed, for example, rent levels, the type of tenancy,
management regimes.

For this reason, the emphasis on RSLs as the providers of aVordable housing should only be relaxed with
extreme caution. There are grave reservations about non-social registered landlords being eligible for
Housing Corporation funding.

Importance of Social Housing

The Government’s policy of extending home ownership is noted, and in the policy context of providing
mixed and balanced communities and homes for all, is supported. However, it is critical that social rented
housing is also provided, since many people will never be able to aVord a property at any price. In Torbay,
the HousingNeeds Survey found a need for 1,215 social rented houses per year (three quarters of the overall
need of 1,816).

Social rented housing is expensive to provide, partly because of the low return fromHousing Corporation
social rent levels, but also due to the prejudice against social housing. The fear of social housing (perhaps
sometimes justified) can also aVect land values of market housing in a development, and often gives rise to
vitriolic objections which complicate the planning process.

Clear models of integrating social housing into successful development need to be produced. Shelter (who
I assume will make their own representations to the Committee) have produced work on this (“Inclusion
Project”, March 2005). In addition, issues such as the pepper-potting of social homes, rather than creating
ghettos, and clear management regimes (via RSLs) can address these fears.

APPENDIX

The Need for Affordable Housing in Torbay

On any measure, Torbay has a very serious need for aVordable housing. The Joseph Rowntree
Foundation report “Can Work, Can’t Buy” (Wilcox 2004) found that Torbay is the 13th least aVordable
area in the country for first time buyers under 40 years old. In Torbay average house prices are over 11 times
average earnings, compared to a national ratio of about eight times and South West ratio of 10 times. The
key problems in Torbay are:
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— Low wages. In Torbay, gross disposable household income is £8,655, compared to £12,190 in
England and £11,447 in the South West. In 2004, over 32% of Torbay’s workforce earned less
than £250 a week, compared to 17.7% nationally and 20.4% in the South West.

— High and still rising house prices. House prices in Torbay have risen by 153% between 1998–2005
(whereas nationally house prices rose by 122% and in the South West by 148% over the same
period). Moreover the price of smaller properties has continued to increase at higher than the
inflation rate; the price of flats rose by 6% between June 2004–June 2005.

— Shortage of aVordable housing. Social Housing is only 7.5% of the housing stock in Torbay,
compared to 16% in the South West and 20% in England.

Torbay’s Housing Needs Survey (Fordham Research 2003) identified a need for 1,816 aVordable homes
per year to meet Torbay’s need. Three quarters of this need is for social rented housing. This is a very high
figure, around 3.7 times Torbay’s yearly total growth rate. Because of the methodology they use, housing
needs surveys do tend to come up with high figures. More recent best practice has suggested looking at
“balancing housing markets”. This is based on the idea of assessing how much housing is needed to
“balance” the housing market. The 2003 Fordham’s report suggests an annual need for 965 additional
aVordable homes per year in Torbay.

Torbay’s rate of housing growth between 1995–2004 was 491 dwellings per year, about 65% of this has
been on previously developed land (which exceeds the Government’s target of 60%). The Adopted Torbay
Local Plan 1995–2011 contains policies to achieve aVordable housing. PolicyH5 identifies a number of sites,
whilst Policy H6 seeks 30% aVordable housing on “windfall” sites over the threshold of 0.5 ha or 15
dwellings.

One particular problem that Torbay faces is that most housing comes from small windfall sites which
fall below the minimum site size threshold that Government currently allows for aVordable housing. The
Government has consulted on allowing lower thresholds, but at present Torbay’s threshold of 15 dwellings/
0.5 ha is the minimum allowed size. Reducing thresholds would be a major way in which aVordable housing
supply could be increased.

Memorandum by Mr Trevor Hankins, Chair of London Federation Guinness Trust Tenants
& Residents Associations (AH 71)

First of all I would like to thank you for this opportunity of being able to put forward the views of the
London Federation.

Firstly I must give you a brief history of the lack of opportunity Guinness Trust tenants have faced on
the issue of aVordable home ownership over the last 25 years.

As you will be aware the Right to Buy was introduced in October 1980. TheGuinness Trust being deemed
to be “charitable” were given the discretion by the thenConservativeGovernment to not sell their properties
under Right to Buy legislation. This being so has meant that Guinness Trust tenants have been at a real
disadvantage on the issue of aVordable home ownership. Times have changed dramatically since the
Trust was formed in the late 19th century when indeed its aims were correct and indeed charitable but
the Trust had not moved forward with the times up until Simon Dow took the position of chief executive
of the Trust and sawmixed tenure as the way forward, but the case still remains hard working Trust tenants
have been neglected on the issue of aVordable home ownership for 25 years. We believe an open discussion
is needed urgently on this issue. In many areas, Trust tenants pay higher rents than Local Authority tenants,
they also pay higher service charges. In real terms, many Trust tenants believe the Trust is not charitable
in practice.

We know the Trust is a non-profit organisation and the revenue they receive from rents are put back into
building new properties and the repair andmaintenance of existing properties but this in real terms does not
mean they are charitable to their tenants.

When Government talk of the public private partnership in housing they must realise that a percentage
of Trust tenants’ rents is put into new build properties but in practice these tenants have no chance of being
housed in said properties because the local authority where these properties are being built demand 100%
first nomination rights. So you have disadvantaged tenants paying for new build properties they have no
chance of moving into. The Trust tenant loses out again. New tenants of the Trust could read this letter and
think what is the problem as they could be living in new build properties or in ex-local authority properties
being rebuilt or refurbished by the Trust under stock transfer. Also, if these properties were built after April
1997 with the help of tax payers’ money, these new tenants would have the right to purchase their property
under Right to Acquire legislation or the preserved Right to Buy. These new tenants have been given more
rights than tenants living in Trust properties for many many years. So the Trust also has diVerent rules for
diVerent tenants. We believe this inequality must change.

The report of the Law Commission “Renting Homes” to Parliament identified the inequality of rights
between social housing tenants and has recommended that they be addressed through forthcoming
legislation.
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The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Home Ownership/The Extent of which

Home Ownership Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and reduces Poverty

We believe the potential benefits of aVordable home ownership are enormous.

It will benefit the community and the surrounding area, it will help combat anti-social behaviour and
crime. People who own their own home want their area to be better, they will not just turn a blind eye and
shut their door to anti-social behaviour and crimes. We are not saying all people that rent do not care about
their areas and we are not saying all people that rent turn a blind eye to anti-social behaviour and crime but
wemust be realistic about this. People who have a financial investment in their property, their area and their
community will take more care of it. When we talk about poverty to rent all your life and have nothing at
the end of it does not make financial sense. This is a cycle of poverty because you have nothing to leave your
children and your grandchildren. We believe giving real aVordable home ownership can break the culture
of renting that in itself creates poverty. Surely Governments vision should be to help people break out of
this cycle. If this cycle was broken then less people would need social housing.

We believe mixed tenure is the way forward. To make mixed tenure work is not just to build private
housing in areas where there is deprivation but to give the people that live in these areas the real opportunity
of aVordable home ownership. The present discount of £16,000 is totally unrealistic Government must give
people who have the aspirations of aVordable home ownership this opportunity. With the average house
price in London at £300,000 these discounts are derogatory and out of date. If Government really wants to
give people aVordable home ownership the discounts it gives must be realistic and in comparison to today’s
house prices. What must be remembered is the discounts given today will be the benefits saved tomorrow.
Many social tenants that work all their life will still claim some form of benefit towards their rents and
council tax in their retirement. When calculating discounts Government should look at the tenant’s length
of tenancy with their landlord and make discounts accordingly.

The London Federation carried out a survey of seven estates in London asking “If discounts were made
aVordable would you like the choice to buy your property?”. 53% of tenants answered and 90% said they
would like to take the opportunity to buy.

We are aware of the concerns some people have regarding the selling of social housing, we also share these
concerns, but if a percentage of the receipts gained by such sales is put back into buildingmore social housing
this should minimise the loss.

Memorandum by John Acres Msc DipTp MRTPI (AH 72)

Introduction

It is encouraging that the Government feels the need to explore the relationship between housing supply
and aVordability. For years the two have been handled completely separately with the assumption that
supply has no influence on price—clearly, as any GSCE economy student knows, the two are inextricably
linked. The trick is to manage the planning process so that there is a broad equilibrium between demand
and supply through incentives, investment, intervention and above all through the private housing market.
It is often said that we cannot build our way out of a housing crisis implying that the solution is not in
investment in private housebuilding but subsidy in the public housing sector.We certainly cannot spend our
way out of a housing shortage. This would be self defeating, hugely expensive and ultimately economically
unsustainable.

The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Home Ownership

Britain’s “property owning democracy” provides the lifeblood of a healthy and thriving economy as well
as a secure and settled society. Most people are keen to establish a roof over their heads and are prepared
to borrow and save to do so. Once they have a foot on the ladder, they are normally content to protect and
preserve their homes so that they are self supporting whilst at the same time spending money on repairs and
improvements to generate further growth in the economy. This is a virtuous circle which any Government
is wise to cultivate.

Whilst there will always be people who would prefer to rent their homes (or who cannot aVord to buy)
the potential benefits in terms of well being (both of the individual and of society) are immense. The
Government is therefore right to continue to promote home ownership.

The recently publishedNational House Condition Survey, issued byONS, indicates that, for the first time
in 2004, the were fewer young people buying their homes with a mortgage. Households are setting up home
later. Quite simply, young people are being priced out of the housing market. Redrow Homes (my own
employer) has addressed this issue by launching a new range of houses called the “Debut” Range. These are
high density apartments grouped in clusters without individual gardens but enjoying communal open space,
where prices start from £50,000 for a single bedroomed flat and rise to £120,000 for a two bedroomed duplex
apartment with a study. These have proved extremely popular, indeed all the properties (apart from a few
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of the larger units) were sold on the very first day of sale on the first site in Rugby. They are eco-excellent
in terms of energy eYciency. This represents a major step forward in opening up home ownership to a
broader range of younger buyers.

Sadly however, local authorities tend to press developers for ever higher proportions of social rented
housing, spurred on by Housing Needs Surveys which invariably argue that shared ownership or low cost
housing cannot meet aVordable housing needs. The West Midlands Regional Assembly has attempted to
impose arbitrary “ring fenced” targets for aVordable housing so that market housing is restrained unless
aVordable housing is delivered. This is a deliberate bias against market housing which is seen as
“undesirable”. Some authorities in the West Midlands are now even withholding planning consents on
market housing because they claim that aVordable housing must be delivered instead. This practice must be
urgently addressed byGovernment, otherwise the delivery of housing, including aVordable housing, will fall
seriously short of strategic targets.

The Extent to which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

Housing (or to put it simply shelter) is an essential human requirement. Most surveys of peoples’
aspirations indicate that between 80% and 90% of people aspire to home ownership. The actual proportion
of owner occupation is about 71%—the balance consists of either those who fail to achieve their aspirations,
or those (mainly young people) who are still striving to achieve them.

Once secured, home ownership provides a measure of security for a family. Its provides a “nest egg”
against which the household can borrow, to improve the home andmore important it also provides a “stake
in society” so that people can feel confident to invest in the community and to protect their asset. The ability
to borrow over the longer term helps to smooth out the peaks and troughs in costs and property prices giving
the home owner the likelihood that they will secure an asset for their children. This in turn helps to provide
a hedge against poverty ı provided of course they do not over-stretch their resources.

The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

Over the last eight years, house prices have experienced a period of sustained growth, well above the
general level of inflation. This has been as a result of prolonged low interest rates, sustained economic
growth and shortage of housing supply, largely as a result of the failure of the planning system to release
suYcient land. The economic impact of this pattern of continued house price inflation is well documented
in the Barker Review which comments both on the impact in terms of lack of housing to support business
and the waste of resources spent bolstering an inflated housing market. She estimates a loss of some
£4.2 billion.

In addition, paragraph 13 of the recent Government Consultation Paper, “Planning for Housing”
highlights the social implications of the lack of aVordability, for example:

— A bigger wealth gap between home owners and non-home owners.

— Aspirant first time buyers unable to enter the housing market.

— Overcrowding due to suppressed household formation.

— Rising numbers of people forced to live in temporary accommodation of becoming homeless.

Essentially, although home ownership is often seen by local authority planners as “elitist” and as
unnecessary compared to the provision of “social housing”, in fact the growing housing shortage actually
fuels elitism in the sense that it pushes up house prices for those already on the market, but restricts entry
to those who are struggling to get their foot on the ladder and relegates them to social rented housing ı which
for them is usually “the wrong ladder”.

More recently, house prices have moderated. This has a similar damaging eVect in that people on the
margins of home ownership, or who have bought too late in the house price cycle, find themselves suVering
from “negative equity”—a form of housing trap whereby they cannot move without disappearing into debt.
A stable housing market, with an adequate supply of housing is the only solution to this succession of peaks
and troughs which has become a characteristic of the British housing market over the last 20 years.

Other Factors Affecting Affordability Including ConstructionMethods and FiscalMeasures

Redrow Homes has recently launched its new “Debut range” which embraces the new “modern methods
of construction” agenda. Homes are built of light steel frame construction, which although more expensive
in terms of material costs, result in cheaper construction costs due to quicker building techniques and faster
sales. This is helping to have amajor impact on aVordability with smaller units on sale for less than £60,000.
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The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Supply

The apparent acceptance byGovernment that housing supply desperately needs to be increased for sound
social and economic reasons, is very encouraging.Ministers are now prepared to stress that housing delivery
must be improved and that we cannot continue building fewer homes, whilst the level of household
formation rises. The most recent Government “Planning for Housing” Consultation document (paragraph
13) outlines the many and varied problems which have arisen as a result of the growing housing shortfall;

— the increased polarisation between those who can aVord to get on the housing ladder and those
who can’t;

— the delay in youngsters being able to obtain their first home an the resultant social consequences
amongst families. Recent statistics issued byODPM in the Survey of EnglishHousing (Provisional
Results No25 2005) indicate that for the first time the number of owner occupiers buying with a
mortgage in the younger age groups has actually fallen;

— the problem of overcrowding and homelessness; and

— the impact on the economy generally and businesses in particular. These are aspects highlighted
in particular within Kate Barker’s report.

There are clear signs that in the identified growth areas (Thames Gateway, Milton Keynes/South
Midlands, Stansted/Cambridge/Peterborough and Ashford) the Government is committed to introducing
a “step change” in housing. This a very welcome and despite attempts by local politicians and the
environmental pressure groups to blow the Government oV course the strategy is succeeding. The MKSM
strategy for example was pursued swiftly and eYciently through a Public Inquiry and arrangements are now
being put in place to deliver the new development. But most of these will require relatively long lead-in times
and significant levels of infrastructure. Furthermore, there has been a tendency, perhaps understandably,
to use the initiatives to attempt to stimulate poorer market areas, such as South Essex in the Thames
Gateway and Corby in Northamptonshire. Moving against the market will mean that delivery takes longer.

Perhaps more important will be the need to increase new housing delivery across the board in most, if not
all Britain’s provincial towns and cities, whether large or small. All settlements need organic growth to thrive
and prosper. Despite the fact that most villages, towns and cities have steadily grown over the years, there
has become an established norm within the last decade that growth (particularly on greenfield land) is
unsustainable and that replacement growth on brownfield land is the only acceptable form of development.
This needs to change.

The Relative Importance of Increasing Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised Housing

There is myth, circulated by some environmental pressure groups, housing consultants acting for the
public sector and local authorities keen to boost theirmunicipal housing stock, that the only way to improve
aVordability in the housing market is to restrain private housing provision and build more subsidised social
housing. This is not the solution.

Many County Structure Plans, such as Warwickshire (WASP) have imposed “ring fenced” limits on
market housing so that private development is restricted unless and until social housing is built. But the very
low levels of development and the high percentages of aVordable housing being sought make it impossible
to deliver new housing. ManyDistrict Authorities, estimate a higher need for aVordable housing (measured
by Housing Need Surveys,) than the strategic housing targets through Structure Plans. Some simple
commonsense needs to return to the planning process so that some form of equilibrium is restored and
developers can once again provide a balanced range of housing provision.

AVordable housing is simply part of a broad and continuous spectrum of housing provision ranging from
the larger owner occupied dwelling to the smallest rented flat or tied cottage. Changes in the market
influences supply and demand at all levels and shortfalls at one end ultimately have an impact on price and
provision at the other. Consequently, any attempt to impose an overall shortfall simply increases the price
level for everyone and makes aVordability more diYcult. “Filtering” is a fact of life—as any estate agent
will tell you. Chains of house buyers (and renters) consist of people moving up through the market (as their
needs are greater or their income grows) and people, for example the elderly or those suVering family break-
ups, moving down through the market (as their needs reduce).

For the most part these days, aVordable housing is delivered through cross subsidy by way of S106
agreements with landowners/developers, supported by Local Plan policies and Government Circular 5/05.
Consequently, the greater the scale of allocations (and windfall) the greater the delivery of aVordable
housing. Since aVordable housing can take a variety of diVerent forms ı social rented, shared ownership,
low cost owner occupation etc—any shortfall in land release simply worsens the aVordability position.

Moreover, since Registered Social Landlords are eVectively competing in the same landmarket as private
developers, housing restraint through restrictions in land supply, whether deliberately or simply through
delay, will simply increase the cost of aVordable housing.
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How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

Planners in Government oYces, Regional Assemblies and Local authorities sometimes seem to have
diYculty accepting that housing should be built to meet market demand rather than simply meeting basic
“needs”. (Yet those same individuals are content to buy and sell their homes for the best price in the same
housing market). Planning strategies, whether at regional, county or local level are increasingly designed to
“buck” the market, by distorting the level of provision to match supply rather than demand. This is not
helped by paragraph 6 of PPG3 which directs local authorities to take the supply of brownfield land into
account when determining regional housing numbers—hence the lower demand areas and urban centres are
given higher numbers to achieve, whilst the higher demand areas in the suburban and rural areas are given
lower numbers. This then further distorts the price mechanism, resulting in disparities both regionally
and locally.

The sequential approach within paragraphs 30–32 of PPG3 adds to this disparity by focusing more
housing land supply on brownfield sites within urban areas and leaving little or no allocations for rural
towns and villages. This issue urgently needs to be addressed, otherwise the distortions in the market will
continue to worsen.

There is a clear need for the planning system to return to a closer relationship between demand and supply
so that price equilibrium can be re-established and precious public resources are not wasted supporting ever
higher levels of aVordable housing in high demand rural areas, whilst housing stands empty in lower
demand areas.

Sadly however, the planning system far from becoming simpler, as promised, is becoming ever more
unwieldy, with prolonged processes of consultation and endless strategies, audits, and assessments all
designed to achieve “perfect knowledge” and “complete integration”. The planning system appears no
longer geared to delivering results, but to creating a system which exists to generate delay. Local authorities
defer decisions for reasons of prematurity, inconsistency or unsustainability. But they rarely consider such
basic issues such as need, demand and well-being. Process is being put before people. And it is society which
is the loser.

The Scale of Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of Promoting such

a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure Provision

Kate Barker’s report (Recommendation 1) suggests a “market aVordability goal”. To achieve this she
suggests a 20–40% flexibility allowance over and above local authority housing targets. To help reduce long
term house price inflation she estimates that some 80% increase is needed in housiing land supply to limit
the real house price growth to 1.1%. To bring it down to 0% growth in inflation would require 200,000 extra
homes per annum, more than double the number built at present.

These are very crude calculations and it is diYcult to fully explain or justify the numbers. What is
important is that many more homes are needed to re-establish an equilibrium between demand and supply.
For the last 20 years, the Government has conceded to local authorities and pressure groups who have
exaggerated the potential impact of new housing provision and ignored the social and economic impacts of
housing provision.

Neither the Government, the pressure groups, the public nor the house building industry would benefit
from an over-provision of housing. House prices would fall, homes would stand empty and brownfield sites
would be neglected. My own preference would be to return to a more logical “predict, plan and provide”
system of provision, whereby the empirical factors which guide household formation are properly analysed,
the level of demolitions, vacancy rates, sharing, overcrowding, second home-ownership etc are all assessed,
and the number of new homes is calculated accordingly—together with a suitable allowance for flexibility
to compensate for those sites which, for one reason or another, fail to come forward. The “Plan, Monitor
and Manage” system has clearly failed, simply because local authorities have not had the initiative or the
courage to plan positively. Government and Regional Authorities have allowed authorities to delay and to
defer allocating land and hence the supply of homes has gradually dried up.

The question is: How many more homes are needed to return the demand/supply equilibrium and what
is likely to be the impact of that change? The diVerence can only be determined once the new household
projections (shortly to emerge from Government) are properly analysed. But it is already clear that the new
figures are bound to be substantially higher. It is possible that the national figuremay be some 50,000–60,000
dwellings higher than are currently being provided. However, I consider that they are unlikely to be as high
as the figures suggested in Kate Barker’s high scenario. Furthermore, as housing provision returns to some
form of equilibrium and house price rises are stemmed, there will be a lesser tendency to use housing as an
investment rather than as shelter.

What would be the impact of an additional 50,000 homes per year? Since most houses are now built at
higher densities and focused on towns and cities, I believe the impact would be limited and would not cause
major concerns in terms of infrastructure provision, or damage to the historical or natural environment.
The debate so far as focused too much on emotive claims about “concreting over the countryside” when a
much smaller proportion of dwellings are now built on greenfield land andmost settlements are seeing fewer
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rather than more homes. Indeed, there is now an urgent crisis in many of our rural settlements where
regional policy coupled with the “sequential approach” has eVectively starved rural communities of much
needed “organic” growth to help them thrive (or even survive).

In my view, there needs to be a much more probing examination of the alleged damage to environmental
assets andmore thorough testing of claims about environmental thresholds. Similarly, Governments cannot
be held to ransom by local authorities and Regional Assemblies determined to use the “infrastructure card”
to prevent housing growth which is necessary to achieve social and economic objectives.

Regional Disparities in Supply and Demand for Housing and how they might be Tackled

The south-east region is the engine of the British economy. Government has highlighted the shortfalls in
housing provision in the south east region in their “Sustainable Communities” programme and identified
four specific growth areas to focus housing supply. This is welcome and will be helpful in taking pressure
both oV London and also the home counties, which is encompassed within tight green belt and is
environmentally as well as politically sensitive.

Currently, the south east local authorities are attempting to resist the increases in housing “imposed” by
Government and theRegionalAssembly and the same scenario, whichwas experienced five years ago during
the debate about SERPLAN is simply being repeated.

Notwithstanding the outcome to this dilemma, the Government appear to be missing the opportunity to
achieve a more economically sustainable as well as a more politically achievable outcome by exploring the
balance of housing demand and supply in the surrounding regions—indeed there would appear to be no
attempt to address the nation’s housing problems in a co-ordinated way.

The East of England Regional Strategy, for example, where the RSS is currently being examined at an
EIP, provides substantially less housing than is needed, and could be accommodated in the eastern counties
of England, including towns in Essex, Cambridgeshire & Peterborough and SuVolk, as well as themany well
established small towns elsewhere.

In the West Midlands too, there is a vast opportunity to increase housing provision in the shire counties.
Indeed, many of the local authorities in the region have had to impose moratoria because, despite facing
sever demands and needs, they have already reached their targets. Some towns, for example Rugby,
Warwick and Burton on Trent are having to refuse consent on brownfield land because their numbers have
been pitched so low. Yet the Regional Assembly has campaigned to reduce the level of provision elsewhere
in the Growth Area covering South Midlands/Milton Keynes, because they allege it is undermining
regeneration in the Black Country—some 50 miles away! (Milton Keynes is in fact much further away from
the Black Country than it is from London). Local authorities in the rural parts of the West Midlands are
currently in despair because they simply have not got suYcient housing provision to meet their basic local
housing needs. Indeed, there is an outflow of people from the West Midlands region as a result.

The East Midlands also has potential for much greater levels of housing provision. Supply and therefore
allocations have been focused in the three main cities of Leicester, Nottingham and Derby. However, whilst
the regeneration of those centres is important, other sizeable towns have been starved of housing.
Authorities in Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire where Structure Plan reviews have just taken place, are
finding that they have already met their targets even before the Plans are adopted. This is a direct
consequence of inexplicably low housing targets in the previous East Midlands RSS now coming through
the system.

Much more housing can therefore be provided in the regions surrounding London and the South east,
both to redress the economic problems in those regions and to achieve a better balance in the economy across
the whole country—currently an opportunity is being lost.

Memorandum by the Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) (AH 73)

1. Introduction

The TCPA

The Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) welcomes the opportunity to respond to this
consultation. The charitable purpose of the TCPA is to improve the art and science of town and country
planning. It is the only independent organisation for planning and housing covering the UK and the longest
established environmental development charity in the world. Its key objectives are to:

1. Secure a decent home for everyone, in a good human-scale environment combining the best
features of town and country.
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2. Empower people and communities to influence decisions that aVect them.
3. Improve the planning system in accordance with the principles of sustainable development.

The TCPA campaigns for improvements to the places in which we live and strives for the best in the new
communities of the future.

Introductory Comments

The TCPA strongly supports the provision of more homes to address both need and demand and
comments set out below should be seen in this context. It welcomed the Barker Review of Housing Supply
and is a founder member of the Campaign for More and Better Homes, a coalition of business, social and,
in the TCPA, an environmental development charity, that believes:

“There is a housing supply crisis whichmust be tackled by making output more responsive to need
and demand. Our objective is to make this a national priority. The agenda set out in the Barker
Report is the best opportunity for achieving this and should be implemented in a socially,
environmentally and economically viable way that delivers well designed, sustainable
communities.”

This mission statement is supported by the coalition partners: Shelter, the TCPA, the Commission for
Architecture and the Built Environment, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, the Confederation of British
Industry, Unison and the housebuilders Wilson Bowden and Wimpey. The National Housing Federation
also supports the coalition.

The Select Committee’s call for evidence focuses in many ways on the recommendations of the Barker
report. While supporting the general thrust of the Barker report the TCPA does not believe in the
implementation of its recommendations uncritically. The Association welcomes proposals in the current
consultation paper from the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister “Planning for Housing” because they
introduce the principle of aVordability as a planning consideration. However, planning must maintain
proper consideration of economic, social and environmental factors, and any reform should ensure that
planning for housing is informed by the market but not driven by it.

2. Response to Specific Questions

2.1 The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

The TCPA campaigns for a decent home for everyone and believes that the provision of suYcient housing
(through both the private and the public sector) and the widening of access to home ownership are likely to
be part of the solution to achieving this aim. Nonetheless it is vital that suYcient aVordable housing stock
remains available in the context of tenure transfer.

2.2 The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

TheGovernment’s Homebuy initiative is welcome in that it ensures the retention of equity within housing
developments addressing the problem of social housing being lost to the system through right to buy. The
TCPA particularly welcomes moves by English Partnerships that provide and will ideally retain ownership
of the land in perpetuity—in its hands or in those of a registered social landlord. Wide experience in the
development of the New Towns in the past and in the more successful RSL developments today has
highlighted the very significant contribution that endowed property can make in terms of generating future
income streams for social housing and long term community services. This success is exemplified by the
Milton Keynes Parks Trust, which generates income of £2.7 million per year from its endowed property
portfolio. The potential for RSLs to increase their development output of aVordable homes funded through
long term land holdings should be better explored. Also demand in the aVordable housing sector needs
similar attention to that given to supply by the Baker Review. The TCPAwould like to see a “Barker Two”
review of access to and provision of aVordable housing. The TCPA is also concerned about the possible
delays in bringing forward the Homebuy scheme.

2.3 The economic and social impact of current house prices

The spiralling of house prices further beyond the reach of increasing numbers of people on average
incomes is a consequence of a massive mismatch between demand and supply, which along with growing
homelessness represents a crisis in the supply of housing in this country. This crisis should be addressed
through the provision of significantly more, intelligently built homes in well designed neighbourhoods. This
crisis aVects local areas within every region of the country. As set out in the TCPA’s recent research
“Housing the Next Generation” around 175,000 extra households per year will form in England up to 2021.
In our report Prof Alan Holmans, Christine Whitehead of the University of Cambridge estimates that in
total an extra 200,000–220,000 new homes are needed per year to meet rising demand and to address the
backlog caused by demolition and vacancies. (Although a vacancy rate of below 3% to allow for the buying
and selling of houses is unlikely to be bettered.)
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The Barker Review recommended that 35,000 aVordable homes are needed (as part of the overall
provision for England) if the backlog of unmet need for aVordable housing is to be addressed along with
arising need.

There is a misconception in some circles that the need for more homes results mainly from an increasing
influx of immigrants into the UK and the TCPA therefore commissioned Holmans and Whitehead to
investigate this in “Housing the Next Generation” (see Town & Country Planning Oct 2005). The
conclusions are striking. Of a projected need for 220,000 homes per year only 18% of this total can be
attributed to immigration.Greater longevity (the indigenous population living longer) accounts for 30%and
an increase in the number of people reaching adulthood (the remainder of the baby boomer generation
reaching maturity) accounts for 11%. Combining these two figures from the report we can see that the
biggest single factor in the need for more homes is that there are there are more of us ı the settled
population—and we are living longer. The greater size and longevity of the settled English population
accounts for approximately 41% of the need for more homes.

A significant impact of current and rising house prices is the 100,000 homeless families that exist in the
UK with over 40,000 in London alone according to the London Housing Federation. A range of groups
suVer from inadequate housing supply including first time buyers, disabled people and key workers. The
Guardian reported on the case of a firefighter commuting to Reading from Wales in order to find an
aVordable home. John Grooms Housing Association has pointed out that 300,000 disabled people are
waiting for wheelchair accessible homes, there is little chance this objective will be met unless plans for wider
housing provision are addressed.

The Select Committee does not ask about the environmental impact of failing to supply enough homes.
Extended commuting patterns and the high carbon emissions they entail can be drastically reduced by new
housing provision. InMilton Keynes the excess of commuting coming into that city (over those commuting
out)makes it an excellent location for housing expansion. Improving the quality of the environment through
sustainable housing, renewable energy provision, better water and energy eYciency, and more sustainable
transport patterns will improve quality of life for communities.

2.4 The relationship between house prices and housing supply

The relationship between housing supply and house prices is hotly debated but the link indisputably
exists. The relationship between the two is not as simple as in completely untrammelled free markets where
raw materials are not in such short supply as is land in the housing market. However to deny there is no
such linkage between supply and price is to deny a fundamental reality of housing markets. Indeed it is
unlikely that house builders would have planned or constrained rates of supply in the past (one of the key
concerns expressed in the Barker Interim Report) if oversupply was not likely to depress prices.

Themost significant link between supply and price of newhousing is likely to be in specific locationswhere
a major influx of new homes onto a limited local market can aVect price. It is sensible therefore for planning
to have regard to price and aVordability in its deliberations.

The TCPA believes that it is frankly staggering that house prices and aVordability have not been one of
the considerations to be taken into account in planning for new housing to date and it welcomes
Government moves in this direction. It believes however, that Government should avoid price
determination of planning decisions to the exclusion of other factors, such as demand and aVordability.
Price does not necessarily give the full picture. The relation between incomes and house prices should be
considered, as well as local markets, and quality of life. It also supports the maintenance of sustainable
development as the key statutory aim of the planning system, which the TCPA successfully lobbied for in
its representations on the recent Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act.

2.5 Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

It is undeniable that construction costs contribute to housing costs. The Government is investing in oV

site manufacturing and system built housing to speed up and economise in housing production. Whilst
welcoming the fact that oV site manufacture (OSM) can fulfil a proportion of need in the housing market
the TCPA does not believe this solution can be a panacea to the housing crisis. The long term durability and
therefore the sustainability of these house types must be in question. Whilst financing models take into
account a shorter life span of OSM housing (indeed this is seen as a virtue in meeting changing consumer
demands in housing) it is unlikely that the higher energy use associated with the more frequent
redevelopment of shorter lifespan house types has been taken into account. There is also a worrying trend
of reducing space standards in house types produced for key workers often through OSM. According to the
designer Wayne Hemingway internal room sizes have fallen by 14% in recent years and Peabody Housing
Trust has been developing homes of 26m2 total area. Since the abolition of minimum room sizes there is a
need to ensure that it is not those who have little housing choice that are expected to accept these dwindling
standards of amenity.
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Fiscal measures as they currently exist are unlikely to have a significant direct eVect on prices since
marginal increases in cost are realised in the price paid to the landowner rather than in house prices. The
issue of whether or not to introduce a Planning Gain Supplement—a tax measure recommended by Kate
Barker—is currently under consideration by Government. The TCPA believes some key criteria need to be
fulfilled to make a PGS workable including crucially a link to funding local expenditure and the need for a
reasonable rate of taxation (the TCPA suggests this should be limited to 20–25% of land value uplift). There
are commentators who suggest the Development Land Tax (abolished in 1986 and replaced with a
frequently avoided Capital Gains Tax) placed a drag on the housing supply market because it involved a
disincentive on development. However at this time the rate of taxation was 40%. The TCPA believes that
through a combination of a lower rate of PGS, a scaling back of Section 106 contributions and through the
dedication of the amounts raised (or a proportion of them) to funding local infrastructure, additional
housing (both market and aVordable) could be brought forward without increases in house prices.

2.6 The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

The TCPA estimates around 220,000 homes are needed per year to meet need and demand. The
Government’s Sustainable Communities Plan allowed for an extra 200,000 homes to be built above current
plan provision up until 2021. Current plan provision fluctuates widely, the ongoing Examination into the
East of England draft plan is hearing evidence from the East of England Assembly which has reversed its
support for 478,000 new homes in the region up until 2021 due to a lack of investment in infrastructure. In
the Southeast proposed levels of housebuilding in theAssembly’s draft plan have been reduced to well below
any independent estimate of what is needed. The Government’s plans while welcome fall short of the total
needed, and even these are unpopular with many local communities and may yet be undermined by this
pressure. Government needs to do more to take forward the supply of more homes but equally local
authorities and all those involved in the debate about housing and planning (including the TCPA) need to
do more to explain the case for more homes at the local level.

2.7 The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

The suggestion that subsidised housing can be provided to the exclusion of private housing is short sighted
and seriously flawed. The two are inextricably linked—particularly in a society that aims for mixed income
communities—and therefore equally important. Failure to provide market housing further reduces the
supply available. Since the number of households is increasing (in all regions) further upward pressure is
put on prices, thus increasing pressure on aVordable housing provision. It is important to maintain a focus
on subsidised housing and the TCPA therefore recommends a major Government review of the provision
of aVordable housing.

2.8 How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

The TCPA supports the notion in the Government paper “Planning for Housing” that “Using housing
market information and an understanding of housing markets to inform plans does not mean market
demand alone determines the level and distribution of housing”. However other parts of the paper
emphasise the role of theRegional Spatial Strategy (which is owned by the Secretary of State) in determining
housing numbers. It needs to be made clear that in these circumstances too price and aVordability will be
one consideration that will be tested against other social and environmental factors in reaching a decision.
One reason to allow for diVerent approaches to be taken in diVerent areas is given byKate Barker, amember
of the TCPA, shortly to be published in the in the Association’s Journal (Town & Country Planning
November 2005) where she explains:

“Local authorities around cities in need of urban regenerationwill need to contain their new supply
in order to avoid damaging the regeneration work. It is partly for these reasons, but also due to
the need to plan for infrastructure provision, that the recent consultation puts weight on the sub
region for deciding the allocation of housing.”

In this context it is essential that new housing is sustainable. There is no reason why new housing
developments, particularly where healthy land values exist, should not display the highest sustainability
standards including Eco Homes “excellent” and lifetime homes standards. The TCPA is urging the
Examination in the East of England to insist these standards are met, but Government has yet to make such
standards mandatory. Energy neutral developments—in which new housing and mixed use developments
generate as much energy from renewable sources as they consume—are crucial to tackling Climate Change.
The TCPA (having established a coalition across the public and private sectors) has written to Government
to request a cross-departmental statement outlining the crucial role that planning should play in tackling
climate change.
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2.9 The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

The scale of housing needed to influence house prices in a local market may in some circumstances be well
within currently planned levels. InMiltonKeynes for examplemajor expansion should allow for reasonably
priced accommodation to be obtained partly because of the increase in supply. On a national scale the
Barker Review set out scenarios (not recommendations) showing the possible aVects on house prices of
diVerent levels of overall supply. The Review estimated that “zero house price inflation an extra 200,000
extra private sector houses to be built” and qualified the statement about the need for other factors to be
considered. The impact of an extra 200,000 homes on the historical environment could be beneficial (giving
historic villages a new lease of life with an influx of young economically active people and aVordable homes).
The impact on the natural environment could also be beneficial depending on how it is carried out (see best
practice in Biodiversity By Design published by the TCPA). The TCPA would support the provision of at
least an additional 120,000 homes per year. In the unlikely event of this all being concentrated in the
Southeast region this would mean using an additional 0.75% of land area of that region. However the
Government is likely to continue to face significant opposition to house building plans unless justified
concerns about sustainability—namely the impacts of climate change and infrastructure—are addressed.
Funding for infrastructure provision is in particular a key obstacle the Government needs to address to
make additional provision of almost any level possible.

2.10 The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

Regional development needs to be given a higher priority if housing pressures are to be distributed more
evenly across the country. It would be a mistake to believe that restricting housing supply in the south will
inspire economic growth and investment in the north. The solutions are likely to lie in connectivity of regions
more distant from the Southeast of England and in skills and research and development expertise. The
TCPA has established an all party Commission of Inquiry “Vision for England’s Future” under the
chairmanship of Peter Hetherington, Regional AVairs Editor of The Guardian to address these questions.

In the field of housing in particular it is important to revive housing markets in the Midlands and the
North. The TCPA believes the Housing Market Renewal programme is right in of its focus on equity and
as a necessary complement to the growth agenda of the wider South East. It will be publishing a policy
statement addressing some of the criticisms of the HMR programme shortly.

Memorandum by the Yorkshire and Humberside Housing Forum (AH 74)

Introduction

The Yorkshire &Humberside Housing Forum is the recognised voice of housing in the region that brings
together providers and stakeholders from across all housing sectors. Dialogue has taken place with a
number of research institutions in the region including SheYeld Hallam University and the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation, members of the Northern Way Team, as well as a number of key housing
organisations in the region including Shelter, the Home Builders Federation and other housing providers,
in order to formulate this response.

The Yorkshire & Humberside Housing Forum particularly welcomes the opportunity to respond to the
specific issues raised by the Inquiry as the region has experienced and is continuing to experience serious
aVordability problems in particular “hot spots” within each of its four sub regions as house prices continue
to rise. The Forum would like the Committee to be aware of the impact of the shortage of housing and high
housing costs on the housing markets within the region, and the crucial role of housing supply in supporting
economic growth across the north.

Whilst we have restricted our comments in this response to the issues around aVordability and the supply
of housing, the Forum will also be responding to the two further inquiries relating to shared ownership and
equity sharing programmes, and housing for rent. It is our view, however, that these housing options are
inextricably linked to the aVordability agenda and that people should have a choice of what type of housing
they want to live in, depending on their own preferences and financial circumstances. Our premise is that a
range of options should be available to people, rather than an assumption that home ownership is the
preferred route.

Affordability and the Region

The Yorkshire and Humber Region has seen a very dramatic increase in house prices in recent years—
house prices rose by 93% between 2001 and 2004, the 3rd highest in the UK—exacerbated by a growing
population as in-migration increases to record levels. Supply is not keeping pace with demand in this
buoyant market, and the situation is compounded by an acute growing imbalance between housing markets
in parts of the region.
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There are high value/high demand areas where there are significant shortages of aVordable housing. We
are concerned to ensure that additional housing is provided in these areas, particularly to meet the needs of
local people and to sustain local economies. There is a significant lack of aVordable homes for rent in the
region—only 1,740 homes were built by housing associations in 2003–04, with similar numbers proposed
over the next two years. We therefore support the case for increased public investment in aVordable rented
housing for those not in a position or who do not choose to buy.

The increase in house prices across the region has had a serious impact on the ability of lower income
households’ ability to access the home ownership. Consequently the demand on aVordable homes for rent
has increased significantly, and local authorities and housing associations are experiencing the worst
pressure for a number of years. However, the issue is not simply one of supply. There are complex factors
at play when people are deciding where to live; it is not simply about availability.

Members are of the view that an increase in supply of housing will not in itself bring down prices and
stabilise the housing market, and that what we need in the north is to develop a more sensitive framework
for what is built where. It is therefore crucial that the Regional Spatial Strategy is developed to ensure we
are building the right type of housing in the right places within the overall context of supporting
economic growth.

Specific Comments

The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater home ownership and the extent to which it tackles social
and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

1. There is a strong case to be made to increase the provision of homes for sale in the region to meet
growing demand. This is being catered for within the auspices of theRegional Spatial Strategy, with housing
numbers being increased to take account of future economic growth. There are a number of potential
benefits to promoting home ownership—households have a personal stake in their own home and
neighbourhood and, dependent on market conditions, it can be a sound financial investment with the spin-
oVs associated with asset ownership. It also reduces the need for public subsidy.

2. However, because of the significant increase in house prices in the region ı house prices for first time
buyers are in the region of £130,000 and with house price/income ratios well outside normal definitions of
aVordability in both urban and rural locations ı there is a need to develop low cost home ownership as an
aVordable option to those people on moderate incomes who cannot aVord to buy on the open market.
Initiatives like shared ownership, HomeBuy and the use of equity loans must be sustainable for both
provider and purchaser, and can play an important role in helping to access home ownership in certain areas
and ensure more mixed communities.

3. Low cost home ownership (LCHO) options canmake it easier for employers to recruit and retain “key”
workers. In particular parts of the region, for example York, key workers, those on lower incomes and first
time buyers are being forced to search further afield for aVordable housing. There is a need to open up the
benefits of LCHO to a broader spectrum of people. Regional Housing Boards should be able to target
LCHOon broader considerations of income groups priced out of the market and on local definitions of ‘key
workers’ to take account of local recruitment and retention diYculties.

An area where the promotion of home ownership could be beneficial, though controversial, is in bringing
empty properties back into the market. Councils should be given stronger powers to buy back, through the
use of compulsory purchase and other means, properties that have been empty for a period of time,
modernise and then sell, or pass on to a developer to modernise and sell.

5. Housing providers, in partnership with other stakeholders, are trying to deliver more mixed
communities—generally acknowledged as being more sustainable. Investment in LCHO alongside
aVordable renting can help create the mix needed in local areas and provide the opportunities for people to
move from renting to ownership without having to relocate. Home ownership opportunities must not be
promoted at the expense of losing homes for rent as currently under the Right to Buy. There is a severe
shortage of aVordable homes for rent in the region, which is being exacerbated by RTB (12,380 homes sold
on 2003–04).—only 1,740 homes were built by housing associations in 2003–04, with similar numbers
proposed over the next two years.

6. In order to achieve this mix and range of housing, the Government needs to recognise the extent of
aVordability problems in Yorkshire and the Humber and distribute funding accordingly. Whilst the Forum
welcomed the new simplified formula for distribution of the Single Housing Pot across regions, we did not
feel it took account of the aVordability issues in the northern regions, and would ask that this be revised in
the light of this Inquiry.

7. It is diYcult to see how owning your own home can address issues of social and economic inequalities
and reduce poverty across the board. Housing is the single greatest asset of wealth held by individuals in the
UK. Between 1971 and 2002 the share of national wealth held in the form of housing almost doubled from
22.1% to 42%, however increases in housing wealth have not occurred uniformly and thus housing wealth
can lead to greater social and economic inequalities. Indeed, the levels of inequality in housing wealth have
increased between the poorest areas and best oV areas. Housing wealth in the poorest areas doubled during
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the 1990s but increased more than four fold in the best oV areas.136 There are pockets of considerable
deprivation throughout the region—of the 100 most deprived Local Authorities, nine are in the Yorkshire
and Humber region.

8. What we are seeing at the moment are considerable numbers of people being priced out of the market,
and many cases of people taking on more debt than they can aVord as mortgages become easier to get hold
of. The Committee should be aware of the work of the Sustainable Home Ownership Inquiry being carried
out by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. JRF has been working with Janet Ford and SteveWilcox at York
University to look at the issues for sustaining home ownership, considering how people on lower incomes
can retain their homes when they experience problems and is shortly going to make recommendations for
the future on this. It considers the safety net for homeowners and how this could be improved, and has
important implications in relation to assumptions about the extent to which home ownership can in fact
worsen people’s financial position in certain circumstances. There are a number of working papers of
relevance.

The economic and social impact of current house prices

9. In 1997 the average house price in Yorkshire and the Humber was £58,521, in 2005 this price is now
£133,692.137However although house prices havemore than doubled, incomes have not.Analysis of housing
market aVordability carried out by Professor Steve Wilcox in 2004 showed that there has been a sharp
deterioration in aVordability in the Yorkshire and Humber region. It is now 24% less aVordable to buy a
home in Yorkshire and the Humber compared to 10 years ago. This increasing market unaVordability is
having a huge impact on people’s ability to access the housing market and means that people who would
have left, or not chosen to live in, social rented housing and moved into owner occupation now live in social
housing. Ultimately this means that those who are vulnerable and in the greatest housing need are then
unable to access social housing when it is needed.

10. Demand for social housing in the region is high. 197,650 households are registered on council housing
lists in the Yorkshire and Humber region. Of the 25 local authorities with the largest housing registers in
the country, six are in Yorkshire and the Humber and the top three, ie those with the highest number of
people waiting for social housing, are SheYeld, Bradford and Leeds.138 A failure to close the aVordability
gap and to ignore the growing demand for good quality homes for rent will result in a growing homelessness
problem and an inability of the region to meet a range of housing needs across the region including BME
households and asylum seekers.

11. In terms of accessing home ownership, lenders have made great eVorts to improve underwriting
processes, looking at how monthly mortgage repayments relative to disposable income as a principal guide
to mortgage aVordability rather than crude income multipliers. With nominal interest rates it has been
possible for lenders to extend higher income multiple loans. It is interesting to note that 10 years ago nearly
85% of all loans to first time buyers were at an advance to income multiple of less than 3x with less than 1%
of four or more. Now over 40% of first time buyers are at advance to income multiples below 3x, 35%
between 3x–4x and over 20% are at 4x or more.

12. Despite the considerable innovation aVordability pressures have become more of a serious problem.
Over 550,000 first time buyer loans were extended each year at the start of the decade—the figure is now
below 330,000. The major factor is their ability to raise a deposit. Five years ago 50% of first time buyers
took out amortgage equivalent to 90% ormore of the purchase price. This proportion has shrunk to around
35%. The impact of thismeans that a typical first time buyer now needs to raise a deposit of £17K, equivalent
to over 50% of gross annual household income, compared with £6,150 equivalent to 25% of annual income
five years ago. Access to home ownership is even less aVordable by the operation of stamp duty. The average
first time buyer house price comfortably exceeds the lower threshold in the least aVordable regions. As a
result first time buyers are increasingly seeking assistance to raise deposits from parents (55% at end of 2004).

13. An example of how current house prices have impacted in one part of the region: TheGolden Triangle
area is located within the Yorkshire andHumber Region and is an area of high value/high demand housing.
The area consists of York, Harrogate and areas of Leeds, which exhibit similar characteristics, in terms of
high value and demand, as properties in the neighbouring Local Authority areas of York and Harrogate.
In the Golden Triangle area of Leeds only 14% of the market is social housing. Demand for such housing
is extremely high (three times higher than the city average) and turnover low (almost half that for the city
as a whole). Accordingly there are problems with aVordability and access, especially for newly forming
households and young single people. In Harrogate the problem is further exacerbated as the total social
housing sector makes up only 9.4% of the housing market. Similar issues are experienced in York where the
social housing market makes up only 15.9% of the market. This compares with a regional average of 23%.

136 All stats come from : Bethan Thomas andDanny Dorling, KnowYour Place: Inequalities in HousingWealth (Shelter 2005).
137Source: Land Registry Residential Property Price Report April—June 2005, and April—June 1997 (Reported in July—
September report.)

138 ODPM Housing Strategy Statistical Appendix (HSSA) (annual).
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14. Based on average house price data, the average cost of a terrace property is £135,280 in the Golden
Triangle area. (In 2005 the average house price across North Yorkshire was £191,581). The New Earnings
Survey 2003 provides an average earning for Leeds, York and Harrogate of £22,847. In order to get a
mortgage, the formulae are usually the average income x 3.5, which in this case equates to £79,964. It can
therefore be seen that those on an average income are not able to access even starter homes in the Golden
Triangle area, which require a mortgage multiple of 5.9.

The relationship between house prices and housing supply

15. A key factor in relation to prices has got to be housing supply, which, up until two years ago, had
decreased to its lowest level since 2006.However, there aremore complex factors at play rather than a simple
econometric model. This has been evidenced in ongoing research by SheYeld Hallam University (CURS)
into “Rising Housing Markets” in Yorkshire and the Humber. People bring a number of diVerent factors
to bear when choosing where to live and these can be quite complex.

16. In the region there are a variety of diVerent housing markets operating, the weaker markets being
addressed through HMR activity. Consideration has also got to be taken of the interventions proposed to
tackle the frail housing markets in these areas. Therefore increasing housing supply on its own will not
stabilise prices. In the north, the importance of housing supply in supporting economic growth must not be
under-estimated and is key to the Northern Way Strategy. The Regional Spatial Strategy needs to take
account of broader strategies for regeneration and economic growth across the region. Northern Way
research is currently looking to develop an approach, which will ensure that the RSS provides a more
sensitive framework for what is built where.

Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

17. Whilst it is acknowledged that to some extent the increase in house prices is a factor of supply
shortage, there are a number of other factors which influence aVordability:

The rising costs of construction. These costs are in part driven by an acute shortage of traditional skills,
such as bricklaying and other trades, within the industry. Developers are having to pay higher prices to
attract and keep a skilled workforce, and the industry is seeing no signs of this abating. Government
intervention is required to address this issues with training organisations and employers.

18. Whilst certainly exacerbating diYculties around the aVordability of housing, both spiralling house
prices and rising construction costs are being addressed within the region. The drive towards Modern
Methods of Construction (MMC), together with the move towards the Code for Sustainable Buildings and
the development of environmental standards within house building (Eco Homes), have been embraced by
a number of housing associations working within Yorkshire and the Humber. The Deputy PrimeMinister’s
Design for Manufacture competition has set down the challenge to house builders to produce a home for
£60,000. This challenge was taken up by the Northern Edge consortium, two of whose members hail from
within the region. Northern Edge is the only housing association lead consortium to make it through to the
finals of the competition and demonstrates how despite apparent adverse conditions within the market, it
is possible to produce quality homes at a reduced cost. The key issue now is to roll out thesemeasures outside
of the Design for Manufacture competition and ensure that the benefits are available to prospective house
buyers across the region.

19. Planning for aVordable housing. JRF done several pieces of work to look at how the planning system
has been delivering on aVordable housing and how far section 106 agreements have helped. Most of this
work has been done by Sarah Monk and colleagues at the Cambridge Centre for Housing & Planning
Research. The most recent report shows how delivery of aVordable housing has declined and how half of
aVordable housing is now delivered via section 106 rather than housing association provision direct. A new
project is looking at enforcement of section 106 to ensure delivery. Whilst the region has an excellent track
record on in providing section 106 agreements without the use of subsidy (the only region in the country),
there are now high value sites where this is becoming impossible to achieve without subsidy. This links back
to the argument that there is a severe shortage of aVordable housing across the region, which requires
additional Government subsidy.

20. Land Values. As mentioned above, this is becoming problematic in terms of achieving low cost
aVordable housing on section 106 and other sites. Where possible, housing providers need to work closely
with Local Authorities and other public bodies (NHS Trust, MOD, Universities, etc) to negotiate the sale
of land holdings at less than market value. Government support to encourage public bodies to work with
Local Authorities and others to support the provision of aVordable housing through land released at less
than best price would be welcomed. In the meantime housing providers across the region are considering a
range of innovative procurement and delivery measures to keep construction costs down.
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The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply, the relative importance of increasing the supply
of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing, and the scale of housing development required to influence
house prices and the impact of promoting such a programme on the natural and historic environment and
infrastructure provision

21. The Barker Report made a case for significant increases in housebuilding to tackle the shortfall in
supply of some 60,000 houses per year on recent construction rates. The RSS process is taking account of
the growth agenda in the north, but increased numbers do need to be balanced with environmental issues
and the capacity of the building industry. Local Planning Authorities need to have in place deliverable
adoptable plans which fit with the objectives of the RSS.

22. Barker recommended 23,000 extra aVordable homes per annum, but to date theGovernment has only
committed to 10,000. Robust evidence needs to be in place to identify the true need across the country.
Currently in Yorkshire and the Humber, some 1,750 aVordable homes are expected to be built each year
for the next three years. Research recently carried out by Shelter has identified a need for an additional 1,170
homes per year over the same period. Demand for social rented housing is at an all time high, there are
currently 2,100 homeless households in temporary accommodation, and there is an urgent need for long
term housing for asylum seekers who are unable to be housed immediately following their asylum decision.

23. Investment in new aVordable homes needs to balance the need for aVordable rented homes alongside
low cost home ownership. This should be determined by regional or sub regional assessments based on in-
depth housing market analysis.

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

24. Planning policy can help ensure that land release and designation matches regional and local housing
assessments. In doing so it is not just about responding to the demand for housing for outright sale but also
to the need to build homes for aVordable rent and LCHO. In this way planning policy should deliver for a
range of income groups. It should also deliver for this range in mixed communities. The ODPM’s proposed
revisions to PPG3 need to be strengthened to match these aspirations, in particular, local authorities should
be required on the basis of local housing assessments to specify in their local plans themix of homes required
by tenure (for example: open-market sale, market renting, intermediate renting, new build Homebuy and
aVordable renting).

25. We welcomed the government’s proposals in its recent consultation on PPG3 Planning for Housing
Provision that local plans needed to be responsive to changes in the housing markets. However, signals on
house prices must not be allowed to dominate decisions about the amount of housing to be built in diVerent
areas. Of equal importance are housing needs considerations. Responding to the market should not be at
the expense of promoting more sustainable patterns of development—homes close to job opportunities,
making best use of existing physical and social infrastructure etc. Planning for housing based on markets
areas should be undertakenwithin awider context of analysis of functional sub regions and planning for new
housing provision in sustainable locations within these functional sub regions. Policy and guidance needs to
recognize that housing markets are rarely clearly defined entities—they overlap, vary according to type of
housing involved and change over time. They include for example first time local buyers, prosperous in
migrants, local movers seeking a diVerent school catchment or better local environment etc.

26. There is not enough recognition of low demand markets and how these need to be addressed, eg
restraint in areas adjacent to low demandmarkets and support to re-engineer urban areas needing to deliver
significant land use change due to economic re-structuring and functionally redundant social housing
provision. Market information provides a helpful context for monitoring the delivery of new housing,
however it is equally important to understand the what is driving the price change which can be a variety
of social and economic factors and what sort of policy interventions are necessary. For example a falling
market could be driven by local factors such as quality of education provision, perceptions of crime and
safety which require policy interventions that will have a more significant impact than managing the release
of land for housing.

27. The planning system needs to operate on the basis of an evidenced NorthernWay perspective for the
provision of new homes so that in future the right type and size of new homes are developed in the right
locations in order to address housing need and make a positive contribution to the economic growth of the
region. The RSS is not just about demographics but must take account of strategic priorities for the region.

28. Circular guidance on planning and aVordable housing (circular 6/98) lacks clarity and as such,
diVerences have evolved in negotiating targets for aVordable housing, in “definitions” of aVordability, in the
mechanism for determiningwhen and howmuch aVordable housing is viable and for securing the housing as
long as need exists. This inconsistency means that it is diYcult to be sure that the maximum number of
aVordable homes has been secured at an appropriate cost to occupiers and at the lowest cost to the public
purse. Furthermore, diVerences in approach between authorities that are closely linked have been used by
some developers to undermine the negotiating process. Clearer guidance, together with a more streamlined
approach to seeking planning approvals, would greatly assist in providing more aVordable homes more
quickly.
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29. Mechanisms need to be found to speed up land release to increase the supply of homes for sale and
rent. Co-operation between English Partnerships, the Housing Corporation, and the Regional Housing
Boards should focus on joint financial packages to pump prime this work, and facilitate more partnerships
at the regional level. We believe there is potential for English Partnerships to facilitate the production of
many more homes for sale and rent.

The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

30. It is important that the Government recognises regional diVerences in the supply and demand of
housing and understands the reasons why. Housing and planning policy needs to reflect regional markets—
“one size cannot fit all”.

Each regionwill have its own complex inter-relationships of sub-regional and local housingmarkets. Both
high and low demand issues need to be addressed. It is important that:

— investment in newhomes is supported through theRegional Spatial Strategy at amore global level,
and regional and locals housing assessments based on housing analysis. This is particularly
important in relation to type and location of housing;

— in growth areas there is a need for investment in adequate infrastructure to support housing
developments;

— continued Government support for the Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder Programme.

31. Regional diVerences should be taken into account in the formula for distributing regional funding
allocations. We have some serious concerns about the ability of the formula to recognise the extent of the
aVordability issues in Yorkshire & Humberside, as set out in full in our response to the “Housing in the
Investments” Consultation Paper sent into the ODPM in February. Whilst welcoming the simplified
formula, the new distribution policy exacerbates the diVerential between the north and the south, with a
heavy weighting towards the growth areas in the south and no recognition of the Northern Way Growth
Strategy and growing aVordability issues.Wewant to continue toworkwithGovernment to influence future
allocations.

APPENDIX A

MEMBERSHIP OF THE YORKSHIRE & HUMBERSIDE HOUSING FORUM

Sub-Regional Group Representation

Humberside
North Yorkshire

South Yorkshire
West Yorkshire

Registered Social Landlords

NHF Regional Committee Rep

Representative Bodies

Chartered Institute Housing
Council of Mortgage Lenders

Housing Federation

Y & H Tenants/Residents Federation

House Builders Federation
Northern Housing Consortium

Statutory Agencies

Government OYce—YH

Housing Corporation NE

Y & H Assembly—Housing

Y & H Assembly—Planning

Yorkshire Forward
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Memorandum by the Merseyside Civic Society (MCS) (AH 75)

The material set out below is submitted on behalf of the Merseyside Civic Society (MCS).

MCS is a charitable body with aims that include the protection and preservation of the architectural and
built-form heritage and public amenity features of the Merseyside area, the promotion of high standards of
town planning, architecture and design within the area and the safeguarding of areas and structures of
historic and/or public interest.

The submission includes an Executive Summary plus a total of 66 numbered paragraphs in that contain
substantive evidence and expressions of judgement and opinion for consideration by the Committee,
together with two short appendices.

Executive Summary

It is our view that a number the government’s policies are failing disastrously in Liverpool. We believe
that the failing policies include those that are aimed at the promotion of access to aVordable housing, the
encouragement of stake-holding through owner occupation, the regeneration of housing markets via
Housing Market Renewal and the creation of sustainable communities. We further contend that much of
this failure can be ascribed to the wilful acts and omissions of publicly funded authorities and quangos.

The results have been described by the Government Minister for Health, Jane Kennedy MP, in a
statement in support of residents fighting a Compulsory Purchase Order at an Inquiry, as tantamount to
“social cleansing”.

Submission

1. AVordable Housing policy and funding in Liverpool is directed towards the eradication of conditions
supposedly representing housingmarket failure, as allegedly evidenced by reports commissioned by the local
authority and HMR Pathfinder, and accepted by the ODPM as the basis for providing major tranches of
public funding.

2. These conditions include high void and vacancy levels, high stock turnover and large numbers of
housing units for which it is alleged that there is low demand.

3. On the face of it, the latest ODPM figures, showing that Liverpool has the highest number of empty
properties of any major city (7.6% of total stock or approximately 16,000 homes), appear to support claims
that these conditions pertain and demonstrate a market failure to which a major public sector intervention
is required in response.

4. This level of empty homes is, after all, grotesquely anomalous, being well over twice the national
average proportion of empty stock.

5. Furthermore, these empty homes are spatially concentrated in the inner core of the city, hence the
designation by the government of Pathfinder status and the in-principle allocation of hundreds of millions
of pounds in public funding over a 15 year period. To date, the tens of millions of taxpayers’ money already
given have mainly been used for the acquisition and demolition of stock, often by agreement, but ultimately
backed with the threat of resort to compulsory purchase.

6. However, the figures that show Liverpool to be blighted by high levels of empty housing only tell part
of the story.

7. They mask what appears to be an orchestrated attempt by the local authority and registered social
landlords (RSLs) to engineer, or exacerbate, signs of market failure, in order to assert eligibility for major
government grant funding, and to justify the acquisition and demolition of people’s homes against their will.

8. This is having many negative impacts that are not intended by government policy, including a failure
to address rising problems of overcrowding and aVordability.

9. The striking fact is that, of Liverpool’s 15,964 empty homes, some 34% are owned by publicly funded
bodies (ODPM/Halifax/Empty Homes Agency Audit 2005).

10. Precise figures show that 5,426 empty homes were in public ownership, either via the local authority,
registered social landlords (RSLs) or other agencies (Pathfinder, etc).

11. As a comparator, Manchester, an equivalent sized northern metropolitan authority (2001 Census
population: 439,476 in Liverpool, 392,819 in Manchester), has only 16% of its empty homes in public
ownership, ie less than half the proportion recorded in Liverpool.

12. The above audit reveals that the number of voids in Liverpool City Council ownership is 80% higher
than that owned by the local authority in Manchester, at 1,877 compared to 1,041.

13. The level of voids in RSL ownership, which are a mere 991 in Manchester, should be compared with
the figure of 2,530 in Liverpool. This is over 250% higher.
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14. We would also ask the Committee to note that, in Manchester, “Other Public Bodies” hold only 20
homes empty, whereas in Liverpool the number is 1,019. This is a baZing 5000% diVerence. The identities
of these property-holding bodies are not specified in the data, but are thought to include theNewHeartlands
Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder.

15. Wewould suggest thatmarket diVerences, though significant, are not enough to account for such vast
disparities between the levels of empty publicly owned housing stock observed in the two cities. We contend
that public policy diVerences at local level must be playing a part.

16. There is a clear spatial correlation between concentrations of empty property and high levels of RSL
ownership. In the Liverpool 8 district, which is blighted by large numbers of substantial Victorian terraces
and villas remaining in a derelict condition, over 70% of all homes are owned by RSLs.

17. The raw number of empty homes is used by the ODPM to assess the amount of stock deemed as being
in “low demand”. It is not clear that this assessment takes proper account of the power of public authorities
to distort or manipulate this figure by withholding their own stock from the market.

18. This is important. In a Parliamentary Question, tabled by Louise Ellman MP, the Government was
questioned as to how it would know when market failure had been reversed and the Pathfinder had
succeeded. Its answer was simple—success will be achieved when void levels reduce by about one third
relative to the regional averages. (See Appendix 1, Ministerial answer by Keith Hill, 21 March 2005)

19. With a third of voids already in public ownership, it is clearly within the power of the local authorities
and RSLs to play a large role in influencing when, or if, this threshold is reached. As the Minister has set a
target date of 2010 for achievement of this “success”, there is no immediate pressure to reduce void levels
until then. For as long as high void levels attract funding, and little scrutiny is made (or demanded) of the
provenance of these voids, the incentive is not to release them.

20. In the past, the oversupply of empty stock has been explained as a simple function of low market
demand in the city. Such conditions did, indeed, pertain in certain areas until around five years ago, when
the research undertaken to justify calls for HMR took place.

21. However, as a result of many factors, the housing market has been radically transformed. The factors
that have contributed to this transformation include steady economic growth, European structural funding,
a shift in planning policy to favour brownfield development, the White Paper on Urban Renaissance, the
expansion of universities and retention of students, the conferment of European Capital Culture status in
2008, the inscription as aUNESCOWorldHeritage City, and the resulting growth of confidence in the city’s
employment prospects.

22. The housing market now exhibits clear signs of strong demand and undersupply. However, public
housing policy continues to be geared to low demand and oversupply.

23. This mis-match is now damaging the sustainable renewal of areas such as Liverpool 8, where healthy
market demand and investment is being thwarted by the high level of RSL and city owned empty homes,
which are being withheld from the market in the face of continued verbal and written requests by local
people and refurbishment specialists for their sale.

24. It is also damaging the ability of people in need to access aVordable accommodation.

25. The holding, by the public sector, of large numbers of empty houses in such a situation is, thus,
increasingly unjustifiable. However, local and national policy has so far failed to respond to this newmarket
paradigm.

26. It is unarguable that there is an explosion of acute housing need. AVordability and adequacy of
supply is once again a major challenge in Liverpool.

27. According to a recent report by homelessness charity SHELTER, there are now 7,100 households
living in unacceptably cramped conditions in the city, to the detriment of these people’s health, education
and life chances. SHELTER noted that racial minorities were twice as likely to be aVected by problems
associated with cramped conditions than the average for the population as a whole. The report found
children sleeping in kitchens, teenage siblings of diVerent sex sharing the same room, gross overcrowding
and other manifestations of undersupply aVecting most acutely the most vulnerable groups in society.

28. The housing authority accepts that there is an acute shortage of larger homes being oVered for
aVordable rent or purchase. Only 1% of the available city council stock is of four or more bedrooms. There
are few of five, six or more bedrooms.

29. Booming house prices (rising by 22.5% pa as opposed to a national rise of 12% pa in the last year,
according to the Halifax), have put previously aVordable homes far beyond the reach of people on average
or low incomes. They have also encouraged landlords to evict tenants and sell their properties, or convert
them to owner occupation, or refurbish them for oVer to higher value rental market segments.

30. As a result, there are now over 18,000 households on the City Council and RSL joint waiting list, the
consequence of a substantial increase in recent years.
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31. Housing need is a major contributor to deprivation in the poorest neighbourhoods of the city. For
instance, a recent report has shown the Princes Park district to have nationally high levels of child poverty.
Venmore Street in Anfield is the most deprived “Super Output Area” in England, number one out of over
33,000 SOAs on the latest government Index of Multiple Deprivation.

32. Both these neighbourhoods are subject to very high levels of void properties owned by the local
authority and registered social landlords. Both are subject to Pathfinder funded compulsory purchase and
clearance proposals.

33. As revealed on 5 October, in comments made during a BBC TV interview by the Chief Executive of
one of the largest RSLs in Liverpool, David Bebb of the Liverpool Housing Trust, the excessive level of
empty housing held by the public sector has arisen in part due to a “deal” done between the local authority
and housing associat-ions. The central feature of this “deal” was to leave property empty, un-maintained
and boarded up, in anticipation ofNeighbourhoodRenewalAssessments, which tend to identify streets with
high void levels as unsustainable and subject to market failure.

34. A transcript of the interview in which the RSLChief Executive admits to making a deal with the local
authority to leave viable homes empty and without maintenance is attached as an appendix to this
submission. The link is very clear between this “deal” and the existence of ODPM funded HMR demolition
plans and the “uncertainty” thereby imposed.

35. We share the response of the interviewer, Max Hutchison, former President of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, that it is “a national disgrace” to leave five to six bedroom properties empty and decaying
when public funds are putting homeless families up in cramped bed and breakfast accommodation.

36. A similar sentiment was echoed by respected cross-bench peer, the Noble Lord Alton of Liverpool,
when he wrote to the Liverpool Daily Post to say “I visited the Lodge LaneRegenerationGroup in Toxteth,
and their representatives showed me, on the ground, publicly owned properties that have been allowed to
stand empty and decay. This is an absolute disgrace.”

37. The NRAs commissioned by the local authority appear to have taken no account of the ownership
of these void properties, or when they became void, and also over-looked the level of investor interest from
people making formal requests to public sector owners to buy, refurbish and re-occupy these houses.

38. These factors would have led to a diVerent conclusion regarding the sustainability of the stock and
the viability of the market than the NRA’s reached. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that a blind eye has
been turned to the some of the real influences that have been driving the decline of neighbourhoods.

39. The process through which public bodies attempt to suspend and, consequentially, undermine the
housing market of an area, whose current tenure and type they seek to define as “unsustainable”, has been
termed “managed decline”. Its main tools are eviction, dereliction and demolition.

40. AVecting the appearance of a failed market serves certain interests of the local authority if ODPM
funding rewards failed markets. It is also in the interests of the RSLs to collude in this aVectation, providing
they negotiate a “deal” that is beneficial to them.

41. This is because an NRA that apparently reveals market failure provides the grounds for the local
authority to activate additional compulsory purchase powers and funding eligibility by declaring areas with
high levels of vacant housing “Renewal Areas”, subject to, amongst other measures, comprehensive
clearance.

42. Justified on the basis of an NRA, substantial ODPM funding via the local authority controlled
Pathfinder is then available to carry out acquisition, relocation, demolition and site assembly, for
redevelopment by Joint Venture delivery vehicles that consist of the acquiring authorities, favoured RSLs
and selected national private developers.

43. The financial incentive is clear for the partners that are set to benefit from grant funding and receipts
from new development on cleared sites close to the city centre.

44. What is less clear is the extent to which the public interest is served in rewarding tax subsidised
housing providers to collude in leaving desirable, valuable public housing assets empty and blighting
otherwise sustainable streets, while housing need grows ever more acute.

45. Furthermore, well tended, much loved family homes are being acquired, emptied and demolished
against the will of their owners, at rapidly increasing public expense.

46. There a numerous grounds for concern over the level of clearance relative to refurbishment that is
proposed onMerseyside and elsewhere. The Committee has already heard these in detail and made clear its
view in the Report on Low Demand Housing earlier this year.

47. We will not rehearse them again here, except to say that we warmly welcomed the Committee’s
balanced and measured advice that the Pathfinders must be flexible and responsive to market conditions,
community views, historic value and environmental resources, and must avoid the scheme becoming seen
as a repeat of the mistakes of the mass clearance programmes of the 1960s.
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48. But one headline that we would draw to the attention of the committee, in addition to the fact that
Liverpool has more empty homes than any other city in England, and over twice as many more in public
ownership, is that an extraordinary 67.1% of its previously developed area is classed as derelict land,
according to the Audit Commission website, using ODPM figures. The national average is 22.3%.

http://www.areaprofiles.audit-commission.gov.uk/IndicatorPages/AreaIndicatorDetail.aspx?indicator—
id%10001267&authority—id%10000137&data—src—authority—id—list%10000137

49. It is worth reflecting on whether mass decanting and clearance of inhabited properties, and the
holding of others empty for many years pending demolition, is a good use of land when so many already
cleared sites exist and are in urgent need of re-use, and, meanwhile, so much demand now exists for
aVordable accommodation.

50. The acquisition of private property against the will of the owner is a serious invasion of individual
rights in a democracy that places great store on the defence of such inalienable protections. It can only be
justified by an utterly compelling public interest justification.

51. The Public Inquiry into a Merseyside Pathfinder funded intervention has just taken place (October
2005), into the clearance of 367 homes in theHolt and EdgeHill district in central Liverpool. As theMinister
of Health, Jane Kennedy MP, contended in her evidence to the Inquiry on 14 October 2005, “there is no
compelling case to demolish the area” selected.

52. She goes further and describes the policy as one of “social cleansing”. “Unfortunately, someone has
decided that the Holt area and the people who live there are a blot on the landscape and need to be removed.
In my opinion the road realignment scheme has been widened into a scheme of social cleansing.”

53. The abuse of legitimate powers for the illegitimate purpose of “social cleansing” will undermine
rather than uphold the status of owner occupation, against the express intent of government policy. It brings
well-intentioned initiatives into disrepute. It cannot be a good way of implementing government housing
policy.

54. Finally, it is becoming clear that replacement homes being built under HMR are no longer within
aVordable reach of the local communities they have displaced. The cheapest homes in Clevedon Street,
Liverpool 8, one of the first new build develop-ments to result from HMR intervention, will cost £75,000 to
buy outright (for over 55s only). The next cheapest, for general sale, are priced at £120,000.

55. The equity from homes purchased for clearance will rarely cover this without incurring further debt,
not always a viable or desirable option for elderly or low-income owners. There is no equivalent replacement
for the large five bedroom and above townhouses proposed for demolition nearby, in spite of the
acknowledged demand for, and lack of suYcient supply of, such big family housing.

56. The situation for tenants “decanted” or displaced is evenmore disturbing. Lacking equity to transfer,
earning power to borrow or rights conferred by ownership, they are faced with a reduction in their housing
choice and have little leverage with which to oppose the policies of those (often RSLs) upon whom they
depend for housing. This throws them further upon the mercies of social landlords with an increasingly
dubious record in upholding the interests of their tenants and neighbourhoods.

57. The ability of the local authority to deliver such projects on a large scale in Liverpool is also in grave
doubt. An internal inquiry into to a failed demolition and rebuild project in an area known as the Boot
Estate described the five year delay in re-housing residents displaced by demolition as a “disaster”, caused
by oYcers having “insuYcient experience” in delivering major clearance and redevelopment schemes. The
final number of homes available for aVordable social rent in this development is a mere 70 out of 300–400,
far below that required to fulfil pledges of re-housing displaced tenants back in their own neighbourhood.

58. There is understandable fear and uncertainty amongst residents in areas undergoing Pathfinder
funded “decanting” and clearance that they, too, will be mistreated in a similar way. Generating fear and
uncertainty in vulnerable individuals is not a desirable outcome of government policy.

59. Of course, the market cannot be suspended, only distorted. The presence of the Pathfinder has led
to entirely foreseeable, but apparently unplanned for, increases in land prices on the basis of unscrupulous
speculation. This has inflated further the genuine and desirable uplift caused by the city’s wider economic
regeneration.

60. The Pathfinder has, thus, been forced to radically reduce the number of acquisitions and demolitions
that it can currently expect to fund over the 15 year period, from 18,000 to 11,000.

61. However, there has been no acceptance that the original clearance programme, and the land packages
of which it hoped to acquire control was excessive and damaging. Thus, empty homes already acquired are
not being sold oV, but held in stasis in the desperate hope that funding will increase even further, or the
market will again contract. Blight is reinforced and communities are left in Limbo.

62. The irrationality of a body set up to aid market renewal continuing to hold on to property in the hope
that prices will fall will be clear to the Committee.
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63. The fact is that homes in areas proposed for demolition are now regularly valued independently at
between £60,000 and £180,000, even with the “scheme” hanging over them. In a “no scheme world”, the
situation required in law to be accounted for in CPO valuations, where the blighting eVects of the “scheme”
are discounted, the values can be expected to go up by around 30–40%.

64. Deliverability and value for money of the Pathfinder vision is in serious doubt, but its damaging
unintended consequences are incontestable, and must be averted as a matter of urgency.

65. As it stands, government policy will inadvertently reward the agents of an artificially maintained
market failure, and is now leading to acute market distortions that are making Liverpool’s problems of
homelessness, cramped housing conditions, dereliction and neighbourhood decay worse rather than better,
at great cost to the public purse, and causing lasting damage to the communities that the government wished
to help.

66. In order to avoid further contradiction of worthwhile government housing policy aims, we
recommend that the operations of theMerseysideHMRPathfinder should be suspended forthwith, pending
a detailed review by nominees of the Committee, with a view to eVecting a controlled refurbishment and
release onto the market of thousands of publicly owned homes that are currently being withheld from
productive use.

Memorandum by the Housing Corporation (AH 76)

Introduction

1. The Housing Corporation is a non-departmental public body sponsored by the ODPM. Our aim is to
help England have the most respected aVordable housing programme in the world. The Corporation
supports communities across England by investing in the supply and regulating the quality of aVordable
homes and associated services for people whose circumstances make it diYcult for them to meet their
housing needs in the open market. This includes the homeless, low income families, key workers and those
in need of supported accommodation.

2. During the 2004–06 period, the Corporation is investing £3.3 billion of public subsidy into housing
schemes. Our investment will provide 67,600 additional aVordable homes, as well as support the
refurbishment of some existing stock and targeted intervention in areas where there is low demand for
housing. This public investment will be boosted by an estimated £2 billion of private finance in this period
alone. Since the current funding regime began in 1989, over £30 billion of private funding has been invested
alongside public subsidy—making the programme one of the most significant Public-Private-Partnerships
in the UK. The Housing Corporation’s 2006–08 National AVordable Housing Programme (NAHP) will be
the biggest ever with £3.9 billion of public money to be allocated. The bid round for this programme has
just closed and submissions are currently being considered.

3. We welcome the opportunity to provide evidence to this inquiry. The scope of the inquiry is extensive.
Therefore, our response does not try and respond to each individual question, but rather address the inquiry
in broad terms, focusing on some specific issues. The Housing Corporation welcomes the two additional
inquiries the Committee has announced it is setting up on shared ownership and social housing provision
and expects to make substantive submissions to these.

Affordability and Demand

AVordability

4. The Housing Corporation expects that demand for low cost home ownership products will remain at
a significant level in the short tomedium term.Work byGlen Bramley for theHousing Corporation’s Home
Ownership Task Force suggests that of all newly forming households, less than 40% could aVord to buy
outright in their local market: in London this figure was 22% in the East Midlands and northern regions
around 50%.139 This work also highlights significant regional variations and provides insight into the
diVerent aVordability levels that exist across tenures

5. The recent JosephRowntree Foundation study by SteveWilcox identifiesmore than 40 local authority
areas where 40% or more of all younger working households can aVord to pay more than social sector rent,
but still cannot aVord to buy at the lowest decile point of local house prices. These authorities are found in

139 Bramley, Glen and Karley, Noah Kofi, Potential Need and Demand for Low Cost Home Ownership, Regional DiVerences
Subgroup, Home Ownership Task Force, September 2003, also Bramley, Glen, AVordability comes of age: concept, incidence
and policy significance, paper delivered to Housing Studies Association Anniversary Conference 2005, Heriot-Watt
University.
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London (13), the South East (15) and the South West (11). Ryedale in Yorkshire is also unaVordable for
this group. AVordability issues are most pronounced in London where house prices to income ratios exceed
four to one in all areas except Bexley and Havering.140

6. The scale of the challenge facing this intermediate housing market is significant, and estimated at
around a fifth of all younger working households in Great Britain, with regional variations ranging from
35% in London to 7% in the North East. This equates to around 1.25 million households. While the report
does not look at issues such as the quality of stock available or take into account the mobility of this
particular market in response to adverse pricing, it does highlight a significant group who are having issues
accessing home ownership.

Aspirations of social tenants

7. The Housing Corporation periodically surveys the attitudes and aspirations of existing housing
association tenants. As part of our submission we analysed the survey responses on aspirations of existing
housing association tenants towards home ownership.141 We compared 2000 and 2005 survey data to
examine whether aspirations had changed over time.

8. In 2000, when asked what type of housing tenants would most like to live in in two years time, 21%
selected owner occupation. Similarly, when asked the same question within a ten year time frame, the
response was even higher at 32%. The 2005 survey paints a diVerent picture. When asked what type of
housing they wouldmost like to live in in two years time, only 11% said they would like to become an owner-
occupier. When asked about aspirations over the 10 year period, very few respondents, 13%, indicated they
would like to be an owner-occupier.

9. There has been a significant drop in both short term and long term home ownership aspirations
amongst housing association tenants since 2000. Further work might usefully be commissioned into the
reasons for this decrease taking into account theWilcox and Bramley findings—one compelling explanation
may be that changes in home ownership aVordability have meant that owner occupation has moved beyond
the reach of many social tenants.

Helping meet housing aspirations

10. Although levels of aspiration have dropped amongst social tenants, home ownership remains the
tenure of choice for most households, and an aspiration for many existing and newly forming households
across England. The Housing Corporation’s investment programme provides support to enable households
who can aVord it to access home ownership through its portfolio of low cost home ownership products.

11. Following publication of the ODPM policy paper—Extending Home Ownership, the Housing
Corporation has provided for a range of new low cost home ownership products within its 2006–08
investment programme: New Build Homebuy, Open Market Homebuy and Social HomeBuy. These will
oVer choice and flexibility to key workers, first time buyers, as well as social tenants. The expansion of the
Zone Agent model currently being used under the KeyWorker Living scheme will also provide a “one-stop-
shop” to improve access to housing options.

12. Social HomeBuy is specifically targeted at social tenants. The scheme allows purchasers to benefit
from the appropriate Right to Acquire discount rate, pro-rata to the proportion of the full equity purchased.
The 2006–08 NAHP will pilot Social HomeBuy, testing a range of options. These include the sale of a
minimum share of 25% of the equity (more if the purchaser can aVord it); a rental charge on the capital value
of the un-owned share with a target rate of 2.75% or lower and a cap of 3%, (rising by a maximum of RPI
plus 1% per annum); mandatory sinking funds for flats to cover contributions to major capital projects;
overall costs to participants of no greater than 32% of their gross household income with a target of 30%;
purchasers to assume full maintenance responsibility, and; a significant proportion of receipts generated to
be spent on the creation of new social lettings.

13. New build HomeBuy has also been developed to provide new build properties for low cost home
ownership. The overarching parameters are the sale of a minimum share of at least 25%; the rent on un-
owned equity should normally be set at a level of 2.75% or below, with an absolute cap of 3% (rising by RPI
plus °% per annum); participants to buy the maximum share they can aVord (guideline borrowing levels to
be used are 3x joint income or 3.5 x single income although this may vary moderately); and mandatory
sinking funds for flats to cover contributions to major capital projects.

14. Open market HomeBuy. This provides an equity loan to purchase a home on the open market. A
buyer uses their own savings and a mortgage to buy around 75% of their home and gets an equity loan of
up to £50,000 for the balance. The level of equity loan per transaction will reflect the gap between what the
buyer can raise through their savings and a mortgage (guideline borrowing levels are as for new build
HomeBuy) and the average local price of a property suitable to meet their needs. Average equity loan levels

140 Wilcox, Steve,AVordability and the intermediate housing market: Local measures for all local authority areas in Great Britain,
Joseph Rowntree Foundation, October 2005.

141 Housing Corporation survey of existing housing association tenants, February 2000 and February 2005.
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will therefore vary according to local house prices. The Housing Corporation is currently considering the
case for the introduction of a small charge on the equity loan. This charge will be collected by the provider
and sums raised will be used to oVset their costs. Open market Home Buy is primarily for key workers
although it is also available to others on a smaller scale—for example, people who would free up a social
rented unit and those in a priority group on waiting lists.

15. The Housing Corporation is continuing to explore with ODPM the possibility of levering in private
finance to support the equity loan element of Homebuy in order to increase the scope.

16. TheHousing Corporation’sKeyWorker Living Programme covers London, the South East and East
of England regions. It provides housing for key workers, using key worker variants of New buildHomeBuy,
Open Market HomeBuy (including a dedicated scheme for targeted teachers in London), and Intermediate
Rent. The HomeBuy products are identical to the standard product but with the proviso that the housing
can be clawed-back should the purchaser leave eligible employment. The range of eligible workers has been
extended for the NAHP 2006–08.

17. A statistical overview of the Housing Corporation’s 2004–05 low cost homeownership completions
can be found in Appendix II.

Mixed Communities

18. The promotion of home ownership is not just valuable as means of meeting individual housing
aspirations. It can also be beneficial in acting as a catalyst for change in local housing markets. By changing
tenure and income profiles within local populations, it is possible to help re-establish and raise confidence
in local housing markets. Home ownership can also provide a route into the accumulation of asset wealth
that would otherwise denied, thereby opening up a greater range of life choices to individuals and
communities. The promotion of homeownership is therefore an important component of the Corporation’s
work in the Market Renewal Pathfinders, and in other areas where regeneration can be facilitated by
changes in housing markets.

Increasing Supply

Land Supply

19. The Housing Corporation is concerned at continuing constraints to the supply of land. The Barker
Report identified this as a critical issue in increasing housing supply and tackling aVordability. While
funding for social housing has increased markedly, a significant part of this increase has been absorbed by
escalating land prices. EYciency gains have mitigated some of the impact, but the supply and cost of land
remains a significant stumbling block.

20. An examination of Housing Corporation total scheme costs by region from 2000–01 to 2003–04
illustrates the point. The average cost of the land element of the total scheme costs has risen from £26,546
per unit in 2000–01 to £31,959 per unit in 2003–04. There are also strong regional variations in land
acquisition costs. For example, at one end of the scale the cost of the land element inMerseyside in 2003–04
was £6,940, at the other end of the spectrum land costs per unit in London were almost eight times higher
at £51,942—a figure not far removed from the total scheme cost per unit for Merseyside in 2000–01.

21. There is now a damaging ripple eVect. As Kate Barker’s report highlights, the limited supply of land
drives up costs. This in turn reduces the supply of aVordable housing, whilst also increasing pressure on
existing social housing stock from those no longer able to aVord homes outside the aVordable sector.

Working with local authorities

22. The Housing Corporation recently oVered to negotiate a protocol with the Local Government
Association addressing the need to increase the speed of delivery of development sites for housing at a local
level. This may include readdressing the classification of development land to identify sites which may no
longer be suitable for existing proposed uses andmaking better use of land assets currently within the public
sector to deliver more aVordable housing. The Corporation welcomes the proposal from the Chartered
Institute of Housing and Local Government Association for an enhanced strategic housing role for local
authorities to promote eVective local housing markets across tenures.

23. A key area for increased cooperation is around planning gain. Over 40% of the units within the
Housing Corporation’s 2004–06 new build allocations are as a result of planning gain. These units represent
the majority of the new build programme in the South East, East of England and South West and a major
contribution across most other areas of the country. Our analysis indicates that 35% of these units (14% of
the new build programme) are provided without the need for public subsidy (grant). This figure, however,
varies significantly between regions, from 77% in Yorkshire andHumberside to 26% in the South East. This
variation is even more pronounced at a local authority level, where performance is impacted by the
guidelines in place and the quality of the negotiation with the developer (see Appendix III)
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Slow down in delivery of aVordable housing schemes

24. Planning issues are however only one factor which impact upon the delivery of aVordable housing
schemes. In the current 2004-06 programme theHousing Corporation has witnessed a significant slow down
in London. The rate of developments starting has dropped and to a lesser extent the number of completions
taking place has also fallen.

25. There are delays on a large number of London schemes in the planning process (a recent exercise
suggested that a significant number of the current remaining programmemay be aVected by planning delays
of one sort or another). A large number of these will be resolved in due course, and it is expected that most
will be merely delays rather than resulting in scheme failures.

26. Other reasons are delays in the speed atwhich large, complicated,multi-phased sites are proceeding—
for example the Greenwich Millennium Village, the Peninsula, Barking Riverside and Wembley. Speed of
developmentmay also be aVected by the very high proportion of schemes in London are on brownfield sites,
which are not always straightforward to develop.

27. Where schemes are failing altogether, common reasons are that the landowner (or developer) has put
the site out to other Registered Social Landlords to seek a better price, or that the landowner (including
where that landowner is a developer) is seeking to sell the site on, or that the landowner/developer is seeking
a revised planning approval at a higher density to increase profits. All of these appear to be due to lower than
originally expected market returns (on outright sale properties) and are therefore attempts by developers to
improve returns in the current market.

28. All of the above are contributing to a general slow down in delivery. By contrast, although
completions are also slower than expected, and are showing some signs of slow down, this is significantly
less marked than the slow down in spend, suggesting that, once schemes start on site, they are being built
out in a reasonably timely fashion.

29. Despite evidence of a slow down as outlined above, the number of planning approvals has increased
significantly in the last year (GLA figures and LondonDevelopment Research “Red Book”).Moreover, the
recently published London Housing Capacity study suggests that there is a significant amount of capacity
in the capital. Finally, Housing Corporation data shows that starts on site have until very recently been
rising in London.

30. In order to gain a clearer picture and identify ways to improve delivery, the Corporation has recently
commissioned research to build a clearer understanding of what is a complex and changing market
environment.

Increasing supply

31. The Housing Corporation believes that modern methods of construction (MMC) have an important
role to play in addressing housing supply issues. Used appropriately, MMC enables new homes to be built
quicker, and at higher standards of quality and cost. Our 2004–06 programme has a target to achieve a
minimum of 25% of new builds making use of modern methods of construction. As of the end of September
2005 approvals involvingMMCwere running at 38%, significantly ahead of target. We look forward to the
forthcoming NAO report on MMC, which we hope will endorse the eVectiveness of the Corporation’s
approach to promoting modern methods of construction.

32. New initiatives to boost housing supply have also been developed. The inaugural bidding round for
the New Partnerships in AVordable Housing (NPiAH) programme which extends Social Housing Grant to
unregistered bodies, including private developers, has just closed. In addition to the NPiAH round, non-
RSLs have also been able to bid through the mainstream NAHP 2006–2008. Our aim is to increase
competition for funds to drive achievement of best value, and to access the land supply capacity of the
private sector.

33. The Housing Corporation is also looking to boost supply by seeking bids within the 2006–08 NAHP
for the conversion of out-of-date or surplus commercial buildings to residential units ı either for either
aVordable rent or home ownership. Through this initiative we aim to support the re-use of existing buildings
as well as local or regional objectives for town centre regeneration and economic development.

Priorities for Action

34. The Housing Corporation believes that further progress in improving supply is urgently needed. We
therefore welcome the imminent publication of theGovernment’s response to the Barker Report. Themajor
driver of house price trends is an inadequate level of new housing supply; despite record prices the supply
system has been unresponsive.

35. The Housing Corporation is committed to contributing to the development of eVective housing
strategies—not just at the regional level, but also in local markets. One of the key changes over the last few
years has been the growing awareness of the importance of eVective market knowledge. One of Kate
Barker’s key recommendations in improving planning was to have market triggers to advance the release
of sites if the market evidence highlighted continuing pressure. In order to make this and other planning
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decisions more robust and eVective, expertise on demographic and economic information and a strong,
critical evidence base is needed. The Housing Corporation therefore supports the proposal to create a
National Advice Unit to work with Regional Housing Boards and Planning bodies. We also welcome the
recent acknowledgment by the LGA and CIH of the value of similar expertise at a local level..142

36. The Housing Corporation recognises the critical role that local authorities play in the planning
process and the importance of applying their knowledge to inform local housing strategies and the delivery
of housing and planning services. Local authorities can play a pivotal role in managing local housing
markets, across tenure, and addressing the issue of land supply. The Corporation would therefore welcome
local authorities taking amore proactive role in the procurement process and in releasing sites to developers.

37. The Corporation would also welcome local authorities proactively re-visiting the designation status
of land to ensure that out of date designations are not limiting the scope for building of aVordable homes.
This should take place within the context of a medium to long term vision for housing markets, with a
particular focus on land supply and aVordability.

Memorandum by the National Housing Federation (AH 77)

1. Introduction

The National Housing Federation represents over 1,400 independent, not for profit housing providers.
Our members include housing associations, co-ops, trusts and stock transfer organisations. They manage
more than twomillion homes provided for aVordable rent, supported housing and low cost home ownership
(LCHO), as well as a wide range of community and regeneration services.

Prior to the introduction of the new Homebuy products in the 2006–08 investment programme,
Associations made about 3,500 shared ownership sales a year, whilst 10,200 “key workers” were helped
through the Starter Home Initiative from 2001–04 and a further 2,600 were helped to buy an existing
property through the then Homebuy scheme in 2003–04.

Housing associations deliver long-term value for public investment because they are able to unlock
private finance, currently matching £30 billion of public fundingwith £30 billion of private investment. They
have a strong track record of delivering high quality homes and services and are committed to the
neighbourhoods they serve for the long-term. The sector’s not-for profit independent social business model
drives these achievements.

Longer-term funding, and the continuing freedom to recycle receipts and surpluses, would enable housing
associations to deliver more homes for aVordable sale and rent in mixed sustainable communities.

2. The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Home Ownership and the Extent to

which it Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces Poverty

2.1 The role of LCHO

HousingAssociations’ LCHOprogrammemakes ownership an aVordable option for people onmoderate
incomes who are priced out of the open-market, bringing the following benefits:

— fulfilling the aspirations of households to buy who would be priced out of owner-occupation. The
average salary of shared ownership purchasers in 2004–05 was £26,500;

— opening up to such households (and their dependents through future generations) the spin oVs
associated with asset ownership, including wealth creation;

— making it easier for employers to recruit and retain “key” workers;

— freeing up homes for those who are not able to buy when the purchaser moves out of existing
aVordable rented accommodation or relieving pressure on the waiting lists for such homes.

Nonetheless there will be a need for public investment in aVordable rented accommodation for those not
in a position to buy.

2.2 The case for home ownership in mixed communities

England needs new homes for open-market sale and rent, LCHO and aVordable rent to cater for a
spectrumof income groups.Work commissioned by the Federation143 also suggests thatmixed communities
have the best chance of thriving. Whilst, a report from the ODPM and the Cabinet OYce Strategy Unit144

shows that concentrations of worklessness, poverty and deprivation disadvantage individuals and
communities. Investment in LCHO alongside aVordable renting can help create the mix needed in local
areas and provide opportunities for people to move from renting to ownership without having to relocate.

142 Visionary Leadership Housing: a new future for local housing strategy, CIH and LGA, November 2005.
143 Regional futures and neighbourhood realities Scase and Scales 2003.
144 Improving the Prospects of People Living in Areas of Multiple Deprivation in England (January 2005).
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Too often government’s investment decisions, planning policies and lettings policies have had the
unintended consequence of bringing about polarised communities of the poorest andmost vulnerable. There
has also been insuYcient attention to opening up opportunities for people to rent and buy on moderate to
low incomes in high value areas, such a rural hotspots under pressure from people moving into the area on
retirement.

2.3 Key worker considerations

More could be done to open up the benefits of LCHO to a broader spectrum of people. We are concerned
that the current government focus on “key-workers” has resulted in funding in some areas, such as London,
to specified groups only. This has highlighted the need for government to invest more in aVordable housing
so that the needs of some groups are not met at the expense of another. But, it also suggests that regional
housing boards should be able to target LCHO on broader considerations of income groups priced out of
the housing market and on local definitions of “key workers”, in recognition of local recruitment and
retention diYculties.

2.4 Rural issues

There are threats to the delivery of LCHO in rural communities that need to be addressed. The Rural
Housing Trust estimates that there is a need for six to eight aVordable homes in each of the 8,000 small
villages in England—a total of 50,000 homes. However, the delivery of LCHO in rural areas is under threat
as associations’ are unable to place a cap at 80% equity sales in order to meet requirements re providing
aVordable homes in perpetuity. Without this cap, rural landowners and planners may not supply land or
planning permission for LCHO development, thus stagnating rural housing programmes. It is essential that
the government rethinks its current position on this and looks at an amendment to the Commonhold and
Leasehold Reform Act 2002 to enable associations to cap sales.

2.5 Factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale

Many people are priced out of open-market ownership and will be in the future even if house price
inflation is curbed-such is the gap between house prices and incomes.

LCHO can help bridge that aVordability gap for some households. The extent to which it can do so is
dependent on schemes that allow people to purchase small shares, particularly in high priced regions. An
analysis of sales through the shared ownership programme showed that housing association schemes allow
people to buy small initial shares—particularly important in higher priced regions. Latest figures145 show
that 86.8% of shared ownership purchaser bought an initial stake of 50% or under with only 5.6% in the
South West, 10.5% in London, 11.4% in the South and 16.9% in the East buying stakes higher than 50%.
We were pleased that the ODPM listened to our arguments in its 2005 consultation onHomebuy (to replace
existing LCHO products, such as shared ownership) that requiring people to buy initial shares of at least
50%would restrict access to LCHO bymaking it unaVordable to income groups who had traditionally been
supported.

More could be done tomake home ownership sustainable for those on themargins of aVordability if there
was greater investment in flexible tenure, such that there was funding for associations to buy back shares
from owners allowing buyers to flex the share they own downwards (or upwards) to suit their personal
circumstances. Perhaps, due to a loss of household income due to divorce or sickness. Please find attached
at appendix A the Federation’s 2005 booklet Housing Associations and sustainable home ownership that
explores how associations have delivered such options and what more they could do with support from
government.

3. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices, the Relationship between House

Prices and Supply, the Scale of the Government Plans to Boost Housing Supply, the Relative

Importance of Increasing the Supply of PrivateHousing asOpposed to SubsidisedHousing and the

Scale ofHouseDevelopmentRequired to InfluenceHousePrices and the Impact ofPromoting such

a Programme on the Natural and Historical Environment and Infrastructure Provision

3.1 The case for more homes

The Barker Review of Housing Need146 highlighted the failure of the housing market to work eVectively,
and the consequent economic and social impact. It looked at the need for housing from themacro-economic
perspective of reducing house price inflation and made the case for 17,000–23,000 aVordable homes per
annum.

145 CORE sales 2004–05.
146 Delivering Stability Securing Our Future Housing Needs, HM Treasury 2004.
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The Federation believes that the starting point should be: “how many homes do we need to build to meet
the nation’s housing needs?” Our forecasts147 indicate that 80,000–85,000 new aVordable homes are needed
every year to meet current needs and to start addressing the backlog. The costs of not doing so are:

— a failure to close the aVordability gap with the resulting human costs of households being unable
to meet their needs and aspirations. At appendix B we attach a Federation May 2005 booklet:
England’s Housing Crisis-the facts demonstrating the depth of the aVordability crisis);

— rising homelessness levels and rising costs of temporary accommodation placing a strain on
people’s health and well being and on local council tax payers;

— ongoing recruitment and retention diYculties.

Investment in new aVordable homes needs to balance the need for aVordable renting alongside LCHO.
We believe this balance should be led by regional housing assessments based firmly in housing market
analysis.

Recent Spending Reviews have brought a welcome increases in resources for aVordable housing such that
associations currently deliver around 31,000 homes per year with grant funding plus some 6,000 with other
resources. This could increase to 60,000 homes a year by 2007–08 based on existing capacity and borrowing
potential. The total cost to the public purse would be £3.6 billion a year.

3.2 The importance of supply side solutions to home ownership

The government’s investment in schemes that enable people to buy their existing homes (such as the new
Social Homebuy scheme, right to buy and right to acquire) although important in opening up opportunities
to own do not directly contribute to meeting the nation’s need for more homes. We are pleased that the
ODPM listened to our arguments for restructuring its proposals for Social Homebuy to assist in accessing
finance to replace the homes sold. The government’s investment in subsidising sales of existing homes must
not be at the cost of investment in new aVordable homes for rent or LCHO.We argued against the extension
of right to buy to housing association tenants on the basis that it would lead to a significant net loss in
aVordable rented housing.

We understand that this government is interested in schemes that subsidise mortgages. Whilst such
schemes may come to play an important role in supporting aspirations to buy, they do not help meet the
nation’s needs formore homes. There are also questions about the aVordability of such an option for people
who have traditionally been assisted by government investment in LCHO. In high value areas the proposal
of an equity loan of 25% with a purchaser buying 75% on the open market could mean that the average
salary of these LCHO buyers would be significantly higher than the current average of £26,500. It would
not be right to siphon oV funding from investment in new aVordable homes in pursuit of this.

3.3 House price inflation

TheBarker review suggested that to reduce house price inflation froma trend rate of 2.4% to theEuropean
average of around 1% might require 120,000 extra private completions a year. This is double the current
rate of outputs. And, would be insuYcient to close the aVordability gap in the short to medium term. A
traditional economists’ view of supply and demand broadly appeared to hold good for housing up until the
early 1990’s house price crash, with rising prices being met with increased production of new units. It should
be noted that the supply of publicly funded housing was a factor here. Since, however there has been little
concerted increase in supply of market housing to meet increasing house prices. One possible explanation
is that house builders have developed a more cautious approach and are less inclined to take advantage of
higher prices by increasing output. At the same time, we saw a reduction in the supply of new aVordable
housing from a high point of the mid 1990s.

3.4 Environmental considerations

The drive to build new homes for sale and rent must go in tandem with investment in new infrastructure.
Unless new residents can access local services, transport and jobs, there is danger that unsustainable
“dormitory suburbs” will be created. The ODPM Select Committee assessed the infrastructure needs of the
growth areas to be at least £20 billion and ways need to be found to fund this without diverting resources
from aVordable homes.

The need for new homes is so great that solutions to any potential negative environmental impacts need
to be found urgently. To achieve this:

— the Housing Corporation’s National AVordable Housing Programme should allocate grant
expenditure on new homes on rounded value for money considerations. Such that considerations
of the environmental rating, the quality and design of the home and of the built environment are
judged as important as considerations of the number of homes built for a given amount of

147 Incorporated in the joint submission to Spending Review 2004 with the Chartered Institute of Housing and the Local
Government Association.
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government expenditure. We have concerns that the current emphasis is too narrowly focused on
grant cost per unit/person, and that the tools developed by the Corporation to evaluate bids takes
insuYcient account of wider sustainability considerations;

— there should be no let up through planning and investment policy in the presumption of brownfield
development first (currently running according to the ODPM at 70% of construction);

— government should reduce the VAT on renovation and refurbishment of existing properties to 5%,
as at 17.5% it puts such developments at a major cost disadvantage relative to new build where the
rating is zero. The cost of this to the exchequer would be £200 million.

Above all it is worth reflecting on the finding in the Barker report that under the extreme assumption that
all the additional build were carried out in the South East an additional 120,000 homes per year would take
just 0.75% of the total land mass.

4. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

Planning policy can help ensure that land release and designation matches regional and local housing
assessments. In doing so it is not just about responding to the demand for housing for outright sale but also
to the need to build homes for aVordable rent and LCHO. In this way planning policy should deliver for a
range of income groups. It should also deliver for this range in mixed communities as explored above.

The ODPM’s proposed revisions to PPG3 need to be strengthened to match these aspirations:

— local authorities should be required on the basis of local housing assessments to specify in their
local plans the mix of homes required by tenure (for example: open-market sale, market renting,
intermediate renting, new build Homebuy and aVordable renting);

— local authorities should also be enabled to specify the mix required on every site, however small;

— safeguards should be created to ensure that house builders are not able to exploit the ability to
abandonmixed community requirements (because of, for example, concerns about viability based
on unrealistic assumptions of grant forthcoming).

We welcomed the government’s proposals in its recent consultation on PPG3 Planning for Housing
Provision that local plans needed to be responsive to changes in the housing markets. However, signals on
house prices must not be allowed to dominate decisions about the amount of housing to be built in diVerent
areas. Of equal importance are housing needs considerations.

Mechanisms need to be found to speed up land release to increase the supply of homes for sale and rent.
Co-operation between English Partnerships, the Housing Corporation, and the Regional Housing Boards
should focus on joint financial packages to pump prime this work, and facilitate more partnerships at the
regional level. We believe there is potential for English Partnerships to facilitate the production of many
more homes for sale and rent.

Government should also explore options for using tax to tip the balance for landowners between selling
land and holding it back by revisiting the Barker Review’s consideration of for example the Danish model
of land tax. Government should explore how placing an appropriate form of tax on land value could also
raise cash for much needed infrastructure.

Planning policy also has a role to play in stretching government grant expenditure to deliver more homes
LCHO and aVordable renting. A recent report, Land and Finance for AVordable Housing148, found that
an increasing proportion of aVordable housing (47% in 2003) is being delivered through section 106
agreements (of which 75%was aVordable rent, 18% shared ownership and 6%discountedmarket sales). The
ODPM’s current deliberations on planning gain in response to Barker proposal to for planning-gain
supplement must not undermine this contribution.

5. TheRegionalDisparities in the Supply andDemand forHousing and how theyMight beTackled

The significant diVerences in the supply and demand of housing between the English regions are as much
a product of the labour market and the globalisation of the World economy as they are purely outcomes of
the housingmarket. Broadly there is an excess of demand in London, the South East, the East and the South
West and an excess of supply in the North West, North East and Yorkshire and Humberside. The picture
in the East and West Midlands tends to be more balanced.

However, these broad regional trends belie a much more complex reality of sub-regional and local
housing markets. For example areas with a gross excess of supply often have a significant amount of stock
that is obsolete in terms of condition and/or design whilst there may-be an under supply for some other
property types. The Government has taken important steps towards tackling both high and low demand
issues with its programmes of Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders (HMRPF) and Growth Areas, but
there is still more work to and significant challenges to overcome:

148 Joseph Rowntree Foundation, March 2005.
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— investment in new homes should match and follow regional and local housing assessments based
on market analysis;

— specifically in growth areas, there is a need for investment in adequate infrastructure alongside
housing developments, as explored above;

— a need for a national strategy for housing market restructuring to extend the HMRPF approach
requiring £350 million over three years. The Government has already promised £65 million to
begin this work in three areas.

It is also important to consider that the size and type of properties developed can be as important as the
absolute numbers. This, along with continued household growth in all regions (including those with
declining populations and a gross excess supply) mean that there is likely to be a continued need for new
housing provision in all regions.

Equitable treatment of regions, with their very diVerent needs, must be considered as part of the Spending
Review 2007. An objective regional resources distribution system that takes account of economic growth is
needed. It should be complemented by coherent and comprehensive strategic funding decision-taking.

Despite the creation of Regional Assemblies, strategies of individual agencies are often drawn up in
isolation. Making regional structures more accessible, with clear responsibilities and resources focused on
regional priorities, would encourage links to be made.

6. Conclusion

Investment in new aVordable homes needs to balance the need for aVordable renting alongside LCHO
and be firmly based in local and regional assessments of needs. Housing and planning policy needs to ensure
that as a nation we cater for a spectrum of income groups and needs through for example homes for open-
market sale and rent and homes available through LCHO and aVordable rented options.

Memorandum by the Welsh Streets Home Group (WSHG) (AH 78)

Executive Summary

1. There is an urgent need to review the ability of HMR to deliver aVordable and appropriate housing
for all—including those on low incomes.

2. Adjusting to radically altered market conditions has clearly been a challenge for the HMR Pathfinder
companies who need to be oVered eVective means of shifting their practice to accommodate the changing
market without penalty. This might include the suspension of all demolition targets (if indeed they do exist).

3. The cost and other benefits of refurbishment need to be recognised in practice, with retention and
repair of existing stock pursued in all, including ongoing HMRI scheme delivery.

4. Vacant brown-field sites must be acquired and exhausted before any clearances are approved in order
to maintain existing aVordable housing, and social benefits whilst still delivering new housing choices.

5. Robust mechanisms for the return to occupation of empty homes as previously recommended by the
UrbanTask Force require rapid action particularly in areas where the empty homes are in public ownership.

6. It is neither desirable nor ethical to demolish houses on the basis that they occupy valuable land parcels
with development potential.

7. There are problems with the premise that government has the power to influence house prices, or that
such influence is appropriate were it available.

Background

This evidence is presented by the Welsh Streets Home Group (WSHG) a residents group in Toxteth,
Liverpool. It reports feedback to the inquiry questions from and groupmembers, and the wider community.

The group formed in response to the HMRI Pathfinder Scheme, which caused widespread concern
regarding aVordability and supply of properties following proposed demolitions.

Loss of community and self-determination were repeated worries, compounded by a disturbing absence
of evidence regarding the viability of existing housing stock. The HMR has yet to address to address
mounting problems associated with a market boom in Liverpool.

These worries aZicted homeowners, social tenants and private tenants, the young, the elderly, workers,
claimants and children. They aVected residents who had lived in their homes from a few months to over
50 years.

Since theHMRproposals became public inMarch 2004 over 200Welsh Streets residents used theWSHG
forum as a means of expressing their concerns. Residents of the broader Toxteth neighbourhood and
Liverpool as a whole, also communicated concern.
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ODPM apparently view resolution of problems arising around HMR in Liverpool as a matter for local
government. The group respectfully suggests it is appropriate for national government to maintain duty of
care and a controlling stake in the delivery of its important scheme.HMRhas the potential to vastly improve
housing, but regrettably also the power to shatter lives, strip assets and destroy communities.

Baseline concerns initially expressed by the WSHG as early as August 2004 have re-emerged in the
ongoing debate around what may be viewed as a housing crisis.

It is understood that Merseyside Civic Trust, are submitting evidence regarding the hoarding of housing
supply by RSL’s in Liverpool. Therefore WSHG ask that this evidence be considered in the context of
Merseyside Civic Trust which shows how demand for existing property has been concealed.

1. Potential benefits of and scope to promote greater home ownership

Home ownership apparently confers many benefits on owners. It is the most significant purchase many
people make. Investment in a property asset is likely to accrue value, provide capital and security in old age.
It removes financial responsibility and maintenance from public and housing bodies.

Homeownership also has negative outcomes. In instances where themarket and housing stock are subject
to manipulation and enforced purchase, homeowners may be subjected to policy which is financially and
physically damaging.

So far as the scope to promote greater homeownership is concerned there are a number of key issues.

A. Supply/Lack of supply/Control of supply

There is a lack of homes for private sale in the Welsh Streets. At the outset of HMR a single RSL owned
over 65% of all housing stock in the Welsh Streets, whilst in Toxteth the figure is estimated at 70% of stock
in RSL ownership.

There is evidence showing that both RSL tenants, and private buyers seeking homes to own and occupy
have been turned away by RSL’s.

It is thought that “right to buy” and right to acquire’ oVering significant discounts to public sector tenants
have been overlooked here, and that packages could have been oVered which provided less expensive means
of delivering access to the housing market for low income residents. Use of such strategies could deliver the
aims claimed by HMR, tenure diversification and homeownership would increase.

Further extension of the release into the market of RSL owned properties to people wishing to move into
the area as owner occupiers would add to the implicit HMR aims of expanded social mix, and the explicit
aim of reducing void properties. It should be noted that empty properties in the area were low prior to the
decanting the HMR scheme has inflicted on the neighbourhood.

“Some of our neighbours would have liked to have bought their houses oV their RSL landlords
months ago, but the landlord would not sell them. How is ‘greater homeownership’ being
promoted in such cases?”

Welsh Streets resident

Case Study 1

42 Kelvin Grove currently three flats, potentially five bed family home owned by Liverpool Housing
Trust a RSL

tenants required to leave in 1999, sealed with tin sheet, abandoned and un-maintained. Remains empty,
continues to blight the street,

Potential buyers known to WSHG who have requested permission to buy and occupy the
property % 6

Total interest registered in becoming owner occupiers of this property type via WSHG market
research % 86

“We oVered the asking price on 42 Kelvin Grove, but it was rejected by LHT even though the
property was on themarket. It is hard to find big houses like this to buy in L8, after City of Culture
caused house prices in L8 to rocket, we were forced to leave Toxteth and move across the water.”
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Potential owner occupier; education worker

As an experiment theWSHG have conducted twomarket research exercises. A property in Kelvin Grove
was advertised in a local propertymagazine inMay 2004, and a “promotion” of all house types in theWelsh
Streets area was conducted in July 2005. A database now exists showing unsurprisingly keen interest in
property, often “withdrawn” from letting, repair or sales schedules by the RSL’s. A range of people hoping
to buy and refurbish existing properties, have since re-registered interest, stating their view that public funds
cover the cost of renewing roads, paving, street lighting and essential services.

Clearly homes can only be owned by individuals and families where they are allowed to circulate in a
market place.

In the rare instances when the minority supply of privately owned stock is circulated via the market it
tends to sell quickly.

“The two bed terraced house up the Rd fromme in Dombey Street sold within 24 hours for £89K,
and the house renovated by the Trevor Macdonald show in Powis St sold for £65K within three
weeks despite being in a demolition zone. At those prices I would not be able to aVord to get into
the market, it’s lucky I managed to buy when I did”

Toxteth resident—probation oYcer 2005

The Halifax Estate agency reported increases in Liverpool property prices in April 2005 at 22% as
opposed to the national trend of 9.7%. Despite a general cooling of the market, key housing issues for less
wealthy residents is supply and cost of accommodation. Those with wealthier backgrounds are accessing
the market via parental or family loans, but this is not an option for many.

Liverpool Property Price Analysis Liverpool L8 (Toxteth) Terrace Prices

Source: http://propertyinvesting.net/content/ripple-eVect-lpool.htm

“Liverpool L8 Granby is a district just east of the main L1 city centre—close to the Duke Street
redevelopment and South Docks. Prices have gone up four fold since late 2002! The area is well
placed to take advantage of re-developments in the city centre and the City of Culture attractions
planned in the L1/L2/L8 areas.

Liverpool L8 Terrace prices have doubled from lows of 20,000 to 40,000 since mid 2002—the real
impetus was the successful mid 2003 bid for European City of Culture in 2008. Investors arrived
and prices shot up in the last year in this area, which is mostly close to the city centre (L1/L2
districts).”

There is a pressing need, possibly specific to Liverpool 8 for a review of current public housing sector
organisations and local authority behaviour, if the government is serious in it’s intent to increase or even
maintain home ownership and to encourage the flow of wealth.

Proposals for the valuable Welsh Streets site allow for the ownership of only new homes. New homes
come with a price premium, as estate agents will confirm.

2. The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

Manifest in this neighbourhood as the extent to which forced removal of homes feeds social inequalities
and increases poverty.

B. Financial means

House prices reflect the money supply. The stability of earning opportunities have immediate eVect on
the demand for, and cost of housing. Interest rates and borrowing power impact quickly on house prices.

In the aZuent South prices are higher than in areas like Liverpool with it’s lower earnings and long term
poverty. Significant “equity wealth” has accumulated in the South, arguably a factor in increased housing
cost in the North. The increased borrowing power available to Southern, or Irish property owners has
enabled the purchase of “buy to let property” in regenerating Northern cities.

This has aVected supply, and the cost of buying and renting accommodation in Liverpool. There is little
evidence to imply currently high levels of investment in the city is upwardly shifting local incomes, although
the cost of living in the city is increasing .

Via rental mechanisms wealth is further concentrated in the hands of the wealthy and until government
are able to spread earning power more evenly across the North South divide this is unlikely to change.

An aim of HMR is to retain higher earning workers in the city, and attract a greater social mix to
pathfinder areas, in order to foster sustainability. However if this is at the cost of themost vulnerable doubts
about the scheme will continue.
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The definition of Pathfinder areas includes reference to indices of multiple deprivation. By definition low
earnings, no earnings, scant borrowing power and shortage of capital assets already restricts populations in
the Pathfinders

Increasing Poverty and Hardship

Yet the majority of new homes which the Pathfinder scheme suggests occupants of Victorian property
proposed for demolition require residents to cover significantly increased housing costs. In some instances
this represents in excess of five fold increases in the real cost of home ownership to current owner occupiers.
Without similar increases in income, these homeowners are likely to find themselves back in rental
accommodation. Current waiting lists are long. 18,000 people await accommodation in the social rental
sector in Liverpool, with in excess of 7,000 people living in overcrowded conditions (Shelter report
October 2005.)

Whilst residents in Pathfinder areas are apparently able to eVectively “jump the RSL queue” this may not
be viewed as a useful or eVective use of public housing resources.

Apparently tenants of RSL’s in receipt of benefits, may be supplied with new build homes on the site for
rent, at rents the Council are prepared to pay in housing benefits. If demolition and new-build is enforced
it raises two issues:

— How is the social rental supply on site going to match the high demand for such property and
tenure type. At the outset of the scheme over 70% of residents were social renters. Some will have
the means to move either with or without shared equity schemes into homeownership, but
scrutiny of local incomes implies that this will not be a reality for many. Further social renters who
are members of WSHG, or have contacted the group express distress at their powerlessness and
lack of choices in the current scheme.

— Why is there such inequity for owner occupiers in the Pathfinder, who despite buying and
maintaining their own homes, face either increased housing costs, the reluctant taking on of debt,
or increase of debt, removal to other areas, loss of community, and if they accept “Homeswap”
exchanges, the possibility of continued removal from the path of the bulldozers. They will be
vulnerable to fluctuation in the interest rates and required to make higher payments on new more
expensive homes.

Homeswap is a scheme via which RSL’s make available properties they already own, outside defined
clearance areas.

Since Newheartlands, the Merseyside pathfinder currently seeks 42 million pounds for clearances in their
current funding bid, a lack of confidence is developing in the “Homeswap” scheme. It is implicit that all
Victorian Housing remains vulnerable to future clearance, particularly in areas where the RSL’s hold
significant property stocks, and given the length of time the Pathfinder Scheme is predicted to run for.

WSHG have received reports from owner occupiers that their existing properties are being valued by the
local authority at prices up to a third lower than the valuations provided by independent estate agents and
surveyors.

“I have been oVered just 42k for my house. What can I buy in Liverpool for that sort of money?
It’s half the price of a replacement terrace, and a third of the price of a new build.”

Owner occupier

There are reports (which could presumably be verified via the land registry) of houses purchased for
demolition at 60k to 75Kwhich represents expenditure in excess of that required for complete refurbishment
to a 30 year life specification and to current environmental standards.

Shared equity schemes which combine rent and purchase have just been launched.
“As a 68-year-old pensioner and having lived inmy house for 44 years, I suddenly find out through
government intervention, my home is marked for demolition. Having bought this house and land
I thought, the rest of my life would be spent here.
My present home is a comfortable three bedroom terrace.
The cost of new property is as follows:
Two bedroom flat from £90,000
Two bedroom house from £105,000
Three bedroom house from £120,000
Four bedroom house from 140,000’
My option is “shared ownership”, being an OAP. This works out at paying £60,000 for a 50%
share, then £164 per month rent on a three bedroom property.
The loss of friends and neighbours, people I have known here all these years, due to the fact they
will be re-housed, not together, but split up in and out of the area. A community spirit that will
never be repeated, due to government policy.”
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Pensioner 1: ex-factory superviser

Case Study 2

Pensioner 1; potentially forced from 3 bed Victorian Terrace to similar sized property at Clevedon Site—
the homes to which those threatened with demolition are invited to move. He would be forced to take on a
garden, even though he does not want one, if he is to retain three bedrooms.

The shared ownership for the elderly scheme would only oVer a two bed flat or “cottage” unit. Many
pensioners are oVered less of a home, at greater cost.

Having cleared mortgages, rental payments will be an additional cost. If eligible for housing benefit this
represents a cost to the taxpayer, and if in-eligible for housing benefit, the cost will be an additional sum to
be found.

How does Pensioner 1 benefit? If left alone he would be reaping significant increase in the asset value of
his existing home. This potential cost increase is repeated across a variety of households including families
and single people.

Another option available to owner occupiers is to stay put, live in dread of a Compulsory Purchase Order
and then request Public Enquiry. This demands the ability to commit immense human and financial
resources and comes at great—arguably unacceptable human cost. Small groups of residents with scant
resources are pitted against large organisations with vast financial and political power, in their quest to
remain in the home of their choice, at a price they can aVord.

Owner occupiers in Pathfinders are often the first generation who have achieved home ownership, and
ascended lower rungs of the housing ladder. The HMR threatens to push them oV this rung, but could be
encouraged or enforced by government to achieve greater cohesion between it’s own aims as a (self fulfilling)
scheme, and the aims of residents with regard to their investments.

After years of low market valuation the land in Toxteth is accruing value rapidly. It seems churlish not
to allow existing owners to capitalise on their increasing asset values, and to replace this potential with crude
asset stripping.

It can be argued that the benefits of homeownership in the house and place of choice, are forcibly removed
not only does economic and social poverty ensue, but a loss of faith in political structures, health and well
being, quality of life and confidence in the future.

Given the real housing choice of a home which can be aVorded, as opposed to one which oVers a garden
and debt and insecurity we have many residents who would like to opt for the former.

3. The economic and social impact of current house prices

A life of renting damages aspirations, economic progress and choices for individuals. In the context of
daily TV output in which the wealthy flaunt via their property assets, it the cause of stress.

People who are succeeding in their lives feel that they are failing. This has health, family and social
consequences. Somework pays very little, and some people are never going to earn verymuch. In this respect
the term “key workers” is less than useful. The social and economic structures of the country will not
function without low paid workers of many kinds, and to view teachers, nurses and firemen as more “key”
than others reveals a lack of vision. Low paid workers are faced with the prospect of a long wait for social
rented housing, or alternatively paying private landlords for accommodation and increasing the owners
wealth, whilst over passing empty homes on the way to their low paid jobs.

Conclusion

If HMR schemes were to allowed adjust to increased face the fact of a property values they may be able
to better exploit a real access opportunity. De facto use of refurbishments except in exceptional
circumstances where structures are deemed dangerous by engineers results in less expensive
accommodation.

This could enable increased ownership amongst ready markets. Cost savings if re-invested into housing
could add to positive benefits for all.

The assumption that government can aVect the complex and dynamic housing market either by
increasing supply, “restructuring” markets or destroying housing stock is problematic. It may not be within
the governments ability to exert control or even influence over the movement of wealth and capital on the
scale currently sought.

Since the ability to earn and acquire wealth, or borrow and accumulate wealth are the issues controlling
entry to and purchase on the market, increasing supply or choice may prove too narrow an approach to
development of access and equality.
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Memorandum by South Ribble Borough Council (AH 79)

Executive Summary

— AVordable housing can only be delivered with some form of subsidy. A clear steer is required from
central government on how any subsidy should be given.

— Research needs to be undertaken on the British Housing Market and where subsidy should be
made (eg home ownership or social rented housing).

— The problems that home owners already have in maintaining their own homes especially the
elderly and those on the margins of owner occupation.

— The promotion of and reliance onHome ownership does not assist local authorities discharge their
homelessness duties.

— The government needs to conduct research on the interplay within housing markets.

— Pursuing policies of homeownership does not assist in tackling social and economic inequalities
and help reduce poverty. In fact the converse is probably the case.

— The problems of asset rich income poor older people and home maintenance.

— Diminishing numbers of social rented properties coming forward from Housing associations as
aVordability becomes an issue for tenants. The Right to Buy/Right to acquire does nothing to help
local authorities discharge homelessness obligations.

— South Ribble is testing out new ways of assisting Key workers onto the housing ladder.

— Need for more and diVerent models of assistance and the need for local authorities to play a role
in making decisions on forms and levels of assistance.

— Issues of using planning gain to deliver aVordable housing and the need for other forms of subsidy
to local authorities to be available.

— The problems of the North not being just about low demand but the need for high demand areas
to be in the picture.

— The possible influence of the Northern Way on the Central Lancashire city Region Core area.

— Pressure on Green belt and on rural areas.

— Care needs to be taken on relying on supply and demand to influence house prices. Homes are not
just about bricks and mortar and the home as a product needs to be looked at.

1. Potential Benefit and scope to promote greater home ownership

1.1 By definition (whichever way it is defined) aVordable housing can only be delivered with an element
of subsidy. How this subsidy is applied is crucial to who can aVord market housing, that is subsidised.
Housing can be subsidised through bricks and mortar (Housing Corporation Grants, Local authority
assistance or S106 Planning Gain). In additional subsidy can be given to individuals. This was at one time
given throughMortgage Tax relief whichwas phased out by the previous ToryGovernment. Some countries
still oVer mortgage tax relief for first time buyers but this is withdrawn as people remain in the home
ownership market.

1.2 A steer is required from Central Government on how any subsidy should be given.

1.3 The United Kingdom has probably one of the highest rates of home ownership in the world. Why
such a reliance on owner occupation? This promotion of owner occupation at the expense of social rented
accommodation has significantly influenced peoples perception as rented housing as being “of the last
resort” and has led to sink estates and lack of social cohesion. Simply gettingmore people to buy their rented
accommodation will not bring about a better society or improve social cohesion but will make it worst by
further stigmatising people who because of necessity have to rent.

1.4 Research need to be undertaken on the British Housing Market and where subsidy should be made.

1.5 Too much public money is spent on promotion of owner occupation at the expense of providing
decent aVordable housing for people to rent and on assisting existing owner occupiers in maintaining
their homes.

1.6 Home ownership comes with repair responsibilities and for many people all their financial resources
go on paying for the roof over their head and the state it is in becomes irrelevant. The largest area of neglect
is not in the public sector but in the private sector due to people being unwilling or unable to maintain their
own homes.

1.7 The government and financial institutes should look at promoting responsible home ownership not
just home ownership.

1.8 In South Ribble we have a fairly balanced housing market. No areas of housing problems either in
the social rented sector or in the owner occupied sector. It is a good place to live with good schools and low
crime rates. Owners occupation is above the national average at 84%. The area was previously a New Town
area and the council transferred it stock 12 years ago, the first in the NorthWest to do so.When asking local
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residents what they want the first issue raised is information on what they can do to maintain their homes
so that they can remain in them as long as possible (not what grant assistance they can receive) and secondly
the fact that their children cannot aVord to purchase a property locally (average house prices have doubled
over the last seven year sand now stand at above £150k or seven to eight times the average income for the
area of £17k). With a small private rented market and only 10% of the properties in the area being available
through social landlords the future is bleak for young people.

1.9 Government needs to be aware of the housing market per se and not class the North as an area of
low demand when in fact it contains areas with some of the highest values in the UK and property prices
vary so much. AVordability is not just about prices but also about the relationship to income as well as on
entry level and ability to enter the housing market.

1.10 The benefits of and scope for greater home ownership needs to be looked at with regard to where
any form of subsidy should be made. While it is of benefit to some it must be noted that it will only be able
to assist some people. It does not help local authorities in discharging their obligations on homelessness.
The vast majority of our clients are women fleeing domestic violence, relationship breakdowns and young
single people. With out more units of accommodation for rent the ability of council’s to assist with
homelessness will diminish as fewer and fewer properties become available from Housing Associations
(tenants unable to purchase properties in the private sector, those buying who have the right to buy/right
to acquire). The increase in home ownership adds to the pressure on social rented accommodation.

The government needs to conduct research on the interplay within the housing markets.

2. The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

2.1 In South Ribble, or indeed within Central South Lancashire it is not the view of the local authorities
or partner Housing associations that pursuing a policy of promoting owner occupation tackles social and
economic inequalities.

2.2 Many of the people that come to us as homeless come from owner occupation. When (and they do)
relationships fail then it is the women (with children) who apply as homeless and with little equity from the
sale of the property and no job/opportunity to purchase a property, then social rented accommodation is
the only alternative.

2.3 Owner occupation for those on the margins of owner occupation also bring with it the inability to
maintain their home. They are then trapped in that property/or that neighbourhoods. While possibly not a
real issue in South Ribble this scenario has been found to be a problem in areas where low demand is
now found.

2.4 What we do have however in South Ribble is asset rich older people but who are income poor. Many
in our area have very small occupational pensions (ex British Leyland or British Aerospace for example).
This puts then out side of Income Support or Pension Credits but that small pension with the Retirement
Pension means that they miss out on much assistance.

2.5 It is suggested that ODPM look at the housing market for social rented accommodation and look at
issues of low incomes on home owners and whyHome Improvement Agencies are so successful in providing
assistance.

3. The Economic and Social Impact of current house prices

3.1 Availability of RSL properties for rent has almost halved over the last three years and it is believed
that most of this is due to rising house prices in the South Ribble area.

3.2 The four local authorities in South Lancashire (SouthRibble, Preston, Chorley andWest Lancashire)
are currently piloting a demonstration project that is looking at assisting Key Workers in the area and to
get a step on the home ownership ladder. What we have found so far is that there is a need for low level
assistance (around £10,000) to help meet the aVordability gap. Successful applicants are obtaining
certificates of what a finance company will let and grants are being made available to meet the cost of that
oVer and the lower end of the local housing market. Purchaser shave to demonstrate value for money by
assessing the market themselves and helping to minimise the grant assistance. These successful applicants
at the end of the day represent those workers paid at the higher level of income in the area and many of the
applicants were found ineligible for the scheme as home ownership at the current house price level in the
area is beyond their reach.

3.3 As part of the AVordable Housing partnership all four local authority waiting lists for home
ownership has been merged and applicants on the list will be kept informed of other schemes that come
forward.

3.4 The government needs to look at a variety of models to assist people become homeowners and not
to rely on just a few.

3.5 Local authorities should be freed to look at local response to aVordable housing and indeed assisted
with resources to help fund these schemes.
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4. The relationship between house prices and housing supply

4.1 The relationship between house prices and housing supply seems to be in conflict, certainly in South
Ribble. This is a popular area to live and a popular area for developers to develop. There is no shortage of
land for development, but the low strategic requirement in RPG13 hasmeant that a “moratorium” situation
now exists in South Ribble. Land allocated for housing in the existing Local Plan has had to be included in
the moratorium, illustrating that it is not local planning policy that restricts supply, but RPG13. It is hoped
that the current review of RPG13 will rectify this situation, by a sizeable increase in the strategic housing
requirement.

4.2 The moratorium has undoubtedly raised prices. In addition, because only small windfall sites are
permitted, the council cannot require developers to provide aVordable housing through s106 agreements.
The impact of the moratorium has arguably been more acutely felt in the supply of aVordable housing,
which has completely dried up as a result.

4.3 The council is looking at the need to amend its policies on aVordable housing, and would ideally like
to require even small developments to contribute to the provision of aVordable housing, as already occurs
for the provision of public open space. In this regard, the thresholds set in the forthcoming PPS3 will have
a great impact on the supply of aVordable housing.

4.4 Another threat to land supply is posed by PPG3, with its emphasis on brownfield land. The borough’s
brownfield land is situated mainly in its industrial areas. These are predominantly post-war employment
premises, for which there continues to be high demand. However, the value of such sites for housing exceeds
their value for employment purposes, and many businesses are seeking to cash in on this residential land
value. The unintended consequence of PPG3 in this borough is likely to be the loss of local employment
sites, with negative consequences for sustainability. The single most important change to PPG3, to release
land for housing, would be amore relaxed approach to the use of greenfield sites. In this borough, this would
be the most sustainable option.

5. The scale of the Governments plans to boost housing supply

5.1 This seems to be all concentrated in the South of England with a perception that anything in the
“North” is low demand and aVordable.

5.2 House prices in South Ribble are currently running at seven to eight times average incomes. South
Ribble currently undertake an annual Housing AVordability Statement which seeks to match incomes to
average house prices. An average “aVordable” price for a property in South Ribble is currently around
£70,000. By definition half of all those seeking accommodation (ie below the average) cannot aVord a
property at £70,000. The current average house price (as per the Land Registry) is around £150,000 per
property. House prices in the borough start at around £100,000.

5.3 Landowners are fully aware of the high values of residential land. In the past the Commission for
New Towns purchased large swathes of land at agricultural prices, for new housing development. A similar
mechanism could work well again today.

5.4 Government need to look at aVordability issues in the North of England and in the rural areas. There
may be a useful role for urban development corporations in such areas, with the specific remit of acquiring
land for housing. In this borough, English Partnerships still hold large swathes of agricultural land
(allocated in the Local Plan as “safeguarded for future development”). The release of this land for a nominal
sum could help supply much of the borough’s aVordable housing needs.

6. How the Planning system should respond should respond to the demand for housing for sale/the relative
importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

6.1 These two points can be taken together. The Planning system is only responsible for the number of
dwellings built and need only ensure that land is brought forward for development. Tenure is then
negotiated as part of a S106 agreement or a subsidy is sought for development from the Housing
Corporation. The time taken to obtain any funding from theHousing Corporation is too slow tomeet many
of the good oVers made by private developers on their sites. What local authorities end up with is a small
number of what is loosely termed aVordable properties (ie they are cheaper than what developers are putting
on the site and go nowhere tomeeting local needs).Without subsidy aVordable housing cannot be provided.
Generally new build market housing in South Ribble costs over £200,000. Even if developers are forced to
build smaller, cheaper properties by compromising on design, layout etc, then what is built is still valued at
over £150,000.At this levelHousingAssociations are unable to obtain grants from theHousingCorporation
for the properties as they are above Total Cost Indicators for the area. In order to secure some elements of
aVordability in South Ribble the council has had to reach agreements with developers to provide less
properties but at a greater discount.

6.2 Developments of high market value houses (four/five bedroomed detached) yields the greatest profit
to be utilised as planning gain to secure the highest possible number of aVordable houses. However, this
does not meet the need for small starter homes, smaller retirement apartments, andmid-sized medium value
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market homes. To supply thesemarket needs requires an unfortunate trade-oVwith the amount of planning
gain available for aVordable housing. Cross-subsidy from developers is therefore insuYcient, if the planning
authority seeks to ensure a good mix of house types as required by PPG3.

6.3 Financial resources should be made available to local authorities to make the decisions locally about
what it gets involved in. The system as it stands is at best cumbersome and at worst not workable.

6.4 Having transferred its housing stock in 1994 the council re cycled the capital receipts from the transfer
into aVordable housing using Local Authority Social HousingGrant. This was local decisions meeting local
needs. In all some £9 million was re cycled producing over 400 additional units for rent and sale over a 10
year period. While the council now does not have the necessary capital finance to do this the principle of
local decisions to meet local needs remains and government is urged to review how subsidy is given.

6.5 While supporting the work of our neighbours and colleagues in East Lancashire and the work of the
Pathfinders, never the less it needs to be asked why public money is going to bolster areas where people do
not want to live but nothing goes to areas where people do want to live thus making homes more
unaVordable.

6.6 Government are therefore asked to look at how resources are given out and at supporting local
authorities in high demand areas to meet the aVordable housing gap.

7. The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

7.1 This approach was undertaken in the 1960’s and 1970’s. It was called New Towns and in those days
(until 1984) South Ribble was part of the Central Lancashire New Town. This expansion and growth has
continued to this day and this is recognised in the Northern way with this area being the core of the Central
Lancashire city Region.

7.2 South Ribble has huge tracks of green belt and is semi rural in nature. Any large growth of
development will undoubtedly put pressure on these areas. However, large development will also fund
important transport infrastructure that will ease local congestion and contribute to resolving some of
Preston’s serious congestion issues. These include the completion of the Lostock Hall Link Road, a park
and ride in Penwortham to ease congestion into Preston, and improved public transport provision. None
of these important transport schemes is likely without associated development to fund them.

7.3 Similarly, in the absence of alternative funding, large scale development is required to subsidise the
provision of aVordable housing in the borough.

7.4 There is no evidence to suggest that large scale building programmes would force down prices, indeed
the opposite is the case. The former ROF site while lies in both South Ribble and Chorley local authorities
areas is a Rural Village concept. House prices here actually have an additional premium on the location
despite there being little infrastructure in place. The attraction being that all the properties in the area are
brand new.

7.5 Care needs to be taken in relying on demand and supply to influence house prices. The brand “home”
is more than just bricks and mortar. Issues in the Pathfinder regions are demonstrating this. It is not just
about areas of low demand: it is also about the product that is provided and while what is provided is left
to the market and to private developers they will provide properties that do not match need but will match
profitability.

Memorandum by the Home Builders Federation (HBF) (AH 80)

Summary of Evidence

S.1 Ensuring we have a suYcient supply of the right housing in the right places is critical to the nation’s
long-term social and economic wellbeing.

S.2 A key factor contributing to the increasing diYculties with aVordability in the housing market is that
too few new homes are being built. Although housing completions in England increased by nearly 20% in
2004 compared to 2001 this increase was from a historically low base in modern times. The total number of
homes built in the UK has been declining since the 1960s and remains insuYcient.149

S.3 AVordability is further exacerbated by the rise in the number of households wishing to access
housing. An additional one million households were formed in England between 1996 and 2003.150

S.4 Kate Barker’s “Review of Housing Supply” was right to conclude that the UK needs an increased
supply of housing over the long-term. There is no short-term panacea to solve the diYculties with
aVordability. (Indeed, without a sustained increase in supply some shorter-termmeasures designed to tackle
problems of aVordability may themselves risk contributing to increased prices.) The priority is to reverse

149 “Housing policy: an overview” (July 2005) HMT and ODPM pp25–26.
150 “Housing policy: an overview” (July 2005) HMT and ODPM p24.
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the trend of demand out-stripping supply. Increasing supply to bring it into equilibrium with demand is the
only way to restore the long-term health of the housing market and ensure sustainable aVordability. HBF’s
members therefore want to build the right number and types of homes, in the right locations, to meet
people’s needs over the next 20 years.

S.5 As the Barker Review argued, bringing housing supply steadily into equilibrium with demand will
help ensure greater stability of house prices over the long term. This will ease the aVordability gap as wealth
creation will allow wages to increase and average dwelling price to income ratios to fall.

S.6 The UK can cope with an increase in housing supply. Currently some three-quarters of the
population only use 7.2% of the land.151 Kate Barker stated that under the extreme assumption that all new
house building would take place in the South East, her more ambitious scenario of 120,000 additional
private homes each year would use about 0.75% of the total regional land area over the next 10 years.152 The
environmental impact, including land use, is capable of being managed to meet sustainable development
requirements. Increasing the supply of homes to meet demand oVers the people of Britain the opportunity
to live in better, less crowded housing.

S.7 If we fail to seize the current opportunity to sustain a substantial increase in supply, the divide
between the haves and the have-nots of housing is likely to become more severe. This will have damaging
consequences for social justice and community cohesion. It is the vulnerable in our society who suVer most
from the current housing shortage.

1. The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater home ownership; and the extent to which home
purchase tackles social and economic inequalities

1.1 A home is essential to the quality of people’s lives. It can be fundamental to an individual’s or family’s
identity and sense of well-being. A home provides a secure base, helping people to:

— become part of a community;

— seek or retain employment; and

— access schools, hospitals and other services.

1.2 Home ownership enables people to exercise their own choice about the community they live in, the
distance they live from their place of work and which services they may access. AVordability is one of the
key factors in determining how people exercise such choice when choosing a home of their own. Ownership,
in contrast to other forms of tenure, also oVers greater opportunity for people to invest in raising the
standard of their home.

1.3 There is both the scope and need to promote greater home ownership, reflecting the priorities of
people in Britain. The Council ofMortgage Lenders suggests that 81% of the population aspire to own their
own home within 10 years.153 Other studies have shown that as many as 90% of the population aspires to
own their own home. Recognising the aspiration for home ownership and giving people as much scope as
possible to exercise that choice is key to ensuring a functional society.

2. The economic and social impact of current house prices

2.1 There is near universal concern about the cost of aVording a first home. AYouGov poll for theHome
Builder’s Federation conducted in April 2005 showed that 95% of all respondents stated that people trying
to buy their first home find it financially diYcult.154

2.2 This concern is borne out by the fact that the number of first time buyers has been falling steadily
since 1999. First-time buyer transactions have declined from their peak of around 50% of the market in the
late 1980s to stand at 29% in 2004.155

2.3 The economic and social impact of a shortage of first-time buyers is not confined to the mainly
younger generation of adults seeking to purchase their first home. The scarcity of housing is creating an
inter-generational problem. The HBF/YouGov poll (2005) demonstrated that one fifth of homeowners who
bought for the first time in the last five years financed the deposit with assistance from a relative.156 A survey
for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation found that parents of would-be home owners expect they will have to
contribute an average £17,000 of their own money so their adult children can purchase their first home.157

There are now two million parents in the UK with children over the age of 30 living at home.158

151 “UnaVordable Housing: Fables and Myths” (June 2005) Policy Exchange p26.
152 “The Barker Review of Housing Supply”, Final Report—Recommendations” (March 2004) paragraph 1.46.
153 Council of Mortgage Lenders/MORI (2003) Annual Survey.
154 HBF/YouGov Poll (April 2005).
155 “Understanding first-time buyers” CML Research (July 2005) p3.
156 HBF/YouGov poll (April 2005).
157 Joseph Rowntree Foundation Survey June 2004.
158 Not so young forced to stay at home. Newsquest Media Group. 6 October 2005.
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2.4 Perhaps the most significant social impact will be the increasing divide between the home owning
haves and have-nots, particularly as a greater proportion of younger families miss out on housing assistance
but have limited opportunity to purchase their own property. Recent figures compiled for the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation indicate that more than 1.25 million younger households in England, Scotland and
Wales earn incomes that are too high to qualify for housing benefit if they were living in “social” rented
accommodation, but too low to aVord a mortgage on even the cheapest two-or three-bedroom homes for
sale in their area.159

2.5 A further constraint on the younger generation of owner/occupiers from having a home that meets
their needs is a shortage of larger homes for them to own. Analysis of census data by Professor Dave King
of Anglia Polytechnic University, commissioned by the HBF, revealed that people tend to retain the same
level of consumption of housing space as they grow older. Occupation of the largest homes peaks around
the age 45–54, but as household size diminishes, eg when children leave home, people stay put and rarely
trade down from a home of “family size”.160

2.6 There is a consequent danger that if the supply of housing is constrained and planning policy favours
the building of smaller dwellings, the aVordability of homes suitable for families could be further
exacerbated. The gap in wealth between the better-oV households in larger dwellings and the rest of society
could be further increased. This would have an especially big impact on younger households. It could be
argued that today’s young people will be the first generation for nearly 100 years who will not be able to
aspire to more spacious housing than their parents.

2.7 Space constraints could also lead some couples to have fewer children, while overcrowding will tend
to rise if families are unable to trade up. The current problems of overcrowding in social housing, where
children have to share a bedroom with their parents in almost three quarters of overcrowded families could
be translated to owner occupying families.161

2.8 Growing shortages of homes, and rising relative prices of family homes, couldmake communities less
sustainable by squeezing out middle-income households, including many key workers, leaving more
polarized communities of the very poor and the well oV.162

3. The relationship between house prices and housing supply

3.1 As in any market, there is an intrinsic link between price, demand and supply. The total number of
homes built in the UK has been declining since the 1960s, while the number of households is rising with an
additional one million households in England between 1996 and 2003.163 Put simply, as the supply of
housing falls short of demand, prices rise in real terms. One result is that while in 1984 the average first-time
buyer property cost just over £20,000; by 2004 a first time buyer property cost around £117,000.164 Kate
Barker’s Review established that the trend increase in house prices over the last 30 years has been 2.4% per
annum in real terms—significantly greater than the European average of 1.1%.165 The problem is one of
long-term trends and this requires a long-term solution.

3.2 The only long-term remedy to ease price inflation is to increase supply. This is not a short-term
panacea, but a steadying of the long-term relationship between supply and demand. As Kate Barker
concluded, in order to deliver a trend rate in annual real house price increases of 1.8% an additional 70,000
houses each year in England might be required.

3.3 AVordability of housing will be eased not only as price inflation in housing falls, but as macro-
economic wealth creation allows wages to increase and average price to income ratios to fall.

4. Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

4.1 The price of land is a significant and growing share of the overall cost of new housing. A survey
conducted by the estate agents FPD Savills indicated that in 1992 the cost of the land accounted for 15% of
the price of a home. This had more than doubled to 34% by 2003.166

4.2 This high cost of land reflects the constrained supply of land for housing through the planning system.
It is vital, therefore, that the planning system can ensure suYcient developable land is brought forward to
satisfy the requirement for housing if we are to meet both housing need overall and deliver the full range of
housing types required over time. Ensuring developable land supply is adequate and flexible will also enable
developers to maximize creative market solutions for providing lower cost homes for those who want them.

159 JRF: Limits to working households’ ability to become home-owners 11 October 2005.
160 HBF “Room to Move”, John Stewart (March 2005).
161 Shelter Survey October 2005.
162 HBF “Room to Move” John Stewart p 4.
163 “Housing policy: an overview” (July 2005) HMT and ODPM p24.
164 “Understanding first time buyers” CML Research (July 2005) p15.
165 “The Barker Review of Housing Supply”, Final Report—Recommendations” (March 2004) Table A.1.
166 FPD Savills 8 September 2003.
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4.3 Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) could potentially deliver eYciencies that would help
contribute to lowering the cost of new housing and improving overall aVordability. These benefits are,
however, dependent on achieving suYcient economies of scale. This in turn requires a steady and predictable
supply of developable sites available through the planning system. Recent research by Michael Ball,
Professor of Urban and Property Economics at the University of Reading, shows that the stimulus of higher
volumes should have a dynamic positive eVect on production methods as well as improving productivity
generally.167

5. The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

5.1 The Barker Review of Housing Supply provides the most comprehensive analysis of house building
for 60 years. Her conclusion that the current low rate of house building is not a realistic option for the future
is critical to finding solutions to housing aVordability.

5.2 Housing supply is currently running far below demand. The number of households in England is
expected to grow by around 190,000 per year over the next 20 years, according to Government estimates,
yet housing completions over the last five years have averaged less than 140,000 per year. This disparity
between supply and demand is unsustainable.

5.3 The Barker Review estimated that we should be building an additional 70,000 to 120,000 private
homes per year in England, plus 17,000–23,000 extra social sector homes. This scale, and the Government’s
acceptance of it, is right if there is to be a long-term reversal of current aVordability diYculties.

5.4 This scale of increased house-building is environmentally sustainable. Kate Barker asserted that
under the extreme assumption that all new house building would take place in the South East, her more
ambitious scenario of 120,000 additional private homes each year would use about 0.75% of the total
regional land area over the next 10 years.168 The relatively small amount of land required is further illustrated
by the recent Policy Exchange report that argued it is a myth that Britain is a small, overcrowded country.
The report showed that only around 8% of land in Britain is urban and asserted that we live in crowded and
dense cities, not a crowded and urbanised country.169

5.5 New homes are already also significantly more energy eYcient than the existing stock. Building on
this record, the HBF is working with the Government to seek practical and commercially viable means for
further improving the environmental performance of new homes in future.

5.6 The Government’s manifesto commitment to increase the number of home owners by one million
over the lifetime of this Parliament is ambitious. Changes in tenure, and the greater implementation of
shared ownership schemes should help, but an increase in the supply of newly built homes is likely to be
essential if the target is to be met.

6. The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

6.1 Private builders are responsible for building nearly 90% of all new housing, with most subsidised
housing being delivered through s106 agreements. The supply of private housing and the role of private
house builders is therefore critical to housing provision across the board.

6.2 The long-term solution to easing housing aVordability is to achieve a better equilibrium between
supply and demand across all housing tenures. Supply therefore needs to increase for provision across the
market and for all types of tenure.

6.3 In this context, while initiatives such as Homebuy are welcome as a means of assisting those
experiencing particular issues in accessing the housing market, they can only form a complementary part of
the overall solution. Indeed, there is a risk that without a sustained increase in overall housing supply the
injection of public money into such initiatives may itself add to inflationary pressure in the housing market.

7. How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

7.1 The planning system should do exactly that—plan systematically for the provision of the housing
required—not be a means, as it too readily can be, of stopping development.

7.2 Prior to the 2005 General Election, the HBF published a manifesto entitled: “Meeting housing needs
and aspirations” which oVered the following 10 recommendations to ensure that the planning system allows
enough homes to be built:

— TheGovernmentmust make sure the new planning system is faster andmore eYcient, as intended,
that adequate housing numbers are delivered, and that there is not a serious supply hiatus of
several years as the new system is introduced.

167 CITB Construction Skills / HBF (8 September 2005).
168 “The Barker Review of Housing Supply”, Final Report—Recommendations” (March 2004) paragraph 1.46.
169 UnaVordable Housing Fables and Myths, Policy Exchange, June 2005 p 10.
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— TheGovernment must findmore ways to incentivise local planning authorities to deliver adequate
housing numbers.

— The immediate priority for the new Government will be to undertake a review of PPG3. As Kate
Barker recommended, this must take a rigorous approach, be grounded in an evidence base, with
stakeholder panel scrutiny, and weigh up policy costs and benefits.

— Regional and local planning authorities must accept their full responsibilities for housing
provision and focus on delivering adequate housing numbers.

— Lack of infrastructure may delay house building in some locations, notably the Growth areas, but
regional and local planning authorities should not be able to use infrastructure as a general excuse
for not delivering housing numbers.

— Regional planning bodies must adopt realistic and achievable regional housing targets and must
set realistic targets for local authorities.

— Local planning authorities must meet their housing targets through adequate land releases and
implementable planning permissions.

— Five-year land availability studies must be re-introduced, providing realistic assessments of what
can be delivered and highlighting shortfalls.

— “Plan, monitor and manage” needs to have more emphasis on “manage”—responding promptly
to housing shortages.

— The appeals system needs to speed up dramatically.

7.3 The HBF support the ideas set out in the Government’s recent consultation document “Planning for
Housing” as a means of addressing these requirements. A core function of the planning system should be
to ensure that an adequate supply of developable land is made available to deliver agreed levels of
housing supply.

8. The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

8.1 The Barker Review did not suggest that increasing the supply of housing will significantly alter prices
in the short-term. Barker’s goal is a better long-term equilibrium between supply and demand and a greater
degree of stability as a consequence. Such equilibrium should ensure that value is maintained for existing
home owners, but as wages rise there is more opportunity for new entrants, particularly the younger
generation, to get into the housing market.

8.2 As stated in Paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5 above, even the higher estimates of increased housing supply are
sustainable in environmental terms as well as contributing to social and economic sustainability.

9. The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

9.1 More eYcient, flexible and predictable planning processes are needed in all parts of the country to
ensure each region can deliver the housing supply it needs. It is vital to have consistent planning policies to
end the current stop/go approach.

9.2 It is a false argument to suggest that the solution lies in moving people from areas of high housing
demand, eg south east England, to areas of low demand, eg the north of England. Housing underpins the
success of local and regional communities and economies. It is not viable or sustainable to create housing
where the local economy and community do not require it. Failing to provide adequate housing where there
is demand for it will, however, have serious adverse social and economic consequences both for the areas
concerned and the country as a whole.

Memorandum by the Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) (AH 81)

Introduction

1. TheRoyal TownPlanning Institute is pleased to provide evidence to this important inquiry. TheRoyal
Town Planning Institute (RTPI) has a clear recognition of the importance of housing in this country and
of the crisis that we face if adequate, decent housing is not provided. The RTPI is a learned and learning
society representing over 19,000 chartered town planners. Following the adoption of its New Vision for
Planning and its merger with ROOM, the National Council for Housing and Planning, the RTPI is taking
a more direct interest in housing issues and, in particular, the relationships between policies and practice in
housing with those in planning and regeneration.
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2. The work of the RTPI and of ROOMwRTPI displays both a clear understanding of the role that
planning plays in aiding the supply of housing and a commitment to play our role in improving the ways in
which we provide decent housing for all those need it. A joint report with the Chartered Institute of
Housing—Planning for Housing: The role of planning in delivering Sustainable Communities (2003) sums
this up by stating that:

The provision of adequate, decent, high quality housing that is accessible to all those who need it
is a fundamental part of any national and local economic, social and environmental strategy.Well
planned, good, accessible and aVordable housing contributes directly to the range of key tasks that
face this country—improving the health of the nation, raising educational standards, reducing
social exclusion, contributing to sustainable economic development, and reducing the need to
travel, as well as fulfilling a basic need for shelter. It is the role of both planning and housing policy
and practice to ensure that this happens. It is not the role of either system to block the delivery of
such housing through an over narrow view of environmental protection, through a lack of
understanding as to how housing markets really work or through an inflated view of the degree to
which public policy can influence them.

3. This overall approach underpins the RTPI’s responses to the Committee’s specific questions set out
below.

The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership

The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty

4. It is recognised and accepted that home ownership is a common aspiration—a 2000–01 BSA survey
revealed that nine out of 10 households would like to own their own home at some point. Greater
opportunities for homeownership are welcomed by the RTPI, as are more options of housing tenure. The
provision of a decent home for all those that need one must be a basis of any planning policy and the
planning system must not serve to frustrate this aim nor to dash people’s aspirations.

5. However, for many, home ownership will only ever be an aspiration, it is important that housing
policies reflect this and are thus broad enough to encapsulate those on the margins of housing markets. The
RTPI believes that housing and planning policies should place amuch greater emphasis on the greater issues
associated with housing need instead of assuming that an emphasis on home ownership will necessarily lead
on to the provision of a decent home for all those in need.

6. One of the key roles of planning is to provide mixed and balanced communities. The narrow pursuit
of home ownership without balancing policies for those who cannot achieve this aspiration under current
conditions would militate against this overall role of planning—and one of the ODPM’s key policy
objectives.

7. Housing is being seen more and more as a form of investment and this has been a factor in a greater
demand for housing. The vast majority of housing is provided by the private sector and without the
provision of subsidies, home ownership is beyond the reach of many. There is a risk that those outside
housing markets whom cannot influence market demand risk being marginalised by Government housing
policy. The values and importance of social, subsidised and rental housing must not be forgotten in
Government housing policies.

8. Equally, planning and housing policy must be directed at new, intermediate forms of tenure to help
more people to obtain some equity in housing. A recent report from the Joseph Rowntree Foundation—
AVordability and the Intermediate HousingMarket (2005) shows that, in the majority of areas in the South
East, East and SouthWest of the country and in pockets elsewhere, the intermediate housing markets forms
more than 30% (and in places more than 40%) of the total market.

The economic and social impact of current house prices

9. In 1990 the average price paid by first time buyers was £45,000, 2.7 times their average household
income. By the second quarter of 2005 the average price paid was £145,000, 4.2 times their average
household income. First time buyers are having to raise larger deposits and averagemortgage advances have
increased from 2.2 times to 3.2 time’s annual household income, in spite of falling interest rates.

10. The current trend of increasing/high house prices has serious implications on the success of the
Governments sustainable community’s agenda, for example, the impact on the ability of a whole range of
key workers—not just those identified in the ODPM’s key Worker Living Scheme—to work in areas of
housing demand. People on moderate/low wages are being priced out of areas where there is demand for
housing, which means that these communities will suVer from a lack of such skilled residents.

11. Opportunities for first time buyers to get “on the property ladder” are becoming less and less
available, particularly in areas of high demand. In the current housing market, housing is increasingly
regarded as an investment opportunity. This means that one factor is an increased demand for housing as
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more people look to multiple home ownership with second and investment homes. As Shelter has pointed
out, the gap between those with assets in housing and those without is widening with real implications for
the distribution of wealth and future opportunity within this country.

The relationship between house prices and housing supply

12. A relationship clearly does exist between house prices and supply, but supply is only one element of
many that influence the aVordability of housing. A belief that more house building alone will reduce house
prices is simplistic and will never help to resolve the housing aVordability crisis.

13. The economics of housing markets are far more complex. Housing has several unique features that
make conventional market economics inappropriate, such as a fixed location, with values dependent on
many externalities, their long life and the fact that they are (increasingly) regarded as an investment, rather
than consumption, good, demonstrated, for example, by the growth of the buy to let sector.

14. As it stands, new, open market housing is out of reach for many, especially if they are not already on
the property ladder. Yet, increasing housing supply, even on a substantial scale, is only likely to have a
negligible eVect on aVordability.

15. According to evidence in the Barker Review, (using current levels of construction), reducing the rate
of growth in real house prices by 1.8 per cent, would require an additional 70,000 private sector homes per
annum; andmore ambitiously, to reduce the trend in real house prices to 1.1%, an additional 120,000 private
sector homes per annum would be required. It needs to be made quite clear that this level of additional
housing will only serve to reduce the rate of rise in house prices—not reduce house prices themselves. In
this context, it is worth recalling the Government’s response to the Select Committee’s previous inquiry into
Sustainable Communities in the South East. This stated, in relation to the announcement of 200,000 more
homes in the south east, that “we never claimed that our proposals would cause the absolute level of house
prices to fall”—merely that they “should help to moderate the growth trend in house prices in the longer-
term.”

16. It is understood that the ODPM has undertaken a study to determine the eVect that an enhanced
house building programme may have on house prices. The publication of this study is awaited with great
interest. Such research that has been undertaken in the past indicates that it would require an extremely large
expansion of the house building programme to reduce house prices to any significant extent. For example,
a study published in 1996 found that “releasing a lot of extra land has only a moderate impact on prices.
For example, a 32% general increase in plan provision might only reduce prices by 8% in the medium term.”
Earlier studies had found that “increasing plan targets by 75% would raise output by 16% on average over
six years and lower prices by 7.5%, so enabling an extra 3–4% of new households to buy a new home.” This
demonstrates a negligible impact on aVordability by a substantial increase in private sector house building.

Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

17. As has been stated, it is recognised that the planning system has an important role to play in solving
the housing aVordability crisis that is currently being experienced in this country, but cannot do so in
isolation. The RTPI is concerned that current Government policies focus overmuch on planning’s role and,
on development control in particular. It is essential that planning’s role in the provision of aVordable
housing is taken within a broader consideration of all the factors that constrain supply. These include such
factors as mortgage rates and the range of mortgage products, stamp duty, salary levels, patterns of public
investment, demographic andmigration factors; interest rates; the attractiveness of housing for institutional
investments; the availability of finance, public investment in housing; the availability of personnel and skills
in the construction and related industries and the behaviors within the house building industry.

18. Secondly, it should be noted that new housing forms a very low proportion of total housing turnover.
In 2001, there were 1,458,000 transactions in the housing market and, yet, only 123,451 new homes were
completed. It is also worth noting in this context that the price of new housing is more expensive than prices
within the existing stock. In 2002 the median price of new housing in the UKwas £133,500 and that of other
housing was £100,000. Only 6.0% of new housing was priced at less than £60,000 whilst 23.6% of other
housing came into this band.

The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

19. For decades there has been a failure to deliver adequate sustainable housing in the numbers that are
required. In England alone, this shortfall now constitutes nearly 95,000 homes per annum against assessed
requirements.

20. There has been a significant shortfall in the provision of aVordable housing; in 2000–01 26,735
aVordable homes were provided, against a recognised requirement of 83,000. To put it simply, there is a
great need for more housing, in particular housing that is accessible to all and, thus, truly aVordable
housing.
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21. In 1990–91, the private sector was responsible for 132,499 completions, housing associations 14,575,
and local authorities 12,958. In 2004–05 the private sector completed 137,730 units, housing associations
16,627 and local authorities 100. This is a pattern that can be traced back to the post war years. If we look
back to the 1950’s, Local Authority house building numbers were regularly over 150,000 and private sector
housing numbers were small in comparison. The trend has been that private sector house building has
increased and now stabilised around current figures, whereas local authority housing has rapidly declined
to a point where it practically no longer exists.

22. The private sector has kept up a fairly constant level of house building for many years, yet the impact
of the mass reduction of local authority house building has never been addressed and this has had a huge
impact on the availability of aVordable housing. Local authorities, as strategic housing bodies, have a
responsibility to ensure that housing is accessible to all. Their ability to fulfil this responsibility directly has
been lost with the loss of commitment to local authority house building. As the chart below shows, housing
associations, which have taken on that responsibility, have not succeeded in maintaining a level of building
of supported housing.
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23. Housing associations (Registered Social Landlords) are finding that they are becoming more and
more reliant on the private sector to provide sites for aVordable housing. This is mainly because of a shortage
of publicly owned land that can be disposed of at a subsidised rate, the increasing price of land, and
competition for available sites with the private sector. This has resulted in Housing Associations becoming
more reliant on aVordable housing planning polices such as S106 mechanisms to help maintain a supply of
aVordable housing. This, in turn, means that the sustained provision of subsidised housing is directly linked
to the sustained growth of private sector house building.

24. The private sector does not have the responsibility to provide aVordable housing for those unable to
compete in the market. By its very nature, it has a responsibility to its investors and thus expecting the
aVordability crisis in housing to be resolved by the private sector does not form a balanced and responsible
policy response. It is worth noting that, “the OYce of Fair Trading is launching an inquiry into Britain’s
house builders. The OFT is concerned at the quality of newly built British homes. The inquiry may also
investigate whether the industry acts as a cartel to keep prices artificially high by restricting the supply of
land.” (The Observer: 4 September 2005)

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

25. In the past, the planning system has been accused of failing to respond to changing demand for homes
in diVerent places, and this lack of flexibility has played its part in creating the housing crisis that we now
face. It has also been said that development plans need to take better account of housing markets and need,
and should reflect the needs and circumstances of diVerent areas better. The RTPI agrees that there is the
need for the whole planning system to reflect the better practice that exists within it in these respects but, as
the following paragraphs show, we do not believe that the currentODPMproposals for changes to planning
practice in relation to housing are the best way of achieving this.

26. Government’s plans to boost housing supply, as described in the 2005 consultation paper Planning
for Housing Provision concentrate on:

— assessments of need and demand, and development of plan policies, on the basis of a robust
evidence base, that look at housing markets and are developed in partnership with stakeholders;
and
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— a proactive approach, using positive planning to deliver appropriate housing land, keep provision
under review, and maintain a rolling five-year supply of housing land within a 15-year time
horizon.

27. Put simply, the intention is to facilitate housing development by making the planning system more
responsive to the housing market. However, it is the RTPI’s belief that the Governments plans go too far,
and instead of making the planning system responsive to housing markets, we risk making the planning
system subservient to housing markets.

28. Housing allocations, as proposed, will follow housing demand, not need. This will result in housing
being delivered where it is a demanded rather than, necessarily, where it is needed. Housing demand is
directed by housing aspirations, therefore allowing development to follow demand will place further
pressure on areas of existing growth, and will ignore areas of market failure that have a recognised need for
new development.

29. There is a big diVerence between housing need and demand, particularly in terms of location, tenure,
size and aVordability. House builders will naturally and rightly seek to provide housing that maximises
economic return, but by allowing market demand to lead house building we will be failing those that need
our help the most, those who are unable to influence demand in the market place.

30. Following demand and not need will severely damage planning’s ability to promote brown field
development, and will thus place great development pressure on green field sites as these are often the more
attractive options for developers. It is important to ensure that planning’s role in creating and managing
markets—as well as being informed by them—is not inhibited. The planning system has a duty to help
stimulate demand in existing communities through upgrading social infrastructure, creating better
environments and improving the perception and appearance of an area.

31. If housing development is led purely by market demand, it may be at the cost of other sustainable
planning considerations. The planning system does need to understand and fully take into account housing
demand, and we must support the drive for more housing, however the planning system also has a
responsibility to find balance between often competing land use interests. This potential conflict in aims is
demonstrated in the ODPM’s own public service Agreement (5) which requires it to “achieve a better
balance between housing availability and the demand for housing, including improving aVordability, in all
English regions while protecting valuable countryside around our towns, cities and in the green belt and the
sustainability of towns and cities.”

32. The inherent risk of the planning system simply following the housing market is that other
considerations such as social issues and the environment would suVer in favour of market demands.

The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

33. As paragraph 16 indicates, scale of housing development needed to influence house prices
significantly could be so high that it would be unrealistic to expect this to happen. If the only action taken
by Government to resolve housing aVordability was mass house building in isolation of any other policies
then this would have a very significant environmental and social impact. For example, a statement by the
Chartered Institute ofWater and EnvironmentalManagement in August 2005 said that, “The Environment
Agency expresses concern that if all new homes were built to current energy eYciency requirements,
domestic CO2 emissions would increase by 24%, placing strain on long term targets for carbon emissions
reduction. The Environmental Audit Committee notes that unless significant action is taken, carbon
emissions from the housing sector are likely to almost double from their present 30% contribution to the
UK’s target amount, to over 55%.”

34. Importantly, the RTPI believes that the Government commitment to the provisions of infrastructure
needed to support greater levels of house building is not currently present, and that a lack of investment in
infrastructure is holding back the achievement of the Sustainable Communities Plan. For example, in the
South East of England, where there is a desperate need for increased housing provision, 40,000 dwellings
that already have planning permission are being held back from construction because of shortcomings in
infrastructure provision according to the Barker review.

35. It can therefore be argued strongly that a lack of investment in infrastructure is stymieing the
Government’s agenda for growth. The planning system has a key role in identifying the need for, and
bringing forward, infrastructure, and it is important that this is recognised as being a key requirement to
delivering housing in sustainable communities. The RTPI is campaigning for greater recognition of the
importance of infrastructure and a greater level of government co-ordination and prioritisation of
investment.
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The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

36. The ODPM, alongside the Treasury and the DTI, is required to, make sustainable improvements in
the economic performance of all English regions by 2008, and over the long term reduce the persistent gap
in growth rates between the regions, demonstrating progress by 2006 (PSA 2). The RTPI is concerned that
Government plans to concentrate housing growthwithin designated areas (predominately in the SouthEast)
may have the eVect of intensifying the existing problems rather than reducing them, especially if the growth
leads to a cycle of further economic expansion in already favoured parts of England.

37. To truly address issues of disparity in housing supply and demand, it is vital at the regional, sub-
regional and local levels, that strategies for urban renewal and housing market renewal are allowed to take
a locally sensitive but comprehensive view, looking across neighbourhoods and tenures and ensuring that
land use policies support those for social and economic regeneration and renewal.

38. At the national level, this is best done through a national spatial framework. The RTPI has been at
the forefront of those calling for such a strategy. This is not designed, as some critics avow, to encourage
the mass movement of population from one region to another but is designed to provide a clear spatial view
of England and the United Kingdom to inform decisions on priorities for investment, to analyse the
diVerential spatial impacts of government spending plans, and to analyse trends in diVerent functional areas
of the UK to enable more informed decisions to be made.

Memorandum by Ann Petherick, Living Over The Shop (AH 82)

1. Need for Tenure Balance

1.1 I appreciate that it is intended to set up a further enquiry which will examine rented housing.
Nevertheless I am concerned that, although the subject of your enquiry is supposedly tenure-neutral, the
overwhelming emphasis is on ownership. For example, of the ten points of reference listed, eight are solely
concerned with housing for sale, and the remaining two are neutral.

1.2 I contend that rented housing in addition to ownership is essential to create balanced and sustainable
communities, and that this should be considered on an equal basis alongside ownership.

2. Need for an Intermediate RentedMarket

2.1 My primary concern, as founder of the LIVING OVER THE SHOP initiative, has long been with
the provision of rented housing for those who are neither eligible for social housing nor have the ability to
pay a free-market rent. My understanding is that this is the group for whom housing associations were
originally set up in the 1960s. Now that associations are providing only social rented housing or ownership
schemes, such as shared and low-cost, there is very little provision for this intermediate group.

2.2 This is particularly serious as, in a great many towns, the diVerence between a social and a market
rent may be 100% or more. This applies not just in the south-east but also to my knowledge in many small
and large towns in the north & midlands. The resulting housing polarisation is undesirable in social terms.

3. Affordability

3.1 I am also concerned at the confused and confusing terminology which is regularly used in the housing
world. For example, the ubiquitous word “aVordable”, which is nowhere defined and which I know to be
used by many diVerent people to mean diVerent things. If the word means anything at all, it means sub-
market. In order for housing to be sold or rented at a sub-market price, it has to be subsidised in some way.
I would like to see housing professionals using the accurate terminology, as it would then lead to an
assessment of where the subsidy is going to come from.

3.2 Despite all the emphasis on aVordability, there appears to be little attempt tomake explicit the means
by which the housing will remain aVordable in the long-term. No matter how cheaply housing is built, if it
is sold on the open market it will be sold at the highest price someone is prepared to pay, and the only long-
term beneficiary will be the first purchaser. If the housing has been provided with grant or other developer
incentives, the long-term benefit of these to a wider public will be lost.

Memorandum by Friends of the Earth (AH 84)

Friends of the Earth England,Wales andNorthern Irelandwelcomes the opportunity to provide evidence
to the Committee’s inquiry into the aVordability and supply of housing. Friends of the Earth is anNGOwith
100,000 supporters and local campaigning groups in 200 communities. We are also a member of Friends of
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the Earth International, which hasmember groups in 57 diVerent countries. Friends of the Earth has worked
on planning and housing for over 25 years, and we are convinced that the land use planning system is a key
mechanism for delivering sustainable development.

Introduction

This memorandum Friends of the Earth does not attempt to answer all the questions raised in the
Committee’s press notice, but focuses primarily on the implications of ODPM’s recent policy
announcements on housing policy—in particular the July 2005 consultation paper “Planning for Housing
Provision” and on the Government’s intention to place price mechanisms at the heart of planning decision-
making, as a purported means to tackle aVordability.

The response sets out the consequences this approach would have for the eVective delivery of social
housing, sustainable patterns of development and public participation. This analysis is informed by a
scoping paperwritten by Professor IanCole based in theCentre forRegional Economic and SocialResearch
at SheYeld Hallam University. His paper, is attached as Appendix 1. We also oVer an outline of some
alternative policy solutions.

Finally, housing policy will be essential for delivery of the Government’s targets on climate change—
particularly in terms of standards and targets for energy eYciency and micro-renewables. This is currently
a major omission in current Government housing policy and Friends of the Earth would welcome the
opportunity to provide the Committee detailed evidence at an appropriate time.

Summary

Friends of the Earth believes that current Government policy on housing provision is a major obstacle
in achieving sustainable development in the UK, conflicting with the Government’s own stated aims in its
2005 UK Sustainable Development Strategy1.

Existing policy, exemplified by the Sustainable Communities Plan2, the Barker Report and the recent
Consultation paper “Planning for Housing Provision” is essentially a reflection of a market-driven
conception of how to meet housing needs in England.

Thismodel assumes that increasing supply is the primemeans for tackling aVordability, and that releasing
more land in areas of high prices is the prime means for increasing this supply, in eVect making house prices
the key arbiter of the amount and location of new homes.While this objective appears to oVer a simple “fix”
to the current undoubted shortages in social housing provision, it ignores a whole series of fundamental
policy issues. As a result, in practice this approach will not be eVective in tackling aVordability, and will
also result in a series on unwanted consequences, particularly concerning exacerbation of inequalities and
environmental impacts, and the erosion of public participation in decision-making.

Friends of the Earth remains deeply concerned at this direction for the Government’s housing and
planning policy because:

— Increased housing supply through private sector provision will at best stabilise house-price
inflation in the owner-occupation sector. This in itself will do nothing for those in greatest social
housing need.

— Government is predominantly focussing on supply-side measures, with inadequate emphasis on
demand-side pressures for housing such as the unsustainable focus of economic growth in limited
geographic areas for example the south-east of England.

— The over-emphasis on market mechanisms to determine the location of housing and to deliver
increased supply will focus growth-on-growth, strongly exacerbating regional inequalities,
environmental impacts, and compromise the aims of the Government’s Communities Plan.

— There is little or no strategic consideration in Government planning of how meeting market-
demand can be integrated with important issues such as environmental limits or the provision of
adequate social and economic infrastructure.

— Government policy has accepted uncritically that the planning system is a supply-side constraint.
The evidence for this is weak and underplays the importance of planning in delivering democratic
and sustainable outcomes. Government policy should increasingly focus on the private sector’s
inability to increase housing supply on the permissions it already holds.

Housing provision cannot be properly addressedwithout a national spatial strategywhich deals with both
demand and supply side issues and can integrate these fully be social need to environmental limits to deliver
sustainable future. Ultimately Government should recognise that the failure to deliver for those in greatest
social housing need is directly related to the inadequate investment in direct provision through the public
sector and particularly the failure to reinvest to counter the negative eVects of right-to-buy.

The rest of this memorandum sets out more detailed arguments for the above points.
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Part 1—Difficulties with the Government’s Proposed Approach

The Role of Market Information in Decision Making

1.1 TheGovernment has laid out its policy approach to the increase supply of housing in the consultation
paper “Planning for Housing Provision”. This paper makes clear that “plans should use market
information, in particular prices in determining the level and distribution of housing provision” (Box 2.2).
Friends of the Earth believes this a radical and regressive policy development which places crude market
indicators at the heart of decision making.

1.2 Sustainable Development, as PPS 1 makes clear, is the fundamental objective of the planning system
and must underpin housing policy and be reflected fully in the forthcoming draft PPS3. In line with the new
Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS2005), this means that economic, social and environmental
objectives should be integrated. SDS 2005 is very clear that “integration” is essential, and that integration
is diVerent to “trading-oV” or “balancing” of the diVerent objectives. This recognition should bemademore
explicit in PPS3 by, at the least, replacing “reconcile” with “integrate” whenever Sustainability Appraisal is
mentioned.

1.3 We understand that the detail of howmarket information will be used to determine housing numbers
will be left to a later consultation.However, the principles by which this is donematerially aVect the conduct
of strategic and local planning decisions. It is clear (paragraph 2.2) that ODPM consider market
information; “in particular price” should be a critical element in determining housing numbers, alongside
other factors. This elevates price to the status of a sustainability objective. There are two problems with this.

1.4 First, the social objective for sustainable development is around securing housing need for everyone.
House prices are a very poor proxy indicator for this. Even slightly more sophisticated price indicators—
ratios of, for example, lowest quartile income to lowest quartile house prices—are poor indicators, because,
for example:

— AVecting this ratio does not in any way guarantee that people in housing need will be able to buy
these houses—low price houses are open to all to buy—speculators as well as people in housing
need.

— This ratio only deals with the owner-occupation tenure.

— Housing is not an “ordinary” commodity and does not behave in a simple rational way. As
Professor Cole points out “it is geographically fixed; it is a long-term asset; it is very expensive—
requiring a complicated financial and legal machinery to assist consumption, though an array of
mortgages, rents and public subsidies—and housing is a positional good, connoting social status as
the more tangible physical attributes.What is seen as ‘desirable’ in housing market cannot be reduced
to a series of measurable components—the ‘externalities’ weigh heavy” (See Appendix 1)

1.5 Second, the means of tackling whatever price indicator is chosen has already been deemed to be
increasing housing numbers. However, if the policy objective is some target around price, then the
mechanism of increasing housing numbers is almost certainly not the most eYcient nor only means of
meeting it. First, increasing housing numbers is not likely to be eVective in its own right:

— There is no guarantee that the houses built be aVordable, or in the “lowest quartile”.

— Supply-demand is not simple for housing—building more houses in an area can make the overall
house price go up.

1.6 Perhaps more importantly though, there are many more policy mechanisms which could and should
be used to meet housing objectives, not just building more houses. These include:

— Setting a higher percentage of aVordable homes in any development.

— Lowering the size-threshold below which developers must build aVordable homes.

— Tackling the incentives which are fuelling the growth of second homes (eg council tax rebates and
the proposed SIPPS revisions).

— Tackling demand side issues. For example relocating jobs from higher to lower demand for
housing areas.

1.7 The above mechanisms and the more detailed proposal in Part 2 of this memorandum, all need to be
considered to achieve the optimal policy outcome. The relative use of each of these mechanisms would all
aVect the total numbers of housing provision needed to meet any aVordability target. In addition the use of
policies to improve the social rented and private rented sectors also need to be considered to ensure that
measures to tackle housing need do not just focus on the owner-occupation sector.

1.8 As a result, market information—because it is a poor proxy for the social objectives of housing—
should not be elevated to the position of a sustainability objective, and also housing provision should not
be seen as the prime means of meeting a market-information based indicator or target.

1.9 This is not to deny the importance of market based information, as one part of the information on
housing need—but in order for the Government to meet its sustainable development objectives housing
policy needs to be clear about the extent of the role this information can usefully play at the regional level.
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The consultation paper is not clear as to whether price is a determinative or advisory factor in decision-
making. This tension is revealed in a diVerent expression of the language in Box 2.2 of the consultation as
opposed to paragraph 6 immediately following.

1.10 Finally, to deliver on all three elements of sustainable development—economic, social and
environmental—requires that these aims are integrated at the beginning, rather than having a policy focus
on one element and treating the other two as bolt-ons which are to a greater or lesser extent traded-oV

against the supposed “main” objective. The primary focus here on increasing supply neglects major side-
eVects on inequalities (further growth in the strongest economic regions) and the environment (more
housing where there are greatest environmental pressures) and is a prime example of failing to integrate at
the start of the policy making process.

Local Implementation

1.11 There are a number of important concerns about how local authorities will respond to market
information. The consultation paper recommends that regions will establish three kinds of housing market,
although it’s not clear how this will be determined. Those local authorities that sit within a high demand
housing market will have a major role in responding to aVordability issues. They will be required to gather
information about local housing markets. They will be required to have a supply of at least five years of land
available for immediate development at any one time and identify a further 10 years worth of supply. They
will be required (Page 19) to bring forward land from future provision ifmarket information indicates higher
than expected demand.

1.12 This represents a second tier of market sensitivity which may require the bringing forward of land
in areas of high demand and at much faster rates than either the RSS or adopted Local Development
Framework expected and prescribed. This raises a whole series of diYculties not just in terms of the role of
price as discussed above but also of the practicality of identifying sustainable locations in areas where
marketing information indicates that large-scale growth should take place.

1.13 Many local authorities in areas of high demand are already struggling to find new housing land in
sustainable locations which don’t impact on existing protective designations. Careful consideration is
needed for how these areas will meet the requirements of five years of developable land being available at
any one time. Some of these areas will not be able to continually meet the requirements of allocating ever
more housing land inwhat is essentially an open-endedmarket sensitive system.We are concerned that these
new pressures will lead to the Government relaxing its key environmental target to develop 60% of new
housing on brown field sites.

1.14 We do not support the proposal that developers should be allowed to bring forward any site in the
five year supply in high demand areas. Phasing is a vital part of plan,monitor andmanage.Where significant
growth is intended it is evenmore important that phasing delivers such development in a rational sustainable
way. Public understanding and confidence of the planning system is undermined if the five year supply is
eVectively a free-for-all. While an indicative view of a further 10 year supply of housing land is desirable this
must also be carefully phased so that its release delivers the most sustainable outcomes in terms of location
and infrastructure provision.

1.15 We remain uncertain as to how the local tier of market sensitivity will interact with regional
forecasts. For example, we know that at the time of adoption the LDF must deliver five years of housing
land to meet the requirements of the RSS forecast. In areas of high demand the early release mechanism will
mean an increase in the amount of housing land and housing numbers in the five-year local supply number.
Will local authorities be required to maintain five year supply at the RSS forecast level or at the new level
prescribed by local market information? This is fundamental since a whole series of high demand local
authorities all increasing their 5 year supply will not only create all the principal problems discussed in our
response but will also begin to override the regional forecasting mechanism and most importantly the
strategic role of the RSS. This view of the “tail wagging the dog’ distracts from the role of strategic planning
and compromises the eVectiveness of RSS in dealing with the social and environmental implications of new
housing supply through the provisions of the SEA directive. Indeed growth will happen, at least until the
RSS “catches up” through a partial review, beyond that analysed in the RSS SEA. This in itself raises
interesting legal questions.

Public Participation

1.16 “Planning for Housing Provision” suggests (page 19) that the early release of land will be achieved
not by reviewing the LDF but by means of supplementary planning documents (SPDs). This proposal is
wholly unacceptable and unworkable and contrary to existing policy on public participation in both PPS 1
(ODPM 2005) and “Public involvement in planning: the Governments Objectives” (ODPM 2004). It is
already the case that planning for housing provision is the most centralised aspect of the planning process.
Housing figures established at the regional level are enshrined in the RSS. There is no right to be heard for
the public in the adoption of these documents despite the fact that they are legally binding plans and that
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they impose housing figure son local authorities. The LDF process oVers a number of participative
standards which act as important safeguards to communities. SPDs do not contain such safe guards. There
is no public inquiry and consequently no right for public to be heard by a planning inspector.

1.17 To be eVective LDFmust allocate housing sites and indicate the phasing of those sites in a clear and
transparent way (this is vital if SEA and SA are to be meaningful). Changing the phasing can only be fairly
and sustainably achieved by a proper review of the planwhich can consider the spatial consequences of faster
development rates and ensure public participation and therefore the legitimacy of decisions.

The Spatial Consequences of the New Housing Supply Methodology

1.18 The introduction of market mechanisms into planning for housing has two significant spatial
consequences, the first relates to the behaviour of individual local authorities and the second to the wider
macro implications for national regional inequalities.

a. Localised spatial consequences

1.19 The rationale of the Government’s Communities Plan was to focus growth in those areas best able
to be serviced with sustainable infrastructure. It was intended as a focused spatial policy in response to
growth in the South East of England. The consequence of the current recommendations will produce
precisely the opposite eVect. As well as the growth provided for in the Communities Plan, regional and local
planning authorities in the south-east will be required to meet their aVordability targets implying significant
growth beyond the identified growth areas. The requirement for those local authorities in high demand areas
to early release land identified in LDF’s will for reasons discussed above in paragraph 1.15 exacerbate this
trend. This may result in a whole series of individual local authorities’ early releasing land in areas of high
demand. Theremust be a clear view of how this new formof diVuse urban growthwill deliver a wider pattern
of sustainable development both inside and between high demand regions. Ultimately, the proposals need
to be carefully considered in relation to its impact on overall regional inequalities.

b. National Spatial consequences

1.20 The Government has accepted the fundamental premise of the Barker Report that to stabilise
housing markets, increased housing provision should be made in areas of high demand. This would have
huge and obvious implications for regional inequalities by concentrating unlimited growth in a limited
geographic area to the detriment of all other regions and nations of the UK. Paragraph 1.54 of the Barker
report explicitly acknowledges that some areas will decline and that “this might mean taking a much more
active approach to demolitions and clearing stock that is no longer required.” The social cost of such
extreme free market urban policy would, particularly in areas already defined by poverty and racial tension,
be incalculable.

1.21 The report’s implicit endorsement of the “golden arc” Treasury model is a profound barrier to the
sustainable development of the United Kingdom because focusing growth-on-growth will exacerbate
inequalities between regions and increase environmental impacts in the areas which are facing the greatest
environmental stresses.

Part 2 Alternative Approaches toMeeting Social Housing Need

2.1 Friends of the Earth recognises that the environment sector has not always fully and responsibly
engaged in the policy debate on housing needs. Friends of the Earth accepts that housing poverty reflected
through homelessness and poor conditions is a major contributor to social exclusion. The level of poor
housing conditions for children and the elderly are of particular concern. We also recognise that
demographics and particularly the growth in household formation has created a demand for new homes and
new kinds of homes. We do not accept, however, that “predict and provide” in relation to new-build
provides an eVective or sustainable solution to these problems. We also strongly reject the assumption that
increased housing provision will tackle house-price inflation. In order to achieve a lowering of house prices
through market mechanisms it would be necessary to generate an oversupply of housing, which would
breach the principles of sustainable development.

2.2 Friends of the Earth’s view is that there is an overwhelming social justice case for meeting the demand
for social housing in every region in the most eYcient manner possible. In practice this means moving away
from a model based on the private sector provision of aVordable homes through mechanisms such as
planning obligations (essentially a form of cross-subsidy, so that higher value housing can subsidise low cost
units). This is ineYcient in terms of land use and has not always ensured the right tenure choice. Instead
radical reform of the funding and delivery of social housing is necessary which recognises that it is a lack of
public investment not the planning system which is the prime cause of the social housing crisis. This reform
should be based on three principles:

— Significant increases in central Government funding to provide for the direct delivery of social
housing.
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— A return to the direct delivery of housing by local authorities.

— Decentralised participative governance of housing management.

2.3 Direct public sector provision allows for the eYcient use of land and the greatest integration of
housing provisionwith the planning process. Public sector control allows the rate of housing unit production
and the quality of design to be eVectively delivered.

Design and Layout

2.4 Friends of the Earth is extremely concerned by the Government policy on design and layout.
Specifically we believe the Communities Plan approach to the implementation of sustainable housing is a
major impediment to sustainable development by failing to provide suYcient regulation and incentives to
aVect the radical changes we need to make in housing design, particularly regarding climate change. A clear
illustration of how the Government regards the implementation of sustainable housing standards can be
gained from the recent publication3 of proposals for a Code for Sustainable Building (CSB) which contains
a range of excellent proposals on energy eYciency, floods resilience and water conservation. Unfortunately
this code only has the status of best practice. This exemplifies the clear gulf between the available technology
and design proposals (exemplified in the detailed work ofWWF “One million sustainable homes”4) and the
Government’s unwillingness to identify eVective delivery mechanisms.

2.5 The solution to this problem is:

— Provide a greater degree of prescription in building regulations to ensure new build and
conversions enshrine proven resource conservation technology including small-scale renewable
technology and meet the Eco homes excellent standard.

— Provide much greater prescription in a new PPS 3 on housing in relation to master planning and
the layout and service provision of new housing.

— Provide greater integration between the Environment Agency and planning authorities in relation
to future flood risk and sea-level rise in order to provide strategic guidance based on best available
modelling from the Met oYce.

— Specify in PPS 115 a C02 reduction target for the delivery of new housing to be enshrined in
Regional Spatial Strategy.

— Increased investment for the retrofit of existing houses with energy conservation technology.

— Underpin the new drive for sustainable housing by enshrining the above objectives in a new Public
Service Agreement (PSA) target for ODPM.

2.6 There is no doubt that such development will add cost to the delivery of new housing units. However,
such upfront capital cost will result in long-term savings particularly in energy costs for users. Such savings
will disproportionately benefit those on low and fixed incomes who spend a higher proportion of their
income on energy. In the wider context, the contribution of sustainable housing to reducing the negative
impacts of climate change is likely to be significant (These costs have been assessed in the recent DEFRA
report6).

A National Spatial Framework for Housing

2.7 There is, in our view, a manifest need for a layer of strategic spatial planning which allows us to deal
eVectively with regional development inequalities in a comprehensive and long-term way. This National
Spatial Framework (NSF) is the vital missing link in building eVective strategic implementation of
sustainable development in England and the UK, and would address issues of over-development of the
South-East, housing abandonment, quality-of-life and negative inter-regional competition.

2.8 This NSF should have the prime objective of redistributing demand pressures from areas of growth
in the South-East to areas of low demand in the North andWest. Such a policy should also address the need
to deal with the drivers of housing demand by restricting and decentralising public and private sector
commercial growth from South to North. This policy should achieve the systematic redistribution of
population and industry to areas of low demand. Failure to deal with this issue strategically will lead to the
continued decline of some communities and to the overcrowding of others, with all the attendant political
controversy and reduction of quality-of-life.

2.9 The recent publication of census data reinforces the decline of regions such as the North East and
North West while areas such as Milton Keynes have seen growth of around 60% in the last 20 years.
Government must address the need to deal with the vacuum in policy left after the abandonment of
comprehensive regional redistribution policies in the early 1980s. Friends of the Earth believes that housing
policy should no longer attempt to meet general demand in all regions. While social housing needs must be
delivered everywhere, the continued expansion of housing in the South East is not sustainable in themedium
and longer term.
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APPENDIX 1

Responding to Barker . . . the inverted logic for stimulating the housing market

Ian Cole

Professor of Housing Studies

Director, Centre for Regional Economic and Social Research, SheYeld Hallam University

The report by Kate Barker on future housing supply has become one of the most prominent and
influential housing documents to be produced by the government in the past eight years. In essence, Barker
argues that the current crisis of shortage and aVordability in many housing markets in Britain stems from
a lack of “responsiveness” in which supply has lagged ever further behind changing aspirations and
demands. This “lag” is compounded by the constraints on land supply, which have forced prices up still
further, especially in high demand areas. Barker therefore argues for a 40% increase in land release in order
to ease such constraints, enabling housing supply to increase, demand bottlenecks to ease and prices to
become more aVordable. The reduction in house price volatility would stimulate further construction
activity, as investment is drawn to a more stable market context. This would set in train a virtuous circle,
so that the historical drag on market performance is replaced by a more responsive framework meeting
rather than thwarting consumer needs and preferences.

One fundamental problem with this analysis is that it tends to brush aside the intrinsic complexity of
housing as an economic good.As any first year economics undergraduate knows, housing is “diVerent” from
other goods for several reasons; it is geographically fixed; it is a long-term asset; it is very expensive—
requiring a complicated financial and legal machinery to assist consumption, though an array of mortgages,
rents and public subsidies—and housing is a positional good, connoting social status as the more tangible
physical attributes. What is seen as “desirable” in housing market cannot be reduced to a series of
measurable components—the “externalities” weigh heavy.

The essential problem with Barker is that this complexity is reduced to a simple, and simply misleading,
equation; stimulate supply, and demand pressures will ease. This may be a golden rule for many goods and
services; but housing is not one of them. The recommendations of the report are based on a lopsided leap
of faith rather than hard empirical evidence. The British housing market, for example, is already marked
by deep spatial inequalities, often illustrated by regional diVerences in house prices.While these have slowed
somewhat in the past year as the housing market cycle moves into a diVerent phase, it would be entirely
misleading to view this in terms of “the North” catching up “the South”: the disparities are still intense. The
Barker recommendations, focused on easing supply constraints in high demand areas, would simply
intensify these diVerences, with acute diYculties for labour mobility, the revival of vulnerable local markets
and the capacity of the construction industry.

What should be done instead? The government has partly answered that itself through its programme of
housing market renewal, seeking to restructure those markets with problems of over-supply, low demand,
and neighbourhood stigmatisation. The flaw in this approach is that it has neglected the complex interplay
between housing and labour markets. It is perhaps naïve to imagine that the government will embrace a
dirigiste policy of economic development, but a much more assertive stance could be taken, for example to
the relocation of public sector jobs, firming up the rather tepid Lyons review of last year. In a report about
to be published7, Professor Stephen Fothergill and colleagues have pointed out that much could be achieved
through these means—not by sending civil servants from London and the south east to other high demand
enclaves of the North (York, Harrogate, Leeds,Manchester) but to parts of Lancashire,West Cumbria and
Teeside instead. A ban on relocating activities to towns and cities that do not demonstrate deprivation and
labour market need is one way in which, it is suggested, this could be achieved. Placing an obligation on
government departments to demonstrate that the business benefits of relocating to main regional cities
significantly outweigh the merits and needs of other locations is another. Such measures would also
stimulate local economies and even ensure that refurbishment of existing dwellings relied less on public
subsidy and support and more on private investment from households with a significant level of resources.
The essence of this approach is to focus eVorts on reducing demand in London, the South East and other
pressured housing markets, by addressing some of the root causes of uneven economic growth and regional
disparities. Implicit in the Barker review, in contrast, is an acceptance and accommodation of these
disparities and an agenda which will continue to drive people and resources down south. After all, what’s
to say that the anticipation of increased supply and lower house prices will not simply attract more people
to London and the South East, thereby sustaining the current balance of supply and demand?

Barker also operates of a limited and rather antiquated view of tenure. Entry to owner-occupation is the
goal, apart from a rather disconnected reference to the need to increase social renting for households in need.
But in the context of a residualised social rented sector and a relatively unregulated private rented sector
oVering no security of tenure and variable in quality and cost it is no wonder that alternatives to home
ownership are viewed, at best, as inferior and short-term and, at worst, as a last resort. Even a most cursory
look at the housing market in the past twenty years would show the intrinsic interconnectedness of diVerent
tenures, as a balance is sought between flexibility, aVordability and desirability. Look at the right to buy,
or mortgage rescue packages, or the growth of the buy-to-let sector—tenures adapt and change. There are
arguments for social housing to be developed going beyond a narrow function of “meeting need” by
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adopting niche developments, imaginative design and playing a lead role in the creation of mixed
communities. Instead there seems to be a trickle down model of the most basic kind at work—in which
aVordable home ownership eventually reaches those in temporary accommodation. In a country of
pronounced inequalities in income and wealth there is little to deny that an increase in supply would not
simply increase the number of second homes rather than ease problems for key workers in high demand
areas.

The planning system is simply set aside in the Barker prognosis beyond reference to English partnerships
role in land assembly and reform of section 106. Yet if developers are to be encouraged to provide a greater
proportion of aVordable units in their new developments, this will come at a cost. In a sector not renowned
for its risk taking and innovation, a warm (and hence expensive) security blanket of discounted land, hidden
and overt subsidy may be needed to induce private developers to take part—that has been the experience
in several “mixed” housing schemes across the country. Nye Bevan’s maxim more than 50 years ago—that
“the developer is not a plannable instrument”—has stood the test of time rather well. Instead, a revitalised
and diverse social housing sector, and a well regulated and incentivised private rented sector might begin to
dispel some of the deep-rooted received wisdom about diVerent housing sectors—that renting is inherently
inferior. There are signs that this is starting to change in some sub-markets (“loft living” scenarios). Barker
simply attempts to turn the clock back to the not so golden 1980s when tenure polarisation stifled labour
mobility, fed social division and in diVerent ways “trapped” both poorer home owners and households on
housing benefit.

The environmental and social impacts of extending high density development in the most expensive and
crowded part of the country needs to be examined—this is not necessarily “nimbyism”; there are often
strong positive social and economic arguments for achieving a better balance between supply and demand
across the country. An environmental impact assessment prior to all new development, for example, would
help to ensure the ecological value of the land is not diminished and fiscal incentives could be introduced to
encourage the uptake of sustainable homes (for example Stamp Duty relief, capital allowances to convert
premises into sustainable homes, reduced VAT on supplies required to create sustainable homes)

And what, at the end of it, about aVordability? Barker concentrates solely on supply and the price
mechanism. Yet,as she acknowledges herself (oddly enough), there is little evidence that increasing supply
will per se reduce prices—muchmore depends on themacro-economic position, interest ratemovements, the
housingmarket cycle. In particular, demand side solutions—reform of the housing benefit system tomake it
more market responsive, the creation of new mortgage products, targeted subsidy for private landlords, the
extension of subsidised home ownership schemes like Homebuy—are simply ignored. This may not have
been considered part of Barker’s brief; but to look at supply without considering demand is as ill-conceived
as doing it the other way round. And to examine supplying more to over-heated housing markets at the
expense of thinking through creative ways of reviving those with problems of over-supply may be similarly
wrong-headed.
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Memorandum by the Disability Rights Commission (DRC) (AH 85)

Introduction

About the Disability Rights Commission

1.1 The Disability Rights Commission (DRC) is an independent body, established by Act of Parliament
in 1999 to eliminate the discrimination faced by disabled people and promote equality of opportunity. We
have set ourselves the goal of a society in which disabled people can participate fully as equal citizens.
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Our interest in this inquiry

1.2 Ensuring an adequate supply of aVordable and accessible housing is central to this mission. Lack of
choice and inappropriate housing has a fundamental and immediate impact upon a disabled person’s
autonomy (40% of respondents to a survey carried out for John Grooms Housing Charity felt their housing
situation made them unnecessarily dependent on other people)1, but may also impact upon the experience
of isolation, the role in public life and ability to shape their community.

1.3 Disabled people of all ages are more likely to live in poverty than non-disabled people and only one
in two disabled people of working age are currently in employment, compared with four out of five non-
disabled people and experience social exclusion often in part due to their housing conditions. The current
shortage of accessible housing (and even just the absence of any information onwhat accessible or adaptable
housing is available in most localities) for example makes it extremely diYcult for disabled people to
consider applying for a job outside of their current area.

1.4 We believe there is a huge gulf between the current and future needs of Britain’s 10 million disabled
people and the present supply. This is evidenced by:

— Research by ODPM which shows that there are an estimated 1.4 million disabled people in
England who are in need of specifically adapted accommodation. Of this total, nearly one quarter
(320 000 disabled people) are currently living in unsuitable housing.2

— Research by John Grooms Housing Association which has estimated a countryside shortfall of
300 000 wheelchair accessible homes.3

— The number of people who have required wheelchair adapted homes in general needs housing and
supported housing has been steadily increasing from 2.6% to 3% and 1.4% to 2.1% respectively.4

— In 1996–97, while undertaking a study of housing needs of wheelchair users (Harris, et al 1997)
Sapey and Stewart identified what appeared to be approximately a 100% increase in the number
of wheelchair users in England and Wales over the previous decade.5

— Research commissioned by the TCPA (Town and Country Planning Association) which projects
a need for upwards of 200,000 new homes per annum to 2021 and shows that the single biggest
factor in the projected increase in the number of households—between 25% and 30%—is the fact
that people are living longer. (Housing the next generation: HouseholdGrowth, HousingDemand
and Housing Requirements, A report for the TCPA by Alan Holmans with Christine Whitehead
of the Cambridge Centre for Housing and Planning Research, University of Cambridge.
September 2005). As the Committee will be aware, there is a strong correlation between ageing and
impairment.

1.5 We believe there is a link between restricted supply of housing and high house prices. This is a problem
for everyone but poses particularly acute barriers for disabled people who are more likely than non-disabled
people to live in poverty.

1.6 It follows that failure to tackle the general crisis in housing supply will disproportionately impact on
disabled people whowill face evermore restricted choice and life chances. Butwe submit that it is not enough
to clamour for “more homes’ or lower house prices. The crisis we face is not just about aVordability. It is,
crucially, also about a chronic dearth of housing which is accessible to disabled people and designed to meet
and adapt to the needs of occupants over their lifetime.

1.7 This is a crisis which the Barker Review completely ignored and which there is no coherent
Government strategy to address. Our ageing population now makes this a fundamental and mainstream
issue for housing and planning. Failure to address it will render any aspirations for truly sustainable
communities null and void. We would therefore urge the Committee to make this issue a central focus and,
to that end, we would be very eager to provide further, oral evidence.

2. Response to Specific Questions

The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater home ownership

2.1 Disabled people are currently overrepresented in social housing. Economic and social inequalities,
involuntary exclusion from the labour market and a benefits system that fails to adequately meet the extra
costs associatedwith impairment combinewith inflated house prices to put home ownership out of the reach
of too many. We would certainly support action to widen housing tenure options and choice for disabled
people. We would suggest that widening access to home ownership for disabled people is likely to require
specific strategies and initiatives.We would further note that there are likely to be some disabled people who
may not wish to become home owners, for a variety of reasons, and who would prefer to rent. Any housing
strategy must also take on board their needs for better choice in the private rented sector. Whether we are
seeking to expand home ownership or choice in renting one thing is vital: developing and maintaining a
much larger stock of accessible/adaptable homes across all types and tenures.
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The economic and social impact of current house prices

2.2 House price inflation is an issue for disabled people because it serves to put the option of home
ownership further out of reach, and thereby deprives people of real choice and control in their own lives and
entrenches patterns of social exclusion. We consider it unlikely that the Government can meet their goal of
increased employment rates among disabled people unless this issue is tackled eVectively since disabled
people will continue to be deprived of the ability tomove easily to where suitable jobsmay be in good supply.
If the full provision for new housing as set out in the Government’s Sustainable Communities Plan does
not materialise it is likely that disabled people will be amongst the first to lose out in the increasingly fierce
competition for homes.

2.3 We would also urge the Committee to consider the economic and social impact on the life chances of
disabled people, children and older people of the failure of current housing policy to insist on the Lifetime
Homes Standards as the norm for all new development. These Standards must become mandatory in local
and regional plans and in building regulations. See below for further discussion.

The relationship between house prices and housing supply

2.4 As stated above we believe there is an obvious link between restricted housing supply and spiralling
house prices. Major development in specific locations is particularly likely to aVect prices. We consider that
it is sensible for the planning system to respond to price and aVordability as long as this is not the only or
necessarily major determination. We cannot, for example, address the housing crisis without planning to
meet current and future need for accessible and easily adaptable homes. Key to this is: (a) making the
Lifetime Homes standards mandatory and (b) establishing a system for long term monitoring and
evaluation of the national housing needs of disabled people across property types and tenure (a systemwhich
should be replicated at regional and local level to enable authorities tomuchmore preciselymeet the demand
for appropriately designed and located housing available for disabled people).

Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and fiscal
measures

2.5 Disabled people need not just accessible homes but accessible homes connected to accessible
transport infrastructure and accessible public and community services. This requires significant
Government investment and a questionmark hangs over the extent to which planned investment is adequate
to the task. It is right, in our view, to expect house builders to contribute towards this through Section 106
agreements or new taxmeasures such as those proposed by the BarkerReview. It should be possible to adopt
measures which contribute to the accessible housing and infrastructure we need without creating
disincentives to house building.

2.6 Here we would also point out that adopting the Lifetime Homes Standards should not result in
increased house prices, since building to this standard is inexpensive. On the other hand, we would point
out the other very positive benefits to the Exchequer of adopting these standards.

2.7 Adopting the Lifetime Homes Standards would reduce the demand on land, materials and financial
resources required to provide institutional accommodation and make costly alterations to existing
dwellings. It would also enable the occupants to remain in the same property for longer, maintaining their
independence, existing social links and connections to employment, education, services and the local
economy.

2.8 As the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit report Improving the Life Chances of disabled people points
out:

“Improving the suitability of new-build and renovated homes for disabled people would also help
reduce future public expenditure on housing adaptations, equipment and care services. Adopting
Lifetime Homes Standards would save, on average, £1,100 per dwelling on the cost of major
adaptations while the average cost of building a three bedroom, five person house to Lifetime
Homes Standards was calculated to cost an additional £100 to £300 per dwelling (in 1997 prices).
This was calculated to be a total saving of £39million per year on major adaptations. Further
savings would also be made in terms of expenditure on minor adaptations and equipment, care
services, hospital stays, and temporary residential care. LifetimeHomes Standards apply to all age
groups, including children and elderly people, so the potential savings would be significant.”

The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply

2.9 In the light of the recent TCPA/Cambridge University research showing a need for over 200,000
homes per annum to 2021, the scale of the Government’s current plans (as outlined in the Communities
Plan) appear rather modest. If, as seems likely, these plans are further driven down by local authorities and
regional assemblies—without any consideration of the impact upon disabled people—the consequences will
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be severe. We are becoming increasingly frustrated by the Government’s reluctance to fully adopt the
accessible housing agenda since this would give disabled people such a strong stake in delivering the
Communities Plan.

The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised housing

2.10 We attach equal importance to increasing the supply of private housing and the supply of subsidised
housing. What is equally important to disabled people now and in the future is securing a drastic increase
in the supply of accessible and easily adaptable housing across all types and tenures. Further, there is a need
for purpose built wheelchair housing as evidence by the John Grooms and ODPM research.

How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale

2.11 There is a more fundamental question which is how the planning system should respond to the
demand for housing which is truly sustainable and can meet the needs of all members of a household over
a lifetime. We have very clear views on that as outlined above. We feel that the planning system does need
to take account of housing market information and an understanding of housing markets as well—it is a
question of getting the balance right between this and social and environmental objectives. Our most
fundamental concern is to ensure that newhousing is sustainable. That involves adoption of LifetimeHomes
Standards but also tough eco-standards. Disabled people are likely to benefit significantly from the latter
given that they are disproportionately likely to experience fuel poverty. Our Chairman, Bert Massie, has
spoken recently of his deep concerns over the impact on disabled people of steep fuel price increases
combined with what is expected to be the coldest winter for years. Many impairments require extra warmth
yet only disabled people over 65 are currently eligible for winter fuel payments.We have called for the urgent
introduction of comprehensive winter fuel payments system to protect disabled people. In the longer term
we would look to tougher eco-standards for new housing to reduce reliance on such payments and remove
the need for them altogether.

The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting such a
programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision

2.12 It is clear to us that large scale housing development, combined with tough new accessibility and
ecological standards for house building and increased investment in accessible infrastructure and social
housing, is necessary to bring house prices down and to realise disabled people’s aspirations for equal
citizenship. We see no reason why a properly managed programme should not enhance the natural and
historical environment. As we understand it, the Government’s intention is to reclaim as many brownfield
sites as possible. Further we would advocate ensuring new builds are to the greatest extent possible carbon
neutral, energy eYcient and even energy-generating with the gardens and green spaces that research shows
enables a far greater level of biodiversity than you could find in your average green field.

The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled

2.13 Fundamental to this will be requiring local authorities to establish Disability Housing Registers or
equivalent schemes which could provide the basis for comprehensive monitoring and evaluation—and thus
better planning for—the current and future housing needs of disabled people. Disability Housing Registers
are an increasingly popular mechanism of matching disabled people with suitable, accessible housing
reducing current waste and delays. They can be operated within traditional housing registers or within
choice-based lettings schemes. As Shelter has pointed out “Developing DHRs would promote more
accurate mapping of current and future levels of need.” (Shelter memorandum to Joint Committee on the
Draft Disability Discrimination Bill, February 2004). We have repeatedly called for such a system to be
placed on a statutory basis—indeed this was a recommendation of the Joint Committee on the Draft
Disability Discrimination Bill.

2.14 Equally necessary will be realising the vision of community involvement in planning. Certain levers
to address this have been included in recent planning legislation. We would also draw the Committee’s
attention to the potential of the forthcoming extension of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 to cover
public functions (ensuring planning processes are comprehensively covered) and, more particularly, the
forthcoming duties on the public sector duty to promote disability equality (from December 2006) for
ensuring disabled people’s involvement in ensuring sustainable regional and local housing development.

2.15 The Disability Equality Duty (DED) marks a fundamental shift in disability discrimination law
putting the onus for change on the public sector, rather than disabled individuals. Public authorities must
give due regard in all decisions and functions to the need to:

— Eliminate unlawful disability discrimination.

— Eliminate unlawful harassment.

— Promote equality of opportunity.
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— Promote positive attitudes towards disabled people.

— Encourage the participation of disabled people in public life.

2.16 This is called “the general duty”. Public bodies with a specific duty are required to set out their plans
in aDisability Equality Scheme and to demonstrate how disabled people have been involved and tomonitor
and report on progress. Among those with specific duties are local authorities and regional development
agencies. Regional assemblies will be covered by the general duty and there will equally be an expectation
that they should involve disabled people in deliberation on Regional Spatial Strategies (reflecting certain
requirements in regional planning guidance). Disabled people are sure to use this to lobby locally and
regionally for the inclusion in development plans of explicit policies on Lifetime Homes, provision of
wheelchair accessible homes and systems for mapping future need. Combined with the exhortation on
authorities to develop clear and comprehensive policies for access and inclusion (a welcome addition to
PPS1) the Disability Equality Duty will provide an invaluable tool to promote accessible housing through
the planning system.

2.17 It is worth noting that the Greater London Authority—to its great credit—has already taken a lead
here enshrining a requirement for all new homes to be LifetimeHomes with 10% fully wheelchair accessible.

2.18 However there needs to be a strong and clear lead given by the Government. Rather than merely
expound the virtues of Lifetime Homes or Disability Housing Registers and urge voluntary compliance
(something which in our experience is just not going to deliver the changes needed quick enough), the
Government must make a clear, unambiguous commitment on these matters now. And in the case of
LifetimeHomes thismeans embedding a requirement in the planning system and in the building regulations.
At the time of writing we are anticipating a shift away from a commitment given to this very committee by
the then Building Regulations Minister, Phil Hope MP on 10 March 2004 to undertake a review of Part M
with a view to incorporating the standards. This is of great concern and we hope it is something the
Committee will follow up.

References

1 John Grooms Housing Charity (2003).
2 ODPM (2005) Survey of English Housing 2003–04.
3 John Grooms Housing Charity (2003).
4 CORE Social Housing Lettings Database 1998–99 and 2002–03.
5 The evidence for the increase in wheelchair use lay primarily in two national studies. In 1986 the OPCS
disability surveys had put the figure of wheelchair users in England and Wales at 360,000 (Martin et al
1989). Ten years later Aldersea’s (1996) investigation into the NHSDisablement Services showed that the
number was then approximately 710,170 in England, about a 100% increase.

Memorandum by the National House Building Council (NHBC) (AH 86)

1. NHBC welcomes the Select Committee’s decision to hold an inquiry into housing aVordability and
supply.

There are three important areas in which NHBC’s expertise and experience may inform the Committee’s
deliberations on housing supply: Modern Methods of Construction, Building Regulations and housing
quality.

The points we make are in summary form. We would be pleased to expand on any issue either in writing
or by oral evidence.

2. ModernMethods of Construction

2.1 NHBC’s approach

NHBC has played a leading role in facilitating housebuilders to develop non-conventional systems of
construction (Modern Methods of Construction). We have worked closely over many years in providing
technical expertise and advice in respect of new approaches, for example in relation to timber frame and
light steel construction. In addition we have reshaped our inspection service to allow for the inspection of
factory made systems. NHBC has therefore made a real contribution in assisting major builders such as
Barratt, Redrow and Westbury, but also manufacturers and smaller builders to bring innovative systems
into the market place.

We believe thatModernMethods of Construction have an important role to play in assisting the industry
to develop products and processes to improve eYciencies and quality and thus contribute to increased
housing supply.
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In the past year we have worked closely with BRE and other key partners in developing a Quality
Assurance Framework for MMC systems and we will shortly be launching a web site that assists builders,
product manufacturers and others to understand what certification and accreditation for new methods of
construction is necessary and provide a one stop shop for advice in this area.

2.2 Protecting consumers

NHBC’s has a unique and important role as both a standard setting technical authority and as an
organisation that protects the consumer interest. With almost 70 years experience we are internationally
recognised as the leading model for risk management for housebuilding and providing warranty and
insurance protection for new homebuyers. As such we have a unique perspective on the importance of
balancing the opportunities and risks in construction innovation.

NHBC welcomes well-thought through and researched innovation. We must ensure that house
purchasers and consumers generally are protected, by minimising risk through thorough research testing
and development, and focusing on key issues such as durability and “repairability”.

At the recent 10th International Housing and Home Warranty Conference (IHHWC) held in Tokyo,
there was considerable debate concerning the impact of ill-conceived modern methods of construction.
There were presentations from Canada, New Zealand and the United States of America concerning
examples of MMC systems which have proved disastrous for homeowners, housebuilders, warranty
providers and ultimately taxpayers. The Canadian experience cost the Canadian Government $1 billion in
direct repair costs, with indirect costs raising the total to Canadian $2 billion.

There are clear lessons to learn from international experience which we would be pleased to share with
the Select Committee.

3. Building Regulations

Building Regulations are an important aspect of public policy that have direct impact on housing supply.
In recent years they have gone through a period of rapid change. The scope of regulation has been expanded
beyond health and safety to embrace important environmental and social considerations such as disability
access and are now moving on to address sustainability, although as we understand it there is no single
definition of sustainability underlying the legislation. Whilst in some respects this could be seen as
advantageous in that it avoids a too-narrow definition, the diYculty with this approach could be a trend to
conflate environmental and social issues, thus placing a greater burden on what regulatory mechanisms are
able to achieve.

As a technical authority and as an Approved Inspector certifying almost 60% of homes in England and
Wales for Building Regulation compliance, NHBC has played a very positive role in informing and shaping
regulatory change delivering an eYcient and consistent service. Through our participation in a range of
European and UK committees and forums such as Building Regulations Advisory Committee (BRAC) we
work closely with civil servants and other technical bodies to ensure that regulations are eVectively framed
and implemented. Recently we worked closely with the ODPM and the house-building industry to establish
Robust Details Ltd, an important initiative to help the implementation of Part E (sound) changes.

It is significant that NHBCBuilding Control provides greater protection for house-purchasers than when
the function is carried out entirely by local authorities

NHBC is concerned about the potential for future changes to Building Regulations to exacerbate
diYculties in housing supply.

Firstly, each change in Building Regulations requires significant operational changes amongst building
companies and building control companies, and with each change in regulations come costs and additional
risks as practitioners are given increasingly reduced time to absorb change and to ensure they are properly
introduced. There is clearly a disproportionate eVect on the new-homes sector within a single housing
market comprising both new and second-hand housing.

Secondly, it is our view that given the scale of these changes, the civil service resource in the ODPM is
insuYcient to manage the complex and increasingly wide scope of the work that needs to be done if Building
Regulation changes are to succeed. One way forward would be to build on the success of the Robust Details
framework developed for Part E, for which we provide the Secretariat. Here the sector demonstrated that
with appropriate rigour and independence an independent regulatory regime can be developed which is
clearly a good model for the future.

The current framework for developing Building Regulations emphasises the strategic role of BRAC.
NHBC has reservations about the structure of this body and the role it is tasked with in advising civil
servants and ministers. In our view a partnership secretariat approach with tasks delegated to other groups
usingmore private sector resource would provide a better support for civil servants andministers in carrying
out this work.
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4. Housing Quality

The Select Committee’s focus is aVordability and supply. For NHBC the critical question is how we
ensure that the public is given not only housing in the right volume but also at the right quality and
durability. The UK has the most developed system of risk management, construction inspection and
consumer protection in the world.

In the past two years delegations from the USA, Australia, Japan, China, Israel, South Africa, Spain,
Holland and New Zealand have visited us to understand the way we use the latest technology in inspection
and claims management to protect consumers and raise the standard of new homes. This model is an area
where the UK is a world leader and at the heart of it is the requirement from mortgage lenders that new
homes should be protected by a warranty and that new products and systems coming into the market place
mustmeet our criteria and standards.We strongly support the case for increased volumes but equally believe
that it should be a requirement of public support and finance for such schemes to be subject to the standard
setting, inspection and consumer protection regime that has succeeded tomaintain the quality of new homes
to date.

Finally, NHBC is investing significant resources in Customer Satisfaction Survey work, with a view to
improving this aspect of the industry’s performance

Memorandum by Age Concern England (ACE) (AH 87)

1. Introduction

1.1 Age Concern England (the National Council on Ageing) brings together Age Concern organisations
working at a local level and 100 national bodies, including charities, professional bodies and
representational groups with an interest in older people and ageing issues. Through our national
information line, which receives 225,000 telephone and postal enquiries a year, and the information services
oVered by local Age Concern organisations, we are in day to day contact with older people and their
concerns.

1.2. Age Concern England (ACE) is pleased to be able to contribute to the ODPM Select Committee
Inquiry onAVordability and the Supply ofHousing. Since themajority of older peoplewish to live in general
rather than specialised housing170 the supply of aVordable housing is very relevant to older people.

1.3 Given the challenges presented by an ageing population171 and the importance of housing to
independence and well-being, ACE is concerned with the housing needs of the older people of tomorrow as
well as today. This submission therefore reflects the experience of older people and the likely impact of
current housing policies on future generations of older people.

2. Summary

2.1 ACE’s submission emphasises the relevance of aVordability and supply of housing to older people—
the vast majority of whom are homeowners.

2.2 Our key concerns in relation to some of these may be summarised as:

— The costs associated with owning and maintaining a home on a fixed income (see mainly
paragraphs 4.6–4.8 and 5.4–5.6).

— The complex housing needs of older people and the need to oVer maximum housing choice (see
section 3 and paragraphs 4.9, 6.2 and 7.4).

— The needs of an ageing population and the specific planning this requires (see section 7).

2.3 We argue that the costs and benefits of homeownership are that:

— Homeownership brings financial security, flexibility and security of tenure to many older people.

— However it is not necessarily a guarantee of wealth. We point to the diYculties that some older
people on low incomes have in trying to maintain and repair their home.

— Releasing equity is an option to increase income in retirement but is only appropriate in certain
circumstances.

170 90% of older people live in the general housing stock, 5% in residential/institutional provision and 5% live in sheltered/
supported housing. The 2001 Census recorded 61% of those aged 65 and over as owning their homes outright. 76% of people
aged over 55 are homeowners, and this figure continues to rise.

171 In 2003, 18.5% of the population was over pensionable age—around 11 million people. The number of people over
pensionable age is projected to increase from 11.4 million in 2006 to 12.2 million in 2011; 13.9 million by 2026 and peaking
at 15.3 million in 2031 (Population trends 118.Winter 2004. Interim 2003-based national population projections for the UK and
constituent countries—C Shaw, National Statistics 2004).
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2.4 We emphasise the importance of choice and housing options for older people:

— There is insuYcient appreciation of the housing needs and aspirations of older people and this has
led to a lack of choice for this sizeable, including those in large unmanageable properties
considering whether to “stay put” or “move on”.

— Regional disparities can make it diYcult for older people who wish to move to be nearer friends
and family or to suitable locations for their retirement.

— Promotion of homeownership should not result in the neglect of the rest of the housing sector.

— Lack of choice—which causes some older people to remain in unsuitable housing—coupled with
an ageing population, could have significant implications for society at large. The impact could be
evident in the housing market in the future (in terms of the availability of homes suitable for
families for example) as well as health and social care.

2.5 Finally we argue that eVective planning means:

— The housing needs and aspirations of older people now and in the future must be identified and
responded to in national, regional and local housing strategies.

— The planning system needs to take into account the type of accommodation that is needed, the
physical design and the community infrastructure.

— Older people need to be engaged in planning housing developments from the outset.

3. General Comments

Housing needs of older people

3.1 There are specific issues to consider with regard to housing for older people. These are relevant to the
future of housing policy because they demonstrate the need for careful future planning, the importance of
the home and the socio-economic benefits that successful housing for older people can have. An inability
to address these needs could influence the housing market.

3.2 Older people spend between 70–90% of their time in the home172 so its role in well-being is key.

3.3 Suitable housing stock is at the heart of ensuring that people can be supported to live at home in
greater numbers, especially in terms of housing condition and adaptability173.

3.4 Older people are a hugely diverse groupwith wide-ranging needs—requiring appropriate mainstream
housing as well as more specialist provision, such as retirement housing or accommodation suitable for the
most frail older people (such as those with complex and multiple disabilities).

3.5 Mobility often decreases with age, as can the ability to manage a large home, and many older people
will at some stage need to consider whether to “stay put” or “move on”.

3.6 There is a deficit of adapted homes or homes capable of being adapted and the current system for
adaptations is means-tested, bureaucratic and lengthy.

3.7 Some older people would prefer to remain in their existing home—although the decision to remain
at home may sometimes be due to a lack of alternative choice174.

3.8 A wide range of options, including mainstream and specialised housing, is therefore required to help
older people make a successful transition from their existing home—if this is their preferred choice.

3.9 The vast majority of older people are homeowners and the proportion of older homeowners is set to
rise further, partly as there aremore homeowners amongst younger age groups. For example, in 2001 nearly
82% of people aged 55–59 owned their home.175

3.10 Future generations of older people may have diVerent and higher expectations of their housing than
today’s generation.

Public policy on ageing

3.11 Housing, and the challenge of an ageing population, is beginning to be recognised as a key issue.
For example, the Government’s strategy on ageing, Opportunity Age,176 recognises that “mainstream
housing policy needs to reflect the issues that an ageing population raises”, and we look forward to action
resulting from this plan.

172 Planning for Mixed Communities (ODPM, 2005).
173 Ibid.
174 A housing advice pilot by Care &Repair England demonstrated that even when older people were aware of housing options,
a lack of suitable accommodation meant that housing choice was simply not a reality (Should I Stay or Should I Go?
Developing Housing Options Services for Older People, Care & Repair England, 2003).

175 Census 2001.
176 Opportunity Age: Meeting the Challenges of Ageing in the 21st Century (Stationery OYce, 2005).
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3.12 Yet a recent report by the Housing and Older People Development Group (HOPDEV)—a joint
ODPM/DH advisory group—advised that “despite forming a significant and growing proportion of all
households, older people’s housing aspirations can still be all too easily overlooked”.177

4. Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Home Ownership

Potential benefits of homeownership

4.1 The main benefit of owning one’s own home is the sense of security and flexibility it may bring—both
financially and in terms of security of tenure.

4.2 Indeed, higher disposable incomes in retirement are likely to be associated with homeownership. In
part this is because those with higher lifetime earnings will be more likely to have purchased their home and
will tend also to have better pension provision. In addition, regular outgoings will tend to be lower for
homeowners who do not have to pay rent. For example, research commissioned by Age Concern found the
weekly incomes necessary to achieve a “modest but adequate” standard of living in retirement was around
£40 a week higher for a single tenant than for a homeowner.178 There are still homeowners in poverty
although the rates, after paying housing costs, are lower than among tenants. Among pensioners 15% of
those who own their home outright are in poverty, compared to 30% of social housing tenants and 44% of
private tenants.179

4.3 Equity release may also be an option available to some homeowners—either to release a lump sum
for home improvements or other major expenses, or to provide a regular monthly income.

4.4 Security of tenure is another benefit—but this is dependent on the stability of the housing market and
people not assuming unsustainable financial commitments.

Concerns on homeownership

4.5 Housing equity is being suggested as a way to fund needs such as care, adaptations and pensions in
later life. The Pensions Commission180 notes that housing assets are considerable (more than £2,250 billion
net of mortgage debt) and a significant proportion of people see these as an alternative or additional
retirement asset. However the Commission’s analysis suggests that this will not provide a solution to pension
problems due to uncertainty over house prices, the fact that housingwealth is not significantly higher among
those with least pension rights and other potential claims on housing wealth such as long-term care.

4.6 Housing equity has also been suggested as a way of meeting other costs including repairs and council
tax. While equity can play a role for some older people there is a limit to how far this can stretch.
Furthermore, some older homeowners have little or no equity because they live in a deprived area while
partial homeownership, through HomeBuy for example, does not bring the same level of homeownership
benefit.

4.7 Homeownership brings with it a clear responsibility and we have heard from older people who have
come to view their home as a burden, especially as state assistance, such as help with repairs, to homeowners
has decreased over the years.181

Promotion of homeownership

4.8 If the general expectation is that it is “right to buy, wrong to rent” then we are very concerned that
this could give rise to people assuming excessive debt and taking these debts into retirement.

4.9 Our view is that the promotion of homeownership must not result in the neglect of the rest of the
housing sector and that a range of choices must be made available to those who cannot or do not wish to
buy—or to homeowners needing to leave the housing market for a variety of reasons For example, it can
be very diYcult for some people to make the move from homeownership into social rented if they cannot
aVord to rent privately. This is because some local authorities do not house homeowners or only oVer limited
options, sheltered housing for instance, to older people.

177 Delivering Housing for an Ageing Population: Informing Housing Strategies and Housing Policies (HOPDEV, 2005).
178 Modest but Adequate—a reasonable living standard for people aged 65-74. Age Concern’s summary and policy conclusions (Age
Concern England, 2002).

179 Households below average income 2003–04 (DWP, 2005). “Poverty” is defined as income below 60% of median household
income after housing costs.

180 Pensions: Challenges and Choices—The First Report of the Pensions Commission (2004).
181 Yet according to theUKHousing Review 2004–05 there has been decreasing levels of state help for homeowners (for example,
a 90% reduction in help since 1990–01, despite a significant rise in homeownership amongst lower income groups).
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5. Extent to Which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

Social and economic inequality

5.1 The Right To Buy (RTB) encouraged many tenants to buy properties in low-cost areas that in some
cases were not saleable on the open market and often came with large communal repairs obligations. A
sizeable number of those who purchased flats through RTB are older people and they face significant
problems in paying major works bills and service charge bills on a fixed income.

5.2 We believe there is a danger that, in a bid to become a homeowner, some will buy cheaper or poorer
quality properties simply to enter the housing market and then have limited options later on if they wish or
need to move elsewhere.

Home purchase and poverty reduction

5.3 As indicated in 3.2, home purchase may be related to greater disposable income in later life.

5.4 However, homeowners who are on low incomes can find themselves in a worse financial position than
tenants. Pension credit guarantee is generally paid at the same rate to homeowners and tenants. Council tax
benefit and housing benefit can cover rent and council tax yet from the £109.45 a week benefit received older
homeowners must also meet the cost of building insurance, and home maintenance and repairs. Flats as
opposed to houses are becoming more common, especially in high density areas, and yet there is limited
assistance with the service charges and major works costs often associated with flats. These charges pose a
particular problem for retirees when increases are more than their pension increases. We understand that
the new HomeBuy scheme will impose a liability on the resident for full service charges and major works—
this is extremely regrettable.

5.5 Releasing equity in a property is an option available to homeowners to improve their income but it
is not suitable for all. For example those on the lowest incomes, receiving benefits such as pension credit and
council tax benefit, may find that releasing income or capital simply reduces or stops the benefits being paid.

5.6 Older householders are often unable to maintain their homes and many live in poor quality
accommodation as a result. Older homeowners who have been resident for 30 years or more in their current
homes are one of the groups most likely to live in a non-decent home, as are those on a low income in the
private sector.182

6. Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

6.1 Increases in house prices over time is of course a major benefit for many homeowners but for some
older people this has been a mixed blessing as it has led to high council tax bills. Those who many years ago
bought what was then an aVordable home in a low cost area may now find they live in an area of high
demandwhere prices have increased disproportionately.While they do not want to leave an area where they
have family and friends they are facing high council tax demands which must be met from modest fixed
incomes. Age Concern has argued for a system of paying of local government finance which is more closely
related to ability to pay.

6.2 Furthermore, regional disparities in house-prices are having an impact on the housing choices
available to older people. Some older people live away from friends and family due to the changing nature
of family relationships and residence patterns. If they live in a low cost area and need tomove to seek support
from relatives living in an area of higher house prices, they may find it diYcult. The trend for second homes
in coastal and rural areas is also pushing up prices and preventing older people from retiring to what might
be deemed traditional retiring locations. This in turn is aVecting migration patterns and may be distorting
the housing market.

7. Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

7.1 ACE’s main concern is whether the Government, in attempting to boost the supply of housing,
particularly in the South-East, and reviewing the planning system, has considered adequately the particular
housing challenges facing older people now and in the future.

182 English House Condition Survey 2001 (ODPM, 2003).
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Strategic planning

7.2 Planners are now required to look 15 years ahead but a recent HOPDEV report advised that “a
detailed insight into and understanding of the changing housing needs of older people over time is essential
in order to plan to meet the housing needs and aspirations of such a diverse and large section of the
population”.183

7.3 The housing needs and aspirations of older people—now and in the future—must be identified and
responded to, in national, regional and local housing strategies and planning policies as well as local
development frameworks—and importantly, linked with the raft of other health, social care and older
people’s strategies.

7.4 For example, older people often find a large home diYcult to manage and would like to move to a
smaller property. However, it should be recognised that downsizing does not necessarily mean moving to a
one-bedroom property or even a bed-sit (still the only choice in some sheltered schemes). Older people are
more likely to need at least one spare room to accommodate visiting grandchildren, take up a hobby and
so on. The market needs to address this, and other aspirations held by older people. At present, some older
people over-occupy large properties, that would be suitable for families, because of a dearth of
accommodation that meets their needs.

Physical design

7.5 It is imperative that new homes are designed with the needs of an ageing population in mind. There
is a strong correlation between reduced mobility and disability—around two thirds of disabled people are
older people. Despite this, there is a glaring deficit in accessible homes. Building regulations (Part M) now
require all new housing to meet minimum accessibility requirements but we would urge that a higher
percentage of Lifetime Homes184 are built as soon as possible. Although the Government has pledged to
review thismatter, progress has so far been slowwhich is regrettable given the plans to boost housing supply.
Furthermore, there is also a need to increase the supply of fully-wheelchair accessible homes as there is
already a deficit and the number of wheelchair users is likely to rise as the population ages.

Adequate infrastructure

7.6 Any new developments, if they are to serve the needs of older people and future older people, must
have good access to health, leisure and shopping facilities served by good, reliable transport. Those
households without a car have found accessing even basic services more and more diYcult and as a
consequence are in danger of becoming socially excluded.

7.7 75% of single and 25% of couple households over the age of 65 do not have a car.185 Though the
number of older drivers is increasing, the ability to walk and have easy access to public transport will
continue to be an important issue for many older people since the number of trips made by car decreases
with age. The Department of Transport has forecast that retired people are likely to continue to make up
a disproportionate number of households with no car.186

EVective engagement

7.8 Older peoplemust be engaged in planning new housing developments from the outset, as should those
approaching older age as the aspirations of older people continue to evolve.

8. Conclusion

8.1 ACE is very concerned that the housing needs of older people are properly considered in future
housing and planning policies. Aswe have explained above, the supply of aVordable housing is very relevant
to older people since the vast majority of older people live in mainstream housing. The implications of not
responding to this agenda, in social and economic terms, could be very serious.

183 Delivering housing for an ageing population“ Informing housing strategies and planning policies (HOPDEV, 2005).
184 www.jrf.org.uk/housingandcare/lifetimehomes
185 General Household Survey 2001.
186 Breaking the Cycle (Social Exclusion Unit, 2004).
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Memorandum by the Whitefield Conservation Action Group (AH 88)

1. The Potential Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

1.1 The benefits of people owning their own home can only be a good thing, it promotes the familial
security of themowning their ownproperty, which in turn, gives thema stable environment, “grounds” them
to an area that they want/wish to live in, fosters pride in their home and surroundings, and if work is
available in the imminent location, gives them the freedom of financial security to plan for their future. It
also strengthens the community, work places, environment and area in the long run and encourages trade
and further work to this type of stable environment.

1.2 The majority of owner-occupiers already exist within all the Pathfinder areas, the problem that has
arisen now, is that Government, Pathfinders and Local Authorities are interfering with the natural elements
of existing Communities and demolishing the homes that the people already own instead of building onwhat
is already there. People want to live as and where they wish, not with Governments or by someone else’s
aspirations or dictates.

1.3 The Pathfinders have gone into areas that should and could have been handled diVerently and have
created a massive rip in the “human” fabric that Government say they want to help and maintain. By NOT
helping to sustain existing Communities in their own homes, Local Authorities are enforcing a mass
migration out of homeowner-occupied homes into the rented sector and changing the scope and scale of
resident’s lives and livelihoods to fit a Government “Dream”!

2. The Extent to which Home Purchase Tackles Social and Economic Inequalities and Reduces

Poverty

2.1 The rented sector comprising of people in a position to have a more transient outlook with no fixed
roots, many with no care for the neighbours, the property, the place or the peace . . . others still who have
no option but to obtain a roof over their heads no matter where for many reasons, perhaps to shelter and
safeguard their families, be near their work, or have an address to get work . . . or, in the case of Clearance/
CPO’s, no other option! The drawback in the rented sector is the worry that the landlords can end the
tenancy at anytime, for any reason . . . and no one can stop them!

2.2 If you take away owner-occupiers homes and not give them the TRUE home value (as Government
say they should have, but which is not happening!) you are enforcing poverty on the people, for many it may
be the only thing they own, taking away their pride and forcing them to move to other properties in other
areas, where they do not want to live by their own choice, or aVordability away from Community, family,
shops, schools, work, etc they are being shunted around like cattle to other areas, where it will all start again,
all to aVord the Local Authorities and Construction Companies an area big enough for redevelopment of
what they want and the biggest profit they can make . . . no one cares about the communities and it is not
helping the people elevate themselves out of the “alleged” poverty Government say we are in!

2.3 People want homes to live in, not just a property that may or may not realise a profit, they want
somewhere to put down roots, we in England are not nomadic by lifestyle, We need to settle and grow, this
Government by it’s actions of introducing the dangling Gold Carrot of billions of pounds over our heads,
has created a situation whereby no one wins . . . except the Local Authorities, Pathfinder, Construction
Companies, and the Government!!!

2.4 In all of this Select Committee Response, we have yet to see anything about propagating the work
sector, industry, shops, factories, oYces that will provide alongside the housing and communities the
financial security to raise people out of “poverty,” to purchase a house you have to have money, to have
money you have to have work, to have work you need a house . . . ! It is no use refurbishing houses or
building new without providing the infrastructure of Industry to go with it!

— . . . Home purchase tackles social inequalities . . . if this means outgoing, friendly, compatible and
sustainable communities, then . . . yes . . . (but we already have this now without the intervention
of Government and others!)

— . . . Home purchase tackles economic inequalitiesthis part of the question is a pre-supposition that
people buy a property to get a profit back, the vast majority of people buying a Home, is to live
in it, not to sell on . . . although they would expect the equity at a possible later date to justify
buying another home elsewhere, should they need a bigger/smaller house . . . not everyone has the
glint of gold in their eyes, which is what this question is inferring?

— . . . Home purchase tackles and reduces poverty . . . This part of the question does not make sense
if you are talking financially? How can bricks and mortar reduce people’s poverty? Self-respect,
Emotional and Spiritual well-being, are things that people need and it is a basic law still in the
Magna Carta that everyone has the right to a roof over their head, and the peace to enjoy it, and
not have it taken away from them against their will . . . (and be given a pittance for the years they
have spent making it a home,) which is what the Local Authorities, Pathfinders and Government
are doing now!
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3. The Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

3.1 This is a false market brought on by Government Projects and implemented by the Pathfinders and
Councils! Because it has been forced, the economic impact is one of people struggling to buy a home!

3.2 The current house prices at this time are killing the economy, and forcing people out of the
market . . . and due to the fact thatGovernment has instigated a “price hike” by again dangling the “Golden
Carrot”, Local Authorities, Pathfinders, RSL’s and Speculators have done the rest by taking property oV

the market and boarding up the only form of housing that would give people the opportunity to get onto
the ladder, or down-size to fit their needs!

3.3 In all of the areas aVected by Pathfinder, (prior to the HMRI,) very few landlords or RSL companies
existed, (Speculators were none existent!) now it seems that you can’t turn aroundwithout falling over them,
and these are the very people that hold the Pathfinders and Local Authorities to ransom and eventually will
kill any scheme anyonewants to put forward, these people/companies are in league with the local authorities
and are conspiring to throw out tenants, board up properties and contribute to the Indices of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD) as to the Low Demand and Abandonment housing figures which the Government is
going oV . . . seems Government has a step or three missing there, whereby the reason for abandonment and
the “alleged” Low Demand is not qualified! Very few families want to rent, but have to do so to put a roof
over their heads. They are obliged to rent because they have just lost their homes to looming Clearance/
CPO’s, or the landlord has terminated their tenancy agreement to board the properties up for a “hopeful
killing”.

3.4 The people who are living in the homes that the councils want to acquire are not being oVering the
True Housing Market Value as Government say they are supposed to . . . if new housing is built, where are
the people going to find the diVerence to purchase them, many will not be able to obtain a mortgage such
as OAP’s, those who are out of work, or sick, and no one wants to go from owning a home outright to one
that they only own half of and have to maintain and be responsible for the other shared half! It is hardly
“Shared Ownership” and certainly not fair . . . is it? Nor is it fair to force people into obtaining mortgages
(if they can get one?) if they don’t want or cannot aVord one!

4. The Relationship Between House Prices and Housing Supply

4.1 See the above three questions . . . they all pertain to this question . . . and those below . . . !

4.2 By closing down the demand (by boarded up or demolishing housing now) you cut oV the supply of
perfectly good, solid, aVordable, warm homes that people want and need, then the prices go up further . . . !
You figure it out!

Whatever way you work the statistics, you fail to realise that the Victorian Terraces are the cheapest form
of more than adequate housing in the British Isles! Not even Government can best that!

5. Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale Including Construction

Methods and FiscalMeasures

5.1 Negative factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale are Government, Pathfinders, Local
Authorities, RSL’s, Speculators, Construction Companies, Government Quango’s such as English
Partnerships, County Councils, CABE and others, who are throwing spanners into the works by jumping
on the bandwagon wanting their way!

5.2 Government fails to realise yet again, that what you come up with you expect us to live with your
mistakes, at the end of the day you can put your hat and coat on and go homewe are left with the mess you
leave behind, and let us tell you . . . this is one heck of a mess!

5.3 Here in the North, we have superb, solid Victorian homes and other buildings that can be easily
converted to work places that people do want to live and work in, all areas have environments that are
unique to their own area that the communities identify as their own, they contain history and heritage and
a sense of place and belonging . . . (taking that away from people, is to crush them under the Governments
thumb by directives that has no structure, no clarity and certainly no strategy, except to go for land grabs
and altered Planning Laws to fit . . . ) not very democratic, is it!

5.4 Financial instance . . . A meeting of the Executive . . . of Blackburn Council on Thursday 15
September confirms that for one of their clearance areas the costs are; Clearance £7.5 million,
Refurbishment £9 million . . . The diVerence? VAT . . . !VAT on refurbished property as opposed to none
on new build is preposterous, this is a massive flaw in the Governments plans and needs immediate
attention . . . it’s a question of Government paying itself!
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6. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

6.1 The Government is not boosting a housing supply within the North of England, in fact they are
reducing the supply by about half of those demolished . . . at the same time they are stuYng as many houses
into areas in the South that will overwhelm the whole infrastructure and cause untold chaos for years, nay
decades to come.

6.2 Government has said that it wants to even out the housing supply throughout the Kingdom. What
is needed is a “steady” well structured, guaranteed . . . house building programme to try and keep pace with
the current UK housing shortage, and it needs to be evenly spread. Why keep-promoting demolitions when
you know deep down . . . it is not the answer—which is only one of the reasons why we are advocating
renovation and repair rather than demolition. It makes no sense to shove everything to the bottom of the
Country and leave nothing elsewhere. For what possible reason? This is definitely a flawed plan!

6.3 The whole scheme is an uneven disaster that is about to happen, the Pathfinder Project is on too big
a scale to do or get anything right. Too many quangos, agencies, companies, partnerships and trusts of all
descriptions have their fingers in this to make a diVerence to the lives of the people except to make them
poorer and put them through a living hell of not knowing what is to become of them or their livelyhoods!

6.4 I thinkwe need some new civil servants with some innovative ideas andwho can think outside the box,
instead of “Oh, lets demolish and start again—after all it’s not ourmoneywe’rewasting, just the taxpayer’s!”

7. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of Private Housing as Opposed to Subsidised

Housing

7.1 The majority of people want to own homes of their own, it is important to give the people what they
want and to give them a sense of place, pride and responsibility of their home and environment. In
Whitefield, rentals are few and temporary and generally used only as a stopgap until a house comes up for
sale in the Ward! Subsidised housing would not work here either, houses in Whitefield are at a premium, as
soon as an estate agents “for sale” sign goes up on a house, usually within five days, it is removed—sold!

7.2 A broad brush sweep cannot be used as a general cure all, all areas will have to be assessed as to what
will work or not, the balance will have to be close enough for it to work, the supply and demand will sort
itself out.

8. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

8.1 Care will have be taken that the Planning System does not respond to plans submitted for “just any”
housing because there “may be” a demand, house types are smaller these days than the ones being targeted
for demolition and certainly don’t have the character of the Victorian terraces, nor the solidity of them
either!

8.2 The planning system is there to regulate planning policies, protectGreenfield sites etc, which it doesn’t
always do. By altering the planning laws to fit Government schemes will open the floodgates for any and
all private developers to build what they want, where they want . . . to the detriment of the Environment,
Greenfield Sites and Historic Areas . . . who can argue then?

9. The Scale of Housing Development Required to Influence House Prices and the Impact of

Promoting such a Programme on the Natural and historical Environment and Infrastructure

Provision

9.1 The first part of this question ie: the scale of housing development required to influence house prices,
seems to be based on an assumption that the house prices are not high enough, and that by building less
than the dwellings proposed for demolition as replacements will sort out the problem? Whoever thought of
that idea should be thrown out of oYce!

9.2 What is happening is the fact that housing is being demolished to make way for road widening
schemes, or academy’s, and/or demolishing 1200 homes leavingmassive open areas the sizes of two and three
football pitches put together, with no housing new build in sight, this as far as I am aware is not within the
HMRI “handbook” ( . . . correct me if I amwrong?) I was given to understand that if housing is taken away,
then housing must replace it?

9.3 The second part of the question ie: the impact of promoting such a programme on the natural and
historical environment and infrastructure provision, by demolishing the Victorian terraces is a blatant
destruction of our Northern Heritage and Environment and it will impact on this and us in a dreadful way

9.4 Steady house refurbishment, (and a no demolition) programme here in the north with provisions for
relocation of homeowners . . . from the South to the North and relocation grants for industry too, would
fill our homes and buildings and retain the Character and Identity that is uniquely ours.
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10. The Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing and how they Might be

Tackled

10.1 Government say’s, that there are too many houses in the North and not enough in the South, in case
someone forgot to mention it, too much is happening in the South, which contains most of the Industry and
is already grossly overcrowded . . . the North has the houses but is lacking in Industry and their workers!
This needs evening up first before any demolition and new build occurs? . . . Stop making things happen in
the South and move things to the North and Midlands, encourage businesses to move or new ones to set
up . . . in the “alleged” low demand areas!

10.2 Cut out the “middle man” ie the property speculators and if they buy, then they must move into the
house within 3 months if not a big penalty needs to be imposed.

Additional Comments

The Governments intervention in the housing market is causing poverty! The market, even as far back as
1999–2000, was already on the rise before Government interfered.

What should have happened naturally was a subtle inflation of house prices that people could and would
have accepted and too, maintained their sales of one property for the purchase of the next, without
bankrupting themselves or going into debt.

When the Government “blindly” stepped in with assumptions based on an “academic paper exercise,”
that is years out of date, it has started something that is now out of control and this Country will feel the
repercussions for decades to come.

All Pathfindersneed to stop what they are doing now and re-assess the whole situation from start to finish;
it needs a better structure, a more coherent plan, and better clarity in its outline.

In fact it would be better to arrange for a member from each of the Pathfinder Areas Community Groups
to discuss with the ODPM exactly what is required of those areas by the people themselves and not rely on
second hand information, costly consultants and other peoples aspirations that are not ours?

Memorandum by Professor Glen Bramley (AH 89)

Introduction

This evidence has been prepared in some haste because by some oversight I was not aware of this Inquiry
and call for evidence until the day before its deadline for submission. However, I felt that it might be useful
if I were able to pass some comment on some of the questions raised in the Press Notice of 11 October, as
I have been engaged in research on some of these questions over the last 15 years or so. This research has
been supported at diVerent times by a range of bodies, of which particular mention should be made of the
JosephRowntree Foundation, ODPM, Scottish Executive and theHousingCorporation.While grateful for
their support I must emphasise that of course the views and interpretations expressed are my own.

In view of both the shortage of time and the Committee’s expressed wish for brevity in submissions, I have
endeavoured to keep these comments brief and to the point. However, in view of the wide-ranging scope of
the Committee’s questions, I realise that I have not succeeded. (“If I had had longer I could have written
something shorter”). References are made as appropriate to fuller published output from the relevant
research.

Benefits of and Scope to Promote Greater Homeownership

Much has been written on this topic over the last three decades, some theoretical, some more pragmatic,
much tinged with ideology and much again tinged with special interests. I shall not attempt to review this
vast literature, but merely point to some particular points on which I can oVer some evidence.

This question really divides into two parts, the first on benefits and the second on means of promotion.
The first part overlaps with the Committee’s second question, about tackling inequalities and poverty. It is
widely and rightly observed that homeownership is a popular aspiration, and has becomemore so over time.
However, this is not a particularly good reason for the Government to promote this tenure, (a) because if
it is popular promotion is unnecessary, and (b) because there should surely be some wider “public good”
benefit to justify public subsidy and policy eVort. Also, there are potential dangers from excessive public
promotion of home ownership, if for example this leads to people of modest means being exposed to
excessive risk of indebtedness, or to take another example if it simply serves to inflate house prices evenmore.

What is the basis for arguing that there is a wider public good to be derived from greater homeownership?
One long-standing argument is that homeowners have a greater incentive to look after, maintain and
improve their homes, thereby helping to ensure that the major asset of our housing stock is sustained and
enhanced rather than being degraded. There is a sound economic logic here, but this should not be
overstated. There is a good deal of evidence, from oYcial surveys of house condition and more targeted
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surveys, the homeowners often do not have a good appreciation of the structural condition of their
properties and do not necessarily prioritise work which is in the best long term interest of maintaining good
structural condition, partly because of incentives within the housing market. The Government’s reform of
the house purchase process (Home Sellers Packs, etc) is partly intended to address this problem.

A second line of argument, which is receiving increased attention, is that homeownership promotes
attitudes and behaviour which are more consistent with desirable social outcomes in terms of, for example,
stability of local communities, engagement with local community aVairs, and more orientation to future
goals for themselves and their children. The rather loose term “social capital” has come to be associatedwith
this view, and it has been argued from a range of evidence that homeownership is associated with more
positive manifestations of social capital. One specific aspect of this is the role of social capital in supporting
local schools and education, and this is something about which we have carried out some recent research
whichmay be of interest. Our study (Bramley&Karley 2005b and c) investigated the role of homeownership
in aVecting educational attainment, alongside the many other factors which are known to be influential,
including individual and neighbourhood poverty. Drawing on three distinct strands of evidence we
concluded that homeownership does have an independent, positive influence on school attainment, even
after allowing for these other factors. Children of homeowners themselves do better, even allowing for
poverty, parental qualifications, etc; but there is also a significant eVect from schools having a greater
proportion of homeowners (as well as a lower proportion of children from poor households), and this can
spill over to benefit children whose parents are not themselves homeowners. In view of the central role of
educational achievement in promoting a much wider set of social goals of inclusion, employment, reduced
crime, etc this finding is of some significance.

A third and closely related line of argument concerns neighbourhood social mix. Tackling neighbourhood
concentrations of poverty and deprivation is a central part of the Government’s overall anti-poverty
strategy, and this recognises that such concentrations can worsen a range of social outcomes (of which
education is but one). Housing policies and social trends of the last 30 years have led to a situation where
social rented housing is a relatively “residualised” tenure which contains a predominance of households on
low incomes, a majority of whom are not in work. Some would say that this is partly a byproduct of the
promotion of homeownership, but other factors are involved as well and whatever the reasons it is now a
deeply-established pattern (Stephens et al 2005). It follows that we should be using our housing, planning
and regeneration policies to promote socially mixed communities rather than reproducing estates which are
segregated by tenure, income and demography in the way that past policies tended to do. One part of such
policies is that, when regenerating existing social housing estates, there should be active promotion of owner
occupation on a significant scale within these areas, both through new building but also through sales of
existing stock. Specific low cost home ownership schemes, like shared ownership, have a role to play in this.
Another part of such policies is the requirement that most new housing schemes promoted by the private
sector should be required to contain a proportion of “aVordable housing”, as is increasingly achieved
through the use of s106 planning powers.

We are currently investigating neighbourhood-level housing market outcomes across the country in a
project supported by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, with a particular view to assessing the impact of
diVerent types of new housing investment. Preliminary findings support the contention that new private
investment improves outcomes in lower demand and poorer areas; the impact of new social investment is
less clear (Bramley et al 2005). This partially confirms findings of an earlier unpublished study looking at
greater Glasgow, where new private housing was clearly associated with positive outcomes in a way which
new social housing was not.

The scope to promote greater homeownership is as noted above a diVerent question. This is partly a
normative question, about the socially optimal level of homeownership; partly a forecasting question, about
over what time horizon and under what conditions this might be achieved; and partly a question of means
and mechanisms which might help to achieve it.

I think that, for the kinds of reasons given above, it is reasonable to argue that there is a socially optimal
level of homeownership which is rather higher than the current level in England. However, I certainly do
not think that this level is anything like 100%. There many people in our society for whom homeownership
is not the right solution, for example: younger mobile people who have not settled down to a particular
career in a particular place and in a particular relationship; people with insuYcient level or stability of
income to aVord and sustain ownership; people with other debts and liabilities; people with a range of
vulnerabilities or problems which unsuit them to the responsibilities of ownership, including some older
people. Beyond this, the sustainable level of homeownership depends on certain structural economic
conditions, particularly the overall distribution of income and wealth and the supply and price of housing.
Broadly speaking, a more even distribution and a more generous, aVordable supply of housing
opportunities would increase the quantitative scope for homeownership. Notwithstanding the
Government’s eVorts to reduce poverty, the overall distribution of income is now much more unequal than
in the 1970s, and powerful forces continue to lead towards greater inequality despite the impact of certain
policies intended to moderate this. The position on housing supply and cost will depend substantially upon
whether the agenda set by the Barker reports (Barker 2003, 2004) is capable of being implemented.
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Given this big picture, Government can do a certain amount to support additional homeownership at the
margins. I do not think that blanket subsidies on the demand side are the way to do this. As is clear from
economic analysis, from the evidence reviewed by Barker on supply inelasticity, and from specific studies
including my own (Bramley 1993), a general subsidy (like the former mortgage interest tax relief) would
mainly have the eVect of raising prices. I think that there is considerable merit, however, in more targeted
assistance to marginal first time buyers, of the kind represented by the Government’s various programmes
of “low cost home ownership” (shared ownership, Homebuy). In various evaluation reports (Bramley et al
2002, 2005) we showed that: (a) there is substantial potential demand in this so-called intermediate sector,
particularly in the south of England; (b) such subsidised provision can be good value for public money in
the longer term and good value for purchasers; (c) such schemes can be reasonably well targeted; (d) they
can also fit well with some approaches to new provision using planning powers and regeneration schemes.
Past provision has been insuYcient in scale to really do much more than dent the problems of aVordability
and access to an inflated market, and has not always been as good VFM as it might. I think that possible
models involving lender-financed equity loans have more potential than has so far been realised, and that
the Government may have missed part of this opportunity through a reluctance to adopt what I identified
as the optimal model involving time-limited revenue subsidies (Bramley 2004).

I understand that the Committee is proposing a further inquiry on this topic, which will follow on from
a current NAO study, so I do not pursue this issue here.

Another form of low cost home ownership assistance is theRight toBuy/Right toAcquire for social sector
tenants. This has been extremely controversial over the years. However, consistent with the views given
above, I would support these policies subject to (a) the discounts not being set so low as to represent a
significant cost to the public purse, and (b) the discounts not being paid for by eVectively “raiding” the
balance sheets of social housing providers.

Another form of support to the margins of home ownership which would be potentially significant is the
issue of “safety nets” for home owners who experience a fall in income and the threat of repossession. Others
such as Janet Ford and Steve Wilcox at York University have investigated this subject much more
extensively than I have. In short, a more adequate safety net, whether based in insurance, social security
benefits or a widened housing allowance, would reduce the risks of homeownership for a substantial group
of households who might otherwise be (rightly) deterred from entering such a commitment.

It is also worth mentioning the financing of students in higher education in this context. The shift towards
higher participation in HE combined with more use of loan finance is a significant factor behind the more
cautious approach of young adults towards early homeownership.

Economic and Social Impact of Current House Prices

This topic was reviewed very well in the Barker (2003, 2004) reports, which identified a range of adverse
impacts on macro-economic stability, on the labour market and economic growth, on housing quality and
general levels of welfare, on key worker availability for public services, on homelessness and housing need,
and on widening gulfs in the distribution of wealth. These arguments are all valid and telling. Yet in a nation
in which a majority already own their homes and have a stake in high and rising values, it is diYcult to
marshall a consensus in favour of policies which would bring about lower price levels and a lower rate of
future capital growth. This is seen at local level, in opposition voiced to planned new housebuilding, or at
national level in concerns about triggering an economic recession or about tax issues such as Council Tax
revaluation or Inheritance Tax.

One of the most obvious impacts of higher house prices is on the aVordability of and access to home
ownership, something which I have researched extensively. Recent work (eg Bramley & Karley 2005)
suggested that about 41% of younger new households could aVord to buy a home in England (based on
income) in 2002; ranging from 20% in London to 55% in northern regions. Allowing for access to family
wealth increased these figures by about 4–5%. By 2004 these figures had deteriorated by about 7% points
due to the continuing rise in house prices ahead of inflation and incomes. Translating these into annual need
numbers, the 2002 baseline assessment suggested a need for 100,000 additional aVordable housing units per
year, mainly in London and southern England. The deterioriation by 2004 would have increased these
numbers by 15,000. As a ready reckoner, raising prices by 25% reduces the percentage of younger
households able to buy by 12% and increases need by 24,000 units, with a generally greater impact in the
southern English regions.

These need numbers are large, much larger in total than the current subsidised housing programme. I
comment further on this issue below, but this does raise the question, what happens to these households who
appear to be priced out of the market (and judging by recent data on the falling number of first time buyers,
are actually being priced out)? There is a mixture of impacts. A lot of these households have moved into or
remained longer in the private rented sector. While this sector has expanded to some extent with “But to
Let”, there will also have been some displacement of poorer households, who are more likely to end up
homeless. It is clear that homeless numbers are positively correlated with the strength of the housing market
and we have seen significant increases in recent years, particularly in London and the south. There will also
be a tendency for new household formation to be delayed and for people to have to share with other
households. One remarkable finding from the 2001 Census was that the average household size in London
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actually increased over the previous decade, an almost unprecedented trend. Another clear byproduct of
unaVordable housing, in London and other high demand areas, is longer commuter journeys. My
aVordability model shows the logic of this clearly: a third of the net aVordable need could be met by moving
to the cheapest adjacent district. Clearly, mass longer distance commuting contributes to travel congestion
(on both road and rail), unsustainable levels of travel and associated emissions and pollution, and general
stress on health and family life.

Relationship between House Prices and Housing Supply, and Scale of Housing Development

required to Influence House Prices

These two questions, which should be considered together, go to the heart of the challenge posed by the
Barker inquiry. Barker argued that a very large increase in housing supply would be needed to achieve her
desirable trajectory of house prices increasing at a rate more in line with the European experience (1.1% per
year, rather than 2.4% per year increases in real terms). My aVordability projections for the Inquiry
confirmed that you would need a reduction of this order to achieve a sustained improvement in aVordability
(Bramley & Karley 2005). However, the question of how much extra housing supply would be needed to
create this virtuous scenario for house prices remains one where the evidence base, in terms of robust
economic models of the housing market, is rather uncertain. Barker itself relied on some studies by GeoV

Meen which were essentially national and where some of the key parameters were subject to considerable
uncertainty. Subsequently, the ODPM commissioned a team led by GeoV to build more detailed models at
regional level to quantify the relationship between housing supply levels and the specific aVordability target
proposed, expressed as the ratio of lower quartile house prices to lower quartile earnings.My understanding
is that these models (which have not yet been published in full) continue to show that large scale additions
to housing supply would be required, particularly in the southern English regions.

I have myself conducted several studies which seek to answer this question, based on economic modelling
at a more localised level and taking more explicit account of the planning system and land supply. Earlier
studies such as Bramley (1993, 1999) and Bramley et al (1995) are interesting in various ways but limited by
the reliance on cross-sectional data and the need to make quite a lot of assumptions. More recently, with
Dr Chris Leishman, I have developed a model which is more satisfactory, in that it is based upon evidence
of the behaviour of local housing markets over time as well as space. I refer now to results which has just
been published in the journalUrban Studies (Bramley&Leishman 2005), but wouldmention that themodel
is under further development and testing at the time of writing and it may be possible to supplement this in
oral evidence.

The results show that this price reduction target (more than halving the rate of real house price growth)
could be achieved by a 39% increase in private housebuilding. However, to achieve this, it would be
necessary to release much more land, with 175% extra in the higher demand areas and 100% more in the
intermediate areas, and also with corresponding increases in social housing output. Because our proposed
increases in supply are targeted in higher demand areas, essentially in the south, they would represent a
larger percentage increase there (67% in the high demand areas, 46% in the intermediate areas).

Meen’s work for Barker (2003, p 59) suggested that output would need to nearly double in order to get
price growth down to 1.1%. Our results suggest that these estimates are rather on the high side and that it
would not be necessary to increase private output quite that much, at least at national level. Nevertheless,
our model points to a general problem with trying to achieve this through the existing planning system,
which is that a far larger amount of extra land would need to be designated, not all of which would be taken
up in the short term. This could exacerbate the problems of urban sprawl and infrastructure funding. For
this reason, I would favour more use being made of “direct delivery vehicles” like Development
Corporations for growth areas. These mechanisms provide more control over the timing of output (for
example through disposing of land under licence) and also provide a means of funding and coordinating
infrastructure.

The more recent work by Meen, Muellbauer and colleagues for ODPM uses a mixture of simpler and
more complex models, and applies these at regional level. It would be very helpful to the Committee if this
work could be published and discussed. There are several modelling issues which merit further discussion
and examination, including whether the emphasis should be mainly on “stocks” or “flows”, how the models
are reconciled with household projections, how allowance is made for housing quality, and what happens
in the rented sectors.

Other Factors Influencing the Affordability of Housing for Sale

I am a bit sceptical about attempts to intervene in housing construction methods as a way of promoting
aVordability. Fundamentally, the price of housing in the market is determined by the market as whole, new
and secondhand, and current price levels are far above construction costs, even if one were to agree that
construction costs are higher than they might be. It is the land component in the price of new houses which
is grossly inflated, and this land component is a derivative of the general price level of housing. So it is more
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important to bear down on this general price level by increasing supply than it is to try to reduce the
construction cost element. If you just reduced construction cost without increasing supply, the land price
element would rise to fill the gap.

However, it might be argued that innovations in construction methods might enable supply to be
increased without running into bottlenecks in the supply of skilled labour. This could be a serious issue if the
level of output were increased by themagnitudes proposed byBarker. However, there aremany unanswered
questions about the quality and durability of more industrialised forms of housebuilding, as well as about
how this fits with the organisation of the industry. Barker reiterates criticisms of the quality of the new
housing product in Britain and challenges the industry to improve its performance. It has been argued,
rightly in my view, that the industry has not focussed on competing on quality because the route to
profitability has lain in getting hold of scarce land with planning permission. This suggests, again, that the
key to better quality lies in increasing overall supply so that there is more genuine competition.

Given the overall supply situation and the likely persistence of relatively high prices in the foreseeable
future, there will remain considerable scope for other measures to deliver housing which is more aVordable
than that for sale at the prevailing market level. The most important current mechanism in this category is
the use of s106 planning agreements to secure a proportion of “aVordable” units on all housing sites. This
aVordable housing can and should be a mixture of social rented (RSL) housing and low cost home
ownership schemes, like shared ownership and homebuy (equity loan), which provide opportunities to buy
at levels significantly below prevailing market prices. As noted above, such schemes can be relatively cost-
eVective in terms of subsidy, particularly in the longer term, and if s106 is used appropriately then most of
this subsidy comes from the land value rather than the exchequer. Unfortunately, s106 has not been used
as eVectively as it might be, due to too great a readiness to mix it with public subsidy (social housing grant),
delays in negotiation and policy uncertainties. S106 also contributes to another desirable policy goal, that
of mixed and balanced communities, which I identified earlier as part of the wider public benefit of owner
occupation.

S106 is a form of fiscal measure, albeit not a conventional one. There is a post-Barker proposal to
introduce a general “Planning Gain Supplement”, which would represent a more generalised tax on
development gains, but could serve to limit the scope for s106 agreements at local level.While the PGS could
generate more funding for infrastructure, there is still a danger that this could act to discourage supply, to
a greater extent than s.106 which is more directly tied to facilitating specific developments and which can
provide local authorities with direct benefits and thereby motivate them to approve developments. In my
earlier work I conducted some rather crude simulations of the market eVects of generalised development
charges related to land values (Bramley et al 1995). These suggested that there would be some level of impact
on supply (negative) and on price (positive), but that this would not be too severe. If PGS enabled the
funding of the critical infrastructure required to deliver the “step change” in supply called for by Barker,
then this would be an acceptable cost within a package whose overall eVects would be positive. I should add
that we may be in a position to make some further estimates of the impact of such charges within the model
which we are currently updating.

A number of other fiscal measures impact on the housing market, including Council Tax, Stamp Duty,
and less directly Capital Gains Tax, Inheritance Tax, VAT (partly through exemptions, eg as in recent
debates about Personally Invested Pension Schemes). I do not oVer detailed comments on these tax issues
here, but just make a couple of general points. Taxes which relate to the level of housing consumption or
the return on housing assets will impact on the demand for housing. So, for example, tying Council Tax
more clearly to housing values, through revaluation and rebanding, could act as a damper on housing
demand. Such tax changes which act on the demand side, without aVecting the currently very inelastic
supply, will tend to impact on house prices. To the extent that tax changes or concessions are selective, they
may impact on particular local or submarkets (eg PIPS on second home submarkets in city centres,
University towns, attractive rural and coastal areas). Also, tax changes which act to damp demandmay also
restrict aVordability, particularly where they impact on the current cash cost to users. More desirable tax
changes would be those which reduced rates and expectations of future capital gains (the asset or speculative
element of demand), and which altered the distributional incidence in a more progressive fashion.

The Scale of the Government’s Plans

The Government is expected to announce the scale of its plans for new housebuilding, revised in the light
of the Barker report and subsequent research and analysis, shortly. Previous plans have been really inherited
from the old approach based on household projections (and hence somewhat “circular”, as I and others
argued—see Bramley & Watkins 1995), subject to ad hoc adjustments relating to the 2003 Sustainable
Communities Plan. Indeed, I would argue, from the review of evidence conducted within the context of the
“Evaluation of English Housing Policy since 1975” (Stephens et al 2005), that the actual supply of land
through the planning system was actually falling progressively throughout the 1990s and into the early
2000s, regardless of what the government’s stated plans were. In other words, you have to consider
implementation as well as plans. Figure 1 attached has been constructed as part of our modelling update,
and provides a very graphic illustration of the problem which Barker was addressing. EVective land supply
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more than halved in the south of England between 1992 and 2003, and also halved in the midlands. Only
in London did supply recover after 1997, and then not to levels of the 1990–92 period. These data were not
oYcially monitored by government after 1997.

Figure 1

Outstanding Planning Permissions for Housing 
by Broad Region  (private, /1000 hhds)
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In work for the IPPR Commission on the South East (Bramley 2005) I looked at potential housing
numbers for this key region from several viewpoints. While clearly the Barker economic analysis points to
a large increase in supply in this region, I also pointed out that the same conclusion can be reached from
more traditional planning methods and criteria. Based on projected household growth, but taking account
of realistic migration and overspill requirements from London, and also based on job growth and labour
supply numbers, I argued that the South East should be planning for more like 44,000 extra households per
year, not the 25–28,000 preferred by the Regional Assembly. I suggested that, in view of market pressures
and job growth trends, much more growth needed to be accommodated in the west and south west of the
region, which were not served by the existing designated growth areas. Furthermore, as argued below, there
is no sensible way of delivering the large amount of aVordable housing which most people agree is needed
in this region without a larger total quantum of supply.

Relative Importance of Private vs Subsidised Housing

I have argued above for a substantial increase in the supply of both general market housing and
aVordable/subsidised housing. To promote one without the other would in my view be foolish and short-
sighted. For example, some have argued that, in the South East, only or mainly aVordable housing should
be built. This will clearly not meet requirements of an economy and society based on 70–75% owner
occupation; it will not be fundable by either the Government or s106 agreements; it will reproduce
unpopular and unsustainable social housing ghettos; it will drive house prices ever higher; etc etc.

Response of Planning System to Demand for Housing for Sale

Planning and planners have often been criticised for ignoring the market, and Barker can be seen as the
latest round of this debate. The Government is now leaning towards requiring the planning system to pay
more attention tomarket evidence, not in place of but alongside its established concerns with environmental
sustainability, social and economic need. It is not suggested that planning should abandon all this and
slavishly follow every market trend. Planning is necessarily long term, and it should seek to shape and steer
development in desirable directions. I think the key new elements which are being added are (1) the notion
of aVordability targets as a key criterion of adequacy of housing supply, and (2) the requirement to have
regard to market evidence as one signal of whether planning decisions are broadly right or should be
reviewed. AVordability is actually a marriage of market and social concepts, not a purely market criterion.
The use of price signals can arise in diVerent contexts, but I shall just comment on one.

Barker suggested that there might be an element of land supply which was contingent on market
conditions; if prices were higher, or rising faster, than expected, more land should be released. This idea is
being taken forward in planning guidance, and I contributed to some work on this for ODPM. I do think
that it is a good idea in theory. It may be thought of as the “feedback loop” for aVordability targets. It is
particularly good if linked to another desirable feature of planning, namely that it should look further ahead
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and be less “incremental”. In other words, planning should look forward 20–25 years and identify those
areas which are most suitable for urban development. On this basis, there should be a large portfolio of sites
which are potentially to be developed for housing. There would a “batting order” (phasing) of these sites,
but the key point is that this could be revised, or accelerated, if the market signals indicated a need for more
supply. Without such an orderly, longer term planning approach, market-contingent land release could be
recipe for some very bad decisions, taken in haste and repented at leisure. There are still dangers and
limitations. In particular, because of the time lags involved in housing supply, there is some danger that
supply triggered during a market boommay come on stream during a market downturn (given that we have
not wholly abolished market cycles in housing). Nevertheless, that danger is probably less than the danger
of maintaining a completely rigid and unresponsive supply system.

Regional Disparities in the Supply and Demand for Housing

It is obvious andwell-understood that the housingmarket displays extreme regional variation in England.
It appears that this tendency has become more pronounced although this appearance can be exaggerated
if you look at particular time periods, because of the so-called “ripple eVect”. The regional disparities are
exacerbated by supply constraints, but it is clear that they are strongly driven by economic and employment
trends. In particular, London plays a dominant role in our increasingly service-oriented economy, with the
“Greater South East” playing a very important complementary role. Some people argue, of course, that the
right solution to our regional imbalance is to shift economic activity and jobs from the south to the north,
rather than building lots of extra housing in the south. It is true that regional imbalance is not new and that
in the past (between approximately 1940 and 1980) we did have active regional economic policies which
aimed to move “work to the workers”. More recently such policies have been very limited, and partly
channelled and constrained by the EU.

The Committee may wish to ask the Government to clarify its regional policy. My guess is that their
answer, if honest, is that they do not believe a 1960s-style regional economic policy is a feasible option for
them now, post-globalisation. In other words, there is a reluctance to try to direct businesses to locate
somewhere other than where they choose, for fear that the alternative choices are (in many cases) in other
countries, within Europe and beyond. The emphasis is upon all cities and regions trying to make the most
of their assets and to nurture their “endogenous growth”. Both Greater London and the South East are
perceived as key economic assets and drivers for Great Britain plc.

Given this policy climate, I think it follows logically and pragmatically that we have to provide housing
to support the economic growth where it is going to occur. If we don’t, our planning system will continue
to be like driving a car around with one foot on the accelerator and one foot on the brake. The corollary is
that, if local authorities or regional assemblies in the south say that they don’t want these housing numbers,
they should be saying no to the economic growth as well. Then we might have a bottom-up regional policy.
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Memorandum by Migration Watch UK (AH 90)

Summary

1. Housing policy can no longer be considered in isolation from immigration policy. Immigration now
accounts for 83% of our projected population increase. The current and projected rates of international
migration are likely to account for about a third of new household formation or 66,000 each year. There is
a close correlation between the number of households and the number of separate dwellings.

2. 75% of net international migration is to London and the South-East of England. These regions(and
also the Eastern and South-Eastern Regions which are particularly aVected by internal migration from
London) are projected to generate two-thirds of the total of new households being formed in England over
the coming decades. The same regions are under considerable pressure in terms of the aVordability of
housing, pressure on infrastructure and, certainly in the case of London and the South-East, congestion.

3. Net immigration to the UK reached a record 223,000 people in 2004. The government’s long-term
projection for net immigration, on which we have based our estimate of 66,000 households being formed
each year, is 145,000 per annum. this is similar to the actual average level of net immigration from
1996–2004.

4. Immigration is thus a major contributory factor to the shortage of supply of housing and it will also
play a major part in generating demand for housing in the future. A policy which attempted to more closely
align the levels of immigration and emigration would ease the demand for housing and lead to more
sustainable requirements for building new housing stock.

Detail

5. Migration Watch UK wish to draw to the attention of the Committee the impact of immigration on
housing. Immigration makes a considerable impact on the rate of household formation and therefore on
the demand for housing which in turn impacts on aVordability and the need to increase housing supply.

6. The last set of household projections, produced by the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister in
September 2004, showed that 189,000 additional households were expected to form on average each year
between 2001 and 2021. Immigration, at a projected level of 130,000 net immigrants per year, was expected
to account for 59,000 (nearly a third) of these households each year.187 Although households do not equate
exactly to homes there is a close correlation between the two.

7. A recent paper from the Town and Country Planning Association suggested that a household
formation figure of 40,000 per year resulting from immigration was a more likely scenario. This was based
on household sizes being larger for recent immigrants. It will undoubtedly be the case that many new
immigrants may add to existing households and/or many adults may share a household. However, this is
likely to be a transient situation. Data from the 2001 census shows that the number of adults of working age
per household is similar for white British and for other ethnic groups (see Appendix 1). Over a 20 year period
the original calculations of a net immigration rate of 130,000 a year giving rise to 59,000 households a year
is therefore likely to hold good.

8. Furthermore, since the household projections were published in 2004, the Government Actuary’s
Dept. working in coordination with the OYce for National Statistics, has increased its long-term trend
estimate of net migration from 130,000 to 145,000 per year. On a strictly pro-rata basis this would suggest
that about 66,000 households would form on average each year as a result of immigration.

9. Indeed immigration over the past few years will already have generated a considerable demand for
housing. Until recently housing plans were based on 1996-based population projections which assumed a
net migration rate of 65,000 pa A variation of!40,000 pa in the rate of net migration was expected to add

187 Hansard—Lords Written Answer HL102 8 December 2004.
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an average of about 18,000 households each year. In fact net migration over the period 1996–2004 inclusive
has averaged over 140,000188 a year which would suggest the formation of an average of 33,000 households
above the government’s original plans.

10. 75% of net international migration to the UK is to London and the South-East. These regions (and
also the Eastern and South-West Regions because of the eVect of internal migration fromLondon) are those
which face the greatest increases in households (two-thirds of new households will be formed in these
regions).189

11. We conclude therefore that immigration has been having, and will continue to have, a major impact
on the demand for new housing with about one new home in three being needed to cater for new immigrants
to the UK. It would therefore be sensible, in our view, to look at ways of curbing demand by reducing the
flow of inward migration rather than considering only how we can increase the supply of housing with the
serious impact this will have on our infrastructure and environment.

APPENDIX

ADULTS OF WORKING AGE PER HOUSEHOLD

1. We have used the population of England which describes itself as other than white British as a proxy
for the immigrant population. In fact 58% of this population was born overseas,190 so it gives a reasonable
guide to the household characteristics of the immigrant population.

2. We have calculated the number of households per adults of working age (16–65). Children do notmake
any diVerence to the number of households as they cannot form separate households. People of pension age,
in contrast, do have a major impact on the numbers of households. The ageing of England’s population will
create the need for many additional households because of the number of pensioners who form single
member households. However, the growth in pensioner households is separately factored into the household
projection calculations.

3. Leaving out these two groups of people we are left with the following data:

White British Other

16–64 Population191 (millions) 27.116 4.264
Households192 (millions) 13.666 2.021

Adults per household 1.98 2.11

4. The diVerence in occupancy rates (excluding all pensioner households) is therefore less than 7% greater
for ethnic groups compared to White British.

5. The age group of net immigrants is predominantly from 15 to 44 and, over the years 1994–2003
inclusive, 92% have been in the age group 15 to 60–65.Applying the occupancy rate of 2.11 adults of working
age to the projected net inflow of 145,000 would therefore also point to a household formation rate of 63,000
pa—similar to the estimate of 66,000 in paragraph 4 above.

Memorandum by the British Property Federation (BPF) (AH 91)

Introduction

1. The Private Rented Sector (PRS) is vital to delivering flexible tenure for a mobile workforce and
providing housing where social renting or home ownership is not applicable or aVordable. A strong PRS
can also contribute to increased supply and more aVordable housing in the UK.

2. The overall size of the rental sector in the UK is one of the smallest at 10–12% compared to other
developed countries. The UK is peculiar in its renting system with its high reliance on social rather than
private renting. The majority of countries have a two-thirds or more emphasis on the private sector, whilst
the UK is below a third. Despite this, the last 15 years has seen a steady revival in the PRS that has been
underpinned by deregulation of rents that has allowed market forces to operate eVectively.

3. The PRS provides a tenure that is aVordable and flexible for people who lack the means for home
ownership, but are not eligible for social housing. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation’s (JRF) work on
aVordability shows in many areas across the country there is a huge problem of aVordability for first time

188 Source: ONS—International Migration Volume MN30 table 2.8 and ONS News Release 4 November 2004. Figures for
England alone are only available up to 1993 but international migration levels are similar to those for the UK as a whole.

189 Source: ODPM—household projections for England published in September 2004.
190 Census 2001 table S102.
191 Census 2001 table S101—England.
192 Census 2001 table S106 (Households by ethnic group of household reference person)—England—excluding single and all
pensioner households.
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buyers.193 In 40 local authority areas, 40% or more of all younger working households can aVord to pay
more than a social sector rent, but still cannot aVord to buy at the lowest decile (10%) point of local house
prices. AVordability is most problematic in London, with house-price-to-household-income ratios lower
than four to one in only two areas outside London. Elsewhere, the South East and the SouthWest have the
highest proportion of younger working households falling into an intermediate housing market. Younger
buyers face aVordability diYculties in the South East (52.9%) and in the South West (51.5%).

4. It is not the BPF’s desire to force people into the Private Rented Sector, who would otherwise want
to buy. All of the main political parties are right to try and meet peoples’ aspirations for home ownership,
providing that is done in a responsible way, which highlights their obligations. For example, the long-term
debt and repairs andmaintenance that go with owning a home, because if there is one thing worse that being
unable to aVord your own home it is having it repossessed.

5. There are, however, good reasons to suggest that the PRS will need to at least stand still, if not expand
over the next decade to cater for a number of trends. The aforementioned JRF research highlights that unless
there is a dramatic turnaround in house building or the provision of social housing, many people will face
no choice other than the PRS. Council ofMortgage Lender research (see box 1) also shows that more young
people are living in the PRS and staying longer out of choice, to reflect their lifestyles. The significant
expansion of higher education and increasing inward migration has also fuelled demand for PRS
accommodation.

Box 1—What social and economic factors aVect first-time buyers’ attitudes and behaviour?
— Declining short-term aspirations for home-ownership mirror low home-ownership rates

among young households. However, home-ownership remains the long-term preference for
around 80% of young households.

— Quantitative research shows that young households indicate positive attitudes to renting in
their twenties for mobility, flexibility, property type and quality benefits, but still ultimately
want to buy.

— A greater propensity and comfort with taking on non-mortgage debt (as well as student debt)
at a young age, seems to deter commitment to a mortgage at an early age.

— Lack of saving and growing evidence of a “want it, have it” mentality may also depress the
willingness to buy earlier.

— Over the last few years young people have shown relatively cautious attitudes to major
purchases and relatively flat consumer confidence has driven their behaviour.

— Lower relative incomes of under-30s, compared to the working population as a whole has
resulted in additional income constraints for potential first-time buyers.

— Life-stage factors, such asmarriage and having children, which are increasingly seen as triggers
for home-ownership, are occurring later than in the past, driving the age of house purchase up.

— Young people seem relatively content with buying their first property at age 30 and above.
Understanding first-time buyers, Jackie Smith and Bob Pannell, Council of Mortgage Lenders, with Alan Holmans,
University of Cambridge and Andrew Thomas, BMRB, Council of Mortgage Lenders, July 2005

6. The challenge for the sector is to ensure that whether by force or choice, those that live in the PRS
receive a quality service so that they stay a bit longer and are happy to see their sons and daughters use the
sector in the future. Unfortunately, the sector does suVer from an image problem, with the vast majority of
decent landlords dragged down by the practices of a few. A lot of good work is and can be done to change
this. At the small end of the market the use of accreditation schemes and membership of landlord bodies is
growing. The expansion of institutional investment would also help raise the quality of the sector. And the
use of proportionate and well-enforced regulation can help the sector divest itself of those who drag it down.

7. The rest of this paper explores how policy can help a quality PRS contribute towards the twin
challenges of aVordability and housing supply.

Institutional Investment

8. One way in which BPF members, such as Unite and Moorfield Domain, increase supply is to
fundamentally change the make-up of the marketplace. For example, the provision of every student block
with 400 beds frees up at least 80 houses for families. Such accommodation can be built relatively quickly
using commercial and/or modern manufacturing techniques.

9. Similarly, some large BPF institutional investors invest in large scale private rented sector schemes,
helping to reduce pressure on housing supply and reduce the need for “house sharing” in favour of high
density living in blocks of flats—thus freeing up family homes for families and for home owners that would
otherwise be used for buy-to-let purposes. This has the added advantage of raising quality because large
institutional investors face public and media scrutiny in a way that small landlords do not.

193 AVordability and the intermediate housing market: Local measures for all local authority areas in Great Britain, Steve
Wilcox, Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2005.
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10. The US experience is pertinent, where large scale residential property owners, through REITs, are
able to mobilise large sums of capital into the provision of private rented housing, which meets standards
rarely seen in the UK.

11. The Government is currently considering introducing REITs in the UK. Encouraging some of this
institutional investment into the PRS could lead to a revolution in the sector.

Planning Policy—Perpetuity

12. Many of the BPF’s institutional investor members have considered investing in the intermediate
rental market. The prospect of regular rents and low levels of voids oVers attractions. However, to invest
landlords must be able to make at least the same returns as they would derive from other types of property.

13. Planning policy, as reflected in paragraph 16 of PPG3, tries to promote flexibility in the provision of
aVordable housing through planning obligations. Most local authorities, however, ignore this in favour of
a blanket policy insisting that any social or intermediate rented housing is in perpetuity. This discourages
private investment in aVordable housing since the yields on residential property comprise rental income and
capital appreciation. If the rental income must be “aVordable’, the only way of making aVordable housing
an attractive investment for the private sector is to hold out the prospect of some long-term capital return.

14. Such return need not be short-term, but the application of at least some reasonable end date will
radically alter the value of the investment and would encourage more investment in intermediate rented
housing.

15. The BPF would like to see the forthcoming drafting of Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3) promote
the flexibility that PPG3 intends, by building in a general presumption against aVordable housing being in
perpetuity unless the local authority could justify otherwise.

Tax Regime

16. Current stamp duty rules also work against encouraging institutional landlord investment in the
sector. Large landlords have to pay the highest rate of duty when buying blocks of apartments even though
individual units within themmay fall into lower duty bands. Individual landlords cannot transfer liabilities
for capital gains tax across their property assets, which limits their flexibility in response to changing
patterns of demand and reduces the potential for large scale investment in the residential sector.

Housing Benefit

17. Another way in which the PRS contributes to the provision of aVordable housing is through its
interaction with the housing benefit system.

18. More and more private landlords are not oVering accommodation to housing benefit claimants. This
can be seen from recent Government evidence. The percentage of social sector tenants receiving Housing
Benefit (62%) was similar to that in recent years, but the percentage of private sector tenants (20%) was the
lowest since data was first collected by the Survey of English Housing in 1993–94.194

19. A major contributor to this decline is the poor administration of Housing Benefit (HB). A good
benefits service contributes to eVective anti-poverty work and regeneration, but a poor service failing to pay
benefit on time adds to social deprivation and to the problems that vulnerable people face.

20. Processing times are a clear issue for landlords and tenants. Across England and Wales, the quality
of housing benefit administration varies widely. In 2004–05, the best local authorities processed new claims
in as little as 14 days on average. The worst performing authority—Chelmsford—took nearly 120 days on
average.195 Remember this is an average, and thus some citizens will have been waiting well in excess of 120
days—these some of the least well-oV members of our society. As rents are also only paid in arrears for
housing benefit tenants, compared with in advance for tenants paying their own rent, it is easy to see why
the majority of landlords are opting to focus on the latter.

21. The Housing Benefit Reform Bill, which should be introduced during this session of Parliament, will
seek to extend the Local Housing Allowance (LHA) scheme to all PRS tenants receiving benefit. This
scheme gives a fixed rate benefit to tenants in a given area who can use this to find accommodation of their
choice in the PRS. It is hoped to financially empower tenants to select the standard of accommodation they
desire. The LHA was introduced in 9 Pathfinder areas across Britain from 2003, and the Government aims
for all private sector tenants to move onto the LHA scheme by 2008.196

22. So far, evidence from the Pathfinders suggests that processing times have speeded up, reflecting that
the rent assessment process performed by the Rent Service is far simpler. However, processing times within
the Pathfinders still vary significantly, reflecting that the eYciency with which local authorities perform the

194 Survey of English Housing 2004–05, Housing Statistics Summary No 25.
195 DWP Housing Benefit Performance Statistics 2004–05.
196 DWP, 5 year plan, 2005.
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task of handling benefit applications still varies, and that simplification of the rent assessment process on
its own will not change this. As a starting point, over the next two years, the BPF would like the Local
Government Association to take the lead in trying to get all local authorities to a level of performance that
matches the current threshold for the lower quartile performance of 42 days.

23. The Government’s evaluation of LHA shows that 56% of respondent landlords and letting agents
said it would make them less likely to let to HB tenants.197 DiYculties seem to emanate from the experience
of tenants in rent arrears who are directly paid Housing Benefit. There is a wide consensus from the BPF to
Shelter (see box 2), that advocates retaining the option for tenants to have their benefit paid to their
landlords directly.

Box 2—Shelter recommends:
“It is right that tenants should be empowered to take responsibility for their finances and their
employment and housing choices. However, changing the method through which the Government
paysHousing Benefit is unlikely to have a significant impact. Instead, theGovernment should build on
measures to tackle financial exclusion, including help to access and use financial services, improving
financial literacy and increasing the availability of independent financial advice.
Tenants should be able to opt to have Housing Benefit paid directly to themselves or their landlord.
Under the LHA scheme for private tenants, any additional Housing Benefit, above the level of the
rent, would need to be paid to the tenant.”
Shelter Policy Briefing, Housing Benefit, Jenny Neuburger and Grainia Long

24. The forthcoming Housing Benefit Reform Bill provides an opportunity for Parliamentarians to
protect some of themost vulnerable in our society and support good standards in the private rented housing.
The British Property Federation advocates other measures which support these objectives:

(i) Abolish the Single Room Rent

The Single Room Rent (SRR) is a lower rate of housing benefit paid to young people under 25, which
enables them in theory to rent shared accommodation. Under the Local Housing Allowance there will be
a broadly equivalent “shared room” rate. The BPF is calling for the abolition of Single RoomRent, because
it is often set so low that it prevents young claimants obtaining accommodation in the private rented sector
and facing the prospect of homelessness or informal accommodation arrangements as a result. It drives
those who can just about aVord to rent into some of the worst accommodation in the private rented sector.
It leads to debt and eviction as young people struggle to pay the excess between the SRR and market rents.
It forces our young people, who are at an age when they are not worldly wise, to share with people who will
exploit their vulnerability, drug dealers, etc. Ultimately, the SRR represents age discrimination.

(ii) Use Housing Benefit payments to support standards in the Private Rented Sector

The UK tax payer spends over £12 billion a year on housing benefit. None of this money comes with any
guarantees of service standards in return. On the basis that such money is not being spent discerningly the
taxpayer is therefore subsidising poor standards by some landlords in the private rented sector.

In areas of housing market collapse this raises questions about how housing benefit levels are set. If
standards are low, then the average on which rent oYcers base housing benefit levels will also be low,
perhaps too low to sustain a decent level of service. The BPF therefore advocates that there should a
minimum level of rents under which housing benefit does not fall. This should reflect the costs of keeping a
property well maintained and meeting all statutory requirements.

The BPF also supports Shelter in calling for a statutory Code of Management for the sector. We are not
looking for anything complex—just a simple 10 point Code, which decent landlords will already follow.

Having compliance with the Code as an implied term in tenancy agreements will provide landlords and
tenants with a clear expectation about management standards. Where a landlord is in breach of the code,
a tenant will have recourse to the Residential Property Tribunal, which could order the repayment of benefit
by the landlord where a serious breach has occurred, although for most cases would have a suite of more
minor remedies.

197 DWP, Local Housing Allowance Evaluation, 7—Working with the LHA, p 4.
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Conclusion

25. The BPF has other members, large-scale commercial and mixed use developers who are making
significant contributions to the issues of aVordability and housing supply, both because of the nature of the
large-scale mixed-use developments in which they engage and the contributions of aVordable housing and
other infrastructure they are required to provide through planning obligations. We felt, however, that these
issues sat more comfortably with the subject matter of the Committee’s planned future enquiry on funding
and look forward to submitting further evidence for that inquiry in due course.

26. For the purposes of this inquiry we have tried to illustrate that there are good reasons to presume that
demand for private rented accommodation will continue to grow, supported by demographic, lifestyle and
other trends. Government policy, however, can aVect how that demand is met and in turn whether it
contributes to increase housing supply or not. By encouraging institutional investment in the sector and sub-
sectors such as student accommodation, there is the opportunity to add to supply.

27. The Private Rented Sector is for some people their only choice and is therefore satisfying a housing
need rather than necessarily a housing aspiration and should therefore figure perhaps more prominently in
housing policy, particularly since the growth of other options in the short to medium term, whether they be
low-cost home ownership or social housing, are limited by funding and physical constraints.

28. A major challenge for all those with an interest in the sector is to raise its quality and standards. The
Government can help by encouraging investment and regulating in a proportionate way, which truly targets
the worst in the sector. Local authorities can also help; the best engage in partnership with local landlords,
seeing their role as farmore than just their enforcement duties. The sector itself must do its bit through codes
of practice, accreditation schemes and other initiatives.

29. The PRS could be making a far greater contribution to the issue of aVordability, but will not do so
whilst several policy barriers remain. The inflexibility of most local authorities on the issue of aVordable
housing being in perpetuity, means it is not attractive to institutional investors, who might otherwise invest.
This seems a pity since with a bit of flexibility people could be enjoying far higher standards of
accommodation than those they will be enduring, because of the lack of supply.

30. The sector could also be contributing more and better housing to those on benefits if the housing
benefits system worked better. The introduction of the Local Housing Allowance will help in some respects,
but not in others. We hopeMPs will use the opportunity of the forthcoming Housing Benefit Reform Bill to
address some of the worst problems of housing benefit administration, direct payment and single room rent.

The British Property Federation

31. Part of the BPF’s role is to be the voice of the commercial property industry in the UK, representing
all those who invest in that sector, which will include companies, pensions funds, investment fundmanagers
and individuals who invest in property. We also represent a wide range if investors in residential
accommodation“ institutional and corporate landlords; small landlords who are represented through
aYliated local associations; specific market players, such as student accommodation providers, and mixed-
use developers. The one part of the sector we do not represent is house builders, who have their own
association, the Home Builders Federation (HBF).

Memorandum by the Environment Agency (AH 92)

Summary

— The environmental impacts of Government’s plans for aVordability and the supply of housing will
depend on the location of the homes, the adequacy of environmental infrastructure and the
standards to which new homes are built.

— A well-planned approach to building new homes and other development creates opportunities to
improve and protect the environment. Many environmental concerns can be overcome if new
communities and homes are planned and built to the highest environmental standards. These
standards can also help improve the overall quality of the environment and create better places for
people to live.

— The Government has committed to plan and deliver environmentally sensitive, well-designed and
built sustainable communities. It would be helpful forGovernment to explain what extrameasures
it is putting in place to do this. Thiswould help address concerns that housing expansionmay result
in a decline in the quality of life for existing residents.

— Some of the environmental impacts of new housing can be reduced if, in parallel, the
environmental performance of existing housing stock is improved. This approach could also
reduce the need for costly infrastructure.
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— The concept of aVordability should apply not just to the cost of a home but to running costs.
Higher environmental standards in new homes will make houses more aVordable to live in,
particularly for those on lower incomes.

1. Introduction

1.1 The EnvironmentAgency has an interest in the environmental impacts of theGovernment’s emerging
plans for improving housing aVordability. We are the Government’s leading advisor on the environment.
We are already working with national, regional and local government to ensure that current levels of
planned housing growth are sustainable and that the environmental risks of development are clearly
understood and addressed.

1.2 Through the planning process we:

— contribute to national, regional and local planning frameworks to ensure planning policies are in
place to protect the environment, mitigate impacts and increase the potential for environmental
improvement;

— highlight to local authorities the environmental risk—including flood risk—of individual planning
applications and contribute to the sustainability appraisal of planning policies, including their
Strategic Environmental Assessment; and

— provide guidance to developers on avoiding and reducing the environmental impact of their
proposals and on maximising environmental benefits.

1.3 We also:

— advise the Government on the adequacy of water company Water Resources Plans;

— regulate the treatment of contaminated land and the treatment and disposal of waste; and

— are responsible for the strategic planning, management and delivery of flood risk infrastructure
and flood resilience measures.

2. Overview

2.1 The Barker Review of Housing Supply proposed that aVordability should be part of Government
housing policy and that between 70,000–120,000 new homes may need to be built each year above current
Regional PlanningGuidance and Sustainable Communities Plan levels tomake homesmore aVordable.We
understand Government will, later this year, indicate how it will take forward its housing aVordability
agenda.

2.2 If housing growth is to be sustainable, the impacts on critical environmental factors such as water
supply, sewerage systems, waste disposal facilities, greenhouse gas emissions, biodiversity and flood risk
must be identified and addressed as an integral part of delivery plans. The Government has acknowledged
this. Its manifesto stated “All newly developed communities . . . will be built to high environmental
standards on issues such as energy eYciency and water use, and we will develop a clear plan to minimise the
impact of new communities on the environment”.

2.3 Current levels of housing growth in the South and East of the country are already putting pressure
on some resources. It is important that the cumulative impacts of existing and new levels of house building
and occupation are fully understood. We are not aware that this assessment has yet been undertaken by
Government.

3. Location

3.1 The location of new communities and homes determinemany of their environmental impacts. Homes
and new neighbourhoods must not be located in areas we will later regret. Flood risk is a critical locational
issue that needs to be addressed.

3.2 Recent floods, storms and drought have shown how vulnerable we are to the weather. The floods this
summer in Europe and the events in New Orleans illustrate this very well. The Government’s Foresight
Future Flooding report highlighted that, in the face of climate change, the risk of flooding over the next
30–100 years increases significantly, and the damage could be very costly if flood management policies
remain unchanged.Under themost extreme scenario, the annual cost of damage could increase 20-fold from
the current level of about £1 billion. Research by the Association of British Insurers has shown that one-
third of designated development sites (up to 108,000 homes) in the Government’s South East growth areas
are located in the floodplain, and 10,000 properties may be built in areas with significant flood risk.198

However, these additional risks and costs could be reduced if newbuilding in high flood risk areas is carefully
managed. We welcome the review of Planning Policy Guidance 25 on development and flood risk which is
intended to give clear advice to local authorities on the need to avoid development in areas of flood risk.

198 ABI (2007), Making Communities Sustainable p 7 http://www.abi.org.uk/display/File/Child/554/Making
Communities Sustainable—housingsummary.pdf
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3.3 Spatial planning should direct homes to places where the necessary environmental resources are
already in place. It should flag up where new facilities—like waste handling facilities and sewage treatment
works are needed and signal where these types of infrastructure are a precondition of housing growth.

4. Standards

4.1 The residential sector consumes significant levels of resources. Homes use two-thirds of water put into
the supply network. They use 30% of energy and are responsible for 24% of greenhouse gases. An expansion
of housing to meet aVordability objectives could increase the domestic sector’s consumption of resources.
However, these impacts can be reduced if higher standards of environmental eYciency are introduced in new
homes. We support the Government’s commitment to introduce mandatory standards for water eYciency
in all new homes.We also support development of the Code for Sustainable Buildings, due to be introduced
in April 2006, which will specify higher standards (than Building Regulations) for all new homes built
through public private partnerships.

4.2 Together these should improve the water eYciency of new housing stock. Although England and
Wales are commonly perceived as wet, the high population density means that for each person there is
relatively little water (1,334 cubicmetres per year (m3) on average). Less, in fact, than inmostMediterranean
countries (Spain 2,775 m3/a; Portugal 3,878 m3/a). In the Thames basin there is only 266 m3/a for each
person.

4.3 Across much of the country current abstraction to support our water use accounts for all the water
resources available in summer months. Climate change is expected to reduce the availability of water
resources.

4.4 The demand for water created by new and existing homes could partly be met through improved
standards of water eYciency. Our work shows that water eYciencies of up to 25% per household can be
gained by ensuring pipework, fittings and appliances maintain standards of performance while using less
water. The cost of these eYciencies ismodest. In some cases the cost of eYcient units is less than conventional
or standard items. High water eYciency standards applied to all the one million new homes currently
planned for South East England could save 60 million litres a day—enough to supply water for 500,000
people.

4.5 A reduction in the environmental impact of existing homes could release some “environmental
headroom” for new houses. The majority of households could save up to one quarter of their current water
use. Houses constructed more than five years ago are likely to present water eYciency opportunities. For
example toilets are the single biggest water use in most homes and oYces. Retrofit or replacement of toilets
can save between 8% and 16% of household consumption.

5. Infrastructure

5.1 Our experience of delivery of the Sustainable Communities Plan shows that accelerated housing
growth to meet aVordability targets will, in some places, stretch the capacity of existing environmental
infrastructure. More investment will be needed in water treatment, waste water drainage, flood risk and
waste management. New investment will be required to service extra homes and people, particularly where
new communities are being created. These basic services must be properly integrated into any plans for new
housing, so investments are anticipated, co-ordinated and made in advance.

Water resources

5.2 For water resources, traditional resource side options, such as reservoirs, are generally expensive,
inflexible and have high social, economical and environmental costs. In addition, “large infrastructure
projects” may take up to 20 years to develop—committing customers and society in general to an ongoing
high energy/cost solution. Some new reservoirs may prove to be necessary, but must be balanced by lower
cost, flexible opportunities to secure more eYcient use of existing water resources.

5.3 Demand management options (ie measures that reduce the use of water by consumers) will mitigate
or at least defer the need to develop some resources. Demand management is key to establishing an
appropriate mix of schemes which are essential for us to meet the very substantial challenges we are facing
in maintaining secure, sustainable water supplies into the future. This twin track approach is essential to
balance the social, environmental and economic needs of housing growth.

5.4 The delivery of a longer-term twin track strategy depends on:

— more rapid household metering penetration;

— higher water eYciency standards in new housing stock;

— the development of incentives to encourage retrofit of existing stock;

— more public awareness; and

— water labelling of fixtures, fittings and appliances.
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Water quality

5.5 For water quality, a programme of investment in sewage treatment works will be needed to protect
the quality of our surface waters. The Environment Agency has estimated that up to 80 sewage treatment
works will need to be upgraded in the South East to service the demand from existing and new housing being
discussed in the draft South East Plan. This figure could be much higher if there is a step change in housing
growth tomeet aVordability goals.We are now looking at the level of investment needed in sewage treatment
works across the South and East of England if Barker type figures are adopted by Government.

5.6 In some locations we doubt whether the technology exists to meet high levels of water treatment
needed to deal with housing and population growth.

Sewage and waste water

5.7 Concentrated housing growth in some places will mean that the capacity of sewers will have to be
extended if residents are to benefit from acceptable levels of waste and foul water drainage.

If, to meet housing aVordability targets there are to be large extensions to existing settlements, our
experience shows that existing waste water and sewage facilities may be inadequate. A strategic and well
planned approach to new facilities will be required which flags the contributions needed by individual
developers.

5.8 The use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDs) can reduce the need for more traditional forms of
waste water facilities.

Waste

5.9 Building new homes creates waste. We estimate that plans for new homes in the South and East of
England could result in 10.1199 and 13.3200 million tonnes a year of ConstructionDemolition andExcavation
Waste (CD & E). Up to 20% of this could be hazardous waste.

5.10 These figures demonstrate the need to drive down waste arising from construction through:

— better on-site sorting;

— re-use of excavated inert waste; and

— use of sustainable construction techniques.

5.11 Investment in new infrastructure will be needed to deal with:

— the municipal waste new households generate;

— the move away from the use of landfill; and

— new recycling targets.

We estimate that waste management facilities to deal with up to seven incinerators or 50 waste treatment
facilities will be required to deal with waste from new homes in the South and East of the country.

6. Affordability

6.1 The principle of aVordability should apply not just to the cost of a home but also to the cost of
running it.

6.2 Research by the Environment Agency has demonstrated that there are financial benefits to
householders of building more environmentally eYcient homes. Homes built to deliver a 25% improvement
in resource eYciency, (water, energy and waste) will deliver reduced utility bills of around £138 a year, a six-
year payback on the additional building costs. This would make the house more eYcient to run—a critical
factor for lower income householders who pay a higher percentage of their income in utility bills compared
to the more well oV. The total benefits of building to these standards are likely to be much greater if wider
eVects on the environment were costed.

6.3 The extra capital cost of delivering more resource eYcient homes is relatively small—we estimate just
£800 extra capital cost per home. Even if these costs were passed completely onto the home buyer, only £4
per month would be added onto a typical £100,000 mortgage compared to the annual savings of £138 per
year.

7. Conclusions

— Over the next two decades demographic and economic pressures will drive increased demand for
housing in the South and East of England.

199 Based on housing growth in current and emerging Regional Plans.
200 Based on housing growth in high Barker aVordability estimates.
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— Housing growth will result in environmental pressures. But it also oVers opportunities to deliver
sustainable communities. Accelerated house building to meet aVordability targets will add to the
environmental impacts being experienced already in some parts of the country, particularly the
South and East.

— The location of homes is the biggest determinant of environmental impacts. New homes must be
located away from areas of environmental risk.

— Investment in environmental infrastructure and some basic services like sewage and drainagemust
be a precondition of growth if the quality of life of residents is to be secured. Environmental
infrastructure must be planned and delivered in parallel with housing growth.

— Resource eYcient homes can reduce environmental impacts, reduce the need for costly
infrastructure and make homes more aVordable to run.

Memorandum by the London Borough of Camden (AH 93)

The ODPM Inquiry

The inquiry into aVordability and the supply of housing is an important one and the LGIU encourages
aYliates to respond. It is unfortunate that such a short time has been given for responders to put their
evidence together, given the issues involved and the scope of the inquiry.

The terms of reference clearly respond to the key issues in the BarkerReview of housing supply and several
recent policy statements from the government, such as Planning for Housing Provision. The LGIU will be
submitting a response which will focus particularly on testing the assumptions in the Barker Review and set
out in government policies, such as the relationship between supply and house prices; whether the
government is over-estimating or under-estimating housing supply needs; and what is the correct balance
between rented and owner occupied housing and whether current policies will actually deliver housing that
people can aVord. Camden comments will therefore contribute to this response by providing some local
information on a central London situation.

2. The Camden Situation

Two information sources (the Camden Housing Needs Survey 2004 and the Steve Wilcox study
AVordability and the Intermediate Housing Market 2005) include data which is relevant to two of the ten
issues which will be addressed by the inquiry—benefits of promotion of home ownership and impact on
inequality—but not the supply issues (relation between house prices and supply, scale of housing
development required to influence house prices, etc) which will be the main focus of the inquiry

2.1 Camden Housing Needs Survey, Fordham Research October 2004

Chapter nine examines the potential for intermediate housing to meet housing need in Camden.

The main conclusion is that, while there is potential for intermediate housing products to contribute to
meeting housing need in the borough, 71% of households in housing need in Camden are only able to aVord
social rented housing (Table 9.6, pg 83).

Among existing social renting tenants, the percentage able to aVord market or intermediate housing is
smaller than for those in other tenure groups.

A comparison of household income and current estate agent prices shows that:

98.4% of LBC tenants are unable to aVord market housing

94.3% of RSL tenants are unable to aVord market housing

68.9% of private tenants are unable to aVord market housing

Among households from all tenures who can aVord intermediate housing, 31% can only aVord to pay a
quarter of the diVerence between social renting and market prices.

It is likely that the majority of existing social renting tenants who can aVord intermediate housing, can
in fact only aVord to pay a quarter of the diVerence between social renting and market renting

Average gross annual income for LBC tenants: £11,611 (Median £7,295)

Average gross annual income for RSL tenants: £13,255 (Median £7,467)

Among households needing two or more bedrooms, the percentages in Camden able to aVord market
housing are considerably lower than among those needing one bedroom properties:
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2.2 AVordability and the Intermediate Housing Market: Steve Wilcox for Joseph Rowntree Foundation,
October 2005

This is a national survey of younger working households (20–39 years) in 40 local authority areas in
Britain. Key conclusions are that

Funding for low cost home ownership should be targeted at schemes that assist households that would
not be able to access home ownership at the very bottom of the housing market.

Detailed tables showing size of intermediate housing markets in local authority areas, based on (a)
households who can meet a social rent without recourse to housing benefit but who cannot aVord to buy at
the lowest decile house prices for two and three bedroomdwellings and (b) households who canmeet a social
rent without recourse to housing benefit, can aVord to buy at the lowest decile but cannot aVord to buy at
the lowest quartile.

In London 35% of younger working households fall into category (a) and 12.5% fall into group (b). As
Camden is a high cost area of London, local percentages are likley to be lower.

Many IHM schemes in high cost areas will not be aVordable for the significant percentage of households
in the capital who can aVord intermediate housing but are only able to buy in the lowest quartile of
houseprices.

Intermediate housing schemes in high cost areas may still have a part to play in terms, by providing more
choice to households who are able to buy anyway, but it is less clear that they are making a significant
contribution to meeting housing need as such.

2.3 Camden’s Cash Incentive Scheme

Over the past two and a half years, the Council has received 218 applications for its Cash Incentive
Scheme, which oVers Camden Council tenants payments towards a home they are purchasing, as the
Council can then relet their vacated home. These applications have resulted in 33 grants being made and a
corresponding number of properties vacated and made available for reletting. Because the resources
available for the scheme have been strictly limited, these figures will certainly understate the demand for the
scheme within Camden’s housing stock.

Analysis of the successful applicants shows that the average purchase price was £141,250 and the average
grant made was £36,500. This shows that the average applicant can aVord to pay £104,750 to move into
home ownership. It is interesting to note that not one of the 33 properties purchased was in Camden and
only one property has a London postcode.

These figures compare interestingly with the Right To Buy figures over the same period. Since April 2003,
the Council has received 1,347 RTB applications and made 1,035 sales. The average price paid for these
properties was £127,500 and the average discount given was £35,900 (giving an average property value of
£163,400).

2.4 Housing Corporation funded House Purchase Grant (Homebuy)

TheHomebuy scheme is where the applicant finds a property of their own choice andmake arrangements
to purchase 75% of value, either by mortgage or part mortgage/part savings. Origin (SPH/GriYn Homes),
Camden’s Zone agent with regards Homebuy will facilitate the remaining 25% in the form of a loan.

Applicant to be:

— Council or RSL tenant.

— On Camden Council’s priority needs housing list with at least 60 points.

— Have at least £3,500 in savings to cover legal fees, stamp duty, valuation fee and other costs.

— No rents arrears for at least 6 months prior to application.

Priority given in following order:

1. Vacating a family sized home in the social rented sector.

2. Applicants under occupying a social rent unit.

3. Couples and single applicants renting an RSL property.

4. Those on waiting list with at least 60 points.

A couple or a single person (with no dependents) can purchase up to a two bed property with a maximum
value of £160,000. Couples with dependents can purchase up to a three bed property with a maximum value
of £200,000 although this was increased in 2004–05 to £240,000 in certain cases.
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For 2004–05 the average purchase price of homes bought under the Homebuy scheme for Camden was
£174,399, which meant an average loan of £43,599.75.

Average income was £31,487 and average savings £6,319. Seven applicants bought in London and six
outside London.

2.5 Shared ownership sale of Isokon flats to key workers

The 25 shared ownership studio flats were sold to key workers, with an average salary of £24, 916. The
average full price of the flats was £161,154, and the average equity percentage was 46.15%, which meant an
average equity purchase price of £74,048. The flats were sold to nine teachers, eight NHS staV, three Social
Workers, and six other key workers.

3. How the Planning System Should Respond to the Demand for Housing for Sale

3.1 The planning system in highly urbanized boroughs like Camden responds to the demand for housing
by ensuring that development plan policies prioritise the provision of housing and where appropriate,
allocates sites for housing or for mixed use, including housing.

3.2 In order to maximize the delivery of housing from development sites, including windfall sites,
Camden’s adopted and draft replacement UDP policies:

— Permit in most circumstances the replacement of oYce space with housing.

— Seek the inclusion of housing as part of a mixed use development in most developments in central
London and other town centres.

— Encourage the intensification of most redevelopment sites, whilst minimising the impact on the
environment.

3.3 The rate at which sites come forward for development and the amount of additional residential that
can be negotiated on any specific site depends on a range of factors, many of which are outside the control
of the planning system.

3.4 The mix of uses in developments coming forward depends on what land uses are most profitable at
the time (whether residential, oYce, hotel etc). This aVects the amount of housing coming forward and is a
reflection of market changes which are outside of the control of local authorities.

3.5 Allocating sites in site schedules, preparing planning briefs/area frameworks for sites, as well as
meetings with land owners/developers do not ensure that sites are developed. Councils can encourage
development but cannot force landowners to develop their land. CPOs may be appropriate for some sites,
but this is likely to be resource intensive and time consuming. On sites owned by major institutions, such as
the NHS, the Post OYce and other public bodies, the use of CPO powers could compromise partnership
working.

3.6 Alternative land use options in central London mean that whilst the Council would wish to see more
housing developed on sites, the economics of provision, taking into account alternative use values, the costs
of infrastructure provision and resultant aVordable housing requirements, mean that many sites will not be
viable without housing subsidy or will simply remain undeveloped or developed primarily with non-housing
uses as the most profitable option. The regional, national and international importance of uses (eg hospitals,
universities, business HQ’s, museums, train stations, etc) and the interests/priorities of occupiers and
landowners in central London also have a fundamental aVect on the ability to identify “developable” land
for housing.

3.7 The constraints on the funding of infrastructure to support the occupants of additional housing, such
as schools, health facilities, recreational facilities can also aVect the provision of housing. The “Homes for
All” document indicates that much of this funding will be provided through planning obligations. The level
of funding needed to provide essential infrastructure is beyond the levels of contribution that might
realistically be required through individual new developments in accordance with Circular 05/2005. This
needs to be recognised or this requirement will result in further constraints to the provision of additional
housing, particularly aVordable housing. The direct provision of all these facilities will only ever be a reality
in the largest of schemes. Even with opportunities for pooling funds from cumulative smaller developments
the quantum of new housing needed to fund a new school, for example, may mean that the essential
infrastructure provisionmay lag years behind the actual supply of housing and increasing populations. This
will only exacerbate the lack of local capacity until suYcient funds are accumulated to meet those needs if
that position is reached at all.

3.8 “Homes For All” identifies additional infrastructure funding for Growth Areas, but not for other
areas with high levels of housing growth. In high density urban areas it is very diYcult and expensive to find
sites for the additional infrastructure, such as schools, health facilities and open spaces, required to support
the population increase. Scarce land that needs to be identified and allocated to meet these other
requirements may also be underutilised/sit dormant for years if funding is not available.
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4. The Scale of the Government’s Plans to Boost Housing Supply

The Housing Needs survey clearly demonstrates the need for more aVordable housing in Camden, and
Camden’s own data demonstrates this.

The London Plan’s targets for boosting supply are too low to compensate for 25 years of RTB sales.
Camden’s housing list has been growing year-on-year since at least the mid-1990s and now stands at 16,000.
At the same time the number of permanent lets to homeless households has been in steady decline:
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The 2004 Housing Needs Survey estimates that for the next five years there is an overall annual shortfall
of 5,178 aVordable homes in Camden. The shortfall of aVordable housing is for all sizes of accommodation,
although the main shortfall is for one-bedroom accommodation (2,595 per year). The shortfall relative to
supply is greatest for four-bedroom or larger accommodation; 98.8% of households needing four bedrooms
would not be able to secure suitable housing in any one year.
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Overcrowding by bedroom requirement

Bed size desired201

Current beds 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9! Total

0 540 46 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 596
1 0 361 121 8 0 1 0 0 0 491
2 0 0 672 184 30 6 1 2 0 895
3 0 0 0 215 140 38 17 1 0 411
4 0 0 0 0 35 25 10 1 3 74
5 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 7

Total: 540 407 803 407 205 73 32 4 3 2,474

The lack of move-on into larger, family sized accommodation is the main cause in Camden of
overcrowding.

In 2004 the ODPM estimated that Camden has 5000 overcrowded households. ONS estimate that 42.3%
of Camden’s dependent children are overcrowded. ODPM (2004) and Shelter (2005) research has
demonstrated the damaging consequences of overcrowding on health and children’s education.

The London Plan annual target for Camden of 850 new aVordable homes is higher than can be met from
the development opportunities that arise in the borough, but is far from enough to simultaneously meet the
demand for aVordable housing and significantly cut the number of overcrowded households.

5. The Relative Importance of Increasing the Supply of PrivateHousing asOpposed to Subsidized

Housing

Although Camden has not yet conducted research into the frequency of moves of private sector tenants,
we know from our experience of delivering front-line housing advice and homelessness services that private
sector tenants lead less settled lives and move more frequently than council or RSL tenants.

Because of the shortage of subsidized housing, leading to longer waiting times, Camden seeks to use the
private sectormore rigorously—taking action to bring asmany of the estimated 1,900 empty properties back
into use and devoting resources to research and development to design new private sector schemes for
homeless households.

But even while we do this we know that we run a risk of moving homeless households into a relatively
insecure sector where families may be forced to move jobs, schools and GPs if and when landlords take
properties back. This does not help our aspirations to create settled and balanced communities In addition,
we are also concerned that by moving a greater proportion of our more independent homeless households
into the private sector, our housing estates will become more exclusively populated by an ever increasing
proportion of socially excluded and vulnerable tenants—thereby making it even harder to regenerate.

Conclusion

Whilst ownership initiatives have a valuable role to play, the greatest need in Camden is for more
aVordable housing for social rent, and government investment into new social rent provision, particularly
for large family units. High values locally exclude many from the potential benefits of ownership initiatives.
Many people locally who cannot access ownership can only aVord to pay a small proportion of the market
value. Schemes promoting ownership aimed particularly at lower earners are required, but must take
account of the risks that ownership can bring to these groups. We will respond to the subsequent inquiry
into shared ownership.

Memorandum by Oldham Council and First Choice Homes Oldham (AH 94)

Following your announcement of the Committee’s enquiry on 11 October 2005, Oldham Council and
First Choice Homes Oldham would like to submit the following written evidence.

We note that your enquiry is wide ranging on the broad issues of aVordability and the supply of housing.
Our evidence will focus particularly on the “relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing
as opposed to subsidised housing.”

In a national context, aVordability and the supply of housingmay be seen as amore crucial issue in regions
other than the North West and in towns other than Oldham. However, we hope that from the evidence
contained within this note, we would be able to demonstrate that the issue is just as important in the North
West and Oldham as elsewhere in the Country.

201 Figures show number of applicants desiring larger accommodation by bed size. Figures correct as at 19 September 2005.
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Oldham and Rochdale are a Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder and as part of this major regeneration
scheme, are aiming to transform dysfunctional housing markets. In doing so the Pathfinder is both seeking
to refurbish many of the Victorian terraced homes in the area but also to replace those in the poorest
conditions where transformation can have the greatest impact.

Most of the older homes being cleared are privately owned. To date, owners have negotiated the sale of
their homes and moved on.

What has been most startling in this process is the extent to which owners have chosen to stop being
owner-occupiers and to move into rented accommodation. In fact, a third of all private owners and tenants
have been re-housed as part of the demolition programme, have chosen a home from First Choice Homes
Oldham. It is anticipated that this rate of re-housing by social landlords will increase.

This is one of the most telling reasons why in Oldham the supply of socially rented accommodation, either
by registered social landlords or the Council, should be increased over the coming years. Indeed, in the
Pathfinder’s Scheme Update, submitted to Government in the summer of 2005, it is expected that the long-
term regeneration plans will see a net increase in housing, including social renting, in Oldham of 3,700.

Undoubtedly, the key driver in coming to this assessment is the aVordability of home ownership for many
in Oldham. Again, evidence from the Pathfinder’s recent HousingMarket update demonstrates this clearly.
Many existing homeowners living in some of Oldham’s older Victorian terraced homes could be described
as “marginal owners”—either because of job insecurity; family breakdown and/or debt, as well as relatively
high repair and maintenance costs.

Although the Pathfinder is making strenuous eVorts to provide new subsidised homes to buy through
shared ownership, home buy and the like, many of these new products are simply unaVordable to the “most
marginal” homeowners. Typically borrowing capacity for families considering newly built homes can fall
short by 30–40%. Many elderly owners want to take the opportunity to realise their assets and lose
responsibility for homemanagement. Fewwant to take on new debts however attractive the oVer may seem.

On a broader scale, Oldham like many areas in the North of England, has seen a dramatic change in the
nature of it’s housing markets in recent years.

In 2000OldhamCouncil, in response to diYculties letting some of its Council homes, established “Instant
Homes”—it’s own estate agency style, first come, first served lettings shop. This service was closed in 2005.
That’s because demand now exceeds supply in all localities and for all types of accommodation. There is no
doubt that a combination of factors has contributed to this rapid change in the market environment in
Oldham. Those factors include increases in house prices at rates significantly faster than incomes; a
reduction in the number of homes to rent by First Choice Homes Oldham—primarily caused through
continuing high levels of Right to Buy. In the three years to 2004, 1000 homes were sold under the Right to
Buy scheme. Whilst this has slowed in 2004 and 2005, it is still a significant proportion of a smaller pool of
stock. More significantly the skewed nature of our stock sales has been even more dramatic. 70% of our
annual sales have been of three bedroom houses but only 25% of our stock is three bedroom homes. Inmore
suburban localities the proportion of family homes sold has reduced the availability to unsustainably low
levels with sales reducing family housing stock by over 20% in five years. Newly built homes to rent by RSLs
have nowhere near kept up with homes sold. RSL completions in the last four years were under 200.

The impact of this change in the availability of stock is evidenced by the growth in homeless acceptances
here in Oldham—andmost dramatically by the use of bed and breakfast accommodation. Prior to 2002, the
use of bed and breakfast accommodation in Oldham for homeless families was unheard of; since then, bed
and breakfast has been used consistently albeit to a modest level.

Like many Councils and Arms Length Organisations, Oldham is modernising its approach to letting,
based on the very worthy concept of “choice.” However, in response to the supply issues we have indicated,
choice will only apply in our new lettings procedures where people have both high needs and have been
waiting longest.

There is an inference from the issues set out in the new enquiry, that the supply of housing is most
noticeably influenced by the change in the number of new homes being built. Whilst that is undoubtedly
important, as the Barker Review indicates, quickly increasing the supply of new housing is fraught with
many diYculties. However, improving the usage of the existing supply of homes has potential. In Oldham,
vacancies in the private sector are running at something like 6% (three times the rate of socially rented
homes.)

Finding ways to bring many of these existing homes back into use will make a significant contribution to
housing supply. One option could be Councils acquiring poorest quality empty privately owned properties
to speed up refurbishment and re-use, as well as encouraging other landlords to refurbish or sell to someone
who will.
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Our key message from Oldham is that increasing the supply of housing is the key factor whether for
private ownership or renting by responsible landlords. In taking this approach, the choices available for
people whether they wish to buy or rent will be increased

Memorandum by the Commission for Rural Communities (CRC) (AH 95)

Introduction

1. The Commission for Rural Communities was established as a division of the Countryside Agency in
April 2005 to provide well-informed, independent advice to government and ensure that policies reflect the
real needs of people living and working in rural England, with a particular focus on disadvantage.

2. The lack of aVordable housing in rural communities is a major issue aVecting the well-being of most
rural areas. The CRC has wide knowledge and experience of the nature and scale of the issue as well as
possible solutions. It is currently undertaking an inquiry into rural housing to hear the views of rural people
and communities which will form part of its evidence to the Government‘s AVordable Rural Housing
Commission which is due to report in March 2006.

The Lack of Subsidised Housing in Rural Areas

3. For many years, attention has focussed on the lack of publicly subsidised aVordable housing in rural
areas. This has been cause by the loss of much council housing through the Right-to-Buy, with over 330,000
sales in rural local authority areas since 1979; the limited funding available for new social housing,
exacerbated by the abolition of Local Authority Social Housing Grant in 2000; the limited opportunities
for applying aVordable housing quotas to private developments; the diYculties and costs of building small
schemes in more remote locations; and the opposition from local “nimbys”. Each and all of these factors
have caused particular problems for those on low incomes in rural areas. Overall in rural areas public sector
housing continues to comprise a smaller proportion of overall housing stockwhen compared to urban areas:
13.4% compared to 22.4 % (State of the Countryside; CRC 2004).

Home Ownership in Rural Areas—the Problem of Affordability

4. These problems of providing aVordable housing in rural areas have been well rehearsed (1 and 2). Less
attention has been paid to the problems of home ownership in rural areas and the role it might play. Access
to open market housing in rural areas is often diYcult for many rural people. As an illustration the State of
the Countryside Report 2005 shows that the aVordability index in less sparse hamlets and isolated dwellings
is 6.9 compared to the equivalent urban figure of 4.6. In terms of the costs of home ownership, based on
standard lending terms, 36% of rural households would have to spend over 50%of their income onmortgage
payments in order to become homeowners, compared to an equivalent figures of 25.5% for urban areas.
These issues of aVordability have led to the emergence of a substantial intermediate housing market in rural
areas. Recent analysis by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation showed that outside of London, rural districts
in the South East and South West have the most significant intermediate housing markets(3)202.

Support for Home Ownership

5. A number of schemes seek to help households in this position achieve their aspirations to home
ownership. Shared ownership, shared equity and more recently proposals for Homebuy schemes aim to
assist households in social housing to access the open housing market. For rural areas these schemes can
lead to a dilemma between assisting households to full home ownership and protecting the pressured stocks
of public sector housing, and this is reflected in rural safeguards that exist in respect to some such schemes
including Right to Acquire.

6. Thus theCRC supported the opportunities whichODPMsHomebuy proposals gave to rural residents,
especially “key workers” and the “intermediate” market, provided that safeguards were maintained to
prevent the selling of scarce subsidised housing for rent in villages, both in order to prevent the loss of this
much needed supply, and to avoid deterring potential donors of cheap land for “exception” sites.

202 The JRF use two definitions of an intermediate housing market in their analysis which can be summarised as households
who work, but cannot aVord to access the lower end of the housing market.
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The Effects of Planning Policies

7. However, the potential for increasing home ownership in rural areas is strongly constrained by
planning policies which are generally very restrictive in order to protect the countryside from development,
prevent sprawl and excessive car journeys, and maximise the regeneration of urban areas. Such private
housing development which is allowed is normally limited to larger market towns and villages with a wide
range of service, which are assumed to be more “sustainable”.

8. However, we consider that private market housing for sale could and should play a stronger role in
rural communities in order to:

(a) help deliver a proportion of aVordable housing through Developer Agreements;
(b) help meet the growing “intermediate” needs for aVordable housing, ie those who do not

qualify for housing support but cannot aVord market property prices; and

(c) help provide amix of housingwhichmeets a wide range of socio-economic groups, and reduces
the growing polarity in rural communities between the very wealthy and the most
disadvantaged.

9. Moreover, in our view the planning justification for preventing such development is at best flawed, and
at worst perverse. Recent research3 has demonstrated that journeys to work, services and recreation are very
complex and diverse for both town and country dwellers, and that the concept of a hierarchy of urban
centres, market towns and villages in which major activities can be “contained” is far too simplistic. Rural
settlements exhibit complex and interacting roles which demandmore sophisticated local analysis, including
the operation of regional and local housing markets.

10. Similarly, rural planning policies rely far too often on a very narrow interpretation of “sustainability”
through criteria which are often limited to a standard checklist of available services and facilities (a tick-
box approach) rather than a more measured analysis of the social and economic wellbeing of the local rural
community. For example, it may be that the close social and family ties typical of many rural communities
serve to oVset the lack of services in place. Similarly, the perceived safety and neighbourliness of rural
communities may score more highly than the availability of particular amenities on local residents‘
priorities. The CRC is currently undertaking some research into the meaning of “sustainable rural
communities” which we would like to share with the Committee.

11. At a wider regional or sub-regional scale, we also consider that planning policies which aim to protect
the countryside “for its own sake” and focus the vast majority of new development in urban areas to support
urban regeneration are quite disproportionate. Nobody wants to “concrete over the countryside”, and in
any case such an outcome would take several centuries to achieve at even the highest rates of rural
expansion4. On the contrary, what we are seeking is a level of gradual organic growth in rural communities
which can help sustain them in social and economic terms within legitimate environmental constraints.

Housing Supply and House Prices

12. Whether and to what extent housing development in rural areas on the scale envisaged above would
have the eVect of reducing house prices, thereby improving aVordability, is a much more complex question.
We know that there is no simple equation between the supply of new market homes and house prices, not
least because new houses only comprise a small proportion of the total housing market. Moreover, the
modest scale of new development envisaged for rural towns and villages to meet environmental and design
criteria is unlikely to have a strong impact on local house prices by itself. However, much will depend on
the workings of that local housing market and the cumulative impact at the sub-region or region. And
overall rural house prices are more likely to be lower than if current very restrictive planning policies
continue to be applied.

13. Current research being undertaken by ODPM, Defra and CRC should throw more light on the
workings of rural housingmarkets and the extent to which new homes for sale canmeet aVordability criteria
as well as longer term “liveability” aims. Again we would welcome an opportunity to explain and discuss
these arguments in more detail.

Conclusions

14. In conclusion, the Commission for Rural Communities favours an increase in the opportunities for
home ownership in rural communities in order to support their social and economic sustainability and help
provide more aVordable housing for a wider range of potential residents. This will require not only the
provision of more help for potential home owners through schemes such as Homebuy, but also planning
permission for more homes in rural areas. Decisions on the precise location of the latter will need to respond
to market signals and the social and economic needs of rural areas, informed by better understanding of
what is required to foster “sustainable rural communities” in the widest sense.

15. Finally, we should also stress that our support for more home ownership comes with two essential
caveats. Firstly, that “homebuy” type schemes do not apply to the scarce stock of much needed subsidised
rented/shared equity stock in villages; and secondly, that new developments of openmarket housing in rural
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areas contain both a wide range of house types and prices and a substantial proportion of subsidised rented/
shared equity homes. This mix will be essential in order to meet not only the required variety of needs and
demands of thriving rural communities, but also to avoid the disadvantage conferred on those unable to
aVord a home on the open market, and the social polarisation which all too often results.

Notes

(1) A Housing Policy for Tomorrow’s Countryside: Countyside Agency, 2003.

(2) Meeting AVordable Housing Needs in Rural Communities: A Good Practice Guide; Centre for Rural
Development; the Housing Corporation, 2004.

(3) Working households that can’t buy; Professor SteveWilcox; JosephRowntree Foundation; 2005-11-10.

(4) Its not just about transport, is it ? James Shorten, Land Use Consultants, Paper for CRC research study
on sustainable rural communities, 10 November 2005.

(5) UnaVordable Housing: Fables & Myths; Alan Evans & Oliver Hartwich; Policy Exchange 2005.

Memorandum by the North West Regional Assembly and the North West Housing Forum (AH 96)

Background Information on NorthWest Regional Assembly—NorthWest Housing Forum

North West Housing Forum

The North West Regional Housing Forum is an inclusive and independent body which represents
strategic housing organisations and a range of other stakeholders who have a shared interest in influencing
policy and maximising resources to meet the housing and housing related needs of the Region.

The key aims of the Forum are to:

— Influence policy at a national and regional level.

— Provide a strategic direction at both a regional and sub regional level.

— Influence and support the development of regional and sub regional housing policies which
support the Regional Housing Strategy, Regional Economic Strategy and all other strategies
appropriate to the sustainability of communities across the region.

— Provide a housing expertise which will influence the joining up of all key Regional Strategies.

— Provide housing in the region with a vehicle to influence the work of the Regional Assembly.

— Provide evidence to maximise resources coming into the Region.

— Provide Members with a strong and influential voice on the Regional Housing Board.

— Influence the development of the Regional Housing Strategy.

North West Regional Assembly

TheNorthWest Regional Assembly is a partnership that works to promote the economic, environmental
and social well-being of theNorthWest of England. It is an inclusive organisation, with representation from
local government, business organisations, public sector agencies, education and training bodies, trade
unions and co-operatives together with the voluntary and community sector.

Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Merseyside make up the North West of
England. More than 6.7 million people live in the region. The North West Regional Assembly seeks to
represent the rich diversity of the region and is working to improve the quality of life of all its citizens.

The Assembly’s key functions are:

— Powers to scrutinise theNorthwestRegionalDevelopmentAgency’s £382million budget to ensure
that it delivers economic regeneration benefits for the whole region.

— Working with regional housing partners on the Regional Housing Board to develop the Regional
Housing Strategy and recommend to government how to distribute a £250 million regional
housing pot.

— In its capacity as Regional Planning Body undertake its regional planning responsibilities,
preparing the draft Regional Spatial Strategywhich will influencemajor planning decisions, which
will shape the way the region looks over the next two decades.
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Written Submission

1. AVordability of housing is a significant and growing issue in the NorthWest. In recent years, the rapid
rise in house prices across the region has not been matched, by similar rises in household incomes.
Consequently, the ratio of income to house prices has widened. In virtually all parts of the North West
(including districts with Housing Market Renewal Initiative Pathfinders) the problem is acute203 (see
Appendix 1 for details). This analysis shows that in many parts of the region, even middle income
households are unable to access family type housing which is available on the open market, which has
implications for the regions economy and delivery of public services. The continuing growth in the economy
of the northern regions may in some cases fuel in migration, increasing pressures on the existing housing
supply. The likely impact of future economic growth on the housing market and the implications for future
housing provision are currently the subject of ongoing research, which has recently been commissioned by
the Northern Way Initiative204.

2. The recent rises in house prices may also have been partly fuelled by speculative demand, rather than
demand from potential occupiers, this has an impact on the aVordability of housing. Proposed tax changes
allowing property as part of pension portfolios may exacerbate the problem. In parts of the region, it is
doubtful whether these increases are sustainable; many speculative purchasers who entered the market
recently are likely to find it diYcult to attract tenants and to obtain a return on their investment. Nor is there
any evidence that increasing values in the older terraced stock has led to any increase in investment in repairs
or improvements to attract tenants. Elsewhere the growth in speculative purchase to let, has also
undermined the mechanism, whereby price rises are limited, by what first time buyers can aVord. First time
buyers are increasingly in competition with other purchasers using capital accumulated through other forms
of investment, who are less constrained by income levels. This has been one of the main factors contributing
to the current aVordability crisis and may sustain prices in the future or at least prevent significant falls.205

AVordable housing covers a variety of tenures and types. The North West Regional Housing Strategy
identifies a variety of forms of provision.206 The provision of aVordable housing needs to ensure that all types
of tenure are addressed. In addition, the provision of aVordable housing can have an impact on the local
economy and long term sustainability of local communities. Research published byCumbriaRuralHousing
Trust in 2004207 reached a number of key conclusions on these issues, which are of relevance to this inquiry:

— The ratio of earnings to average house prices is a critical factor and may explain some population
migrations to less expensive settlements (hence the loss of children from schools). Local people
need a choice of accessible and aVordable tenures rather than the Hobson’s choice of renting.

— There were concerns about the loss from the communities of young skilled labour, which was
integral in sustaining the economy and the community. Accessible aVordable housing was seen as
essential in sustaining the rural economy. Each family that left its community did so for several
reasons, but the main one was the lack of aVordable housing available.

— Registered Social Landlord development was seen as essential inmaintaining family and economic
links within rural communities. Evidence shows that aVordable housing development via social
landlords helps to sustain rural communities, because it enables households depending on local
incomes to live where they have a local connection. The social housing percentage should be at
least 5% of stock, where demand is evident.

— There was little diversity in the size and tenure of move-on accommodation; once allocated a
tenancy, households would be likely to remain in it for the long term.

— Losses through Right to Buy and Right to Acquire are critical and should ideally be no more that
10% of social landlord stock.

— The ratio of social housing to second homes is critical and should ideally be 1:1, with both being
no more than 25% of the market and no more than 1:10.

— When second homes form 20% or more of the market, this appears to aVect the sustainability of
any village.

— Communities considered that the high numbers of people retiring to rural areas, and the increase
in second home ownership was altering the population and age profile of the community, reducing
the numbers of families and the general population of the settlement as a whole. Concern was
raised about the lack of control over the numbers of second homes in attractive locations in and
around the National Park.

203 Appendix 4 of “North West Household Growth Estimates Study” Nathaniel Lichfield & Partners on behalf of North West
Regional Assembly, 2005. (see
http://rpg.nwra.gov.uk/documents/index.php?group—id%119&mode%details&id%523)

204 Ongoing research being undertaken by GVA Grimley for Northern Way Secretariat into Locating Homes.
205 “HousingMarket Trends in theNorthWest of England”University of Birmingham,Centre forUrban andRegional Studies,
August 2004. (see
http://www.nwrhb.org.uk/showcatarticle.asp?articleid%109&catid%24)

206 “North West Regional Housing Strategy 2005” North West Regional Housing Board 2005.
207 5 “Housing: An EVective Way to Sustain Rural Communities—Part 1 : the EVects of AVordable Housing on Rural
Communities” Cumbria Rural Housing Trust, 2004. (see
http://www.crht.org.uk/index.php?option%content&task%category&sectionid%2&id%7&Itemid%26).
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4. These later points could be further intensified by proposed changes to pensions rules which could
potential increase pressure to purchase property for second homes (see recent press articles from BBC
website set out in Appendix 3).

5. The impact of the lack of aVordable housing is not just confined to Cumbria though. It is an issue
elsewhere in the North West. The Cheshire Housing Strategy208 states:

“A reduction in the working population, and an increasingly ageing population is having an impact
on the Cheshire economy by either forcing businesses to leave the area and reducing the capacity for
wealth creation or by attracting inward migration for jobs. The latter, increasing pressure on the
housing market and continuing to fuel house price increases beyond the reach of many local people.
Employers are already experiencing diYculty in recruiting to lower paid vacancies which are vital to
the local economy. High house prices in areas of employment mean that many lower paid workers
have to live some distance from their place of work, thus increasing travel to work time and working
against sustainability targets.”

6. It is also important to highlight that aVordability in the North West Region is not an issue exclusive
to “traditional high cost areas” such as parts of Cumbria and Cheshire. There is also an increasing problem
in areas more recognisable for problems of low demand and in need of regeneration. For example, in areas
of Oldham covered by the Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder, typical borrowing capacity for families
considering a newly built home can fall short by 30–40% (see Appendix 2).

7. There is a concern that the planning system alone cannot deliver more aVordable housing, however
there are many demands on public subsidy and neither can we be wholly reliant on the public purse to
provide aVordable housing. The North West Regional Housing Strategy identifies aVordability as the
biggest emerging issue in the region, and it is crucial that we carry out further work to identify how the
planning system can be better used to support the delivery of aVordable housing. There are examples that
S106 agreements are not currently working in our favour and we need to understand how this can be used
more eVectively. Furthermore we need to explore the wider role that the Private Sector has to play. Any
explorations would need to consider not just how the private sector can contribute financially, but also
consider the impact that land banking is having on aVordable housing in high value areas.

8. However constraining housing provision figures below indigenous levels of household growthwill only
lead to low levels of aVordable housebuilding (due to limited opportunities for cross subsidy). Changes in
2003 to house building targets in the Regional Planning Guidance 13 and cascaded down through the
Development Plans, have had a significant impact on the ability to deliver both open market and aVordable
housing in theRegion.A significant amount of new aVordable housing being delivered in the region is reliant
on S106 planning agreements on open market housing sites,209 however if the market housing development
stops because new house building quotas have already been met (as is the case in many Districts), then the
aVordable house building will stop too. This is likely to have a major impact on those people seeking
aVordable housing. Recent levels of house building across the region have exceeded the tightly constrained
targets established in Regional Planning Guidance and many of the relevant Development Plans.210 In light
of this, many local authorities have introduced policy mechanisms to limit the future supply of housing,
thereby restricting opportunities for market developments across much of the region. Since much of the
aVordable housing development relies on “quotas” on market development sites, the prospects of delivery
of aVordable housing have been seriously damaged. The likelihood of land owners releasing land solely for
aVordable homes is slight, despite the best eVorts of our planners, given the recent over heated market in
land prices and consequential expectations of its owners.

9. Boosting the number of aVordable units delivered is not the sole issue. It is important to ensure that
the right type\size of housing is provided to meet identified needs. In many parts of the North West recent
housebuilding has been dominated by the construction of flats in city\town centre locations, boosted in part
by government guidance in PPG3 promoting the use of brownfield sites and increased densities of
development. Evidence can be found across the region to show the mix of properties required eg in Oldham
there has been a massive reduction in social rented 3 bedroom properties through the right to buy, and
although there remains a high demand for this type and tenure of property new completions are failing to
come anywhere near the numbers required. It is important to ensure that a range of house types are provided
in order to meet the aVordable housing needs of all sections of the community. It is also worth noting that
the increasing costs of regenerating and remediation on brownfield sites211 restricts the leverage to provide
aVordable housing through the Section 106 route.212

208 “Cheshire Sub-Regional Housing Strategy 2004–08” Cheshire Housing Alliance 2004. (see
www.chester.gov.uk/PDF/ Sub-regional%20housing%20strategy%200.pdf)

209 24% of all aVordable completions\acquisitions in 2002–03—Source: Table 7 “The Value forMoney of Delivering AVordable
housing through Section 106” ODPM July 2005.

210 RPG13: Regional Planning Guidance for the North West (March 2003) identified that the annual average rate of housing
provision should be 12,790 pa.

211 see Chapter 7—Conclusions “The Value for Money of Delivering AVordable housing through Section 106” ODPM July
2005.

212 In 2002–03 only 733 units (24% of total aVordable new build completions· acquisitions) were provided through section 106
in the North West compared to 44% nationally—Source: Tables 6 & 7 “The Value for Money of Delivering AVordable
housing through Section 106” ODPM July 2005.
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APPENDIX 1

Extract from Appendix 4 of “North West Household Growth Estimates Study”, Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners on behalf of North West Regional Assembly, 2005

“. . . 4.32 There is a strong relationship between housing need and aVordability. The extent to which
aVordable housing pressure varies across the NorthWest is considered further in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Figure
4.1 demonstrates how aVordability is an issue for many areas of the North West, in particular Cumbria/
North Lancashire, Cheshire, SouthManchester and western parts of the Wirral, based on average dwelling
prices in 2004.

4.33 The impact of changing prices on aVordability is the subject of figure 4.2. This compares average
prices in 2004with the income required to support amortgage, assuming that for a property to be aVordable,
the purchase price is less than 3.5x a single income (an ODPM-recognised threshold for aVordability).
Although this is a simplification of the relationship between household finances and property prices, for
instance it does not take into account multiple incomes or existing equity, it further reinforces the notion
that accessing aVordable accommodation across large parts of theNorthWest is amajor problem. Themaps
also demonstrate how aVordability can vary within districts, an important point which should not be
overlooked.

 

Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2

4.34 A simple review of average house prices (for Q1 2005) relative to mean incomes indicates that there
is only one district in the North West (Burnley) where average prices are less than 3.5x mean income,
suggesting that aVordability is a problem across the region. Reflecting information in Figures 4.1 and 4.2,
a total of 21 authorities have average prices, which are at least 7 times mean income (Table 4.11).

Table 4.11 Ratio of average house prices to mean incomes

Ratio Districts

'5 Barrow-in-Furness, Blackburn with Darwen, Burnley, Copeland, Hyndburn,
Manchester, Pendle

5 to 7 Blackpool, Bolton, Bury, Chorley, Ellesmere Port and Neston, Halton,
Knowsley, Lancaster, Liverpool, Oldham, Preston, Rochdale, Salford, St.
Helens, Tameside, Wigan

7 to'9 Allerdale, Carlisle, Chester, Crewe and Nantwich, Fylde, Macclesfield,
Rossendale, Sefton, South Ribble, Stockport, Vale Royal, Warrington, West
Lancashire, Wirral, Wyre

9 to more Congleton, Eden, Ribble Valley, South Lakeland, TraVord

Sources: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 2004, ODPM; Land Registry Q1 2005 House Prices.
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APPENDIX 2

Figure 4.3 AVordable properties based on 3 x income, mortgage on £25,000 household income

 

Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4 AVordable properties based on 3 x income, mortgage on £30,000 household income

 

Figure 4.4
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The maps shown at figures 4.3 and 4.4 show, across Greater Manchester, the areas in which households
would be able to purchase an averagely priced house with an income of £25,000 and £30,000. This illustrates
that choice is very limited at £25,000 and still restricted at an income of £30,000.

Figure 5.5

In terms of aVordable housing for key workers Figure 5.5 shows house price to income ratios in Greater
Manchester for the police force, and demonstrates that the choice of areas where properties are aVordable
are limited.

Memorandum by Heather Ackroyd and Dan Harvey (AH 97)

We would like to draw your attention to a recent local council development in Mole Valley, Overlord
Court, recently nominated for Sustainable Development of the Year Award. Mole Valley District Council
Head of Housing Operations, Glynis Gatenby said: “The properties are designed to fulfil the aspirations
that Mole Valley District Council has to work in partnership with the private sector; to provide aVordable
housing for our tenants; to make the most of energy eYciencies and to set our standards for future home
build.” Overlord Court has 17 one-bedroomed flats and one two-bedroomed detached bungalow,
complemented by five family houses, and provides sustainable features that benefit the residents, such as
economy lighting, recycling the rainwater, capturing the sun’s heat and using environmentally friendly
materials in the construction. Material arising from demolition was recycled and permeable pavements and
roads were incorporated allowing surface drain water to drain directly through the ground into the subsoil.

http://www.mole-valley.gov.uk/index.cfm?articleid%2598

South East England Regional Assembly (SEERA) is proposing that 2,360 new dwellings a year will be
built in Surrey. The Regional Planning Guidance for the South East (RPG 9) is committed to meet 10% of
UK’s electricity generation from renewable sources by 2010. By 2026 at least 16% of the South East’s
electricity generation will be provided through renewable sources.

We think that it is wholly possible to achieve a far greater positive impact on the environment in a shorter
time, as the inspiring example of Overlord Court shows. AVordable housing can be built in a relatively short
time-scale that is truly sustainable and we urge the Select Committee to review their commitment to
aVordable housing and sustainable communities and introduce tougher legislation for new build that
promotes far greater use of renewable energy sources. It is an extraordinary opportunity to introduce
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measures that truly have an eVect, mitigate the adverse climate change resulting from our dependence on
fossil fuel and set an example, locally, nationally and internationally, of what may be achieved through new
technology and vision.

Memorandum by the British Holiday & Home Parks Association (BH&HPA) (AH 98)

The British Holiday & Home Parks Association (BH&HPA) is the national trade body representing the
residential home parks industry in the UK.

The British Holiday & Home Parks Association

The Association’s membership owns or manages some 60% of residential home park pitches in the UK.
Economic consultants Berkeley Hanover, working on a project for the OYce of the Deputy PrimeMinister
(ODPM)213 to study the economics of the park homes sector in England and Wales, identified some 1,700
residential home parks and current ODPMdata suggests that they provide homes for about 200,000 people.
The Economic Survey also established that demand for this sort of housing is likely to increase.

The role and the nature of park homes are often poorly understood. Appendix 1 to this submission
provides a basic description of this unique form of housing.

The Demand for Park Homes

In “Economics of the Park Homes Industry” Berkley Hanover looked specifically at the demand for park
home housing and established the main reasons for choosing mobile home parks as:

— life-style choice (environment, community and security, design of the home);

— physical suitability of the home for their largely elderly occupants (ease and low cost of
maintenance, single level living),

— low purchase price/best value in the area, and

— equity release.

In particular, the report noted that the most conservative estimate for annual increase in the demand for
park homes was 2% per annum. It was noted that this demand could well be far greater with increasing
values in housing equity and reduced savings for retirement. Park owners’ experience suggests that this is
an extremely conservative estimate of the demand for park homes.

Speaking in Bristol on 10 February, at BH&HPA’s Conference 2005, Housing Minister Yvette Cooper
noted:

“. . . residents tend to have a much lower monthly income than other sectors of housing . . .”

and that

“The construction of park homes uses advanced construction techniques which are constantly
developing.Many parks are very security awarewith added security around them.Many have a strong
sense of community. Many are located in idyllic rural and semi-urban locations . . . All of this is in
part due to the majority of park owners who run often exceptional parks, and lest we forget the
important role that many parks play helping to protect the environment, increasing numbers of parks
are members of the David Bellamy Conservation Award Scheme . . . So park homes do need to be
recognised as having an important role in housing provision, they are the homes of choice for many
people.”

And she further described the role that Government saw for park home development.

“You will be aware that the wider approach we are taking is part of an attempt to build sustainable
communities.We have recently published a document “Sustainable Communities:Homes forAll” and
park homes have a contribution to play as part of that wider work. “Homes for All” is key to creating
sustainable mixed communities, based on the idea of promoting choice for people, about where they
live, fairness, the opportunity to buy or to rent a good quality home.

Park homes are an opportunity to promote diversity in housing choice, to help enhance the
environment. If the market demands it, then they should be able to grow, meeting high standards as
well.”

BH&HPA is anxious to ensure that national, regional and local authorities take adequate and appropriate
account of the contribution that park homes (mobile homes) can make to the nation’s housing stock and
their role in satisfying a market demand at low cost.

213 “Economics Of The Park Homes Industry” Berkeley Hanover Consulting & ODPM October 2002.
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For older people especially, park homes oVer high quality, low cost compact homes, in secure park
environments, with the opportunity to buy at relatively modest prices, leaving funds available to invest in
supplementary pension provision. For many, this allows them to remain in their home area, in quality
housing, with additional pension provision. Park Homes are also ideal for those wishing to return to their
“native” areas, or to move to diVerent locations to be close to their relatives. (See Appendix 1)

Planning Policy

Planning policy is a matter of major concern to the residential park homes sector where it is frequently
overlooked in favour of the traditional bricks-and-mortar housing oVered by the UK’s house building
companies. This leads, inter alia, to a reduction in consumer choice. A key concern for residential home park
owners and developers (and a genuine diYculty for potential residents) is the virtual impossibility of
achieving planning consent for new mobile home pitches within the constraints of the current planning
regime. These park homes could provide a valuable form of low cost accommodation to meet local needs;
furthermore the wider housing market would benefit as conventional bricks and mortar homes became
available.

As government has given its ringing endorsement for this unique form of housing, it would therefore
anomalous if national planning guidance (PPG3 and its successor) were not to acknowledge the availability
and contribution of park homes. Unless the new PPS3 provides support for park homes, it seems unlikely
that the industry will be able to supply homes to meet the demand for park homes that exists in the
market place.

Park home development can fulfil the following requirements:

— the needs of (usually elderly) people to make the life-style choice of the environment, community
and security derived from park home living;

— the housing needs of the generally elderly residents for whom the park home is physically suitable
with single level living and relatively straightforward and low cost of maintenance;

— the provision of low cost and! or aVordable park home accommodation across all age groups
(relative to the local bricks and mortar equivalent);

— the needs of people wishing to move to park homes in order to release capital from the sale of their
bricks and mortar housing. The capital is often used to supplement pension provision or pay oV

an outstanding mortgage;

— the release of traditional bricks and mortar housing into the market place;

— the needs of non-local people wishing to move to an area for retirement purposes, perhaps to get
closer to younger relatives so that they may provide care assistance;

— the needs of non-local people wishing to move into an area to take up employment; and

— the provision of key-worker housing through home park development. For example, in
Oxfordshire, there are on-going discussions about the development of park home accommodation
for key workers in the NHS Trust.

Affordability

A statement fromKeith Hill, Minister for Planning andHousing, on 14 January 2005 supporting the role
of the park home industry in providing aVordable housing said:

“Park Homes are a great source of aVordable housing” . . .

The press release went on to say:

“The cost of a park home is substantially less than the cost of equivalent bricks and mortar
accommodation. The ability to buy is thus within the scope of a wide range of potential occupiers.
Park homes are easy and inexpensive to maintain and the surrounding gardens are small and also
easily looked after. Park homes oVer high quality compact homes, in secure park environments, with
the opportunity to buy at relatively modest prices. They are suitable for a wide range of occupiers,
from young couples to elderly single people and should be included within the definition of aVordable
housing.”

With the current emphasis on low cost and aVordable housing and government backing for factory-built
homes (especially in the South East), it is essential that the potential contribution of park homes is not
overlooked. This is a long established and well tested form of “factory house-building”, which has been
proved to oVer residents what they want—aVordable individual detached dwellings, of the design they
choose, set within secure communities.

Joan Clark
Deputy Director General
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APPENDIX 1

The Nature of Park/Mobile Homes

1. Mobile Homes—what are they?

1.1 Legally, mobile homes are “caravans”, as defined by the Caravan Sites and Control of Development
Act 1960, and by the Caravan Sites Act 1968. In practice, mobile homes are chassis designed, factory built,
bungalows.

1.2 Mobile homes measure up to 20 ft x 60 ft. They make use of modern factory methods and the latest
technology. They provide good quality homes with a high level of insulation

1.3 Modern mobile homes (now usually referred to as park homes) come in two forms. “Single” units
which are delivered by lorry in one complete piece and “twin” unit homes which are delivered by lorry in
two halves and are then joined together on site. In either case they stand on concrete bases.

1.4 New park homes are fully serviced and self contained, and come equipped and furnished, complete
with carpets, curtains, and loose furniture. They thus provide “instant housing”.

1.5 The maximum permitted density for park homes is 50 per hectare. In practice, density usually
averages between 25 and 40 per hectare.

2. Who uses park homes?

2.1 Park homes are suitable for a wide range of occupiers, from young couples to elderly single people.
They can either be rented out to the occupants, or purchased by the occupants. Most homes are purchased.
Having bought the home, the occupier pays an annual fee to the park owner, which covers the cost of
maintaining the common parts of the park, and also covers the “rent” of the ground occupied by the home.

2.2 The majority of modern home parks are now occupied by older couples whose families have
established their own homes. Typically, a couple with no live-in family, sell their bricks and mortar home,
purchase a mobile home, and invest the balance to provide additional income.

3. Why are park homes popular?

3.1 The popularity of park homes is demonstrated by the long waiting lists of those seeking to buy homes
on many parks. This is confirmed by ODPM’s214 own research which found that demand likely to rise, by
2% annually but that demand would inevitably be constrained by supply.

3.2 They are popular because:
(a) The parks provide a community, with a greater measure of security than is possible with
housing estates.

(b) Park homes oVer a wide choice of style of living, and new homes can be readily tailored tomeet
individual occupier’s needs.
(c) Park homes provide “instant housing”, coming fully equipped and furnished, usually with a
completed surrounding garden and parking space. Homes can be made available for occupation
within hours of being delivered to the park.

(d) The cost of a park home is substantially less than the cost of equivalent bricks and mortar
accommodation. The ability to buy is thus within the scope of a wide range of occupiers. It
provides an opportunity to realise the equity value of a bricks and mortar home, and to use part
of that value as an investment to produce annual income to supplement a pension.

(e) Park homes are relatively easy and straightforward to maintain.
(f) The surrounding gardens are small and easily maintained. The park itself is maintained by the
park owner. Many parks have a warden on site to deal with any problems.

Memorandum by the Bedfordshire Councils’ Planning Consortium (AH 99)

The Current Situation in Rural Bedfordshire

Rising house prices in a climate where such rises far outstrip increases in wage rates, particularly in a rural
economy, coupled with the loss of rural aVordable housing through right-to-buy, have brought about a
familiar pattern of the inability of many local people to aVordmarket housing in order to remain in, or close
to, the parish of their birth or close to their rural employment. There is also of course the issue of keyworkers

214 “Economics Of The Park Homes Industry” Berkeley Hanover Consulting & ODPM October 2002.
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being unable to aVord market price accommodation in this area. Too little has been done for too long to
address this ever escalating problem. The Consortium supports mechanisms to bring forward aVordable
housing in rural locations to counter this problem and to address the loss of social cohesion that it brings
as locals move away to find housing.

Many villages in the past 20 years have only seen the construction of large, detached, expensive houses,
which has badly upset the balance of the housing stock in these communities. Such communities need Local
Authority Planning Departments to build into their Local Development Frameworks that future housing
developments in these villages must include, where possible, a clear and positive move to insist on a goodly
proportion of “market housing” being smaller, less expensive properties, including starter homes, to redress
the “balance”.

Future Developments

Mid Bedfordshire District Council has recently introduced a Supplementary Planning Guidance on
AVordable Housing, which requires developers to provide on larger sites a minimum of 28% AVordable
homes. As windfall sites and smaller sites are not included, in reality the proportion of newly built homes
that will be AVordable is bound to be less than 25% in Mid Beds. Such AVordable Homes will be funded
by the developers via S106 agreements. At least this is far better than those neighbouring authorities which
have yet to produce their own SPG to cover AVordable Housing or have no plan to do so, as with Milton
Keynes!! The East of England plan has an overall target to provide aVordable housing at the rate of at least
30%.How can this possibly be achievedwhen LAplanning departments are not attempting to hit this target?
Realistically, to achieve the target, surely some significant Government funding has to be brought into the
equation!

Allocation Policies for Affordable Housing

As advised above, we have aDistrict Council which has introduced an SPG onAVordableHousing which
will produce an appreciable number of such homes in the years to come—a forward thinking policy which
is to be applauded. However, their policy regarding the allocation of these dwellings remains unchanged
being based purely on a points system for people on the housing register for the District as a whole. The
Consortium would propose that, based on a housing needs survey, routinely a proportion of newly built
AVordable Homes is specifically allocated to local (parish) need rather thanDistrict need, which is currently
the policy. Such a policy of local allocation would prove to be an important tool in rural delivery with
specific advantages such as:

1. existing communities impacted by comparatively large developments will feel more able to
accept this if there is some “pay-oV” for them and

2. the presence of people from the existing community within new developments sets up valuable
links between incomers and resident population.

For a community to have new aVordable homes built within the parish on an allocated site, have the
evidence of a recent housing needs survey identifying a very clear need for such housing for people with
strong links to that community and be informed that none of that truly local need can be met because of
the allocations policy leads to considerable discontent. Not only does it appear unjust but also illogical and
totally lacking in common sense!!

Rural Exception Sites

The release of land for Rural Exception Sites is by far and away the most pressing problem for their
establishment. From The Consortium’s experience, the establishment of Rural Exception Sites has only
been successful where land owned from the public sector was made available. Private landowners are
generally reluctant to release land at values applicable to exception sites because:

1. They hope to hang on—even if it is for many years—and receive “proper” commercial value
rather than the small commercial sums being oVered for exception site development.

2. They are suspicious of a mechanism that expects them to part with land at a low value and then
to see shared ownership properties delivering a rise in value to these householders.

There is no real answer to this problem: certainly compulsory purchase powers would not appear to be
a reasonable course of action. It has to be recognised therefore that rural exception sites are not the panacea
to the problem of a clear need for aVordable housing in a large proportion of smaller rural communities.

The pivotal role of the Rural Housing Enablers in the process of delivery remains worryingly under-
resourced. Training and qualifications are unstructured, contracts and funding are of a temporary, short-
term nature and this hardly suits the long-term nature of the process of delivering Rural Exception Sites.
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Memorandum by Armand Toms, County Councillor for the Looe and St Martins Ward
Cornwall County Council (AH 100)

My name is Armand Toms, a fishermen born in Looe, Cornwall where I have lived for most of my life.
Back in 2003 I firstly became frustrated with the way that local people both young and old were treated with
regard to local housing. The fact that local Councillors and Politicians paid lip service to the aVordable/
social housing situation drove me mad. I wanted to help and became involved, so when a local by-election
came up I jumped at the chance, and was elected to the County Council for the Looe ward on 10 July 2003.

Since this date I have spent many hours scouring the Internet trying to find a solution. I started with the
simple idea that the only way to make housing aVordable was to separate the land from the house. From
this small start an idea evolved which I believe will be self financing (after the initial grant), will definitely be
aVordable and will have not eVect on the open market value of housing. The following is a brief of my idea:

Every District, Town and Parish Council will know the exact number and type of housing required to
solve their (only their) housing needs. Take St Martins Parish (next to Looe) it is known that the local
housing need shows that it would be necessary to build 23 homes to meet its requirements. You will know
that every District, Town and Parish holds this information, so how do we provide homes which are
aVordable meet the local need and remain aVordable? This is my way forward which has changed little for
the last two years.

Most, if not every District, County, local authority and Public body have land holdings which should be
the first focal point. Each piece of land should be looked at and cross referenced against the local housing
need or sold to provide land in the right location. I would prefer that the local District/County council
should be the lead organisation for the following.

With the land in the right location, plans should be drawn up to provide high quality mixed size housing
to give a micro community. Building methods need to be in keeping with the local area, although modern
techniques such as prefabricated (ie factory make) or timber frame buildings could be used. These can be
clad to be in keeping with local planning laws. When the District/County councils have the sites and plans
in place, the government should be approached to provide a grant of between 20–30% of the cost. This
money would be a one oV grant and no further money would be needed.

Once the grant was made available building should start immediately. As each house is built it should be
sold at the cost of the build plus inflation, to those on the local housing list who should have a strong local
connection. Which would be something like, lived and worked in the area for at least five years. The land
should never be sold to the house owner which would be leased to them for between £1,000 to £1,500 per
year depending on the size and type of property. The money for the sale of the house and the lease of the
land should be returned to the pot and used for the next house or scheme. To keep these properties aVordable
for the next generation the resale value should be pegged to the rate of inflation and only to those as they
were on the local housing register andmeet the same criteria (covenantsmay be needed to do this). Providing
these houses would relieve the pressure on the requirement for social housing which should be kept for those
in the greatest need. To aid this type of scheme no further sales of social housing should take place and those
wishing to buy should be allowed to move to one of the above semi social houses.

The benefits of this idea is that it take the pressure oV local authorities tomeet the full social housing need.
It is self financing after the initial grant which gives low cost housing in all areas which will remain low and
aVordable for the future. This type of semi social housingwould have no impact on the local housingmarket.
Councils would not be liable for maintenance and if properties come onto the market and can not be sold
as required above then councils would have to right to buy and use as social housing.

The benefit of this idea is that it take the pressure oV local authorities to meet the full social housing need.
As these houses will be a asset to the owners as when the mortgage is paid oV the property will be an legacy
to their dependants.

Our local district council has had a number of requests from land owners to build housing for sons and
daughters or relatives. Some of these land owners would willingly give land for aVordable housing if they
were permitted to build. This could be a cheap source of land (free) which under current laws would not be
allowed as most if not all of the land is outside the development line. Current law states that only aVordable
housing can be built outside the development line.

Memorandum by English Partnerships (EP) (AH 101)

Introduction

1. English Partnerships (EP) welcomes the opportunity to give evidence to the Select Committee’s
inquiry. This memorandum focuses on EP’s role and remit in bringing forward public sector land and
brownfield land to increase the supply of housing and our role in influencing housing quality and speed
of delivery.
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2. English Partnerships is the national regeneration agency, helping Government support high quality
sustainable growth across England. English Partnerships is committed to five core business areas through
which we deliver our objectives:

— Developing our own portfolio of strategic sites.

— Acting as the Government’s specialist advisor on brownfield land.

— Making sure that Surplus Government land is used to support wider Government objectives
especially the implementation of the Sustainable Communities Plan.

— Helping to create communities where people can aVord to live and where people want to live.

— Supporting the urban renaissance by improving the quality of our towns and cities.

3. English Partnerships recognises that sustainable communities are not simply about the delivery of
housing but also the provision of essential physical and social infrastructure.

4. In 2004–05 we facilitated 4,439 housing starts on site including 1,875 aVordable units and 2,518
housing completions, including 554 aVordable units. In our current Corporate Plan period, 2005–06 to
2008–09, we aim to commission over 31,000 housing starts on site and facilitate over 20,000 housing
completions.

5. The forthcoming Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) 2007 will have an impact on EP’s
programme with a consequential eVect on outputs targets. These will be fed into the Corporate Planning
process. EP will align its programme to take account of the response by Government to Kate Barker’s
Review of Housing Supply.

Surplus Public Sector Land

6. English Partnerships has a key role in bringing forward land for development, particularly in bringing
previously developed public sector land back into use. English Partnerships has acquired more than 2,000
hectares of surplus public sector land over the last three years, including 96 former hospital sites. This land
is expected to provide more than 20,000 homes phased over 10 years.

7. During 2005, EP completed the acquisition from theNHS of a 96-site portfolio of former hospital sites.
We anticipate that the sites, with a total area of 1,650 ha, will provide more than 15,000 new homes, at least
5,000 of which will be aVordable.

8. English Partnerships has acquired the former RAF StaV College site at Bracknell from Defence
Estates. Bracknell has been identified as an area with a shortage of aVordable homes and EP is working
closely with the local authority and the community to create a sustainable development that meets local
housing needs and integrates with the proposed town centre regeneration programme.

9. In 2004 English Partnerships concluded a Framework Agreement with Defence Estates. This provides
a basis for jointworking on surplus land between the two organisations andEP is nowworkingwithDefence
Estates in relation to a number of their surplus sites. Additionally English Partnerships has advised Defence
Estates on the structuring of “Project MoDel”, a portfolio of surplus sites in and around London.

The Register of Surplus Public Sector Land

10. At the request of ODPM and HM Treasury, English Partnerships has established and maintains the
Register of Surplus Public Sector Land. The Register provides a single reference point for all participating
public sector organisations on the available national supply of surplus land and helps to ensure that wider
government objectives, including housing needs, are factored into land disposal decisions.

11. The database now consists of 741 sites covering over 4,600 hectares of surplus land with 324 of the
sites contained in the wider south-east with a total area of over 1,900 hectares. The Registered sites originate
from around 40 government departments, sponsored bodies andNHSTrusts. English Partnerships research
suggests that 400 sites on the Register of 0.4 hectares and above have an estimated capacity for around
20,000 new homes.

12. English Partnerships has begun a pilot study to extend coverage of the Register to local authorities.
This will examine practical issues as well as exploring the role local authorities play in the disposal and re-use
of surplus public sector land. The role of the Housing Corporation in identifying sites for potential housing
association schemes is also being explored.
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Increasing the Supply of Surplus Public Sector Land

13. English Partnerships is also working closely with ODPM and HM Treasury to identify any barriers
that may be challenging the best re-use of surplus public sector land for housing and will make
recommendations on how they can be overcome.

14. English Partnerships recognises that whilst the direct ownership of land can often be the best way to
ensure that its development will support the Sustainable Communities agenda, we are exploring alternative
ways to achieve the same outcomes, without the need to incur the additional costs associated with land
ownership. Strategic partnering, such as Project MoDEL, is one example whereby we can use our skills and
experience to advise and influence landowners on their disposal strategies.

Bringing Forward Brownfield Land

15. English Partnerships recognises the critical role brownfield land has in contributing to increasing the
supply of housing and delivering the Government’s objectives. EP are working alongside ODPMon further
improving the National Land Use Database—a key tool in identifying brownfield land—and producing a
National Brownfield Strategy in 2006. The Strategy will be based on substantial earlier research published
by EP in Towards a National Brownfield Strategy, which is the most comprehensive study ever undertaken
to assess the state of England’s brownfield land supply, and will be a living document to be kept under
regular review.

16. A pilot scheme was launched earlier in 2005 aimed at addressing the future use of long-term derelict
land in 14 local authority areas, working with a range of agencies and key partners, including local
communities. EP will have a key role in delivering the strategy but it will be applicable to a much wider
audience, including DEFRA and the Environment Agency, as well as RDAs, Local Authorities and the
private sector

Speeding-up Delivery

17. English Partnerships recognises the potential role that modern construction techniques have in
delivering well-designed homes, which can be constructed quickly, eYciently and economically, helping to
create developments that are successful in the longer term.

18. EP encourages the use of Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) on its developments and has
adopted a target of 25%MMC across our programme as a means to achieving a step change in the delivery
of housing.We promotemethods which improve design eYciency, reduce waste, improve delivery times and
create greater opportunities for flexible designs and energy eYcient housing types. EP supports the findings
of the recent NAO study into MMC published in November 2005, which finds that it should be possible to
build four times as many homes using MMC with the same on-site labour.

19. EP has also promoted MMC through initiatives such as the Summit House, first exhibited as the
centrepiece of the Sustainable Communities Summit in January 2005, which drew attention to the flexibility
and quality that can be achieved through oV-site fabrication. It is now being incorporated into a permanent
development as part of the Allerton Bywater Millennium Community.

20. In order to address the disproportionate inflation in construction costs, which rose in 2004 by 14.3%
compared with 3.6% for inflation, EP were asked by the ODPM to manage the Design for Manufacture
Competition launched in April 2005. This competition challenges the housebuilding industry to build good
quality homes more eYciently and cheaply, with a headline construction cost target of £60,000. The
preferred developers for the first eight sites—many using oV-site fabrication solutions—have now been
announced and construction of the first homes will commence in Spring 2006.

21. With a major focus now being placed on the provision of housing to address market deficiencies,
particularly in the Growth Areas, English Partnerships are keen to help Local Authorities in these areas
increase the scale, speed and quality of major housing and regeneration proposals. The Advisory Team for
Large Applications (ATLAS) oVers advice to Local Planning Authorities dealing with major development
proposals in the wider South East of England. ATLAS’ objectives lie at the heart of English Partnerships’
remit and are core elements of the Skills and Sustainable Communities agendas.

22. InMiltonKeynes, theMiltonKeynes Partnership Committee brings EP,MiltonKeynes Council and
the Local Strategic Partnership together to provide a single delivery mechanism, which will oversee further
growth and development in the city. EP will use its powers under the Planning Act to determine major
planning applications in the Urban Development Area around Milton Keynes.

23. A Prospectus has been developed to guide development and to cost up the infrastructure needed to
support growth in Milton Keynes. The prospectus includes all public-sector partners’ immediate
commitments and long-term plans for investment and is supported by the private sector through the
establishment of an agreed S106 framework payable against each new home. Forward funding for
infrastructure will be provided by English Partnerships, although a final decision is awaited from HMT.
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24. EPwill be supporting the construction of a £24.1million by-pass inWest Bedfordwhich will facilitate
the development of 2,250 new homes by allowing landowners adjacent to the by-pass to obtain planning
consent. Public sector costs will be recovered through S106 agreements which share in the resulting uplift
in land values.

Promoting Greater Home Ownership

25. English Partnerships is committed to helping to deliver housing across the range of tenures. The
London-Wide Initiative (LWI) utilises redundant buildings and sites to provide discounted for sale
aVordable housing units across the Capital. LWI is a deferred equity model in which EP retains the unsold
equity of the homes. Each site will include amix of open-market sale aswell as low-cost ownership and rental
homes with the aim of delivering up to 4,000 homes in total, of which 1,500 homes will be LWI units for key
workers and first time buyers.

26. English Partnerships is also working with ODPM to deliver the First Time Buyer’s Initiative (FTBI),
a shared equity product providing first time buyers a “stepping stone” into home ownership. The initiative
is part of ODPM’s New Build HomeBuy low cost home ownership initiative and is positioned to target key
workers and other eligible groups that have suYcient income to sustain homeownership but are currently
prevented from entering the housing market by the prevailing supply/demand conditions.

27. FTBI is currently planned to deliver in the region of 15,000 housing starts supported by a budget of
up to £850 million by 2010, although the actual number of houses will depend on the level of resources
available from the CSR.

28. FTBI homes will be delivered through portfolio leverage on public sector land in EP ownership;
development on other surplus public sector land not in EP ownership in partnership with public agency
partners; and re-profiling existing private sector schemes.

29. EP works in close collaboration with the Housing Corporation across its programmes and shares
expertise in relation to aVordable housing initiatives through a joint LowCost HomeOwnership group.We
work eVectively together on the Regional Housing Boards to ensure that proposed investment and
development is in line with regional priorities.

Regional Disparities

30. English Partnerships is also closely involved in addressing the problems being experienced in areas
aVected by low demand for housing in the Midlands and in the North of England. We will continue to
support other areas suVering from low demand for housing, working with Market Renewal Pathfinders in,
for example, SheYeld and Stoke-on-Trent, as well as in other urban areas experiencing similar problems.

31. In the East Midlands, the “Meden Valley Making Places” delivery vehicle will continue its work to
breathe new life into 11 formermining settlements. TheNational Coalfields Programme is assisting coalfield
communities throughout England to recover from the decline of the coal industry by creating new
employment, homes, leisure facilities and open space. We are also supporting several city centre
regeneration projects promoted by the Urban Regeneration Companies.

Improving Quality

32. English Partnerships places great importance on setting high standards of design and practice in order
to set benchmarks for the private sector to follow. English Partnerships has made all its development briefs
consistent. This will enable partners to know our base requirements and thus speed up the process. The
standards are mostly independently validated. Put together, they set a new, higher benchmark for the
development of sustainable communities.

33. All EP’s developments now feature:

— Appropriate mix of uses and users.

— Good urban design quality.

— A variety of housing opportunities.

— Suitable densities to sustain local amenities.

— Ecohomes “Very Good” as a minimum standard (and the equivalent in the case of non-residential
developments).

34. EP welcomes the consultation on the Code for Sustainable Buildings and is confident that it will meet
the requirements of the Code.

35. EP have been pioneering the use of design codes on our sites and are one of the stakeholders (along
with CABE) in ODPM’s Pilot Design Coding Programme. This programme is looking into design coding
to ascertain how design codes can speed up the planning and delivery of development whilst improving the
quality of development.
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36. EP have found that the time invested in developing a sound masterplan and accompanying codes can
bring dividends during the planning process. Bringing together the technical stakeholders at key junctures
in project development of the codes helps the early resolution of contentious issues. This is supported by
ODPM’s findings that the application of codes following a collaborative design approach, and with support
from key stakeholders, can speed up the delivery process.

Memorandum by the City of Sunderland (AH 102)

The City of Sunderland would like to oVer a response with regards to the following issues:

— The potential benefits of and scope to promote greater homeownership.

— The extent to which home purchase tackles social and economic inequalities and reduces poverty.

— The economic and social impact of current house prices.

— The relationship between house prices and housing supply.

— Other factors influencing the aVordability of housing for sale including construction methods and
fiscal measures.

— The scale of the Government’s plans to boost housing supply.

— The relative importance of increasing the supply of private housing as opposed to subsidised
housing.

— How the planning system should respond to the demand for housing for sale.

— The scale of housing development required to influence house prices and the impact of promoting
such a programme on the natural and historical environment and infrastructure provision.

— The regional disparities in the supply and demand for housing and how they might be tackled.

1. Background

The City of Sunderland is the industrial capital of the North East of England and has an overall
population of 280,807 (2001 Census data returns) 0.48% of the entire population of Great Britain.

Sunderland is based upon its shipbuilding and heavy industry past as well as coalmining and port trade.
Although the focus continues to be on heavy and light engineering the principal industries now revolve
around car assembly, car components and a growing call-centre industry.

In relation to the North East region the City has the largest population concentration and this is centred
around the City centre, Washington New Town and the former coalfield areas of Houghton and Hetton.

The City is the largest, in terms of population, between Leeds and Edinburgh, and covers an area of
137 sq km and lies on the North East coast of England.

Deprivation in Sunderland is broad based, aVects the whole of the City and is not restricted to locality
pockets within the City. The city is 15th out of 354 authorities in the governments index of multiple
deprivation and 11 out of 25 wards are among the top 10% most deprived in the country.

Between 1997 and 2005 over 9,000 units of previously council owned social housing has been demolished
or lost through right to buy sales. In relation to the social rented as a whole, the sector as at 31March 2005
had 35,884 properties available in the City. Sunderland Housing Group, the largest RSL in the City, which
took over themanagement of the Council’s stock has seen a decrease in stock total from 40,750 units in 1997,
36,356 as at the point of transfer in March 2001 to only 31,534 on 1 April 2005.

Population changes

Sunderland’s current population is 280,807 and is declining by 3,500 per annum and fell by 15,100 from
1991 to 2001.Although this is the case, the average household size is also decreasing due to more people
choosing to live alone and a reduced birth rate. In 1981 household size was 2.80 with 105,434 households,
in 1991 it was 2.50 with 113,904 households and in 2001 it was 2.36 with 116,355 households. Also it is
predicted that by 2011 it will be 2.15 with 121,816 households.

Key statistics

— Older people aged 65! account for 43,776 or 15.6% of the population.

— A significant trend for the City is the projected increase in the number of people over the age of
65, by 2006 it is estimated that this number will grow to 46,470, with predominance in the over 75
age group.

— The Black and Minority Ethnic Communities accounted for 1.9% of the population in 2001, and
accounted for approximately 5,300 residents but Sunderland has a small but growing proportion
of residents from BME communities.
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— Unemployment stands at 3.7% where-as the national average is 2.6%.

— The health of the City’s population is well below that of the national average as is educational
attainment.

AVordable housing

House prices in Sunderland have increased significantly over the past five years due to, the ripple eVect
of increased house prices emanating from the South, increased investor buying and low interest rates. These
overriding factors have highlighted the issue of aVordable housing supply.

Although “AVordable Housing” is now a well known and well used phase, there is not one definitive
definition of what constitutes aVordable housing.

For the purpose of this paper AVordable Housing is “housing which is aVordable as the purchase costs are
achievable and maintainable to the purchaser. This does not necessary mean that the costs associated with the
purchase are subsidized in any way”.

2. Current Housing Situation

There are currently 119,000 households within the City, with a tenure breakdown of 63% owner
occupation, 34% social rented and around 3% private rented sector.

Homeless applications increased significantly during the past five years which the table below illustrates.
This trend highlights a lack of available properties as more households are applying as homeless.

July to July to July to July to July to
Sept 2001 Sept 2002 Sept 2003 Sept 2004 Sept 2005

Decisions 353 359 733 607 454
All homelessness, including intentionally
and non-priority need 266 281 517 363 355
Acceptances 159 163 255 154 145

Sunderland is going through a period of change. The previous perception of low demand coupled to low
value and abandonment no longer prevails and the real issue is of property availability and whether people
can access and move through the property ladder, (either via purchase or rent) allowing properties to be
released for others, ie those in need.

At present the rate of new build to demolition exasperates the supply and demand of properties in the
City as demand outstrips supply mainly as a result of demolition and the time lag factor in building new
developments. When this phase of regeneration is complete, more properties should become available in
all tenures.

Also the social rented sector has seen just over a 9,000 property reduction since 1997 and this will have
undoubtedly aVected the supply of housing in the City due to such a significant and sustained reduction over
the years.

These two issues have dramatically aVected housing supply in the city, meaning that there is not the
correct supply of housing across the city.

It is the aVordability of themarket that has to be addressed from the private sector with a significant build
programme in the social rented sector as to alleviate pressures on supply and demand.

3. Benefits of Home Ownership/Tackling Social Inequalities

Areas with a higher percentage of home ownership generally prove to be more sustainable and popular
than areas with a low percentage of homeownership. This can be in part attributed to increased economic
equality and low incidents of anti-social behaviour and crime.

Pushing people into ownership when their financial resources are only on the cusp of aVordability may
not be a wise move. Home ownership is a serious responsibility and one which can often incur unforeseen
costs, for maintenance etc. If this were the case, households could be forced to live in increased poverty.

As many applicants on Sunderland’s housing waiting list cannot secure finances to purchase or can “only
just” secure finances, we believe that the push for new housing has to be focused on providing high quality
housing with excellent management across all tenures and not purely based upon greater home ownership.
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4. House Prices, Housing Supply and Income Levels

There has long being the argument that the housing market will essentially “look after itself” in that if
properties become unaVordable people will not be able to purchase them and allow the market to function.
Therefore the supply/demand argument kicks in:

Properties are unaVordable, leading to a stagnant market with an over supply of properties, leading to
sellers reducing prices in order to sell. Although the overall growth is vast, evidence now shows that this shift
in values has started in the city. The table below illustrates this.

Overall
2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 Growth

Average Property Price %
Increase across the Year 15.1% 17.9% 25.4% 20.8% 3.2% 112.2%

As demonstrated by the breakdown of properties in the various Council Tax bands. In Sunderland there
is a predominance of properties in Council tax bands A and B, 96,685 properties which is 78.1% of the total,
whereas there are only 0.6% in bands G and H 637 properties. Therefore it is clear that the city has a large
amount of properties at the “lower cost” end of the market. The questions still remains, are these properties
aVordable? If you examine the aVordability of average properties set against average income, there are
certain groups which may find it diYcult of aVord a suitable property.

The actual house prices in Sunderland at September 2005 are on average:

Detached £207,990 Semi Detached £122,806
Flat/Masionette £90,119 Terraced £94,479
Average Property £117,008

In Sunderland the average annual full time wage is £17,939, which is approximately £4,500 less than
the English average and £1,500 below the North East average. Compared with the average property price
in Sunderland in September 2005 is approximately £117,008. This would mean a house price to property
ratio of 6.5.

The following are House Price Ratios in Sunderland.

2 person
2 person household—male 1 person 1 person 1 person

household—both full time and household— household— household—
full time female part time male full time female full time female part time

3.2 4.3 5.9 7.0 15.5

Most mortgage lenders generally lend households 3 to 4 times their annual wage, the consequence of this
being that any ratio over four could be classed as unaVordable. Highlighting the fact that the prosperity of
residents has a significant impact on the ability to secure a mortgage as to get onto, or move up the
homeownership ladder.

The City has relatively high unemployment and low home ownership. On average unemployment is 4.8%,
which is above the national average of 2.6% and homeownership 63%, which is below the national average
of 68.7%. However in South Sunderland home ownership is as low as 35% and unemployment as high as
8%. This shows a direct correlation between the two factors, and highlights the fact that pockets of extreme
deprivation exist.

As all housing markets across the sub-region and beyond have increased it is not the case that people are
leaving the city to secure cheaper accommodation. It is in fact the opposite, people have moved to the city,
as properties in the city are more aVordable than the neighbouring Local Authorities. In a survey people
highlighted that it was the lack of jobs, higher value property and properties in “nice environments” that
made them migrate from the City to other areas, and housing choice has to reflect that high earners are
leaving the City in order to fulfill their housing desires.

Examination of the Councils housing register shows that the vast amount of applicants, who require re-
housing are reliant onwelfare benefit as their sole income. This factor alone excludes these people fromhome
ownership and increases demand for high quality social and privately rented properties.

The key is an increase in the availability of houses in all tenures and locations whilst ensuring that
aVordability is not yet another barrier to securing suitable accommodation to those that have the means to
secure a mortgage and wish to buy.
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Keyworkers

If you examine the previous average earnings table it is very clear that keyworkers will be able to secure
a property within the city. Also there is no evidence to suggest otherwise. Therefore providing specific
properties for this group is deemed as unnecessary at present.

5. Economic Impact and House Prices

The recent sudden growth in property prices has had both a social and economic impact upon the city
and its residents. The main eVect being the reduction in the number of households who cannot aVord to
comfortably purchase a property. It has also created a higher demand for rented properties, especially from
registered social landlords, (which could however provide an avenue into homeownership via right to buy
legislation).

The table shows that the number of people requesting a property between 1998 and 2001 more than
doubled.

Year 1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05

Properties Allocated 5,892 5,191 5,106 5,277 4,557 3,896 1,882 1,308
People on the Comparable figures are unavailable
Waiting List 2,003 3,743 4,476 5,156 due to the introduction of CBL

This trend is evident throughout the sub-region. The chart below shows that since 1999 the housing
registers within Tyne and Wear have almost trebled, from 26,508 households in 2001 to over 62,304 in
April 2004.
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Another concern for the city, which stems from market movement is the increased amount of investor
buyer from people who live outside the city and northeast region. This is especially common in the new-
build apartment market. The trend has contributed to pushing up purchase prices and prevented more local
people from buying such properties.

6. Government Plans to Increase Supply

It is the view of northern-based authorities that Central Government thinking is focused on the south and
its housing problems. It is true that the south does has exaggerated housing stress, generally linked to the
lack of supply and high prices. However as described the north suVers some serious housing issues and these
should continue to be targeted by central government, via programmes such as Pathfinders, New Deal for
Communities, Urban Regeneration Companies and new options for Council owned housing stock. The
NorthernWay highlights these methods as part of an overall package to deliver decent homes in all housing
tenures. This move to tackle decline within the private sector and poor quality housing owned by Councils
is the first step to delivering sustainable communities in all housing sectors and areas of the north.
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Housing issues are only part of the issue. There is reason that the southern housing market is so buoyant,
and this is, in part based on a powerful economy and the link to Europe. Central government should be
looking towards boosting the economy of the city and the northeast region to support plans for delivering
sustainable housing developments.

7. Importance of Private/Subsidised Housing

In Sunderland it is not the scale of private housing development, but the overall net increase in the housing
stock in all tenures which is critical to ensuring a well balanced, flexible housing market. The latest
Sunderland Housing Strategy, (2006–09) will clearly state one of its key aims is that of improved choice of
type, location and price to meet 21st Century aspirations and demands, which will reverse the trend of
outward migration.

Sunderland is steadfast in its belief that both private housing and subsidised housing is of paramount
importance in delivering the Government’s vision of sustainable communities in the 21st Century. This is
demonstrated as the Council supported, where appropriate, bids for National AVordable Housing
Programme funding from the Housing Corporation and was very much in support of RSL schemes which
delivered cross-tenure developments and aVordability tools, such as shared ownership properties.

It has also been agreed that the Council will make land available for more “higher” value housing,
although this does not link directly with aVordable housing supply it does tackle the shortage in supply of
that particular type of property, and should free up more aVordable properties down the property ladder.

8. Planning System

An option for Sunderland in the future is the use of Section 106 contributions by private developers,
especially in areas where there is an identified need for developers to aid suitable housing provision, ie a
percentage of the development being socially rented housing.

Planning oYcers have recently completed and published the Interim Strategy for Housing Land. This
details where developments such be by identifying land for use and the numbers of units required. This
provides the council, house builders, RSL’s and other organisations with a framework for delivering new
housing throughout the city.

Memorandum by the Zacchaeus 2000 Trust (Z2K) (AH 103)

We are concerned that both the ODPM and the ODPM select committee are focusing on shared equity
and rather less on the issue of the aVordability and supply of rented accommodation for low income
households. So we oVer this supplementary evidence.

Housing for the Poor—An Oppressive Regime

1. Housing in the UK is in crisis. It is the poorest who carry the weight of it. Their incomes are too low
and housing too expensive. That simple arithmetic is massively complicated by a benefit system that does
not cope eYciently when households move in and out of it, or circumstances change for any reason; and the
acceptance by New Labour of the Thatcher settlement with its naı̈f belief that a free market settles every
social problem with “trickle down”. The deregulation of lending in the 1980s released a flood of money into
a housing market in short supply thus exacerbating pressures that increase prices.215 The market failed to
produce enough houses. The problems have irrupted since then. They get worse every day.

2. They are further exacerbated by the mindset at the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister disclosed in
the definitions of “aVordable housing” given in their initial evidence. They have nothing to say about
incomes. They are therefore unable to encompass the obvious truth that housing is unaVordable when
incomes are too low and housing too expensive.

215 Please see our Memorandum on UnaVordable Housing to the Prime Minister May 2005 edited by Professor Peter Ambrose
available on www.z2k.org.
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3. They are in paragraph 40 of the Initial Evidence and in 41, which is only concernedwith priority groups
and not poor households. Even for the priority groups the definitions in paragraph 40 should be replaced
by the following which provides clear parameters for policy making.

The term “aVordable housing” is widely used without any precise definition. We argue that it has no
meaning other than as the opposite of “unaVordable housing” which is experienced when incomes are
too low and available housing, whether for rent or purchase, is too expensive. We define “aVordable
housing” (in the Introduction to the Memorandum to the Prime Minister and with some later
modification) as:

“AVordable housing” means that once the cost of rent or mortgage (including any maintenance
and service charges and local and national taxes) have been met from the income of a household,
be it an individual, a family or pensioners, there remains suYcient income to sustain safe and
healthy living, to support children’s needs at school and to enable provision for the future and
participation in the community. “UnaVordable housing” means that the remaining income is not
suYcient to ensure these outcomes.

4. Four cases illustrate how this toxic mixture of oYcial myopia, low incomes, complex benefits,
expensive housing, short supply and excessive investment, which need integrated policies if housing is to
become aVordable, bears down traumatically on poor families. Members of Parliament will meet many
similar cases in their surgeries.

Case I

5. The local council claimed there had been an over payment of £1,500 housing benefit to the Housing
Association in 2001 and took the money back. The Housing Association then claimed £1,500 rent arrears,
which they could not pay. They evicted the couple with two children adding £1,000 for repairs.

6. Forced into the private market in High Wycombe, where there is no aVordable housing, they found a
home at £180 a week. They received full housing benefit. Several changes of circumstances happened, with
which the authorities did not keep up, involving unemployment, separation and coming together again, and
re-employment; and they had a baby, the third child. They have a duty to inform the authorities each time.
That can be a complex exercise for harassed parents. She is receiving treatment for depression. One of her
children has emotional and behavioural diYculties. Child benefit and tax credits are dealt with by the Inland
Revenue, Income Support by the Jobcentres, Council Tax and Housing Benefits by the Local Authority.
They are connected by computers. If there is a mistake at the Jobcentre everything stops.

7. They are then called in for questioning under caution about fraud by the Local Authority, who claim
they were not informed about one of the changes, so too much housing benefit had been paid. Special
payments to encourage this questioning are being made by central government. There is no legal aid even
though it can lead to a criminal conviction. I attended the interview with a letter from her doctor confirming
the woman’s depression and decided call a halt. It was done by a retired policeman with, it seemed, much
experience of questioning hardened criminals. We have heard no more.

8. More rent arrears occur. They will be classed as intentionally homeless by the local authority if they
are evicted—because of the arrears. The landlord seeks repossession. I go with them to court as aMcKenzie
Friend. They receive a suspended possession order on condition they pay £30 a week towards the arrears;
our trust pays £500 as a donation to keep them housed.

9. The flat they rented had been bought to let by the landlord. He then decided to sell to take his capital
gain. There is nothing they can do to prevent this eviction. Since then they have been placed in a hostel by
another local authority, who again decided they were intentionally homeless—because of the rent arrears.
But they had regularly paid the £30 a week ordered by the court. This was appealed with the aid of Shelter.
They won and the council now has a duty to house them.

10. With the rent arrears they were worse oV in work than unemployed. This was because their residual
income after housing and taxation had been paid out of gross income was less that they would have received
from unemployment benefits, all of which are below the government’s poverty threshold. This is a common
problem. The Royal College of Nursing is reporting that many of their members in London whose gross
pay is above the benefit threshold have the same experience.

Case II

11. An unemployed lone parent with five children aged one to eight is living in a two bed roomed, damp
flat and with a suspended possession order hanging over her. They can be evicted if she fails to pay £5.10
rent arrears every two weeks to pay oV a total of £2,000. The local authority won’t move her to suitable
accommodation until it is all paid oV. It will take 15 years.

Case III

12. A chronically ill and depressed woman inevitably lost control of her aVairs; she would have been
homeless had we not intervened a week before the bailiVs came to evict her and change the locks.
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Case IV

13. A man has a degenerative disease; the local authority applied for bankruptcy to pay oV council tax
arrears threatening him and his wife with homelessness.

Homeless Beggars

14. A look at www.asboconcern.org shows the harsh treatment that has been devised for homeless
beggars. They are jailed if they break an Anti Social Behavior Order forbidding them to beg for years at a
time, thus receiving a criminal conviction, which further damages their chances of employment. Single
childless adults are the most vulnerable to homelessness lacking any statutory duty to house them—except
in prison and receiving unemployment benefits that are half the government’s poverty threshold. (Please see
attached letter published by the Church Times)

15. If the house owning taxpayers sitting comfortably on appreciating assets, and enjoying handsome
dividends from shares supplemented by the large state subsidy of low wages, are not moved by the injustice
of these stories then perhaps the story of increasing housing benefit will make them stop and think. The
average weekly benefits paid to housing association tenants rose from £23.20 a week in 1992 to £58 in 2003
and for private tenants from £40.70 to £71.60. The total cost of housing benefit rose from £5.4 billion in
1986–87 to £15.8 billion in 2002–03 and is planned to reach £19.7 billion in 2007–08. While in real terms the
cost to the tax payer more that doubled the investment in new housing and renovation fell from £6.1 billion
to £2.8 billion.216 Total UK housing debt stood at £774 billion in £2003, the equivalent of 72% of gross
domestic product, and increase from £53 billion in 1980 and 23% of GDP.

16. The ODPM parliamentary select committee is enquiring into housing supply and aVordability. Who
wins the next election seems uppermost in your minds. I fear policy will not be decided on who needs
aVordable housingmost, they don’t vote, but onwhich policy will oVend the lowest number of current house
owners, by maintaining the price of their homes, and also puts the largest number of voters on the housing
ladder. Joint equity is front runner. (I am attaching a synopsis of the Z2K Memorandum to the Prime
Minister on UnaVordable Housing to emphasise the holistic approach that housing policy deserves). The
long term future for the poorest in the UK looks bleak—unless they register and start voting.

Supplementary memorandum by the Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) (AH 37(a))

When the CML gave evidence on 28 November we promised to provide a response to the question raised
by Alison Seabeck MP regarding Mr Prescott’s competition for a £60,000 home and whether any link had
beenmadewith the LPS 2020 standard for homes built usingmodernmethods of construction (MMC) being
developed by the BRE and the BBA in conjunction with the CML and the ABI.

Unfortunately there has so far been no link up between LPS 2020 and the £60,000 competition, or indeed
the recently announced Code for Sustainable Homes. LPS 2020 has been developed by BRE with close co-
operation from theCMLandABI in order to ensure that innovative housing designs achieve amortgageable
standard and that they will be able to attract buildings insurance on normal conditions. As I made clear at
our meeting lenders and insurers have consistently voiced concerns to ODPM that there is a risk that the
new generation of MMC may reproduce many of the problems associated with previous generations of
innovative construction.Much 20th century pre-fabricated social housing, which has leaked into the private
housing market via the Right to Buy and other purchase schemes, is beset by defects, often rendering it
unmortgageable and presenting additional risks for insurers. It is important that measures are taken to
ensure that the future does not resemble the past.

It was because there was little recognition of, or interest in, lender concerns by ODPM or the Housing
Corporation that lenders and insurers decided to tackle the problem directly by sponsoring a certification
standard that would provide appropriate comfort and additionally safeguard consumers also. While the
Housing Corporation has been involved in the development of LPS 2020, neither they nor ODPM have so
far seen fit to integrate this with other work.

This lack of co-ordination can be seen as part of a larger problem. It has been noted by a number of
stakeholders that there are a plethora of codes, standards, kitemarks and assurance schemes associatedwith
the building of new homes, with building regulations underlying them all. The CML and others have argued
that there is a strong case for rationalisation in this area.

Peter Williams
Deputy Director General

216 See op cit Appendix 7.
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Supplementary memorandum by the Council for Mortgage Lenders (CML) (AH 37(b))

Lenders andModernMethods of Construction (MMC)

Margaret Ford made a number of comments about the Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) in relation
to Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) when giving evidence to the ODPM Committee on 16
January. I am writing to set the record straight and also to clarify the actual position of the Housing
Corporation (HC) in relation to the BRE certification standard for innovative housing, LPS 2020.

English Partnerships (EP) and the CML

The statement made by Margaret Ford that EP “tear their hair out” over the attitude of the CML and
its members to MMC is inexplicable.

In fact, as far as we are aware, the limited contacts between the CML and EP on this issue have been
cordial and constructive. There have certainly been no expressions of frustration on either side. In spring
2004, I was invited by the Board of EP to give them a presentation on MMC and I was pleased to oblige.
Margaret Ford herself chaired the meeting and the CML presentation was received positively by Board
members present. On the initiative of the CML at least two other constructive meetings with EP oYcials
took place to discuss MMC, and these revealed a fair measure of common ground in terms of a desire to
secure high standards and a determination not to repeat the well-documented mistakes of the prefabricated
and system—built housing programmes of the past.

As I believe my presentation makes very clear, lenders are not opposed to any particular form of
construction and have in fact provided significant finance forMMCnew-build projects. The concerns of the
CML and its members focus on the need to ensure that properties are capable of standing security for a
mortgage of up to 35 years. This means that high standards of durability, repairability, and adaptability are
essential, together with low whole life costs and the ability to attract buildings insurance on normal terms.

I ammost surprised that Margaret Ford and EP apparently find such commonsense requirements, which
would be supported by most consumers, frustrating. I would have hoped that a positive concern with
providing high quality homes for the future could be shared by all the key stakeholders in the sector.

LPS 2020

LPS 2020 is a certification standard for innovative housing initiated by the Building Research
Establishment (BRE) and supported by the CML, the Association of British Insurers (ABI) and other
stakeholders. We have supported it over the past two years because of a positive desire to promote high
standards for MMC. LPS 2020 will help to overcome the problems of unquantifiable risks that are
inseparable from innovation and will promote confidence in MMC amongst all the key stakeholders. LPS
2020 is currently in its calibration phase and will be launched as a full standard in spring 2006.

I am certainly not oVering criticism of Peter Dixon for not being aware of every initiative that his
organisation is involved with. Nevertheless, the HC (in the shape of Clive Clowes a senior HC oYcial) has
been involved with the development of LPS 2020 since work commenced some two years ago. The HC have
been supportive of the new standard (as have ODPM) and we are pleased that this project has benefited
from HC input.

The CML support for LPS 2020 is another example of the way in which lenders have worked positively
to provide a viable platform for innovation in housing. This support deserves more recognition in some
quarters than it has apparently received.

Andrew Heywood
Deputy Head of Policy

27 January 2006

Supplementary memorandum by the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) (AH 57(a))

Introduction

1. At the end of the second evidence session for this inquiry on 6 December the Chairman invited CPRE
to submit a written response to the question “Do local planning authorities have suYcient power to ensure
housing is built to high environmental standards?” This note addresses that question.

2. Wewould also like to take this opportunity to clarify CPRE’s position on the issue of housing numbers
and development plans, as well as to raise questions about the implications of draft Planning Policy
Statement (PPS) 3 Housing which was issued for consultation the day before the Committee’s second
evidence session.
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“Do local planning authorities have suYcient power to ensure housing is built to high environmental standards?”

3. CPRE does not believe that planning authorities have suYcient powers in this area. Some local
authorities may have a better record than others but we do not believe that recent Government
pronouncements are likely to achieve verymuch byway of improving performance across the board. Indeed,
we fear that the current proposals could actually lead to a deterioration in the ability of local authorities to
require high environmental standards in the provision of new housing. This could make the environmental
‘footprint’ of new housing extend much further than it currently does, as well as reducing the long term
aVordability of running a home to the detriment of those on low or moderate incomes.

4. Draft PPS 3 is particularly weak in this regard. For example, it contains a section on “greening the
residential environment” but this places no requirements on local authorities to ensure this is delivered on
the ground. The draft PPS merely states that “local planning authorities should encourage applicants to
apply principles of sustainable and environmentally friendly design and construction”, and, in particular,
to encourage them “to apply the proposed Code for Sustainable Homes” (paragraph 39).

5. Given theGovernment’s apparent intention to rely largely on private, market housing to address what
is sees as the shortage in supply, it is disturbing that it is proposing to make the Code for Sustainable homes
voluntary for private development (ie that which does not enjoy public funding). We believe that applying
sound principles of sustainable and environmentally-friendly design and construction to new housing
development should be mandatory, not optional. This will be essential if we are to meet commitments in the
UK Strategy for Sustainable Development. It will also be essential for the Code to cover a wider range of
issues. We believe it should, as a minimum, incorporate assessment of:

— materials sourcing (eg aggregates: whether primary, secondary or recycled/re-used, distance
transported to the sites and by what means of transport);

— accessibility to public transport (and preferably also to the potential for households’ daily needs
to be met on foot); and

— ecological impact.

6. In addition to these issues, CPRE notes that WWF has recently expressed a fear that the proposed
Code, as currently drafted, could actually lower the standards currently required of new, publicly funded
housing.

7. There is a particular diYculty in securing high environmental standards in new housing because certain
important matters fall under building regulations (eg thermal eYciency) and others under planning controls
(eg the external design of buildings, layout and orientation of development on site), but all significantly aVect
environmental performance. PPS1, issued earlier this year, states that planning policy should not overlap
with matters dealt with under other legislation or administered by diVerent regimes (eg building control).
We strongly believe that this position has become a real barrier to progress. There is also anecdotal evidence
(as recently discussed by the Environmental Audit Committee as part of its current inquiry) that the
eVectiveness of Building Control regulations is being aVected by a shortage of resources and skills, pressure
to cut costs and a lack of enforcement. An integrated approach is urgently needed, especially since building
control is often a relatively late consideration in the development and planning process. This could help co-
ordinate and combine planning and building controls in order to achieve the higher environmental
standards which are so necessary.

Housing Numbers and Development Plans

8. Wewould like to add a point of clarification on our view as to the number of newhomes that are needed
in England.We strongly support the plan-led system, through Regional Spatial Strategies (RSSs) and Local
Development Frameworks (LDFs), as a basis for agreeing the number of homes that should be built and
their distribution. Hence, the reference in our oral evidence to the 170,000 homes provided for in adopted/
emerging Regional Spatial Strategies as representing a level of annual housing supply we could broadly
subscribe to.

9. CPREwill not always agree with the precise figures arrived at in every region, and there will inevitably
be issues concerning the distribution and precise balance between brownfield and greenfield development.
We firmly believe, however, that if the plan-led system is to be credible, eVective and command public
confidence any proposed changes in the levels of housing provision should come forward—and be subject to
rigorous examination—through the established process. The Government’s new planning system lays great
emphasis on the importance of a credible evidence-base for policy and decisions, something we strongly
support. “Targets” for housing supply imposed from the centre, with little or no reference to contextual
evidence of need and environmental implications, are inconsistent with this approach. Their eVect is not only
misguided, but actively damaging to the integrity of the plan-led system.

10. We consider that projected household growth should be taken into account in determining housing
provision. Household formation should not be seen as directly correlating with the number of new homes
needed, however, since it is important to compare the total number of households with the dwelling stock,
as well as to take into account other objectives. In particular, we need more eVective action to reduce the
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number of empty homes (and particularly the 300,000 or so long term empty properties), consider scope for
conversions from other types of buildings, and reduce levels of under-occupancy. Before building new
homes. we need to make much better use of the potential oVered by these sources.

Draft PPS3

11. We would also like to urge the Select Committee to consider including an assessment of draft PPS3,
published on 5 December, in its deliberations. From our initial reading of the draft we believe that certain
important aspects would benefit from the Committee’s scrutiny. We suggest the Committee considers
holding a further evidence session under the current inquiry, or a further inquiry, to consider draft PPS 3.
In our view, key issues to address include:

— questions over the practical application of the clear priority for brownfield over greenfield sites,
set out in the draft and reinforced in comments by the Planning Minister on its launch, given the
proposed removal of local authorities’ ability to phase release of sites in the first five years of
planned provision;

— tensions between the Government’s priority for brownfield sites and the explicit discouragement
of local authorities from making assumptions regarding the supply of housing on (brownfield)
windfall sites, and how these could be resolved;

— whether the proposed return to a five-year housing land supply rule risks a regression to “planning
by appeal” which plagued planning for housing prior to publication of revised PPG3 in 2000, and
how this could be avoided;

— whether, given the large proportion of new housing now built on small urban sites, the retention
of an indicative site threshold for aVordable housing requirements will significantly reduce the
potential supply of aVordable housing, and whether abolition of thresholds altogether would be
preferable;

— what needs to be done to ensure that Sustainability Appraisal of plan documents and site
allocations is suYciently eVective and robust to deliver genuinely sustainable patterns of
development; and

— issues surrounding the proposed sub-regional Housing Market Areas: draft PPS3 includes a table
illustrating how diVerent approaches might apply in diVerent Housing Market Areas but appears
to excludes the possibility that in some areas of high demand, such as Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, a low or no growth optionwhich focuses onmeeting local needsmight be themost
appropriate way forward.

Supplementary memorandum by the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister (AH 67(a))

The Select Committee announced an inquiry into aVordability and the supply of housing, calling for
written evidence by Tuesday 8 November. Kate Barker’s review of housing supply, commissioned by the
Deputy PrimeMinister and theChancellor of the Exchequer, looked at very similar issues. Following a letter
to the chair of the Committee from Yvette Cooper, Minister for Housing and Planning, the OYce of the
Deputy PrimeMinister submitted initial evidence in advance of Government publishing its formal response
to Kate Barker’s report. The OYce committed to providing further evidence once the response to Barker
was published.

The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply was published on 5 December,
alongside the Pre-Budget Report217. This memorandum therefore provides the further evidence from the
OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister, which we undertook to submit at the time of our interim evidence.

Summary of the Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review

1. In its response to the Barker Review published onMonday 5 December, the Government signalled its
commitment to provide more homes for future generations with an ambitious package of measures to help
more people into home ownership or social housing. The response package aims to make it easier to buy
a full or part share of a home, as well as improving access to high quality, rented social housing.

2. Kate Barker’s report, published last year, showed that the housing market is not responding
suYciently to meet the needs of the country’s ageing and growing population, with an ever increasing gap
between supply and demand. The Government must act now to ensure more people can get a foot on the
housing ladder or find a rented home to meet their needs.

3. The Government is clear that plans to make housing aVordable will be firmly linked to increased
investment in transport infrastructure and local services, in addition to tough new design and environmental
standards. In addition, a shake up of planning rules will ensure a better response to diVerent housing

217 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing can be accessed at:
www.odpm.gov.uk/index.asp?id%1162076
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markets and local need. Plans for new and aVordable homes are not confined to the south east, as the
Government believes that every region now has areas of high demand for housing which need to be
addressed.

4. Key measures include a consultation on a Planning-gain Supplement to unlock increases in land value
to fund local infrastructure, a cross-cutting review of infrastructure investment and proposals for new
volunteer housing growth points.

5. TheGovernment’s response to the Barker review set out a raft ofmeasures to deliver increased housing
supply, infrastructure, design and environmental standards. The package includes:

— An ambition to increase the annual rate of new housing supply from 150,000 per year today to
200,000 over the next decade. This will help to address household growth of 190,000 per year, and
start to tackle the significant backlog in current house building. The Government’s overall aim is
to increase home ownership to 75%.New housing requires proper investment in infrastructure and
social housing too, so we will set out as part of the Spending Review how fast we believe the nation
can progress towards this ambition, ensuring that we deliver a significant increase above the
Sustainable Communities Plan.

— A commitment to increase aVordable housing for ownership and rent. We will increase new
building of social housing, making it a priority for the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review and
piloting new ways for local authorities to increase social housing in their area. Also a new
partnership with the private sector to promote shared equity schemes. Working with mortgage
lenders, private house builders and housing associations, the Government will work to help more
families get a first foot on the housing ladder through low cost home ownership.

— A consultation on a Planning-gain Supplement—a new levy to capture a portion of the land value
uplift created at the grant of planning permission. This will help finance infrastructure and ensure
that local communities better share in the benefits of growth.

— ODPM will be inviting expressions of interest in a round of potential new growth areas moving
beyond the south east. A £40 million start up fund for infrastructure projects for new growth
points. A number of local authorities are actively considering an application for New Growth
Point status to help further their economic, housing and sustainability goals. The ODPM
welcomes applications from authorities in areas of high housing demand which meet the criteria
including applications from the East and West Midlands.

— ACross-cutting review in the run up to the 2007Government spending round to better co-ordinate
strategic delivery of the infrastructure investment necessary to support housing growth.

— This review will also consider the scope for additional housing growth points, including the use of
large-scale brownfield sites to deliver additional homes where local partners are in support.

— Publication of a new draft planning policy statement for housing (PPS3) to make the planning
system more responsive to housing markets and ensure a better supply of land to meet long-term
housing need. Local and regional planning bodies will need to take account of aVordability and
the local housing market alongside other factors when deciding how many homes to build. They
will be supported by a new National Advice Unit. Draft PPS3 also retains the priority for
brownfield development, places high emphasis on high quality design, and encourages local
authorities to use tools such as design codes to demand high standards of housing design from
developers.

— Developing new incentives for local authorities delivering high levels of new homes as part of the
Spending Review including refining the Planning Delivery Grant.

— Merger of regional housing and planning functions by September 2006 to ensure regions take a
more integrated strategic approach to housing and infrastructure requirements.

— Environmental standards will be tightened further so that new homes and communities will be
sustainable as well as aVordable. A range of environmental measures include:

— A consultation on a new Code for Sustainable Homes, which incorporates standards for
energy, water, waste and materials. All new publicly funded homes will meet the Code. We
are inviting all stakeholders to give us feedback on our proposals.

— New draft planning policies to help manage flood risk (PPS25), including a new Flooding
Direction for more rigorous scrutiny of planning applications in flood risk areas while
allowing suitable developments to proceed where the risk is acceptable after a full risk
assessment.

— Commitment to prioritise the use of sustainable brownfield sites for housing and proposed
new requirement for local authorities to develop a brownfield strategy.

— Reinforced commitment to preserve Green Belt and prevent urban sprawl with a new
Greenbelt Direction to strengthen scrutiny of planning applications.

— 10% of funding for housing growth areas earmarked for green space projects.

— Commitment to the use of water fittings and building regulations to improve water eYciency
and sanitation in all new homes.
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6. The full list of Barker response documents published on Monday 5 December is as follows:

— The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply.

— Government Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply: The Supporting Analysis.

— AVordability Targets: Implications for Housing Supply (Research Report).
— AVordability Targets: Implications for Housing Supply (Technical Appendix).

— A sustainability impact study of additional housing scenarios in England (Research Report).

— Planning-gain Supplement: a consultation.

— Consultation Paper on a New Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3): Housing.
— Planning Consultation on Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood (Consultation).

— The Town and Country Planning (green belt) direction 2005 (circular).

— Proposals for introducing a Code for Sustainable Homes (Consultation).

— New HomeBuy Product Testing—Qualitative Research Findings (Research Report—Full).
— New HomeBuy Product Testing—Qualitative Research Findings (Research Report—Summary).

— Creating sustainable communities—Delivering on Large sites: 3 x case studies (East/South East/
London) and Sources of Info document.

— Summary of public consultation responses to the Consultation Paper: “Planning for Mixed
Communities”.

— Summary of public consultation responses to the Consultation Paper: “Planning for Housing
Provision”: A summary of responses and key issues arising from the Consultation Paper.

Addressing the Problem of Affordability of Housing

1. As was set out in the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister’s interim evidence, the opportunity for
everyone to live in a decent home—at a price they can aVord—in a sustainable community, is one of themost
fundamental goals of the Government. Government’s core commitments for housing policy are to deliver:

— a step on the housing ladder for future generations of homeowners;
— quality and choice for those who rent; and
— mixed, sustainable communities.

2. But, despite improvements over the last eight years, including a rise of one million in the number of
home owners, we face real challenges over the next decade in securing continued growth in prosperity and
improvement.

3. We have an ageing and growing population but a housing market that has failed to respond. In spite
of a household formation rate of about 190,000 per year, currently we are only adding around 150,000 new
homes each year to the stock of homes—this gap is not sustainable. If we continued at current rates of
building then the proportion of 30 year olds able to aVord their own home would drop from over 50% to
under 30% by 2026.

4. In its Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, published on 5 December, Government
set out its ambition to increase the annual rate of new housing supply from 150,000 per year today to 200,000
by 2016, and to set out the pace of change in the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review218. This will help
to address household growth of 190,000 per year, start to tackle the significant backlog in current house
building and will help take home ownership towards the Government’s overall aim of 75%.

The Relationship between Housing Supply and House Prices

5. House prices are aVected by supply of and demand for housing. The Government commissioned two
major studies to provide the necessary evidence base on the benefits and impacts of various levels of
additional housing supply. The two reports were published alongside the main response document219. We
believe that these represent a major advance in the analysis of housing supply policy and, along with the
models produced as part of the projects, and further analysis within Government, provide a good basis for
decision-making.

6. The first of the two major projects, AVordability Targets: Implications for Housing Supply (the
AVordability Project) was research into the relationship between housing aVordability and housing
supply220. It was carried out by a group of leading housing academics, led by Professor GeoVMeen of the
University of Reading. The research has been peer reviewed by leading, international housing economists
and found to be of the highest quality.

218 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, page 15.
219 Further information on the analysis produced by these studies is provided at Annex 2, page 79, of theGovernment’s Response
to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply and in a separate supporting document—Government Response to Kate Barker’s
Review of Housing Supply: The Supporting Analysis, which can be accessed at:
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/index.asp?id%1162098

220 AVordability Targets: Implications for Housing Supply can be accessed at: http://www.odpm.gov.uk/index.asp?id%1162083
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7. As part of the AVordability Project, a nine-region model was developed to examine the relationship
between housing supply and aVordability (specified as the ratio of lower quartile house prices to lower
quartile earnings). This model is a step forward from previous analysis, including the Barker Review. For
the first time we are able to model nationally and regionally the relationship between housing supply and
aVordability. Previous analyses looked only at prices at national level and were not able to take into account
the interactions between the demographics and housing and labour markets.

8. The research report considered a limited set of housing supply scenarios. The scenarios are illustrative
only and based on those considered as part of the Barker Review. In developing the evidence base to inform
Government decisions, ODPM has extended the model in a number of ways, considering more realistic
housing supply scenarios, whereby the rate of housing supply builds up over time and also looking at
aVordability for 30–34 year old households—a key group for whomaccess to the housing ladder is becoming
increasingly diYcult.

9. In the baseline the modelling finds that, for England as a whole, prices and earnings grow at a similar
rate between 2004 and 2016. The lower-quartile house prices to lower-quartile earnings ratio in 2016 is
similar to that in 2004—6.2 in both years. However, this varies across regions. In some high demand regions
aVordability worsens markedly over the period to 2016.

10. Beyond 2016, in the baseline, aVordability worsens. For a typical house-buying couple, aged 30–34,
the percentage able to aVord to buy worsens significantly in the long term, falling from over a half today to
around 35% in 2026.

11. The modelling suggests that increasing housing supply above the baseline would help to halt this
worsening aVordability. As an illustration, modelling by ODPM analysts suggests that building up to
delivering 200,000 net additions per year by 2016 increases the percentage of 30–34 year-old couples able to
aVord to almost 60%.

Other Factors affecting Affordability

Construction costs

12. As indicated in the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister’s interim evidence, the construction cost of
dwellings has a limited impact on the market. However, this does not mean that the rising costs of
construction are not of concern and improving the eYciency of construction can help keep costs down; it
can also have added benefits, for example in improving resource eYciency which also has a wider benefit to
the economy.

13. For this reason Government is encouraging the development of modern methods of construction
(MMC). These are both on and oV-site approaches to construction that improve processes to build more,
better quality housing in less time.Kate Barker, in her Report in 2004, recommended that the house building
industry should develop a strategy to address barriers to MMC221.

14. The industry has responded positively to Kate Barker’s recommendation on MMC. A large group
of representatives are actively engaged in the process led by the Home Builders Federation. Both ODPM
and DTI have been kept informed of progress and involved in the work. The Government looks forward
to receiving the final report later this year, and will consider carefully any recommendations made.

Affordable Housing

15. The Government believes everyone should have the opportunity of a decent home, at a price they
can aVord within a sustainable community. The provision of housing should meet the needs of the whole
community, including those whose housing needs are not met by the market. A good balance of housing
types and tenures, includingmarket, shared ownership and social rent, is a foundation for sustainable mixed
communities.

16. In her Review, Kate Barker identified a long-term shortfall in social housing provision, manifested
through overcrowding and the growing use of unsuitable temporary accommodation for vulnerable
households. The Review set out the need for a substantial increase in the supply of social housing in order
to keep up with demographic trends and to tackle the backlog of unmet need, estimating that the newly-
arising demand for social housing was running at 48,000 households a year and recommended: “The
provision of social housing should be increased. At least 17,000 additional houses are required each year
compared with current provision to keep up with demographic trends. Addressing the backlog of housing
need would raise this to 23,000 per annum.”222

221 Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply. Delivering Stability: Securing our Future Housing Needs. Final Report,
recommendation 33, page 115. Report can be accessed at: http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/consultations—and—legislation/
barker/consult—barker—index.cfm

222 Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply. Delivering Stability: Securing our Future Housing Needs. Final Report,
recommendation 27, page 97.
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17. The Government has already made significant progress in meeting this long-term challenge,
providing funding through the 2004 Spending Review to help deliver an additional 10,000 new social homes
a year by 2007–08 compared to 2004–05—a 50% increase—and by reducing demand through investment in
new approaches for preventing homelessness. In its Response toKate Barker’s Review, theGovernment has
set out its intension to go further to respond to the challenges set out by the Barker Review223. Government
will set out its ambitious plans for increasing supply, with new investment in social housing alongside further
eYciencies and innovation in provision, as part of the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review.

18. The Government has now agreed plans with three lenders to introduce joint public-private financing
of equity loans for open market purchase. This scheme will help the Government to stretch public funds
further and will contribute to the Government’s target to help at least 100,000 households into home
ownership by 2010. And the Government is keen to explore how it can build on the good progress being
made through the development of such products.

19. In addition, the Government is considering a range of options for increasing the supply of new
aVordable housing, working with housing associations, local authorities and the private sector to draw on
a wider range of assets and resources. The Government intends to explore these approaches, and pilot them
where appropriate, to evaluate their eVectiveness, value formoney andwider applicability. TheGovernment
will be seeking views on these proposals, which include:

— allowing local authorities and Arms Length Management Organisations (ALMOs) the flexibility
to use their own resources (including land) to build and own homes;

— exploring innovative ways in which excellent local authorities with good housing services could
build new homes for rent;

— increasing the eVectiveness of the Housing Private Finance Initiative (PFI) Programme, where
Government is exploring the possibility of developing some form of partnership model build new
homes, which could speed up procurement and reduce costs;

— encouraging local authorities undertaking PFI procurements to consider, with the private sector,
the opportunities for increased new build for sale or shared ownership, which would be facilitated
by the PFI credits. This helps maximise income to the PFI project, helping to reduce the cost to
the public sector; and

— examining with local authorities and others the eVectiveness of new initiatives and approaches to
provide settled, aVordable homes in properties that would otherwise be provided as more
expensive and insecure temporary accommodation.

20. Local authorities seeking to explore these options will need to consider how these can be funded,
including receipts and prudential borrowing. TheGovernment intends to proceedwith consultation on these
proposals during 2006.

AVordable rural housing

21. The Government has set up an AVordable Rural Housing Commission224, to look in detail at the
specific problems faced by rural communities in securing adequate provision of housing that is aVordable.
The Commission is due to report in Spring 2006.

The Contribution of the Planning System
225

22. The Barker review identified constraints in the planning system as a potential barrier to housing
supply. The Government accepts that the planning system is currently not responding eVectively to the
housingmarket and housebuilding is not keeping pace with demand. In high demand areas, local authorities
are not always working to identify sustainable sites for the new homes their communities need. In some low
demand areas, housebuilding is continuing at a pace that outstrips demand. Neither approach will deliver
sustainable communities with the right mix of homes, services, jobs and green spaces that residents need.

23. In its Response to Kate Barker’s Review, the Government has set out plans for reforms to make
planning more responsive to local housing needs by ensuring that regional and local plans set out measures
to prepare and release more land, taking account of aVordability alongside other factors, to encourage local
authorities to demand high standards of design of housing and the publication of a newGreen BeltDirection
to guard against urban sprawl.

223 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, section 2.12–17, pages 17–18.
224 http://www.defra.gov.uk/news/latest/2005/rural-0720.htm
225 The role of Planning in delivering a step-change in housing supply is set out in Chapter 4 of The Government’s Response to
Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, pages 29–37.
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24. A new draft planning policy statement for housing (PPS3)226, designed to make planning more
responsive to housing need and demand. Draft PPS3 introduces:

— A new approach to setting housing numbers, using sub-regional housing market areas—the areas
within which people search for a home—as the basis for planning new housing, rather than local
administrative boundaries.

— A requirement on regional planning bodies and local planning authorities to take account of
aVordability and housingmarket information alongside other factors such as the environment and
infrastructure when deciding how many homes to build.

— Improved aVordability in the housing market by allocating and identifying suYcient land for
housing where it’s needed. Local authorities will be required to identify a rolling supply of at least
five years’ worth of developable land for housing, with a further 10 years supply identified for
future development.

— A continued commitment to deliver against our target to provide 60%of new homes on brownfield
sites by 2008 to minimise pressure on greenfield land. Local authorities will have to develop a
brownfield strategy, prioritise developable brownfield land and work proactively with partners to
bring brownfield sites into development.

— A continued commitment to make the best use of land. The minimum level of 30 dwellings per
hectare is retained. But PPS3 promotes a more flexible approach to density above that level, that
takes better account of local circumstances, where local authorities set a density range appropriate
for particular types of location. There will be higher densities in city centres than in the suburbs
for example.

— A commitment to high quality design, encouraging local authorities to apply design codes or site
briefs to sites for new housing. This will speed up planning decisions for new housing as developers
will be clear what is expected, and ensure the needs of local people are paramount.

— A new approach for planning for mixed communities to ensure that a wide choice of both
aVordable and market housing is available, to meet the needs of all members of the community.
Local planning authorities and housebuilders are encouraged to work in partnership to ensure
developments are mixed and deliver a wide range of housing.

— A continued commitment to Sustainability Appraisal to take account of environmental impacts
in the local area.

Other planning changes

25. Other planning changes included in the Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review include:
— Merging regional housing and planning functions by September 2006 to ensure regions take a

more integrated strategic view of meeting housing and infrastructure needs.
— Establishing a new, independent national advice unit by Autumn 2006 to strengthen the evidence

and analysis on improving housing market aVordability available to merged regional housing and
planning bodies when they are deciding the right level of housing for their region.

— Accelerating planning appeals for housing cases. The Planning Inspectorate will adopt a new
target to set up inquiries or hearings for housing cases within 20 weeks and issue a decision within
a further 10 weeks in 80% of cases. We will also explore ways to make the appeals system more
responsive to the needs of users.

— Publication of The Town and Country Planning (Green Belt) Direction 2005227, which will ensure
more rigorous scrutiny of planning applications for development in Green Belts. The Green Belt
Direction will strengthen the application of our strict planning controls for development in the
Green Belt.

The Potential Impact of a Step Change in Housing Supply on the Natural and Historical

Environment and Infrastructure Provision

Environmental sustainability

26. A range of measures were announced in and alongside the Government’s Response to the Barker
Review that contribute to environmental sustainability:

— A draft Code for Sustainable Homes228: a new voluntary approach to improving the sustainability
of new homes, saving water and energy, and building on the 40% improvements to the energy
eYciency of new buildings we have made since 2002. The Code sets out minimum standards on

226 The consultation Paper on New Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3): Housing can be accessed at:
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/embedded—object.asp?id%1162097

227 The Town and Country Planning (Green Belt) Direction 2005 can be accessed via:
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/index.asp?id%1162031

228 Proposals for Introducing a Code for Sustainable Homes—A Consultation Paper can be accessed via:
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/index.asp?id%1162094
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energy and water eYciency, site and household waste, materials, and surface water management.
Further optional standards are included on lifetime homes, sound insulation, private external
space, use of daylight and security. All homes receiving direct government funding will meet the
Code and those built through English Partnerships and Housing Corporation programmes will
meet level three, which is significantly higher than current building regulations.

— AdraftPlanning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk (PPS 25)229 and a new Flooding
Direction: a new, stronger, clearer planning policy statement that aims to ensure flood risk is taken
into account at all stages in the planning process; to avoid inappropriate development in areas at
risk of flooding; and to direct development away from high risk areas. The consultation will also
include proposals to make the Environment Agency a statutory consultee for planning
applications in flood risk areas; and for a ‘Flooding Direction’, providing greater scrutiny for
major developments proposed in flood risk areas.

— A commitment to regulate to achieve water eYciency savings: Water is a key factor in ensuring the
sustainability of new housing developments. Water companies are already planning new house
building into their water resources plans, using projections from ODPM and local authorities.
However, we believe that we can and should go further to achieve water eYciency savings that are
cost-eVective and straightforward. The Government therefore announced in its Response to the
Barker Review that it will use water fittings and building regulations to improve water eYciency
and sanitation in all new homes230. The Government will consult with the industry and others on
the best option for regulation early in 2006.

— To ensure that green spaces remain a high priority alongside new housing, Government will
earmark a minimum of 10% of current Growth Areas funding for green space projects, which will
improve air quality, the local environment and mitigate against flood risk.

— Cutting construction waste by mandating Site Waste Management Plans from 2007.

Infrastructure provision

27. Government recognises that infrastructure is vital to support housing growth—and we are not
deviating from the principles of the Sustainable Communities Plan. The Sustainable Communities Plan set
out our commitment to creating sustainable communities where housing growth is supported by
infrastructure, good public transport and other public services and quality green space.

28. In its Response to the Barker Review, Government has undertaken to ensure that there will be
adequate funding for infrastructure. We are pursuing a co-ordinated approach to achieving this, which
will include:

— Consultation on a new Planning-gain Supplement231 to help finance the infrastructure needed to
stimulate and service proposed growth, and ensure that local communities better share in the
benefits that growth brings.

— A cross cutting review232 in the run up to the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review to co-ordinate
eVectively the strategic delivery of infrastructure investment to support additional housing.

— Wider consultation, in the run up to the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review, on incentives to
encourage local authorities to support growth233.

Regional Variations

29. The Government believes that its proposed reforms to regional housing and planning, alongside its
proposals for enhanced infrastructure provision, provide powerful tools to deliver housing supply which is
more responsive to demand in every region. However, some areas of the country face specific challenges, in
areas of both high and low demand.

More sustainable, better-planned growth

30. We set out in paragraph 16 above how the Government’s cross-cutting review will establish a
framework for supporting sustainable and cost-eVective patterns of housing growth. Through this, the
Government will examine the scope for delivering additional housing supply by working with and
supporting local partners who are developingwell-defined projects based on the urban renewal of towns and

229 Consultation on Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk can be accessed via:
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/index.asp?id%1162059

230 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, section 5.11, page 41.
231 Planning-gain Supplement: a consultation can be accessed via:
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/pre—budget—report/prebud—pbr05/assoc—docs/prebud—pbr05—adplanning.cfm

232 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, section 3.10, page 25.
233 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, sections 3.21–23, page 27.
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cities, particularly where this will help strengthen their economic potential and promote large scale
regeneration234.

31. This additional growth may be located not only within the wider South East, but wherever pressures
are greatest. Concentrating additional growth within designated “growth points” will help protect the
environment from inappropriate development and reduce pressure on greenfield land wherever possible.
Proposals will need to have a good rationale and be compatible with existing or emerging Regional Spatial
Strategies and normal statutory planning procedures.

32. Through the New Growth Points initiative the Government will support local partners (towns and
cities) who are keen to pursue sustainable growth. £40 million will be provided for a first round of site
infrastructure projects to help new growth points overcome local infrastructure problems, unlock sites for
new housing and improve the environment. Criteria were published alongside the Government’s Response
to the Barker Review to help local partners develop good quality growth proposals235.

33. Longer term proposals for growth in new growth points will be considered as part of the ODPM
growth programme in the light of resources available from the next Spending Review.

Additional growth on large brownfield sites

34. In places where the capacity for growth in town centres and sustainable urban extensions is limited
there may be a case for considering large brownfield sites, such as former hospital sites and army barracks,
where these could be the focus of a viable and sustainable new community.

35. The Government will consider funding schemes that bring large brownfield sites back into use where
these can secure high quality infrastructure, community facilities, good design and ample green space236.

36. Proposals for further schemes will be considered as part of the ODPMgrowth programme in the light
of resources available from the next Spending Review.

English Partnerships and Surplus Public Sector Land

37. Government included in its Response to the Barker Review a commitment to an enhanced drive to
use surplus land to build new homes—particularly aVordable homes. This will be delivered in partnership
with English Partnerships (EP)237, which has clarified it role to make clear that it is not duplicating or
crowing out the private sector as recommended by Barker238.

38. The Register of Surplus Public Sector land will be expanded to provide amore comprehensive picture
of surplus public sector land. This will help to bring land forward for reuse—particularly to support the need
to provide more homes and more aVordable homes.

39. English Partnerships will work with public sector land owners to explore how land identified can be
utilised. The land will be used for new development and to address aVordability problems.

40. The initiative will build on deals such as the hospital sites programme—where EP has taken on a
portfolio of 96 former NHS sites for redevelopment, and an agreement being developed with MoD on
reusing former defence sites.

Supplementary memorandum by the Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) (AH 73(a))

AFFORDABILITY AND THE SUPPLY OF HOUSING

You may have seen the Daily Telegraph coverage recently, which stated that immigration “is the single
and simple reason for the disappearance of green spaces”. Although the TCPA and the newspaper quickly
rebutted this view, I am taking this opportunity to write to you to underline that the biggest cause in the
need for more housing is, in fact, that we are living longer.

The TCPA is an independent non-party political charity. Our objectives are: ensuring everyone has a
decent home, empowering communities and promoting sustainable development. We also aim to explode
a number of myths that surround the supply of new housing in England.

Economically, for example, it is sometimes suggested that turning oV the supply of housing in the South
will lead to more investment in the north of England. The evidence (following several years of significant
constraint in the Southeast, and a worsening North/South divide) clearly shows that cutting housing supply

234 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, section 6.2, page 45.
235 This is available at www.odpm.gov.uk/growthareas
236 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, sections 6.10–12, page 46.
237 The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, section 6.13, page 47.
238 English Partnerships Corporate Plan 2004-2008, annex 2. Available from www.englishpartnerships.co.uk
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has no such economic eVect. The only impact is worsening inequalities for those locked out of the property
market. For example the fire fighter reportedly forced to commute to Reading fromWales in order to find
an aVordable home (The Guardian).

Revitalising the economies of regions furthest from the Southeast is clearly a vital objective.We therefore
need to develop a suite of infrastructure, skills and investment policies, as well as interventions for jobs
creation, in the midlands, the north and the far west of the country. With stronger regional economies and
more jobs, homes will follow. If successful this policy will relieve pressure on housing markets elsewhere.

Simply restricting housing supply to try and boost regional economic development priorities has failed,
would be ineVective and is socially divisive. Successful regional development throughout the UK depends
upon a strong and successful base in London and the southeast. Failing to provide suYcient homes for the
people and employers who want them in the south of England is therefore harming economic development
for the nation as a whole.

Socially, many of the problems of constraining housing supply are obvious. There are now around
100,000 homeless households in the UK, including more than 40,000 in London. This should be
unacceptable to civilised society. The existence of empty homes in the north is not a solution for the vast
majority of such families. Research produced by the University of Cambridge for the TCPA has shown that
between 200,000 and 220,000 homes per year are needed, whilst actual supply is only around 70% of this
total. Contrary to many perceptions the biggest single reason for the need for more homes (around 40%) is
that there are more of us, the settled population, and that we are living longer.We published this key finding
in our journal, Town & Country Planning in September 2005 in our widely quoted report “Housing the Next
Generation” which I attach for your information.

Environmentally, the protection of the environment will always be a key priority. It is a major reason
behind the creation and existence of a planning system in the UK. A concentrated and contained approach
to new development is the best way to prevent sprawl andmaximise the gains, environmental and otherwise,
that can arise fromnewdevelopment. Such gains include £2.5 billion per year fromdevelopers’ contributions
to planning gain agreements for public services and capital expenditure mainly controlled by local
authorities. New housing can also significantly reduce commuting and the release of harmful carbon
emissions into the atmosphere. Net inward commuting to Milton Keynes for example means that it makes
absolute environmental sense to locate more housing close to the jobs people want in that city. Housing
currently accounts for 27% of the UK’s carbon emissions, therefore it can make environmental sense to
replace older stock with new more energy eYcient homes to improve both levels of emissions and resource
eYciency ratings. As the TCPA demonstrated in its popular “Biodiversity by Design—Guide for Sustainable
Communities” (supported by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds) residential areas provide very
high levels of flora and fauna often more successfully than agricultural land uses they replace, though
decisions on new development will always have to depend in part on the environmental impact.
Development will not always be perfect, but new housing, if the standards are high enough can provide
answers to the toughest environmental challenges we face.

The TCPA is today publishing guidance for local planning authorities on “Sustainable Design and
Construction”. I also enclose this for your information.

We made a number of these points in evidence to your inquiry but felt that it was important to underline
some of them since oral evidence sessions have now concluded.

Gideon Amos MA RIBA MRTPI
Director

Supplementary memorandum by Friends of the Earth (AH 84(a))

CODE FOR SUSTAINABLE HOUSING

Summary

The Code has a potentially vital role in reducing environmental impacts from housing, particularly
carbon emissions. This will be essential for economic as well as environmental reasons. However the Code
does not do this at present, and is currently amajormissed opportunity.We are extremely disappointed that:

— The scope of code has been reduced from all buildings to only new domestic dwellings.

— The code remains voluntary for all private sector housing.

— That PPS 3 (Housing) provides only the weakest incentive to local authorities to “encourage” the
use of the code and then only on large strategic sites.

We also believe that the reason the code is currently so weak is because of fears about economic costs of
further action. In this note we set out reasons why these fears are misplaced, and why a stronger code is good
for the economy.
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Changes to the Code

1.1 Implementation of the code

Currently the Code is voluntary for private sector development, and so no matter what the standards
within it, there is no guarantee that house-builders or anyone else will pay adequate attention to it. The
planning system is the one of the most important mechanisms for securing low carbon development by
enshrining code standards into the development plan system—This can be achieved simply, via amendments
to Paragraph 39 of the Consultation paper on PPS3:

— replace the word “encourage” with “require” in both instances;

— insert text “to meet the Code minimum standard”; and

— remove the text “for strategic sites that deliver a large number of new homes” and replace with
“for all developments”.

These amendments would have the additional benefits of creating certainty for business and investors by
making clear the general regulatory framework for sustainable construction. This would correct the current
position where some local authorities require measures such as micro generation on new development and
some do not.

1.2 Standards within the Code

The minimum standards within the code are entirely inadequate, particularly regarding climate change.
For energy use, the code minimum standard does not even go beyond the new building regulations despite
the fact that far greater eYciency is technically possible. According to the ENTEC sustainable impact
study239 published alongside PPS3, carbon emissions will rise even if new houses are built to the new building
regulation standards. This is contrary to the Government’s own targets for a pathway to 60% reduction C02

by 2050 (Energy white Paper).

The current Code proposals will lock us into carbon intensive lifestyles, when far higher standards are
possible. It is particularly important to achieve these standards now given the opportunity of the planned
large scale expansion of housing development. Retrofitting these new homes would be significantly more
expensive than designing eYcient homes from the start.

We advocate that the minimum standard for energy use should be the BREAM EcoHomes excellent
standard. We welcome the Code’s recognition that a 5 star rating should be awarded to homes meeting
Carbon-neutral standard— the Code should be ratcheted up quickly in future years, so that by 2010, all new
homes meet this standard.

1.3 Economic reasons for a stronger code

Economic eVects go beyond housing sector

It is important to look at the costs and benefits beyond the housing sector. Housing accounts for around
a third of the UK’s carbon emissions. If we don’t prevent dangerous levels of climate change there will be
massive economic costs. In recent years we have seen hundreds of billions of pounds of damage from
Hurricane Katrina, tens of billions for drought and floods in Europe, and we are also not immune in
Britain—floods in Carlisle, Boscastle, and York have had major social and economic costs. Climate change
will cause more severe climate disasters and much greater damage to communities and economies. It will
also be the poorest who will be hit hardest—they are least able to protect their property and are less likely
to be insured. Climate change will also, aVect the economy in other ways— for example increased spending
needed to build flood defences and protect coastlines: all diverting spending away from other priorities.
Action on housing is urgently needed to prevent economic damage from climate change.

Economic benefits of building better designed housing

Better designed andmore eYcient homes have greatly reduced running cost—amajor benefit, particularly
for lower income households who spend a greater percentage of their income on electricity, heating and
water. In the first year of the Bed Zed development in London, running costs were almost £500 a year lower
than the average UK home—savings of £80 on electricity, £225 on heating and £170 on water240.

239 A sustainable impact study of additional housing scenarios in England—
http://www.odpm.gov.Uk/embedded object.asp?id 1162087

240 Achieving sustainable communities—the ZED challenge. http://www.zedstandards.com
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Economic costs of building better designed housing

Although better designed housing can cost more, this is a small percentage of total costs, and will also
come down as a greater percentage of greener homes are built. Merton local authority puts green design at
just 2.5% onto building costs241. Also, as more green homes get built, the unit cost will fall. The architects
and builders at Bed Zed estimate that at just 3% of new developments, the unit costs would fall to the same
as conventional development.

241 Adrian Hewitt’s presentation to the Welsh Assembly, 7 December 2005.
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